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Preface to the Second Edition 

Having received an encouraging response from my readers for the first edition, I have great pleasure 
in presenting to them the revised second edition of Understanding Mechanics, Volume - 1. Like 

the earlier edition, this book will also provide students relevant and compact information on the subject 
of Mechanics. The aim has been to make the topic easy and interesting for aspirants of the IITs and 
other engineering entrance exams. 

My twelve years of experience in teaching and interaction with students in Kota (Rajasthan) have 
enabled me to clearly present all concepts and explain the important areas of the subject where students 
some times need assistance. 

All important concepts, including the minute ones, have been discussed in this book. 

The theoretical part is followed by a large numbers of solved numerical examples which give the 
aspirants thorough grounding of the topic. 

The text has been divided into eight chapters covering the topics included in engineering entrance 
examinations. 'Notes ', 'Concepts ', 'Important Points ', 'Summary ' and so on have been added to 
enhance the theory. 

Keeping in mind the latest trend of the IIT-JEE question paper, all types of questions asked in 
engineering entrance examinations have been covered - Subjective Problems, Objective Problems, 
Single Correct Option Questions, More than One Correct Options Questions, Mark the Correct 
Statements, Comprehension Questions, Match the Following and Assertion-Reason Questions. 

JEE/REE and AIEEE questions from previous years have been included. Questions are 
followed by Answer Keys, with Solutions and detailed analyses. 

I have included tips and tricks of solving problems to help students save valuable time in the 
examination hall. 

To increase its value for aspirants, the second edition has been enhanced with revision of the 
theory portions - Chapters 1 and 8 have been totally revamped - and addition of more JEE questions. 
AIEEE questions have also been included. All these questions are followed by answers and detailed 
solutions. 

Some Useful Tips while Preparing for IIT Entrance 

• Be conceptually strong in the topics. 

• Finish reading all the material - text, notes etc. , at least three days prior to the exam and 
prepare short notes that will help you during revision. 
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• Three days prior to the exam, set aside time each day for self-assessment by solving practice 
problems and review of notes. 

Useful Tools for Last Minute Revision 

• End of chapter summaries 

• Solved numericals 

• Practice problems 

• Short notes prepared by you 

Analyse your weaknesses and create a list of topics of problems that need your attention. Focus on 
these topics a little more than the others. 

Have a healthy routine and ensure you get sufficient sleep before the examination day. 

Wish you all success in your endeavours. 

M.K. Sinha 



Pref ace to the First Edition 

I have great pleasure in presenting this text book Understanding Mechanics, Volume-/ before you. I 
was encouraged and inspired by the response to my earlier work Understanding Optics. As with my 

earlier book, this book will also provide students relevant and compact information on Mechanics. I 
am hopeful that my efforts will make the topic easy and interesting for IIT aspirants and other aspirants 
of various engmening entrance aspirants. The title is a reflection of the aim and purpose ofmy book. 

My twelve years of experience in teaching and interaction with students in Kota (Rajasthan) have 
enabled me to clearly present all concepts and explain the important areas of the subject where students 
sometimes need assistance. 

All important concepts, including the minute ones, have been discussed in this book. The theoretical 
part is followed by solved numerical examples which give the aspirant a thorough grounding of the 
topic. 

Keeping in mind the latest trend of the IIT-JEE question paper, a large number of objective as 
well as subjective questions have been included at the end of the chapters. All these questions have 
solutions with detailed analysis so that no ambiguity remains in the mind of students. I have included 
tips and tricks of solving problems to help students save valuable time in the examination hall. 

Some Useful Tips while Preparing for IIT entrance 

• Be conceptually strong in the topics. 

• Finish reading all the material-text, notes etc. , at least three days prior to the exam and 
prepare short notes that will help you during revision. 

• Three days prior to the exam, set aside time each day for self-assessment by solwing, practice 
problems and review of notes. 

Useful Tools for Last Minute Revision 

• End of chapter summaries 

• Solved numericals 

• Practice problems 

• Short notes prepared by you 

Analyse your weaknesses and create a list of topics of problems that need your attention. Focus on 
these topics a little more than the others. 

Have a healthy routine and ensure you get sufficient sleep before the examination day. 

Wish you all success in your endeavours. 

-M. K. Sinha 
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Mathematics is the language of physics. It becomes easier to describe, understand and apply the physical 
principles, if one has a good knowledge of mathematics. 

• Tools are required to do physical work easily and mathematical tools are required to solve 
numerical problems easily. 

Differentiation 

MATHEMATICAL I 
TOOLS 

Mathematical Tools 

Integration Vectors 

• To solve the problems of physics Newton made significant contributions to Mathematics by 
inventing differentiation and integration. 

• Appropriate choice of tool is very important 

Cutting a tree with a blade Cutting a string with an axe 

• 1. FUNCTION 

Function is a rule of relationship between two variables in which one is assumed to be dependent and 
the other independent variable. 

fl~ 1. The temperatures at which water boils depends on the elevation above sea level (the 
boiling point drops as you ascend). Here elevation above sea level is the independent and temperature 
is the dependent variable. 
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fl~ 2. The interest paid on a cash investment depends on the length of time for which the 
investment is held. Here time is the independent and interest is the dependent variable. 

In each of the above example, value of one variable quantity (dependent variable), which we might 
call y, depends on the value of another variable quantity (independent variable), which we might call 
x. Since the value of y is completely determined by the value of x, we say that y is a function of x and 
represent it mathematically as y = f(x). 

Here f represents the function, x the independent 
variable and y is the dependent variable. 

X 

Input 
(Domain) 

All possible values of independent variables (x) are called domain of function. 

All possible values of dependent variable (y) are called range of function. 

f(x) 

Ouput 
(Range) 

Think of a function/ as a kind of machine that produces an output value f(x) in its range whenever 
we feed it an input value x from its domain (ref. to figure above). 

When we study circles, we usually call the area A and the radius r . Since area depends on radius, we say that A 
is a function of r, A = j{r) The equation A = nr2 is a rule that tells how to calculate a unique (single) output value 
of A for each possible input value of the radius r . 

A = j{r) = nr2· (Here the rule of relationship which describes the function may be described as square & 
multiply by n). 

If r = 1 A = n; if r = 2 A = 4n; if r = 3 A = 9n 

The set of all possible input values for the radius is called the domain of the function. The set of all output 
values of the area is the range of the function. 

We usually denote functions in one of the two ways: 

1. By giving a formula such as y = i'- that uses a dependent variable y to denote the value of the function. 

2. By giving a formula such asf(x) = x2 that defines a function symbol/to name the function. 

Strictly speaking, we should call the function/and notf(x), 

y = sin x. Here the function is sine, x is the independent variable. 

fl~ 1. The volume Vofa ball (solid sphere) ofradius r is given by the function V(r) = ~1l' (r)3 

The volume of a ball of radius 3m is ? 

V(3) = i1l'(3)3 = 361r m3. 

3 

f!_~ 2. Suppose that the function Fis defined for all real numbers r by the formula F(r) = 2(r - l) 
+ 3. Evaluate Fat the input values 0, 2, x + 2, and F(2). 

~~ In each case we substitute the given input value for r into the formula for F: 

F(0) = 2(0 - l) + 3 = - 2 + 3 = l F(2) = 2(2 - l) + 3 = 2 + 3 = 5 

F(x + 2) = 2(x + 2 - l) + 3 = 2x + 5 ; F(F(2)) = F(5) = 2(5 - l) + 3 = 11. 

A function /(x) is defined as /(x) = x2 + 3, Find /(0), F(l), /(x2) , /(x + l) and /(/(1)). 

/(0)=02+3=3 /(1)=1 2+3=4 

/(x2) = (x2)2 + 3 = x 4 + 3 

f(x + l) = (x + 1)2 + 3 = x2 + 2x + 4 /(/(1)) = /(4) = 42 + 3 = 19 
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fl~ 4. If function Fis defined for all real numbers x by the formula F(x) = x2 

Evaluate Fat the input values 0, 2, x + 2 and F(2) 

S~ F(O)=O F(2)=22 =4 

F(x + 2) = (x + 2)2 F(/(2)) = F(4) = 42 = 16 

• 2. TRIGONOMETRY 

Measurement of Angle and Relationship Between Degrees and Radian 

In navigation and astronomy, angles are measured in degrees, but in calculus it is best to use units called 
radians because of the way they simplify later calculations. B 

Let ACE be a central angle in a circle of radius r, as in figure. 

Then the angle ACE or 0 is defined in radius as -

0 = Arc length 

Radius 

If r = l then 0 = AE 

• e= AE 
r 

C 

A 

The radian measure for a circle of unit radius of angle ACE is defined to be the length of the circular 
arc AE. Since the circumference of the circle is 21r and one complete revolution of a circle is 360°, the 
relation between radians and degrees is given by: 1r radians= 180° 

Angle Conversion Formulas 

7r 
1 degree= -

180 
(::::: 0.02) radian 

1 radian::::: 57 degrees 

fl~ 5. (i) Convert 45° to radians. 

f/~7. 

(ii) Convert ;r rad to degrees. 
6 

(i) 45 x _!!__ = 1r rad 
180 4 

( . ") 7r 180 - 300 11 -X - -

6 7r 

Convert 30 to radians. 

7r 7r 
30 x - = - rad 

180 6 

7r 
Convert - rad to degrees. 

3 

!!_ X 180 = 60 
3 7r 

Degrees to radians : multiply by __2:._ 
180 

Radians to degrees; multiply by 180 
n 
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Standard Values 

(1) 
0 7r 

(2) o ,r d (3) 
0 7r 30 = - rad 45 = - ra 60 = - rad 

6 4 3 

7r 2,r 3,r 
(4) 90° = - rad (5) 120° = - rad (6) 135°= -rad 

2 3 4 

(7) o 51r d (8) 180° = 1r rad (9) 360° = 21r rad 150 = - ra 
6 

(Check these values yourself to see that they satisfy the conversion formulaes) 

Measurement of Positive and Negative Angles 

y y 

--------x 

measure 
--~----x 

Negative 
Measure 

I 1.5 

An angle in the xy-plane is said to be in standard position if its vertex lies at the origin and its initial 
ray lies along the positive x-axis (Fig.). Angles measured counterclockwise from the positive x-axis are 
assigned positive measures ; angles measured clockwise are assigned negative measures. 

y 

y 

9rc 
4 

y 

--'----+---+---''--+-----+x 

3rc 

y 

5rc -y 
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Six Basic Trigonometric Functions 

The trigonometric function of a general angle 0 are defined in terms of x, y, and r. 

y 

Sine: sin 0 = opp = y 
hyp r 

C . 0 adj x osme: cos = - = -
hyp r 

Tangent: tan 0 = opp = y 
adj x 

Values of Trigonometric Functions 

0 X 
0 adjacent side 

P(x, y) 

Cosecant: cosec 0 = hyp = !.... 
opp y 

Secant: sec 0 = hyp = !_ 
adj x 

adj x 
Cotangent: cot 0 = - = -

opp y 

If the circle in (Fig. above) has radius r = l, the equations defining sin 0 and cos 0 become 

cm0=~ ~n0=y 

We can then calculate the values of the cosine and sine directly from the coordinates of P. 

f!_~ 8. Find the six trigonometric ratios from given figure 

sin 0 = opp = i · 
hyp 5 ' 

tan 0 = opp = i . 
adJ 3' 

sec 0 = hyp = 2. ; 
opp 3 

4 

ad· 3 
cos0= _!/ = - · 

hyp 5 ' 

cosec 0 = hyp = 2- · 
opp 4 ' 

cot 0 = adj = I 
opp 4 



f/~9. 
shown. 
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Find the sine and cosine of angle 0 shown in the unit circle if coordinate of point p are as 

cos 0 = x-coordinate of P = - .!_ 
2 

sin 0 = y-coordinate of P = ✓3 . 
2 

Rules for Finding Trigonometric Ratio of Angles Greater than 90° 

Identify the quadrant in which angle lies. Step 1 • 

Step 2 • (a) If angle = (mr ± 0) where n is an integer. Then trigonometric function of (mr ± 0) 

= same trigonometric function of 0 and sign will be decided by CAST Rule. 

The Cast Rule 

A useful rule for remembering when the basic 
trigonometric functions are positive and negative 
is the CAST rule . If you are not very enthusiastic 
abut CAST. You can remember it as ASTC (After 
school to college) 

y 
ll"d Quadrant 1•' Quadrant 

S A 
sin positive all positive 

-------,f------+x 

T C 
tan positive cos positive 

lll'd Quadrant IV'"Quadrant 

(b) If angle = [ (2n + l); ± 0] where n is an integer. Then trigonometric function of 

[ (2n + 1) ; ± 0] = complimetry trignometric function of 0 and sign will be decided 

by CAST Rule. 

Values of sin 0, cos 0 and tan 0 for some standard angles. 

Degree 0 30 37 45 53 60 90 120 135 180 

Radians 0 1r I 6 371r I 180 1r I 4 531r I 180 1r I 3 1r I 2 21r I 3 3,r / 4 7r 

sin0 0 1/ 2 3 / 5 1/ ✓2 4 / 5 ✓3 / 2 1 ✓3 / 2 1/ ✓2 0 

cos0 1 ✓3 / 2 4 / 5 1/ ✓2 3 / 5 1/2 0 -1/2 -1/ ✓2 -1 

tan0 0 1/ ✓3 3 / 4 1 4 / 3 ✓3 00 -✓3 -1 0 
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Aliter 

Evaluate sin 120° 

sin 120° = sin (90° + 30°) = cos 30° = ✓3 
2 

sin 120° = sin (180° - 60°) = sin 60° = ✓3 
2 

fl~ 11. Evaluate cos 135° 

cos 135° = cos (90° + 45°) = - sin 45° = - _l_ 
✓2 

Evaluate cos 210° 

✓3 
cos 210° = cos (180° + 30°) = - cos30° = - -

2 

f!_~ 13. Evaluate tan 210° 

1 
~~ tan 210° = tan (180° + 30°) = tan 30° = -

✓3 

General Trigonometric Formulas 

1. cos2 0 + sin2 0 = 1 

1 + tan2 0 = sec2 0. 

1 + cot2 0 = cosec2 0. 

2. cos (A + B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B 

sin (A + B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B 

tan (A + B) = tan A+ tanB 
1-tanAtanB 

3. sin 20 = 2 sin 0 cos 0 

cos 20 = cos2 0 - sin2 0 = 2cos2 0 - 1 = 1 - 2sin2 0 

2 0 1 +cos20 
cos = ---· 

2 ' 

. 2 0 l-cos20 
sin =---

2 

4. sine rule for triangles 

sin a sin f3 sin y 
--=--=--

a b c 

b 



5. cosine rule for triangles 

c2 = a2 + b2 - 2ab cos0 

b 

• 3. DIFFERENTIATION 

Finite Difference 
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The finite difference between two values of a physical quantity is represented by Ll notation. 

For example: 

Y2 100 100 100 

Yi 50 99 99.5 

Lly= Y2 -yl 50 1 0.5 

Difference in two values ofy is written as Lly as given in the table above. 

Infinitely Small Difference 

The infinitely small difference means very-very small difference. And this difference is represented by 
' d' notation insted of ' Ll' . 

For example infinitely small difference in the values ofy is written as 'dy ' 

ify2 = 100 andy1 = 99.99999999 ....... . 

then dy = 0.000000 ................... 00001 

Definition of Differentiation 

Another name for differentiation is derivative. Suppose y is a function of x or y = j(x) 

Differentiation ofy with respect to x is denoted by symbolf'(x) 

where f' (x) = dy dx is very small change in x and dy is corresponding very small change in y. 
dx 

NOTATION: There are many ways to denote the derivative of a function y = j(x). Besidesf'(x), the 
most common notations are these: 

y 
"yprime" 

Nice and brief but does not name the independent 
variable 

dy "dy by dx" Names the variables and uses d for derivative -

dx 
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df 
"dfby dx" Emphasizes the function ' s name -

dx 

d Emphasizes the idea that differentiation IS an -f(x) "dby dx of f' dx operation performed onf 

DJ "dx of f' A common operator notation 

One of Newton ' s notations, now common for 

y "y dot" time derivatives i.e. dy . 
dt 

Slope of a Line 

It is the tan of angle made by a line with the positive direction of x-axis, measured in anticlockwise 
direction. 

Slope= tan 0 

In Figure - l slope is positive 

0 < 90° (1st quadrant) 

(In l st quadrant tan 0 is + ve & 2nd quadrant tan 0 is - ve) 

In Figure - 2 slope is negative 

0 > 90° (2nd quadrant) 
y y 

Average Rate of Change 

Given an arbitrary functiony = j(x) we calculate the average rate of change ofy with respect to x over the 
interval (x, x + ~) by dividing the change in value of y, i.e. Lly = j(x + ~) - j(x) , by length of interval 
~ over which the change occurred. 

The average rate of change ofy with respect to x over the interval 

[x x+ ~] = Lly = f(x+~)- f(x) y+ t. 
, ~ ~ 

Geometricaly, Lly = QR = tan 0 = Slope of the line PQ 
~ PR 

therefore we can say that average rate of change ofy with respect 
to x is equal to slope of the line joining P & Q. X + C.X t,y 

In triangle QPR lane = t.x 
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The Derivative of a Function 

We know that, average rate of change ofy w.r.t. x is Lly = f(x+ LlX)- f(x). 
LlX LlX 

If the limit of this ratio exists as LlX • 0, then it is called the derivative of given functionfi:x) and 
is denoted as 

f' (x) = dy = LlX ~ 0 f(x + LlX)- f(x) 
dx LlX 

Geometrical Meaning of Differentiation 

The geometrical meaning of differentiation is very much useful in the analysis of graphs in physics. To 
understand the geometrical meaning of derivatives we should have knowledge of secant and tangent to 
a curve. 

Secant and Tangent to a Curve 

Secant: A secant to a curve is a straight line, which intersects the curve at any two points. 

y 

Tangent: A tangent is a straight line, which touches the curve at a particular point. Tangent is a limiting 
case of secant which intersects the curve at two overlapping points. 

y+ Liy 

y 

X + LlX 

In the figure above, if value of LlX is gradually reduced then the point Q will move nearer to the point 
P. If the process is continuously repeated then the value of LlX will be infinitely small and secant PQ to 
the given curve will become a tangent at point P. 

Therefore ( Lly) = dy = tan 0 
,\x • O LlX dx 
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we can say that differentiation of y with respect to x,i.e. (:) is equal to slope of the tangent at 

point P (x, y) or tan 0 = dy 
dx 

y+t,.y 

(From the figure the average rate of change of y from x to x + ~ is identical with the slope of secant PQ .) 

Rules for Differentiation 

Rule No. 1: Derivative of a Constant 

The first rule of differentiation is that the derivative of every constant function is zero. 

If c is constant, then .!!.._c = 0. 
dx 

d 
"~ 14. dx (8)=0, .!!.._(-_!_) = 0 

dx 2 ' 

Rule No. 2: Power Rule 

If n is a real number, then .!!.._ x" = nx"-1 

dx 

To apply the power Rule , we subtract 1 from the original exponent (n) and multiply the result by n. 

fl-~15. 



(b) 

Function defined for x ~ 0 

!!_(Xl/5) 
dx 

1 

2£ 
I 
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derivative defined only for x > 0 

1 -4 15 -x 
5 

Function defined for x ~ 0 

Rule No. 3: The Constant Multiple Rule 

derivative not defined at x = 0 

If u is a differentiable function of x, and c is a constant, then !!_ ( cu) = c du 
dx dx 

In particular, ifn is a positive integer, then !!_(ex") = en x"- 1 

dx 

fl~ 18. The derivative formula ; (3x2 ) = 3(2x) = 6x says that ifwe rescale the graph ofy = x2 

by multiplying each y - coordinate by 3, then we multiply the slope at each point by 3. 

fl~ 19. A useful special case 

The derivative of the negative of a differentiable function is the negative of the function 's derivative. 
Rule 3 with c = - 1 gives. 

d d d d 
dx (-u) = dx (-l•u) = -1. dx (u) = - dx (u) 

Rule No. 4: The Sum Rule 

The derivative of the sum of two differentiable functions is the sum of their derivatives. 

If u and v are differentiable functions of x, then their sum u + v is differentiable at every point where 
u and v are both differentiable functions is their derivatives. 

d d du dv du dv 
-(u-v) = -[u+(-l)v] = -+(-1)-=--
dx dx dx dx dx dx 

The sum Rule also extends to sums of more than two functions , as long as there are only finitely many 
functions in the sum. If u1, u2, ......... u,, are differentiable at x , then so is u1 + u2 + ...... .. + u,,, and 

d _ du1 du 2 du,, 
dx (ui +u2 + ..... +u,,) - dx + dx + ... .... + dx . 
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fl~ 20. (a)y=x4 + 12.x 
4 

(b) y = x3 + - x2 - 5x + 1 
3 

dy d 4 d 
- = -(x ) +-(12x) 
dx dx dx 

dy d 3 d (4 2 ) d d -=-X +- -X --(5x)+-(l) 
dx dx dx3 dx dx 

2 4 = 3x + - .2x - 5 + 0 
3 

2 8 
=3x + -x-5. 

3 

Notice that we can differentiate any polynomial term by term, the way we differentiated the polynomials 
in above example. 

Rule No. 5: The Product Rule 

If u and v are differentiable at x , then so is their product uv, and .!!__ (uv) = u dv + v du . 
dx dx dx 

The derivative of the product uv is u times the derivative of v plus v times the derivative of u. In prime 
notation (uv)' = uv'+ vu'. 

While the derivative of the sum of two functions is the sum of their derivatives, the derivative of the 
product of two functions is not the product of their derivatives. For instance, 

d d 2 
dx (x.x) = dx (x ) = 2x, while .!!__ (x) . .!!__ (x) = 1.1 = 1. 

dx dx 

II~ 21. Find the derivatives ofy = (x2 + 1) (x3 + 3). 

~ From the product Rule with u = x2 + 1 and v = x3 + 3, we find 

we find, .!!__[(x2 + l)(x3 + 3)] = (x2 + 1) (3x2) + (x3 + 3) (2x) 
dx 

= 3x4 + 3x2 + 2x4 + 6x 

= 5x4 + 3x2 + 6x. 

Example can be done as well (perhaps better) by multiplying out the original expression for y and 
differentiating the resulting polynomial. We now check: y = (x2 + 1) (x3 + 3) = x5 + x3 + 3x2 + 3 

dy = 5x4 + 3x2 + 6x. 
dx 

This is in agreement with our first calculation. 

There are times, however, when the product Rule must be used. In the following examples. We have 
only numerical values to work with. 

~~ 22. Let y = uv be the product of the functions u and v. Find y'(2) if u'(2) = 3, u'(2) = - 4, 
v(2) = 1, and v'(2) = 2. 

S~ From the Product Rule, in the form 

y' = (uv)' = uv' + vu', 
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we have y'(2) = u(2) v'(2) + v(2) u' (2) 

= (3)(2) + (1)(-4) = 6-4 = 2. 

Rule No. 6: The Quotient Rule 

If u and v are differentiable at x, and v(x) * 0, then the quotient u!v is differentiable at x, and 

du dv 

;(;) = v-dx ~u dx 

Just as the derivative of the product of two differentiable functions is not the product of their derivatives, 
the derivative of the quotient of two functions is not the quotient of their derivatives. 

. . . t 2 -1 fl~ 23. Fmd the denvattve ofy = - ,
r +1 

We apply the Quotient Rule with u = t2 - 1 and v = f + 1: 

dy = (t2 + 1).2t - (t2 -1).2t 

dt (t2 + 1)2 

!!_(!:!:_) = v(du I dt) ~ v(du I dt) 
dt V v-

2t3 + 2t - 2t3 + 2t 

(t 2 + 1)2 

4t 
(t 2 +1)2. 

Rule No. 7: Derivative of Sine Function 

d . ) -(smx =COSX 
dx 

~24.(a) y=x2 -sinx: dy = 2x - ~(sin x) 
dx dx 

= 2x-cos x 

(b) y=x2 sinx: dy = x2 ~ (sin x) + 2x sin x 
dx dx 

= x2 cos x + 2x sin x 

(c) y = sinx: 
X 

d . . 1 x. - (smx)-smx. 
dy = ----"dx=-------

x2 dx 

xcosx-sinx 

Difference Rule 

Product Rule 

Quotient Rule 
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Rule No. 8: Derivative of Cosine Function 

d ) . -(cosx = -smx 
dx 

~ 25. (a) y= 5x+ cosx 

dy = !{_ (5x) + !{_ (cos x) 
dx dx dx 

Sum Rule 

= 5 - sin x 

(b) y = sin x cos x 

dy . d d . 
- =smx -(cosx)+cosx-(smx) 
dx dx dx 

= sin x( - sin x) + cos x (cos x) 

= cos2x- sin2 x 

Rule No. 9: Derivatives of other Trigonometric Functions 

Because sin x and cos x are differentiable functions of x, the related functions 

sin x 
tanx= -- · 

cosx , 
1 

secx= --
cos X 

COS X 1 
cotx= -. -; cosecx= --

smx sm x 

Product Rule 

are differentiable at every value of x at which they are defined. There derivatives calculated from the 
Quotient Rule, are given by the following formulas. 

d 2 d 
- (tan x) = sec x ; - (sec x) = sec x tan x 
dx dx 

d , d 
- (cot x) = - cosec- x ; - (cosec x) = - cosec x cot x 
dx dx 

Find dy I dx ify = tan x. 

d 
-(tanx) = 
dx 

!{_ (sin x) 
dx COS X 

cos x~(sin x) - sin x ~ (cos x) 
dx dx , 

COS- X 

cos x cos x - sin x (-sin x) 
0 

COS- X 

cos 2 x + sin 2 x l 2 
----- = -- = sec x 

cos 2 x cos 2 x 
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f/~27. 
d d 

(a) - (3x + cot x) = 3 + - (cot x) = 3 - cosec2 x 
dx dx 

(b) !{_ (-.-2-) = !{_ (2cosec x) = 2 !{_ (cosec x) 
dx sm x dx dx 

= 2 ( - cosec x cot x) = - 2 cosec x cot x 

Rule No. 10: Derivative of Logarithm and Exponential Functions 

d I 
-(log, x)=-
dx x 

d 
-(ex)=ex 
dx 

I/~ 28. y = ex. loge (x) 

: = ;(ex).log(x)+.; [loge(x)]ex 

dy ex 
• - = ex. loge (x) + -

dx X 

Rule No. 11: Chain Rule or "Outside Inside" Rule 

dy dy du 
----
dx du. dx 

It sometimes helps to think about the Chain Rule the following way. Ify = f(g(x)) , 

dy = f'[g(x)].g'(x). 
dx 

In words: To find dy!dx, differentiate the "outside" function/ and leave the "inside" g(x) alone ; then 
multiply by the derivative of the inside. 

We now know how to differentiate sin x and x2 - 4, but how do we differentiate a composite like 
sin (x2 - 4)? The answer is, with the Chain Rule, which says that the derivative of the composite of two 
differentiable functions is the product of their derivatives evaluated at appropriate points. The Chain 
Rule is probably the most widely used differentiation rule in mathematics. This section describes the 
rule and how to use it. We begin with examples. 

II~ 29. The function y = 6x - 10 = 2(3x - 5) is the composite of the functions y = 2u and u = 3x - 5. 
How are the derivatives of these three functions related ? 

We have dy = 6 dy = 2 du = 3. 
dx 'du 'dx 

Since 6 = 2. 3 dy = dy . du 
' dx du dx 

Is it an accident that dy = dy . du ? 
dx du dx 
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If we think of the derivative as a rate of change, our intuition allows us to see that this relationship is 
reasonable. For y = j(u) and u = g(x), ify changes twice as fast as u and u changes three times as fast as 
x, then we expecty to change six times as fast as x. 

~ 30. Let us try this again on another function. 

y = 9x4 + 6.x2 + 1 = (3x2 + 1)2 

is the composite ofy = u2 and 3x2 + 1. Calculating derivatives. We see that 

dy du 2 3 - . - = 2 u. 6x = 2(3x + 1). 6x = 36.x + 12 x 
du dx 

and dy = .!!.._ (9x4 + 6x2 + 1) = 36x3 + 12 x 
dx dx 

Once again, dy du = dy 
du·dx dx 

The derivative of the composite functionj(g(x)) at x is the derivative off at g(x) times the derivative of 
gatx. 

~32. 

Find the derivative of y = ,J x 2 + 1 

Here y = j(g(x) ), where j( u) = ✓u and g(x) = x2 + 1. Since the derivatives off and g are 

1 
f' (u) = - and g'(x) = 2x, 

2✓u, 

the Chain Rule gives 

dy d 1 1 x 
- = -j(g(x)) = f'(g(x)). g'(x) = ~=. g'(x) = ~=. (2x) = ~=. 
dx dx 2,Jg(x) 2✓x2 +l ✓x2 +l 

derivative of 
outside the outside 

d I ? I 2 
-sin(x- + x) = cos(x + x). (2x + 1) 
dx '-v--' '-v--' '-v--' 

Inside Inside derivative 
Left alone of the inside 

~ 33. We sometimes have to use the Chain Rule two or more times to find a derivative. Here 
is an example. Find the derivative of g(t) = tan (5 - sin 2t) 

i.~ g'(t) = !!.._ (tan(5 - sin 2t) 
dt 

= sec2 (5 - sin 2t). !!.._ (5 - sin 2t) 
dt 

= sec2 (5 - sin 2t). (0 - (cos 2t). !!.._ (2t) 
dt 

= sec2 (5 - sin 2t). ( - cos 2t). 2 

= - 2(cos 2t) sec2 ( 5 - sin 2t) 

Derivative of tan u 
with u = 5 - sin 2t 

Derivative of 
5 - sin u with u = 2t 
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u = 1 - x2 and n = 1/4 

Function defined on [- 1, l] 

-x 

derivative defined only on (- 1, l) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

d 1 d 
-(COS xrl/S = - -(C0SXr615 - (COS X) 
dx 5 dx 

1 - 6/ 5 . 1 6/5 
=- -(cosx) (-smx) = - sinx(cosx) -

5 5 

= e'inJ; -~sin ✓x 
dx 

= e'inJ; cos,F· ~✓x 
dx 

= e'inJ; cos✓x • -

1-
2✓x 

= - 1-e'inJ; ·cos✓x 
2✓x 

,.....-:;--; d ,.....-:;--; = cos '1 x- + :, - '1 x- + 5 
dx 

= cos ✓ x2 + 5 1 · ~ (x2 + 5) 
2✓x2 +5 dx 

= cos ~ · 1 ·2x = x cos ✓x2 + 5 
2✓x2 +5 ✓x2 +5 

~ sin 2x = cos 2x ~ 2x 
dx dx 

= cos 2x. 2 = 2 cos 2x 

!{_(A sin (rot+~) = A cos (rot+~) !{__ (rot+~) 
dt dt 

= A cos (rot + ~). ro . = A ro cos (rot + ~) 

Rule No. 12: Power Chain Rule 

If u(x) is a differentiable function and n is an integer, then u" is differentiable and 

d ,, ,,_1 du 
-u = nu -
dx dx 
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~35. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

~sin5 x = 5 sin4 x ~ (sin x) 
dx dx 

= 5 sin4 x cos x 

~(2x+ 1)- 3 =-3(2x+ 1)- 4 ~ (2x+ 1) 
dx dx 

= - 3(2x + 1)- 4 (2) = - 6 (2x + 1)-4 

d d 
- (5x3 - x4)7 = 7(5x3 - x4)6 - (5x3 - x4) 

dx dx 

= 7(5x3 -x4)6 (5. 3x2 - 4x3) 

= 7(5x3 -x4)6 (15x2 - 4x3) 

d ( 1 ) d -1 - -- = - (3x-2) 
dx 3x-2 dx 

=-1(3x-2)- 2 ~(3x-2) 
dx 

= - 1 (3x - 2) - 2 (3) = - 3 
(3x-2)2 

In part (d) we could also have found the derivative with the Quotient Rule. 

d 
~36. (a) -(Ax+Bt 

dx 

du 
Hereu=Ax+B - =A 

' dx 

~(Ax+ Bt= n(Ax+ By- 1.A 
dx 

(b) ~ sin (Ax+ B) = cos (Ax+ B).A 
dx 

d 1 
(c) -log(Ax+B)= --.A 

dx Ax+B 

d 
(d) - tan (Ax+ B) = sec2 (Ax+ B).A 

dx 

( ) d (,4.x+B) - (,4.x+B) A e -e -e . 
dx 

Rule No. 13: Radian vs. Degrees 

d. (o) d. (1tX) 1t (1tx) 1t ( 0 ) 
dx sm x = dx sm 180 = 180 cos 180 = 180 cos x · 
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Double Differentiation 

If f is a differentiable function, then its derivative f' is also a function, so f' may have a derivative of its 
own, denoted by (f' )' = f". This new function/" is called the second derivative of/because it is the 
derivative of the derivative off Using Leibniz notation, we write the second derivative ofy = f(x) as 

d (dy) _ d 2y - - ---
dx dx dx2 

Another notation isf" (x) = DJ(x). 

Interpretation of Double Derivative 

We can interpret/" (x) as the slope of the curve y = f'(x) at the point (x,f'(x)). In other words, it is the 
rate of change of the slope of the original curve y = f(x). 

In general, we can interpret a second derivative as a rate of change of a rate of change. The most 
familiar example of this is acceleration, which we define as follows: 

Ifs = s(t) is the position function of an object that moves in a straight line, we known that its first 
derivative represents the velocity v(t) of the object as a function of time: 

ds 
V (t) = s' (t) = -

dt 

The instantaneous rate of change of velocity with respect to time is called the acceleration a(t) of 
the object. Thus, the acceleration function is the derivative of the velocity function and is therefore the 
second derivative of the position function: 

dv d 2s 
a (t) = v ' (t) = s" (t) or in Leibniz notation, a=-=-

dt dt 2 

~ 37. If/ (x) = x cos x, find/" (x). 

~~ Using the Product Rule, we have 

d d f' (x) = x - (cos x) + cos x - (x) 
dx dx 

= - X sin X + COS X 

To find/" (x) we differentiate!' (x): 

f" (x) = .!!._ ( - x sin x + cos x) 
dx 

= -x .!!._ (sin x) + sin x .!!._ ( -x) + .!!._ (cos x) 
dx dx dx 

= - x cos x - sin x - sin x = - x cos x - 2 sin x 

~ 39. The position of a particle is given by the equation 

s = f (t) = t3 - 6f + 9t 

where t is measured in seconds and s in meters. 

(a) Find the acceleration at time t. What is the acceleration after 4s? 
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f~ (a) The velocity function is the derivative of the position function: 

s = f(t) = t:3- 6f + 9t 

• v(t) = ds = 3f - 12t + 9 
dt 

The acceleration is the derivative of the velocity function: 

d 2s dv 
a (t) = dt 2 = dt = 6t- 12 

• a(4) = 6(4) - 12 = 12 m/s2 

Application of Derivatives 

Differentiation as a Rate of Change 

dy is rate of change of 'y' with respect to 'x': 
dx 

For examples: 

(i) v = dx this means velocity 'v' is rate of change of displacement 'x' with respect to time 't' 
dt 

(ii) a = dv this means acceleration 'a' is rate of change of velocity 'v' with respect to time 't'. 
dt 

(iii) F = dp this means force 'F' is rate of change of momentum 'p' with respect to time 't'. 
dt 

(iv) 't = dL this means torque 'r ' is rate of change of angular momentum 'L' with respect to time 't' 
dt 

(v) Power= dW this means power 'P' is rate of change of work 'W' with respect to time 't' 
dt 

(vi) E = -d<p this means magnitude of e.m.f. 'E' is rate of change of electric flux •~' with respect 
dt 

to time 't' 

(vii) I = dq this means current 'I' is rate of flow of charge 'q' with respect to time 't' 
dt 

~ 39. The area A of a circle is related to its diameter by the equation A = '!!:.. D 2• 

4 

How fast is the area changing with respect to the diameter when the diameter is 10 m? 

The (instantaneous) rate of change of the area with respect to the diameter is 

dA 1t 1tD 
- = -2D = -
dD 4 2 
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When D = 10 m, the area is changing at rate (1e/2) 10 = 51e m2/m. This means that a small change !!JJ m 
in the diameter would result in a change of about 51e !!JJ m 2 in the area of the circle. 

II~ 40. Experimental and theoretical investigations revealed t (seconds) 
that the distance a body released from rest falls in time t is proportional t = o e 
to the square of the amount of time it has fallen. We express this by <:) 
saying that 

1 2 
s= 2gt, 

where sis distance and g is the acceleration due to Earth's gravity. 
This equation holds in a vacuum, where there is no air resistance, but 
it closely models the fall of dense, heavy objects in air. Figure shows 
the free fall of a heavy ball bearing released from rest at time t = 0 sec. 

t = 2 

t = 3 ,-. 
' ' ·-· 

s (meters) 
0 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 

(a) How many meters does the ball fall in the first 2 sec? 

(b) What is its velocity, speed, and acceleration then? 

A ball bearing falling from rest 

S~ (a) The free-fall equation is s = 4.9 f. 

During the first 2 sec. the ball falls 

s(2) = 4.9(2)2 = 19.6 m, 

(b) At any time t, velocity is derivative of displacement: 

v(t)=s'(t)= !{_(4.9r)=9.8t. 
dt 

At t = 2, the velocity is v(2) = 19.6 m/sec 

in the downward (increasings) direction. The speed at t = 2 is 

speed= lv(2)1 = 19.6 m/sec. 
d 2s 

a= - = 9.8 m/s2 

dt 2 

Maxima and Minima 

Suppose a quantity y depends on another quantity x in a manner shown in the Y 
figure. It becomes maximum at x1 and minimum at x2. At these points the tangent 
to the curve is parallel to the x-axis and hence its slope is tan 0 = 0. Thus, at a 
maximum or a minimum, 

slope= dy = 0. 
dx 

Maxima 

~ .. 
'----'-----+--'- X 

Just before the maximum the slope is positive, at the maximum it is zero and just after the maximum it 

is negative. Thus, dy decreases at a maximum and hence the rate of change of dy is negative at a 
dx dx 

maximum i.e. ; (:) < 0 at maximum. 
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y 

slope = m, = tans, 
m1 > m2 > m3 = 0 > m. > m, 

-+---------------x 
0 For maxima, as x increases the slope 

decreases. 

The quantity .!_ (dy) is the rate of change of the slope. It is written as d 2
~ • 

dx dx dx-

dy d2 
Conditions for maxima are:- (a) - = 0 (b) -? < 0 

dx dx-

Minima 

Similarly, at a minimum the slope changes from negative to positive. 

Hence with the increases of x the slope is increasing Y 
that means the rate of change of slope with respect to x slope = m1 = tans, 

is positive hence ; (:) > 0. ', 8 m, <m2 <m3 =Q<m4 <m, 
1 

dy d2 
Conditions for minima are:- (a) - = 0 (b)-? > 0 

dx dx-
,,. ,,. 

,,. ,,. 
_,,{84 

Quite often it is known from the physical situation 
whether the quantity is a maximum or a minimum. The 

d2 
test on -? may then be omitted. --+-------------- X 

d,x- 0 For minima, as x increases slope 

~ 41. Particle ' s position as a function of time 
increases 

is given as x = 5f- 9t + 3. Find out the maximum value of position co-ordinate? Also, plot the graph. 

s~ x=5r-9t+3 

dx 
- = lOt-9=0 
dt 

t= 9/10= 0.9 

Check, whether maxima or minima exists. d 2
~ = 10 > 0 

dr-

there exists a minima at t = 0.9 

Now, Check for the limiting values. 



.. 

When t= 0; x= 3 

(= oo; X = 00 

So, the maximum position co-ordinate does not exist. 

Graph 

t 
X 

(0,3) 

Putting t = 0. 9 in the equation 

X = 5(0.9)2- 9(0.9) + 3 = -1.05 

f~ NOTE 

If the coefficient of t2 is positive, the curve will open upside. 

Solved Examples on Application of Derivative 

~ 42. Does the curve y = x4 - 2x2 + 2 have any horizontal 
tangents ? If so, where ? 

~~ The horizontal tangents, if any, occur where the 
slope dy/dx is zero. To find these points. We 

1. Calculate dy/dx: dy = .!!._ (x4 - 2x2 + 2) = 4x3 - 4x 
dx dx 

2. Solve the equation: dy = 0 for x: 4x3 - 4x = 0 
dx 

4x(x2 -1) = 0 

x=0,l,-l 

The curve y = x4 - 2x2 + 2 has horizontal tangents 
atx= 0,1, and-1. 
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y y = x• - 2x2 + 2 

(-1, 1) ( 1, 1) 

------------x 0 -1 

The corresponding points on the curve are (0,2) (1 ,1) and ( - 1,1). See figure. 

fl~ 43. A body hanging from a spring (fig.) is stretched 5 units beyond its rest position and 
released at time t = 0 to oscillate up and down. Its position at any later time t is 

s = 5 cost 

What are its velocity and acceleration at time t ? 
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We have 

---------. o Rest position 

- - - - - - - - - · 5 Position at 
t= 0 

Position: s = 5 cos t 

Vl . ds d 5 5 d 5 . 
e OClty: V = - = - ( cos t) = - ( cos t) = - sm t 

dt dt dt 

A l . dv d 5. 5d . 5 cce eratton: a= - = -( - sm t) = -(sm t) = - cost 
dt dt dt 

fl~ 44. A sudden change in acceleration is called a "jerk". When a ride in a car or a bus is jerky. 
It is not that the accelerations involved are necessarily large but that the changes in acceleration are 
abrupt. Jerk is what spills your soft drink. The derivative responsible for jerk is d3s!dt3. 

Jerk is the derivative of acceleration. If a body's position at time t is s = f(t) , the body's jerk at time t is 

J= da = d 1s 
dt dt1 

Recent tests have shown that motion sickness comes from accelerations whose changes in magnirude or 
direction take us by surprise. Keeping an eye on the road helps us to see the changes coming. A driver 
is less likely to become sick than a passenger reading in the backseat. 

(a) The jerk of the constant acceleration of gravity (g = 32ft/sec2) is zero: j = !!...(g) = 0 
dt 

(b) The jerk of the simple harmonic motion in Example 2 is: j = da = !!_ ( - 5 cos t) 
dt dt 

It has its greatest magnirude when sin t = ± l , not at the extremes of the displacement but at the origin, 
where the acceleration changes direction and sign. 

fl_1!Ultl,te 45. A hot air balloon rising straight up from a level field is tracked by a range finder 500 ft 
from the lift-off point. At the moment the range finder's elevation angle is 1e/4, the angle is increasing at 
the rate of O .14 rad/min. How fast is the balloon rising at the moment ? 

s~ 
Step 1: 

We answer the question in six steps. 

Draw a picrure and name the variables and constants (Figure). The variables in the picrure 
are 0 = the angle the range finder makes with the ground (radians) 

y = the height of the balloon (feet). 

We let t represent time and assume 0 and y to be differentiable functions oft. 
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The one constant in the picture is the distance from the range finder to the lift-off point 
(500 ft.) There is no need to give it a special symbols. 

Step 2: Write down the additional 
numerical information. 

de = 0.14 rad/min when 0 = 1r / 4 
dt 

Step 3: Write down what we are asked to 
find. We want dy/dt when 0 = 1r/4. 

Step 4: Write an equation that relates the 

variables y and 0. _L = tan 0, or 
500 

y = 500 tan 0 

: =0.14 rad/ min 

11 
when 8 = -

4 

Step 5: Differentiate with respect to t 500 feet 
using the Chain Rule. The result 
tells how dy/dt (which we want) is related to d0/dt (which we know). 

dy = 500 sec2 0 de 
dt dt 

Step 6: Evaluate with 0 = 1r/4 and d0/dt = 0.14 to find dy/dt. 

dy = 500 (✓2)\o.14) = (1000)(0.14) = 140 (sec ~ = ✓2) m 4 

1 
dy 

y - =? 
dt 

when 8 = : 

At the moment in question, the balloon is rising at the rate of 140 ft./min. 

~ 46. A police cruiser, approaching a right-angled intersection from the north, is chasing a 
speeding car that has turned the corner and is now moving straight east. When the Cruiser is 0.6 mi 
north of the intersection and the car is 0.8 mi to the east, the police determine with radar that the distance 
between them and the car is increasing at 20 mph. If the cruiser is moving at 60 mph at the instant of 
measurement, what is the speed of the car? y 

S~ We carry out the steps of the 
basic strategy. 

Step 1: Picture and variables. We 
picture the car and cruiser 
in the coordinate plane, 
using the positive x-axis 
as the eastbound highway 
and the positive y-axis as 
the northbound highway 
(Figure). We let t represent 
time and set 

x = position of car at time t. 

dy 
dt=-60 

y = position of cruiser at time t, 

0 

s = distance between car and cruiser at time t. 

Situations when 
X = 0.8, y = 0.6 

We assume x, y and s to be differentiable functions oft. 
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Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

x= 0.8mi, 

ds 
- =20mph 
dt 

y= 0.6mi, dy =-60mph 
dt 

(dy/dt is negative because y is decreasing.) 

dx 
To find: -

dt 

How the variables are related: s2 = x2 + y2 

(The equations= .Jx2 + y 2 would also work.) 

Differentiate with respect to t. 2s ds = 2x dx + 2y dy 
dt dt dt 

ds 1 ( dx dy) 1 ( dx dy) 
dt = -; x dt + y dt = .Jx2 + y 2 x dt + y dt 

(Pythagorean Theorem) 

(Chain Rule) 

Step 5: Evaluate, with x = 0.8, y = 0.6 , dy/dt = - 60, ds/dt = 20 , and solve for dxldt. 

1 ( dx ) dx dx 20+36 20= ---;===== 0.8-+(0.6)(-60) • 20=0.8 - -36 • - = -- =70 
✓(0.8) 2 + (0.6)2 dt dt dt 0.8 
..___.., 

1 

At the moment in question, the car's speed is 70 mph. 

II 4. INTEGRATION 

In mathematics, for each mathematical operation, there has been defined an inverse operation. 

For example- Inverse operation of addition is subtraction, inverse operation of multiplication 
is division and inverse operation of square is square root. Similarly there is a inverse operation for 
differentiation which is known as integration 

Anti-derivatives or Indefinite Integrals 

Definitions 

A function F(x) is an anti-derivative of a function.f{x) if F'(x) = fix) for all x in the domain off The set 

of all anti-derivatives of/is the indefinite integral off with respect to x, denoted by J f(x)dx. 

The symbol J is an integral sign. The function/is the integrand of the integral and x is the variable 

of integration. 

For example.f{x) = x3 then/(x) = 3x2 

So the integral of 3x2 is x3 

Similarly if.f{x) = x3 + 4 then/(x) = 3x2 
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So the integral of 3x2 is x3 + 4 

there for general integral of 3x2 is x3 + c where c is a constant 

One anti derivative F of a function/, the other anti derivatives off differ from F by a constant. We 
indicate this in integral notation in the following way: 

J f (x)dx = F(x) + C. . .. (i) 

The constant C is the constant of integration or arbitrary constant, Equation (1) is read, "The 
indefinite integral off with respect to x is F(x) + C." When we find F(x) + C, we say that we have 
integrated/and evaluated the integral. 

~ 47. Evaluate J 2x dx. 

an anti derivative of 2.x 

/ 
f~ f2xdx=x 2 +C"-. 

the arbitrary constant 

The formula x2 + C generates all the anti derivatives of the function 2.x. The function x2 + 1, x2 - 1r, and 

x2 + ✓2 are all anti derivatives of the function 2.x, as you can check by differentiation. 

Many of the indefinite integrals needed in scientific work are found by reversing derivative formulas. 

Integral Formulas 

Indefinite Integral 
Xn+I 

1. Jxndx=--+C, nf:.-1,nrational 
n+l 

J dx = J ldx = x + C (special case) 

2. J sin kx dx = - co; kx + C 

J sinkx 
3. coskxdx=-k-+C 

4. J sec 2 xdx = tanx + C 

5. J csc2 xdx = -cotx + C 

6. J secxtanxdx = secx + C 

7. J cos ec x cot x dx = -cos ec x + C 

~ 48. Examples based on above formulas: 

x6 
(a) J x5dx= 6 +C 

Reversed Derivative Formula 

:(::11) =x2 

d 
dx (x) = 1 

; (- co;kx) = sinkx 

; ( s~ kx) = cos kx 

d 2 
-tanx= sec x 
dx 

d 2 - ( - cot x) = csc x 
dx 

d 
- sec x = sec x tan x 
dx 

d 
- ( - csc x) = csc x cot x 
dx 

Formula 1 with n = 5 
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(b) J }x dx = J x-112 dx = 2x112 + C = 2✓x + C 

( ) J . 2 dx -cos2x C 
C Slll X =---+ 

2 

(d) Jcos"!_dx = Jcos.!..xdx = sin(l / 2)x + C = J2sin "!._+ C 
2 2 1/2 2 

J x cos x d x = x sin x + cos x + C 

Formula 1 with n = - 1/2 

Formula 2 with k = 2 

Formula 3 with k = 1/2 

~49. Right 

Reason The derivative of the right-hand side is the integrand: 

Check 

Wrong 

Reason 

Check 

Rules for Integration 

d(. C) . . 0 - X sm X + cos X + = X cos X + sm X - sm X + = X cos X. 
dx 

J x cos x d x = x sin x + C 

The derivative of the right-hand side is not the integrand: 

.!!_ (x sin x + C) = x cos x + sin x + 0 :;t x cos X. 
dx 

Rule No. 1: Constant Multiple Rule 

A function is an anti derivative of a constant multiple /ef of a function f if and only if it is k times an 
antiderivative off 

J /if(x)dx = k J f (x)dx 

~ 50. Rewriting the constant of integration 

J 5 sec x tan x dx = 5 J sec x tan x dx Rule 1 

= 5 (sec x + C) Formula 6 

= 5 sec x + 5C First form 

= 5 sec x + C' Shorter form, where C' is 5 

= 5 sec x + C Usual form -no prime. Since 5 times an arbitrary 
constant is an arbitrary constant, we rename C'. 

What about all the different forms in Example? Each one gives all the antiderivatives ofj(x) = 5 sec 
x tan x. so each answer is correct. But the least complicated of the three, and the usual choice, is 

J 5 sec x tan x dx = 5 sec x + C. 

Just as the Sum and Difference Rule for differentiation enables us to differentiate expressions term 
by term, the Sum and Difference Rule for integration enables us to integrate expressions term by term. 
When we do so, we combine the individual constants of integration into a single arbitrary constant at 
the end. 
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Rule No. 2: Sum and Difference Rule 

A function is an antiderivative of a sum or difference f ± g if and only if it is the sum or difference of 
an antiderivative off an antiderivative of g. 

f [J(x) ± g(x)dx] = f f(x)dx ± f g(x)dx 

I/_~ 51. Term - by - term integration 

Evaluate: f (x2 - 2x + 5) dx. 

~~ If we recognize that (x3 /3) - x2 + 5x is an antiderivative of x2 - 2x + 5, we can evaluate 
the integral as 

anti derivative 

XJ 
f(x 2 -2x+ 5)dx =--x3 + 5x+c 

3 

1/trary constant 

If we do not recognize the antiderivative right away, we can generate it term by term with the sum 
and difference Rule: 

f (x2 -2x+5)dx = f x2dx - f 2xdx + f 5dx 

3 
X 2 

= - + cl - X + C2 + 5x + C3. 
3 

This formula is more complicated than it needs to be. If we combine Ci,C2 and C3 into a single 
constant C =cl+ c2 + C3, the formula simplifies to 

x3 
- -x2 + 5x+ C 
3 

and still gives all the antiderivatives there are. For this reason we recommend that you go right to the 
final form even if you elect to integrate term by term. Write 

x3 
f(x 2 -2x+5)dx = fx 2dx-f2xdx+ f5dx= 3 -x2 +5x+C. 

Find the simplest antiderivative, you can for each part add the constant at the end. 

fl~ 52. We can sometimes use trigonometric identities to transform integrals, we do not know 
how to evaluate into integrals we do know how to evaluate. The integral formulas for sin2 x and cos2 x 
arise frequently in applications. 

(a) f sin2 xd x = s1-c;s 2x dx 

= ½f (l-cos2x)dx = ½f dx-½ f cos2xdx 

sin2x +C = ~ _ sin2x + C 
2 2 4 

. 2 
sm x= 

l-cos2x 

2 
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(b) J cos 2 x dx = J 1 + c;s 2x dx 2 l+cos2x 
cos x= ---

2 

x sin 2x C A . b .th . h = - + --+ s m part (a), ut w1 a sign c ange 
2 4 

~ 53. Find a body velocity from its acceleration and initial velocity. The acceleration of gravity 
near the surface of the earth is 9.8 mlsec2. This means that the velocity v of a body falling freely in a 

vacuum changes at the rate of dv = 9.8 m/sec2. If the body is dropped from rest, what will its velocity 
dt 

be t seconds after it is released? 

S~ In mathematical terms, we want to solve the initial value problem that consists of 

The differential condition: dv = 9.8 
dt 

The initial condition: t7 = 0 when t = 0 ( abbreviated as v (0) = 0 ) 

We first solve the differential equation by integrating both sides with respect to t: 

dv = 9.8 The differential equation 
dt 

J; dt = J 9 .8dt Integrate with respect to t. 

t7 +cl= 9.8t + c2 Integrals evaluated 

t7 = 9.8t + C. Constants combined as one 

This last equation tells us that the body's velocity t seconds into the fall is 9 .8t + Cm/sec. 
For value of C: What value? We find out from the initial condition: 

t7 = 9.8t+ C 

0 =9.8(0)+C 

C =O. 

t7 (0) = 0 

Conclusion: The body's velocity t seconds into the fall is 

u = 9.8t + 0 = 9.8t m/sec. 

The indefinite integral F(x) + C of the function fix) gives the general solution y = F(x) + C of the 
differential equation dy/dx = fix). The general solution gives all the solutions of the equation ( there 
are infinitely many, one for each value of C). We solve the differential equation by finding its general 
solution. We then solve the initial value problem by finding the particular solution that satisfies the 
initial conditiony(xJ = y0 (y has the value y0 when x = x0 .). 

Rule No. 3: Rule of Substitution 

f f(g(x)) • g'(x) dx = ff (u)du 

=F(u) + C 

=F(g(x)) + C 

1. Substitute u = g(x), du= g'(x) dx. 

2. Evaluate by finding an antiderivative F 
(u) offiu) . (any one will do.) 

3. Replace u by g(x). 



~ 54. Evaluate J (x + 2)5 dx 

We can put the integral in the form 

Jundu 

by substituting 

u =x+2, 

= 1.dx= dx. 

Then J(x+2)5dx = Ju 5du 

u6 
=-+C 

6 
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d 
du = d(x + 2) = dx (x + 2). dx 

u = x + 2, du = dx 

Integrate, using rule no. 3 with n = 5. 

__ (x+2) 6 

--- + C. Replace u by x + 2. 
6 

~ 55. Evaluate J .J1 + y 2 • 2y dy = J u112 du Let u = 1 + y2, du = 2y dy. 

u<112)+1 

(1/ 2) + 1 

= 3..u312 + C 
3 

= 3_(1 + y2)312 + C 
3 

Integrate, using rule no. 3 with n = 1/2. 

Simpler form 

Replace u by 1 + y2. 

~ 56. Evaluate J ✓4t - ldt = J u112 • ¼du Let u = 4t- 1, du= 4 dt, (1/4)du = dt. 

1 u312 
=-•--+C 

4 3/ 2 

= .!_u312 + C 
6 

= .!_(4t-1)312 + C 
6 

With the 1/4 out front, the integral is now in 

standard form. 

Replace u by 1 + y2. 

Simpler form 

Replace u by 4t - 1. 

~ 57. Evaluate J cos (70 + 5) d0 = J cosu ·¼du Let u = 70 + 5, du= 7d0, (1/7) du= d0. 

= ¼Jcosudu With (1/7) out front, the integral is now in standard form. 
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1 . C = -s1nu + 
7 

= .!..sin(70 + 5) + C 
7 

Integrate with respect to u. 

Replace u by 70 + 5. 

fl~ 58. Evaluate J x 2 sin(x)3 dx = J sin(x)3 • x2 dx 

= Jsinu•½du 

= ½Jsinudu 

1 
= -(-cosu)+C 

3 

= - .!..cos(x3) + C 
3 

~59. J ! d0= Jsec2 20d0 
cos 20 

= J sec 2 u • ½ du 

1 J 2 = 2 sec udu 

1 
= - tanu+C 

2 

1 
= -tan20+ C 

2 

Let u = x3, du= 3x2 dx, (1/3) du= x2dx. 

Integrate with respect to u. 

Replace u by x3• 

1 
sec20= -

cos20 

Let u = 20, du= 2<1J, d0 = (l/2)du. 

Integrate, using eq. (4). 

Replace u by 20. 

Check: d (1 ) 1 d - -tan20+C = -•- (tan20)+O 
d0 2 2 d0 

= .!... (sec2 20·.!!.._20) 
2 d0 

Chain Rule 

1 2 1 
= -•sec 20 • 2 = ---. 

2 cos2 20 

~ 60. J (x2 +2x-3)2 (x + 1) dx = J u 2 ·½du 

Let u = x2 + 2x - 3, du= 2xdx + 2dx = 2(x + l)dx, (l/2)du = (x + 1) dx. 

=½Ju2du 

1 u3 1 3 = -•- +C= -u +C 
2 3 6 

Integrate with respect to u. 



= _!_ (x2 + 2x - 3)3 + C 
6 

~61. Jsin 4 tcostdt = Ju 4du 

us 
=-+C 

5 

= sin5 t + C 
5 
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Replace u. 

Let u = sin t, du = cos t dt. 

Integrate with respect to u. 

Replace u. 

The success of the substitution method depends on finding a substitution that will change an integral 
we cannot evaluate directly into one that we can. If the first substitution fails, we can try to simplify the 
integrand further with an additional substitution or two. 

J 2zdz 
~ 62. Evaluate: 1 ,..,....-; 

tz2 +1 

We can use the substitution method of integration as exploratory tool: substitute for the most troublesome 
part of the integrand and see how things work out. For the integral here, we might try u = z2 + 1 or we 
might even press our luck and take u to be the entire cube root. Here is what happens in each case. 

S~t. . J 2zdz J du Substitute u = z2 + 1. ~ = ---i73 Let u = z2 + 1, du = 2zdz. 
3 z2 + 1 u 

= J u-113du 

u213 

=-+C 
2/3 

= Iu213+ C 
2 

= I (z2 + 1)213 + C 
2 

Integrate with respect to u. 

Replace u by z2 + 1. 

i.~ 2. Substitute u = ~ z 2 + 1 instead. 

J 2zdz = J3u 2du 

~z2 +1 u 

Let u = ~ z 2 + 1 , 

= 3-Judu 

u2 

= 3·-+C 
2 

= I(z2 + 1)213 +C 
2 

u3 = z2 + 1, 3u2 du= 2zdz 

Integrate with respect to u. 

Replace u by (z2 + 1)113 
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Definite Integration or Integration with Limits 

The function is the integrand. 

Upper limit of integration- b / ¥" x is the variable of integration 

Integral sign-----..f f(x)dx 
Lower Limit of integration-~ 

Integral of f from a to b 

b 

ff (x) dx = [g (x) ] : = g (b)- g(a) 

where g(x) is the antiderivative of fix) i.e. g' (x) = fix) 

4 4 

~63. f3dx = 3f dx=3[xfi =3[4-(-1)]=(3)(5)= 15 
- 1 - 1 

Tsinxdx=[-cosx];12 = -cos(;)+cos(O) =-0+ 1 = 1 

Application of Definite Integral: Calculation of 
Area of a Curve 

From graph shown in figure if we divide whole area in infinitely small strips 
of dx width. 

We take a strip at x positon of dx width. 

Small area of this strip dA = fix) dx 

y 

b 

a 
X 

So, the total area between the curve and x-axis= sum of area of all strips= ff (x)dx 
a 

Y = f(x) 

X 

Letfix) ~ 0 be continuous on [a,b]. The area of the region between the graph off and the x-axis is 
b 

A= ff (x)dx 

II~ 64. Using an area to evaluate a definite integral 

Evaluate J: xdx O <a< b. 

~~ We sketch the region under the curve y = x, a :'.S x :'.Sb 
(figure) and see that it is a trapezoid with height (b - a) and bases a and 
b. The value of the integral is the area of this trapezoid: 

b a+ b b2 a2 L xd x = (b-a)• -2- = 2-2. 

,fs (-Js)2 (1)2 
Thus f x d x = -- - - = 2 and so on. 

1 2 2 

Notice that x2/2 is an antiderivative of x, further evidence of a 
connection between antiderivatives and summation. 

y 

b 

b 
a 

--o-+--~a----b~-~ x 

~a- b ~ 

The region in Example 
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! EXERCISES 

Q.1 Find dy for (Assume a, b,p, q as constants) 
dx 

1. 
1 

2. y= x112 3. y=x-3 y= -
X 

4. y = x-113 5. y=4¼ 6. y= px2q 

7. 
ax6 

8. y=ar' 9. 
6 

y=- y= w b 

10. y= (x+~J 11. y= ✓x+-1-
✓x 

12. y = (x2 + I) ( ~ + 1) 

Q.2 Find the following integrals. (Assume a, b as constants) 

1. J 3x7dx 2. J}x 3. J (x3 - 5x2 + 7x - ll)dx 

4. J~e 5. J (x112 + x-112 )dx 6. J 1 dx 
2fw 

7. 
dx 

f ax+b 
8. f-Jax+bdx 9. j(ax+b)2dx 

10 . J e3x-ldx 11. J (e"" - e-"")dx 

.. -~ ANSWER KEY 
•:;,,r 

Q.1 1. 
1 

2. 
1 

3. -3x-4 
x2 2✓x 

4. 
1 -4/3 5. 

4 
6. 2pqx2q-l - -x 

3¼2 3 

7. 
6a 5 

8. par! 9. 
18 1 

-x ---
b 5 XS/5 

10. 
2 

11. 
1 1 

12. .!_ (3x2 + 4x + I) 2x--
2✓x- 2x312 x3 2 

3 2✓x+c 
x4 5 3 7 z 

Q.2 1. -x8 +C 2. 3. ---x +-x -llx+C 
8 4 3 2 

2 -1 
4. ln0+C 5. -x312 + 2x112 + C 6. -x-112 +C 

3 ✓2 
1 2 1 

7. -ln(ax+b) +C 8. -(ax+b)3'2 +C 9. -(ax+b)3 +C 
a 3a 3a 

10. 
elx-1 
--+C 11. 

e"" +e-"" 
+C 

3 a 
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II 5. VECTOR 

In physics we deal with two type of physical quantity one is scalar and other is vector. Each scalar 
quantities has magnitude and unit. 

For example mass = 4kg 

Magnitude of mass = 4 

and unit of mass = kg 

Example of scalar quantities: mass, speed, distance etc. 

Scalar quantities can be added, subtracted and multiplied by simple laws of algebra. 

Definition of Vector 

If a physical quantity in addition to magnitude -

(a) has a specified direction. 

(b) obeys the law of parallelogram of addition, then and then only it is said to be a vector. If any of 
the above conditions is not satisfied the physical quantity cannot be a vector. 

If a physical quantity is a vector it has a direction, but the converse may or may not be true, 
i.e. if a physical quantity has a direction, it may or may not a be vector. e.g. time, pressure, 
surface tension or current etc. have directions but are not vectors because they do not obey 
parallelogram law of addition. 

The magnitude of a vector (A) is the absolute value of a vector and is indicated by 

IAlorA. 
Example of vector quantity: Displacement, velocity, acceleration, force etc. 

Representation of Vector 

Geometrically, the vector is represented by a line with an arrow indicating the direction of vector as 

Mathematically, vector is represented by A 
Sometimes it is represented by bold letter A. 

.. 

:1t Important Points 

Tail------ Head 
-Length-

(magnitude) 

• If a vector is displaced parallel to itself it does not change (see Figure) 

1/ 
1/Y Transition of a vector 

parallel to itself 

• If a vector is rotated through an angle other than multiple of 21r ( or 360°) it changes (see Figure). 

1 V ,;t - -
A-::t=B 

Rotation of a vector 
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• If the frame of reference is translated or rotated the vector does not change 

(though its components may change). (see Figure). 
E- /-r_,S' 

• Two vectors are called equal if their magnitudes and directions are same, 
and they represent values of same physical quantity. 

····· ...... [?_,'.,/,/ 

moving frame 

• Angle between two vectors means smaller B 8 
of the two angles between the vectors when L ~ It ~ 
they are placed tail to tail by displacing \ 
either of the vectors parallel to itself (i.e. 0 A .~ ........ : \._ 0 -+ 
0:,; 0:,; 7r). A 

Unit Vector 

Unit vector is a vector which has a unit magnitude and points in a particular direction. 

Any vector ( A ) can be written as the product of unit vector ( A ) in that direction and 

magnitude of the given vector. 

- A A A 
A = I A I A or A = -

IAI 
A unit vector has no dimensions and unit. Unit vectors along the positive x-, y- and z-axes of a 

rectangular coordinate system are denoted by i , J and k respectively such that I i I = I J I = I k I = l. 

II~ 65. Three vectors A , B , C are shown in the figure. Find angle between (i) A and B , (ii) 
jj and c , (iii) A and c . 

~x~x 

To find the angle between two vectors we connect the tails of the two vectors. We can 

shift B such that tails of A , B and C are connected as shown in figure. 

y 

Now we can easily observe that angle between A and B is 60°, B and C is 15° and between A and C is 75°. 
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fl~ 66. A unit vector along East is defined as i . A force of l 05 dynes acts west wards. Represent 

the force in terms of i . 
F = - 105 i dynes 

Multiplication of a Vector by a Scalar 

Multiplying a vector A with a positive number 'A gives a vector B ( = 'A .A ) whose magnitude is changed by 

the factor 'A but the direction is the same as that of A . Multiplying a vector A by a negative number 'A gives 

a vector B whose direction is opposite to the direction of A and whose magnitude is - 'A times Ill. 
t_~ 67. A physical quantity (m = 3kg) is multiplied by a vector ii such that F = mii. Find the 

magnitude and direction of F if 

(i) ii = 3m/s2 East wards 

(ii) ii = - 4m/s2 North wards 

~~ (i) F = mii = 3 x 3 ms - 2 East wards = 9 N East wards 

(ii) F = mii = 3 x ( - 4) NNorth wards 

= - 12NNorth wards= 12 N South wards 

Addition of Vectors 

Addition of vectors is done by parallelogram law or its corallary, the triangle law: 

(a) Parallelogram law of addition of vectors: If two vectors A and B are represented by two 

adjacent sides of a parallelogram both pointing outwards (and their tails coinciding) as shown. 
Then the diagonal drawn through the intersection of the two vectors represents the resultant 

(i.e., vector sum of A and B ). 

R= ✓A2 +B2 +2ABcos0 

The direction of resultant vector R from A is given by 

tan~= CE = Bsin0 
AE A+Bcos0 

sn= tan-i (A =~::s0) 

(b) Triangle law of addition of vectors: To 

add two vectors A and B shift any of the 

two vectors parallel to itself until the tail 

of B is at the head of A . The sum A + 
B is a vector R drawn from the tail of 

A to the head of B , i.e., A + B = R . 
As the figure formed is a triangle, this 

A+B=R 

method is called ' triangle method' of addition of vectors. 

A 

-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 
R=A+B+C+E 



.. 
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If the 'triangle method' is extended to add any number of vectors in one operation as shown. 
Then the figure formed is a polygon and hence the name Polygon Law of addition of vectors is 
given to such type of addition . 

:1t IMPORTANT POINTS 

• To a vector only a vector of same type can be added that represents the same physical quantity 
and the resultant is a vector of the same type. 

• As R = [A2 + B2 + 2AB cos0] 112 so R will be maximum when, cos 0 = max = 1, i.e., 0 = 0°, i.e. 
vectors are like or parallel and ~ax = A + B. 

• The resultant will be minimum if, cos 0 = min = -1, i.e., 0 = 1800, i.e. vectors are antiparallel and 

Rmin =A~ B. 

• If the vectors A and B are orthogonal, i.e., 0 = 90°, R = ,JA 2 + B 2 

• As previously mentioned that the resultant of two vectors can have any value from (A ~ B) to 
(A + B) depending on the angle between them and the magnitude of resultant decreases as 0 
increases 0° to 180° 

• Minimum number of unequal coplanar vectors whose sum can be zero is three. 

• The resultant of three non-coplanar vectors can never be zero, or minimum number of non 
coplanar vectors whose sum can be zero is four. 

• Subtraction of a vector from a vector is the addition of negative vector, i.e., 

A-ii=A+(-ii) 
(a) From figure it is clear that A - ii is equal to addition of A with reverse of ii 

_ ___,_t.,___fi 
I 

A 'a 
= ~sD°-e . . ~ 

A-B - 8 

I A-ii I = [(A)2 + (B2) + 2AB cos (180° - 0)]1i2 

IA-BI= .JA2 +B2 -2ABcos0 

(b) Change in a vector physical quantity means subtraction of initial vector from the final vector. 
~ 68. Find the resultant of two forces each having magnitude F0, and angle between them is 0. 

s_~ 
Ffesultant = F 2 + F 2 + 2 F 2 cos 0 0 0 0 

= 2 F;} ( 1 + cos 0) 

0 
= 2 F;/ (1 + 2 cos2 2 - 1) 

= 2 F 2 x 2 cos2 !!_ 
0 2 
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0 
F,esultant = 2Fo COS -

2 

II~ 69. Two non zero vectors A and B are such that I A + BI= I A - B 1- Find angle betwen 

A and jj? 

s~ I .A + jj I = I A - jj I • A 2 + B2 + 2AB cos 0 = A 2 + B2 - 2AB cos 0 

• 4AB cos 0 = 0 
7r • cos e = o • e = -
2 

II~ 70. The resultant of two velocity vectors A and B is perpendicular to A . Magnitude of 

Resultant R is equal to half magnitude of B . Find the angle between A and B ? 

Since R is perpendicular to A . Figure shows the three vectors A , B and R . 
angle between A and B is 1e - e 
sin e = R = !!_ = _!_ 

B 2B 2 R 
• 0 = 30° • angle between A and B is 150°. 

II~ 71. If the sum of two unit vectors is also a unit vector. Find the 
magnitude of their difference? 

Let A and B are the given unit vectors and R is their resultant then 

IRl=IA + BI 

1 = ✓<A.) 2 + (B)2+21A1113 I cos0 

l 
l = l + l + 2 cos 0 • cos 0 = - -

2 

IA - BI= ✓(A.) 2 +(B) 2 -2IA.11Blcos0 = ✓l+l-2xlxl(-½) = ✓3 
Resolution of Vectors 

A 

If ii and b be any two nonzero vectors in a plane with different directions and A be another vector in 

the same plane. A can be expressed as a sum of two vectors - one obtained by multiplying ii by a real 

number and the other obtained by multiplying b by another real number. 

A = 'A ii + µ b (where 'A andµ are real numbers) 

We say that A has been resolved into two component vectors namely A-ii 

and µb 

'A ii and µ b along ii and b respectively. Hence one can resolve a given a 

a~,b 
~ 

vector into two component vectors along a set of two vectors - all the three lie in the same plane. 
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Resolution along Rectangular Component 

It is convenient to resolve a general vector along axes of a rectangular coordinate system using vectors 

of unit magnitude, which we call as unit vectors. i,},k are unit vector along XJ' and z-axis as shown in 

figure below: 

y 

z 

Resolution in Two Dimension 

Consider a vector A that lies in xy plane as shown in 

figure , 
- - -
A=A1 +A2 

Al = A) , A.2 = A) • A=Ai+A} 
X y 

ThequantitiesA_.andAYarecalledx-andy-components Ay = A cos 8 

of the vector A . A_. is itself not a vector but A) is a vector 

and so is A). 
A_. = A cos 0 and Ay = A sin 0 

y 

A1 =A, f 
A.=Acose 

X 

Its clear from above equation that a component of a vector can be positive, negative or zero 

depending on the value of 0. A vector A can be specified in a plane by two ways: 

(a) its magnitude A and the direction 0 it makes with the x-axis; or 

(b) its components A_. and AY.A = ,JA; + A: , e = tan-1 ~Y 
X 

.. 

f~ NOTE 

IfA =A_. • Ay = 0 and if A =Ay• A_. = 0 i.e. 

components of a vector perpendicular to itself is always zero. 

The rectangular components of each vector and those of the 

sum C = A + B are shown in figure. We saw that 

C = A + B is equivalent to both 

y 

X 
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C_.=A_.+B_. 

and Cy =Ay + By 

Resolution in Three Dimensions 

A vector A in components along x-, y- and z-axis can be written as: 

•••••• 
OP = OB + BP = OC + CB + BP 

• A=~+~+~=~+~+~ 

=Ai+A;,..,+Ak 
X y = 

A = ✓ A; + A: + A; 

A_.= A cos a, Ay = A cos ~'A== A cos y z 
B 

where cos a , cos ~ and cos y are termed as Direction Cosines of a given vector A . 
cos2 a + cos2 ~ + cos2 y = 1 

~ 72. A mass of 2 kg lies on an inclined plane as 
shown in figure. Resolve its weight along and perpendicular to 
the plane. (Assume g = 10 m/s2) 

~~ Component along the plane 

= 20 sin 30 = 10 N 

component perpendicular to the plane 

= 20 cos 30 = 10 ✓3 N 

v 
20N 

t_~ 73. A vector makes an angle of30° with the horizontal. If horizontal component of the vector 
is 250. Find magnitude of vector and its vertical component? 

Let vector is A 
o A✓3 

A =A cos30 = 250 = --
-' 2 

• A= 500 
fj 

. 0 500 1 250 
A = A sm30 = - x - = -

y fj 2 fj 

r----

A . 30°1 - I sin I A 1 

I 300 I 

__ I_ -- •I 

Acos30° 

t_~ 74. A = i + 2 J - 3 k, when a vector B is added to A , we get a unit vector along x-axis. 

Find the value of B ? Also find its magnitude 

A+ iJ = 1 
iJ = 1 -A= 1 -(1 +2}-3k)=-2J +3k 

• I iJ I = ✓<2/ + (3)2 = ✓13 

~ 75. In the above question find a unit vector along B ? 

A _ jj _ -2} + 3k 
B----~~ 

B JG 
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fl~ 76. Vector A, B and C have magnitude 5, 5 ✓2 and 5 

respectively, direction of A, B and C are towards east, North-East and 

North respectively. If i and J are unit vectors along East and North 

respectively. Express the sum A + B + C in terms of i , J . Also Find 

magnitude and direction of the resultant. 

S~ A=5iC=5} 

B = 5 ✓2 cos 45 i + 5 ✓2 sin 45 J = 5 i + 5 J 
A+B+C=5i+5i+5}+5} =101+10} 

I A + iJ + c I= ✓00)2 + 00)2 = 10✓2 
10 

tan 0 = - = l • 0 = 45° from East 
10 

North 

a 
c 

East 

J\ 

~ 77. You walk 3 Km west and then 4 Km headed 60° north of east. Find your resultant 
displacement 

(a) graphically and N 

(b) using vector components. 

S~ Picture the Problem: The triangle formed by the 
three vectors is not a right triangle, so the magnitudes of the 
vectors are not related by the Pythagorean theorem. We find the 
resultant graphically by drawing each of the displacements to 
scale and measuring the resultant displacement. 

(a) Ifwe draw the first displacement vector 3 cm long and 
W----.--___,,,,.....-__.____.._E 

(b) 

the second one 4 cm long, we find the resultant vector s 
to be about 3.5 cm long. Thus the magnitude of the 
resultant displacement is 3.5 Km. The angle 0 made between the resultant displacement and 
the west direction can then be measured with a protractor. It is about 75°. 

l. Let A be the first displacement and choose the x-axis to be in the easterly direction. 

Compute A .. and Ay, A .. = - 3, AY = 0 

2. Similarly, compute the componets of the second displacement B, B .. = 4cos 60° = 2, BY= 

4 sin 60° = 2✓3 

3. The components of the resultant displacement C = A + B are found by addition, 

c = (-3+2)1 + (2✓3)} =- l + 2✓3} 

4. The Pythagorean theorem gives the magnitude of C. 

C= ✓t2 +(2✓3f = ✓13 = 3.6 
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5. The ratio of CY to C, gives the tangent of the angle 0 between C and the x axis. 

tan0= 2.fj • 0=-74° 
-1 

Remark: Since the displacement (which is a vector) was asked for, the answer must include either the 
magnitude and direction, or both components. in (b) we could have stopped at step 3 because the x andy 
components completely define the displacement vector. We converted to the magnitude and direction to 
compare with the answer to part (a). Note that in step 5 of (b), a calculator gives the angle as - 74°. But 
the calculator can't distinguish whether the x or y components is negative. We noted on the figure that 
the resultant displacement makes an angle of about 75° with the negative x axis and an angle of about 
l 05° with the positive x axis. This agrees with the results in (a) within the accuracy of our measurement. 

II 5.6 MULTIPLICATION OF VECTORS 

The Scalar Product 

The scalar product or dot product of any two vectors A and B , denoted as A . B 
(read A dot B) is defined as the product of their magnitude with cosine of angle 

between them. Thus, A . iJ = AB cos 0 {here 0 is the angle between the vectors} 

.. 

f~ PROPERTIES 

• It is always a scalar which is positive if angle between the vectors is acute 
(i.e. < 90°) and negative if angle between them is obtuse (i.e. 90° < 0 ~ 180°) 

• It is commutative, i.e., A. B = B. A 
• It is distributive, i.e. A . ( fJ + c) = A . iJ + A . c 

• As by definition A. iJ = AB cos 0. The angle between the vectors 0 = cos-1 [ ~:] 

• A . iJ = A (B cos 0) = B (A cos 0) 

• Geometrically, B cos 0 is the projection of iJ onto A and A cos 0 is the projection of A onto 

B as shown. So A. B is the product of the magnitude of A and the component of B along A 
and vice versa. 

LJL A -. Bcose;+- A 
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a 

• 

Component of B along A = B cose = -· - = A . B 
A 

- - AB - A 

Component of A along B = A cose = -· - = A . B 
B 

Scalar product of two vectors will be maximum when cos 0 = max = l, i.e. , 0 = 0°, 

i.e. , vectors are parallel •( A . B )max = AB 

~ 
A 

• If the scalar product of two nonzero vectors vanishes then the vectors are perpendicular. 

• The scalar product of a vector by itself is termed as self dot product and is given by 

( A )2 = A . A = AA cose = A 2 • A = .JA. A 
• In case of unit vector fi , 

fi . fi = 1 x 1 x cos 0° = 1 • fi . fi = i . i = } . } = k . k = 1 

• In case of orthogonal unit vectors i , J and k ; i . J = J . k = k . i = 0 

• A. B = ( i Ax+ } Ay + k AJ. ( i Bx+ } By+ k BJ= [Afi, + A}Jy + Aft=] 

fl~ 78. If the Vectors P = a i + a J + 3 k and Q = a i - 2 J - k are perpendicular to each other. 

Find the value of a? 

• 
• 
• 

If vectors P and Q are perpendicular 

P · Q =O • (ai +a} +3k). (ai -2} - k)=O 

a2 - 2a - 3 = 0 • a2 - 3a + a - 3 = 0 

a(a - 3) + l(a - 3) = 0 • a= - 1, 3 

fl~ 79. Find the component of 3 i + 4 J along i + J ? 

- - Xii 
Componant of A along B is given by -- hence required component 

B 

_ (3i + 4 }) · (i + }) 
- ✓2 

~ 80. Find angle between A = 3 i + 4 J and B = 12 i + 5 J ? 

W h e A- B (3i + 4 }) · (l 2i + 5 }) 
e ave cos = -- = ---;==~===-

AB ~h2 + 42 .J122 + 52 

cos 0 = 36 + 20 = 56 
5x 13 65 

- 1 56 
e =cos -

65 
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Vector Product 

The vector product or cross product of any two vectors A and B , denoted as A x B (read A cross B ) is 
defined as: 

A X jj = AB sin e n 
Here 0 is the angle between the vectors and the direction n is given by the right-hand-thumb rule. 

Right-Hand-Thumb Rule 

To find the direction of n, draw the two vectors A and iJ with both the tails 

coinciding. Now place your stretched right palm perpendicular to the plane of 

A and iJ in such a way that the fingers are along the vector A and when the fingers 

are closed they go towards iJ . The direction of the thumb gives the direction of n . 

f!t PROPERTIES 

• •• 
V=AxB 

• 
B 

• 
A 

• Vector product of two vectors is always a vector perpendicular to the plane containing the two 
vectors i.e. orthogonal to both the vectors A and B , though the vectors A and B may or may 

not be orthogonal. 

• Vector product of two vectors is not commutative i.e. AxB =f:. Bx.A. 

But llxiJI = !Bx.Al =ABsin0 

The vector product is distributive when the order of the vectors is strictly maintained i.e. 

Ax(B+C) = AxiJ +Axe. 
The magnitude of vector product of two vectors will be maximum when sin0 = max = l , i.e,, 0 = 90° 

I AxBlmax=AB 
i.e., magnitude of vector product is maximum if the vectors are orthogonal. 

The magnitude of vector product of two non - zero vectors will be minimum when lsin01 = minimum 
= 0,i.e., 

0 = 0° or 180° and I Ax B lmin = 0 i.e., if the vector product of two non - zero vectors vanishes, the 

vectors are collinear. 

The self cross product i.e. product of a vector by itself vanishes i.e. is a null vector. 

Ax A = AA sin 0° n = o . 
In case of unit vector n, n x n = o • 1 xi = }x} = kxk = o 
In case of orthogonal unit vectors i, J and k in accordance with right-hand-thumb-rule, 

}xk=i kxi=} 



• 
k 

• 
j 

~ 
-----1 

(A) (B) 

J k 

In terms of components, A x B = A.. AY A= 

B.. By B= 

+ SOLVED EXAMPLES 
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fl~ 81. A is Eastwards and B is downwards. Find the direction of A x B ? 

~~ Applying right hand thumb rule we find that A x B is along North. 

fl_~ 82. If A · B = I A x B I, find angle between A and B 
~~ A . jj = I A X jj I AB cos 0 = AB sin 0 tan 0 = l • 0 = 45° 

fl~ 83. Two vectors A and B are inclined to each other at an anlge 0. Find a unit vector which 

is perpendicular to both A and B 

A X jj = AB sin 0 n • n = A X jj here n is perpendicular to both A and jj . 
ABsin0 

f/~83. Find Ax B if A= i -2] +4k and B =2i -J +2k. 

+ 
1 

J k 

A x B = l -2 4 = i ( -4 - ( -4))- ] (2 - 12) + k ( - l - ( - 6)) = 10] + 5 k 
3 -1 2 

SOLVED MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS 

Find the value of 
(a) sin (- 0) (b) cos (- 0) 

tan (- 0) 
7r 

(c) (d) cos (- -0) 
2 

. ;r 0 (t) 
7r 

(e) sm (- + ) cos (- + 0) 
2 2 

(g) sin (n - 0) (h) cos (n - 0) 
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(i) sin ( 31l' - 0) (j) 
31l' 

cos (--0) 
2 2 

(k) sin ( 31l' + 0) (1) 
31l' 

cos (- + 0) 
2 2 

(m) 
1l' 

(n) 
1l' 

tan (- -0) cot (- -0) 
2 2 

Sol. 
(a) -sin0 (b) cos 0 
(c) -tan0 (d) sin 0 
(e) cos 0 (t) -sin0 
(g) sin 0 (h) -cos 0 
(i) -cos 0 (j) -sine 
(k) -cos 0 (1) sin 0 
(m) cote (n) tan0 

2 (i) For what value of m the vector A = 2 i + 3 J - 6 k is perpendicular to ii = 3 i - m J + 6 k 
(ii) Find the components of vector A = 2 i + 3 J along the direction of i + J ? 

Sol. (i) m=-10 

(ii) 
5 
✓2. 

3 (i) A is North- East and ii is downwards, find the direction of A x ii. 
(ii) Find ii x A if A = 3 t - 2 J + 6 k and ii = t - J + k . 

Sol. (i) North - West. 

(ii) -4t-3}+f 

Comprehension Questions 

i and J are unit vectors along x - and y - axis respectively. 

1. What is the magnitude and direction of the vectors i + J ? 

2. What is the magnitude and direction of the vectors i - J ? 

3. What are the components of a vector A = 2i + 3 J along the directions of i + J and i - J ? 

Ans. (1) ✓2 ,450 with the x - axis ; 

(2) ✓2, - 450 with the x - axis, 

(3) (5/ ✓2, - 1/ ✓2) 
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Comprehension Questions 

If S = ut + .!..at2 

2 

Where ; Sis displacement, u - initial velocity ( constant), v - final velocity, a - acceleration( constant) 
& t - time taken then -

1 2 S= ut+ -at 

1. Differentiation of 'S' w.r. t. 't' will be -

(A) 

(C) 

at 
u+-

2 

u+ 2at 

1 
Sol. S = ut + - af 

2 

ds 1 
u= - =u(l)+ -a(2t)=u+at. 

dt 2 

2 

(B) 

(D) 

2. Differentiation of above result w.r.t. 't' will be -

u+ at 

ut2 at3 

-+-
2 6 

(A) a (B) u + a 
(C) u (D) none 

du 
Sol. - =O+a(l)=a. 

dt 

Comprehension Questions 

If a function is written as: 

y 1 = sin(4x2) & another function isy2 = ln(x3) then: 

1. dy1 , will be: 
dx 

(A) &x cos (4x2) (B) cos (4x2) (C) - cos(4x2) 

Sol. dy1 = cos(4x2).&x = &x cos(4x2). 

dx 

2. dy2 will be dy2 

dx dx 

(A)_!_ 
x3 

(B) I 
X 

dy2 1 2 3 
- = -.(3x)= -
dx X3 X 

1 
(C) --

x3 

[Ans. (B)] 

[Ans. (A)] 

(D) - 8x cos(4x2) 

[Ans. (A)] 

(D) 2_ 
x2 

[Ans. (B)] 
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3. .!!___(l:!_) will be 
dx Y2 

(A) 

(C) 

3 
8xcos( 4x2 ) - -

X 

[ J!n(x3)]2 

8xJ!n(x3)cos(4x2)-isin(4x2) 

X 

Comprehension Questions 

J!n(x3) - sin 4x2 

(B) 
[ J!n(x3 )]2 

(D) none 

J!n(x3)[cos(4x2).8x J-[~-.3x2 Jsin4x2 

[J!nx3]2 

8 x J!nx3 cos(4x2) _ isin(4x2 ) 
X [Ans. (C)] 

If a= (3f + 2t + l)m/s2 is the expression according to which the acceleration of a particle varies. Then -

1. The expression for instantaneous velocity at any time 't' will be (if the particle was initially at 
rest) -
(A) t3 + 2t + 1 (B) t3 + t + I (C) t3 + f + t (D) t3 + f + t + C 

Sol. a= 3f + 2t + 1 
I I 

f dv = f 3t2 + 2t + 1) dt 
0 0 

v=f+f+t 

2. The change in velocity after 3 seconds of its start is: 
(A) 30 m/s (B) 39 m/s (C) 3 m/s 

Sol. V(t-0) = 0 

v;-3 = (3)3 + (3)2 + 3 

= 27+9 + 3 

=39 

LiV= 39-0 = 39 m/s2 

3. Find displacement of the particle after 2 seconds of start -
(A) 26 m (B) 26/3 m (C) 30/7 m 

2 

Sol. J: dS = f (t3 + t 2 + t)dt 
0 

[Ans. (C)] 

(D) 20 m/s 

[Ans. (B)] 

(D) 26/7m 
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s = [~+~+~]2 
4 3 2 0 

8 
S=4+ - +2 

3 

S = 12 + 8 + 6 = 26 
3 3 

[Ans. (B)] 

Comprehension Questions 

If charge flown through a wire is given by q = 3 sin (3t) then 

1. Find out the amount of charge flown through the wire at t = (;) seconds. 

t= ( ;) 

(A) 3 coulombs (B) 6 coulombs (C) 1 coulomb 

Sol. q = 3 sin 3t 

q = 2 sin 3 x 1r = 3 coluombs 
6 

2. Find out the current flown through the wire at t = !!.... second. 
9 

7r 
t= -

9 

(A) 4.5 Amp (B) 4.5 ✓3 Amp (C) ✓3 /2 Amp 

Sol. i = dq = 3 x 3 cos(3t)• i 1-" = 9 cos (3.!!....) = 9 cos (!!....) = 2.A 
dt ,_9 9 3 2 

3. Find out the area under i - t curve from t = 1r to t = !!.... seconds: 
9 6 

(A) 3[ 2-2✓3] (B) 3[ 2+2✓3] (C) [ 2-2✓3] 

Comprehension Questions 

Velocity of a particle varies as -

V = 2f - 3f in km/hr 

If; t = 0 is taken at 12:00 noon 

1. Find the expression for the acceleration of the particle. 
(A) 3f + 3t (B) 6t(t- 1) (C) 6t2 + 3t 

Sol. v=2f-3f 

(D) Zero coulomb 

[Ans. (A)] 

(D) 9Amp. 

[Ans. (A)] 

(D) [ 2+2✓3] 

[Ans. (A)] 

(D) none 
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dv 
a = - = 6t2 - 6t • = 6t (t - 1) 

dt 
[Ans. (B)] 

2. Find the time between 12:00 noon and 1:00 pm at which speed is maximum. 
(A) 12:00 noon (B) 1 :00 pm (C) 11 :00 am (D) 2:00 pm 

3. The time at which speed of the particle is minimum. 
(A) 12:00 noon (B) 1 :00 pm (C) 11 :00 am 

Sol. v = 2f - 3t2 

dv 
- =a=6t(t-l) 
dt 

dv = 0 
dt 

t= 0, 1 sec. 

d 2v 
- = 12t-6 
dt2 

• (d2v) =-6 
dt 2 

1=0 

4. What is the velocity of the particle at 12:00 noon? 
(A) 0.5 km/hr (B) zero (C) 1 km/hr 

Sol. v = 2f - 3t2 • t = 0 v = 0 

Comprehension Questions 

[Ans. (B)] 

(D) 2:00 pm 

[Ans. (A)] 

(D) 2 km/hr 

[Ans. (B)] 

Two vectors A and ii of unknown magnitudes along E & jj (as shown below) respectively: 

1. __L, /n 
Then (A-ii) could be -

(A) I ~) l (C) I 
Sol. Angle between A and ii is fixed and is an acute angle. Let it be 0. 

"' Bsin0 tan'!'=----
A-Bcos0 

(D)\ 

-Be 
Depending on values of A & B, ~ can vary between Oto 0. [Ans. (A), (B), (D)] 

2. A+ ii could be: (A)\ ~•)/ (D) I 



,i. Bsin0 
Sol. tan"' = ---

A+ B cos 0 

~ will vary between O to 0. 

3. Angle between A and B is 
(A) obtuse 
(B) Acute 
(C) obtuse or acute depending upon there magnitudes 
(D) none 

Sol. Angle between Ax B is acute. 

4. If C is another vector represented as 

(A) / (B) Null vector (C) -+----

Sol. All the options are possible. 

Comprehension Questions 

Position vector A is 2i 

Position vector B is 3 J 
i,},k are along the shown x,y and z axes: 

1. Geometrical representation of A is 

(A) ----,2-wu--,-.t-s • 

(C) 2 units 

Sol. A = 2i 

2. Geometrical representation of B is: 

(A) (B) r,-3 units 

r, ... Sol. jj = 3j 

3. -4A. can be represented as 

(A) 8 units (B) 8 units 

Sol. -4A = 8i 8 units 

(B) r , ... 
(D) 2 units 

(C) 3 units 

(C) A 
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-~--~---I 
B A+ I 

I 
I 

A 

[Ans. (B)] 

then (A. - B + C) could be 

(D) / 

[Ans. (A), (B), (C), (D)] 

[Ans. (A)] 

(D) ;:. 
[Ans. (B)] 

(D) A 

[Ans. (B)] 
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Comprehension Questions 

There are two vectors A & B , the x and y components of vector A are 4 m and 6 m respectively. The 

x, y components of vector A + B are 10 m and 9 m respectively. Find: 

1. The magnitude of B . B 
Ans . .,/45 

Sol. A = 4t + 6 J 
l +ii =IOt +9} 

ii =(A+ii)-ii 

= 1 Oi + 9} - 4i - 6} 6i + 3} 

IBl=../62 +32 = .,/45. 

2. Angle between B and X-axis. 

Ans. tan-' .!.. 
2 

Sol. Angle between ii & x-axis= tan-' ( ¾) =tan-'(½). 

3. Angle between ( A + B ) & B 
-1 29 

Ans.cos ~ 
v905 

(A+ii).ii 29 
cosa= _ _ = --. 

IA+BI ✓905 
Sol. 

4. Unit vector along A 

A 2i +3} 
ns. r;--;; 

vl3 

- l 4t +6} 
Sol. Unit vector along A = I A I = .Jii 

Match the following: 

1 Match the following columns: 

(a) sin 37" (P) 
3 

5 

(b) cos 127° (Q) 
3 

5 

(c) tan 307" (R) 
4 

3 

2i +3} 
✓13 



(d) cos 307° (S) 4 
3 

(e) cos ( - 53°) (T) 3 
4 

Ans.(a) • Q, (b) • P, (c) • R, (d) • Q, (e) • Q. 

Sol. (a) sin37" = I 
5 

2 

Sol. 

3 

3 
(b) cosl27" = cos(l8O° - 53°) = - cos53° = --

5 

Since, cos(l8O° - 0) = - cos0 

4 
(c) tan3O7° = tan(36O° - 53°) = - tan53° = --

3 

3 
(d) cos3O7" = cos(36O° - 53°) = cos53° = -

5 

3 
(e) cos( - 53°) = cos53° = - . 

5 

Match the following: 
(A) Acceleration (P) sin t 
(B) 6x (Q) 6x 
(C) zero (R) x3 

(D) -sin t (S) displacement 

Ans.A • S,B • R,C • Q,D • P. 

Column I is double derivative of coulmn II. 

Match the following: 
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(A) sin(rot + ~) 
1 

(P) C + -tan(rot + ~) 
{i) 

(B) cos(rot + ~) (Q) _!_ sin(rot + ~ ) + C 
{i) 

(C) tan(rot + ~) sec(rot + ~) (R) 
1 

--cos(rot + ~) + C 
{i) 

(D) sec2(rot + ~) (S) 
1 

- sec(rot + ~) + C 
{i) 

Ans. A • R,B • Q,C • S,D • P. 

Assertion Reason Questions 

1 Assertion: Anti derivative of (3x2 + 2) is equal to (x3 + 2x). 

Reason: Derivative of (x3 + 2x) is equal to (3x2 + 2). 
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(A) If both Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of the 
Assertion. 

(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is not correct explanation of the 
Assertion. 

(C) if Assertion is true, but the Reason is false. 

(D) if Assertion is false, but the Reason is true. 

Sol. J (3x2 + 2)dx = x3 + 2x + C 

d 
-(x3 + 2x) = 3x2 + 2 
dx 

[Ans. (D)] 

2 Assertion: If slope of a given curve is zero at a given point then there may exist a maxima at 
that point. 

Reason: At a maxima, slope changes its sign. 

(A) If both Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of the 
Assertion. 

(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is not correct explanation of the 
Assertion. 

(C) if Assertion is true, but the Reason is false. 

(D) if Assertion is false, but the Reason is true. [Ans. (A)] 

Sol. dy = 0 • there may be a maxima or minima. 
dx 

So, Assertion is true. 

At maxima, sign of slope changes, so if there is change of sign there must be a zero in between. 
2 

3 Assertion: Position of a particle is given by S = !_ _ t + 3 . Then position will be maximum at 
2 

Sol. 

t= 1 s. 

Reason: Maximum is obtained when slope is zero. 

(A) If both Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of the 
Assertion. 

(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is not correct explanation of the 
Assertion. 

(C) if Assertion is true, but the Reason is false. 

(D) if Assertion is false, but the Reason is true. 

ds 2t 
- = - -1 = 0 • t = I sec. 
dt 2 

d 2s 
- t= 1 = 1 = +ve 
dt 2 

• So at t = I, minima exists. [Ans. (D)] 
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4 Assertion: If y = x3 + 3x2 then there will be a maxima at x = - 2. 

Reason: Slope of (y - x) curve will be, zero at x = - 2. 

(A) If both Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of the 
Assertion. 

(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is not correct explanation of the 
Assertion. 

(C) if Assertion is true, but the Reason is false. 

(D) if Assertion is false, but the Reason is true. 

Sol. dy = 3x2 + 6x = 0 
dx 

• 
• 

3x(x+ 2) = 0 

x= O,x=-2 

d2 
~ = 6x + 6 
dx2 

At, 
d2 

x=O ~ =6>0 
' dx2 

x = 0 is a point of minima 

d2y 
At, X = 2, dx2 = - 6 < 0 

x = 0 is point of maxima. 

5 Statement 1: Two vectors are always coplanar vectors. 

Statement 2: Three points are always coplanar. 

[Ans. (A)] 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

Sol. We can draw a plane from two vectros so two vectors one always coplanar. 

From three point we can draw two vectors so they are coplanar. 

+ EXERCISE 

1 ( ) If _ 2 ,:- 3 ,., GkA d b- 3,:- 4 ,., th projection of iionb 
. a a=1+1+ an =l+J, en _ 

projection of b on ii 

(A) 7/5 (B) 5/7 (C) 4/9 (D) None 

[Ans. (A)] 

(b) Two forces i + J + k N and i + 2} + 3k N act on a particle and displace it from (2, 3, 4) to 

point (5, 4, 3). Displacement is in m. Work done is 
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(A) 5 J (B) 4 J (C) 3 J (D) None of these 
2. The vector i + xj + 3k is rotated through an angle 0 and doubled in magnitude, then it becomes 

4i + ( 4x - 2) j + 2k. The values of x are 
2 l 

(A) -3 (B) 3 (C) 3. 
3 

(D) 2 

3. If the resultant of three forces F 1 =pi+ 3j- k, F2 = - 5i + j + 2k and F 3 = 6i - k acting on a 
particle has magnitude equal to 5 units, then the value (s) ofp is (are) 
(A) - 6 (B) - 4 (C) 2 (D) 4 

4. A vector B which has a magnitude 8.0 is added to a vector A which lie along the x-axis. The 

sum of these two vectors is a third vector which lie along the y-axis and has a magnitude that 

is twice the magnitude of A . The magnitude of A is _. 

5. Three vectors as shown in the fig have magnitudes 
- - -

lal=3,lbl=4 and lei= 10. 

(i) Find the x andy components of these vectors. 
- - -

(ii) Find the numbers p and q such that c = pa+ qb . o a X 

6. A buoy is attached to three tugboats by three ropes. The tugboats are engaged in a tug - of -

war. One tugboat pulls west on the buoy with a force ft;_ of magnitude l 000 N. The second 

tugboat pulls south on the buoy with a force F', of magnitude 2000 N. The third tugboat pulls 

northeast (that is, halfway between north and east) , with a force ~ of magnitude 2000 N. 

(A) Draw a free body diagram of forces acting on the buoy to represent this situation. 

(B) Express each force in unit vector form ( i , J). 
(C) Calculate the magnitude of the resultant force. 

7. Two horizontal forces of magnitudes 10 N & P N act on a particle. The 
force of magnitude l O N acts due west & the force of magnitude P N 
acts on a bearing of30° east of north as shown in figure. The resultant of 
these two force acts due north. Find the magnitude of this resultant. 

8. The position vectors of two balls are given by 
~ =2(m)i + 7(m)j 

,; =-2(m)i+ 4(m)j 

What will be the distance between the two balls? 

l~no/PN 
____Ji 

ION ' 

9. A man is travelling in east direction with a velocity of 6 m/s. Rain is falling down vertically 
with a speed of 4 mls. Find the velocity of rain with respect to man and its angle with the 

vertical using the concept that relative velocity of B w.r.t A= v8 -vA . 
10. The sum of three forces F1 = lOON, F 2 = 80N & F3 = 60N acting on a particle is zero. The 

angle between F 1 & F 2 is nearly 

(A) 53° (B) 143° (C) 37° (D) 127° 
(E) 90° 
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11. A particle is moving westward with a velocity i\ = 5 m/s. Its velocity changed to v2 = 5 mls 

• 

northward. The change in velocity vector (t,.V = v2 - v1) is: 

(A) 5✓2 mls towards north east (B) 5 mls towards north west 
(C) zero (D) 5✓2 mls towards north west 

12. A force F = 3i +c] + 2k acting on a particle causes a displacement d = -4i + 2] + 3k. If the 

work done is 6J then the value of ' c' is 
(A) 12 (B) 0 (C) 6 (D) 1 

13. A force F = 6i - 8] + 10k newton produces acceleration 1 mls2 in a body. The mass of the 

body is (in kg) 

(A) 6i - 8] + 10k (B) 100 (C) 10✓2 (D) 10 

14. If a, b, care three unit vectors such that a+ b + c = 0, then a.b + b.c + c.a is equal to 

(A) - 1 (B) 3 (C) 0 (D) -¾ 
15. A particle is displaced from A = (2, 2, 4) to B = (5, - 3, - 1 ). A constant force of 34N acts in the 

• 

direction of AP. where P = (10, 2, - 11). (Coordinates are in m). 

(i) Find the (F' ). 
(ii) Find the work done by the force to cause the displacement. 

~ ~ 

16. A 300 gm mass has a velocity of v = 3 i + 4 j mls at certain instant. Its kinetic energy is 

17. A body is supported on a smooth plane inclined at 30° to the 
horizontal by a string attached to the body and held at an angle 
of 30° to the plane. Draw a diagram showing the forces acting 
on the body and resolve each of these forces(forces are strings 
Tension T, weight W & normal reaction by plane) 
(A) horizontally and vertically. 
(B) parallel and perpendicular to the plane. 

T 

YL 
0 X ~~------

w 
30° 

18. A particle whose speed is 50 mls moves along the line from A (2, 1) to B (9, 25). Find its 

velocity vector in the form of a i + b J . 
19. A+ B = 2i and A-B = 4] then angle between A and B is 

(A) 127° (B) 143° (C) 53° (D) 37° 

20. Two forces P and Q are in ratio P: Q = 1: 2. If their resultant is at an angle tan - I [ ~) to 

vector P , then angle between P and Q is: 

(A) tan - 1(½) (B) 45° (C) 30° (D) 60° 
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21. Given the vectors 

A=2t+3}-k; B=3t-2J-2f & C=pt+p}+2pk 

Find the angle between (A-B) & C 

(A)0=cos - 1 (1) - [✓3) - [✓2) (B) e = cos 1 2 (C) e = cos 1 3 (D) none of these 

22. A force of 35 N acts in the direction parallel to 2i + 3 J + 6k and it displaces a body from (lm, 

0m, 3m) to (3m, 4m, lm) 
(A) Express the force vector (in unit vector form) 
(B) Find the work done. 

23. A particle travels with speed 50mls from the point (3, - 7) in a direction 7i - 24}. Find its 

position vector after 3 seconds. 

24. A force F = 5 i + 2 J + k displaces a body from a point of coordinate ( l, l, 1) to another point 

of coordinates (2, 0, 3). Calculate the work done by the force. 
25. An object of weight W is fastened to one end of a string whose other end is fixed and is pulled 

sideways by a horizontal force P until the string is inclined at 3 7° to the vertical. Draw a diagram 
showing the forces acting on the object and resolve each force parallel and perpendicular to the 
string. 

26. A particle has an initial velocity of 3i + 4} and an acceleration of 0.4i + 0.3 J. Gind speed 

after 10s. z 
2 7. Forces X, Y and Z have magnitudes 10 N, 5 ( ✓3 -1} N and 

28. 

5 ( ✓3 + 1} N. The forces Y and Z act in the same direction 

as shown in the diagram. The resultant of X and Y and the 
resultant of X and Z have the same magnitude. Find 0°, the 
angle between X and Y. 

y 

0 

o--"-------x 

After firing, a bullet is found to move at an angle of 37° to horizontal. Its 
acceleration is 10 m/s2 downwards. Find the component of acceleration in the 
direction of the velocity. 
(A) -6 mls2 

(D) - 5 mls2 

(B) -4 mls2 (C) -8 mls2 

29. A man moves in an open field such that after moving 10 m in a straight line, he makes a sharp 
tum of 60° to his left. Find the total displacement of the man just after 7 such turns. 
(A) 10 m (B) 20 m (C) 70 m (D)30 m 

30. A=i+}-k; B=2i+3}+5k angle between A and Bis 

(A) 120° (B) 90° (C) 60° (D) 30° 
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31. A particle of m = 5 kg is momentarily at rest at x = 0 at t = 0. It is acted Y 

upon by two forces ft;_ and F'2 • ft;_ = 70 JN . The direction and 

magnitude of F'2 are unknown. The particle experiences a constant -
acceleration, ii , in the direction as shown. Neglect gravity. a = 10 m!s2 

(A) Find the missing force F'2 • 

(B) What is the velocity vector of the particle at t = 10 sec? 

(C) What third force , ~ is required to make the acceleration of the 

particle zero? Either give magnitude and direction of ~ or its components. 

32. At t = 0, a particle at (1 , 0, 0) moves with velocity vector= (15i + 20j + 60k) mls. Find its 
position vector at time t = 2 sec. 

33. A spy plane is being tracked by a radar. At t = 0, its position is reported as (100m, 200m, 
1000m). 130 second later its position is reported to be (2500m, 1200m, 1000m). Find a unit 
vector in the direction of plane velocity and the magnitude of its average velocity. 

34. (A) Calculate r=ii-b +c where ii=5i +4}-6k , b =-21 +2}+3kand c=4i +3}+2k. 

(B) Calculate the angle between r and the z-axis. 

(C) Find the angle between ii and b 
3 5. The area 'A ' of a blot of ink is growing such that after t sec. its area is given by A = t2 cm 2. 

Calculate the rate of increase of area at t = 5 sec. 
36. A particle moves along a straight line such that at time tits displacement from a fixed point 0 

on the line is 3t2 - 2. The velocity of the particle when t = 2 is: 
(A) 8ms - 1 (B) 4ms - 1 (C) 12ms- 1 (D) 0 

37. The momentum of a particle moving in straight line is given by p = ln t + ! (in mls) find the 
t 

(time t > 0) at which the net force acting on particle is 0 and it's momentum at that time. 

38. The velocity of the particle is given as v = 3t3 + t --.!, . Calculate the net force acting on the 
r 

body at time t = 2 sec, if the mass of the body is 5 kg ___ _ 
39. The charge flowing through a conductor begining with time t = 0 is given by the formula 

q = 2 t2 + 3t + 1 (coulombs). Find the current i = dq at the end of the 5th second. 
dt 

40. The angle 0 through which a pulley turns with time t is specified by the function 0 = t2 + 3t- 5. 

Find the angular velocity ro = de at t = 5 sec. 
dt 

41. The motion of a particle in a straight line is defined by the relation x = t4 - 12t2 - 40 where x is 
in metres and t is in sec. Determine the position x, velocity v and accleration a of the particle 
at t = 2sec. 
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42. A point moves in a straight line so that its distance from the start in time t is equal to s = .!_ t4 

4 

-4f+I6f. 

(A) At what times was the point at its starting position? 
(B) At what times is its velocity equal to zero? 

43. A body whose mass is 3 kg performs rectilinear motion according to the formulas= 1 + t + f, 

where s is measured in centimeters & t in seconds. Determine the kinetic energy .!_ mv2 of the 
2 

body in 5 sec after its start 
44. A force of 4ON is responsible for the motion of a body governed by the equations= 2t + 2f 

where sis in metres and tin sec. What is the momentum of the body at t = 2 sec? 
[Hint: Find acc. then m = Fla & p = mv] 

45. The angle rotated by a disc is given by 0 = ~ t3- 25 t2 + 77t + 5, where 0 is in rad. and tin 
3 2 

seconds. 
(A) Find the times at which the angular velocity of the disc is zero. 
(B) Its angular acceleration at these times. 

46. Temperature ofa body varies with time as T= (T0 + af + 13 sint)K, where T0 is the temperature 
in Kelvin at t = 0 sec. & a = 211c. Kls2 & 13 = - 4 K, then rate of change of temperature at t = 
n-sec. is 
(A) 8 K (B) 8°K (C) 8K/sec (D) 8°K./sec 

4 7. A particle moves in a straight line, according to the law x = 4a [t + a sin ( ~ }, where x is its 

position in meters, tin sec. & a is some constants, then the velocity is zero at 
(A) x = 4a2n- meters (B) t = n- sec. (C) t = 0 sec (D) none 

48. A point moves in a straight line so that its displacement is x m at time t sec, given by x2 = t2 + 
1. Its acceleration in m/s2 at time t sec is: 

(A) 

(E) 

1 

X 

1 
x3 

(B) 1 1 

X X2 

49. A particle moves in space such that 
x = 2f + 3t + 4; y = t2 + 4t- l; z = 2 sin n-t 

(C) 
t 

(D) 

where x, y, z are measured in meter and t in second. The acceleration of the particle at t = 3s is 

(A) 36i+2}+k ms- 2 (B) 36i+2}+nk ms-2 

(C) 36i + 2} ms- 2 (D) 12i + 2} ms- 2 

50. The velocity of a particle moving in straight line depends on it's position as v = 3 sin (x + ~) 
2 

mls. Find the acceleration of the particle when he is at x = ~. 
4 
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51. In a certain interval of time, the position of a particle is represented by x at time t. Find the 

velocity of the particle at time t. 

(A) x = tlnt 
e' 

(B) 
t 2 - 1 

x=--
tant 

52. The length, breadth & height of a cuboid depends on time t as 
L=l+sint; b=r-1; h=(t+l) 

find the rate of change of volume with time at t = ~ sec. 
2 

53. A body of mass 1 kg moves inx-y plane such that its position vector is given by r = sin(t) i' + cos(t) J 
(i) Find its equation of trajectory. 

(ii) Find the velocity of the particle at the initial time. 

(iii) Find the component of its acceleration in the direction of velocity at time t. 

(iv) Find angle between velocity vector and acceleration vector at time t. 
54. The position vector of a body of mass m = 6kg is given as r = i(3r-6t) + J(-4t3)m. Find: 

(A) the force (F = ma) acting on the particle 

(B) the power (P = F · v) generated by the force. 

(C) the momentum(p = mv) 
55. A wheel rotates so that the angle of rotation is proportional to the square of time. The first 

revolution was performed by the wheel for 8 sec. Find the angular velocity ro, 32 sec after the 
wheel started. 

/~ ANSWER KEY 
•:;;,r 

1. 

3. 

(a) A, (b) A 

BC 

2. 

4. 

AD 
8 

Js 

[Hint: Consider 0 = kf, find k ] 

5. a,= 3, aY = O; b, = 2✓3, by= 2; c, = -5, cY = 5✓3 ;p = -20/3, q = 5✓312 
N 

JS(2000N) 
45° ?;oooo NJ 

6. (A) W---+----E 

7ie2000N) 

(B) 1--rx ~ = - 1000 i (N), 

ft2 =-2000 }(N), 
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~ = 2000( cos45° i + sin45° J) (N) = 1000 ✓2 i + 1000 ✓2 J 
(C) F..su1tan1 =ft;_+ F2 + ~ = 1000(✓2-l)t - 1000 (✓2-l)}N 

Fx = 1000 ( ✓2 - 1) N 

Fy = - 1000(2 - ✓2) N 

IF I = ✓F.2 +F/ = 1000( ✓2 -1) x 3 = 3000 ( ✓2 - l)N 

7. 10✓3 N 8. = l-4t -3] I= ✓(-4)2 +(-3) 2 = .[is = 5 m 

9. lvl = .Jii m Is, angle with vertical= tan- 1(3/2) towards west 

10. 
12. 

15. 

17. 

B 
C 

16i -3of, 198J 

T = T. T = T✓3 
X 2' y 2 

11. A 
14. D 

16. 3.75J 

T'= T✓3. T'= T 
y 2 ' y 2 

W W✓3 N N✓3 
W =0· W=-W-W'= --· W'= ---·N = --·N = --·N'=0·N'= 

x 'y 'X 2' y 2 'x 2' y 2 'X 'y 

N 

18. 2( 7t + 24}) 19. 

21. 

A 

C 20. D 

22. 

23. 
24. 

25. 

26. 

28. 
30. 

31. 

18. 

20. 

32. 

ft =loi +21} +3ok, J = 2i +4}-2f, w = 44J 

45i-15lj 
5 units. 

3P 4W 4P 3W 
P 11 = -,~1 = -,~

1
=T,P1- = -, W1- = -, T1- =0 

5 5 5 5 

7✓2 units 27. 0 = 150° 

A ~- A 
B 

(A) Fi = 30t -30} or 30✓2 at45° 

(B) v = ( 60 i + 80}) or 100 at 53° from horizontal 

(C) ~ =-30t -40} or 50Nat0 = 233° ACW 

0 = 127° cw 
2(1i +24}) 19. A 

D 21. C 

(3li + 40j + 120k) m 33. 
12i + 5} 

, 20m/s 
13 



34. 

35. 
37. 
40. 
42. 

44. 

46. 
48. 

50. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

Mathematical Tools 

A A A ( -7 J ( -20 J (A) lli +5J-7k, (B) cos-1 ✓195 , (C)cos-1 ✓1309 
195 1309 

10 cm2/sec 36. C 
1 kg m/sec. 38. 186.25 N 
13 radls 41. -72, -16, 24 
(A) 0, 8 sec (B) 0, 4, 8 sec 43. 1.815 x 105 ergs 

100 kgmls 45. (A) 7, !! (B) 3, - 3 
2 

C 47. A 
E 49. C 
-9 
-mls2 52. 

3 0 

-1r- + 21r-2 
2 2 

2 2 ~ 7t 
X + y = 1, I ,0, -

2 

(A) 36i-144lj, (B) 216t+ 1728t3 -216, (C) (36t-36)i-72t 2] 

21rrad/sec. 

II UNITS AND DIMENSIONS 
Physical Quantities 

I 1.67 

The quantities which can be measured by an instrument and by means of which we can describe the 
laws of physics are called physical quantities. Till class x we have studied many physical quantities eg. 
length, velocity, acceleration, force, time, pressure, mass, density etc. 

I 
Fundamental 

or 
Basic Quantities 

Physical quantities are of three types 

I 
Derived 
Quantities 

1. Fundamental (Basic) Quantities: 

l 
Supplementary 
Quantities 

• These are the elementary quantities which covers the entire span of physics. 

• Any other quantities can be derived from these. 

• All the basic quantities are chosen such that they should be different, that means independent of 

each other. (i.e., distance, time and velocity cannot be chosen as basic quantities as V = d ). 
t 

An International Organization named CGPM: General Conference on weight and Measures, 
chose seven physical quantities as basic or fundamental. 
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Length 
(L) 

Time 
(T) 

~ 

Mass 
(M) 

~ 

Temperature 
(K) 

·~ 
Electrical 
current 

(A) 

Luminous 
Intensity 

(Cd) 

Amount 
of 
Substance 
(mol) 

These are the elementary quantities (in our planet) that 's why chosen as basic quantities. 

In fact any set of independent quantities can be chosen as basic quantities by which all other physical 
quantities can be derived. 

! 1 1 1 1 1 l 
i.e., (A) (V) (r) (S) (R) (Cd) (mol) 

Area Velocity Density Sp.Heat Resistance Luminous mole 
Capacity 

Can be chosen as basic quantities ( on some other planet, these might also be used as basic quantities) 

! 
But (L) 

Length 

1 
(A) 

Area 

l 
(V) 

Velocity 

cannot be used as basic quantities as 

Area= (Length)2 so they are not independent. 

2. Derived Quantities 

Physical quantities which can be expressed in terms of basic quantities (M,L,T .... ) are called derived 
quantities. 

i.e., Momentum P= mV 

(m) displacement = ML M1 L1 r-1 
time T 

Here [ M 1 L I r 1 ] is called dimensional formula of momentum, and we can say that momentum has 

l Dimension inM (mass) 

l Dimension in L (meter) 

and- l Dimension in T (time) 

The representation of any quantity in terms of basic quantities (M,L ,T. .. . ) is called dimensional 
formula and in the representation, the powers of the basic quantities are called dimensions. 
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3. Supplementary Quantities 

Besides seven fundamental quantities two supplementary quantities are also 

defined. They are 

• Plane angle (The angle between two lines) 

• Solid angle 

Dimensions 

• Height, width, radius, displacement etc. are a kind of length. So we can say that their dimension 
is [L] 

[Height]............___ 

[Width] -------~ 
[radius]~ [ L] 

• 
[displacement] -

here [Height] can be read as "Dimension of Height" 

• Area = Length x Width 

For circle 

[Area] = [Length] x [Width] 

= [L] X [L] 

= [L2] 

Area = 1er2 

[Area] = [1e] [r2] 

= [1] [L2] 

= [L2] 

Here 1C is not a kind of length or mass or time so 1C shouldn't effect the dimension of Area. 

Hence its dimension should be 1 (ML 01') and we can say that it is dimensionless. From similar 
logic we can say that all the numbers are dimensionless. 

[200] 

[-1] ~ 
[3] ---~_;;.[M°tT0]=1 

[½] _ ~ Dimensionless 

• [Volume]= [Length] x [Height] x [Width] 
=LxLxL 
= [L3] 

For sphere 

4 3 
Volume = - 1er 

3 
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[Volume]= [1n] [r3] 

• 

• 

• 

= (1) [L3] = [L3] 

So dimension of volume will be always [L3] whether it is volume of a cuboid or volume of 
sphere. 

Dimension of a physical quantity will be same, it doesn't depend on which formula we are 
using for that quantity. 

D . mass 
ens1ty= --

volume 

[Density]= [mass] = M = [ML -3] 
[volume] L3 

,l 1 . (V) displacement ve oc1ty = -----
time 

[VJ= [Displacement] = L = [.M°L1r-1] 
[time] T 

Acceleration (a)= dV 
dt 

Lr-1 
[a]= = --=LT-2 

T 

• Momentum (P) = mV 

• Force 

[P] = [M] [VJ 

= [M] [Lr- 1] 
= [.ML1r-1] 

(F) =ma 

[F] = [m] [a] 

= [M] [Lr- 2] 
= [.ML1r-2] 

• Work or Energy = force x displacement 

[Work] = [force] [displacement] 

work 
• Power= -

time 

= [.ML1r- 2] [L] 
= [.ML2r-2] 

[work] M 1L2T-2 

[Power]= -- = --- = [.ML2r- 3] 

[time] T 

Force 
• Pressure = --

Area 



[Force] M 1L1T-2 

[Pressure]= --- = --- =ML- 1r- 2 

[Area] L2 

1. Dimensions of Angular Quantities: 

• Angle (0) 

• 

• 

• 

(Angular displacement) 0 = Ar_c 
radius 

[0] = [Arc] = L = [.M°L07°] (Dimensionless) 
[radius] L 

Angular velocity ( ro) = ~ 
t 

[ro] = [0] = _!_ = [.M°Lor-1] 
[t] T 

Angular acceleration (a)= dro 
dt 

[a]= [dro] = M 0 L0T-1 = [.M°Lor-2] 
[dt] T 

Torque = Force x Arm length 

[Torque]= [force] x [arm length] 

= [ML1r-21 X [L] = [ML2r- 21 

2. Dimensions of Physical Constants 

• Gravitational Constant: 

~-----r------+;:--@ 
F9 F9 
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If two bodies of mass m1 and m2 are placed at r distance, both feel gravitational attraction force, 
whose value is, 

Gravitational force F = Gm1m2 
g r2 

where G is a constant called Gravitational constant 

[F] = [G][m1][m2 ] 

g [r2] 

[ML1r- 2] = [G][M][M] 
[L2] 

[G] =M-1 L3 r-2 

• Specific heat capacity: To increase the temperature of a body by 11T, Heat required is Q = ms 
11T 
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Here s is called specific heat capacity. 

• 

[Q] = [m] [s] [Ll'Tj 

Here Q is heat: A kind of energy so [Q] = M 1L 2r 2 

[M1L2r2] = [M] [S] [K] 

[S] = [.M°L2r2K- 1] 

Coefficient of viscosity: If any spherical ball of radius r moves with velocity v in 
a viscous Liquid, then viscous force acting on it is given by 

F. = 61ertrv 

Here 11 is coefficient of viscosity 

[F.] = [61e] [11] [r] [v] 

ML1r 2 = (1) [11] [L] [Lr- 11 
[111 =M1L - 1r1 

• Planck's constant: If light of frequency u is falling, energy of a photon is given by 

E =hu 

Here h = Planck's constant 

[E] = [h] [u] 

1 
u = frequency = -----

Time Period 

• [u] 
1 

= [~] [Time Period] 

so M1L2r2 = [h] [r- 1) 

[h] =M1L2r1 

3. Some Special Features of Dimensions 

• Suppose in any formula, (L + a) term is coming (where Lis length). As length can be added 
only with a length, so a should also be a kind of length. 

So [a]= [L] 

• Similarly consider a term (F - P) where F is force. A force can be added/substracted with a 
force only and give rise to a third force. So p should be a kind of force and its result (F - P) 
should also be a kind of force. 

~ 
a third force ~~should be a kind of 
and its dimension force • [~] = M' L1 r-2 

will also be M' L 1 , 2 
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.. 

:1t Rule No. 1 

One quantity can be added / substracted with a similar quantity only and give rise to the similar 
quantity. 

~1. 
a 13 - =Fv+ -
t2 x2 

Find dimension formula for [a] and [13] 
( here t = time, F = force, V = velocity, x = distance) 

Since [Fv] =ML2r3, 

so [~] should also beML2r 3 

[131 =M1 L2r3 
[x2] 

[13] =ML4r3 

and [ Fv + ~ ] will also have dimension M1 L 2r 3 

so [a] =ML2r3 
[t2] 

[a] =ML2r 1 

~ 2. For n moles of gas, V ander waal' s equation is ( P - ; 2 ) (V - b) = nRT 

Find the dimensions of a and b, where P is gas pressure, V = volume of gas T = temperature of gas 

(v-b) nRT 

t 
should be a should be a kind 

kind of pressure of volume 

So [a] =ML-1r 2 
[V2] 

So [b] =L3 

l:1_=M-1L-1r2 
[L3]2 

• [a] =M L5 r- 2 
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.. 

:1t Rule No. 2 

Consider a term sin(0) 

H 0 . d. . 1 d . 0 (Perpendicular) . 1 d. . 1 ere 1s nnens1on ess an sm _....c..____ 1s a so nnens1on ess. 
Hypoteneous 

• Whatever comes in sin( ...... ) is dimensionless and entire [sin( ....... )] is also dimensionless. 

• P-----dimensionless 
dimensionless 

Similarly: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

P-----dimensionless 
dimensionless 

P----dimensionless 
dimensionless 

~ensionless 
dimensionless 

fi:<. 
dimensionless d1mens1onless 

P-----dimensionless 
dimensionless 

~ 3. a= F2 sin (f3t) 
V 

Find the dimension of a and f3 

a=~~ 

~dimensionless 
dimensionless • [f3] [t] = 1 

[f3] = [T-1] 

[F] [M1L1T-2 ] 
So[a]=- =---=M1L-1 T1 

[V2] [ET-1]2 

(here V = velocity, F = force, t = time) 
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f/~4. a= FV2 log (21tl3) 
132 e v2 where F = force, V = velocity 

Find the dimensions of a and ~-

dimensionless dimensionless 

• [a]= [F][V2] 
[132] 

• [2n ][13] 
= l 

[V2] 

• [l ][13] = 1 
L2T-2 

• [l3] =L2r-2 

• 
[M1L1r-2][L2r-2] 

[a]= [L2r-2]2 

• [a] =M1L - i T° 

4. Uses of Dimensions 

• To check the correctness of the formula: If the dimensions of the L.H.S and R.H.S are same, 
then we can say that this eqn. is at least dimensionally correct. So this equation may be correct. 

But if dimensions ofL.H.S and R.H.S is not same then the equation is not even dimensionally 
correct. 

So it cannot be correct. 

ei ---+ A formula is given centrifugal force 

F, 
mv2 

r 

we have to check whether it is correct or not. 

Dimension ofL.H.S is 

Dimension of R.H.S is 

[m] [v2] = [M] [Lr1]2 = [M'Llr-2] 
[r] [L] 

So this eqn. is at least dimensional correct. 

(where m = mass, v = velocity, r = radius) 

• we can say that this equation may be correct. 
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fl~ 5. Check whether this equation may be correct or not 

3FV2 

Pressure= Pr - , -,-
n-rx 

P 3 FV2 h F C V l . . d" 
r = - , -, - (w ere = 1orce, = ve oc1ty, t = time, x = 1stance) 

n-t-x 

Dimension ofL.H.S = [Pr] =M1L - 1r- 2 

DimensionofR.H.S = [3] [Fl [v2
] 

[n] [t-J [x] 

Dimension ofL.H.S and R.H.S are not same. So the relation cannot be correct. 

Sometimes a question is asked which is beyond our syllabus, then certainly it must be the question 
of dimensional analysis. 

t__~ 6. A Boomerang has mass m surface Area A, radius of curvarure of lower surface = rand it 

is moving with ;:•~-o~i:
0

gV i(n =~ o)f density p. The resistiv~;;~~ o
1
:git s(h;;l)d be - ~ 

(A) r ' nAr (B) r nm ·, _r -. 
(C) 2pV2A log (pAr) (D) 2p~2 A log (pAr) 

r nm r- nm 

Only C is dimensionally correct. 

• We can derive a new formula roughly: 

If a quantity depends on many parameters, we can estimate, to what extent, the quantity 
depends on the given parameters ! 

fl~ 7. So we can say that expression ofT should be in this form 

T = (Some Number) (ml (i!)\gy 

AfLOrl = c1) [MIJ" [Lit [L1r-2r 

MLOTl =M' Lb +c r - 2c 

Comparing the powers of M, L and T, 

get a = 0, b + c = 0, - 2c = l 

l l 
so a=0b=-c=-

' 2' 2 

so T= (some Number)M L 112 g - 112 

T= (Some Number) J-f 

i 
g 

The quantity " Some number" can be found experimentally. Measure the length of a pendulum and 
oscillate it, find its time period by stopwatch. 

Suppose for J! = lm, we get T = 2 sec. so 



2 = (Some Number) /1 • " Some number" = 6.28:::: 21r. 'Iii 
t__~ 8. Natural frequency (/) of a closed pipe 

Length of 
the tube 

(e) 

Depends on 

Density of 
air 

(0) 

Pressure of 
air 

(P) 

So we can say thatf= (some Number) (J!l (Pl (P)' 

Equating dimensions of both the sides get 

a = - 1, b = - 1/2, c = 1/2 

ll So f= (some number) - -
/! p 
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• We can express any quantity in terms of the given basic quantities. 

II~ 9. If velocity (V) , force (F) and time (1) are chosen as fundamental quantities, express (i) 
mass and (ii) energy in terms of V, P and T 

~ Let M = (some Number) (V)a (F)b (1)c 

Equating dimensions of both the sides 

M1LoT° = (1) [L1r1]' [M'L1r21 [T1J" 

MILOT° =M L a+b T - a - 2b +c 

get a= - 1, b = 1, c = 1 

M=(Some Number) (V- 1 P 1 T1) • [M] = w-1 P 1 T1] 

Similarly we can also express energy in terms of V, P, T 

Let [E] = [some Number] [Vt [Ft [T]c 

• [.MLr- 21 = [.M"L0 T'] [Lr 1t [MLr 2t [T]c 
• [MILIT- 2] = [M La - 2 b +c T - a - 2b +c] 

• 1 = b; 1 = a - 2b + c; - 2 = -a - 2b + c 

get a = 1 ; b = 1 ; c = 1 

:. E = (some Number) VlFlTl or [E] = [v1][P1][T1]. 
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• To find out unit of a physical quantity: 

~ 10. [Force] = [ML I r 2] 

As unit of M is kilogram (kg), unit of L is meter (m) and unit of T is second (s) so unit force can be 
written as= (kg) 1 (m) 1 (s)- 2 = kg mls in MKS system. 

In CGS system, unit of force can be written as= (g)1 (cm) 1 (s)- 1 = gcm/s. 

Limitations of Dimensional Analysis: 

From Dimensional analysis we getT = (Some Number) H 

so the expression of T can be 

/ ~ 
T=2H T= H sin(. .... ) 

or or 

T=50 H T= H log(. ..... ) 

or or 

T=21rl T= H +(to) 

• Dimensional analysis doesn't give information about the "some Number":The dimensional 
constant. 

• This method is useful only when a physical quantity depends on other quantities by multiplication 
and power relations. 

(i.e.,f = xa l zj 

It fails if a physical quantity depends on sum or difference of two quantities 

(i.ef= x + y-z) 

i.e., we cannot get the relation 

S = ut + .!_ af from dimensional analysis. 
2 

• This method will not work if a quantity depends on another quantity as sine or cosine, logarithmic 
or exponential relation. The method works only if the dependence is by power functions. 

• We equate the powers of M, L and Thence we get only three equations. So we can have only 
three variable (only three dependent quantities) 

So dimensional analysis will work only if the quantity depends only on three parameters, not 
move than that. 
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fl~ 11. Can Pressure (P), density (p) and velocity (v) be taken as fundamental quantities? 

~~ P, p and v are not independent, they can be related as P = pv2, so they cannot be taken as 
fundamental variables. 

To check whether the 'P', 'p', and 'V' are dependent or not, we can also use the following 
mathematical method: 

[P] = [M'L"IT2] 

fp] = [M'L"3 -z-0] 

[f-1 = [M°LITI] 

Check the determinates of their powers: 

= 1 (3) - ( - 1)( - 1) - 2 (1) = 0, 

So these three terms are dependent. 

Unit 

Measurement of any physical quantity is expressed in terms of an internationally accepted certain basic 
standard called unit. 

SI Units: In 1971, an international Organization "CGPM": (General Conference on weight and 
Measure) decided the standard units, which are internationally accepted. These units are called SI units 
(International system of units) 

1. SI units of basic quantities 

SI Units 
Base Quantity 

Name Symbol Definition 

Length meter m The meter is the length of the path traveled by light in 
vacuum during a time interval of 1/299, 792, 458 of a 
second (1983) 

Mass kilogram kg The kilogram is equal to the mass of the international 
prototype of the kilogram (a platinum-iridium alloy 
cylinder) kept at International Bureau of Weights and 
Measures, at Sevres, near Paris, France. (1889) 

Time second s The second is the duration of 9, 192, 631 , 770 periods 
of the radiation corresponding to the transition between 
the two hyperfine levels of the ground state of the 
cesium-133 atom (1967) 

Electric Current ampere A The ampere is that constant current which, if maintained 
in two straight parallel conductors of infinite length, 
of negligible circular cross-section, and placed 1 
metre apart in vacuum, would produce between these 
conductors a force equal to 2 x 10-7 Newton per metre 
of length. (1948) 
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SI Units 
Base Quantity 

Name Symbol Definition 

Thermodynamic kelvin K The kelvin, is the fraction 1/273 .16 of the thermodynamic 

Temperature temperature of the triple point of water. (1967) 

Amount of mole mol The mole is the amount of substance of a system, which 
Substance contains as many elementary entities as there are atoms 

in 0.012 kilogram ofcarbon-12. (1971) 

Luminous candela Cd The candela is the luminous intensity, in a given 
Intensity direction, of a source that emits monochromatic 

radiation of frequency 540 x 1012 hertz and that has 
a radiant intensity in that direction of 1/683 watt per 
steradian (1979). 

2. Two supplementary units were also defined 

• Plane angle - Unit= radian (rad) 

• Solid angle - Unit= Steradian (sr) 

3. Other classification 

Ifa quality involves only length, mass and time (quantities in mechanics), then its unit can be written in 
MKS, CGS or FPS system. 

• For MKS system: In this system 
Length, mass and time are 
expressed in meter, kg and sec. 
respectively. It comes under SI 
system. 

• For CGS system: In this system, 
Length, mass and time are 
expressed in cm, gram and sec. 
respectively. 

I 
fl\system 

meter kg sec 

I l 
CGS system FPS~ystem 

'+\ 'i ~ cm gram sec foot pound sec 

• For FPS system: In this system, length, mass and time are measured in foot, pound and sec. 
respectively. 

4. SI units of derived quantities 

displacement ---+ meter 
• Velocity = --"----. ---

time ---+ second 
So unit of velocity will be m/s 

ml s m A 1 . change in velocity 
cce eratton = ------- = -- = -

time s s2 
• 
• Momentum = m V 

so unit of momentum will be = (kg) (mls) = kg mls 

• Force= ma 

Unit will be= (kg) x (mls2) = kg mls2 called newton (N) 



• Work=FS 

unit = (N) x (m) = Nm called joule (.J) 

work 
• Power= --

time 

Unit= JI s called watt (w) 

5. Units of some physical constants 

• Unit of"Universal Gravitational Constant" (G) 

F= G(m1)(m2) • kgxm = G(kg)(kg) 
r2 s2 m2 

m3 
so unit of G= --

kg s2 

• Unit of specific heat capacity (S) 

Q =ms 11T 

J = (kg) (S) (K) 

Units of S =JI kg K 

• Unit of µ0 
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force per unit length between two long parallel wires is: F = ..&_ i1 i2 

£ 4n r 2 

N = ..&_ (A) (A) Unit ofµ = N.m 
m (1) (m2) o A2 

6. SI prefix 

• Suppose distance between kota to Jaipur is 3000 m. so 

d = 3000 m = 3 x QQQ§) m 

! 
kilo (k) 

= 3 km (here 'k' is the prefix used for 1000 (103)) 

• Suppose thickness of a wire is 0.05 m 

d = 0.05 m = 5 x ®m 

! 
centi (c) 

= 5 cm (here 'c' is the prefix used for (10- 2)) 

Similarly, the magnitude of physical quantities very over a wide range. So in order to 
express the very large magnitude as well as very small magnitude more compactly, "CGPM" 
recommended some standard prefixes for certain power of 10. 
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Power of 10 Pre.fix Symbol 

1018 

1015 

1012 

109 

106 

103 

102 

101 

~12. 
(i) 
(v) 

~~ (i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

f/~13. 

~~ 

exa E 
peta p 

tera T 

giga G 
mega M 
kilo k 

hecto h 
deca da 

Convert all in meters (m): 
5 µm. (ii) 3 km 
7.5 nm 

5 µm = 5 x 10 - 6m 

3 km= 3 X 103 m 

20 mm= 20 x 10 - 3m 

73 pm= 73 x 10 - 12 m 

7.5 nm= 7.5 x 10 - 9 m 

F = 5 N convert it into CGS system 

F = 5 kgxm 
s2 

= (5) (103 g)(\00 cm) 
s-

= 5 x 1 0 5 g ~m (in CGS system). 
s 

This unit ( g ~m ) is also called dyne 
s 

Power of 10 

10-1 

10-2 

10-3 

10-6 

10-9 

10-12 
10-15 
10-l8 

(iii) 20 mm 

fl~ 14. G = 6.67 x 10 - 11 kg !113 convert it into CGS system. 
s-

G=667 x 10 - 11 kgm3 
. . s-

3 

=667xl0 _2 gcm 
. . s-

f!~ 15. p = 2 glcm3 

convert it into MKS system 

Pre.fix Symbol 

deci d 
centi C 

milli m 
micro µ 
nano n 
pico p 

femto f 

atto a 

(iv) 73 pm 
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p = 2glcm3 

- 2 10-3 kg 
- ( ) (l0·2m)3 

= 2 X 103 kg 
m3 

fl~ 16. V= 90 km I hour 

convert it into m/s 

.. 

V = 90 km I hour 

= (90) (1000 m) 
( 60 x 60 second) 

V = (90) (1000) m 
3600 s 

5 m 
V=90 x -

18 s 

V= 25 mls 

f-~ Point to Remember 

T km. m 1·1b 5 o convert -- mto - , mu tip y y - . 
hour sec 18 

fl__~ 17. Convert 7 pm into µm 

~~ Let 7pm =(x)µm 

get 

So 

7 x (10 - 12) m = (x) x 10 - 6 m 

x=7x 10 - 6 

7 pm= (7 x 10 - 6) µm 

Some SI units of derived quantities are named after the scientist, who has contributed in that field 
a lot 

8. SI derived units, named after the scientist 

SI Units 

S.N Physical Quantity Symbol of 
Expression 

Expression in terms 
Unit name 

the unit 
in terms of 

of base units 
other units 

1. Frequency hertz Hz Oscilliation s 
-1 

1 s (f= - ) 
T 

2. Force Newton N - - - - - Kgm / s2 

(F = ma) 
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SI Units 

S.N Physical Quantity Symbol of 
Expression 

Expression in terms 
Unit name 

the unit 
in terms of 

of base units 
other units 

3. Energy, Joule J Nm Kg m2 I s2 
Work, Heat 

(W= Fs) 

4. Pressure, stress Pascal Pa N l m2 Kg ! ms2 
F 

(P= -) 
A 

5. Power, watt w J I s Kg m2 I s3 
w 

(Power=-) 
t 

6. Electric charge coulomb C ------ As 

(q = it) 

7. Electric volt V J I C Kg m3 I s3 A 
Potential Emf. 

u 
(V= -) 

q 

8. Capacitance Farad F C I V A s4 kg -1 
_, 

(C = 9__) 
m-

V 

9. Electrical ohm n V I A kg m2 s-3 
Resistance A 2 

(V = i R) 

10. Electrical Siemens S, u A I V kg" 1 m-2 s 3 A2 

Conductance (mho) 
I i 

(C = - = -) 
R V 

11. Magnetic field Tesla T Wb l m 2 kg s·2 A-1 

12. Magnetic flux Weber Wb V s orJIA kg m2 s -2 

A-1 

13. Inductance Henry H Wb l A kg m2 s-2 

A_2 
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SI Units 

S.N Physical Quantity Symbol of 
Expression 

Expression in terms 
Unit name 

the unit 
in terms of 

of base units 
other units 

14. Activity of Becquerel Bq D sintegration S_l 

radioactive second 
material 

9. Some SI units expressed in terms of the special names and also in terms of base units: 

Physical Quantity SI Units 

In terms of special names 

Torque ( 'C = Fr) Nm 

Dynamic Viscosity 
dv 

(Fv = q A dr) 
Poiseiulles (PR) or Pas 

Impulse (J = F ~t) Ns 

(Y = stre~s) 
N l m2 

Modulus of elasticity 
stram 

. F Nim orJ/m2 

Surface Tension Constant (T = - ) 
I 

Specific Heat capacity (Q = ms~ T) JlkgK 
. cAL 

(old umt s--) 
goc 

dQ dT W l mK 
Thermal conductivity (-=KA-) 

dt dr 

. . F Vim or N/C 
Electnc field Intensity E = -

q 

Gas constant (R) (PV = nR T) or molar Heat J I K mol 

Capacity ( C = __iL_ ) 
M~T 

Change of numerical value with the change of unit: 

Suppose we have 

If we convert 
R=7cm----'-------

it into meters, we get 

7 
=-m 

100 

In terms of base units 

Kg m2 I s2 

Kg / ms 

Kgm / s 

Kg l m s2 

Kg l s2 

m2 s-2 K-1 

mkgs-3 K 1 

m kgs-3 A-1 

m2 kg S · 2 k-1 mor1 

we can say that if the unit is increased to 100 times ( cm • m ), the numerical value became 
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1 . ( 7 ) -tunes 7•-
100 100 

So we can say 

Numerical value oc - 1-
unit 

we can also tell if in a formal way like the following: -

Magnitude of a physical quantity= (Its Numerical value) (unit) = (n) (u) 

Magnitude of a physical quantity always remains constant, it wont 
change if we express it in some other unit. 

So 

or Numerical value oc _l_ 
unit 

~ 18. If unit oflength is doubled, the numerical value of Area will be ............... . 

S~ As unit oflength is doubled, unit of Area will become four times. So the numerical value 

of Area will became one fourth. Because numerical value oc - 1-, 
unit 

~ 19. Force acting on a particle is 5N. If unit oflength and time are doubled and unit of mass 
is halved than the numerical value of the force in the new unit will be. 

kg xm 
Force=5 ---

sec2 

If unit of length and time are doubled and the unit of mass is halved. 

Then the unit of force will be [½x :] = .!_ times 
(2)- 4 

Hence the numerical value of the force will be 4 times. 

• SIGNIFICANT FIGURES 

Significant figures in the measured value of a physical quantity tell the number of digits in which we 
have confidence. Larger the number of significant figures obtained in a measurement greater is the 
accuracy of the measurement. 

"All accurately known digits in a measurement plus the first uncertain digit together form significant 
figures." 

For example, when we measure the length of a straight line using a metre scale and it lies between 
7.4 cm and 7.5 cm, we may estimate it as / = 7.43 cm. This expression has three significant figures out 
of these 7 and 4 are precisely known but the last digit 3 is only approximately known. 
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Rules of Counting Significant Figures: For counting significant figures, we use the following rules: 

1. All non-zero digits are significant. For example x = 2567 has four significant figures. 

2. The zeros appearing between two non-zero digits are counted in significant figures. For 
example 6.028 has 4 significant figures. 

3. The zeros occurring to the left of last non-zero digit are NOT significant. 

For example 0.0042 has two significant figures. 

4. In a number without decimal, zeros to the right of non-zero digit are NOT significant. However 
when some value is recorded on the basis of actual measurement the zeros to the right of non
zero digit become significant. For example L = 20 m has two significant figures but x = 200 has 
only one significant figure. 

5. In a number with decimal, zeros to the right oflast non-zero digits are significant. For example 
x = 1.400 has four significant figures. 

6. The powers of ten are NOT counted as significant digits. For example 1.4 x 10 - 7 has only two 
significant figures 1 and 4. 

7. Change in the units of measurement of a quantity does not change the number of significant 
figures. For example, suppose distance between two stations is 4067m. It has four significant 
figures. The same distance can be expressed as 4.067 km or 4.067 x 105 cm. In all these, 
number of significant figures continues to be four. 

Example 

Measured Value Number of Rule 
significant figures 

12376 5 1 

6024.7 5 2 

0.071 2 3 

410m 3 4 

720 2 4 

2.40 3 5 
1.6 X 1010 2 6 

Rounding off a digit: Following are the rules for rounding off a measurement: 

1. If the number lying to the right of cut-off digits is less than 5, then the cut-off digit is retained 
as such. However, if it is more than 5, then the cut-off digit is increased by 1. 

For example x = 6.24 is rounded off to 6.2 to two significant digits and x = 5.328 is rounded off 
to 5.33 to three significant digits. 

2. If the digit to be dropped is 5 followed by digits other than zero then the preceding digit is 
increased by 1. 

For example x = 14.252 is rounded off to x = 14.3 to three significant digits. 

3. If the digit to be dropped is simply 5 or 5 followed by zeros, then the preceding digit is left 
unchanged if it is even. For example x = 6.250 or x = 6.25 becomes x = 6.2 after rounding off 
to two significant digits. 
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4. If the digit to be dropped is 5 or 5 followed by zeros, then the preceding digit is raised by one 
if it is odd. 

For example x = 6.350 or x = 6.35 becomes x = 6.4 after rounding off two significant digits. 

Example 

Measured Value Rounding off to three Rule 
significant digits 

7.364 7.36 1 

7.367 7.37 1 

8.3251 8.33 2 

9.445 9.44 3 

9.4450 9.44 3 

15 .75 15.8 4 

15.7500 15.8 4 

Algebraic Operations with significant Figures: In addition, subtraction, multiplication or division 
inaccuracy in the measurement of any one variable affects the accuracy of the final result. Hence, in 
general, the final result shall have significant figures corresponding to their number in the least accurate 
variable involved. To understand this, let us consider a chain of which all links are strong except the one. 
The chain will obviously break at the weakest link. Thus the strength of the chain cannot be more than 
the strength of the weakest link in the chain. 

(i) Addition and Subtraction: Suppose in the measured values to be added or subtracted, the 
least number of significant digits after the decimal is n. Then in the sum or difference also, the 
number of significant digits after the decimal should be n. 

Ex. 1.2 + 3.45 + 6.789 = 11.439::::: 11.4 

Here, the least number of significant digits after the decimal is one. Hence, the result will be 
11.4 (when rounded off to smallest number of decimal places). 

Ex. 12.63 - 10.2 = 2.43 ::::: 2.4 

(ii) Multiplication or Division: Suppose in the measured values to be multiplied or divided, the 
least number of significant digits be n, then in the product or quotient, the number of significant 
digits should also be n. 

Ex. 1.2 x 36.72 = 44.064::::: 44 

The least number of significant digits in the measured values are two. Hence, the result when 
rounded off to two significant digits become 44. Therefore the answer is 44. 

Ex. llOO = 107.8431373::::: 110 
10.2 

As 1100 has minimum number of significant figures (i.e., 2), therefore the result should also 
contain only two significant digits. Hence, the result when rounded off to two significant digits 
becomes 110. 



Ex. llOO m/s = 107.8431373 ~ 108 
10.2m/s 

• In this case answer becomes 108. Think why? 

• ERRORANALYSIS 
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No measurement is perfect, as the errors involved in a measurement cannot be removed completely. 
Measurement value is always somewhat different from the true value. The difference is called an error. 

Errors can be classified in two ways. First classification is based on the cause of error. Systematic 
errors and random errors fall in this group. 

Second classification is based on the magnitude of error. Absolute error, mean absolute error and 
relative (or fractional) error lie on this group. Now let us discuss them separately. 

(i) Systematic errors: These are the errors whose cause are known to us. Such errors can therefore 
be minimized. Following are few-causes of these errors. 

(A) Instrumental errors may be due to erroneous instruments. These errors can be reduced by 
using more accurate instruments and applying zero correction, when required. 

(B) Sometimes errors arise on account of ignoring certain facts. For example in measuring 
time period of simple pendulum error may creap because no consideration is taken of air 
resistance. These errors can be reduced by applying proper corrections to the formula 
used. 

(C) Change in temperature, pressure, humidity etc. may also sometimes cause errors in the 
result. Relevant corrections can be made to minimized their effects. 

(ii) Random errors: The causes of random errors are not known. Hence, it is not possible to remove 
them completely. These errors may arise due to a variety of reasons. For example the reading of a 
sensitive beam balance may change by the vibrations caused in the building due to persons moving 
in the laboratory or vehicles running nearby. The random errors can be minimized by repeating the 
observation a large number of times and taking the arithmetic mean of all the observations. The 
mean value would be very close to the most accurate reading. Thus, 

I am,an = al + a2 +~·····+a. I 

(iii) Absolute errors: The difference between the true value and the measured value of a quantity 
is called an absolute error. Usually the mean value a111 is taken as the true value. So, if 

I a .. = a1 +a2 +n ...... +a. I 

Then by definition, absolute errors in the measured values of the quantity are, 

Lia1 = a111 -a1 

Lia2 = am-a2 

Absolute error may be positive or negative. 
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(iv) Mean absolute error: It is the arithmetic mean of the magnitudes of absolute errors. Thus, 

I /1a1 I+ I /1a2 I+ ...... + I 11a. I 
11am,an = ---------

n 

The final result of measurement can be written as 
I a=a ±11a I m mean 

This implies that value of a is likely to lie between am + /1amean and a., - /1amean· 

(v) Relative or Fractional error: The ratio of mean absolute error to the mean value of the 
quantity measured is called relative or fractional error. Thus, 

Relative error = 11a ... an 
am 

Relative error expressed in percentage is called as the percentage error i.e., 

11a 
Percentage error = ----1!!!!!!!.. x 100 

am 

II COMBINATION OF ERRORS 

(i) Errors in sum or difference: Let x = a ± b. 

Further, let 11a is the absolute error in the measurement of a, 11b the absolute error in the 
measurement of b and l1x is the absolute error in the measurement of x. Then 

x+ l1x = (a± 11a) ± (b ± M) = (a± b) ± (11a± M) =x± (± 11a+ M) 

or /1x=±11a±M 

The four possible values of /1x are (11a - M) (-11a - M) and (-/1a + M) Therefore, the 
maximum absolute error in x is; 

111x = ±(11a + 11b) I 
i.e., the maximum absolute error in sum and difference of two quantities is equal to sum of the 
absolute errors in the individual quantities. 

~ 7. The volumes of two bodies are measured to be V1 = (10.2 ± 0.02)cm3 and V2 = (6.4 ± 
0.01) cm3• Calculate sum and difference in volumes with error limits. 

s~ v; =(10.2±0.02)cm 3 

andV2 =(6.4±0.0l)cm3 

and 

11V =± (11v; +11VJ =± (0.02+0.0l)cm3 =±0.03cm3 

V, + V2 = (10.2 + 6.4) cm3 = 16.6 cm3 

V, - V2 = (10.2 - 6.4) cm3 = 3.8 cm3 

Hence, sum of volumes= (16.6±0.03)cm3 

and difference of volumes= (3.8±0.03)cm3 

(ii) Error in a product: Let x = ab 



Then (x±Ax)=(a±&i)(b±M) 

Ax Lib 11a 11a Lib 
or l±-=1±-±-±-.- (as x = ab) 

x b a a b 

or 
Ax &iM&iM 

+-=+-+-+-- x _a_b_a_b 

Here, l1a. Lib is a small quantity, so can be neglected. 
a b 

Ax &1 Lib 
Hence, ±-= ±-±-

x a b 
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Possible values of ~ are ( ~ + ~} ( ~a - ~), (-~ + ~) and (-~ - ~) 

Hence, maximum possible value of 

Ax =±(11a +Lib) 
x a b 

Therefore, maximum fractional error in product of two (or more) quantities is equal to sum of 
fractional errors in the individual quantities. 

(iii) Error in division: Let x=!!_ 
b 

Then, 

or 

As 

x±Ax= a±l1a or (1 Ax) a(l±~) 
b±M X ±~ b(I±~ l 

(1±~)=(l±~a)(l±~r (asx=f) 

Lib < <1, so expanding binomially, we get 
b 

Ax 11a Lib 11a Lib 
or 1±-=1±-+-±-.-

x a b a b 

Here, l1a. Lib is a small quantity, so can be neglected. 
a b 

Ax 11a Lib 
Hence, ±-=±-+

x a b 

Possible values of Ax are ( l1a - Lib), ( &l + Lib) , (- &1 - Lib) and (- l1a + Lib). Therefore, 
x a b a b a b a b 

the maximum value of; 
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Lix =±(11a + M) 
x a b 

Or, the maximum value of fractional error in division of two quantities is equal to the sum of 
fractional errors in the individual quantities. 

(iv) Error in quantity raised to some power: 

Let 
a" 

x =-,;;; Then, 1n (x) = n 1n (A) - m 1n (B) 

Differentiating both sides, we get 

dx da db 
-=n.--m-
x a b 

In terms of fractional error we may write, 

Lix 11a M 
±-=±n-+m-

x a b 

Therefore maximum value of 

Lix =±(nl1a +mM) 
x a b 

~ 8. Calculate percentage error in determination of time period of a pendulum. 

T= 2n ~ where 1 and g are measured with ±1 % and ±2% errors. 

i_~ l1T xl00=±(.!..x 111 xlOO+.!..x 11g xloo) =±(.!..xl +.!..x2)=±1.5% [Ans.] 
T 21 2g 2 2 

~ 9. The mass and density ofa solid sphere are measured to be (12.4 ± 0.1) kg and (4.6 ± 0.2) 
kglm 3• Calculate the volume of the sphere with error limits. 

i-~ Here m±l1m=(l2.4±0.l)kg 

and p±l1p=(4.6±0.2)kg/m3 

VolumeV = m = 12.4 = 2.69 m3 = 2.7 m3 

p 4.6 

Now, 11V =±(11m + 11p) 
V m p 

(rounding off to one decimal place) 

or ( 11m /1p) ( 0.1 0.2) 11V=± -+- xV =± --+- x2.7=±0.14 
m p 12.4 4.6 

V ±11V =(2.7±0.14)m 3 [Ans.] 

~ 10. Calculate focal length of a spherical mirror from the following observations. Object 
distance u = (50.1 ± 0.5) cm and image distance v = (20.1 ± 0.2) cm. 

1 1 1 
-=-+-
! V U 
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or f =___!:!!__= (50.1)(20.1) 14.3cm 
u+v (50.1+20.1) 

!if= ±[!iu +!iv+ !iu+!iv] = ±[~+ 0.2 + 0.5+0.2 ] 
f u v u+v 50.1 20.1 50.1+20.1 

Also 

= [0.00998 + 0.00995 + 0.00997] = ± (0.0299) 

!if= 0.0299 x 14.3 = 0.428 = 0.4 cm 

f = (14.3 ± 0.4) cm [Ans.] 

II VERNIER CALLIPERS 

Vernier constant, i.e. , least count of the Vernier Calliper is the minimum length which can be measured 
with the help of this instrument. It is the difference between I main scale division (i.e. M.S.D.) and I 
vernier scale division (i.e. V.S.D.). 

C Value ofM.S.D. 
Least count, L = ------------

No. of divisions on vernier scale 

Generally, vernier scale has 10 divisions and these 10 divisions coincide with 9 main scale divisions 1 
M.S.D. is generally equal to 1 mm i.e. 

1 
=-cm 

10 

Vernier constant= 1 M.S.D. - 1 V.S.D. 
9 

lM.S.D. - -M.S.D. (·: 10 V.S.D. = 9M.S.D.) 
10 

1 9 1 1 
=---x-=-cm=0.lmm 

10 10 10 100 

• If zero mark of the vernier scale is not coinciding with the zero mark of the main scale and is 
towards its right then the zero error is called positive zero error. For correction, this error is 
substracted from the observed value. Ifzero mark of the vernier scale is towards the left of zero 
mark of main scale then the zero error is called negative zero error. For correction, this error is 
added to the observed value. 

- Movable jaw 
(for measuring internal diameter) 

Screw 

Metallic strip 

Hollow cylinder 
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The vernier constant of the vernier calliper is found as explained above. The jaws are pressed 
so as to find the zero error. The article is held lengthwise between the jaws without applying 
undue pressure. The main scale reading is noted just before the zero of the vernier scale and 
the number of vernier scale divisions coinciding with some of the main scale divisions. To find 
the diameter of cylinder jaws FM are used by inserting them inside the cylinder. 

Main scale reading = x 

No. of Vernier divisions coinciding= y 

Observed length, /' = x + y (y x V.C.) 

Correct Diameter= I+ I'± zero error (cm) 
LiI LC 

% age error= -xl00=-xl00 and so on 
1 1 

~ 11. A vernier callipers has 20 divisions on vernier scale which coincides with 19 on main 
scale. The least count of the instrument is 0.1 mm. Find the value of main scale divisions. 

Least count (LC) = 1 M.S.D. - 1 V.S.D. 

0.1 mm= 1 MS.D. -1 V.S.D. 

19 
=l M.S.D. - - M.S.D. 

20 

0.1 mm=M.S.D. (1- ~~) 
• lMS.D. = 0.1 x 20mm = 2mm 

~ 12. In a vernier callipers each centimeter on main scale is divided in m equal parts and n 
vernier divisions coincide with (n -1) scale divisions. Find the vernier constant of the calliper. 

t_~ nV.S.D.=(n-l)M.S.D. 

n-1 • l V.S.D.=-M.S.D. 
n 

Vernier constant = 1 M.S.D. - 1 V.S.D. 

=lM.S.D.- n:l M.S.D. =lM.s.0.(1- n:l) 

V . 1 
ern1er constant= -

mn 

~ 13. The side of cube is measured by vernier callipers (10 divisions of vernier scale coincide 
with 9 divisions of main scale where 1 division of main scale is 1 mm). The main scale reads 10 mm 
and first division of vernier scale coincides with the main scale. Mass of the cube is 2.736 gm. Find the 
density of cube in appropriate significant figures. 

f~ 10 V.S.D. = 9 MS.D. 

9 • lV.S.D.=-M.S.D. 
10 
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Vernier constant or Least Count = 1 M.S.D. - 1 V.S.D. 

=lM.S.D.-:oM.S.D. =M.S.D.(1-:0) = lmmx 1~ 

Side of the cube = lOmm+_!__mmxl = 10.1 mm= 1.01 cm 
10 

Density of the cube = 2·73~ = 2.66 gm/cm3 

(1.01) 

II SCREW GAUGE (MICROMETER) 

Least Count: To find the least count of screw gauge, the pitch is determined first zero of circular scale 
is brought against a zero of main scale. 

About four complete rotations are given to the circular scale and again the reading of the main scale 
is noted, then; 

P . h Distance travelled on the main scale 
1tc = -------------

Number ofrotations 

Pitch 
Hence, Least count, LC = ---------------

Total number of divisions on circular scale 

Zero Error: Sometimes the zero of the circular scale may not coincide with the reference line, when we 
bring two jaws A and Bin contact. This error is called zero error. 

This happens due to certain manufacturing defect or due to wear and tear of the jaws. 

If the zero of the circular scale crosses the reference line, the screw gauge is said to possess negative 
zero error. 

Zero correction=+ (number of divisions crossed) x L.C. 

If the zero of the circular scale is left behind the reference line, then screw gauge is said to 
possess positive zero error. 

Zero correction= - (number of divisions left behind) x L.C. 

Screw gauge, a wire or a sphere or a plate. 

Locking 
/ Nut 

" " " 

Least count of screw gauge found as explained above. 

The article is held between the jaws and the screw is turned so that the wire (or sphere or plate) is 
held without any undue pressure. The reading on the main scale is noted and the number of divisions 
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coincide with the reference line on the main scale. The zero correction is found and applied to find the 
correct diameter or thickness. 

Main Scale Reading = x mm 

Circular Scale Division reference line = n 

Observed Diameter D'= x + (n x L.C.) 

Corrected Diameter D = D' ± zero error mm 

% age error in diameter = Lid x 100 = LC x 100 
d d 

and % age error in thickness = Af x 100 = LC x 100 
t t 

fl~ 14. A screw gauge having 100 equal dimensions and a pitch of length 1mm is used to measure 
the diameter of a wire of length 5 .6 cm. The main scale reading is 1 mm and 4 i 11 circular division coincides 
with the main scale. Find the surface area of wire in cm 2 to appropriate significant. figure ( 7t = 22/ 7) . 

Pitch 1 
Least Count= =-mm = 0.01 mm 

No. of divisions on circular scale 100 

Diameter of wire= 1 mm+ 47 x LC = 1 mm+ 47 x 0.01 = 1.47 mm 

Surface area = 2nr. £ = nd £ 

= 22 xl.47mmx5.6cm = 22 x I.47 cmx5.6cm = 2.587 cm2 

7 7 10 

Surface area= 2.6 cm 2. [Ans.] 

+ EXERCISE 
1. 1 Match the following 

(a) Resistivity 
(b) Coefficient of volume expansion 
( c) Gravitational potential 
( d) Electric potential 
(a) R (b) P (c) S (d) Q [Ans.] 

(P) [K- 1 ] 

(Q) [M L 2 r 3 A - 1 J 
(R) [M L3 r-3 A-2] 
(5) [L2r2] 

- - 3i+4} - -4i+3} - A A 

1.2 Three vectors A, B and C are given such that A= --- , B = --- and C = 4i + 3 j . 
5 5 

Two or more vectors is given in column I. Certain statements are given in column II. Match the 
vectors given in column I with the statements in column II. 

Column I Column II 
(A) A, ii and Ax ii (p) are all unit vectors 

(B) A, ii and c 
(C) A.xii and A 
(D) CxA and A+ii 
Ans. (A) p, q (B) s (C) p, q, s (D) q, s 

( q) are mutually perpendicular vectors 

(r) are collinear vectors 

(s) are coplanar vectors 
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(A) A and B are mutually perpendicular unit vectors 

A x B is also a unit vector equal to k . 
A, B and A x B are unit vectors and mutually perpendicular. 

(B) A, B and C all lie in x-y plane and are hence coplanar. 

(C) Ax B and A are mutually perpendicular and coplanar. 

(D) C x A and A+ B are mutually perpendicular and coplanar. 

1.3 If A = i - J + k, B = i + k, C = J - k . Match the algebraic operations in Column I with the 

corresponding results in Column II and indicate your answer by darkening appropriate bubbles 
in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the OMR. 

1.4 

Column I Column II 
(A) A+B+C (p) -i+J 

(B) 2A-B+3C (q) k 

(C) (AxB)+C (r) 21 +ic 

(D) A+(BxC) (s) t+J-2ic 
~~ (A) r(B) s (C)p (D) q 

Consider three vectors given as A=t+}, B=-t+}, C = i + 3 J . Match the terms in 

Column I with the corresponding statements in Column II and indicate your answer by 
darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the OMR. 
Match the terms in Column I with the corresponding statements in Column II and indicate your 
answer by darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the OMR. 

Column I Column II 
(A) A & B (p) perpendicular vectors 

(B) E&C 

(C) A&c 

(D) AxB&C 
~~ (A)p, q (B) q (C) q (D)p, q 

( q) coplanar vectors 

(r) parallel vectors 

(s) antiparallel vectors 

1.5 In Column - I, some physical quantities are given and same possible SI units are given in 
column - II. Match the the physical quantities in Column I with the units in Column II and 
indicate your answer by darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the OMR. 

(a) 

Column - I Column - II 
B2qv 

<I> 

v - Magnitude of velocity 
B - Magnetic field 

(P) 
watt-second 

meter3 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

q-Charge 
<I> - Magnetic flux 

hgR 

h- Planck's constant 
g - Gravitational acceleration 
R - Rydberg constant 
ab 4 

A 

a - Stefan's constant 
b - Wien' s constant 
A-Area 

11 
RC 

11 - Coefficient of viscosity 
R - Resistance 
C - Capacitance 

(Q) 
farad · volt2 

second 

(R) 
Newton 

metre2 

(5) 
Newton· metre 

second 

(A) p, r (B) q, s (C) q, s (D) p, r [Ans.] 
B 2qv (qv-B)B F Newton . s~ (a) --=---=-=--- =umtofpressure 

<p BA A metre2 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(P) 

(Q) 

(R) 

(S) 

hgR = (Joule-second) ? (metre - 1) = --- = umt of power ( metre ) joule . 
second- second 

(aAT4 ) A 4 

----= 
A A A2 

(joule I sec)(metre)4 joule . 
= = umt of power 

second 

11 ( F ) 1 Newton I Newton -- - -- = ------·---- =unitofpressure 
RC 6n rv (RC) ( metre ) (second) - metre2 

metre·---
second 

joule · second 
second Newton· metre watt ·second 

metre3 ------=-----

(faradvolt 2 ) 

second 

metre3 

joule . 
--- = unit of power 
second 

Newton . 
---? = unit of pressure 
metre-

metre3 

Newton · metre joule . 
= = unit of power 

second second 

Newton 
--- = unit of pressure 
metre2 
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li!ji@h•[-~I 
Exercise-1: Subjective Problems 

1. Use the approximation (1 + x)"::::: 1 + nx, Ix I << 1, to find approximate value for 

(A) ✓99 (B) 1.~l (C) 124 113 

2. A particle is in a uni-directional potential field where the potential energy (U) of a particle 
depends on the x-cordinate given by U, = k (1 - cosax) and k and ' a ' are constants. Find the 
physical dimensions of ' a' and k. 

3. An enclosed ideal gas A has its pressure P as a function of its volume Vas P =PO - a V2, where 
P0 and a are constants. Find the physical dimensions of a. 

4. Use the small angle approximations to find approximate values for (A) sin 8° and (B) tan 5° 
5. When two forces of magnitude P and Q are perpendicular to each other, their resultant is of 

magnitude R. When they are at an angle of 180° to each other their resultant is of magnitude 

; . Find the ratio of P and Q. 

6. A particle moves along the space curve r = (t2 + t) i + (3t - 2) J + (2t3 - 4t2) k .(t in sec, r in 

m) Find at time t = 2 the (A) velocity, (B) acceleration, (C) speed or magnitude of velocity and 
(D) magnitude of acceleration. 

7. The time period (1) of a spring mass system depends upon mass (m) and spring constant (k) & 

length of the spring (l) [k = Force ]. Find the relation among, (1), (m), (l) & (k) using 
length 

dimensional method. 
8. A body acted upon by 3 given forces is under equilibrium. 

(A) If It; I = 10 Nt. , li2 I = 6 Nt. 

Find the values of Ii; I and angle (0). 

(B) Express F2 in unit vector form. 

9. A particle is acted upon by the forces 

ft;= 2i +a}-3k, F2 = 5i +c}-bk,F; =bi +5}-7k, fi =ci +6}-ak, . 

Find the values of the constants a, b, c in order that the particle will be in equilibrium. 
10. A satellite is orbiting around a planet. Its orbital velocity (v0) is found to depend upon 

(A) Radius oforbit (R) 
(B) Mass of planet (M) 
(C) Universal gravitation constant (G) 

X 

Using dimensional analysis find an expression relating orbital velocity (v0) to the above 
physical quantities. 
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11. If the four forces as shown are in equilibrium. Express ft;_ & F2 in unit vector form. 

F1 

12. The equation of state for a real gas at high temperature is given by P = nRT - 111 a 
V - b T - V (V + b) 

where n, P, V & Tare number of moles, pressure, volume & temperature respectively & R is 
the universal gas constant. Find the dimensions of constant 'a' in the above equation. 

13. The distance moved by a particle in time t from centre of a ring under the influence of its 
gravity is given by x = a sinrot where a & ro are constants. If ro is found to depend on the radius 
of the ring (r), its mass (m) and universal gravitational constant (G), find using dimensional 
analysis an expression for ro in terms of r, m and G. 

14. If the velocity oflight c, Gravitational constant G & Plank's constant h be chosen as fundamental 
units, find the dimension of mass, length & time in the new system. 

15. A plane body has perpendicular axes OX and OY marked on it and is acted on by following 
forces 

5P in the direction OY 

4P in the direction OX 

1 OP in the direction OA where A is the point (3a, 4a) 

15P in the direction AB where B is the point ( - a, a) 

Express each force in the unit vector form & calculate the magnitude and direction of sum of 
the vector of these forces. 

16. Two vectors have magnitudes 3 unit and 4 unit respectively. What should be the angle between 
them if the magnitude of the resultant is (A) 1 unit, (B) 5 unit and (C) 7 unit. 

17. A vector A of length 10 units makes an angle of 60° with a vector B of length 6 units. Find 

the magnitude of the vector difference A - iJ and the angle it makes with vector A . 
18. At time t the position vector of a particle of mass m = 3kg is given by r = 6t i - t3 J +cost k. 

Find the resultant force F (t), magnitude of its acceleration when t = ~ & speed when t = 1C. 
2 

19. Given that the position vector of a particle moving in x-y plane is given by r = (t2 - 4) i + (t - 4) J. 
Find 
(A) Equation of trajectory of the particle 
(B) Time when it crosses x-axis and y-axis 
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20. The velocity time graph of a body moving in a straight line is shown. Find its 

y 

I 
I 

3QO I I X 
I 2 2.5sec 

time in sec 

(A) instantaneous velocity at t = l .5 sec. 
(B) average acceleration from t = l .5 sec. to t = 2.5 sec. 
(C) draw its acceleration time graph from t = 0 tot= 2.5 sec 

21. The curvilinear motion of a particle is defined by vx = 50-l6t and y = l00-4t2, where vx is in 
metres per second, y is in metres and t is in seconds. It is also known that x = 0 when t = 0. 
Determine the velocity (v) and acceleration(A) when the position y = 0 is reached. 

22. The force acting on a body moving in a straight line is given by F = (3f - 4t + l) Newton where 
t is in sec. If mass of the body is lkg and initially it was at rest at origin. Find 
(A) displacement between time t = 0 and t = 2 sec. 
(B) distance travelled between time t = 0 and t = 2 sec. 

23. The circular divisions of shown screw gauge are 50. It moves 0.5 mm on main scale in one 
rotation. The diameter of the ball is [JEE 2006] 

(A) 2.25 mm (B) 2.20mm (C) 1.20 mm (D) 1.25 mm 

Exercise-2: Subjective Problems 
1. If force, acceleration and time are taken as fundamental quantities, then the dimensions of 

length will be: 
(A) fiT (B) F 1 A2 T 1 (C) FA 2T (D) Ar 

2. In a certain system of units, 1 unit of time is 5 sec, 1 unit of mass is 20 kg and unit of length is 
10 m. In this system, one unit of power will correspond to 

1 
(A) 16 watts (B) - watts (C) 25 watts (D) none of these 

16 

3. Three forces P, Q & R are acting at a point in the plane. The angle between P & Q and Q & R 
are 150° & 120° respectively, then for equilibrium, forces P, Q & Rare in the ratio 

(A) 1: 2: 3 (B) 1: 2: ✓3 (C) 3: 2: 1 (D) ✓3: 2: 1 

4. The resultant of two forces F 1 and F 2 is P. If F 2 is reversed, then resultant is Q. Then the value 
of (P2 + Q2) in terms of F 1 and F 2 is 
(A) 2(F/ + F/) (B) F/ + F/ (C) (F1 + Fi)1 (D) none of these 
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5. A man rows a boat with a speed of 18km/hr in northwest direction. The shoreline makes an angle 
of 15° south of west. Obtain the component of the velocity of the boat along the shoreline. 

(A) 9 km/hr (B) 18 .Jj km/hr (C) 18 cosl5°km/hr (D) 18 cos75° km/hr 
2 

6. A bird moves from point (1, -2, 3) to (4, 2, 3). If the speed of the bird is 10 m/sec, then the 
velocity vector of the bird is: 

(A) 5(i - 2} + 3k) (B) 5(41 + 2} + 3k) 

(C) 0.6i + 0.8} (D) 6i +8} 

7. The dimensions.ML-1 r 2 can correspond to: 
(A) moment of a force or torque (B) surface tension 
(C) pressure (D) co-efficient of viscosity. 

(useful relation are ,: = f x ft, S = Fil, F = 6 n-11 rv, where symbols have usual meaning) 

8. The pressure of 106 dyne/cm2 is equivalent to 
(A) 105 N/m2 (B) 106 N/m2 (C) 107 N/m2 (D) 108 N/m2 

9. If area (A) velocity (v) and density (p) are base units, then the dimensional formula of force 
can be represented as. 
(A) Avp (B) Av2p (C) Avp2 (D) A 2vp 

10. If the resultant of two forces of magnitudes P and Q acting at a point at an angle of 60° is ✓7 

Q, thenP IQ is 
(A) 1 (B) 3 / 2 (C) 2 (D) 4 

11. For a particle moving in a straight line, the position of the particle at time (t) is given by 
X = f - 6f + 3t + 7 

what is the velocity of the particle when it's acceleration is zero? 
(A) - 9 ms - i (B) - 12 ms - i (C) 3 ms - i (D) 42 ms- 1 

12. If the angle between the unit vectors a and b is 60°, then I a-b I is 

(A) 0 (B) 1 (C) 2 (D) 4 
13. In a book, the answer for a particular question is expressed as 

b= :a[ ✓l+ :] 

here m represents mass, a represents accelerations, / represents length. The unit of b should be 
(A) m/s (B) m/s2 (C) meter (D) I sec. 

14. The resultant of two forces, one double the other in magnitude is perpendicular to the smaller 
of the two forces. The angle between the two forces is 
(A) 150° (B) 90° (C) 60° (D) 120° 

15. Which of the following can be a set offundamental quantities 
(A) length, velocity, time 
(B) momentum, mass, velocity 
(C) force, mass, velocity 
(D) momentum, time, frequency 
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16. If 1 unit of mass= 4 kg; 1 unit oflength = .!_ m and 1 unit of time= 5 sec, then 1 Joule= x units 
4 

of energy in this system where x = 
(A) 100 units (B) 0.01 units (C) 200 units (D) 0.02 units 

17. A man moves towards 3 m north then 4 m towards east and finally 5m towards south west. His 
approximate displacement from origin is 

(A) 5✓2 m (B) 0 m (C) 12 m (D) 5 m 

(E) 1 m 

18. Kinetic energy (K) depends upon momentum (p) and mass (m) of a body as Ka pa mb 
(A) a= I; b = I (B) a= 2; b = - I (C) a= 2; b = I (D) a= I; b = 2 

Exercise-3: General Physics 

Only One Correct Option 

1. In the formula X = 3YZ 2 , X and Z have dimensions of capacitance and magnetic induction 

respectively. What are the dimensions of Y inMKSQ system? [JEE 1995] 
(A) [M-3L-IT3Q4] (B) [M-3L-2T4Q4] 

(C) [M-2L-2T4Q4] (D) [M-3L-2T4Q] 

Ans. (B) 

2. The dimensions of .!..s0E 2 ( s 0 : permittivity of free space; E: electric field) is [JEE 2000] 
2 

(C) [MLr21 (D) [ML-1r 21 
Ans. (D) 

3. A quantity X is given by s0L LiV , where s 0 is the permittivity of free space, Lis a length, LiV 
Lit 

is a potential difference and M is a time interval. The dimensional formula for X is the same 
as that of [JEE 2001] 
(A) resistance (B) charge 
(C) voltage (D) current 
Ans.(D) 

4. A cube has a side oflength 1.2 x 10-2m. Calculate its volume [JEE 2003] 

(A) 1. 7 x 10-6 m 3 (B) 1. 73 x 10-6 m 3 (C) 1. 70 x 10-6 m 3 (D) 1. 732 x 10-6 m 3 

Ans.(A) 
aZ 

5. In the relation p = a e -kB ; p is pressure, z is distance, k is Boltzmann constant and 0 is the 
f3 

temperature. The dimensional formula of f3 will be 

(A) [M 0L2T 0 ] (B) [ML2T] (C) [ML0T-1] 

Ans. (A) 

[JEE 2004] 
(D) [MOL2T-1] 
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6. A wire has a mass (0.3 ± 0.003) g, radius (0.5 ± 0.005) mm and length (6 ± 0.06) cm. The 

maximum percentage error in the measurement of its density is [JEE 2004] 
(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4 
Ans. (D) 

7. Which of the following sets have different dimensions? [JEE 2005] 
(A) Pressure, Young's modulus, Stress (B) Emf, Potential difference, Electric potential 
(C) Heat, Work done, Energy (D) Dipole moment, Electric flux, Electric field 
Ans. (D) 

8. Let [s0] denote the diensional formula of the permittivity of the vacuum. If M = mass, L = length, 
T= Time and A= electric current, then [JEE Main 2013] 
(A) [s0] = [M1 L-3 T'1A] (B) [s0] = [M1 L-3 T 4A2] 

(C) [so] = [M2 L2 r-1£2] (D) [so] = [Ml L2 r-1A2] 

Ans. (B) 
9. The diameter of a cylinder is measured using a vernier callipers with no zero error. It is found the 

zero of the vernier scale lies between 5.10 cm and 5.15 cm of the main scale. The vermier scale has 
50 division equivalentto 2.45 cm. The 24th division of the vernier scale exactly coinciders with one 
of the main scale divisions. The diameter of the cyliner is [JEE Advanced 2013] 
(A) 5.112 cm (B) 5.124 cm (C) 5.136 cm (D) 5.148 cm 
Ans. (B) 

10. During Searle's experiment, zero of the vernier scale lies between 3.20 x 10-2 m and 3.25 x 

1 o-2m of the main scale. The 20th division of the vernier scale exactly coincides with one 
of the main divisions. When an additional loas of 2 kg is applied to the wire, the zero of the 
vernier scale still lies between 3.20 x 10-2 m and 3.25 x 10-2 m of the main scale but now the 
45th division of the Vernier scale coincides with one of the main scale division. The length of 
the thin metallic wire is 2 m and its cross-sectional area is 8 x 10-7 m2• The least count of the 
vernier scale is 1.0 x 10-s m. The maximum percentage error in the Young's modulus of the 
wire is [JEE Advanced (Integer Type) 2014] 
Ans. (4) 

11. The current voltage relation of diode is given by I= (e1ooovtT_l)mA where the applied voltage 
Vis in volts and the temperature T is in degree Kelvin. If a student makes an error measuring 
± 0.01 V while measuring the current of 5mA at 300K, what will be the error in the value of 
current in mA? [JEE Main 2004] 
(A) 0.02 mA (B) 0.5 mA (C) 0.05 mA (D) 0.2 mA 
Ans. (D) 

12. A student measured the rod and wrote it as 3.50 cm. Which instrument did he use to measure 
it? [JEE Mains 2014] 
(A) A vernier calliper where the 10 divisions in vernier scale matches with 9 division in main 

scale and main scale has 10 division in 1 cm. 
(B) A screw gauge having 100 divisions in the circular scale and pitch as 1 mm. 
(C) A screw gauge having 50 divisions in the circular scale and pitch as 1 mm. 
(D) A meter scale 
Ans. (A) 
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13. The period of a simple pendulum is T = 2nl. Measured value of Lis 20.0 cm known to 

1 mm accuracy and time for 100 oscillations of the pendulum is found to be 90 securing wrist 
watch of 1 sec resolution. The accuracy in the determination of g is: [JEE Main 2015] 
(A) 2% (B) 3% (C) 1 % (D) 5% 
Ans. (B) 

Match the Columns 

1. Column I gives three physical quantities. Select the appropriate units for the choices given in 
Column II. Some of the physical quantities may have more than one choice. [JEE 1990] 

Column I Column II 
Capacitance 
Inductance 
Magnetic induction 

Ans. I II 

ohm-second 
coulomb2-joule - i 

coulomb (volt)_ 1, 
newton (ampere metre)-1, 
volt-second (ampere)- 1• 

Capacitance 

Inductance 

Magnetic induction 

coulomb-volt coulomb2 joule - i 

ohm-sec, volt second ampere - i 

newton (ampere-metre)- 1 

2. Match the physical quantities given in Column I with dimensions expressed in terms of mass 
(M), length (L), time (1), charge (Q) given in Column II and write the correct answer against 
the matched quantity in a tabular form in your answer book. [JEE 1993] 

Column I Column II 

(A) Angular momentum (p) [ML2 T-2] 

(B) Latent heat (q) [ML2Q-2] 

(C) Torque (r) [ML2r-'] 

(D) Capacitance (s) [ML3r'Q-2] 

(E) Inductance (t) [M-'L-2T2Q2] 

(F) Resistivity (u) [L2r2] 

Ans. (A-r); (B-u); (C-p); (D-t); (E-q); (F-s) 

3. Some physical quantities are given in Column I and some possible SI units in which these 
quantities may be expressed are given in Column II. Match the physical quantities in Column 
I with the units in Column II. [JEE 2007] 

Column I 
(A) GM,M, 

G - universal gravitational constant, 
M, - mass of the earth, 
M,, - mass of the sun. 

Column II 
(p) (volt) (coulomb) (metre) 
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(B) 

(C) 

3RT 

M 

R - universal gas constant, 
T - absolute temperature, 
M - molar mass. 

p2 

q2B2 

F-force, 
q-charge, 
B - magnetic field. 

Ans. (A-p, q); (B-r, s); (C-r, s); (D-r, s) 

(q) (kilogram) (metre)3 (second)- 2 

(r) (metre)2 (second)- 2 

4. Match Column I with Column II and select the correct answer using the codes given. 
[JEE Advanced 2013] 

Column I Column II 
P. Boltzmann constant 1. [ML2 T-1] 

Q. Coefficient of viscosity 2. [ML-' r-11 
R. Plank constant 3. [MLT3K-1] 

S. Thermal conducitivity 4. [ML2 T 2K 1] 

Codes: 
p Q R s 

(A) 3 1 2 4 
(B) 4 2 1 3 
(C) 3 2 1 4 
(D) 4 1 2 3 

Ans. (B) 

One or More than One Correct Option 

1. L, C and R represent the physical quantities inductance, capacitance and resistance respectively. 
The combinations which have the dimensions of frequency are [JEE 1984] 

(A) _l (B) R (C) _l_ (D) C 
RC L ✓LC L 

Ans. (A, B, C) 
2. The dimensions of the quantities in one (or more) of the following pairs are the same. Identify 

the pair(s) [JEE 1986] 
(A) torque and work (B) angular momentum and work 
(C) energy and Young's modulus (D) light year and wavelength 
Ans. (A,D) 

3. The pairs of physical quantities that have the same dimensions is/(are) 
(A) Reynolds number and coefficient of friction 
(B) Curie and frequency of a light wave 
(C) Latent heat and gravitational potential 
(D) Planck's constant and torque 
Ans. (A,B,C) 

[JEE 1995] 
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4. Let [s0 ] denote the dimensional formula of the permittivity of the vacuum and [µ0 ] that of the 

permeability of the vacuum. If M = mass, L = length, T = time and J = electric current. 

(A) [s0 ] = [M-1L-3T2I] 

(C) [µ0 ] = [MLT-2 1-2 ] 

[Ans.] (B,C) 

(B) [s0 ] = [M-1L-3T4 l 2 ] 

(D) [µ0 ] = [ML2T-1 J] 

5. The SI unit of the inductance, the henry can by written as 
(A) weber/ampere (B) volt-second/ampere 
(C) joule/(ampere)2 (D) ohm-second 
[Ans.] (A,B,C,D) 

[JEE 1998] 

[JEE 1998] 

6. A student uses a simple pendulum of exactly lm length to determine g, the acceleration due 
to gravity. He uses a stop watch with the least count of 1 s for this and records 40 s for 20 
oscillations. For this observation, which of the following statement(s) is/are true? 
(A) Error LiTin measuring T, the time period, is 0.05 s 

(B) Error LiT in measuring T, the time period, is 1 s 

(C) Percentage error in the determination of g is 5% 
(D) Percentage error in the determination of g is 2.5% 
[Ans.] (A,C) 

Fill in the Blanks 

1. Planck's constant has dimensions.. .................... [JEE 1985] 
Ans. [.All}r 1] 

2. In the formula X = 3YZ2, X and Z have dimensions of capacitance and magnetic induction 
respectively. The dimensions ofy inMKSQ system are.. ........... [JEE 1988] 
Ans. [M- 3L - 2T'Q4] 

3. The dimensions of electrical conductivity is.................. [JEE 1997] 
Ans.[M- 1L - 3T3A2] 

4. The equation of state of a real gas is given by ( p + ; 2 ) (V - b) = RT ; where p, V and T are 

pressure, volume and temperature respectively and R is the universal gas constant. The 
dimensions of the constant a in the above equation is................... [JEE 1997] 
Ans. [.ML 5r 2] 

Analytical & Descriptive Questions 

1. Give the MKS units for each of the following quantities [JEE 1980] 
(a) Young's modulus, (b) Magnetic induction, 
( c) Power of a lens. 
Ans. (a) N/m2 (b) Tesla (c) m- 1 
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2. A gas bubble, from an explosion under water, oscillates with a period T proportional to pad'E, 
where p is the static pressure, dis the density of water and Eis the total energy of the explosion. 
Find the values of a, b and c. [JEE 1981] 

-5 1 1 
[Ans.] a= 6 , b = 2, c = 3 

3. Write the dimensions of the following in terms of mass, time, length and charge. [JEE 1982] 
(a) Magnetic flux 
(b) Rigidity modulus. 
[Ans.] (a) [.A1I}r 1Q- 1] (b) [.ML - 1r 2] 

4. Let [s0 ] denotes the dimensional formula of the permittivity of vacuum. If M = mass, 

L = length, T = Time period and A = electric current, then 

(A) [s0 ] = [M-1L-3T2 A] (B) [s0 ] = [M-1L-3T4 A2 ] 

(C) [so]= [M-2L2r 1A-2 ] (D) [so]= [M-1L2r 1A 2 ] 

[Ans.] (B) 
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• RECTILINEAR MOTION 

Mechanics 

Mechanics is the branch of physics which deals with the cause and effects of motion of a particle, rigid 
objects and deformable bodies etc. Mechanics is classified under two streams namely Kinematics and 
Dynamics. 

Mechanics 

+ 
Kinematics 

The word kinematics means 'science of 
motion'. It is a branch of mechanics which 
deals with study of motion without going into 
the cause of motion, i.e, force, torque etc. 

I 
+ 

Dynamics (or Kinetics) 

It is branch of mechanics which is concerned 
with the causes (i.e. the force, torque) that 
cause motion of bodies. 

In kinematics we define parameters of motion and we study relations between them. We do not 
study the cause of motion or cause of change in motion, which is discussed in dynamics. Here is the 
discription of parameters. 

Motion and Rest 

Motion is a combined property of the object and the observer. There is no meaning of rest or motion 
without the observer. Nothing is in absolute rest or in absolute motion. 

An object is said to be in motion with respect to observer, its position changes with respect to that 
of observer. It may happen both ways, either observer moves or object moves. 

Rectilinear Motion 

Rectilinear motion is motion along a straight line or in one dimension. It deals with the kinematics of 
a particle in one dimension. 

Position 

The position of a particle refers to its location in the space at a certain moment of time. It is concerned 
with the position of the particle at a particular moment of time. 

Displacement 

The change in the position of a moving object is known as displacement. It is the vector joining the 
initial position of the particle to its final position during an interval of time. 

Explanatory Notes on Position and Displacement 

Change in position vector is called displacement. 

Its magnitude is minimum distance between final and initial point, and is directed from initial 
position to final position. 
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For a particle moving along x-axis, motion from one position x I to another position x2 is displacement 
or Ax, where Ax= x2 - x1 

If the particle moves from x1 = 4m to x2 = 12 m, then Ax = (12m) - (4m) = +8m. The positive 
result indicates that the motion is in the positive direction. If the particle then returns to x = 4m, the 
displacement for the full trip is zero. The actual number of meter covered for the full trip is irrelevant; 
displacement involves only the original and.final position. 

Distance 

The length of the actual path travelled by a particle during a given time interval is called distance. 
The distance travelled is a scalar quantity which is quite different from displacement. In general, the 
distance travelled between two points may not be equal to the magnitude of the displacement between 
the same points. 

Explanatory Notes on Distance 

Length of path traversed by a body is called distance. 

It is dependent on the path chosen, thus for motion between two 
fixed points A and B we can have many different values of distance 
traversed. It is a scalar quantity , as length of path has no indication of 
direction in it. 

Its SI unit is meter (m) and dimensions is (L). 

/I~ 1. Ram takes path 1 (straight line) to go from P to Q and Shyam takes 
path 2 (semicircle). 

~~ 

(a) Find the distance travelled by Ram and Shyam? 
(b) Find the displacement of Ram and Shyam? 

(a) Distance travelled by Ram= 100 m 

Distance travelled by Shyam = n(50 m) = 50n m 

(b) Displacement of Ram = 100 m 

Displacement of Shy am = 100 m 

Average Velocity (in an Interval) 

.,_I00m___.,. 

The average velocity of a moving particle over a certain time interval is defined as the displacement 
divided by the lapsed time. 

V I . displacement 
Average e oc1ty = -. -.--

time mterval 

for straight line motion, along x-axis, we have 

Ax x1 -x, 
V = V = <v> = -= ---

av /),_f f f -( 

The average velocity is a vector in the direction of displacement. For motion in a straight line, 
directional aspect of a vector can be taken care of by +ve and -ve sign of the quantity. 
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Explanatory Notes on Average Velocity and lnstantneous Velocity 

The average velocity Vavg' is the ratio of the total displacement As, that occurs during a particular time 
interval Af, to that interval Af. It should be noted that Vavg is independent of path as displacement is 
independent of path. 

V = M = Yz -Yi 
avg Af t2 -t, 

... (1) 

The position is r1 at time t1 and then r 2 at time t2.Unit for Vavg is the meter per second (m/s). The 
average velocity Vavg always has the same sign as the displacement As because Af in Eq. 1 is always 
positive. 

Instantaneous velocity is the value that v = r; - Ii approaches in the limit as we shrink the time 
"'"g M 

interval Af so we are able to find instantaneous velocity about that instant. Using the language of 
calculus, we may write v as the derivative 

- ar 
V=-

dt 

It is a vector quantity, directed along tangent of path, in the sense of motion. Its SI unit is m/s. 

From now on when we use word velocity it will mean instantaneous velocity. 

Average Speed (in an Interval) 

Average speed is defined as the total path length travelled divided by the total time interval during 
which the motion has taken place. It helps in describing the motion along the actual path. 

A S d distance travelled 
verage pee = . . 

tune mterval 

:1t Note 

(a) Average speed is always positive in contrast to average velocity which being a vector, can be 
positive or negative. 

(b) If the motion of a particle is along a straight line and in same direction then, average velocity 
= average speed. 

( c) Average speed is, in general, greater than the magnitude of average velocity. The dimension 
of velocity and speed is [LT1} and their SI unit is meters per second (mls) 

Explanatory Notes on Average Spped and Instantaneous Speed 

Rate of traversing distance is called speed. 

Average speed, vavg gives overall effect of motion in a given period. The average speed involves 
the total distance covered which is independent of direction 

total distance 
V =----

avg M 

Because average speed does not include direction, it is not written with sign. 
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Instantaneous speed is the magnitude of instantaneous velocity, that is, Instantaneous speed is 
Instantaneous velocity that does not have any indication of direction, either in words or via an algebraic 
sign. (Caution: Speed and average speed can be quite different.) An instantaneous velocity of +5m/s 
and one of -5m/s both have an associated instantaneous speed of 5 m/s. The speedometer in a car 
measures the instantaneous speed, not the instantaneous velocity, because it cannot determine the 
direction. 

~2. 
(a) 
(b) 

In the example 1, if Ram takes 4 seconds and Shyam takes 5 seconds to go from P to Q, find 
Average speed of Ram and Shyam? 

s~ 
Average velocity of Ram and Shyam? 

100 
(a) Average speed of Ram = - m/s = 25 m/s 

4 

50n 
Average speed of Shyam = - m/s = 1 On m/s 

5 

(b) Average velocity of Ram= lOO m/s = 25 m/s 
4 

Average velocity of Shy am = 1 OO m/s = 20 m/s 
5 

~ 3. A particle travels half of total distance with speed v1 and next half with speed v2 along a 
straight line. Find out the average speed of the particle? 

i_~ Let total distance travelled by the particle be 2s. 

Time taken to travel first half= .!_ 
VI 

Time taken to travel next half= .!_ 
Vz 

A d Total distance covered 2s = 2v1v2 verage spee = 
Total time taken .!_ + .!_ v1 + v2 

VI Vz 

~4. A particle covers I of total distance with speed v1 and next .!_ with vr Find the average 
4 4 

speed of the particle ? 

s~ 4VIV2 

V1 +3V2 

~ 5. A car is moving with speed 60 Km/h and a bird is 
moving with speed 90 km/h along the same direction as shown in 
figure. Find the distance travelled by the bird till the time car reaches 
the tree? 

[Ans. 360m] -+-- 240m 
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/I~ 6. You drive an old car along a straight road for 8.4 km at 70 km/h, at this point it runs out 
of petrol and stops. Over the next 30 min, you walk another 2. 0 km further along the road to a petrol 
pump. 

(a) What is your average velocity vavg from the beginning of your drive to your arrival at the 
petrol pump? 

(b) Suppose to pump the petrol, pay for it, and walk back to the Car takes you another 45 
min. What is your average speed from the beginning of your drive to your return to the 
truck with the petrol? 

~~ (a) 16.8~ 17km/hr; (b) 9.1 km/hr.] 
nR ~ 7. If a particle traverses on a semicircular path of radius R from 

A to B in time T then find average speed and average velocity. 

nR . 2R 
~~ [Ans. average speed= - ; average velocity = - (from A to B)] 

T T ~ 
.. 

f~ Note 

A ---------B 
2R 

1. If a particle moves on a straight line path without changing direction then 

(a) distance= I displacement I , hence 

(b) average speed = I average velocity I 

2. If a particle traverses curved path or changes direction on a straight line path 

I average velocity I < average speed 

3. Always valid for all paths I the instantaneous velocity I= the instantaneous speed 

Instantaneous Velocity (At an Instant) 

The velocity at a particular instant of time is known as instantaneous velocity. The term "velocity" 
usually means instantaneous velocity. 

V = lim (Ax) = dx 
mst. 61• 0 /),_f dt 

In other words, the instantaneous velocity at a given moment (say , t) is the limiting value of the 
average velocity as we let /),_f approach zero. The limit as /),_f • 0 is written in calculus notation as dx/dt 
and is called the derivative of x with respect to t. 

Average Acceleration (in an Interval) 

The average acceleration for a finite time interval is defined as: 

. change in velocity 
Average acceleration = ------

time interval 

Average acceleration is a vector quantity whose direction is same as that of the change in velocity. 

_ !),_v v1 -vi 
a=-=---

m /),_f /),_f 

Since for a straight line motion the velocities are along a line, therefore 
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Llv v1 -v; 
a=-=---

av Af tf -f; 

(where one has to substitute v1and v; with proper signs in one dimensional motion) 

Instantaneous Acceleration (At an Instant) 

The instantaneous acceleration of a particle is its acceleration at a particular instant of time. It is defined 
as the derivative (rate of change) of velocity with respect to time. We usually mean instantaneous 
acceleration when we say "acceleration". For straight motion we define instantaneous acceleration as: 

dv 1. (Ax) d. I _ dv 1. (Llv) a = - = 1m - an m genera a = - = 1m -
dt l>l • O Af dt l>t • O Af 

The dimension of acceleration is [LT2} and its SI unit is mls2. 

Acceleration 

Rate of change of velocity is called acceleration and it is directed along the change in velocity. 

If change in velocity is Ll v in Llt time then 

_ Llv 
a=-

M 

Direction of a is in the direction of change in v not in v : 

- i71 i71 

Direction of acceleration 
(Emphasis on vector subtraction) 

Dimensions • M0L1T-2 Units • Its SI unit is ms-2 

.. 

f~ Important Points 

1. It is a vector quantity 

2. Direction is not along the velocity but change in velocity. 

3. For any change in velocity either in magnitude or direction or both acceleration must be 
present. Without acceleration neither direction nor magnitude of velocity can be changed. 

When a particle's velocity changes, the particle is said to undergo acceleration (or to accelerate). 

The average acceleration a over a time interval Llt is avg _ _ _ 

v2 -v1 Llv 
a=---=

ave 
... (2) 

where the particle has velocity v1 at time t1 and then velocity v2 at time t2• 

The instantaneous acceleration (or simply acceleration) is the derivative of the velocity with 
respect to time. 
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dv 
a=-

dt 
... (2) 

In words, the acceleration of a particle at any instant is the rate at which its velocity is changing at 
that instant. 

... (3) 

In other words, the acceleration of a particle at any instant is the second derivative of its position 
vector with respect to time. 

Acceleration has both magnitude and direction (it is yet another vector quantity). For motion on a 
straight line its algebraic sign represents its direction on an axis just as for displacement and velocity; 
that is, acceleration with a positive value is in the positive direction of an axis, and acceleration with a 
negative value is in the negative direction. 

:1t Note 

Many times it is misunderstood that positive acceleration means that the speed of an object is increasing, 
and negative acceleration means that the speed is decreasing (the object is decelerating). The sign of an 
acceleration indicates a direction, not whether an object's speed is increasing or decreasing. 

For example, if a car with an initial velocity v = -25 m/s is braked to a stop in 5.0s, then a = +5.0 m/s2• 
m,g 

The acceleration is positive, but the car's speed has decreased. The reason is the difference in signs: the 
direction of the acceleration is opposite to that of the velocity. 

If the signs of the velocity and acceleration of a particle are the same, the speed of the particle 
increases. If the signs are opposite, the speed decreases. 

~ 8. What is meant by !!_Iv I and I dv I • can these be equal? 
dt dt 

Can (i) !!_ I v I = 0 while I dv I (ii) !!_ I v I * 0 while I dv I = 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

; I v I means the time rate of change of speed and I : I means the magnitude of 

acceleration. 

• When a particle moves with uniform velocity. 

• When a particle moves with constant acceleration along straight line path. 

(i) !!_ I v I = 0 i.e. speed constant I dv I * 0 I a I * 0 may be due to change in direction. 
dt dt 

(ii) I dv I = 0, .!!_Iv I * 0 not possible. 
dt dt 
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.. 

f~ Concept 

Difference between magnitude of rate of change of velocity and rate of change of magnitude of velocity 

lal=I dv I* dlvl; 
di di 

Change in velocity: Only magnitude 

V 

(i) acceleration should be parallel to velocity ~ velocity will increase 
~ 

V 

(ii) anti parallel to velocity ~ velocity will decrease 
~ 

(iii) corresponds to one dimensional motion 

Only direction 

(i) acceleration should be perpendicular to velocity 

(ii) corresponds to Uniform Circular Motion and any general curved 
path with constant speed. 

Both: 

Acceleration should have an angle 0 with velocity where 0 -::t= 0, 180°, 90° etc. Here 
acceleration will have two components 

(a) along velocity • will change magnitude 

(b) perpendicular velocity • direction 

(ii) corresponds to projectile and any general curved path . 

.. 

f~ Concept 

When there is either a change in magnitude or direction of velocity or both there will be non zero 
acceleration. 

~ 9. Find the magnitude of average acceleration of minute hand of clock (length = 20 cm) 
rotate an angle of n/2. 

I tw I = .Jv: + v~ -2v1v2 cos 90° 

Iv I= 2nr = 2n x 0.20 
T 60x 60 

I a I = I a I= ✓2(2n X 0.2) m/s2 
3600x15x60 

= ✓2v t = 15 min = 15 x 60 sec 

fl~ 10. Position of a particle as a function of time is given as x = 512 + 41 + 3. Find the velocity 
and acceleration of the particle at I = 2 s? 

~~ Velocity; v = dx = l0t + 4 
di 
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At t = 2 s V = 10(2) + 4 

d2 x 
Acceleration - a = -- = 10 

dt 2 

• 

Acceleration is constant, so at t = 2 s 

a= 10 m/s2 

v= 24m/s 

~ 11. The position of a particle moving on X-axis is given by x = At3 + Bt2 + Ct + D. 

The numerical values of A, B, C, Dare 1, 4, -2 and 5 respectively and SI units are used. Find (a) 
the dimensions of A, B, C and D, (b) the velocity of the particle at t=4 s, (c) the acceleration of the 
particle at t = 4s, ( d), the average velocity during the interval t =0 to t = 4s, ( e) the average acceleration 
during the interval t = 0 to t= 4 s. 

S~ [(a) [A]= [LT -3], [B] = [LT -2], [C] = [LT-1] and [D] = [L] ; (b) 78 m/s ; (c) 32 m/s2; 

(d) 30 m/s ; (e) 20 m/s2] 

Motion with Uniform Velocity 

Consider a particle moving along x-axis with uniform velocity u starting from the point x=x; at t = 0. 

Equations of x, v, a are: x (t) = x; + ut ; v (t) = u ; a (t) = 0 

• x- t graph is a straight line of slope u through xc 

• as velocity is constant, v - t graph is a horizontal line. 

• a-t graph coincides with time axis because a = 0 at all time instants. 

X X 
"1/ \,\ 7 \\ 

I:, 
<}0~ 

I:, 
<}0~ 

X ; X ; 

u is positive u is positive 

0 0 

V V 

u ositive velocity 
0 

a 

0 
u negative velocity 

0 

Uniformly Accelerated Motion 

If a particle is accelerated with constant acceleration in an interval of time, then the motion is termed 
as uniformly accelerated motion in that interval of time. 

For uniformly accelerated motion along a straight line (x-axis) during a time interval oft seconds, 
the following important results can be used. 
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(a) v = u + at ____________ :;_ _____________ • 
......._!!..... ~ 

(b) s = ut+ 1/2 at2 

s = vt - 1/2 at2 
intial position 

x1 = x; + ut + 1/2 at2 

(c) v2 =u2 +2as 

(d) s = 1/2 (u + v) t 

(e) sn = u + a/2 (2n - 1) 

u = initial velocity (at the beginning of interval) 

a = acceleration 

v = final velocity (at the end of interval) 

s = displacement (x1 -x) 

x1 = final coordinate (position) x; = initial coordinate (position) 

sn = displacement during the nth sec 

Explanatory Notes on Motion in One Dimension 

Consider a particle moving on a straight line AB. 
For the analysis of motion we take origin, 0 at A 
any point on the line and x-axis along the line. 
Generally, we take origin at the point from where 

0 
14 

X 

final position 

• • p B 
~I 

particle starts its motion and rightward direction as positive x-direction. At any moment if particle is at 
P then its position is given by OP = x. 

Velocity is defined as, dx v=-
dt 

dV d 2 X VdV 
a=-=-=--

dt dt 2 dx 
Acceleration is defined as, 

Motion in a Straight Line with Uniform Velocity 

If motion takes place with a uniform velocity v on a straight line, then displacement in time t, s = v. t, 
acceleration of particle is zero ... (1) 

Motion in a Straight Line with Uniform Acceleration-Equations of Motion 

Let a particle move in a straight line with initial velocity u (velocity at time t = 0) and with uniform 
acceleration a. Let its velocity be vat the end of the interval of time t (final velocity at time t). Let S be 
its displacement at the instant t. 

Now, acceleration 

or, 

v-u 
a=--

t 

V = U + at ... (2) 

If u and a are in the same direction, a is positive and hence the velocity increases with time. If a is 
opposite to the direction of u, a is negative and the velocity decreases with time. 
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Displacement during the time interval t = average velocity x t 

u+v 
S= -- xt 

2 

Eliminating v from equations (2) and (3) we get 

or 

S u+u+at 
=---xt 

2 

S= ut+ _!_ at2 

2 

Another equation is obtained by eliminating t from equations (2) and (3) 

v=u+at or 

or 

or 

v-u 
a=--

t 

v+u 
S= -- xt 

2 

v-u v+u v 2 -u 2 

aS= -- x -- xt= --
t 2 2 

v2-u2 =2aS 

v2 = u2 + 2aS 

Distance traversed by the particle in the nth second of its motion 

The velocity at the beginning of the nth second= u + a (n - 1) 

The velocity at the end of the nth second= u + an 

. . u+a(n-l)+u+an 1 
Average velocity durmg the nth second= ---'-----'---- = u + - a (2n - 1) 

2 2 
Distance traversed during this one second 

Sn= average velocity x time= [ u + ½ a(2n-1)] x 1 

i.e. 
1 

Sn= u + - a (2n - 1) 
2 

... (3) 

... (4) 

... (5) 

... (6) 

The five equations derived above are very important and are to be memorized. They are very useful 
in solving problems in straight-line motion. 

Calculus method of deriving equations of motion: 

The acceleration of a body is defined as 

dv 
a=- i.e. dv = a dt 

dt 

Integrating, we get, v = at + A 

where A is constant of integration. By the initial condition when t = 0, v = u (initial velocity), we 
get A= u 

v=u+at 



we know that the instantaneous velocity v = dS 
dt 

Displacement of body for duration dt from time t to t + dt is given by 

dS = v dt (u + at) dt 

On integration we get, 
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S = ut + _!_ at2 + B, where B is integration constant 
2 

At, t = 0, S = 0 yields B = 0 

1 
S= ut+ - at2 

2 

. dv dvdS dv 
Acceleration= - = - . - =v. -

dt dS dt dS 

dv 
a=v-

dS 

a.dS=v.dv 

Integrating we get, 
2 

aS = ~ + C , where C is integration constant 
2 

Applying initial condition, when S = 0, v = u we get 

u2 
O= -+C 

2 
v2 u2 

aS= ---
2 2 

or 
u2 

C=-
2 

v2 -u2 = 2 aS • v2 = u2 + 2aS 

If S, and S2 are the distances traversed during n seconds and (n - 1) seconds 

1 
S =un+ -an2 

I 2 

S 1 2 = u (n - 1) + - a (n - 1) 
2 2 

Displacement in nth second 

SSS 1 2 1 2 
= - = u + - an - u (n - 1) - - a (n - 1) 

n I 2 n 2 2 

1 
S = u + - a (2n - 1) 

n 2 

~ 12. A certain automobile manufacturer claims that its super-deluxe sport's car will accelerate 
from rest to a speed of 21.0 ms-1 in 4.0 s. Under the important assumption that the acceleration is 
constant. Find: 
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s~ 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

the acceleration of car in ms-1• 

the distance the car travels in 4.0 s. 
the distance the car travels in 4th second. 

(a) We are given that u = 0 and velocity after 4 sis 21 m/s, so we can used v = u + at to find 
acceleration. 

v-u 21.0-u 
a = -- = = 5 .25 ms-2 

t 4.0 

(b) Distance travelled in 4.0 s 

1 1 
We can use, S= ut+ - at2 = 0 + - x 5.25 x 42 = 42.00m 

2 2 

(c) Distance travelled in 4th second 

a 5.25 
We have S = u + (2n - 1) -= (2 x 4 - 1) x - = 18.375 m 

n 2 2 

Vertical Motion Under Gravity 

When a body is thrown vertically upward or dropped from a height, it moves in a vertical straight line. 
If the air resistance offered by air to the motion of the body is neglected, all bodies moving freely under 
gravity will be acted upon by its weight only. This causes a constant vertical acceleration g having 
value 9.8 m/s2, so the equation for motion in a straight line with constant acceleration can be used with 
proper sign convantion. 

Projection of a body vertically upwards: 

Suppose a body is projected vertically upwards from a point A with velocity u. 

If we take upward direction as positive 

(i) At time t, its velocity v + u = gt 

(ii) At time t, its displacement from A is given by 

S 1 2 =ut- - gt 
2 

(iii) Its velocity when it has a displacement Sis given by 

v2 = u2 -2gS 

(iv) When it reaches the maximum height from A, its velocity v = 0. 

This happens when t = ; . The body is instantaneously at rest at the highest point B. 

2 

(v) The maximum height reached, H = ; g 

(vi) Total time to go up and return to the point of projection= 2; 

B 

C 

A 



Since, S = 0 at the point of projection, 

S 1 2 =ut--gt 
2 

1 2 2u 
0 = ut - - gt or t = -

2 g 

S. th . f u th . fd 2u u u mce e tune o ascent = - e tune o escent = - - - = -
g' g g g 
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(vii) At any point C between A and B, where AC = S, the velocity v is given by , 

v = ± .Ju2 -2gS 

The velocity of body while crossing C upwards = + .Ju2 -2gS and while crossing C 

downwards is - .Ju2 -2gS . The magnitudes of the velocities are the same. 

~ 13. A body is projected upwards with a velocity 98 m/s. Find: 

(a) the maximum height reached. 

~~ 

(b) the time taken to reach the maximum height. 

(c) its velocity at a height 196 m from the point of projection. 

(d) velocity with which it will cross down the point of projection. 

(e) the time taken to reach back the point of projection. 

(a) The maximum height reached 

Initial upward velocity u = 98 m/s 

Acceleration a= (- g) = - 9.8 m/s2 

Maximum height reached His given by, 

v2 = u2 + 2aS 

0 =982 +2(-9.8)H 

982 

H= -- =490m 
2 X 9.8 

(b) The time taken to reach the maximum height 

u 98 
t=-=-=10s 

g 9.8 

(c) Velocity at a height of 196 m from the point of projection 

v2 = u2 + 2aS 

v2 = 982 + 2 (- 9.8) 196 

v = ± ✓5762.4 = ± 75.91 m/s 

+ 75 .91 m/s while crossing the height upward and - 75 .91 m/s while crossing it downward 
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(d) Velocity with which it will cross down the point of projection 

v2 = u2 + 2gS 

At the point of projection S = 0 

v=±u 

While crossing the point of projection downwards, v = - u = - 98 m/s 

The velocity has the same magnitude as the initial velocity but reversed in direction 

(e) The time taken to reach back the point of projection 

2u 2x98 
t= - = -- =20s 

g 9.8 

Derivation of Equation of Motion for Constant Accleration with Calculus 

These are valid only for constant acceleration 

1 - dv ,r: -d s· ,r: s' -d [-1· -sd - - - - - -. a= - . UV = a t. UV = a t. V = a t. V -u =at. V = u +at 
d ' ' ' i.i ' ' f ii 0 

2. We know, ds = v dt 

s t s t s t t 

f ds = f vdt; f ds = f (ii +iit)dt; f ds = f iidt+ fat dt 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

- - - 1 2 s =ut+ax-t · 
2 ' 

[Ans. - - 1_2] s =ut+-at 
2 

3. Derive for one dimensional motion v2 - u2 = 2as 

~ 14. Derive these equation (a) s = vt _ .!_ii t 2 

2 

- - 1 - 2 s =vt--at 
2 ' 

kn th - - 1 - 2 - - -we ow at,s =ut+-at ;u =v-at 
2 

substituting the value 

s = (v-at)t+.!..at 2 • s =vt-at2 +.!..at2 • s =vt-.!..at2 

2 2 2 

Try to Derive this equation 

_ [v +ii] S= -- t 
2 

... (1) 

Try to Derive this equation v avg = v ; ii when equation 3rd is divided by ton both side, it will give 
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f=[v;u]f • 

Displacement in nth second 

1 ? 

S =u + -an-
n n 2 

1 2 
Sn-I= u(n-1) + 2a(n-l) 

1 s.,h =S.-S._1 = u(l)+ 2a(n-n+l)(n+n-l) 

1 
s = u + -a(2n -1) 

nth 2 ... (2) 

n and 1 in eq (2) have dimension of 't'. s ,h means average velocity in nth second. 
n 

:1t Important Points 

1. These equations are used without vector sign but this does not mean they are not vectors. [ as 
we have to use proper signs] 

2. While we are following above stated method we have to use same equation for acceleration 
and deacceleration. 

3. At any instant particle may be situated on -ve side of origin but still sign of velocity and 
accleration are decided by the sense of +ve x direction or from the basic definitions. 

~ 15. A particle moving rectilinearly with constant acceleration is having initial velocity of 
10 m/s. After some time, its velocity becomes 30 m/s. Find out velocity of the particle at the mid point 
of its path? 

i.~ Let the total distance be 2x. 

distance upto midpoint = x 

Let the velocity at the mid point be v and acceleration be a 

From equations of motion 

v2 = 102 + 2ax 

302 = v2 + 2ax 

Equation (2) - (1) gives 

v2 - 302 = 102 - v2 • v2 = 500 

... (1) 

... (2) 

• v = 10✓5 m/s 

~ 16. A police inspector in a jeep is chasing a pickpocket an a straight road. The jeep is going 
at its maximum speed v (assumed uniform). The pickpocket rides on the motorcycle of a waiting friend 
when the jeep is at a distance d away, and the motorcycle starts with a constant acceleration a. Show 

that the pickpocket will be caught if v ~ ✓2ad . 
~ Suppose the pickpocket is caught at a time t after motorcycle starts. The distance 

travelled by the motorcycle during this interval is 

1 ? 

s =-at-
2 

... (1) 
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During this interval the jeep travels a distance 

s+d=vt 

1 
By (1) and (2), -at2 + d = vt 

2 

v± ✓v2 -2ad 
or, t=-----

a 

The pickpocket will be caught if it is real and positive. 

This will be possible if v2 ~ 2ad or, v ~ -Jiad 

... (2) 

~ 17. A car deccelerates from a speed of 20 m/s to rest in a distance of 100 m. What was its 
acceleration, assumed constant? 

~~ [Ans.-2m/s2] 

~ 18. A 150 m long train accelerates uniformly from rest. If the front of the train passes a 
railway worker 50 m away from the station at a speed of25 m/s, what will be the speed of the back part 
of the train as it passes the worker? 

~~ [Ans.50m/s] 

~ 19. Spotting a police car, you brake a Porsche from a speed of 108 km/h to a speed of 
72 km/h during a displacement of88.0 m, at a constant acceleration. 

(a) What is that acceleration? 

(b) How much time is required for the given decrease in speed? 

i.~ [Ans. (a)-2.84 m/s2; (b) 3.52 sec] 

~ 20. A particle starts with velocity 10 ms-1 and deacceleration of 5 ms-2• Find displacement 
and distance traversed in 6 sec. 

[Ans. displacement= - 30 m; distance =50 m] 

Displacement 

uniform acceleration • Newton's equations can be used 

u = 10 ms-1 ; a = - 5 ms-2; t = 6 sec; s = ? 

1 
s=ut+ -at2 

2 

1 
Ans. s = 10 x 6 + -(-5) x 6 x 6 = 60 - 90 = - 30 m 

2 

II 

30 

For finding distance traversed we should find displacement for v = 0 

u=l0,a=-5,v=0 :. v2 =u2 +2ax 

v2-u2 (0)2-O0)2 
• x= --- = ---- = 10m 

2a 2(-5) 

Ans. total distance= 2x +Is I= 2 x 10 + 30 = 50 m 

+ve 

X 

v=0 
I 
• 
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.. 

f~ Concept 

In the equation of motion 'S' stands for displacment not for distance for calculating distance split the 
motion in two parts. 

f/_1:tlUlllt,(e 21. A car can travel at maximum speed of 180 
km/hr and can have maximum acceleration 5 m/s2 and 
retardation of 3 m/s2. How fast can it start from rest and come 
to rest in travelling 300 m. 

~ v = 180 km/hr = 50 m/s max 

JPit SS --3.,,...,.0..,,...om ___ ,i 

a = 5 m/s2; r = 3 m/s2; v = 0; u = 0; s = 300 m 

Part-I: Accelerating u = 0; a= 5m/s2 

v=v v = Mx mist= Mx sec 
I I I 5 

Part-II: Retarding s = (300 - x) meter 

u = Mx ; v = O; a = - 3 

0 = I Ox+ 2(300-x)(-3) • I Ox= 6(300 -x); 

X = 112.5 

Solving for t1: / 1 = 3✓5 

, = Mx = ✓10x112.5 = l1
9
25 = ✓125 = 5-Js 

2 3 3 

[Ans. Total time taken = 3✓5 + 3✓5 = 8✓5 sec] 

Graphs in Uniformly Accelerated Motion (a -::t= 0) 

• x is a quadratic polynomial in terms oft. Hence x - t graph is a parabola. 
X X 

a > O 

0 0 

Fig 2.1: x-t graph 

• v is a linear polynomial in terms oft. Hence v - t graph is a straight line of slope a. 

u 

0 

a is positive 

V 

U S/o 
'/Je .::::::

Q 

a is negative 
0 

Fig 2.2: v-t graph 
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• a-t graph is a horizontal line because a is constant. 
a a 

positive 
acceleration 

a 
0 

negative 
acceleration 

a 
0 

Fig 2.3: a-t graph 

Reaction Time 

When a situation demands our immediate action. It takes some time before we really respond. Reaction 
time is the time a person takes to observe, think and act. 

Directions of Vectors in Straight Line Motion 

In straight line motion, all the vectors (position, displacement, velocity and acceleration) will have only 
one component (along the line of motion) and there will be only two possible directions for each vector. 

• For example, if a particle is moving in a horizontal line (x-axis), the two directions are right 
and left. Any vector directed towards right can be represented by a positive number and 
towards left can be represented by a negative number. 

• For vertical or inclined motion, upward direction can be taken +ve and downward as -ve 

line of motion 

• For objects moving vertically near the surface of the earth, the only force acting on the particle 
is its weight (mg) i.e. the gravitational pull of the earth. Hence, acceleration for this type of 
motion will always be a= -g i.e. a= - 9.8 m/s2 (-ve sign, because the force and acceleration 
are directed downwards, Ifwe select upward direction as positive) . 

.. 

f~ Note 

(a) If acceleration is in same direction as velocity, then speed of the particle increases. 

(b) If acceleration is in opposite direction to the velocity then speed decreases i.e. the particle 
slows down. This situation is known as retardation. 

~ 22. Mr. Sharma brake his car with constant acceleration from a velocity of25 m/s to 15 m/s 
over a distance of 200m. 

(a) How much time elapses during this interval? 
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(b) What is the acceleration? 
( c) If he has to continue braking with the same constant acceleration, how much longer 

would it take for him to stop and how much additional distance would he cover? 

(a) We select positive direction for our coordinate system to be the direction of the velocity 
and choose the origin so that x; = 0 when the braking begins. Then the initial velocity is 
ux = +25 m/s at t = 0, and the final velocity and position are vx = + 15 m/s and x = 200 m 
at time t. 

Since the acceleration is constant, the average velocity in the interval can be found from 
the average of the initial and final velocities. 

1 1 
v =- (u + v \ = - (15 + 25) = 20 m/s. 

av, X 2 X xl 2 

The average velocity can also be expressed as v = ~ . With ~ = 200 m 
av,x At 

and At = t - 0, we can solve fort: 

Ax 200 
t= - = - = 10s. 

v.,., 20 

(b) We can now find the acceleration using vx = ux + a/ 
- V X - ux - 15 - 25 - 1 / 2 a-----"---"-------- ms. 

X t 10 

The acceleration is negative, which means that the positive velocity is becoming smaller 
as brakes are applied (as expected). 

(c) Now with known acceleration, we can find the total time for the car to go from velocity 
ux= 25 m/s to vx = 0. Solving fort, we find 

t = vx -ux = 0-25 = 25 s. 
ax -1 

The total distance covered is 

1 1 
x =x. + u t+ -a t2 = 0 + (25)(25) + -(-1)(25)2 = 625 -312.5 = 312.5 m. 

I X 2 X 2 

Additional distance covered = 312.5 - 200 = 112.5 m. 

~ 23. A particle is dropped from a tower. It is found that it travels 45 m in the last second of 
its journey. Find out the height of the tower? 

~~ Let the total time of journey be n seconds. 

Using; 
a 

s.=u+2(2n-1) 

10 
45 = 0 + - (2n -1) n = 5 sec 

2 

Height of tower; h = .!_ gt2 = .!_ x 10 x 52 = 125 m 
2 2 
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Explanatory Notes on Free Fall 

If you tossed an object either up or down and could somehow eliminate the effects of air on its flight, 
you would find that the object accelerates downward at a certain constant rate. That rate is called the 
free-fall acceleration, and its magnitude is represented by g. The acceleration is independent of the 
object' s characteristics, such as mass, density , or shape; it is the same for all objects. 

Some results: 

1. Maximum Height H = u
2 

2g 

2. Time to reach maximum height t = !:!:._ 
g 

3. Totaltime of flight= 2u 
g 

4. Time of ascent= Time of descent for motion between two specific 
points. 

i B 

t i 
A 

5. If an object is dropped ( means initial velocity is zero) from Height h. Its speed on reaching 

ground is v = -J2gh and time taken to reach ground is t = J¥ 
6. A particle has the same speed at a point on the path. While going vertically up and down. 

II~ 24. In figure a kid tosses a ball up, with an initial speed of 10 m/s. (g = 10m/s2) 

Ball 

v=Oat~ 
highest point : : 
still accelerating 

' + 

t 
During ascent,'\. : 
a = -g, speed '\; t 
decreases, 

less positive 

y 

During descent, 
a =-g, speed 
increases, 
and velocity 
becomes 
more negative 

y=O and velocity t' 
becomes 

---------



.. 
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(a) How long does the ball take to reach its maximum height? 

(b) What is the ball ' s maximum height above its release point? 

(c) How quick does the ball take to reach a point 1.8 m above its release point? 

[Ans. (a) 1 sec; (b) 5m; (c) 0.2 s] 

f~ Concept 

1. To understand sign. connection. 

2. At heighest point velocity is zero but still acceleration. 

3. a and v have opposite sign. so speed -1.- during upwards a and v have same sign. speed t. 
fl_;!IUlll,te 25. A person standing on a top of a 25 m high building throws a ball upward at the speed of 

20 m/s. Find time that ball will take to come down. 

.. 

Case-I: 

u =20; g= -10; 

25m 

l20 mls ~-...., 

v=0; t=? 

v = u + gt • 0 = 20 - IOI • t = 2 sec 

s = ut + .!.. gt2 = 20 x 2 + .!.. (- 10)(4) • 40 - 20 = 20 m 
2 2 

Case-II: s = 45; g = 10; u = 0 

1 
S = - X 10/2 • t=3sec t = 5 sec 

2 

f~ Concept 

(i) No need to brake motion into upward and downward motion. 

(ii) To give the vector idea of displacement. 

Explain how by using sign we can get result and how signs take care of whole path 

Taking upper side as (+): u = 20 m/s; a= - 10 m/s2; s = - 25 m 

1 ? 

s = ut + -at-
2 

( -10/ 2
) -25 =201+ -2- • - 25 = 201 - 512 • 512 - 201 - 25 = 0 

t = 5, - 1; :. t = 5 sec 
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.. 

f~ Note 

Many answers emerged automatically with minus signs. It is important to know what these signs mean. 
For these two freely falling-body problems, we established a vertical axis (the y-axis) and we chose
quite arbitrarily-its upward direction to be positive. 

We then chose the origin of the y-axis (that is, the y = 0 position) to suit the problem. In this 
example, the origin was at the top of the building, and in previous example. It was at the kid 's hand. A 
negative value ofy then means that the body is below the chosen origin. A negative velocity means that 
the body is moving in the negative direction of the y-axis - that is, downward. This is true no matter 
where the body is located. 

Mathematics often generates answers that you might not have thought of as possibilities, as in 
this example. If you get more answers than you expect, do not automatically discard the ones that 
do not seem to fit. Examine them carefully for physical meaning. Like here time is our variable, then 
even a negative value (-1) can mean something ; negative time simply refers to time before t = 0, the 
(arbitrary) time at which you decided to start your stopwatch . 

.. 

f~ Concept 

In kinematics we may come across situations where a moving large body drops a body. The initial 
velocity of the dropped body is equal to the velocity of the moving large body. 

II~ 26. A lift is moving up with an acceleration of 4m/s2 starting from rest. 5 sec after the start, 
a coin is dropped from the lift. Find: 

(a) The initial velocity of the dropped coin. 
(b) The height attained by the lift till the time of drop. 
(c) The time when the coin reaches ground. 

S~ (a) 20 m/s (b) 50 m (c) 5.74 sec after drop. 

1/_;!IUlll,te 27. A particle is dropped from height 100 m and another particle is projected vertically up 
with velocity 50 m/s from the ground along the same line. Find out the position where two particle will 
meet? 

Let the upward direction be positive. 

Let the particles meet at a distance y from the ground. 

For particle A, 

y0 = + I 00 m u = 0 m/s g = - I 0 m/s2 

I 
y = 100 + 0( t) - - X I 0 X t2 

2 

I 
[y = y + ut + - at2] 

0 2 

= 100-5/2 ... (1) 

y = 100m Al u=O m/s 

y=Om u=50 m/s 

B 
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For particle B, 

y0 = 0 m • u = + 50 m/s • a= - 10 m/s2 

1 
y = 50(t) - - x lOx t2 = 50t- 5t2 

2 

According to the problem; 

50t- 5t2 = 100 - 5t2 

t = 2 sec 

Putting t = 2 sec in eqn. (1), 

y = 100 - 20 = 80 m. 

Hence, the particles will meet at a height 80 m above the ground. 

... (2) 

~ 28. A ball is thrown vertically upwards with velocity of 20 m/s towards ceiling which is 
10 m high. Assume the collision be elastic in nature. Find time taken by ball to come back after collision? 

f~ Motion of equation will not be valid in this case as acceleration is not constant. During 
the strike, time taken will be O and velocity in downward direction, hence acceleration will become 
infinite. 

Now, s = 10 m; u = 20 m/s; g = - 10 m/s2; Time to reach ceiling, t = ? 

10 = 20t- 5t2 

5t2 - 20t + 10 = 0 

t = 20± ✓400-lx200 = 20±10✓2 = (2 ±✓2) sec 
10 10 

For the level of celing, two answers will be there as it crosses it twice in causes of attaining 
maximum height but, ball collides with the ceiling , hence the answer will be smaller one 

T = (2- ✓2) 

Total time will be twice of this= 2((2 - ✓2)) sec 

:1t Concept 

Elastic collision means that velocity perpendicular to the wall will reverse its direction. 

~ 29. A particle is thrown vertically with velocity 20 m/s . Find (a) the distance travelled by 
the particle in first 3 seconds, (b) displacement of the particle in 3 seconds. 

f~ [Ans.25m, 15m] 

~ 30. A stone is dropped from a balloon going up with a uniform velocity of 5 m/s. If the 
balloon was 50 m high when the stone was dropped, find its height when the stone hits the ground. Take 
g = 10 m/s2• 

i.~ 68.5m 
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.. 

:1t Note 

As the particle is detached from the balloon it is having the same velocity as that of balloon, but its 
acceleration is only due to gravity and is equal to g. 

Vertical Motion Under Gravity 

When a body is thrown vertically upward or dropped from a height, it moves in a vertical straight line. 
If the air resistance offered by air to the motion of the body is neglected, all bodies moving freely under 
gravity will be acted upon by its weight only. This causes a constant vertical acceleration g having 
value 9.8 m/s2, so the equation for motion in a straight line with constant acceleration can be used with 
proper sign convantion. 

Projection of a Body Vertically Upwards 

Suppose a body is projected vertically upwards from a point A with velocity u. 

B 

C 

A 

If we take upward direction as positive 

(i) At time t, its velocity v + u = gt 

(ii) At time t, its displacement from A is given by 

S 1 2 =ut- - gt 
2 

(iii) Its velocity when it has a displacement S is given by 

v2 =u2 -2gS 

(iv) When it reaches the maximum height from A, its velocity v = 0. 

This happens when t = ; . The body is instantaneously at rest at the highest point B. 

2 

(v) The maximum height reached, H = ; g 



(vi) Total time to go up and return to the point of projection= 2; 

Since, S = 0 at the point of projection, 

S 1 2 =ut- -gt 
2 

1 2 O=ut--gt 
2 

2u 
or t= -

g 

S. th . f u th . fd 2u u u mce e tune o ascent = - e tune o escent = - - - = -
g' g g g 
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(vii) At any point C between A and B, where AC = S , the velocity v is given by , 

v = ± ,Ju 2 -2gS 

The velocity of body while crossing C upwards = + ,Ju2 -2gS and while crossing C 

downwards is -,Ju 2 -2gS. The magnitudes ofthe velocities are the same. 

fl~ 31. A body is projected upwards with a velocity 98 m/s. Find: 

(a) the maximum height reached. 

f~ 

(b) the time taken to reach the maximum height. 

(c) its velocity at a height 196 m from the point of projection. 

(d) velocity with which it will cross down the point of projection. 

(e) the time taken to reach back the point of projection. 

(a) The maximum height reached 

Initial upward velocity u = 98 m/s 

Acceleration a= (- g) = - 9.8 m/s2 

Maximum height reached His given by, 

v2 = u2 + 2aS 

0 =982 +2(-9.8)H 

982 

H= -- =490m 
2 X 9.8 

(b) The time taken to reach the maximum height 

u 98 
t = - = - = 10 s 

g 9.8 

(c) Velocity at a height of 196 m from the point of projection 

v2 = u2 + 2aS 

v2 = 982 + 2 (- 9.8) 196 
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v = ± .J5762.4 = ± 75.91 m/s 

+ 75 .91 m/s while crossing the height upward and - 75 .91 m/s while crossing it downward 

( d) Velocity with which it will cross down the point of projection 

v2 = u2 + 2gS 

At the point of projection S = 0 :. v = ± u 

While crossing the point of projection downwards, v = - u = - 98 m/s 

The velocity has the same magnitude as the initial velocity but reversed in direction 

(e) The time taken to reach back the point of projection 

2u 2x98 
t= - = -- =20s 

g 9.8 

Variable Acceleration 

~ 32. A particle is moving on a straight line path, such that v = 3t2 then find acceleration at 
t = 3 and magnitude of average velocity for first three seconds. 

s~ a= 6t a= 18m/s2 

' 
'2 f vdt 

V =-'1_. 
avg t-t' 

2 I 

:1t Concept 

3 

• V - [ 3t2 dt - t3 I 3 
= 9 ms-1 

•• avg- -3- - 3 
0 

To find average speed using integration as velocity is variable. 

fl~ 33. a= 4 - 2t; Initial velocity at t = 0, u = 5; Find distance travelled till 12 sec? 

i-~ a=4-2t 
V I 

f dv = f ( 4 - 2t) dt 
5 0 

V = 4t- t2 + 5 = - t2 + 4t + 5 = - (t2 - 4t- t) = - (t- 5)(t + 1) 

After 5 sec, velocity will be negative 
X I f dx = f ( 4t - t 2 + 5) dt • 

t3 
X= 2t2 --+5t 

3 

x = x=2(5)2 - (5)3 +25 = 100/3 m 
5 3 

[In forward direction] 

and t= 12 sec 

(12)3 
X = X = 2(12)2 ---+ 5(12) = -228 m 

12 3 

motion = distance = 2 x u5 + 228 = 200 + 228 m 
3 

u=5 

5 

u=0 
! 
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.. 

f~ Concept 

Equation of motion not applied if acceleration is variable. If a is given as function of s or v we can 
use this equation v dv = a ds 

fl~ 34. If a particle accelerates with a = kv2 and initial velocity = u then find velocity after s 
displacement. 

dv dv dv 
I a I = dt ; kv2 = dt ; k dt = v2 on multiplying both sides of eq. by 'v' 

ds dv f f dv -·kdt=v-· kds= -· 
dt v2 ' v ' 

In v = ks + C at s = O; C = In u 

In (;) = ks :. v = ueks] 

fl._--,,,1,e 35. a = - cos t;att = O; u = O; x = I 

Position at t = n. Find distance from Oto 2n. 
v I 

a = - cos t f dv = - f cost dt 
0 0 

X n 

v = - sin t f dx = f -sin t dt 
I 0 

0 to 2n, v will change sign. velocity upto n will be negative and upto 2n it will be positive. 

J dx =IJ-sintdtl + 11 sintdtl = 2 + 2 = 4 

Graphical Interpretation of Some Quantities 

Average Velocity 

If a particle passes a point P (x) at time t = ti and reaches Q (xi) at a later 
Ax 

time instant t=tf' its average velocity in the interval PQ is v.v = 
f).f 

x . X 

p Q 

X 

Xf ······ ·· ~ 

X ; ·······rp : 
This expression suggests that the average velocity is equal to the slope ~0--~1~; _ __,_ __ 

of the line ( chord) joining the points corresponding to P and Q on the x-t 11 

graph. 
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X Instantaneous Velocity 

Consider the motion of the particle between the two points P and Q on the t!Q' :Q 
x-t graph shown. As the point Q is brought closer and closer to the point P, }!} : 
the time interval between PQ (fit, Af', !it" , ...... ) get progressively smaller. f!1 : 

The average velocity for each time interval is the slope of the appropriate P I 
dotted line (PQ, PQ', PQ" ................ ). As the point Q approaches P, the · · : 1--.1 : 

time interval approaches zero, but at the same time the slope of the dotted ~O+-____:t!::; :::::::===~t1~-- t 

line approaches that of the tangent to the curve at the point P. As fit • 0, 
Vav (=fix/ fit) • v;n,t 

Geometrically, as fit • 0, chord PQ • tangent at P. 

Hence, the instantaneous velocity at P is the slope of the tangent at P in 
the x-t graph. When the slope of the x - t graph is positive, vis positive (as 
at the point A in figure). At C, v is negative because the tangent has negative 
slope. The instantaneous velocity at point 

B (turning point) is zero as the slope is zero. 

Instantaneous Acceleration 

The derivative of velocity with respect to time is the slope of the 
tangent in velocity time (v-t) graph. 

V 

X 

0 

V =0 

v>O~<O 
/(A C~ 

a=O 

a>O 

a=O 
0 

Displacement From v-t Graph 

Displacement = !ix = area under v-t graph. 

Since a negative velocity causes a negative displacement, areas below the 
time axis are taken negative. In similar way, we can see that Ii v = a !it leads 
to the conclusion that area under a-t graph gives the change in velocity 
!iv during that interval. 

V 

0 

fl~ 36. Describe the motion shown by the following velocity-time graphs . 
V 

B 

(a) o 

D 

a=O 

(a) During interval AB: velocity is +ve so the particle is moving in +ve direction, but it is 
slowing down as acceleration (slope ofv-t curve) is negative. During interval BC: particle 
remains at rest as velocity is zero. Acceleration is also zero. During interval CD: velocity 
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is -ve so the particle is moving in -ve direction and is speeding up as acceleration is also 
negative. 

(b) During interval AB: particle is moving in +ve direction with constant velocity and acceleration 
is zero. During interval BC: particle is moving in +ve direction as velocity is +ve, but it slows 
down until it comes to rest as acceleration is negative. During interval CD: velocity is -ve 
so the particle is moving in -ve direction and is speeding up as acceleration is also negative . 

.. 

f~ Points to Remember 

• For uniformly accelerated motion (a -:t= 0), x-t graph is a parabola (opening upwards if a> 0 
and opening downwards if a < 0). The slope of tangent at any point of the parabola gives the 
velocity at that instant. 

• For uniformly accelerated motion (a -:t= 0), v-t graph is a straight line whose slope gives the 
acceleration of the particle. 

• In general, the slope of tangent in x-t graph is velocity and the slope of tangent in v-t graph is 
the acceleration. 

• The area under a-t graph gives the change in velocity. 

• The area between the v-t graph gives the distance travelled by the particle, ifwe take all areas 
as positive. 

• Area under v-t graph gives displacement, if areas below the /-axis are taken negative. 

fl~ 37. For a particle moving along x-axis, velocity-time graph v(mls) 

is as shown in figure. Find the distance travelled and displacement of S1---.--~ 
the particle? 

~~ Distance travelled = Area under v-t graph 

(taking all areas as +ve.) 

Distance travelled= Area of trapezium+ Area of triangle 

4 0 
-5>-------

1 1 
=-(2+6)x8 + -x4x5 =32+ 10=42m 

2 2 
Displacement= Area under v-t graph (taking areas below time axis as -ive.) 
Displacement = Area of trapezium - Area of triangle 

1 1 
= -(2+6)x8 - -x4x5 =32-10=22m 

2 2 
Hence, distance travelled = 42 m and displacement = 22 m. 

fl._~ 38. For a particle moving along x-axis, following graphs are given. Find the distance 
travelled by the particle in 10 s in each case? 

" I 
V 
10--~ 

0 IO t-+ 

(a) 

" I 
V 

10 

t-+ 

(b) 
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~~ Area under the graph 

(a) Distance= 10 x 10 = 100 m 

(b) Distance = .!_ x 10 x 10 = 50m 
2 

[Ans. (a) 100m; (b) 50m] 

Interpretation of Some More Graphs 

Ifmaxiumum power ofx is 1 and maximum power ofy is 1, graph is straight line 

y y=mx+c 
y=mx 

y=mx-c 

y 
y = - mx+c 
y=-mx 

y = - mx- c 
X 

If maxiumum power of x is 2 and maximum power of y is 1 or vice versa, graph is parabola. 

+x * x + x + x 
X = 4ay 2 2 _ 4 2 

x =-4ay Y - ax y =-4ax 

h-,t(e 40. ---W--x 
U = 1/2 kx2 

I Ifmaxiumum power ofx andy is 2, graph may be circle, ellipse, two straight line tc. 

Position vs. Time Graph 

Zero Velocity 

As position of particle is fix at all the time, so the body is at rest. 

t 
X 

0 t ----. 
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Slope; 
dx 
- =tan0=tanO°=O 
dt 

Velocity of particle is zero 

Uniform Velocity 

Here tan 0 is constant tan 0 = dx 
t 
X 

dt 

dx . 
- IS constant. 
dt 

velocity of particle is constant. 0 t-

Non uniform velocity (increasing with time) 

In this case; t 
X 

As time is increasing, 0 is also increasing. 

dx e. 1 . . - = tan IS a so mcreasmg 
dt 

Hence, velocity of particle is increasing. 0 t-

Non-uniform velocity (decreasing with time) 
t 

In this case; X 

As time increases, 0 decreases. 

dx 
- = tan0 also decreases. 
dt 

Hence, velocity of particle is decreasing. 0 t-

Velocity vs Time Graph 
t 

Zero acceleration V 

Velocity is constant. 

tan0=O 

dv 
- =O 0 t-dt 

Hence, acceleration is zero. 
t 

Uniform acceleration V 

tan 0 is constant. 

dv 
- = constant 
dt 

Hence, it shows constant acceleration. 0 t-
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Uniform retardation 

Since e > 90° 

tan 0 is constant and negative. 

dv . 
- = negative constant 
dt 

Hence, it shows constant retardation. 

Acceleration vs Time Graph 

Constant Acceleration 

tan0=0 :. da = O 
dt 

Hence, acceleration is constant. 

Uniformly Increasing Acceleration 

e is constant. 

0° < e < 90° • tan e > 0 

da 
- = tan 0 = constant > 0 
dt 

Hence, acceleration is uniformly increasing with time. 

Uniformly Decreasing Acceleration 

Since e > 90° 

tan 0 is constant and negative. 

da . 
- = negative constant 
dt 

Hence, acceleration is uniformly decreasing with time 

Explanatory Notes on Graph 

S-t curve: If we puts on y-axis and ton x-axis for every value oft we 
have a value of s. 

1. The average velocity from time 11 to 12 will be 

V = s2 -s1 = slope of line joining p1 and p2 
avg /2 -/1 

t 
V 

e 
0 t ---

t 
a ,__ ____ _ 

0 t ---

t 
a 

0 

t 
a 

e 
0 

For a particle moving along a straight line when we plot a graph o t, t2 t--+ 
of s versus t, Vavg is the slope of the straight line that connects 
two particular points on the s(t) curve: one is the point that corresponds to s2 and /2, and the 
other is the point that corresponds to s 1 and t 1. Like displacement, v avg has both magnitude and 
direction (it is another vector quantity). Its magnitude is the magnitude of the line 's slope. A 
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positive vavg (and slope) tells us that the line slants upward to the right; a negative vavg (and 
slope), that the line slants downward to the right. 

2. Instantaneous velocity 

According to definetion 

lim As 
V = t>t • O Af t S2 

s 
In curve if lit • 0 the point p2 comes very close to point p1. 

.. 

f~ Note 

The instantaneous velocity can be found by determining the slope of the 
tangent to the displacement time graph at that instant. Velocity at point p I t 
or time t1 is V s1 

V= tan 0 

Cases: 

(A) Uniform velocity: 

If velocity is uniform slope of curve must remain unchanged. 

Curve with uniform slope is straight line 

If Velocity is lms-1 • S = Vt• s = t 

tan0=1 

t 
s 

0 t2 t -+ 

t-+ t-+ For -ve velocity 

(B) Uniform acceleration: We have a particle moving with uniform acceleration a and initial 
velocity u. Its displacements at any time t can be represented as 

1 
s = ut + - at2 

2 

The curve is a parabola. 

Velocity at t1 is tan 0 
t 
s 

li t-+ 
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Tab/e2.1 

S. No. Different Cases 

1. Uniform motion 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Uniformly accelerated 
motion with u = 0 and 
s = 0 at t = 0 

Uniformly accelerated 
motion with u 1 0 but 
s=0att=0 

Uniformly accelerated 
motion with u1 0 and 
s = s0 at t = 0 

Uniformly retarded 
motion till velocity 
becomes zero 

Uniformly retarded 
then accelerated in 
opposite direction 

v-t Graph 

V 

v = constant 

t 

b, 
:r0+:1, 

:r0+"'., 

s-t Graph 

k , 
µ±: 
11=~,' 

t 

s 

LI I s. S = S0 + Ut + -U( 
2 
t 

Important Points 

(i) Slope of v-t graph 
= v = constant 
(ii) In s-t graphs = 0 at t = 0 

(i) u = 0, i.e., v = 0 att = 0 
(ii) a or slope of v-t graph is 
constant 
(iii) u = 0, i.e. , slope of s-t 
graph at t = 0, should be 
zero 

(i) u = 0, i.e., v or slope of v-t 
graph at t = 0 is not zero. 
(ii) s or slope of s-t graph 
gradually goes on increasing. 

(i) V = U at t = 0 
(ii) s = s0 at t = 0 

(i) Slope of s-t graph at t = 0 
gives u 
(ii) Slope of s-t graph at t = t. 
becomes zero. 
(iii) In this case u can't be 
zero 

(i) At time t = t., v = 0 or slope 
of s-t graph is zero 
(ii) In s-t graph slope or velocity 
first decreases then increases 
with opposite sign. 

fl~ 41. Displacement-time graph of a particle moving in a straight line is shown in figure. State 
whether the motion is accelerated or not. Describe the motion in detail. Given s0 = 20 m and t0 = 4 
second. 

~~ Slope of s-t graph is constant. Hence, velocity of particle is constant. Further at time 
t = 0, displacement of the particle from the mean position is - s0 or - 20m. Velocity of particle. 
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S ~ 20 I v= lope=-=-=5m s 
/ 0 4 

v = 5m/s 
--+ 

---•------------.... ~ +ve 
s = - 20m 

t = 0 

s=O 

Motion of the particle is shown in figure. At t = 0 particle is at - 20 m and has a constant velocity 
of 5 m/s. At 10 = 4 second particle will pass through its mean position. 

fl._~ 42. Acceleration-time graph of a particle moving in a 
a(mli) 

straight line is shown in figure. Velocity of particle at time t = 0 is 2 
m/s. Find velocity at the end of fourth second. 

S~ dv=adt 

or change in velocity = area under a-t graph 

I 
Hence, v1 -v; = 2(4)(4) =8m/s 

vr= vi + 8 = (2 + 8) m/s = 10 m/s 

fl~ 43. The acceleration versus time graph of a 
particle moving along a straight line is shown in the figure. 
Draw the respective velocity-time graph. 

S~ From t = 0 tot= 2sec, a= +2 m/s2 

V =at= 21 

or v-t graph is a straight line passing through 
origin with slope 2 m/s2. 

0 
- 2 
-4 

4 

2 4 

At the end of 2 sec, Assuming at t = 0, v = 0 
v = 2 x 2 = 4 m/s 

From t = 2 to 4 sec, a= 0. 

Hence, v = 4 m/s will remain constant. 

From t = 4 to 6 sec, a= - 4 ms2. Hence, 

v= u - at= 4 - 4/(with t = 0 at 4 sec) 

v(m/s) 

4 -------! 

0 2 4 
6 

v= 0 at t = 1 sec or at 5 second from origin. 

At the end of 6 sec ( or t = 2 sec) v = - 4 m/s. 
-4 --··········--------------------' 

Corresponding v-t graph is shown in the figure. 

- • f 

(s) 

t (sec) 

fl~ 44. A cyclist starting from a point A travels 200 m due North to a point Bat constant speed 
of 5 ms-I_ He rests at B for 30 seconds and then travels 300 m due south to a point C at a constant speed 
of 10 ms-I. Find average velocity. 
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From A to B 

A vg. velocity = -100/100 = -1 ms-1 

X = 200 ; V = 5 ; f = 40 

from B to C 

V =O 

from C to D 

V = -10; X = -300; f = 30 

V-t curve: By using dependence of v on t we can plot a V-t 
graph. Slope of V-t curve at any point represents acceleration 
at that instant. 

B 200 

100 

C-100 

tan 0 = acceleration at time 11• Area under V-t graph and !-axis. 

As we know dx = Vdt and J Vdt = x = Area under V - t graph. 

f 

V 

Thus area under curve will represent displacement in that time period . 

.. 

(.~ Notes 

(1) Area above !-axis +ve displacement. 

(2) Area below !-axis is -ve displacement. 

Thus, 1. Total displacement will be sum of areas with appropriate signs. 

2. Total distance will be sum of areas without sign. 

Cases: 

(1) For uniform velocity: 

acceleration = 0 

slope= 0 

(2) For uniform straight line curve 

tan 0 = acceleration 

For increasing velocity 

tan 0 = acceleration 

t 1-----

v 

acceleration 
t 

t--+ 



Note: 0 is always with +vex-axis 

for decreasing velocity 

(slope is -ve) i.e. e > 90° 
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t 
V 

t---+ 

II~ 45. A particle is travelling in a straight line. It has a initial velocity of 10 ms-1. When it is 
subjected to an acceleration of -2ms-2 for 8 seconds. Find displacement and distance traversed in 8 
seconds. 

1 
s=10x8-- x2x8x8 

2 

Displacement = 16 m 

Displacement = s = 10 x 5 - .!_ x 2 x 25 = 25 m 
I 2 

Now u = O; a= 2 ; t = 3 

1 
S = -- X 2 X 9 = - 9 

2 2 

Alternative: V = 10 - 2! 

V 

10 

1 1 
Area (1) = 2 x 10 x 5 = 25 ; Area (2) = 2 x 3 x 6 = 9 

Displacement = 25 - 9 = 16 m 

Displacement = 25 + 8 = 34 m 

.. 

f~ Concept 

1. Using graph distance can be calculated directly. 

2. Total displacement will be sum of areas with appropriate signs. 

3. Total distance will be sum of areas without sign. 

4. To plot straight line using equation of motion. 

II~ 46. A particle moves in a straight line with const. 
velocity of 5 ms-1 for 2 seconds. It then moves with a constant. 
acceleration of -2 ms-2 for 8 seconds. Draw velocity-time graph 
for 10 seconds of motion and find. 

(a) velocity 

(b) displacement 

( c) distance 

~~ Area1 = 5 x 2 = 10 

V 

2 
--+--+---+--,.,,_+-----1---+--+t 

2 10 
3 

-11-+---------~ 

1 
Area = - x 5 x 2 5 = 6 25· 2 2 . . • 

1 
Area3 = - - x (11) x 5.5 = -30.25 

2 
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Displacement = -14 m 

Displacement = 46.25 m 

~ 47. A ball is thrown vertically upwards with velocity of 20 m/s. Using equation of motion 
make these graphs. 

~~ 

(1) v-t graph 
(3) displacement time graph 
(5) distance time graph 

Equation of motion v = 20 - 1 Ot 

(1) v-t graph: 

(2) a-t graph: 

(3) Displacement-time graph: 

(4) Speed-time graph: 

(2) a-t graph 
( 4) speed time graph 

V 

40 

30 

20 
10 

- 20 

a 
40 

30 

20 
10 

--ball is going up 

1 i"·•,,3 4 
···· .... _j--ball is 

descending 

1 2 3 4 

- l 0 +--co_n_s..,...ta_n..,..t_a_cc-eleration 

X 

40 

30 maxima If v change sign there is 
m axim a or minim a at that 

20 point in x -t graph 
10 x is proportional to t2 so it 

t is parabola 
1 2 3 4 

s 
40 

30 
20 No change in sign no m ark 

10 
m in. in distance time graph 

1 2 3 4 
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(5) Distance-time graph: 

For fun's sake! 

k © 
t (Smiling curve) 

a>0a<0 

x()\) 
III IV t 

(I) a < 0 (II) a < 0 (III) a > O(IV) a > 0 

d 
40 

30 

20 

10 

--------------• speed is zero 

--+---,I--+---+--+----+ t 
1 2 3 4 

Distance time graph never 
decreasing so no max. min. 

V 

-20 ms-' 

-20 ms-' 

t=(2-/2) t4+✓2) i 

NI 
® 

t (Crying curve) 

t X = 4t' 
X 

fl._~ 48. The displacement vs time graph of a particle moving along a 
straight line is shown in the figure. Draw velocity vs time and acceleration 
vs time graph. 0 

t 
V 

X = 412 
dx • v= - =8! 
dt 

Hence, velocity-time graph is a straight line having slope 

0 

t -. 

t-
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i.e. tan 0 = 8. 

dv 
a= - =8 

dt 

Hence, acceleration is constant throughout and is equal to 8. 

t 
a 

8 >-------

0 t ---

~ 49. The displacement vs time graph of a particle moving along a straight line is shown in the 
figure. Draw velocity vs time and acceleration vs time graph. 

t 
X 

0 t-+ 

X = -8t 2 

V V 

0 0 

fl~ 50. At t = 0 a particle is at rest at origin. Its acceleration is 2 ms-2 for the first 3 s and - 2 ms-2 

for the next 3 s. Find the acceleration versus time, velocity versus time and position versus time graph. 

~~ We are given that for first 3 s acceleration is 2 ms-2 and for next 3s acceleration is -2 
ms-2. Hence acceleration time graph is as shown in the figure. 

y 

a(m/sJ o-----~ 

a,__ ____ 3_,__ ___ ~-6-1-~-) -x 
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The area enclosed between a-t curve and !-axis gives change in velocity for the corresponding 
interval. Also at t = 0, v = 0, hence final velocity at t = 3s will increase to 6ms-1. In next 3s the velocity 
will decrease to zero. Hence the velocity time graph is as shown in figure. 

Note that v-t curves are taken as straight line as acceleration is constant. 

y 
V(mls) 

o---------~----x 
3 6 t(s) 

fl~ 51. At t = 0, a particle is at rest at origin. Its acceleration is 2 ms-2 for the first 3 sand - 2 ms-2 

for the next 3 s. Find the acceleration versus time, velocity versus time and position versus time graph. 

~~ We are given that for first 3 s acceleration is 2ms-2 and for next 3s acceleration is -2ms-2. 

Hence, acceleration time graph is as shown in the figure. 
a 

21----

6 t (s) 

- 2 

The area enclosed between a-t curve and t-axis gives change in velocity for the corresponding 
interval. Also at t = 0, v = 0, hence final velocity at t = 3s will increase to 6ms-1. In next 3s the velocity 
will decrease to zero. Hence the velocity time graph is as shown in figure. 

V 

6 ---------

0 3 6 

Note that v-t curves are taken as straight line as acceleration is constant. 

Now for displacement time curve, we will use the fact that area enclosed between v-t curve and 
time axis gives displacement for the corresponding interval. Hence displacement in first three seconds 
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is 4.5 m and in next three seconds is 4.5 m. Also the x-t curve will be of parabolic nature as motion is 
with constant acceleration. Therefore, x-t curve is as shown in figure. 

18 

9 

X 

3 6 

Motion with Non-Uniform Acceleration (use of definite integrals) 

'I 

Ax= f v(t)dt (displacement in time interval t = ti tot;> 
,,. 

The expression on the right hand side is called the definite integral ofv(t) between t = ti and t = tr 
. Similarly change in velocity 

'I 

Llv = v1 - v; = f a(t)dt 
t; 

Table 2.2: Some quantities defined as derivatives and integrals 

dx 
v(t) = -

dt 
v = slope of x- t graph 

dv 
a (t) =- a = slope of v- t graphs 

dt 

dp 
F(t) = - F = slope of p- t graph (p = linear momentum) dt 

'I 

Ax = f dx = f v (t) dt Ax = area under v- t graph 
,,. 

'I 

Llv = f dv = f a(t) dt Llv = area under a- t graph 
,,. 

'I 

Llp = f dp = f F(t)dt Llp = area under F- t graph 
,,. 

-'f 

W = f dW = f F(x)dx W = area under F- x graph 
x; 
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• PROBLEMS INVOLVING NON-UNIFORM ACCELERATION 

Acceleration Depending on Velocity v or Time t 

By definition of acceleration, we have a = dv . If a is in terms of t, f dv = f a (t) dt . If a is in 
dt ,-o 0 

terms of v, f ±_ = f dt. On integrating, we get a relation between v and t, and then using f dx = 
vo a (v) o •o 

I 

f v (t) dt , x and t can also be related. 
0 

• ACCELERATION DEPENDING ON VELOCITY V OR POSITION X 

dv dv dx dx dv dv 
a=- • a=-- • a=- • a=v-

dt dx dt dt dx dx 

This is another important expression for acceleration. 
V X 

If a is in terms of x, f v dv = fa (x) dx . 
vo xo 

If a is in terms of v, 

On integrating, we get a relation between x and v. Using f __!!__ = f dt, we can relate x and t. 
•o v(x) o 

~52. 
(a) 
(b) 

s~ 

An object starts from rest at t = 0 and accelerates at a rate given by a = 6t. Whatis 
its velocity and 
its displacement at any time t? 

As acceleration is given as a function of time, 
v(t) t 

f dv = f a(t)dt 
v(to) to 

Here t0 = 0 and v(ta) = 0 

t (t2)1t t2 v(t) = f 6tdt = 6 - = 6 ( - - 0) = 3t2 

0 2 0 2 

So, v(t) = 3t2 

As t t 2 (t3 )It (t3 ) /).x= f v(t)dt :. l!.x= f
0
3t dt= 3 3 O = 3 3 -o = t3 

to 

Hence, velocity v(t) = 3t2 and displacement l!.x = t3 
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~ 53. For a particle moving along x-axis, acceleration is given as a= 2v2. If the speed of the 
particle is v0 at x = 0, find speed as a function ofx. 

s~ [Ans. V = voe2x] 

fl_~ 54. For a particle moving along x-axis, velocity is given as a function of time as v= 2t2+ sint. 
At t = 0, particle is at origin. Find the position as a function of time? 

2 
i_~ [Ans. x = -t3 - cos(t) + 1] 

3 

~ 55. A particle moving in a straight line has an acceleration of (3t - 4) ms-2 at time t seconds. 
The particle is initially 1 m from O , a fixed point on the line , with a velocity of 2 ms-1• Find the times 
when the velocity is zero. Find also the displacement of the particle from O when t = 3. 

U . dv . 
smgs = - gives 

dt 

dv 
- =3t-4 • 
dt 

3t2 

• v-2= - -4t 
2 

V I 

f dv = f (3t - 4) dt 

3t2 

• v= - -4t+2 
2 

The velocity will be zero when 3t 2 
- 4t + 2 = 0 i.e. when (3t- 2) (t- 2) = 0 

2 

2 • t= - or2 
3 

. d s d s 3t2 
' 

3 (3t2 
) U smg - = v we have - = - - 4t + 2 • f d s = f -2 - 4t + 2 d t 

dt ' dt 2 I 0 

• s _ 1 = [ ~ _ 2t2 + 2t I = 1.5 • s = 2 ½ 
Therefore the particle is 2.5 m from O when t = 3 sec 

~ 56. A car accelerates from rest at a constant rate a. for sometimes, after which it decelerates 
at a constant rate 13 to come to rest. If the total time elapsed is t, the maximum velocity acquired by the 
car is: 

(A) 
a, 13 t 

(B) (a. + 13) t (C) 
a,2 + 132 

(D) 
a,2 - 132 

t t 
a.+13 a, 13 a, 13 a, 13 

• a • P 
SI u=V s, v=O 

s~ 
A B C 

u=O v= V 

For motion from A to B, V= a.t1 or t1 = V a, 

For motion from B to C , 0 = V - 13 t2 or t2 = V 
13 



or 

t = t + t = V + V = V (a.+ 13) 
I 2 a, 13 a,l3 

V= ~ 
(a.+ 13) 

(A) is the right answer. 
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~ 57. Two particles P and Q start simultaneously from A with velocities 15 m/s and 20 m/s 
respectively. They move in the same direction with different accelerations. When P overtakes Q at B, 
velocity of P is 30 m/s. The velocity ofQ at Bis: 

(A) 30 m/s (B) 25 m/s (C) 20 m/s (D) 15 m/s 

S~ The average velocity is the same, when overtaking takes place. 

15 + 30 = 20 + V or v = 25 m/s 

(B) is the right answer. 

~ 58. A particle is travelling with velocity of 2 m/s and moves in a straight line with a 
retardation of 0.1 m/s2• The time at which the particle is 15 m from the starting point is: 

(A) 10 s (B) 20 s (C) 25 s (D) 40 s 

S~ S=ut+ .!_at2 • 15=2t+ .!_(-O.l)t2 

2 ' 2 

• 20 X 15 = 40 t- [2 

(t- 30)(t- 10) = O; 

or t2 - 40t + 300 = 0 

t = 30 s or t= 10 s 

The particle is at a distance 15 m from starting point at t = 10 sand also t = 30 s 

(A) is the right answer 

~ 59. A particle moves along a straight line according to the law S2 = at2 + 2 bt + c. The 
acceleration of the particle varies as: 

(A) s-3 (B) s213 (C) s2 (D) ss12 

~~ S=(at2 +2bt+c)112 

Differentiating, dS = .!_ (at2 +2bt+ct112 x(2at+2b)= at+b 
dt 2 ..Jat2 + 2bt + c 

(..Jat2 + 2bt + c) x a - (at+b) (al+b) 
d 2S _ .Jat2 + 2bt + c 

d t 2 - ( at2 + 2b t + c) 

a(at2 +2bt+c)-(at+b)2 = (ac-b 2 ) 

..Ja t 2 + 2b t + c x ( a t 2 + 2b t + c) S . S 2 

d 2S 1 
-, = - 3 • Acceleration S 3 

dr S 

(A) is the right answer. 
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~ 60. A stone A is dropped from rest from a height h above the ground. A second stone B is 
simultaneously thrown vertically up with velocity v. The value of v which would enable the stone B to 
meet the stone A midway between their initial positions is: 

(A) 2 gh (B) 2 Jih (C) Jih (D) ..J2 gh 

~~ Time of travel of each stone = t 

Distance travelled by each stone = "!!_ 
2 

A h 1 2 For stone - = - gt 
'2 2 

i.e. t=l 

For stone B, % = ut - ½ gt2 = u l -½ g (;) 

• % = u l -% or u l = h :. u = h J¾ = Jih 
(C) is the right answer. 

~ 61. A body is dropped from rest from a height h. It covers a distance 9 h in the last second 
25 

offall. The height his: 
(A) 102.5 m (B) 112.5 m 

~~ t is the time to reach ground. 

h 1 2 ( 9)h 1 2 = 2 at ; 1 - 25 = 2 a (t - 1) 

( 1 - _2_) = (t - 1)2 
• ~ = (t - 1)2 

25 t 2 ' 25 t 2 

h = .!_ x 9.8 x 52 = 122.5 m 
2 

(C) is the right answer. 

(C) 122.5 m (D) 132.5 m 

4 t-1 
or - = -- :. t= 5 sec 

5 t 

II~ 62. A stone is dropped from rest from the top of a cliff. A second stone is thrown vertically 
down with a velocity of30 m/s two seconds later. At what distance from the top of a cliff do they meet? 

(A) 60 m (B) 120 m (C) 80 m (D) 44 m 

f~ The two stones meet at distance S from top of cliff t seconds after first stone is dropped. 

1 1 
For 181 stone S = 2 gt2 ; For 2nd stone S = u (t - 2) + 2 g (t - 2)2 

. 12 2 122 2 1.e. - gt = ut - u + - gt - g t + g 
2 2 

2(u-g) 2(30-10) 
0= (u-2g)t-2(u-g); t= --- = --- =4s 

u-2g 30-20 



Distance Sat which they meet= _!_ x gt2 = _!_ x 10 x 16 
2 2 

= 80 m from top of cliff 

(C) is the right answer. 
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~ 63. A particle P is projected vertically upward from a point A. Six seconds later, another 
particle Q is projected vertically upward from A. Both P and Q reach A simultaneously. The ratio of 
maximum heights reached by P and Q = 64: 25. Find the velocity of the projection ofQ in m/s. 

(A) 7 g (B) 6 g (C) 5 g (D) 4 g 

s~ ½ g(t+3)2 ; ½gt2 =64:25 

or (t + 3)2 : t2 = 64: 25; 

5t+l5=8tor 

or (t+ 3): t= 8: 5 

3 t = 15 ; t = 5 sec 

v = g x t = 9.8 x 5 = 49 m/s = 5 g m/s 

(C) is the right answer. 

~ 64. A particle moving in a straight line has an acceleration of (3t - 4) ms-2 at time t seconds. 
The particle is initially 1 m from 0, a fixed point on the line, with a velocity of 2 ms-1• Find the times 
when the velocity is zero. Find also the displacement of the particle from O when t = 3. 

U . dv . 
smgs = - gives 

dt 
V I dv 

- =3t-4 • 
dt 

f dv = f (3t - 4) dt 

3t2 

• v-2= - -4t 
2 

3t2 

• v= - -4t+2 
2 

The velocity will be zero when 3t 2 
- 4t + 2 = 0 i.e. when (3t- 2) (t- 2) = 0 

2 

2 • t= - or2 
3 

. ds ds 3f 
Usmg - =v we have - = - -4t+2 

dt ' dt 2 

• 

• 

f ds = f ( 3~
2 

- 4t + 2) dt • s - I= [ ~ - 2t2 + 2t I = 1.5 

1 
s=2-

2 

Therefore the particle is 2.5 m from O when t = 3 sec 

~ 65. Pick up the correct statements: 
(A) area under a - t graph gives velocity 
(B) area under a - t graph gives change in velocity 
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(C) path of projectile as seen by another projectile is parabola 
(D) a body, whatever be its motion, is always at rest in a frame of reference fixed to body 

itself. 

dv 
-=a 
dt 

•2 

• f dv= f adt 
'1 

• Av = Area under a - t graph 

where Av = magnitude of change in velocity. 

The path of a projectile as seen by another projectile is a straight line becomes, the relative velocity 
between the particles remains constant. 

(B) and (D) are correct. 

~ 66. A body when projected vertically up, covers a total distance D. During the time of its 
flight t. If there were no gravity, the distance covered by it during the same time is equal to 

(A) 0 (B) D (C) 2D (D) 4D. 

S~ The displacement of the body during the time t as it attains the point of projection 

• S=0 • 1 2 vt--gt =0 
0 2 • 2v0 

t=-
g 

During the same time t, the body moves in absence of gravity through a distance 

D' = v/, because in absence of gravity g = 0 

• D, = Vo ( 2;0 ) = 2;: 

In presence of gravity the total distance covered is 
2 2 

D=2H=2~='!..2_ 
2g g 

(i) + (ii) • D' = 2D 

(C) is the right answer. 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

II.J!U#lll.e 67. Two particles 1 and 2 are allowed to descend on the two frictionless chord OA and OB 
of a vertical circle, at the same instant from point O. The ratio of the velocities of the particles 1 and 2 
respectively, when they reach on the circumference will be (OB is the diameter) 

s~ 
(A) sin a. (B) tan a. (C) cos a. (D) none of these. 

OA = d cos a., a0 A = g cos a. 

AlongOA 

Along OBv8
2 = 2gd 

Hence, (C) is correct. 

• V A2 = 2g cos a, d cos a, 

V • ~=cos a. 
VB 

~ 68. A particle moves along a straight line according to the law S2 = at2 + 2bt + c. The 
acceleration of the particle varies as 

(A) ~3 (B) s213 (C) s2 (D) ss12_ 
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S = (a/2 + 2bt + c)112 

Differentiating, dS = ..!.. ( at2 + 2bt + C r112 X (2at + 2b) = at + b 
dt 2 ✓at2 +2bt+c 

(✓at2 +2bt+c)xa- (at+b)(at+b) 
d 2S ✓at2 +2bt+c =-------~-----

(a/2 + 2bt + c) 

a(at2 + 2bt +c)-(at-b)2 

✓at 2 + 2bt + c x (a/ 2 + 2bt + c) 

d 2S 1 
-, oc - 3 • acceleration oc !)3 

dt- S 

(A) is the right answer. 

SxS2 

II~ 69. A car accelerates from rest at a constant rate a for some time, after which it decelerates 
at a constant rate 13 to come to rest. If the total time elapsed is t, the maximum velocity acquired by car 
is 

(A) V= 
al3 t (B) V = al3 t (C) V= 

2al3 
t (D) V= 

2al3 
t. 

(a+ 13) (a -13) (a+ 13) (a -13) 

~~ From motion from A to B V= a/1 or /1 = V 
a 

From motion from B to C O = V - l3t2 or t, = V 
- 13 

V V V(a + 13) 
f=t +t =-+-= 

I 2 (X, 13 al3 
(t) V (t) 

al3 • 
or V= t 

(a+ 13) A B C 

(A) is the right answer. 

fl~ 70. A stone A is dropped from rest from a height h above the ground. A second stone B is 
simultaneously thrown vertically up from a point on the ground with velocity v. The line of motion of 
both the stones is same. The values of v which would enable the stone B to meet the stone A midway 
between their initial positions is 

(A) 2 gh (B) 2-fih 

~~ Time of travel of each stone 

Distance travelled by each stone = !!_ 
2 

h I , . {E 
For stone A, 2 = 2 gt- 1.e. , t = fi 

(C) ,Jih (D) -J2gh. 

r··· •A 

h T .A •s 
h/2 

•B 
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• %=ul-% or, 

The correct option is (C) 

~ 71. A stone is dropped from rest from the top of a cliff. A second stone is thrown vertically 
down with a velocity of30 m/s two seconds later. At what distance from the top of a cliff do they meet? 

(A) 60 m (B) 120 m (C) 80 m (D) 44 m 

S~ The two stones meet at distance S from top of cliff t seconds after first stone is dropped. 

1 1 
For 1 st stone S = - gt2 ; For 2nd stone S = u(t - 2) +-g(t - 2)2 • 

2 2 

1 2 1 2 
i.e., -gt =ut-2u +-gt -2gt+ 2g 

2 2 

0=(u-2g)t-2(u-g); t=2(u-g) 2(30-10) =4s 
u-2g 30-20 

Distance S at which they meet = .!.. x gt2 = .!.. x 10 x 16 = 80 m from top of cliff 
2 2 

(C) is the right answer. 

fl_~ 72. A car accelerates from rest at a constant rate a. for sometimes, after which it decelerates 
at a constant rate 13 to come to rest. If the total time elapsed is t, the maximum velocity acquired by the 
car is: 

(A) a. 13 t 
a.+13 

(B) (a.+ 13) t 
a, 13 

For motion from A to B, V= a. t1 or t1 = V 
a, 

a,2 + 132 
(C) ----'-- t 

a, 13 

For motion from B to C, 0 = V -13 t2 or t2 = V 
13 

t = t + t = V + V = V (a.+ l3) or 
I 2 a, 13 a,l3 

(A) is the right answer. 

V= ~ 
(a.+ 13) 

(D) 
a,2 - 132 
-----'-- t 

a, 13 

fl_~ 73. Two particles P and Q start simultaneously from A with velocities 15 m/s and 20 m/s 
respectively. They move in the same direction with different accelerations. When P overtakes Q at B, 
velocity of P is 30 m/s. The velocity ofQ at Bis: 

(A) 30 m/s (B) 25 m/s (C) 20 m/s (D) 15 m/s 

~~ The average velocity is the same, when overtaking takes place. 

15 + 30 = 20 + V 

or v = 25 m/s 

(B) is the right answer. 
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~ 74. A particle is travelling with velocity of 2 m/s and moves in a straight line with a 
retardation of 0.1 m/s2• The time at which the particle is 15 m from the starting point is: 

(A) 10 s (B) 20 s (C) 25 s (D) 40 s 

i-~ S= ut+ .!.. at2 • 15 = 2t+ .!.. ' (- 0.1) t2 

2 ' 2 

• 20 X 15 = 40 t- [2 or 

(t- 30)(t- 10) = O; t = 30 s 

t2 - 40 t + 300 = 0 

or t = 10 s 

The particle is at a distance 15 m from starting point at t = 10 sand also t = 30 s 

(A) is the right answer. 

~ 75. A particle moves along a straight line according to the law S2 = at2 + 2 bt + c. The 
acceleration of the particle varies as: 

(A) S3 (B) S2i3 (C) S2 (D) ss12 

Sol. S=(at2 +2bt+c)112 

Differentiating, dS = .!.. (at2 +2bt+ct112 x(2at+2b)= at+b 
dt 2 ..Jat2 +2bt+c 

(..Jat2 + 2bt + c) x a - (at+b) (at+b) 
d 2S _ ..Jat2 + 2bt + c 

d t 2 - ( at2 + 2b t + c) 

a(at2 +2bt+c)-(at+b)2 = (ac-b 2 ) 

..Ja t 2 + 2b t + c x ( a t 2 + 2b t + c) S . S 2 

d 2S 1 
-, = - 3 • Acceleration S 3 

dt- S 

(A) is the rigth answer. 

~ 76. A body is dropped from rest from a height h. It covers a distance 9 h in the last second 
25 

offall. The height his: 
(A) 102.5 m (B) 112.5 m (C) 122.5 m (D) 132.5 m 

S~ t is the time to reach ground. 

h = .!.. at2• (1 - _2_) h = .!.. a (t - 1)2 
2 ' 25 2 

( 1 - _2_) = (t - 1)2 
• ~ = (t - 1)2 

25 t 2 ' 25 t 2 

4 t-1 
or - = -- :. t= 5 sec 

5 t 

h = .!.. x 9.8 x 52 = 122.5 m 
2 

(C) is the right answer. 
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~ 77. A point moves in a straight line under the retardation av2• If the initial velocity is u, the 
distance covered in 't' seconds is: 

(A) au t 
1 1 

(B) - log (a u t) (C) - log (1 + a u t) (D) a log (a u t) 

• 

• 

a a 

The retardation is given by dv = - av2 
dt 

integrating between proper limits 
,. dv I 1 1 

-f~=fadt or - =at+ -
u 0 V u 

dt 1 dx = ___!!!!!_ - =at+ - • 
dx u l+aut 

integrating between proper limits 

s I u dt 
• fdx = f 1+aut 

0 0 

• 1 
S= - In (1 + aut) 

a 

(C) is the right answer. 

~ 78. A particle is thrown upwards from ground . It experiences a constant resistance force which 
can produce retardation 2 m/s2 • The ratio of time of ascent to the time of descent is: [ g = 10 m/s2 ] 

(A) 1: 1 (B) {i (C) ~ (D) {I V3 3 v2 
i-~ Let a be the retardation produced by resistive force, t. and td be the time ascent and 

descent respectively. 

If the particle rises upto a height h 

then h = .!_ (g- + a) t 2 and h = .!_ (g- - a) t 2 
2 a 2 d 

ta _ ~g-a _ ✓10-2 _ {2 
ta g+a 10+2 V3 
(B) is the right answer. 

~ 79. Velocity of a particle moving along a straight line at any time 't' is given by 

V = cos ( ~ t) . The distance travelled by the particle in the first two seconds is equal to 

(A) ✓3 
21t 

(B) 3✓3 
21t 

(C) 3✓3 
7t 

(D) zero 
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~ 

• x= [cos(~t)dt= [cos(~,) dt+ f cos(~,) dt 

2 

3 2 

3 [( . nt )
2 

( • nt) l 3 [ ✓3 l 3✓3 = - sm- + sm- = - 1-0+--1 • x= --
n 3 0 3 ~ n 2 2n 

2 

(B) is the right answer. 

~ 80. The position vector of a particle is given as r = (t2 - 4t + 6) i + (t2 ) J . The time after 

which the velocity vector and acceleration vector becomes perpendicular to each other is equal to: 
(A) 1 sec (B) 2 sec (C) 1.5 sec (D) not possible 

I!.~ - (/2 41 6) ~ 12 ~ - dr (21 4) ~ 21 ~ - dv 2 ~ + 2 ]~ 7_ r = - + 1 + J ; v = dt = - 1 + J , a = di = 1 

if ii and v are perpendicular 

ii.v=0 

(2 i + 2] ). ((2/ - 4) i + 21]) = 0 

8/-8 = 0 

t = 1 sec. 

(A) is the right answer. 

fl._--,,,1,e 81. Initially car A is 10.5 m ahead of car B. Both start moving at time t = 0 in the same 
direction along a straight line. The velocity time graph of two cars is shown in figure. The time when 
the car B will catch the car A, will be 

(A) t = 21 sec (B) t = 2✓5 sec (C) 20 sec. (D) None of these 

Hint: xA =x8 

1 
10.5 + 10! = - at2 a= tan45° = 1 

2 

12-201-21 =0t= 20± ✓400+84 
2 

t = 21 sec. 

(A) is correct option. 

fl~ 82. A particle moves rectilinearly with a constant acceleration 1 m/s2. 

Its speed after 10 seconds is 5 m/s. Find the distance covered by the particle in 
this duration 

From the graph distance = 2 ( ½ x 5 x 5) = 25 m 

V 

5 

0 

- 5 

5 
10 
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~ 83. The velocity of a particle moving along x-axis is given as v = x2 - 5x + 4 (in m/s) where 
x denotes the x-coordinate of the particle in metres. Find the magnitude of acceleration of the particle 
when the velocity of particle is zero? 

s~ 
(A) 0 m/s2 (B) 2 m/s2 (C) 3 m/s2 (D) none of these 

(A) v = 0 • x2 - 5x + 4 = 0 

x= lm& 4m 

dv 
- = (2x - 5) v = (2x - 5) (x2 - 5x + 4) 
dt 

at x = 1 m and 4m ; 
dv 
- =O 
dt 

fl_~ 84. A particle of mass m moves along a curve y = x2• When particle has x-coordinate as 1/2 
and x-component of velocity as 4m/s then. 

(A) the position coordinate of particle are (1/2, 1/4) 
(B) the velocity of particle will be along the line 4x - 4y- 1 = 0. 
(C) the magnitude of velocity at that instant is 4✓2 m/s 
(D) the magnitude of angular momentum of particle about origin at that position is 0. 

s~ [Ans. (A,B,C)] On the curvey = x2 at X = 1/2 

y = .!_ Hence the coordinate (.!.., .!..) 
4 2 4 

Differentiating: y = x2 

V =2xv y X 

vY = 2(½}4) = 4 m/s 

Which satisfies the line 

4x - 4y- 1 = 0 (tangent to the curve) 

& magnitude of velocity: 

I v I= .jv: + v; = 4✓2 m/s 

As the line 4x - 4y - 1 does not pass through the origin, therefore (D) is not correct. 

~ 85. A particle is moving in xy-plane at 2 m/s along x-axis. 2 seconds later, its velocity is 4 
m/s in a direction making 60° with positive x-axis. Its average acceleration for this period of motion is: 

(A) ✓5 m/s2, along y-axis (B) ✓3 m/s2, along y-axis 

✓5 m/s2, along at 60° with positive x-axis (D) 3 m/s2, at 60° with positive x-axis. 

a= v2 -v1 = [4cos60t + 4sin60]]-[2t] _ (2t + 2✓3 ])-2t _ ✓3 J m/s2 

M 2 2 

(B) is the correct option. 
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/I~ 86. Graphs I and II give coordinates x(t) and y(t) of a particle moving in the x-y plane 
Acceleration of the particle is constant and the graphs are drawn to the same scale. Which of the vector 
shown in options best represents the acceleration of the particle: 

t 

(A) YL X (B) 

y 

(C) ¥, (D) 

(B) is the right answer. 

fl~ 87. Position of a particle moving along x-axis is given by x = 31 - 412 + t3, where x is in 
meters and t in seconds. 

~~ 

(A) Find the position of the particle at t = 2s. 
(B) Find the displacement of the particle in the time interval from t = 0 tot= 4s. 
(C) Find the average velocity of the particle in the time interval from t = 2s tot= 4s. 
(D) Find the velocity of the particle at t = 2s. 

(A) xc,) = 31-412 + 13 

• x(2) = 3 X 2 - 4 X (2)2 + (2)3 = 6 - 4 X 4 + 8 = - 2m. 

(B) x<0l = 0 

• x<4l = 3 x 4 - 4 x (4)2 + (4)3 = 12 m. 

Displacement= \ 4J -x<o) = 12 m 

Xc4l - x< ' l 12 - (-2) 
(C) < v >= - = ---m Is = 7m I s 

(4-2) 2 

(D) 

• 

dx ? 

-=3-8! +31-
dt 

v< 2l =(dx) =3-8x2+3x(2)2 =-Im/ s 
dt c2) 

/I~ 88. A body moving in a curved path possesses a velocity 3 m/s towards north at any instant 
of its motion. After 1 Os, the velocity of the body was found to be 4 m/s towards west. Calculate the 
average acceleration during this interval. 
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To solve this problem the vector nature of velocity must be taken into account. In the 
figure, the initial velocity v0 and the final velocity v are drawn from a common origin. The vector 

difference of them is found by the parallelogram method. 

The magnitude of difference is 

lv-v0 l=OC= ✓OA2 +AC 2 = ✓42 +32 =5m/s 

The direction is given by 

3 
tan0=-=0.75 , 0=37° 

4 

Average acceleration 

=Iv -vo I= _2._ = 0.5 m/s2 at 37° South of West. 
t 10 

N ~ 
B 

3 mls 

v 

C -------------------- D 

A . s 
fl~ 89. The velocity time graph of a moving object is given in the figure. Find the maximum 
acceleration of the body and distance travelled by the body in the interval of time in which this 
acceleration exists. 

Acceleration is maximum when slope is maximum. 

80-20 6 I 2 a =---= m s 
max 40-30 

Displacement is the area under the curve. 

1 • S = -(20 + 80)(10) = 500m 
2 

~ 90. A steel ball is dropped from the roof of a building. An observer standing in front of a 

window 1.5m high notes that the ball takes _!_ s to fall from the top to the bottom of the window. The 
10 

ball reappears at the bottom of the window 2s after passing it on the way down. If the collision between 
the ball and the ground is perfectly elastic, then find the height of the building. Take g = 10 m/s2. 

~~ Since collision is perfectly elastic, the speed of the ball just before collision is equal to 
the speed of the ball just after collision. Hence time of descent is equal to the time of ascent. Therefore 
time taken by the ball to reach the ground from the bottom of the window is 1 sec. 

Let u be the speed of the ball when it is at the top of the window 

1 1 1 ( - - 1 - , ) • 1.5=u 10 + 2x10x 100 . s=ut+ 2a1-

• u = 14.5 m/s 

ball is dropped hence its initial speed is 0 

It t be the time taken by the ball to acquire the speed of 14.5 m/s, then 

14.5=0+10xt, (v=u+at) • t=l.45sec 

Hence total time of descent is given by 



T = 1.45 +_!_+l = 2.55s 
10 

If H be the height of the building, 
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1 
then H = 0 + - gt2 

2 
• H =_!_xlOx (2.55)2 

2 
• H =32.5 m 

fl_1!Ullll/e 91. A block of ice starts sliding down from the top of an inclined roof of a house along a line 
of the greatest slope. The inclination of the roof with the horizontal is 30°. The heights of the highest 
and lowest points of the roof are 8.1 m and 5. 6 m respectively. At what horizontal distance from the 
lowest point will the block hit the ground? Neglect any friction. [g = 9.8 m/s2] 

S~ Acceleration of the block along the greatest slope is equal to a= g sin 30° 

Distance travelled by the block along the greatest slope is equal to 

S= (8.1-5.6) =5m_ 
sin30° 

If u be the speed of the block when it is just about to leave the roof then 

u2 = 0 + 2g sin30° x 5 

u = 7m/s 

If t be the time taken to hit the ground then 

5.6 = u sin30°t + _!_ gt2 = .Z.t + .!..x 9.8t2 

2 2 2 

• 7t2 + 5t - 8 = 0 

-5 ±-,J25 - (4)(7) X (-8) 
t=--~-----

2x7 

-5 ± 15.78 • t=----s, 
14 

-ve value is to be rejected. 

. -5 +15.78 0 77 1.e., t = ----= . sec. 
14 

Horizontal distance travelled is equal to 

7✓3 10.78 
x=ucos30°t=--x--m • x=4.67m 

2 14 

fl_1!Ullll/e 92. A particle moving with uniform acceleration in a straight line covers a distance of 3 m 
in the 8th second and 5 m in the 16th second of its motion. What is the displacement of the particle from 
the beginning of the 6th second to the end of 15th second? 

i-~ The distance travelled during the nth second of motion of a body is given by 

1 1 ? 

Sn =u+ 2a(2n-l) S=un+ 2an-

For the motion during the 8th second, u(n -1)-.!..a(n -1)2 

2 
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1 15a 
3 =U +-a(16-1) =U +- ... (i) 

2 2 
For the motion during the 16th second, 

1 31a 
5 =U +-a(32-1) =U +-

2 2 

Subtracting equations (i) from (ii), 

8a=2 

1 . 1 2 
or acce eratton a = - ms 

2 

F . (") 3 ( 15 1 ) 9 I rom equation 1, u = - -x- =-ms-
2 4 8 

Now, the velocity at the end of 5 s (velocity at the beginning of 6th second) 

V1 = U + 5a 

The velocity at the end of 15th s, v2 = u + 15a 

Average velocity during this interval of 10 seconds 

= v1 +v2 = (u-5a)+(u+15a) =u+lOa 
2 2 

Distance travelled during this interval 

S = average velocity x time = (u + 10a) x t = (~ + 10) x 10 = 290 = 36.25m . 
8 4 8 

~ 93. An automobile can accelerate or decelerate at a maximum value of ~m I s 2 and can 
3 

attain a maximum speed of 90 km/hr. If it starts from rest, what is the shortest time in which can travel 
one kilometre, ifit is to come to rest at the end of the kilometre run? 

i-~ In order that the time of motion be shortest, the car should attain the maximum velocity 
with the maximum acceleration after the start, maintain the maximum velocity for as along as possible 
and then decelerate with the maximum retardation possible, consistent with the condition that, the 
automobile should come to rest immediately after covering a distance of 1 km. 

Let t1 be the time of acceleration, t2 be the time of uniform velocity and t3 be the time ofretardation. 

Now, maximum velocity possible = 90 km/hr = 90 x 2- m/s = 25 m/s 
18 

v-u 25-0 
t =--=--=15s 

I Q 5 

3 

Similarly, the time of retardation is also given by 

0-25 
t =--=15s 

3 5 

3 



During the period of acceleration, the distance covered 

= average velocity x time = 25 +Ox 15 = 187.5m 
2 
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During the period of deacceleration, the distance covered is the same, hence = 187.5 m the 
total distance covered under constant velocity = I 000 - 375 = 625 m 

Time of motion under constant velocity t? = 625 = 25s 
- 25 

the shortest time of motion= 11 + 12 + /3 = 15 + 25 + 15 = 55 seconds. 

II MOTION IN TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONS 

When a particle is moving in space then its motion can be broken up in three co-ordinate axes(x, y& 
z). The motion in these three directions is governed only by velocity and acceleration in that particular 
direction and is totally independent of the velocities and acceleration in other directions. 

Lets say a particle is moving in in space r = xi + y} + zk 
Gives position of particle on space. 

VELOCITY 

Using the language of calculus, we may write v as the derivative 

- dr 
V=-

dt 

X 

To write Equation in a unit vector form, we substitute for r from equation (I) 

v= !(xi+y}+zk) =v=:t+!J+~;k 

This equation can be simplified somewhat by writing it is 

v=vt+v;~+vk 
.Y y = 

where the scalar components of v are 

dx 
V =

x dt ' 
dy dz 

v=- v=-
Y dt 'z di 

Differentiating r w.r.t. time gives us velocity vector of particle at that time. 

II ACCELERATION 

Similarly, ifwe differentiate V w.r.t. time we get acceleration of particle a= dV 
dt 

dv a=
dt 

.... (1) 

.... (2) 

.... (3) 

.... (4) 
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If the velocity changes in either magnitude or direction (or both), the particle must have an 
accleration. 

We can write equation ( 4) in a unit vector form by substituting for v from equaion (2) to obtain 

d ( A A A) dv A dv A dv A 
ii=-vi+vj+v_k =-'i+-Y j+-=k 

dt ' y - dt dt dt 

we can rewrite this as 

ii=at+a;~+ak 
.Y y = 

where the scalar components of ii are 

dv dv 
a=-' a=-y 

X dt ' y dt ' 
dv_ 

a=--
z dt 

Thus, we can find the scalar components of ii by differentiating the y 

scalar components of v . Figure shows an acceleration vector ii and its 

scalar components for a particle moving in two dimensions. 

Now, collecting equations of motion relating to x & y axes separately 

... (5) 

... (6) 

~ 
ay L ... ~I path 

x-axis y-axis 
0 
-+------- X 

dx 
V=- V = dy 

X dt y dt 

dV 
a=-' 

dV 
a =-Y 

X dt y dt 

Thus we can see that motion in plane is composed of two straight line motions. These motions 
are completely independent of each other. Only thing connecting them is fact that they are occuring 
simultaneously. 

II VELOCITY IS ALONG TANGENT OF PATH 

The direction of the instantaneous velocity v of a particle is always tangent to 

the particle 's path at the particle position. V = lim & 
t.t • O /),_f 

& will be along tangent. 

The result is the same in three dimensions: 

Problem Solving Strategy 

For solving any problem of two dimensional motion, following is standard algorithm. 

1. Break the motion in two separate one dimensional motions 

2. Solve both motions separately. 

3. Connect the final equations throughly 'time' (because it is the only common thing). 

P'(t+!-,.t) 
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fl_1!Ullll/e 94. A particle with velocity v0 = -21 + 4] (in meters per second) at t = 0 undergoes a 

constant acceleration a of magnitude a= 3 m/s2 at an angle 0 = 127° from the positive direction of the 

x-axis. What is the particle's velocity v at t = 5 sec, in unit vector notation? 

We know that v = v0 + at 

now 

at time t = 5 sec 

vx=v0x +aJ and vy=v0y +a/ 

ax = a cos 0 = (3 m/s2)(cos 127°) = - 1.80 m/s2 

a = a sin 0 = (3 m/s2)(sin 127°) = + 2.40 m/s2 
y 

vx = - 2 m/s + (- 1.80 m/s2)(5 sec)= - 11 m/s 

vY = 4 m/s + (2.40 m/s2)(5 sec)= 16 m/s 

Thus, at t = 5 sec, 

v = (-llm I s)t + (16m Is)] 

fl_1!Ullll/e 95. A particle is moving such that its velocity v is equal to ai + bt} . Then find its acceleration 

and equation of trajectory (at t = 0, (x, y) = 0, 0) 

f~ V=a V=bt 
X y 

a=0 a=b 
X y 

dx 
-=a 
dt 

x=at+c 

x=at 

dy =bt 
dt 

bt2 

• 0y=-+c • 0 
2 

bt2 

x=-
2 

Thus y = bx: , path is parabola and acceleration= b] 
2a 

~ 96. A particle moves in the x-y plane according to the law x = at; y = at(l--a.t) where a and a. 
are positive constants and t is time. Find the velocity and acceleration vector. The moment t0 at which 
the velocity vector forms angle of 90° with acceleration vector. 

f~ V =a-V=a-2aa.t 
X ' y 

• V= ai+(a-2aa.t)] 

a = O· a = - 2aa. 
X ' y 

• a =-2aa.J 

for 90°, 

V·a =O 

-2aa.(a - 2aa.t) = 0 

1 - 2a.t = 0 • t = 1/(2a.) sec. 
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fl_1!Ullll/e 97. A particle is projected vertitically upwards with velocity 40 m/s. Find the displcement 
and distance travelled by the particle in 

(a) 2 sec (b) 4 sec (c) 6 sec 

Take g = 10 m/s2 

f~ Here u is positive (upwards) and a is negative (downwards). So, first we will find t0, the 
time when velocity becomes zero. 

(a) 

t0 =l~I= :i =4sec 

t < t0 Therfore, distance and displcement are equal. 

d = s = ut + I._ at2 = 40 x 2 - I._ x 10 x 4 = 60m 
2 2 

(b) t = t0• So, again distance and displcement are equal 

d = s = 40 x 4 _ I._ x 10 x 16 = 80 m 
2 

I+ve 

-ve 

fl_1!Ullll/e 98. A particle starts from A and moves the half of the total distance covered with speed V1 

and another half with constant speed V2• Find the average speed during whole journey. 

V = Total distance 
aV total time interval 

2S 2S 2 V = 2v;v2 = = s s 1 1 aV V. +V. 
-+- -+- I 2 

v; v2 v; v2 

v;, t1 Vi, li 
A i+---S----M•~i+•--S -----+1 B 

----2S ----

If whole distance is divided inn equal part and particle covers each part with velocities VI' V2, V3, 

....... .vn. then 

n 
v.v= 1 1 1 1 

-+-+-+ ... +
v; v2 ~ vn 

or v.v = ![_!_ + 2- + _!_ + ... + 2-] 
nv; Vi~ vn 

~ 99. A particle starts its journey from A and moves with speed V1 during 1st half time interval 
and with speed V2 during Ilnd half time interval of whole journey. Find the average speed during whole 
time interval. 

Average speed 

V = SI +S2 
aV 2t 

V =v;xt+Vixt 
aV 2t 

I+---- t -----+Ill+---- t 

A 

-----2t -----

B 

V =v;+v2 
aV 2 
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If the whole journey is divided inn equal time interval and particle covers each time interval with 
velocity VI' V2, ...... Vn then average speed. 

V =v;+v2+ ....... +V" 
aV n 

fl~ 100. A point transversed half the distance with speed V0. The remaining part of the distance 
was covered with speed V1 for half the time and with speed V2 for the other half of the time. Find the 
mean velocity of the point averaged over the whole time interval. 

S~ This problem is the combination of above two illustration. 

Let the average speed during Ilnd half distance be V '. 

V = 2V0V' 
aV V, + V' 

0 

Since the Ilnd half distance is divided in two 

... (1) 

half time interval hence average speed during Ilnd half is; 

V' = v; +V2 
2 

Thus, from equation (1) 

V = 2V0 (v; + VJ 12. V = 2V0 (v; + VJ 
aV V, + V, ' aV 2V. V, V, V, + - 1 __ 2 O + I+ 2 

0 2 

i.--- V0 ----+I: t 
A : , B 

:-v-•-v-
: I 2 

I+--s -+1j1+--s -+I 

-----2S-----

fl._--,t,te 101. From point 'A' located on a high way one has to get by -----d-----,i 
car as soon as possible to point 'B' located in the field at a distance '£ ' 1+--x ---+1 

from the highway. It is known that the car moves in the field 11 times A:::,, ===========:jc;;=====:;D:;: 
slower than on the highway? At what distance from point D one must - ' ·•... lf 
tum off the highway? ····....... ) 

S~ Let the car tum off from point 'C' which is situated at a i 
distance x from the point 'D ' . The velocityofthe car on highway is V, B 
thus velocity on the field becomes V /11. 

Total time 

d - X r, ~ 
t =--+2-vx- +e-

v V 

F . b . . dt h Id b . dt 0 or time to e mm1mum - s ou e zero. 1.e. , - = 
dx dx 

d[d-x 11~]-o 1[ d~] • - --+- X + - • V 0-1+11 dx x- +e-
dx V V 

• 1 [ 1 2x l - -1+11- =0 
V 2 ✓x2 +£2 

• -1+ 11x = 0 
,Jx2 +£2 
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• 11x = ,J x2 + ;,2 • 
f 

x=~== 
✓11 2 -1 

Summary 

Rectilinear Motion: Rectilinear motion is motion, along a straight line or in one dimension. 

Displacement: The vector joining the initial position of the particle to its final position during an 
interval of time. 

Distance: The length of the actual path travelled by a particle during a given time interval 

. displacement = x 1 - x; 
Average Velocity= -.--.---

time mterval t 1 - t; 

A S d distance travelled 
verage pee = --. --. --

hme mterval 

Instantaneous Velocity: V 1 = lim (Ax) = dx 
ms. .l.t • O Af dt 

. change in velocity v 1 - v; 
Average Acceleration= -------

time interval t 1 - t; 

Instantaneous Acceleration: 

a= dv = lim (Ax) 
dt .l.t • O M 

Equations of Motion 

(a) v = u + at 

(b) s = ut+ 1/2 at2 

s = vt - 1/2 at2 

xr = xi + ut + 1/2 at2 

(c) v2 =u2 +2as 

(d) s = 1/2 (u + v) t 

(e) sn = u + a/2 (2n - 1) 

:1t Important Points to Remember 

• For uniformly accelerated motion (a-:;:. 0), x-t graph is a parabola (opening upwards if a> 0 
and opening downwards if a < 0). The slope of tangent at any point of the parabola gives the 
velocity at that instant. 

• For uniformly accelerated motion (a-:;:. 0), v-t graph is a straight line whose slope gives the 
acceleration of the particle. 
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• In general, the slope of tangent in x-t graph is velocity and the slope of tangent in v-t graph is 
the acceleration. 

• The area under a-t graph gives the change in velocity. 

• The area between the v-t graph gives the distance travelled by the particle, ifwe take all areas 
as positive. 

• Area under v-t graph gives displacement, if areas below the t-axis are taken negative. 

Maxima and Minima 

Conditions for maxima are:-

dy =O 
dx 

(b) d2y < 0 
dx2 

Conditions for minima are:-

dy =O 
dx 

(b) d2y > 0 
dx2 

Motion with Non-Uniform Acceleration 

'J 

Ax= f v(t)dt 
lj 

'J 

Av = vr-v; = f a(t)dt 
lj 

Solving Problems which Involves Non-uniform Acceleration 

V I 

If a is in terms oft, f dv = f a(t) dt 
vo 0 

V dv I 

If a is in terms ofv, f-- = f dt 
vo a (v) o 

V X 

If a is in terms ofx, f v dv = f a(x) dx . 
vo xo 

If a is in terms ofv, f vdv = f dx 
•-o a(v) xo 

Exercise-1: Subjective Problems 
1. A particle covers each 1/3 of the total distance with speed vl' v2 and v3 respectively. Find the 

average speed of the particle ? 
2. The position of a particle moving on x-axis is given by x = 4t3 + 3t2 + 6t + 4. Find 

(a) The velocity and acceleration of particle at t = 5 s. 
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(b) The average velocity and average acceleration during the interval I = 0 to I = 5 s, x = 413 

+ 312 + 61 + 4 
(a) The velocity and acceleration of particle at I= 5 s. 
(b) The average velocity and average acceleration during the interval t = 0 to t = 5 s. 

3. A train starts from rest and moves with a constant acceleration of 2.0 m/s2 for half a minute. 
The brakes are then applied and the train comes to rest in one minute. Find (a) the total distance 
moved by the train, (b) the maximum speed attained by the train and (c) the position(s) of the 
train at half the maximum speed. 

4. A particle starts from rest with a constant acceleration. At a time I second, the speed is found 
to be 100 m/s and one second later the speed becomes 150 m/s. Find (a) the acceleration and 
(b) the distance travelled during the (t+ 1 )th second. 

5. For a particle moving along x-axis, following graphs are given. Find the distance travelled by 
the particle in 10 s in each case. 

x(m) 

10,__-~ 

0 10 

(A) 

t(s) 0 10 

(B) 

t(s) 

6. For a particle moving along x-axis, velocity-time graph is as shown in figure. Find the distance 
travelled and displacement of the particle? Also find the average velocity of the particle? 

v(m/s) 

- 2 ---------------

7. The acceleration of a cart started at I= 0, varies with time as shown in figure. Find the distance 
travelled in 30 seconds and draw the position-time graph. 

~ 5.0 I-----, 

.5 
s= 
0 01----c:-';:----::-::-r--"'=""".--------.i 10 20 30 Time in second 

v 
(.) 

~-5.0 

8. For a particle moving rectilinearly, acceleration as a function of speed is given as a= 8v2. Find 
the speed as a function of x if the particle is having a speed of v O at x = 0? 

9. Under what conditions does the magnitude of the average velocity equal to the average speed. 
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10. Can an object have increasing speed but its acceleration decreases? If yes, give an example; 
if not, explain why? 

11. Figure shows four paths along which obejcts move from a starting 
point to a final point (particle is moving along the same straight 
line), all in the same time. The paths pass over a grid of equally 
spaced straight lines. Rank the paths according to 
(a) the average velocity of the objects and 
(b) the average speed of the objects, greatest first. 

l 

~l , 

.2 
, . 

4. 
, 3 

, 
l 

12. A man walking with a speed 'v ' constant in magnitude and direction passes under a lantern 
hanging at a height H above the ground. Find the velocity with which the edge of the shadow 
of the man 's head moves over the ground, if his height is' h ' . 

13. An elevator is descending with uniform acceleration. To measure the acceleration, a person 
in the elevator drops a coin at the moment the elavator starts. The coin is 6 ft above the floor 
of the elevator at time it is dropped. The person observes that the coin strikes the floor in 1 
second. Calculate from these data the acceleration of the elevator. [Take g = 32 ft/s2] 

14. When a model rocket is launched, the propellant bums for a few seconds, accelerating the 
rocket upward. After burnout, the rocket moves upward for a while and then begins to fall. A 
parachute opens shortly after the rocket starts down. The parachute slows the rocket to keep it 
from breaking when it lands. The figure here shows velocity data from the flight of the model 
rocket. Use the data to answer the following. 
(a) How fast was the rocket climbing when the engine stopped? 
(b) For how many seconds did the engine bum? 
(c) When did the rocket reach its highest point? What was its velocity then? 
(d) When did the parachute open up? How fast was the rocket falling then? 

c 
·g b ::;::;::r::.::;:Dc:++ Dc:+:;::;:-;::;::;::;::.::;:Dc:++ Dc:+:;::;:-;::;:D:::; 

~ t:::t:tt:::tjj::t:tt:1::t:tt:::t:tt:::tjj::t:tt:1::t:tt:::tjjt:J 
200 Bif8iEEti=EifBif8iEEti=EifBiE8 
150 :::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::.::.::::::::::::::::::::~:::::.::.::::.:::::.::.::::.:::::::::::::.::.:~ 

100 ::::::::::::::::::::.::.::::.::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::~:::::.::.::::.:::::.::.::::.:::::::::::::.::.:....H 

O t-:::t:tt:::tjj::t:tt:1::t:tt:::t:tt:1-l=jj::t:tt:1::t:tt:::tnt::r------+ Time after 
launch (s) 

( e) How long did the rocket fall before the parachute opened? 
(f) When was the rocket 's acceleration greatest? 
(g) When was the acceleration constant? What was its value then (to the nearest interger)? 
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15. At a distance L = 400m from the traffic light brakes are applied to a locomotive moving at a 
velocity v = 54 km/hr. Determine the position of the locomotive relative to the traffic light 1 
minute after the application of the brakes if its acceleration is -0.3m/sec2. 

16. A particle goes from A to B with a speed of 40km/h and B to C with a speed of 60km/h. If AB 
= 6BC, the average speed in km/h between A and C is __ 

[H. t A d total distance travelled ] m : verage spee =---.------
time taken 

17. An object moving with uniform acceleration has a velocity of 12.0 cm/s in the positive 
x direction when its x coordinate is 3.00 cm. If its x coordinate 2.00 s later is- 5.00cm, what 
is its acceleration? 

18. A particle is moving along x-axis. Initially it is located 5 m left of origin and it is moving away 
from the origin and slowing down. In this coordinate system, what are the signs of the initial 
velocity and acceleration. 

++ 

- + 

-

a 

19. The velocity-time graph of the particle moving along a straight line is 
shown. The rate of acceleration and deceleration is constant and it is 
equal to 5 ms-2. If the average velocity during the motion is 20 ms-1, 

then find the value oft. 

20. The figure shows the v-t graph of a particle moving in straight line. 
Find the time when particle returns to the starting point. 

V 

20 

10 

""'b_ ~ I I 
I I 

O t 25 sec 

21. A speeder in an automobile passes a stationary policeman who is hiding behind a bill board 
with a motorcycle. After a 2.0 sec delay (reaction time) the policeman accelerates to his 
maximum speed of 150 km/hr in 12 sec and catches the speeder 1.5 km beyond the billboard. 
Find the speed of speeder in km/hr. 

22 The position coordinate of a particle that is confined to move along a straight line is given by 
x =213-241+6 where x is measured from a convenient origin and t is in seconds. Determine the 
distance travelled by the particle during the interval from t=l sec tot= 4 sec. 
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Exercise-2: Objective Problems 

Single Correct Option 

1. A motor car is going due north at a speed of 50 km/h. It makes a 90° left tum without changing 
the speed. The change in the velocity of the car is about 
(A) 50 km/h towards west (B) 50✓2km/h towards south-west 
(C) 50✓2 km/h towards north-west (D) zero 

2. A particle has a velocity u towards east at t = 0. Its acceleration is towards west and is constant, 
Let x A and x8 be the magnitude of displacements in the first 10 seconds and the next 10 
seconds. 

(A) xA <x8 
(B) XA = XB 

(C) XA > XB 

(D) the information is insufficient to decide the relation ofxA with xB. 
3. A ball takes t seconds to fall from a height h1 and 21 seconds to fall from a height h2. Then 

h/h2 is 
(A) 2 (B) 4 (C) 0.5 (D) 0.25 

4. A body starts from rest and is uniformly acclerated for 30 s. The distance travelled in the first 
10 sis xl' next 10 sis x2 and the last 10 sis x3. Then x1: x2: x3 is the-same-as 
(A) 1: 2: 4 (B) 1: 2: 5 (C) 1: 3: 5 (D) 1: 3: 9 

5. A stone is released from an elevator going up with an acceleration a. The acceleration of the 
stone after the release is 
(A) a upward (B) (g-a) upward 
(C) (g-a) downward (D) g downward 

6. A person standing near the edge of the top of a building throws two balls A and B. The ball 
A is thrown vertically downward and the ball B is thrown vertically upward with the same 
speed. The ball A hits the ground with a speed u A and the ball B hits the ground with a speed 
u 8 . We have 

(A) \)A>\) B 

(C) \)A=\) B 

(B) \)A<\) B 

(D) the relation between A and B depends on height of the building above the ground. 
7. Figure shows position-time graph of two cars A and B. 

(A) Car A is faster than car B. 
(B) Car B is faster than car A. 
(C) Both cars are moving with same velocity. 
(D) Both cars have positive acceleration. 

8. The displacement-time graph of a moving particle is shown below. The 
instantaneous velocity of the particle is negative at the point: 
(A) C (B) D 
(C) E (D) F 
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9. A particle starts from rest and moves along a straight line with constant acceleration. The 
variation of velocity v with displacement Sis: 

X 

D 

V 

(A) 

s s 
V V 

(C) (D) 

10. The displacement time graphs of two particles A and B are straight lines making angles of 
respectively 30° and 60° with the time axis. If the velocity of A is v A and that of B is v8 , then 

the value of vA is 

(A) 1/2 
(C) ✓3 

VB 

(B) 1/✓3 
(D) 1/3 

11. The initial velocity of a particle is u (at t = 0) and the acceleration/is given by if= at). Which 
of the following relations is valid? 

(A) V = U + at2 (B) 
at2 

v=u+-
2 

(C) v = u + at (D) v = u 
12. A stone is dropped into a well in which the level of water is h below the top of the well. Ifv 

is velocity of sound, the time T after which the splash is heard is given by 

(A) T= 2h/v (B) T = {E +!!_ f g V 

(C) T = {E +_!!__ 
{g 2v 

(D) T= ["£ + 2h V¼ V 
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13. A body is released from the top of a tower of height h metre. It takes T seconds to reach the 
ground. Where is the ball at the time T/2 seconds ? 
(A) At h/4 metre from the ground (B) At h/2 metre from the ground 
(C) At 3h14 metre from the ground (D) Depend upon the mass of the ball 

14. A stone is thrown vertically upward with an initial velocity u from the top of a tower, reaches 
the ground with a velocity 3u. The height of the tower is: 

(A) 3u2 (B) 4u2 (C) 6u2 

g g g 
(D) 9u2 

g 

15. A particle starts from rest with uniform acceleration a. Its velocity after n seconds is v. The 
displacement of the body in the last two seconds is: 

(A) 2v(n-1) (B) v(n-1) (C) v(n+l) (D) 2v(2n+l) 
n n n n 

16. Consider the motion of the tip of the minute hand ofa clock. In one hour 
(A) The displacement is zero 
(B) The distance covered is zero 
(C) The average speed is zero 
(D) The average velocity is zero 

17. A particle moves along the x-axis as x = u(t - 2) + a(t - 2)2 

(A) The initial velocity of the particle is u 
(B) The acceleration of the particle is a 
(C) The acceleration of the particle is 2a 
(D) At t =2s particle is at the origin. 

18. Mark the correct statements for a particle going on a straight line: 
(A) If the velocity and acceleration have opposite sign, the object is slowing down. 
(B) If the position and velocity have opposite sign, the particle is moving towards the origin. 
(C) If the velocity is zero at an instant, the acceleration should also be zero at that instant. 
(D) If the velocity is zero for a time interval, the acceleration is zero at any instant within the 

time interval. 
19. The velocity of a particle is zero at t = 0 

(A) The acceleration at t = 0 must be zero 
(B) The acceleration at t = 0 may be zero. 
(C) If the acceleration is zero from t = 0 to t = 10 s, the speed is also zero in this interval. 
(D) If the speed is zero from t = 0 to t = 10 s the acceleration is also in the interval. 

Mark the Correct Statements. 

(A) The magnitude of the velocity of a particle is equal to its speed. 

(B) The magnitude of average velocity in an interval is equal to its average speed in that interval. 

(C) It is possible to have a situation in which the speed of a particle is always zero but the average 
speed is not zero 

(D) It is possible to have a situation in which the speed of the particle is never zero but the average 
speed in an interval is zero. 
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21. The velocity-time plot for a particle moving on a straight line is shown v(m/s) 
in fig. 
(A) The particle has constant acceleration 
(B) The particle has never turned around. 
(C) The particle has zero displacement -10 
(D) The average speed in the interval Oto 10s is the -20 

same as the average speed in the interval 1 Os to 20s. 
22. A particle is projected vertically upwards from a point A on the ground. It takes /1 time to 

reach a point B but it still continues to move up. If it takes further /2 time to reach the ground 
from point B then height of point B from the ground is 

23. 

24. 

25 

1 , 
(A) 2 g(/1 + tJ- (B) g tl 12 

(C) 
1 , 
-g(/1 +f,t 
8 -

Balls are thrown vertically upward in such a way that the next ball is thrown when the previous 
one is at the maximum height. If the maximum height is 5m, the number of balls thrown per 
minute will be 
(A) 40 
(C) 60 

(B) 50 
(D) 120 

The co-ordinates of a moving particle at a time t, are given by, x = 5 sin 10 t, y = 5 cos 1 0t. 
The speed of the particle is: 
(A) 25 
(C) 10 

(B) 50 
(D) None 

An object is moving along the x-axis with position as a function of time given by x= x(t). 
Point O is at x = 0. The object is definitely moving toward O when 
(A) dx/dt < 0 (B) dx/dt > 0 
(C) d(x2) I dt < 0 (D) d(x2)/dt > 0 

26. A particle starts moving rectilinearly at time t = 0 such that its velocity 'v' changes with time 
't' according to the equation v = 12 - t where t is in seconds and vis in m/s. The time interval 
for which the particle retards is 
(A) t < 1/2 (B) 1/2 < t < 1 
(C) t > 1 (D) t < 1/2 and t > 1 

27 An object is tossed vertically into the air with an initial velocity of 8 m/s. Using the sign 
convention upwards as positive, how does the vertical component of the acceleration a of the 

y 

object (after leaving the hand) vary during the flight of the object? 
(A) On the way up a > 0, on the way down a > 0 

y y 

(B) On the way up a < 0, on the way down a > 0 
y y 

(C) On the way up aY > 0, on the way down aY < 0 
(D) On the way up a < 0, on the way down a < 0 

y y 

28. If position time graph of a particle is sine curve as shown, what will be its velocity-time graph. 



29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 
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(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 

A man moves in x-y plane along the path shown. At what point is y 

his average velocity vector in the same direction as his instantaneous p C 
velocity vector. The man starts from point P. ~ (A) A (B) B 
(C) C (D) D 

A 
X 

Position-time graph is shown which is a semicircle from t=2 ] tot= 8 sec. Find time tat which the instantaneous velocity, is 

0 equal to average velocity over first t seconds 
(A) 4.8 sec (B) 3.2 sec ~ t 

(C) 2.4 sec (D) 5 sec 
2 5 

The greatest acceleration or deceleration that a train may have is a. The minimum time in 
which the train may reach from one station to the other separated by a distance d is 

(A) l (B) I! 
(C) 

_!_ {d 
2\J-;; (D) 2l 

Acceleration versus velocity graph of a particle moving in a straight line 
starting from rest is as shown in figure. The corresponding velocity-time 
graph would be 

(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 

Question No. 33 to 38 (6 questions) v(ms-1) 

The figure shows a velocity-time graph of a particle moving along 
a straight line. 

10 --------

0 I'----+---+->,---+----+ 
2 t (s) 

-20 ----------------------------
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33. Choose the incorrect statement. 
The particle comes to rest at 
(A) t=Os ~) t=5s 
(C) t = 8 s (D) none of these 

34. Identify the region in which the rate of change of velocity 1: I of the particle is maximum 

(A) 0 to 2s 
(C) 4 to 6 s 

(B) 2 to 4s 
(D) 6 to 8 s 

35. If the particle starts from the position x0 = -15 m, then its position at t = 2s will be 
(A) -5 m (B) 5 m 
(C) 10m (D) 15m 

36. The maximum displacement of the particle is 
(A) 33.3 m (B) 23.3 m 
(C) 18.3 m (D) zero 

37. The total distance travelled by the particle is 
(A) 66.7 m (B) 51.6 m 
(C) zero (D) 36.6 m 

38. The distance-time graph of the particle is correctly shown by 

V~: a.> Vpr-----------------. i i ~ i 
(A) O T 2T t (B) ~ O T 21' t 

~ 

(C) 1:~ (D) 
v~ -

v i u : = . . 
~ 0 T 2T t 

Question No. 39 to 43 (5 questions) 

The x-t graph of a particle moving along a straight line is shown in figure 

mla 
39. The v-t graph of the particle is correctly shown by 

(A):~ (B) :~ 

(C) :1 ~ 2T; t" (D) :f,4 



40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

The a-t graph of the particle is correctly shown by 

akT 2T ah 
(A) 0~ (B) 0~ 

:l n al 
(C) '~ (D) Op--r 

The speed-time graph of the particle is correctly shown by 

speed~: speed~: 
0 ' ' ' 

(A) T 2T t (B) O T 21' t 

speed~ 

(D) 0~ (C) 

The correct acceleration-time graph of the particle is shown as 
a(ms-2) 

5 ' ' ' 

,: ------------------·n 
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(A) 

a(ms-
2
)~ 

0 ~ i4 :6 Lrs> (B) 
, , 1· I' 8 / (s) 

(C) 

-5 ____________ ._____, 

a(ms-2) 
5 

0 4.66 i 
2 4: : :6 8 t (s) 

.:: ::::::::::::J i 

-I 5 ·····--·--··;___j 

(D) 
O 2 :4 :6 g: t (s) 

:: ii i 

The corr:b_ct displacement-time graph of the particfel is shown as 

(m) (m) ./f\./7 
(A) : : ! : (B) 0/fjLJ . 

O 2 4 6 8 t (s) 2 4 6 8 t (s) 

(C) 
(m)r 0, 
I~ 
O ~ ~ ~ 8 t (s) 

(D) 
/mJkifl_ 

0 ~ l ! ! , (s) 
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44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

A truck starting from rest moves with an acceleration of 5 m/s2 for 1 
sec and then moves with constant velocity. The velocity w.r.t ground 
v/s time graph for block in truck is 
(Assume that block does not fall off the truck) 

(A) 5 mls 

(C) 5 ml, ............... ! 

~--2=-."="s-se_c ___ 

(D) None of these 

-n niµ=0.2 

~ 

If angular velocity of a disc depends an angle rotated 0 as ffi = 02 + 20, then its angular 
acceleration a at 0 = 1 rad is: 
(A) 8 rad/sec2 (B) 10 rad/sec2 

(C) 12 rad/sec2 (D) None 
If a particle takes t second less and acquires a velocity of v ms-1 more in falling through the 
same distance (starting from rest) on two planets where the accelerations due to gravity are 
2 g and 8 g respectively then: 
(A) v= 2gt 
(C) V = 5 gf 

(B) v = 4gt 
(D) v= 16gt 

Tangential acceleration of a particle moving in a circle of radius 1 m varies with time t as 
(initial velocity of particle is zero). Time after which total acceleration of particle makes and 
angle of 30° with radial acceleration is 
(A) 4 sec 
(C) 2213 sec 

(B) 4/3 sec 
(D) ✓2 sec 

A particle moves along a straight line in such a way that it 's acceleration is increasing at the 
rate of 2 m/s3• It 's initial acceleration and velocity were 0, the distance covered by it in t = 3 
second is. 
(A) 27m 
(C) 3m 

(B) 9m 
(D) 1 m 

49. A ball is thrown vertically down with velocity of 5m/s. With what velocity should another ball 
be thrown down after 2 seconds so that it can hit the 1 st ball in 2 seconds 
(A) 40 m/s (B) 55 m/s 
(C) 15 m/s (D) 25 m/s 

50. The velocity- time graph of a body falling from rest under gravity and rebounding from a solid 
surface is represented by which of the following graphs? 
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(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 

51. A disc arranged in a vertical plane has two groves of same length directed 
along the vertical chord AB and CD as shown in the fig. The same particles 
slide down along AB and CD. The ratio of the time tAitco is 

(A) 1: 2 (B) 1: ✓2 

(C) 2: 1 (D) ✓2: 1 

~ Dl___) 
52. The magnitude of displacement of a particle moving in a circle of radius a with constant 

angular speed ffi varies with time f as 

(A) 2 a sinffif 

(C) 2a cos ffif 

B 2 . (Of 
( ) asm-

2 

(Of 
(D) 2acos -

2 

53. A body moves with velocity v = £ n x m/s where x is its position. The net force acting on body 
is zero at 
(A) Orn 
(C) x =em 

(B) x = e2 m 
(D) x =Im 

54. A body of mass 1 kg is acted upon by a force F = 2 sin 3nf i + 3 cos 3nf J find its position at 

f = I sec if at f = 0 it is at rest at origin. 

(A) (~,~) 
3n- 9n-

(B) ( 2 2 ) --
? ' ? 3n- 3n-

(C) (3~ ' 3! 2 ) 
(D) none of these 

55. A force F = Be--et acts on a particle whose mass ism and whose velocity is O at f = 0. It 's 

terminal velocity is: 
C 

(A) 
mB 

(C) 
BC 

m 

(B) 

(D) 

B 

mC 

B 

mC 
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56. The acceleration of a particle which moves along the a (in m/s2) 
positive x-axis varies with its position as shown. If the 
velocity of the particle is 0.8 m/s at x = 0, the velocity of 1---~ 0.4 
the particle at x = 1.4 is(in m/s) 

(A) 1.6 
(C) 1.4 

(B) 1.2 
(D) none of these 

0 0.4 0.8 1.4 x(in m) 

57. A ball is thrown vertically downwards with velocity .J2gh from a height h. After colliding 

with the ground it just reaches the starting point. Coefficient of restitution is 

(A) 1/ ✓2 (B) 1/2 

(C) 1 (D) ✓2 
58. The graph of position x versus time t represents the motion of a x 

particle. If band care both positive constants, which of the following 
expressions best describes the acceleration a of the particle? 
~) a=b-d ~) a=+b 
(C) a= - c (D) a= b + et 

59 Two stones are thrown up vertically and simultaneously but with different speeds. Which 
graph correctly represents the time variation of their relative positions Ax. Assume that stones 

~::o•:c;:ttmg ~oood (B) & L1_ 
t~ t ~ 

(C) &~ (D)&b_ 
t ~ t~ 

60. A particle of mass 1 kg is acted upon by a force 'F which varies as shown in the figure. If initial 
velocity of the particle is 10 ms-1, the maximum velocity attained by the particle during the period is 

(A) 210 ms-1 

F 

20N ---------

ION--------
(B) 110 ms-1 (C) 100 ms-1 (D) 90 ms-1 
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Question No. 61 to 65 (5 questions) 

Two balls A and B are thrown with same velocity u from the top of a tower. Ball A is thrown vertically 
upwards and the ball B is thrown vertically downwards. 

61. Choose the correct statement 
(A) Ball B reaches the ground with greater velocity 
(B) Ball A reaches the ground with greater velocity 
(C) Both the balls reach the ground with same velocity 
(D) Cannot be interpreted 

62. If t A and /8 are the respective times taken by the balls A and B respectively to reach the ground, 
then identify the correct statement 

~) ~ > ~ ~) ~ =~ 
(C) t A< / 8 (D) Cannot be interpreted 

63. If t A = 6 s and /8 = 2 s, then the height of the tower is 
(A) 80 m (B) 60 m (C) 45 m (D) none of these 

64. The velocity u of each ball is 
(A) 10 ms-I (B) 15 ms-I (C) 20 ms-I (D) none of these 

65. If a ball C is thrown with the same velocity but in the horizontal direction from the top of the 
tower, then it will reach the ground in time tc equal to 
(A) 4 s (B) 3.46 s (C) 4.2 s (D) none of these 

Exercise-3 

(JEE/REE QUESTIONS OF PREVIOUS YEARS) 

1. A particle of mass 10-2 kg is moving along the positive x-axis under the influence of a force 

F(x) = - K , where K = 10-2 N m2. At time t = 0 it is at x = 1.0 m and its velocity is v = 0. Find 
2x-

(i) its velocity when it reaches x = 0.50 m 
(ii) the time at which it reaches x = 0.25 m. [JEE, 1998, 2008) 

2. In 1. 0 sec. a particle goes from point A to point B moving in a semicircle of radius A 0 
1.0 m. The magnitude of average velocity is: [JEE, 1999, 2002) 
(A) 3.14m/sec (B) 2.0m/sec 
(C) 1.0 m/sec (D) zero Im 

B 
3. A ball is dropped vertically from a height d above the ground. It hits the ground 

and bounces up vertically to a height d/2 . Neglecting subsequent motion and air resistance, its 
velocity v varies with the height h above the ground as [JEE, 2000, 2003) 

V V 

(A) 
d i--__._~---h (B) 
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V 

(C) (D) 

4. A block is moving down a smooth inclined plane starting from rest at time t = 0. Let Sn be the 

distance travelled by the block in the interval t = n - 1 to t = n. The ratio ~ is 
sn+l 

(A) 2n-1 
2n 

(B) 2n-1 
2n+l 

(C) 2n +1 
2n-1 

5. A particle is initially at rest, It is subjected to a linear acceleration 
a , as shown in the figure. The maximum speed attained by the 

[JEE Ser., 2003, 2004) 

(D) __l!!___ 
2n-1 

particle is [JEE Ser., 2003, 2004) 10 

(A) 605 m/s 
(C) 55 m/s 

(B) 110 m/s 
(D) 550 m/s 

a 
(mls' ) 

time (s) 11 

6. The velocity displacement graph of a particle moving along a straight line is shown. The most 
suitable acceleration-displacement graph will be [JEE Ser., 2003, 2005) 

V 

X o 
X 

a 
a 

X 

(A) (B) 

X 

a 
a 

X (C) (D) X 
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7. From a tower of height H , a particle is thrown vertically upwards with a speed u. The time 
taken by the particle to hit the ground, is n times that taken by it to reach the heighest point of 
its path. The relation between H , u and n is [JEE Main, 2014) 
(A) gH = (n - 2)2u2 (B) 2gH = nu2(n - 2) 
(C) gH = (n - 2)u2 (D) 2gH = n2u2 

[Ans. (A)] 
8. Two stones are thrown up simultaneously from the edge of a cliff 240m high with initial speed of 

10 mls and 40 mls respectively. Which of the following graph best represents the time variation of 
relative position of the second stone with respect to the first? (Assome stones do not rebound after 
hitting the ground and neglect air resistance, take g = 10 m/s2) [JEE Main, 2015) 

(y, - y, ) m (y, - y.) m 

(A) 240 (B) 240 ------

8 12 12 

(y, -y,) m (y, -y, ) m 

(C) (D) 240 

t (s) 
8 12 8 12 

[Ans. (A)] 

Previous Years' AIEEE Questions 

1. If a body loses half of its velocity on penetrating 3 cm in a wooden block, then how much will 
it penetrate more before coming to rest? [AIEEE - 2002, 4/300) 
w1~ ~2~ ~3~ ~4~ 

2. From a building two balls A and Bare thrown such that A is thrown upwards and B downwards 
(both vertically). If VA and V 8 are their respective velocities on reaching the ground, then 

[AIEEE - 2002, 4/300) 
(A) v8> vA (B) vA =v8 

(C) v A> v 8 (D) their velocities depends on their masses 
3. Speeds of two identical cars are u and 4u at a specific instant. The ratio of the respective 

distances at which the two cars are stopped from that instant is: [AIEEE - 2002, 4/300) 
(A) 1: 1 (B) 1: 4 (C) 1: 8 (D) 1: 1 

4. The coordinates of a moving particle at any time tare given by x = at3 and y = l3t3. The speed 

of the particle at time t is given by: ,---- ,--- [AIEEE - 2003, 4/300) 

(A) .Ja 2 + 13' (B) 3t2 .Ja 2 + 13' (C) t2 .Ja 2 + 13' (D) .Ja 2 + 13' 
5. A car moving with a speed of 50 km/hr, can be stopped by brakes after at least 6 m. if the same car 

is moving at a speed of 100 km/hr, the minimum stopping distance is: [AIEEE - 2003, 4/300) 
(A) 12m (B) 18m (C) 24m (D) 6m 

6. A ball is released from the top of a tower of height h metres. It takes T seconds to reach the 
ground. What is the position of the ball in T /3 seconds? [AIEEE - 2004, 4/300) 
(A) h/9 metre from the ground (B) 7h19 metre from the ground 
(C) 8h/9 metre from the ground (D) 17h19 metre from the ground 
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7. An automobile travelling with a speed of 60 km/h, can brake to stop within a distance of 
20 m. If the car is going twice as fast, ie. 120 km/h, the stopping distance will be 
(A) 20 m (B) 40 m (C) 60 m (D) 80 m 

8. The relation between time t and distance x is t = ax2 + bx, where a and b are constants. The 
acceleration is: [AIEEE 2005, 4.300] 
(A) -2abv1 (B) 2bv1 (C) -2av3 (D) 2av3 

9. A car, starting from rest, accelerates at the rate /through a distance S, then continues at 

constant speed for time t and then decelerates at the rate f to come to rest. If the total 
2 

distance travelled is 15 S, then: 

(A) S =ft (B) s = .!. ft2 
6 

(C) s = _!_ ft2 
72 

[AIEEE 2005, 4/300] 

(D) S = .!_ft2 
4 

10. A particle is moving eastwards with a velocity of 5 ms-1• In 10 second the velocity changes to 
5 ms-1 northwards. The average acceleration in this time is: [AIEEE 2005, 4/300] 

1 1 
(A) ~ ms-1 towards north-west (B) - ms-2 towards north 

v2 2 

(C) zero 
1 

(D) - ms-2 towards north-west. 
2 

11. A parachutist after bailing out falls 50 m without friction. When parachute opens, it decelerates 
at 2 m/s2• He reaches the ground with a speed of3 m/s. At what height, did he bail out? 

[AIEEE 2005, 4/300] 
(A) 91 m (B) 182 m (C) 293 m (D) 111 m 

12. A particle located at x = 0 at time t = 0, starts moving along the positive x-direction with a 

velocity v that varies as v = a.✓x The displacement of the particle varies with time as 

[AIEEE-2006, 3/180] 
(A) t112 (B t3 (C) t2 (D) t 

13. The velocity ofa particle is v = v O + gt + ft2 • If its position is x = 0 at t = 0, then its displacement 
after unit time (t = 1) is [AIEEE 2007, 3/120] 

(A) v0 +2g+3f (B) V + g + f (C) V0 + g + f 
0 2 3 

(D) V + g + f 
0 2 

14. A particle has an initial velocity of 3t + 4] and an acceleration of 0.4t + 0.3]. Its speed after 

10 sis: 

(A) 7 ✓2 units (B) 7 units (C) 8.5 units 

[AIEEE 2009, 4/144] 

(D) 10 units 

15. A particle is moving with velocity v = K (y i + x ]) , where K is a constant. The general 

equation for its path is: 
(A) y = x2 + constant 
(C) xy = constant 

(B) y2 = x + constant 
(D) y2 = x2 + constant 

[AIEEE 2010, 4/144] 

16. At time t = 0 s particle starts moving along the x-axis. If its kinetic energy increases uniformly 
with time t, the net force acting on it must be proportional to [AIEEE 2011] 

(A) ✓t (B) constant (C) t (D) ~ 
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;~ ANSWER KEY 
•:.r 

Exercise - 1 

1 

2. (a) v, - ss = 336 units, a, - ss = 126 units ; (b) <v> = 121 units, <a>= 66 units 

3. (a) 2.7 km , (b) 60 m/s, (c) 225 m and 2.25 km 

4. (a) 50 m/s2; (b) 125 m 

5. (A) 0; (B) 60m 

6. distance travelled = 10 m; displacement = 6 m; average velocity = 1.2 m/s 

7. 1000 ft. , 
v(ftls) 

5 

10 20 

8. v=voesx 

displacment 
9. <v > = <v> :. 

x(ft) 

1000 

750 

500 

30 t(s) 
250 

distance travelled 

time time 

parabolic curve 

~ 
-------------

straight line 

\ 
I 
I 

- - - - - - parabolic c4rve 

~ I 
I I 

10 20 30 
t(s) 

When the distance travelled is equal to the displacement of the particle, i.e. particle moves 
along the straight line in the same direction without reversing the direction of motion. 

10. Yes. Speed of object will increase if acceleration is in the direction v 

of velocity, yet its magnitude may decrease. 

dv 
a = - = slope of the curve. 

dt 

acceleration (slope of the curve) is decreasing with time yet the 
speed is increasing. 

11. (a) <V1 > = <V, > = <V3 > = <V4 > (b)v4 >v1 =v2 >v3 - -~ -~ -~ -~ 
12. (H~h)v 
13. 20 ft/s2 

14. (a) 190 ft/s (b) 2 s (c) 8 s, 0 ft/s (d) 10.8 s, 90 ft/s 

(e) 2.8 s (f) greatest acceleration happens 2 s after launch 

(g) constant acceleration between 2 and 10.8 s, - 32 ft/s2. 
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15. 25m 16. 42km/hr 17. -16 cm/s2 

Vo a 

4 18. 
+ 

Because particle is slowing down so velocity & acceleration are in opposite direction. 

19. 5 s 20. 36.2 sec. 21. 122.7km/hr 22. 74m 

Exercise - 2 

1. B 2. D 3. D 4 C 

5. D 6. C 7. C 8 C 

9. B 10. D 11. B 12 B 

13. C 14. B 15. A 16 A,D 

17. C,D 18 A,B,D 19 B,C,D 20 A 

21. A,D 22. B 23. C 24 B 

25. C 26. B 27. D 28 C 

29. C 30. B 31. D 32 D 

33. B 34. C 35. A 36 A 

37. A 38. A 39. B 40 D 

41. C 42. B 43. C 44 C 

45. C 46. B 47. C 48 B 

49. A 50. A 51. B 52 B 

53. D 54. C 55. B 56 B 

57. A 58. A 59 C 60 B 

61. C 62. A 63. B 64 C 

65. B 

Exercise - 3 

1 0 - 1 '.' I C) n ✓3 1 V = - l m S 11 t= -+-
3 4 

2 B 3. A 4. B 5 C 

6 B 

Previous Years' AIEEE Questions 

1. (A) 2. (B) 3. (B) 4. (D) 

5. (C) 6. (C) 7. (D) 8. (C) 

9. (C) 10. (A) 11. (C) 12. (C) 

13. (B) 14. (A) 15. (D) 16. (D) 



II PROJECTILE MOTION 

Basic Concept 

Projectile 

Kinematics I 2. 87 

Any object that is given an initial velocity obliquely and that subsequently follows a path determined 
by the gravitational force acting on it, is called a Projectile. A projectile may be a football, a cricket 
ball, or any other object. 

Trajectory 

The path followed by a particle (here projectile) during its motion is called its Trajectory . 

.. 

f~ Note 

1. We shall consider only trajectories that are of sufficiently short range so that the gravitational 
force can be considered constant in both magnitude and direction. 

2. All effects of air resistance will be ignored; thus our results are precise only for motion in a 
vacuum on flat, non rotating Earth. 

Projectile Motion 

(i) The motion of projectile is known as projectile motion. 

(ii) It is an example of two dimensional motion with constant acceleration. 

(iii) Projectile motion is considered as combination of two simultaneous motions in mutually, 
perpendicular directions which are completely independent from each other i.e. , horizontal 
motion and vertical motion. 

a, = 0 

Vertical motion 

Parabolic path = vertical motion + horizontal motion 

If a constant force (and hence constant acceleration) acts on a particle at an angle 0 (;t: 0 or 180{) with 
the direction of its initial velocity ( ;t: zero) the path followed by the particle is a parabola and the motion 
of the particle is called as projectile motion. Projectile motion is a two dimensional motion i.e. , motion 
of the particle is constrained in a plane. 
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u 

D 
(a) (b) (d) 

u 

D 
(c) (e) (f) 

Fig 2.1: Types of Projectile Motion 

When a particle is thrown obliquely near the earth 's surface it moves in a parabolic path, provided 
the particle remains close to the surface of earth and the air resistance is negligible. This is an example 
of projectile motion. The different types of projectile motion we come across are shown in figure 2.1. 

In all the above cases acceleration of the particle is g downwards. 

In any problem of projectile motion we usually follow the three steps given below: 

Step 1. Select two mutually perpendicular directions x and y. 

Step 2. Write down the proper values of u , a , u and a with sign. 
X X y y 

Step 3. Apply those equations from the six listed above which are required in the problem. 

Projectile Thrown at an Angle with Horizontal 

(i) Consider a projectile thrown with a velocity u making an angle 0 with the horizontal. 

(ii) Initial velocity u is resolved in components in a coordinate system in which horizontal 
direction is taken as x-axis, vertical direction as y-axis and point of projection as origin. 

y 

u sin e 

ux = u cos e , 

u sin0-gt 

I 
I 
I 

HI 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

u cos 0 

u = u sine 
y 

v =Ju'+ gt2~ 2u gt sin 0 

~ 

s 

X 

Fig 2.2 
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(iii) Again this projectile motion can be considered as the combination of horizontal and vertical 
motion. Therefore, 

Horizontal direction Vertical direction 

(a) Initial velocity ux = u cos 0 

(b) Acceleration ax = 0 

( c) Velocity after time t, v x = u cos 0 

Trajectory Equation 

If we consider the horizontal direction, 

X = Ux.t 

X = U COS 0. t 

For vertical direction: 

Initial velocity u = u sin 0 
y 

Acceleration aY = g 

Velocity after time t,v = u sin 0 - gt 
y 

y = u . t - 1/2 gt2 = u sin 0 . t - 1/2 gt2 
y 

Substituting the value x in equation (1) 

. x 1 ( x ) 2 

y=usm0·----g --
ucos0 2 ucos0 

This is an equation of parabola called as trajectory equation of projectile motion. 

Time of Flight 

Since the displacement along vertical direction does not occur. So, Net displacement= 0 

(u sin 0) T- .!_ gT1- = 0 
2 

IT= 2u:me 1 

Horizontal Range 

R=u .T 
X 

R = u cos e. 2u:me I R = u's;w I 

Here two points are important regarding the range of a projectile. 

(i) Range is maximum where sin 20 = 1 or 0 = 45r and this maximum range is; 

u2 
Rmax =-

g 
(at 0 = 45r) 

... (1) 

... (2) 

(ii) For given value of u range at a. and range at 9Or - 0 are equal although times of flight and 

maximum heights may be different. Because 

R = u 2 sin 2(90° -0) 
90°-8 

g 
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u 2 sin2(18O°-20) 
=-------

g 

y 

Fig 2.3 

So, RJor = R6or or R2or = R1or 

This is shown in figure 2.3. 

Maximum Height 

Using 3rd equation of motion i.e., v2 = u2 + 2as 

we have for vertical direction O = u2 sin2 0 - 2gH 

Resultant Velocity 

, . , e 
H = u-sm-

2g 

= u2 sin 20 = Ra 
g 

v = v) + vyj = u cos 0 i + (u sin 0 - gt)} 

where = .Ju 2 cos2 0+(usin0-gt)2 and tan0 =v Iv. 
y X 

.. 

f~ Note 

• Results of above text are valid only for complete flight, that is when proejctile lands at same 
horizontal level from which it has been projected. 

• Vertical component of velocity is zero when particle moves horizontally i.e., at the highest 
point of trajectory. 

• Vertical component of velocity is positive when particle is moving up and vertical component 
of velocity is negative when particle is coming down if vertical upwards direction is taken 
as positive. Any direction upward or downward can be taken as positive and if downward 
direction is taken as positive then vertical component of velocity coming down is positive. 

General Result 

(i) For maximum range 0 = 45{ 

R In this situation 
R 

H = ~ 
max g max 2 
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(ii) We get the same range for two angle of projections a. and (90 - a.) but in both cases, maximum 
heights attained by the particles are different. 

(iii) If R =H 

i.e. 
U 2 sin20 U 2 sin 2 e • tan0=4 

g 2g 

(iv) Range can also be expressed as 

R = u 2 sin20 
g 

2usin0.ucos0 = 2uxuy 

g 

(v) Change in momentum : 

(a) Initial velocity iii= u cos 0 i + u sin 0 J 
(b) Final velocity ii 1 = u cos 0 i - u sin 0 J 

Change in velocity for complete motion 

A.ii =iii-iii= -2u sin 0} 

( c) Change in momentum for complete motion 

g 

AP = P1 -~ =m(ii1 -ii;)=m(-2usin0)} =-2musin0} 

(d) Velocity at the highest point= ii1 = u cos 0 i 
Change in momentum at highest point 

m ( ii I - ii;) = m [ u cos e i - (u cos e i + u sin e J ) = - mu sin e J 

Explanatory Notes on Projectile Motion General Idea 

Special Case of Two-Dimensional Motion 

A particle moves in a vertical plane with some initial velocity v0 but its acceleration is always the 

freefall acceleration g , which is downward. Such a particle is called a projectile (meaning that it is 

projected or launched) and its motion is called projectile motion. 

Assumptions: 

• Particle remains close to earth's surface, so acceleration due to gravity remains constant. 

• Air resistance is neglected. 

• Distance that projectile travels is small so that earth can be treated as plane surface. 

Two Straight Line Motions 

Our goal here is to analyse projectile motion using the tools for two dimensional motion. This feature 
allows us to break up a problem involving two dimensional motion into two separate and easier one
dimensional problems, 
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(a) The horizontal motion is motion with uniform velocity (no effect of gravity) 

(b) The vertical motion is motion of uniform acceleration, or freely falling bodies . 

.. 

f~ Note 

In projectile motion, the horizontal motion and the vertical motion are independent of each other, that 
is either motion does not affects the other. 

y 

usin0 

Treating as Two Straight Line Motions 

The horizontal Motion(x axis) : Because there is no acceleration in the horizontal direction, the 
horizontal component v x of the projectile ' s velocity remains unchanged from its initial value v ox 

throughout the motion, 

The vertical motion(y axis) : The vertical motion is the motion we discussed for a particle in free 
fall. 

As is illustrated in figure and equation, the vertical component behaves just as for a ball thrown 
vertically upward. It is directed upward initially and its magnitude steadily decreasing to zero, which 
marks the maximum height of the path. The vertical velocity component then reverses direction, and 
its magnitude becomes larger with time. 

x-axis 
Initial velocity(uJ = ucos0 
acceleration(aJ = 0 
Thus, velocity after time t 
vx = ucos0 
Displacement after time t 
X = UCOS0f 

Resultant velocity 

y-axis 
Initial velocity(u ) = usin0 

y 

acceleration(a) = -g 
y 

Thus, velocity after time t 
vY = usin0 - gt 
Displacement after time t 
y = usin0t - gt2/2 

( VR) = (u cos0)i + (u sin 0 - gt)} 

IVR I = .Ju 2 cos2 0 + (u sin0- g/)2 & 
usin0- gt 

tan a=---~ 
ucos0 

where a is angle that velocity vector makes with horizontal. Also known as direction or angle of motion 
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Vectorial Treatment (Optional) 

Lets say a particle is projected at an angle 0 from horizontal with 
a velocity. Now if we take point of projection as origin and take 
vertically upward as positive y-axis and direction of projection 
horizontally as x-axis. 

ii =ucoset +usine} 

a=-gf 

Now since acceleration is uniform 

Velocity after time t: v =ii +at 

Displacement after time t : s = iit + !a12 

2 

II LEVEL GROUND PROJECTION 

• 

• 

• 

• 

(0,0) 

v =ucosel +u sine}+ <-i)t 

v = u cos et+ (u sin 0- gt)t 

A A 1 A s = ii(cos0i)t + (u sin 0j)t +-(-gj)/ 2 

2 

- A 1 ? A 

S = u(ucos0i)t + (u sin0t --gr;) 
2 

Lets say we project a particle with velocity u at an angle 0 from horizontal. Now let us derive these 
quantitites: 

Time of Flight (T) 

T= 2usin0 
g 

Considering vertical motion s = O; u = vsin0; a = -g 
y y y 

0 = usin0T- gT1/2 • T= 2u sine 
g 

Maximum Height (H) 

U2 sin 2 e 
H=---

2g 

Vertical velocity at maximum height vY = 0 

Horizontal Range (R) 

R = u 2 sin20 = 2uxuy 
2g g 

. 2usin0 
Total time T = --

g 

, • ? e 
H= u-sm-

2g 
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Velocity in horizontal direction ux = ucos0 

Total displacement in horizontal direction R = ucos0T 

R = u2 sin20 
2g 

~ 1. A body is thrown with initial velocity l0m/sec. at an angle 37° from horizontal. Find 

(i) Time of flight (ii) Maximum height 

(iii) Range 

s~ (i) 1.2 sec 

(iv) Position vector after t = 1 sec. 

(ii) 1.8 m (iii) 8.6 m (iv) (16t -8})] 

Caution: This equation does not given the horizontal distance travelled by a projectile when the final 
height is not the launch height. 

Maximum Range 

R = u2 sin20 for 0 = 450, 
g 

R is maximumRmax 
g 

:1t Note 

For complementry angles i.e. 0 +a.= 90°, the range is same for same projection speed but maximum 
height and time of flight are different. 

~ 2. A person can throw a ball vertically upto maximum height of 20 m. How far can he 
throw the ball. 

u2 
H=-

2g 
:. u = 20 m/s 

u2 
R =-=40m 

max g 

Objective: Max height does not always stand for ( u
2 
~;

2 8 J 
~ 3. A particle is projected with a speed u at an angle 0 with horizontal. Find the average 

velocity of projectile for the period during which it crosses half of maximum height. 

i-~ ucos 0 along horizontal 

avg. velocity is a vector 

First we will find vertical component 

Horizontal 

VY = TotalDisplacement 0 
Total time 

v;x = v2x = U cos 0 

f. = ucos0 

I Concept: Horizontal component of velocity of projectile remains uncharged. 
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Equation of Trajectory 

Lets say point of projection is our origin and horizontal direction is x-axis and vertically upwards is 
positive y-axis. 

positive y-axis. 

We know 

... (1) 

also 

X = U COS0/ 

X 
t=--

ucose 

. e 1 2 y =u sm t- - gt 
2 

Putting value of' t ' from eq. (1) in eq. (2), we get 

Y = xtane - gx
2 

2u 2 COS 2 e 
.. 

f~ Important Points 

• This is an equation of a parabola, this implies that particle moves on parabolic path. 

• This equation can be considered to be quadratic in x as 

( 
? g ? ) x2 - (tan 0) x + y = 0 

2u- cos- 0 

X 

..... (2) 

Thus, for every value of y we can have maximum two values of x. This means simply that 
projectile can pass through same height for two different x coordinates. 

• This equation can be considered to be quadratic in tan 0 as 

( gx: ) tan2 e - x tan e + (Y + gx: ) = o 
2u- 2u-

Thus, for every value of (x, y) we can have two angles of 
projection. This means we can hit a given target by using two 
different angles of projection. 

X1 X2 " 

• The equation of trajectory can also be modified to give following result. 

y = X tan 0 - gx2 

2u 2 cos 2 0 
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Taking tan 0 common and doing some manipulation we can write equation as 

y=xtane [1-;] 
~ 4. A body is projected with a speed of 30 ms-1 at an angle of 30r with the vertical. Find the 

maximum height, time of flight and the horizontal range of the motion. [Take g = 10 m/s2 ] 

f~ Here u = 30 ms-1, Angle of projection, 0 = 90 - 30 = 60r 

u2 sin 2 e 302 sin 2 60° 900 3 135 
Maximumheight,H= --- ---- = -x- = -m 

2g 10 20 4 4 

Time of flight, T = 2u sin 0 = 2 x 30 x sin 600 = 3✓3 sec. 
g 10 

~ 5. A stone is thrown with a velocity v at angle 0 with horizontal. Find its speed when it 
makes an angle 13 with the horizontal. 

~ Since horizontal component of velocity remains constant. Therefore, ~u 

vcos0 
v cos0 = u cos 13 u = --

cos 13 L....L.;0;.__ ___ ....1 

~ 6. A projectile is thrown in the upward direction making an angle of 60° with the horizontal 
with a speed of 14 7 m/s. Find the time after which its inclination with the horizontal is 45°? 

s~ U = 147 X COS60° = 147 U = 147 X Sin600 = 147✓3 

• 

• 

X 2 y 2 

147✓3 
v =u +at= ---gt 

y y y 2 
147 

V =u =-
x X 2 

V 
When angle is 45°, tan 45° = -2'.... 

V =v 
y X 

147 r:; 
-(v3-1) =gt 

2 

• 

• 

v. 

147✓3 147 
---gt=-

2 2 
147 r:; 

t=--(v3-l)s 
2x10 

~ 7. A large number of bullets are fired in all directions with the same speed v. What is the 
maximum area on the ground on which these bullets will spread? 

i_~ Maximum distance upto which a bullet can be fired is its maximum range, therefore 

V2 • 7tV4 

R = - Maxnnum area= n(R )2 = - . 
max g max g2 

~ 8. The velocity of projection of a projectile is given by : ii = 5t + 10 J . Find 

(a) Time of flight, (b) Maximum height, 
(c) Range 
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Wehaveu = 5 
X 

u = 10 
y 

. . 2usin0 2uY 2x 10 
(a) Time offhght = --- = - = -- = 2 s 

g g 10 

(b) u 2 sin2 0 __ uY 2 
__ lOxl0 --Sm Maximum height= ---

2g 2g 2xl0 

Ran 2usin0.ucos0 
(c) ge= -----

g 

2x l0x 5 
---=lOm 

10 

~ 9. There are two angles of projection for which the horizontal range is the same. Show that 
the sum of the maximum heights for these two angles is independent of the angle of projection. 

i.~ There are two angles of projection a. and 90{ - a. for which the horizontal range R is same. 

u 2 sin 2 a. 
Now,H,=---

2g 
and 

u 2 sin2 (90°-a.) u 2 cos2 a. 
H2 =------= ---

2g 2g 

u2 u2 
Therefore, H, +H2 =-(sin2 a.+cos2 a.)=-

2g 2g 

Clearly the sum of the heights for the two angles of projection is independent of the angles of 
projection. 

~ 10. A particle is projected with initial velocity u, making an angle '0' with the horizontal. 
There are two values of time for which projectile is at the same height. Find the sum of these two time 
interval. 

For vertically upward motion of a projectile, 

y = (usina.)t-.!..gt 2 or .!..gt2 -(usina.)t+ y = 0 
2 2 

This is a quadratic equation in t. Its roots are 

u sin a. -.Ju 2 sin2 a. - 2gy d u sin a.+ .Ju 2 sin 2 a. - 2gy 
t, = -----'------ an t2 = -----'------

g g 

2usina. T ( · ffl" h fth · ·1 ) t, + t2 = ---= time o 1g t o e proJectl e 
g 

~ 11. A particle moves in the x-y plane with velocity v x = St - 2 and v Y = 2. If it passes through 
the point x = 14 and y = 4 at t = 2s. Find the equation (x-y relation) of the path. 

V = St-2 
X 

dx 
or -=St-2 

dt 

or Ji: dx = J: (St - 2)dt 

or x -14 = [ 4t2 - 2t]~ = 4t2 - 2t - 12 

or x = 4t2 - 2t + 2 

Further, v Y = 2 

... (i) 
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or 

or 

or 

dy =2 
di 

y - 4 = [21]~ = 21 - 4 

I=}!_ 
2 

:. I: dy = f~ 2dl 

or y = 21 

Substituting value of 't' from Equation (ii) in Equation (i) we have, 

x=y2 -y+2 

This is the desired trajectory (x-y relation) 

... (ii) 

fl~ 12. A batter hits a baseball so that it leaves the bat with an initial speed v0 = 37.0 m/s at an 
initial angle a 0 = 53{, at a location where g = 10.0 m/s2 

(a) Find the position of the ball, and the magnitude and direction of its velocity, when 
I= 2.0 s. 

(b) Find the time when the ball, reaches the highest point of flight and the find its height h 
at this point 

( c) Find the horizontal range R - that is, the horizontal distance from the starting point to the 
point at which the ball hits the ground. For each part, treat the baseball as a projectile 

S~ The initial velocity of the ball has components 

v0x = v0 cos a 0 = (37.0 m/s) cos 53{ = 22.3 m/s 

v0Y = v0 sin a 0 = (37.0 m/s) sin 53{ = 29.5 m/s 
y 

= 46m t = 2.00 s V t , = 3 S v, 

y =40 m : h = 45 m 

(a) x = v0x I= (22.3 m/s) (2.00 s) = 44.6 m 

X 

v, 

1 1 
y = v0 I- - gl2 = (29.5 m/s) (2 s) - -(10 m/s2) (2 s)2 = 59.0 - 20 = 39.0 m 

Y 2 2 

vx = v0x = 22.3 m/s 
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vY = v0y - gt = 29.5 m/s - (10 m/s2) (2.00 s) = 9.5 m/s 

They-component of velocity is positive, which means that the ball is still moving upward 
at this time (Figure). The magnitude and direction of the velocity are 

V = ,Jv: +v: = .Jc22.3m I s)2 + (9.5m I s) 2 = 24.2 m/s 

a. = tan-' ( 10.0m Is) = tan-' 0.4 
22.3m Is 

(b) At the highest point, the vertical velocity vY is zero at time t1 ; then 

v =O=v -gt 
y Oy I 

f = Voy = 29.5 m/s = 3.0 S 
1 g 10 m/s2 

The height hat this time is the value ofy when t = t1 = 3 s; 

1 1 
h = v0y t1 - 2 gt/ = (29.5 m/s) (3.0 s) - 2 (10.0 m/s2) (3.0 s)2 

= 88.5 - 45 = 43.5 m 

(c) y = 0 = v t = .!.. gt 2 = t (v - .!..gt ) 
Oy 2 2 2 2 Oy 2 2 

This is a quadratic equation for t2• It has two roots, 

t2 = 0 and t = 2vor = 2(29.5 m Is) = 5.9 s 
2 g 10 m I s2 

There are two times at which y = 0; t2 = 0 is the time the ball leaves the ground, and 
t2 = 6 s is the time of its return. This is exactly twice the time to reach the highest point, 
so the time of descent equals the time of ascent. (This is always true if the starting and 
end points are at the same elevation and air resistance can be neglected). 

The horizontal range R is the value of x when the ball returns to the ground, that is, at 
t=6.64 s;R = v0J2 = (22.3 m/s) (5.9 s) = 131.6 m 

The vertical component of velocity when the ball hits the ground is 

vY = v0y - gt2 = 29.5 m/s - (10 m/s2) (5.9 s) = -29.5 m 

That is, vY has the same magnitude as the initial vertical velocity v0Y but the opposite 
direction (down). Since vx is constant, the angle a.= - 53r )(below the horizontal) at the 
point is the negative of the initial angle a.0 = 53r. 

~ 13. A clever monkey escapes from the zoo. The zoo keeper finds him in a tree. After failing 
to entice the monkey, the keeper shoots. The clever monkey lets go at the same instant the dart leaves 
the gun barrel, intending to land on the ground and escape. Show that the dart always hits the monkey, 
regardless of the dart's muzzle velocity (provided that it gets to the monkey before he hits the ground). 
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S~ The monkey drops straight down, so xmonkey = d at all times. 

For the dart, xdart = (v0 cos a0)t. When these x-coordinates are equal, d = (v0 cos a 0)t, 

d 
or t=---

v0 cosa0 

To have the dart hit the monkey, it must be true that y monkey = y dart at this same time. The 

monkey is in one-dimensional free fall y monkey= d tan a 0 - ½ g/2 . 

For the dart ( . o) 1 2 y = v sm a t - - gt 
dart O 2 

So if d tan a 0 = (v0 sin ao) t at the time when the two x-coordinates are equal, then 
y monkey = y dart and we have a hit. 

fl._--,,,1,e 14. A ball is thrown from ground level so as to just clear a wall 4 m high at a distance of 
4 m and falls at a distance of 14 m from the wall. Find the magnitude and direction of the ball. 

~~ The ball passes through the point P(4, 4). So its range= 4 + 14 = 18 m. 

Now 

or 

And 

or 

The trajectory of the the ball is, 

X 
y=xtan0(1--) 

R 

x = 4m, y = 4m and R = 18 m 

4 =4tan0 [1--±-]=4tan0. '!.... 
18 9 

9 
tan0 = -

7 
• 

R = 2u 2 sin 0cos0 
g 

9 
0 = tan-1 -

7 

18 = ~ X U2 X _ 9_ X _ 7_ 
9.8 ✓130 ✓130 



or 

or 

u2 = 18x9.8xl30 = 182 
2x9x7 

u = ✓182, and0=1an-1 2. 
7 
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~ 15. Two projectiles are thrown with different speeds and at different angles so as the cover 
the same maximum height. Find out the sum of the times taken by each to the reach to highest point, if 
time of flight is T. 

f~ Total time taken by either of the projectile. 

~16. 
(a) 
(c) 
(e) 

~ 
(a) 

(c) 

A particle is projected with speed 10 m/s at an angle 60° with horizontal. Find: 
Time of flight (b) Range 
Maximum height (d) Velocity of particle after one second. 
Velocity when height of the particle is 1 m 

✓3 sec. 

15 
-m 
4 

(b) 5✓3m 

(d) 5.17 m/s 

(e) v = 5t ± ✓55] 

~ 17. A particle is projected up from the ground with a velocity of 147 m/s at an angle of 
projection 30° with the horizontal. Find 

(a) The time of flight, (b) The greatest height reached, 

( c) The horizontal range and ( d) The velocity at a height of 98 m. 

~ 

(a) Thetimeofflight T=2usin0 =2xl47xsin30o 15s 
g 9.8 

U2 sin2 e (147 / 2)2 
(b) The greatest height reached H = ---= ---= 275 .6 m 

2g 2x9.8 

(c) The horizontal range R = u2 sin 2e = 1472 x sin 600 = 1909.6 m 
g 9.8 

(d) The horizontal velocity at a height of98 m = ucos0 

✓3 147✓3 
i.e., v = 147 cos30° = 147 x - = --= 127.3 m / s 

X 2 2 

The vertical velocity at this height 

v; = (u sin 0)2 - 2 x 9.8 x 98 = (147 sin30°) -19.6 x 98 = 3481.45 

vY = 59 m/s 

v=,Jv: +v; = 140.3 m/s 
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in a direction a with horizontal where a= tan-1(0.4635) = 24.86° 

The velocity at 98 m height has two values (i) while going up and (ii) while coming down. 

Both have the same magnitude except for the difference in directions. 

/I~ 18. Find the maximum horizontal range when the velocity of projection is 30 m/s. Find the 
two directions of projection to give a range of 45 m. Take g = 10 m/s2. 

s~ 
2 302 

Maximum range R = !:!._ = - = 90 m 
"' g 10 

(i) 

(ii) Now u 2 sin 20 = 45 
g 

or, 20 = 30° or 150° 
or 0 = 15° or 75° 

or, sin20 = 45xl0 =.!_ 
30x30 2 

[ ·: (180 - 0) = sin0] 

Therefore for a given velocity of projection and for a given range, two directions of projection 
are possible. 

~ 19. What is the least velocity with which a cricket ball can be thrown through a distance of 
lOOm? 

S~ Since the range is given, the least velocity of projection is that value when the angle of 
projection is 45°. For velocity u to be least 

u 2 sin 28 =100where0=45° or, 
g 

u 2 = 100 x 9.8 = 980 u = 31.3 m/s 

u 2 =100 
g 

/I~ 20. We have a hose pipe which disposes water at the speed of 10 ms-1. The safe distance 
from a building on fire, on ground is 5 m. How high can this water go? (take g = 10 ms-2) 

S~ Here we must understand that taking range of projectile as I Orn and making projectile 
hit the building when it is at maximum height is wrong. By doing this we are not acheiving maximum 
y for given x = 5m. This just makes highest pt. of path to like on x = 5, But there may be other path for 
which y will be maximum for given x. This problem will be solved by using equation of trajectory by 
putting x = 5m and maximising y by varying 0. 

y = X tan 0 - gx 2 

2u 2 COS 2 0 

Putting we get x = 5m 

5 0 I Ox 25sec 2 0 
y = tan - -----

2 x 100 

5tan2 0 - 20 tan 0 + ( 4y + 5) = 0 

for real roots discriminant must be positive. 

400 - 4 X 5 ( 4y + 5) > 0 
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Solving 3.75 :2:y 

hence maximum y = 3. 75 m 

If we have taken range as 10 m then angle of projection will be 0 = 45{ corsponding maximum 
hight H = 2.5m which is smaller than our answer . 

.. 

f~ Concept 

Find the maximum height by using wrong method it comes out to be 2.5. 

Projectile Thrown Parallel to the Horizontal 

Consider a projectile thrown from point Oat some height h from the ground with a velocity u. Now 
we shall deal the characteristics of projectile motion with the help of horizontal and vertical direction 
motions. 

(i) 
(ii) 

Horizontal direction 
Initial velocity ux = u 
Acceleration a = 0 

X 

Trajectory Equation 

h 

u 

·~u, 

):\ 
' . 

Vertical direction 
Initial velocity u = 0 

y 

Acceleration a = g ( downward) 
y 

The path traced by projectile is called the trajectory. 

After time t, X =uf 

-1 
y = -gt2 

2 

From equation (1) t = x!u 

Put value oft in equation (2) 

I y=-½g-~ I 
This is trajectory equation of the projectile. 

Velocity at a General Point P(x, y) 

v = .Ju 2 +u 2 
X y 

Here horizontal velocity of the projectile after time t 

V =u 
X 

velocity of projectile in vertical direction after time t 

... (1) 

... (2) 
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vY = 0 + (-g)t = -gt = gt (downward) 

V = fu 2 + g 2t 2 and tan e = V Iv 
" y X 

Displacement 

The displacement of the particle is expressed by 

A A A 1 A 

S = x i + y j = ( ut) i + ( - gt2) j where 
2 

Time of Flight 

ISJ = .jx2 + y2 

This is equal to the time taken by the projectile to return to ground. From equation of motion 

S =ut+ .!..at2 

2 

Therefore for vertical direction- h = v t + .!.. (-g)t2 
y 2 

At highest point V =O 
y 

t=± f! 
Horizontal Range 

• 

• 

1 
h = -gt2 

2 

t= f! 

Distance covered by the projectile along the horizontal direction between the point of projection to the 
point on the ground. 

R=u . t 
X 

Velocity at Vertical Depth h 

Along vertical direction v 2 = 02 + 2. (-h) (-g) 
y 

lvy=~I 
~ 21. A projectile is fired horizontally with a speed of 98 ms-1 from the top of a hill 490 m 

high. Find (i) the time taken to reach the ground (ii) the distance of the target from the hill and (iii) the 
velocity with which the projectile hits the ground. (take g = 9.8m/s2) 

s~ 
(i) The projectile is fired from the top O of a hill with speed u = 98 ms-1 along the horizontal as 

shown as OX. It reaches the target P at vertical depth OA, in the coordinate system as shown, 
OA =y=490m 
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y 

As, 

or 

1 
y = -gt2 

2 

t = ✓100 = 10 s. 

1 
490 = - X 9.8 /2 

2 

(ii) Distance of the target from the hill is given by, 

AP = x = Horizontal velocity x time = 98 x 10 = 980 m. 

(iii) The horizontal and vertical components of velocity v of the projectile at point Pare 

v =u = 98ms-1 
X 

v = u + gt = 0 + 9.8 x 10 = 98 ms-1 
y y 

V = .Jv~ + v~ = .J982 + 982 = 98 ✓2 = 139 ms-1 

Now if the resultant velocity v makes an angle 13 with the horizontal, then 

v, 98 
tan13=-'-=-=1 

v., 98 

13 = 45{ 

v, 

V 

~ 22. A motorcycle stunt rider rides off the edge of a cliff. Just at the edge his velocity is 
horizontal, with magnitude 9.0 m/s. Find the motorcycle 's position, distance from the edge of the cliff 
and velocity after 0.5 s. 

s~ 
y 

X 
_ ·· · -... tsy v, = v0 

a : 

Vy = -gt ........... ; :;t 

At t = 0.50 s, the x andy-coordinates are 

x = v0J = (9.0 m/s) (0.50 s) = 4.5 m 
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1 1 
y = -- gt2 = - - (10 m/s2) (0.50 s)2 = -1.2 m 

2 2 
The negative value of y shows that this time the motorcycle is below its starting point. 

The motorcycle ' s distance from the origin at this time 

r = .jx2 + y 2 = .j(4.5m)2 + (-l.2m)2 

= 2-.j(15)2 + ( 4)2 '.:::'. 5 sec. 
10 

The components of velocity at this time are 

vx = v0x = 9.0 m/s 

v Y = - gt = (-10 m/s2) (0.50 s) = -5 m/s. 

The speed (magnitude of the velocity) at this time is 

( 45 ) 2 
( 12 ) 2 

-m + --m 
10 10 

v= .Jv~+v~ = .j(9.0m/s)2 +(-5m/s)2 =10.2m/s 

The angle a of the velocity vector is 

= tan-1 vY = tan-1 (-5 m Is) 
vx 9.0 m Is 

~ 23. Two tall buildings face each other and are at a distance of 180 m from each other. 
With what velocity must a ball be thrown horizontally from a window 55 m above the ground in one 
building, so that it enters a window 10.9 m above the ground in the second building. 

S~ [Ans. 60m/s] 

fl~ 24. Two paper screens A and B are separated by a distance of 100 m. A bullet pierces A and 
then B. The hole in B is 10 cm below the hole in A. If the bullet is travelling horizontally at the time of 
hitting the screen A, calculate the velocity of the bullet when it hits the screen A. Neglect the resistance 
of paper and air. 

S~ [Ans. 700m/s] 

• RELATIVE MOTION BETWEEN TWO PROJECTILES 

Let us now discuss the relative motion between two projectiles or the path observed by one projectile 
of the other. Suppose that two particles are projected from the ground with speed u1 and u2 at angles a 1 

and a 2 as shown in figure 2.4. 
y y 

Fig 2.4 
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Acceleration of both the particles is g downwards. So, relative acceleration between them is zero 
because. 

a12 =a1 -a2 =g-g=zero 

i.e. , the relative motion between the two particles is uniform. 

Now, 

Therefore, u12x = u1x - u2x = u1cosa1 - u2cosa2 

and u12Y = u1Y - u2Y = u1sina1 - u2sina2 

u 12x and u12Y are the x and y components of relative 
velocity of 1 with respect to 2. 

Hence, relative motion of 1 with respect to 2 is a 
straight line at an angle 

e = tan- 1 (:
1
: • ) with positive x-axis. 

Lx 

Now, if u12x = 0 or u1cosa1 - UfOSa2, the relative motion 
is along y-axis or in vertical direction (as 0 = 90{). 

y 

U 12x 

Similarly, if u12Y = 0 or u1sina1 - u2sina2, the relative motion is along x-axis or in horizontal 
direction (as 0 = O{). 

Projectile from a Tower 

Case (i) : Horizontal projection 

u = u · u = 0 · a = -g 
X ' y ' y 

Case (ii) : Projection at an angle 0 above horizontal 

u = ucose · u = usin0· a = - g 
X ' y ' y 

Case (iii) : Projection at an angle 0 below horizontal 

u = ucose· u = - usin0· a = -g X , y , y 

In all the above three cases, we can calculate the velocity of projectile at the instant of striking the 

ground by using v = .Jv~ + v~ and tan~ = v Y , where ~ is the angle at which the projectile strikes the 
. V 

-' 

ground. 

Horizontal Projection (Projection From Height) 

(Take it as an example rather than a topic) 

Lets say that a particle is projected from some height Hin horizontal 
direction with velocity u. We consider point of projection as origin 
(0, 0). Considering horizontal direction as+ vex-axis and vertically 
upwards as +ve y-axis. 

H 

y 

X ., 
u 

u 

u 

X 

R 
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x-axis 
u =u 

X 

a =0 
X 

vel. after time t 
V =u 

X 

Disp. after time t 

x=ut 

Velocity 

V=Uf -gt] 

Displacement 

- ~ gt2 ~ 
S =U+l --J 

2 

Equation of Trajectory 

X 
t= -

u 

Time of Flight (T) 

s =-H a =-2 
y y 

1 
-x = --gT1-

2 

Range (R) 

R=uT=uT= u✓2H 
X g 

:1t Note 

y-axis 
u =0 y 

a =0 
y 

vel. after time t 
Vy= -gt 
Displacement after time t 

-gt2 
y=--

2 

gx2 
y=--

2u2 

u =0 y 

• T= ✓2; 

From some height ifwe drop a particle and simultaneously project another particle horizontaly then: 

(a) Both will reach surface together. 

(b) Vertical velocity will be same. 

(c) Particle projected horizontally will have larger total velocity compared to particle projected 
horizontally at all times. 

~ 25. A projectile is fired horizontaly with a velocity of 98 m/s from the top of a hill 490 m 
high. Find 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

~ 

Time to reach ground 
The horizontal distance from foot of hill to ground. 
The velocity with which it hills the ground. 

[Ans. (i) 10 sec, (ii) 980 m, (iii) 98✓2 m/sec] 
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/I~ 26. A ball is thrown from the top of a tower with an initial velocity of 1 0m/s at an angle 
37° above the horizontal, hits the ground at a distance 16m from the base of tower. Calculate height of 
tower. [g = 10 m/s2] 

~~ [Ans. 8m.] 

/I~ 27. Prithvi missile is fired to destroy an enemy military base situated on same horizontal 
level, situated 99 km away. The missile rises vertically for 1 km and then for remainder of flight, it 
followes parbolic path like a free body under earth ' s gravity, at an angle of 45°. Calculate its velocity 
at beginning of parabolic path. (g= 10 ms-2) 

S~ For horizontal motion time I 

99x 103 
I=---

ucos45° 

for vertical -1 x 103 = u sin 45° I - .!.. x 1 0 x 12 

2 

l x l03+ usin45° x 99 xl03= 10 x(99xl03)2x2 
usin45° 2 u 2 

2- (99x103)2x10 -99 103 g;-990 - 1 u------u- x -- ms 
l00x 103 104 

99km 

If we project some body from a height, at an oblique angle, then we can solve the problem simply 
like level ground projectile just allowing for negative value of y cordinate. Since the particle will go 
below the level of projection. 

~ 28. A boy stands 4 m away from a vertical wall and throws a ball leaves 
the boy ' s hand at h = 1.05 m above the ground with initial velocity v0 = 10✓2 ms-1 

at an angle of 45{ from the horizontal. After striking the wall elastically the ball 
rebounds. Where does the ball hit the ground. (g = 10 ms-1) 

~~ Elatic Collision with the wall will reverse direction of its horizontal 
component without effecting vertical component. (Explain it to students) 

Hence time of flight will be. 

', ~ 
Vy 

~ 
vx 

-vx 

Before After 
4m collision collision 

uY = 10.fi_ sin 45{ = 10 m/s; aY = - 10 m/s2 

s = - 1. 05 m- 1. 05 = 10 I - 5 12 

5 12 - 10 I 1.05 = 0 

Solving we get time of flight = 2.1 sec. 

4m 
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.. 

Consdering horizontal of ball before colliding with wall. 

Time before collision= _±_ = 0.4 
u 

.T 

Thus remaining time to return is 1. 7 sec. 

Hence horizontal distance travelled in this time is = 1. 7 x 10 = 17 m 

f~ Note 

Change in Y-does not affect X. They can be treated 
individually. 

If there had been no wall the ball would have gone 21 m 
away from the feet of the boy. The only effect of wall is 
to reverse the direction of horizontal velocity and 'r 
maximum height will remain same in both cases. 

4 E •I 
if no wall 1 7 m 

fl~ 29. From the top of a 50m high tower a stone is projected with 
speed 10 m/s, at an angle of 37{ as shown in figure. Find out (a) velocity 
after 3s (b) time of flight. (c)horizontal range. d) the maximum (height 
attained by the particle. 

~~ 
(a) Initial velocity in horizontal direction= 10 cos 37 = 8 m/s 

Initial velocity in vertical direction = 10 sin 37{ = 6 m/s 

Velocity after 3 seconds 

v=v i +v J =8t +(u +at)} =8t -24} 
.T y y y 

1 2 1 2 (b) S=ut+-at • -50=6xt+-x(-10)t 
Y Y 2 Y 2 

6± ✓1036 
512 - 61 - 50 = 0 • t = ----

10 

(c) R 8 [ 6± ✓1036) ange = x 
10 

(d) v =u +at 0=6-101 
y y y 

t= 0.6 

or 0 = 6 - 2 x 10 x h h = 1.8 

maximum height= 50 + 1.8 = 51.8 m. 

50m 

fl~ 30. Two stones A and B are projected simultaneously from the top of a 100 m high tower. 
Stone B is projected horizontally with speed 10 m/s, and stone A is dropped from the tower. Find out 
the following 

(a) time of flight of the two stone. 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

distance between two stones after 3 sec. 
angle of strike with ground. 
horizontal range of particle B. 
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[Ans. (a) 2✓5 sec. (b) xB = 30 m,yB = 45 (c) tan-1 2✓5 (d) 20✓5 m] 

Projection from a Moving Body 

Consider a boy standing on a trolley who throws a ball with speed u at an angle e with the horizontal. 
Trolley moves horizontally with constant speed v . 

Case (i): When ball is projected in the direction of motion of the trolley, horizontal component of 
ball's velocity= u cos e + v Initial vertical component of ball's velocity= u sine 

Case (ii): The ball is projected opposite to the direction of motion of the trolley 

Horizontal component of ball's velocity= u cose -v 

Initial vertical component of ball's velocity= u sine 

Case (iii): The ball projected upwards from a platform moving with speed v upwards. 

Horizontal component of ball's velocity= u cos e 

Initial vertical component of ball's velocity= u sine+ v 

Case (iv) : The ball projected upwards from a platform moving with speed v downwards. 

Horizontal component of ball's velocity= u cose 

Initial vertical component of ball's velocity= u sine - v 

~ 12. A particle is projected at an angle of 30° with speed 20 m/s : 
(i) Find out position vector of the particle after ls 
(ii) Find out angle betwen velocity vector and position vector at t = ls 

Sol. (i) s = u cos e t = 20 x ✓3 x t = I O ✓3 m 
X 2 

. e I 2 I 2 s = u sm t + - x 10 x t = 20 x - x 1 - 5 (1) = 5m 
Y 2 2 

Position vector = 10✓3 i + 5 J 
(ii) V = 10✓3 f 

X 

V = U +at= 10 - 10 = 0 
y y y 

v = 1 o ✓3 i v . s = lvl 1s1 cos e 

COS e = 10✓3 X 10✓3 = 10✓3 = 2 /3 
10✓3 x ✓325 ✓325 Vii 

~ 31. A boy standing on a long railroad car throws a ball straight upwards. The car is moving 
on the horizontal road with an acceleration of 1 m/s2 and the projection speed in the vertical direction 
is 9.8 m/s. How far behind the boy will the ball fall on the car? 
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S~ Let the initial velocity of car be 'u'. t = 2u 1. = 2 
g 

where u 1. = component of velocity in vertical direction 

1 
x = u x 2 + - x 1 x 22 = 2u + 2 

C 2 

where xc = distance travelled by car; 

xb = 2u; 

xb = distance travelled by ball 

xc -xb= 2u + 2-2u = 2m 

~ 32. A person is standing on a truck moving with a constant velocity of 14.7 m/s on a horizontal 
road. The man throws a ball in such a way that it returns to the truck after the truck has moved 58.8m. Find 
the speed and the angle of projection (a) as seen from the truck, (b) as seen from the road. 

S~ [Ans. (a) 19.6 m/s upward (b) 24.5 m/s at 53r with horizontal] 

• PROJECTION ON AN INCLINED PLANE 

To solve the problem of projectile motion on an incline plane we can adopt two types of axis system 
as shown in the figures 2.5 and 2.6. 

Case (i): Up the incline 

axis system 1 
Here a is angle of projection 
with the horizontal. 
In this case : 

a =O u = ucosa 
-' -' 

aY = -g uY = usina 

Time of flight (T) : 

Fig 2.5 

axis system 2 
Here a is angle of projection 
with the inclined plane 
In this case : 

a = - gsinj3 
-' 

a = - gcosj3 
y 

u = ucosa 
-' 

u = usina 
y 

when the particle strikes the inclined plane y coordinate becomes zero 

1 
y=ut+-at2 

y 2 y 

• 0 = usinaT- _!_ gcosj3T2 
2 
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• T = 2u sin a = 2u J_ 

gcosl3 g j_ 

Maximum height (H): 

when half of the time is elasped y coordinate is equal to maximum height of the projectile 

( ) ( )

2 

. usina 1 . usina 
H=usma --- - -gsml3 ---

g cos 13 2 g cos 13 

u 2 sin 2 a u 2 

• H=---=-J_-
2gcosl3 2gj_ 

Range along the inclined plane (R): 

When the particle strikes the inclined plane x coordinate is equal to range of the particle 

1 
x=u t+ -a 12 

-' 2 -' 

R e(2usina) 1 A (2usina) 2 

• =ucos --- - -gcosp 
g cos 13 2 g cos 13 

• R = 2u 2 sinacos(a + 13) 
gcos 2 l3 

Case (ii) : Down the incline 

y 

u 

X 

axis system 1 

In this case : 

a =O 
-' 

u = ucosa 
-' 

Fig 2.6 

a = gsinl3 
-' 

axis system 2 

u = ucosa 
-' 

u =usina 
y 

a = -gcosl3 
y 

u = usina 
y 
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Time of flight (T): 

when the particle strikes the inclined plane y coordinate becomes zero 

1 
y=ut+ -at2 

y 2 y 

0 = usinaT- _!_ gcosl3T2 
2 

• 

• T = 2u sin a = 2u J_ 

gcosl3 g j_ 

Maximum height (H): 

when half of the time is elasped y coordinate is equal to maximum height of the projectile 

( ) ( )

2 

. usina 1 . usina 
H=usma --- - -gsml3 ---

g cos 13 2 g cos 13 

• H = u 2 sin 2 a = u \ 
2gcosl3 2gj_ 

Range along the inclined plane (R): 

When the particle strikes the inclined plane x coordinate is equal to range of the particle 

1 
x=u t+ -a 12 

-' 2 -' 

• R e(2usina) 1 A (2usina) 2 

= ucos --- + -gcosp 
gcosl3 2 gcosl3 

• R = 2u 2 sinacos(a -13) 
gcos 2 l3 

Table: Standard results for projectile motion on an inclined plane 

Up the Incline Down the Incline 

Range 2u 2 sin a cos( a+ 13) 2u 2 sinacos(a -13) 
gcos 2 l3 g cos2 l3 

Time of flight 2usina 2usin a 

gcos 13 gcosl3 

Angle of projection for n 13 7t 13 
maxnnum range --- -+-

4 2 4 2 

Maximum Range ? ? u- u-

g(l + sin 13) g(l - sin 13) 
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.. 

f~ Note 

Here a is the angle of projection with the incline and 13 is the angle of incline. For a given speed, the 
direction - which gives the maximum range of the projectile on an incline, bisects the angle between 
the incline and the vertical, for upward or downward projection. 

Explanatory Notes on Projection on Inclined Plane 

There is an inclined plane making an angle 0 with horizontal. A particle is projected at an angle a from 
horizontal. 

y X 

gs~ 

g gcos0 

x-axis 
u, = u cos ( a - 0 ) 
a,= - g sin 0 
vel. at any time t 
vx = u cos ( a - 0 ) - g sin 0 t 

Time of Flight 

Displacement in y direction s = 0 
y 

0 = u sin (a - 0) T- .!_ g cos 0 T2 
2 

T= 2usin(a-0) 
gcos0 

y-axis 
u = u sin ( a - 0 ) 

y 

a = -gcos 0 
y 

vel. at any time t 
V = U sin ( a - 0 ) - g COS 0 f 

y 

Maximum Height (Relative to Inclined Plane) 

Point where v = 0 is max. height 
y 

(0)2 = u2 sin2 (a - 0 )- 2 g cos 0 H 

H= u 2 sin 2 (a-0) 
2gcos0 

Range Along the Inclined Plane 

1 
s =uT+-a T2 

X X 2 X 

R 
= u cos(a -0)x 2u sin (a -0) 2sin0x 2 x 2u 2 sin 2 (a -0) 

gcos0 2g2 COS 2 0 

= 2u 2 sin (a - 0)[cos(a -0)cos0 -sin 0sin (a -0)] 

gcos 2 0 
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R 
_ 2u 2 sin(a-0)cosa. 

gcos 2 0 

Alternate Method: 

1 = u cos a T 

R=-l
cos0 

R = ucosa x 2u sin(a -0) 
cos0 gcos0 

R = 2u 2 sin(a-0)cosa 

gcos 2 0 

R = u 2 [sin (2a -0) -sin 0] 

gcos 2 0 

Important: Presence of incline plane does not affect the path of projectile in any way. 

Maximum Range 

R= u 2 [sin(2a-0)-sin0] 

gcos 2 0 

7t 
For max. range 2a -0 = -

2 
• 

Projection from Top of Incline Plane 

n 0 
a=-+-

4 2 
so 

g(l + sin0) 

Incline plane is at an angle 0 with horizontal and a particle is projected at an angle a from horizontal. 
In all formulae replace 0 with --0 

.. 

u 2 sin 2 (a+0) 
µ= 

2gcos0 

R = 2u 2 sin ( a + 0) cos a 
gcos 2 0 

f~ Note 

T= 2usin(a+0) 
gcos0 

u 2 7t 0 
---- and a= ---
g(l-sin0) 4 2 

If a particle strikes the incline plane 1- then its comp. of velocity along incline must be zero. 

~ 33. A particle is projected horizontally with a speed u from the top of a plane inclined at an 
angle 0 with the horizontal. How far along the plane, from the point of projection will particle strike 
the plane? 

~ U X 

x-axis y-axis 

YI u =u u =O 
-' -' 

a =O a_.=g p 
-' 

gt2 ? 

x=ut • 
gx-

y y=- y=-
2 2u 2 



also Y = tan 0 
X 

x=O 2u 2 tan0 
' g 

dist. 1 = .Jx2 + y 2 

Alternate Method: 

• 

x=---- • 
g 

2u 2 tan0sec0 l=-----
g 

x2 
xtan0= L 

2u 2 

2u 2 tan 2 0 
y=----

g 

R = 2u 2 sin (a +0)coscx. 

gcos2 e R = 2 u2 tan 0 sec 0 

.. 

f~ Concept 

To analyse problem with different choices of coordinate axis. 
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y 

y 

X 

t__~ 34. A particle is projected up an inclined plane. Plane is inclined at an angle 0 with horizontal 
and particle is projected at an angle ex, with horizontal. If particle strikes the plane horizontally prove 
that tan a = 2 tan e 

We know time of flight 

T= 2usin(cx. +0) 

gcos0 

considering vertical motion 

u = v sin ex, a=-g 

T= usina = 2usin(cx.-0) 

g gcos0 

v=O 

sin a cos 0 = 2 sin a cos 0 -2 cos a sin 0 

2 cos a sin 0 = sin a cos 0 

Important: Even on an inclined projection, projectile can be treated as projection from ground . 

.. 

f~ Note 

Line of greatest slope: When projection is not along line of greatest slope then 3-D motion and three 
comp. One will not be affected by gravity (vJ 

z 

y 
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fl~ 35. A particle is projected horizontally with a speed u from the top A ,.._-,c---•u __ 
of a plane inclined at an angle 0 with the horizontal. How far from the point of 
projection will the particle strike the plane? 

~~ Take X ,Y-axes as shown in figure. Suppose that the particle Y 
strikes the plane at a point P with coordinates (x, y). Consider the motion 
between A and P. 

Motion in x direction : 

Initial velocity = u 

Acceleration = 0 

x=ut 

Motion in y direction : 

Initial velocity = u 

Acceleration = g 

1 
y = -g/2 

2 

Eliminating t from (i) and (ii) 

1 x 2 

y = - g- Also y =xtane 
2 u 2 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

gx 2 2u 2 tan0 
Thus , -? = xtan 0 giving x = 0 or, ---

gu- g 

y 

. 2u 2 tan0 2u 2 tan 2 e 
Clearly the pomt P corresponds to x = --- then y = xtan e = ----

g,----- g 

The distance AP = ✓x2 + y 2 = 2u
2 tan 0 ✓l + tan 2 0 = 2u

2 tan 0 sec 0 
g g 

fl~ 36. A projectile is thrown at an angle 0 with an inclined plane of inclination 13 as shown in 
figure. Find the relation between 13 and 0 if: 

~~ 

(a) projectile strikes the inclined plane perpendicularly, 
(b) projectile strikes the inclined plane horizontal. x-axis 

(a) If projectile strikes perpendicularly. 

vx = 0 when projectile strikes 

v=u+at 
X X X 

0 = u cos 0 - g sin 13 T 

T= ucos0 
gsin 13 

2usin0 
we also know that T = ---

g cos 13 
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ucos0 2usin0 • ------
g sin 13 g cos 13 

• 2 tan 0 = cot 13 

(b) If projectile strikes horizontally, then at the time of striking the projectile will be at the 
maximum height from the ground. Therefore : p 

2usin0 
t =---

OP gcosl3 

2u sin(0 + 13) 
t = -----'-'-

........ 
.... 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

OP 2xg 
0 ' \p \ 

• 2u sin 0 = 2u sin(0 + 13) o ___ L _______________________ -----
gcosl3 2g 

• 2 sin 0 = sin (0 + 13) cos 13 . 

~ 37. A shell is fired from a gun from the bottom of a hill along its slope. The slope of the hill 
is a = 30° and the angle of barrel to the horizontal is 13 = 60° the initial velocity of shell is 21 m/s. Find 
the distance from the gun to the point at which the shell falls. 

S~ We can write the equation of motion as 

x = utcosl3 

. gt2 
y=utsml3--

2 

OA= £ 
At the moment of the shell falls to the ground 

x = £cosa = £cos30° 
y = £sina = £sin30° 
£cosa = utcosl3 ... (i) 

~ . . A g/2 
-t. Sma = utsmp - -

2 
... (ii) 

£cosa 
f=--

u cosl3 

~ . _ £cosasinl3 g£2 cos2 a 
-t. Stna----- ? ? 

cos 13 2u - cos-13 

£ = 2u 2 sin(l3- a)cos 13 
gcos 2 a 

I,~ 
~ 

Substituting u = 21 m/s, a= 30°, 13 = 60° and g = 9.8 m/s2, we get £ = 30 metres 

f,/~ 38. A particle moving with uniform acceleration in a straight line covers a distance of3 m in 
the 8th second and 5 m in the 16th second of its motion. What is the displacement of the particle from 
the beginning of the 6th second to the end of 15th second? 

S~ The distance travelled during the nth second of motion of a body is given by 

1 
S = u + -a(2n -1) ,, 2 
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For the motion during the 8th second, 

1 15a 
3 =U +-a(16-1) =U +-

2 2 
For the motion during the 16th second, 

1 31a 
5 =U +-a(32-1) =U +-

2 2 
Subtracting equation (i) from (ii) 

8a=2 

or acceleration a= 1/4 m/s2 

F . . 3 (15 1) 9 / romequat1on(1), u= - -x- =-m s 
2 4 8 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

Now, the velocity at the end of 5 s (velocity at the beginning of 6th second) 

V1 = U + 5a 

Average velocity during this interval of 10 seconds = v1 + v2 

2 

= (u +5a)+(u +15a) =u +IOa 
2 

Distance travelled during the interval 

S= average velocity x time= (u + lOa) x t 

= ( f + }~) X} 0 = 2: 0 = 36.25 m 

Elastic Collision of a Projectile with a Wall 

Suppose a projectile is projected with speed u at an angle 0 from point O on the ground. Range of the 
projectile is R. If a wall is present in the path of the projectile at a distance x from the point 0. The 
collision with the wall is elastic, path of the projectile changes after the collision as described below. 

R 
Case I: Ifx ~ -

2 

0 

R 

Fig 2.7 

.,........,,....,....,--- v, 

' v" \ 

• • • • R-x R - x 
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Direction of x component of velocity is reversed but its magnitude remains the same and y component 
of velocity remains unchanged, therefore the remaining distance (R - x) is covered in the backward 
direction and projectile falls a distance (R - 2x) ahead of the point O as shown in figure 2. 7. 

Casell:Ifx<R 
2 

Direction of x component of velocity is reversed but its magnitude remains the same and y component 
of velocity remains unchanged, therefore the remaining distance (R - x) is covered in the backward 
direction and projectile falls a distance (R - 2x) behind the the point Oas shown in figure 2.8 . 

.,,,..---- .......... 
..,. ' ..,. ' ,, ,, ' ---~-v, ' 

R - 2x 0 X R - x 

R 

Fig 2.8 

' ' ' 

~ 39. A particle is projected from point P with velocity 5✓2 ms-1 perpendicular to the surface 
of a hollow right angle cone whose axis is vertical. It collides at Q normally. The time of the flight of 
the particle is 

(A) 1 sec. (B) ✓2 sec. (C) 2✓2 sec (D) 2 sec. 

~~ t = _u_ = 5.fi. x .fi. = 1sec 
gsin0 10 

Hence (A) is the right answer. 

fl~ 40. A particle is projected from a point O with velocity u in a direction making an angle a 
upward with the horizontal. At P, it is moving at right angles to its initial direction of projection. Its 
velocity at P is 

~~ 

(A) utan a (B) u cot a (C) 

v cos(90 - a)= v sin a= u cos a; v = u cot a 

(B) is the right answer 

u cosec a (D) u sec a 

fl._~ 41. A particle is projected at an angle a with horizontal from the foot of a plane whose 
inclination to horizontal is l3. Show that it will strike the plane at right angles if, cotl3 = 2tan(a - 13). 

~~ Let u be the velocity of projection so that u cos( a - 13) and usin( a - 13) are the initial 
velocities respectively parallel to perpendicular to the inclined plane. The acceleration in these two 
directions are (-gsinl3) and (-gcosl3). 

The initial component of velocity perpendicular to PQ is usin(a - 13) and the acceleration in this 
direction is (-gcosl3). If T is the time the particle takes to go from P to Q then in time T the space 
described in a direction perpendicular to PQ is zero. 

0 = u sin(a - 13).T - .!_ gcos l3.T 2 

2 
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T = 2u sin(a - 13) 
gcosl3 

If the direction of motion at the instant when the particle hits the plane be perpendicular to the 
plane, then the velocity at that instnat parallel to the plane must be zero. 

ucos(a - 13) - g sinl3 T= 0 

u cos(a - 13) = T = 2u sin(a - 13) 
g sin 13 g cos 13 

cot 13 = 2 tan ( a -13) 
~ 42. A stone is projected from the point on the ground in such a direction so as to hit a bird 

on the top of a telegraph post of height h and then attain the maximum height 2h above the ground. If 
at the instnat of projection the bird were to fly away horizontally with uniform speed, find the ration 
between horizontal velocities of the bird and stone if the stone still hits the bird while descending. 

~~ The situation is shown in figure. Let 0 be the angle of projection and u the velocity of 
projection. 

Maximum height MN = 2h 

MN = 2h = u 2 sin 2 0 
2g 

u sin 0 = 2.jih ... (i) 

Let t be the time taken by stone to attain the vertical height h above the ground. 

h = (usin0)t-..!..gt 2 Y 
2 

2 ( 2u sin 0 ) 2h O t - --- t+-= 
g g 

M 

t = u sin 0 + u 2 sin 2 0 2h 
g - g2 g 

Substituting the value ofusin0 from (i), 

t = 2.jih ± ✓4~h 2h = EE± f"iE 
g g- g vg vg 

/I =ff-ff , /2 =ff +ff 
where 11 and /2 are time to reach A and B respectively shown in the figure. If v is the horizontal 

velocity of bird, then AB = v/2. 

AB is also equal to ucos0(!2 - / 1) , where ucos0 is constant horizontal velocity of stone 

t2 -11 =21! ucose.2f!=vt2 
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2 {2h 2 {2h 
_v ___ f_gg__ fg =-2-=2(✓2-1) 
ucos0 12 f! (✓2 + l) ✓2 + 1 

~ 43. A man can swim with a velocity V1 relative to water in a river flowing with speed V2 . 

Show that it will take him v; times as long to swim a certain distance upstream and back as to 
fv.2-v.2 '\J I 2 

swim the same distance and back perpendicular to the direction of the stream (V1 > VJ 
~~ Suppose the man swims a distance x up and the same distance down the stream. 

Velocity of man upstream relative to the ground= V1 - V2. 

Time taken for this, 11 = __ x_ 
v; -V2 

Velocity of man downstream relative to the ground = V1 + V2 

Time taken for this, I, = __ x_ 
- v;+v2 

Total time taken 11 + 12 = __ x_ +--x- = ;v;x , 
v;-v2 v;+v2 v;--v2-

Next the man intends crossing the river perpendicular to the direction of the stream. Ifhe wants to 
cross the river straight across he must swim in a direction OM such that the vector sum of velocity of 
man + velocity of river will give him a velocity relative to the ground in a direction perpendicular to 

the direction of the stream. In the Figure the velocity relative to the ground is OR and the magnitude 

of OR = fv.2 - V. 2 
'\J 1 2 

Now the man swims a distance x up and x down perpendicular to the river flow. Time taken for this, 

2x 
I=--;::=== 

Jv.2-v.2 '\J I 2 

Then the ratio, 
ll + 12 (v;2 -V/) 

=----
I 2x 

.Jv 2 -v 2 
I 2 

0 
2v;x .Jv;2 - V, 2 v; 

= v_2 -V.2 X 2X - = fv_2 -V.2 
1 2 '\J 1 2 

fl~ 44. A particle thrown over a triangle from one end of a horizontal base of a vertical triangle 
gazes the vertex and falls on the other end of the base. If a and 13 be the base angle and 0 the angle of 
projection, prove that tan 0= tan a + tan j3. 
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or 

or 

The situation is shown in the figure. 

From figure, 

tana+tanj3=2:'..+ y 
x (R-x) 

where R is the range. 

y(R-x)+xy 
tan a + tan 13 = ----

x(R - x) 

tana+tanj3=2:'..x R 
x (R-x) 

we known 

y=xtane(1-;) 

tan0=2:'..x R 
x (R-x) 

from equation (i) and (ii), we have 

tan0=tana+tanj3 

y 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

fl~ 45. A batsman hits a ball at a height of 1.22 m above the ground so that ball leaves the bat an 
angle 45r with the horizontal. A 7.31 m high wall is situated at a distance of97.53 m from the position 
of the batsman. Will the ball clear the wall if its maximum horizontal distance from point of projection 
is 106.68 m. Take g = 10 m/s2. 

• 

• 

R Vo 2 sin20 
(range)= --

g 

V 2 = _!!L = Rg as e = 45° 
0 sin20 

Equation of trajectory I 06.68m 

? gx2 
Y=xtan45° gx- = x--- using(l) 

2v/ cos2 45° 2Rg ! 

Puttingx = 97.53, we get 

y = 97.53 - 10 X ( 97.53)2 = 8.35 
106.68x 10 

2 

Hence, height of the ball from the ground level is h = 8.35 + 1.22 = 9.577 m. 

as height of the wall is 7.31 m so the ball will clear the wall. 

X 

B 
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~ 46. A particle projected with velocity v0, strikes at right angles a plane through the point of 
projection and of inclination 13 with the horizontal. Find the height of the point struck, from horizontal 
plane through the point of projection. 

~ Let a. be the angle between the velocity of projection and the inclined plane. 

VOx' = Vo cos a., VOy' = Vo sin a, 

ax, = -g sin 13, ay' = -g cos 13 

At the point of impact vx. = 0 

• 
v0 cos a. 

t=---
gsinl3 

Also y' at the point is zero. 

• v0sina.t-.!..gcosl3t2 =0 
2 

• 2v0 sin a. 
t = ----''---

g cos 13 

F (.) d c··) Vo cos a. rom 1 an 11 ---
g sin 13 

1 
tan a.= -cot 13 

2 

x = v0 cos(a. + l3)t 

2v0 sin a. 

gcosl3 

• vx' (t) = v0 cos a. - g sin 13 t 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

... (iii) 

=v0[cosa.cosl3-sina.sinl3] voc~sa. = v/ [cos2 a.cotl3-sina.cosa.] 
gsml3 g 

=_Q_ -= cotl3--=-= (usmg tana.=-cotl3) v2 
[( 2 ]

2 
cot 13 2 l . 1 

g .J4+cot213 .J4+cot213.J4+cot2l3 2 

v/ 2cot13 
= 

g 4 + cot213 

From figure 

A v/ 2cot13 A 2v/ y=xtanp=-.---tanp • y=--~--
g 4 + cot2 13 g( 4 + cot2 13) 

~ 47. A ball is thrown from the origin in the x -y plane with velocity 28.28 m/s at an angle 
45r to the x-axis. At the same instant a trolley also starts moving with uniform velocity of 10 m/s along 
the positive x-axis. Initially rear end of the trolley is located at 38m from the origin. Determine the time 
and position at which the ball hits the trolley. 

f~ Let t be the instant at which the ball hits rear face AB of the trolley. 

Then (v0 cos 45° - u0)t = 38 

38 
ort=----

v0 cos45° -u0 

38 
------=3.8s 
28.28cos45°-1O 
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At t = 3. 8s , they - coordinate of the ball is Y 

y = (v0 sin 45°)! _ .!_ g/ 2 = 201 - 5t1 
2 ---=-=--lOmls .................. 

--
or y = 20(3.8) - 5(3.8)2 = 3.8 m B+-3m-+c'•-•• 

....,,.,,,---.....,..,...D 2~~~\ . \ Since 3.8 m > 2m, therefore, the ball cannot hit the rear 
face of the trolley. Now, we assume that the ball hits the top o 
face BC of the trolley, and let t ' be that instant. Then, 

38m--- X 

y = 2 = 201' - 5112 or /12- 41' + 0.4 = 0 

t' = 3.9s 

Let d be the distance from the point B at which the ball hits the trolley. 

Then, d = (v0 cos 45° - uO) (t' - t) = (20 -10) (3.9 - 3.8) = Im 

fl~ 48. Find the radius of a rotating wheel if the linear velocity v1 of a point on the rim is 2.5 
times greater than the linear velocity v2 of a point 5 cm closer to wheel axle. 

~~ Let the radius of the disc= r (in cm.) 

• v2 = (r -5)ffi 
V1 YO) 

v1 is 2.5 times greater than v2 

V r-5 • --=--• r=2.5 r-12.5 
2.5v2 r 

12.5 • 1.5 r= 12.5 • r =--=8.33 cm. 
1.5 

fl~ 49. Two men A and B, A standing on the extended floor nearby a building and B is standing 
on the roof of the building. Both throw a stone each towards each other. Then which of the following 
will be correct. 

(A) stone will hit A, but not B 
(B) stone will hit B, but not A 
(C) stone will not hit either of them, but will collide with each other 
(D) none of these. 

S~ Path will not be straight line but parabolic hence neither stone will hit any person. 
Condition of collision will depend upon direction as well as velocities of projection that are not given. 
Hence, (D) is the correct option. 

f,/~ 50. A particle is projected up the inclined such that its component of velocity along the 
incline is I 0 m/s. Time of flight is 2 sec and maximum height above the incline is 5 m. Then velocity of 
projection will be: 

(A) 10 m/s (B) 10✓2 m/s (C) 5✓5 m/s (D) none 

S~ [Ans. (B)] 
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fl~ 51. A stone projected at an angle of 60{ from the ground level strikes at an angle of 30{ on 
the roof of a building of height 'h ' . Then the speed of projection of the stone is : 

30,-'0 
.----~--, 

h 

/////, 1/////////////////////////////////////////////////I I 

(A) ✓2gh (B) ,J6ih (C) J3ih 
S~ Let initial and final speeds of stone be u and v. 

v2 = u2 -2gh 

and v cos 30° = u cos 60° 

solving 1 and 2 we get 

u = J3ih 
(C) is the correct option. 

... (1) 

... (2) 

(D) .jgh 

fl~ 52 A particle P is projected from a point on the surface of smooth 
inclined plane (see figure). Simultaneously another particle Q is released on the 
smooth inclined plane from the same position. P and Q collide after t = 4 second. 
The speed of projection of P is 

(A) 5 m/s (B) 10 m/s (C) 15 m/s (D) 20 m/s 

~~ It can be observed from figure that P and Q shall collide if the initial component of 
velocity of P along incline. u

11 
= 0 that is particle is projected perpendicular to incline. 

T. ffl"gh T 2u 1. 2u 1me o 1 t = -- = --
gcos0 gcos0 

u = gTcose = 10 m/s. 
2 

(B) is the right option. 
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fl~ 53. A particle is projected from a point (0, 1) on y-axis (assume + Y direction vertically 
upwards) aiming towards a point ( 4, 9). It fell on ground along x-axis in 1 sec. Taking g = 10 m/s2 and 
all coordinate in metres. Find the X-coordinate where it fell. 

(A) (3 , 0) (B) (4, 0) 

L~ 9-1 
L~ tan0= -- =2 

4-0 

now, -1 = usin0 (1)- .!_ g (1)2 
2 

usin0 = 4 • u= - 4 - = 2✓5 
(2✓5) 

now, x = 4cos0 (1) = (2✓5) x _l_ = 2m 
Js 

(C) is the right answer. 

(C) (2, 0) (D) (2✓5 , 0) 

.,, 
B.,, 

.,, f 

.,, 

fl~ 54. A car starts with constant acceleration a= 2m/s2 at t = 0. Two coins are released from 
the car at t = 3 & t = 4. Each coin takes 1 second to fall on ground. Then the distance between the two 
coins will be (Assume coin sticks to the ground.) 

(A) 9m (B) 7m (C) 15 m (D) 2m 

s~ v=at=2t 

Velocity of car at 

at 

t= 3 

!=4 

v1 = 6 m/s 

v2 = 8 m/s 

Coin 1 will fall with horizontal velocity 6 m/s and second coin will fall with horizontal velocity 
8 m/s. Both will travel 6 m & 8 m horizontally before they fall from the point of release. 

Car moves (6 + 8) x 1 = 7 m. In fourth second position of first coin x1 = 6, x2 = 7+8= 15 
2 

• x2 -x1 =15-6=9m [Ans.(A)] 

~ 55. Velocity of a stone projected, 2 second before it reaches the maximum height, makes 
angle 53° with the horizontal then the velocity at highest point will be 

(A) 20 m/s (B) 15 m/s (C) 25 m/s (D) 80/3 m/s 

~~ Two second before maximum height v = g x 2 = 20 cm/s 
y 

20 
tan53° = -v = 15 m/s 

V X 

.Y 

at maximum height v = v, = 15 m/s 

~ , ,~20 

~ 
v, 

[Ans. (B)] 

fl~ 56. A stone is projected from a horizontal plane. It attains maximum height 'H' & strikes 
a stationary smooth wall and falls on the ground vertically below the maximum height. Assume the 
collision to be elastic the height of the point on the wall where ball will strike is : 



H 
(A) 2 

1 
H = - g (2!)2 = 2gt2 

2 

1 2 h=H- -gt 
2 

By (1) & (2) 

H 3H 
h=H--=-

4 4 

H 
(B) 4 

... (1) 

... (2) 

(C) 3H 
4 
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(D) None of these 

[Ans. (C)] 

fl~ 57. Two bodies are projected from the same point with equal speeds in such directions that 
they both strike the same point on a plane whose inclination is l3. If a be the angle of projection of the 
first body with the horizontal show that the ratio of their times of flight is; 

sin(a -13) 

cosa 

Let a' be the angle of projection of the second body. 

R = u 2
, [sin (2a-13)-sin 13] 

gcos-13 

Range of both the bodies is same. Therefore, 

sin (2a -13) = sin(2a' - 13) 

or 2a' -13=n-(2a-13) 

a'=2:-(a-13) 
2 

Now, T 
2u sin( a - 13) 

and T' 
gcosl3 

T sin(a-13) sin(a-13) 
T' sin (a' -13) 

sin { ~-(a-13)-13} 

sin(a-13) sin(a-13) 

sin(~-a) 
cosa 

2u sin( a' - 13) 

gcosl3 
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fl~ 58. A particle A is projected with an initial velocity of 60 m/s at an angle 30° to the horizontal. 
At the same time a second particle Bis projected in opposite direction with initial speed of 50 m/s from 
a point at a distance of 100 m from A. If the particles collide in air, find (a) the angle of projection a 
of particle B (b) time when the collision takes place and (c) the distance of P from A. Where collision 
occurs (g= 10 m/s2). 

(a) 

60m/s 50m/s 

A~ 

----100 m ----+ 

Taking x and y directions as shown in figure. 

Here, a A=-gj 

aB =-gj 

uA, =60cos30°=30✓3 m/s 

uAy =60sin30°=30m/s 

uB, =-50cosa or uBy =50sina 

y 

Relative acceleration between the two is zero as a A = a B. Hence, the relative motion 

between the two is uniform. It can be assumed that Bis at rest and A is moving with ii AB. 

Hence, the two particles will collide if iiAB is along AB. This is possible only when 

U =U 
Ay By 

i.e. , component of relative velocity along y-axis should be zero. 

or 30=50sina :. a=sin- 1 (3/5) 

(b) Now, I iiAB l=uAx -uB, =(30✓3 +50cosa)m/s 

=(30✓3 +5oxf )mf s =(30✓3 +40)m/s 

Therefore, time of collision is 

t AB 100 

I iiAB I 30✓3 +40 

or t = 1.09 s 

( c) Distance of point P from A where collision takes place is 



= (30✓3 xl.09) 2 +(30xl.09-½x10xl.09xl.09 J 
or s = 62.64 m 
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fl~ 59. A man standing on a hill top projects a stone horizontally with speed v0 as shown in 
figure. Taking the co-ordinate system as given in the figure. Find the co-ordinates of the point where 
the stone will hit the hill surface. 

y 

V o 
---------------------x 

(0, 0) 

0 

Range of the projectile on an inclined plane (down the plane) is, 
? 

R u- , [sin (2a+ 13) +sin 13] 
gcos- 13 

Here, u = v0, a=0 and 13=0 

2v: sine 
R 

gcos 2 e 

2v2 tan0 
Now, x=Rcos0=---'0--

g 

and R . e 2v: tan 2 e 
y=- sm = 

g 

------··r··-----

~ 60. A car accelerating at the rate of 2 m/s2 from rest from origin is carrying a man at the rear 
end who has a gun in his hand. The car is always moving along positive x-axis. At t = 4s, the man fires 

from the gun and the bullet hits a bird at t = 8 s. The bird has a position vector 40t +80) +40k. Find 

velocity of projection of the bullet. Take the y-axis in the horizontal plane. (g = 10 m/s2). 

Let velocity of bullet be, 

v=v i +v }~ +v z 
X y = 

At t = 4 sec, x-co-ordinate of car is; 

1 , 1 
x =-ar =-x2x16=16m 

C 2 2 
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x-coordinate of bird is xh = 40 m 

xh = xc + vx (8 - 4) or 

v = 6m/s 
X 

Similarly,yh = y + v (8-4) 
C y 

or 80 = 0 + 4v or v = 20m/s 
y y 

40 = 16 + 4v 
X 

d 1 2 an z =z +v_ (8-4)--g(S-4) 
b c • 2 

1 
or 40=0+4v --x5xl6 

= 2 

or v= = 20 m/s2 

Velocity of projection of bullet 

v=(6i+20]+2ok)m/s 

Hiji;Hhi[~~• 
Exercise-1: Subjective Problems 

1. In order to project a body for maximum range, what is the condition? 
2. What is the angle between the directions of velocity and acceleraiton at the highest point of a 

projectile path? 
3. At what point of the projectile path the speed is minimum? 
4. Two bodies are projected at angles 0 and (90 - 0) to the horizontal with the same speed. Find 

the ratio of their times of flight? 
5. In above question find the ratio of the maximum vertical heights? 
6. What should be the angles of projection to obtain maximum height and maximum time of 

flight? 
7. A bob of mass 0.1 kg hung from the ceiling ofa room by a string 2 m long is set into oscillation. 

The speed of the bob at its mean position is 1 ms-1• What is the trajectory of the bob; if the 
string is cut 
(a) when the bob is at one of its extreme position 
(b) at its mean position 

8. A projectile can have the same range R for two angles of projections. If t1 and t2 be the times 
of flight in two cases, then find out relation between t1 t2 and R? 

9. The height y and the distance x along the horizontal plane of a projectile on a certain planet 
(without no surrounding atmosphere) are given by y = (St- 5t2) meter andx=6tm. Then what 
will be the velocity of projection? 

10. A glass marble projected horizontal from the top of a table falls at a distance x from the edge 
of the table. If his the height of the table, find the velocity of projection? 

11. A projectile is fired horizontally with a velocity of 98 m/s from the top of a hill 490 m high. 
Find: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 

the time taken to reach the ground 
the distance of the target from the hill 
the velocity with which the particle hits the ground 
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12. The equation of a projectile is y = ✓3x - gx
2 

, find the angle of projection? 
2 

13. Consider a boy on a trolley who throws a ball with speed 20 m/s at an angle 37{ w.r.t. trolley 
which moves horizontally with speed 10 m/s. 
(a) Find horizontal and vertical components of initial velocity of ball when ball is projected 

in direction of motion of trolley. 
(b) Find horizontal and vertical components of initial velocity of ball when ball is projected 

opposite to direction of motion of trolley 
14. Consider a boy on a platform who throws a ball with speed 20 m/s at an angle 37° w.r.t. 

platform which moves upwards with speed 10 m/s. (a) Find the horizontal and vertical 
component of balls velocity. (b) Find horizontal and vertical components of balls velocity 
when ball is projected downwards from the platform. 

15. A bomb is dropped from an aeroplane moving horizontally at a certain height from the ground. 
Does the time taken by the bomb to reach the ground depend on the velocity of the aeroplane? 

16. A particle is projected at an angle 0 with an inclined plane making an angle 13 with the 
horizontal as shown in figure, speed of the particle is u, after time t find: 
(a) x component of acceleration? x-axis 
(b) y component of acceleration? 
(c) x component of velocity? 
(d) y component of velocity? 
( e) x component of displacement? 
(f) y component of displacement? 
(g) y component of velocity when particle is at maximum distance from the incline plane? 

17. On an inclined plane of inclination 30{, a ball is thrown at an angle of 60{ with the horizontal 
from the foot of the incline with a velocity of 10✓3 ms-1. If g = 10 ms-2, then find the time in 
which ball will hit the inclined plane? 

18. The direction of motion of a projectile at a certain instant is inclined at an angle a to the 
horizon. After t seconds it is inclined an angle 13 . Find the horizontal component of velocity 
of projection in terms of g, t , a and 13. 

19. A radius vector of a point A relative to the origin varies with time t as r = aft -bt2 J , where 

a and bare positive constants and i and J are the unit vectors of the x andy axes. Find: 

(i) the equation of the point's trajectory y (x); plot this function 
(ii) the time dependence of the velocity v and acceleration a vectors as well as of the moduli 

of these quantities . 
20. Two particles are projected simultaneously with the same speed V in the same vertical plane 

with angles of elevation 0 and 2 0, where 0 < 45{. At what time will their velocities be parallel. 
21. If 4 seconds be the time in which a projectile reaches a point P of its path and 5 seconds the 

time from P till it reaches the horizontal plane through the point of projection . Find the height 
of P above the horizontal plane. [ g = 9.8 m/sec2] 

22. A man is travelling on a flat car which ismoving up a plane inclined at cos0 = 4/5 to the 
horizontal with a speed 5 m/s. He throws a ball towards a stationary hoop located perpendicular 
to the incline in such a way that the ball moves parallel to the slope of the incline while going 
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through the centre of the hoop. The centre of the hoop is 4 m high from the man's hand 
calculate the time taken by the ball to reach the hoop. 

23. A rifle with a muzzle velocity of 1 0Om/s shoots a bullet at small target 30m away in the same 
horizontal line. How high above the target must the gun be aimed so that the bullet will hit the 
target. 

24 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

(Hint: Use small angle approximation.) 
A man can throw a stone with initial speed of 10 m/s. Find the maximum horizontal distance 
to which he can throw the stone in a room of height h m for: (i) h = 2 m & (ii) h = 4 m 
A particle is projected in x-y plane with y-axis along vertical, the point of projection being 

origin. The equation of a projectile is y = .Ji x - gx
2 

• The angle of projectile is ___ _ 
2 

and initial velocity is ___ _ 
A particle is projected in the X-Y plane with y-axis along vertical. 2 sec after projection the 
velocity of the particle makes an angle 45° with the X-axis. 4 sec after projection, it moves 
horizontally. Find the velocity of projection. 
A particle is projected upwards with a velocity of 100 m/sec at an angle of 60° with the 
vertical. Find the time when the particle will move perpendicular to its initial direction, taking 
g=10m/sec2. 

A ball is projected at an angle of 30° above with the horizontal from the top of a tower and 
strikes the ground in 5 sec at an angle of 45° with the horizontal. Find the height of the tower 
and the speed with which it was projected. 
In the figure shown, the two projectiles are fired 
simultaneously. What should be the initial speed of 
the left side projectile for the two projectiles to hit in 
mid-air? 

..----- ---------

""--------------------------<_ 

l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

IOm 

A ball starts from rest and accelerates at 0.500 m/s2 while moving down an inclined plane 
9.00 m long. When it reaches the bottom, the ball rolls up another plane, where, after moving 
15.0 m, it comes to rest. (a) What is the speed of the ball at the bottom of the first plane? 
(b) How long does it take to roll down the first plane? (c) What is the acceleration along the 
second plane? (d) What is the ball's speed after moving through 8.00 m up the second plane? 
A ball is projected on smooth inclined plane in direction perpendicular 
to line of greatest slope with velocity of8m/s. Find it 's speed after 1 sec. 
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32. Find range of projectile on the inclined plane which is projected perpendicular to the incline 
plane with velocity 20m/s as shown in figure. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36 

~Oms-I 

~ 
A ball is thrown horizontally from a cliff such that it strikes ground 
after 5 sec. The line of sight from the point of projection to the point 
of hitting makes an angle of37° with the horizontal. What is the initial 
velocity of projection. 
A rocket is launched at an angle 53{ to the horizontal with an initial speed of 100 ms-1. It moves 
along its initial line of motion with an acceleration of 30 ms-2 for 3 seconds. At this time its 
engine falls & the rocket proceeds like a free body. Find : 
(i) the maximum altitude reached by the rocket 
(ii) total time of flight. 
(iii) the horizontal range. 

~ 11~1°111 

The speed of a particle when it is at its greatest height is ✓2/5 of its speed when it is at its half 
the maximum height. The angle of projection is ___ and the velocity vector angle with the 
horizontal at half the maximum height is __ _ 
A projectile is thrown with velocity of 50 m/s towards an inclined plane from ground such that 
it strikes the inclined plane perpendicularly. The angle of projection of the projectile is 53° 
with the horizontal and the inclined plane is inclined at an angle of 45° to the horizontal. 
(a) Find the time of flight. 
(b) Find the distance between the point of projection and the foot of inclined plane. 

37 A projectile is thrown from a platform at a height 10 m above the ground with velocity of 

38. 

39. 

20 m/sec. At what angle should the projectile be thrown to reach the farthest point from 0 , 
which is vertically below the point from which it is thrown. [g = 10 m/s2] 

Two guns, situated at the top of a hill of height 10 m, fire one shot each with the same speed 
5✓3 m/s at some interval of time. One gun fires horizontally and other fires upwards at an 
angle of 60° with the horizontal. The shots collide in air at a point P. Find 
(a) the time interval between the firings, and 
(b) the coordinates of the point P. Take origin of the coordinates system at the foot of the 

hill right below the muzzle and trajectories inX-Yplane. 
Two inclined planes 0A and 0B having inclination (with horizontal) 30° and 60° respectively, 
intersect each other at 0 as shown in fig . A particle is projected from point P with velocity u 

= 10✓3 m s-1 along a direction perpendicular to plane 0A. If the particle strikes plane 0B 

perpendicularly at Q, calculate 
(a) time of flight, A 

(b) velocity with which particle strikes the plane 0B, 
(c) vertical height h of P from 0 , 
( d) maximum height from 0 attained by the particle h 

(e) distance PQ 

B 

u Q 

30° 60° 
0 
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40. A hunter is riding an elephant of height 4m moving in straight line with uniform speed of 
2m/sec. A deer running with a speed V in front at a distance of 4✓5m moving perpendicular 
to the direction of motion of the elephant. If hunter can throw his spear with a speed of 1 Orn/ 
sec. relative to the elephant, then at what angle 0 to it 's direction of motion must he throw his 
spear horizontally for a successful hit. Find also the speed 'V' of the deer. 

41. A, B & Care three objects each moving with constant velocity. A's speed is 10 m/sec in a 

42. 

43. 

44. 

direction PQ. The velocity of B relative to A is 6 m/sec at an angle of, cos - 1 (15/24) to PQ . 

The velocity of C relative to B is 12 m/sec in a direction QP , then find the magnitude of the 

velocity of C. 
A glass wind screen whose inclination with the vertical can be 
changed, is mounted on a cart as shown in figure. The cart moves 
uniformly along the horizontal path with a speed of 6 m/s. At 

~~---~ .......... ~ ' what maximum angle a to the vertical can the wind screen be (-) (-) 
placed so that the rain drops falling vertically downwards with , , , , , , · , , , , , , , , , · · , , , , , , , , , , · , , , , , 

velocity 2 m/s, do not enter the cart? 
A large heavy box is sliding without friction down a smooth plane 
of inclination 0. From a point P on the bottom of a box, a particle is 
projected inside the box. The initial speed of the particle with respect 
to box is u and the direction of projection makes an angle a with the 
bottom as shown in figure. 
(a) Find the distance along the bottom of the box between the point 

of projection P and the point Q where the particle lands. (Assume that the particle does 
not hit any other surface of the box. Neglect air resistance). 

(b) If the horizontal displacement of the particle as seen by an observer on the ground is 
zero, find the speed of the box with respect to the ground at the instant when the particle 
was projected. 

A particle is projected from point P with velocity 5 ✓2 m/s perpendicular 
to the surface of a hollow right angle cone whose axis is vertical. It 
collides at Q normally. Find the time of the flight of the particle. 

y 

45. The horizontal range of a projectiles is R and the maximum height attained by it is H. A strong 
wind now begins to blow in the direction of motion of the projectile, giving it a constant 
horizontal acceleration = g/2. Under the same conditions of projection, find the horizontal 
range of the projectile. 

46. A particle is thrown horizontally with relative velocity 10 m/s from an 

inclined plane, which is also moving with acceleration 10 m/s2 vertically ~Om/s2 

upward. Find the time after which it lands on the plane (g = 10 m/s2) 
0 
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4 7. A particle is projected with a velocity 2 Fi so that it just clears two walls of equal height 'a' 

which are at a distance '2a' apart. Show that the time of passing between the walls is 2 Ffi. 
48. 

49. 

A stone is projected from the point of a ground in such a direction so as to hit a bird on the top 
of a telegraph post of height h and then attain the maximum height 2h above the ground. If at 
the instant of projection, the bird were to fly away horizontally with a uniform speed, find the 
ratio between the horizontal velocities of the bird and the stone, if the stone still hits the bird 
while descending. 
Two persons Ram and Shyam are throwing ball at each 
other as shown in the figure. The maximum horizontal 
distance from the building where Ram can stand and still 
throw a ball at Shyam is d1• The maximum horizontal h 
distance of Ram from the building where Shyam can throw 
a ball is d2. If both of them can throw ball with a velocity of 

.J2if , find the ratio of d/d2. Neglect the height of each 

person. 

·-------... _________ _ 

Ram 

Exercise-2: Objective Problems 

1. Two stones are projected from the same point with same speed making angles 45r + 0 and 
45r-0 with the horizontal respectively. If0 < 45r, then the horizontal ranges of the two stones 
are in the ratio of 
(A) I : I (B) I : 2 (C) I : 3 (D) I : 4 

2. A hunter takes an aim at a monkey sitting an a tree and fires a bullet. Just when the bullet 
leaves barrel of the gun, it so happens that the monkey begins to fall freely. The bullet will 
(A) Go above the monkey 
(B) Go below the monkey 
(C) Hit the monkey 
(D) May or may not hit the monkey. It will depend upon the velocity of the bullet 

3. It was calculated that a shell when fired form a gun with a certain velocity and at an angle of 

elevation Sn rad should strike a given target. In actual practice, it was found that a hill just 
36 

prevented the trajectory. At what angle of elevation should the gun be fired to hit the target 
5n lln 7n 13n 

(A) -rad (B) -rad (C) -rad (D) -rad 
36 36 36 36 

4. A projectile is thrown with a speed v at an angle 0 with the vertical. Its average velocity 
between the instants it crosses half the maximum height is 
(A) v sin 0, horizontal and in the plane of projection 
(B) v cos 0, horizontal and in the plane of projection 
(C) 2v sin 0, horizontal and perpendicular to the plane of projection 
(D) 2v cos 0, vertical and in the plane of projection 
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5. Two bullets are fired horizontally, simultaneously and with different velocities from the same 
place. Which bullet will hit the ground earlier? 
(A) It would depend upon the weights of the bullets 
(B) The slower one 
(C) The faster one 
(D) Both will reach simultaneously 

6. A stone is thrown upwards. It returns to ground describing a parabolic path. Which of the 
following remains constant? 
(A) Speed of the ball (B) Kinetic energy of the ball 
(C) Vertical component of velocity (D) Horizontal component of velocity. 

7. A body is thrown horizontally with a velocity .j2gh from the top of a tower of height h. It 

strikes the level ground through the foot of the tower at a distance x from the tower. The value 
ofx is 

(A) h (B) !:_ 
2 

(C) 2h (D) 2h 
3 

8. A particle, with an initial velocity v0 in a plane, is subjected to a constant acceleration in the 
same plane. Then, in general, the path of the particle could be 
(A) A circle (B) A straight line (C) A parabola (D) A hyperbola 

9. A ball is projected from a certain point on the surface of a planet at a certain angle with the 
horizontal surface. The horizontal and vertical displacement x and y vary with time tin second 
as : x = 10✓3t andy = l0t- t2 

The maximum height attained by the ball is 
(A) 100 m (B) 75 m (C) 50 m (D) 25 m 

10. A bag is dropped from an aeroplane flying horizontally at a constant speed. If air resistance is 
ignored, where will the aeroplane be when the bag hits the ground? 
(A) Ahead of the bag (B) Directly above the bag 
(C) Far behind the bag (D) Data is not sufficient 

11. The path of one projectile in motion as seen from another moving projectile is 
(A) A straight line (B) A circle 
(C) An ellipse (D) A parabola 

12. A plane surface is inclined making an angle 0 with the horizontal. From the bottom of this 
inclined plane, a bullet is fired with velocity v. The maximum possible range of the bullet on 
the inclined plane is 

(A) 
v2 

(B) 
v2 

g g(l+ sin0) 

(C) 
v2 

(D) 
v2 

g(l-sin0) g(l+cos0) 

13. A ball is projected horizontal with a speed v from the top of a plane inclined at an angle 45r 
with the horizontal. How far from the point of projection with the ball strike the plane? 

(A) ~ (B) ✓2 ~ (C) 2;
2 

(D) ✓2 [ 2;2 ] 
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14. The time of flight of a projectile on an upward inclined plane depends upon 
(A) Angle of inclination of the plane 
(B) Angle of projection 
(C) The value of acceleration due to gravity 
(D) All of these 

15. A ball rolls of the top of a stairway horizontally with a velocity of 4. 5 m s-1. Each step is 
0.2 m high and 0.3 m wide. If g is 10 ms-1, then the ball will strike the nth step where n is 
equal to 
(A) 9 (B) 10 (C) 11 (D) 12 

16. The velocity of projection of a projectile is (6 i + 8 J) ms-1 . The horizontal range of the 

projectile is 
(A) 4.9m (B) 9.6 m (C) 19.6 m (D) 14 m 

17. If R and h represent the horizontal range and maximum height respectively of an obliquie 

projectile, then R 2 + 2h represents 
8h 

(A) Maximum horizontal range (B) Maximum vertical range 
(C) Time of flight (D) Velocity of projectile at highest point 

18. A particle move along the parabolic path x = y2 + 2y + 2 in such a way that they-component 
of velocity vector remain 5m/s during the motion. The magnitude of the accleration of the 
particle is 
(A) 50 m/s2 (B) 100 m/s2 

(C) 10✓2 m/s2 (D) 0.1 m/s2 

19. A ball is projected from point A with a velocity 10 m/s perpendicular to the inclined plane as 
shown in figure. Range of the ball on the inclined plane is 

40 20 
(A) - m (B) - m 

3 13 

(C) 
13 
-m 
20 

13 
(D) -m 

40 

20. Two projectiles A and Bare thrown with the same speed such that A makes angle 0 with the 
horizontal and B makes angle 0 with the vertical, then 
(A) Both must have same time of flight 
(B) Both must achieve same maximum height 
(C) A must have more horizontal range than B 
(D) Both may have same time of flight 

21. Suppose a player hits several baseballs. Which baseball will be in the air for the longest time? 
(A) The one with the farthest range. 
(B) The one which reaches maximum height. 
(C) The one with the greatest initial velocity. 
(D) The one leaving the bat at 45° with respect to the ground. 
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Question No. 22 to 24 (3 questions) 

A projectile is thrown with a velocity of 50 ms-1 at an angle of 53° with the horizontal 
22. Choose the incorrect statement 

(A) It travels vertically with a velocity of 40 ms-1 

(B) It travels horizontally with a velocity of30 ms-1 

(C) The minimum velocity of the projectile is 30 ms-1 

(D) None of these 
23. Determine the instants at which the projectile is at the same height 

(A) t = ls and t = 7s (B) t = 3s and t = 5s 
(C) t = 2s and t = 6 s (D) all the above 

24. The equation of the trajectory is given by 
(A) 180y = 240x - x2 (B) 180y = x2 - 240x 
(C) 180y = 135x - x2 (D) 180y = x2 - 135x 

25. A particle is projected from a horizontal plane (x-z plane) such that its velocity vector at time 

t is given by V =at+ (b - et)]. Its range on the horizontal plane is given by 

(A) ba (B) 2ba (C) 3ba (D) None 
C C C 

26. A ball is thrown from a point on ground at some angle of projection. At the same time a bird 
starts from a point directly above this point of projection at a height h horizontally with speed 
u. Given that in its flight ball just touches the bird at one point. Find the distance on ground 
where ball strikes 

(A) 2ul (B) u ff (C) 2u ff (D) u l 
27. A projectile is fired with a speed u at an angle 0 with the horizontal. Its speed when its 

direction of motion makes an angle 'a.' with the horizontal is 
(A) u sec0 cosa. (B) u sec0 sina. 
(C) u cos0 seca. (D) u sin 0 seca. 

28. A ball is hit by a batsman at an angle of37° as shown in figure. The man 
standing at P should run at what minimum velocity so that he catches the 
ball before it strikes the ground. Assume that height of man is negligible 
in comparison to maximum height of projectile. 
(A) 3 ms-1 (B) 5 ms-1 

(C) 9 ms-1 (D) 12 ms-1 

~ 37° man 
p B 
la: 9m 111 

29. A ball is projected from top of a tower with a velocity of 5 m/s at an angle of 53r to horizontal. 
Its speed when it is at a height of0.45 m from the point of projection is 
(A) 2 m/s (B) 3 m/s 
(C) 4 m/s (D) Data insufficient. 

30. Particle is dropped from the height of 20m from horizontal ground. A constant force acts 
on the particle in horizontal direction due to which horizontal acceleration of the particle 
becomes 6 ms-2• Find the horizontal displacement of the particle till it reaches ground. 
(A) 6 m (B) 10 m (C) 12 m (D) 24 m 



31. 

32. 
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Find time of flight of projectile thrown horizontally with speed 10 ms-1 from a long inclined 
plane which makes an angle of0 = 45° from horizontal. 

(A) ✓2 sec (B) 2✓2 sec (C) 2 sec (D) None 

A projectile is fired with a velocity at right angle to the slope which is inclined at an angle 0 
with the horizontal. The expression for the range R along the incline is 

2v2 2v2 2v2 
(A) -sec0 (B) -tan0 (C) -tan0sec0 

g g g 

v2 
(D) -tan 2 0 

g 

33. If time taken by the projectile to reach Q is T, than PQ = 

34. 

35. 

36. 

(A) Tv sin 0 (B) Tv cos 0 (C) Tv sec 0 (D) Tv tan 0 
It takes one minute for a passenger standing on an escalator to reach the top. If the escalator 
does not move it takes him 3 minute to walk up . How long will it take for the passenger to 
arrive at the top if he walks up the moving escalator? 
(A) 30 sec (B) 45 sec (C) 40 sec (D) 35 sec 
A body A is thrown vertically upwards with such a velocity that it reaches a maximum height 
ofh. Simultaneously another body Bis dropped from height h. It strikes the ground and does 
not rebound. The velocity of A relative to B v/s time graph is best represented by : (upward 
direction is positive) 

(A) v,,~ 
t 

(B) 

(C) (D) 

v,,~ 
t 

VABtf-
t ' I 

I 

A body is thrown up in a lift with a velocity u relative to the lift and the time of flight is found 
to be t. The acceleration with which the lift is moving up is 

(A) u - gt (B) 2u - gt (C) u + gt 
t t t 

(D) 2u + gt 
t 

37. A hunter tries to hunt a monkey with a small, very poisonous arrow, blown from a pipe with initial 
speed v0. The monkey is hanging on a branch of a tree at heightH above the ground. The hunter is 
at a distance L from the bottom of the tree. The monkey sees the arrow leaving the blow pipe and 
immediately loses the grip on the tree, falling freely down with zero initial velocity. The minimum 
initial speed v0 of the arrow for hunter to succeed while monkey is in air: 

(A) 
g(H2 + L2) gH2 g(H2 + L2) 

2H (B) ../H2 +L2 (C) H 
(D) 

2gH 2 

.JH2 +L2 
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38. A large rectangular box moves vertically downward with an acceleration B 0 __ .,.- C 

a. A toy gun fixed at A and aimed towards C fires a particle P. --
(A) P will hit C if a = g u _______ .,.-

(B) P will hit the roof BC, if a > g P 

(C) P will hit the wall CD if a < g A D 

(D) May be either (A), (B) or (C), depending on the speed of projection of P 
39. Particles A and B are moving with constant velocities along x and 

;, axis ,espectively, the g.-aph of sepa.-ation between them with time A • --------L 
(A) k (B)k 1 X 

(C) u (D)~ 

Question No. 40 to 42 (3 questions) 

Two projectiles are thrown simultaneously in the same plane from the same point. If their velocities 
are v1 and v2 at angles 01 and 02 respectively from the horizontal, then answer the following questions 

40. The trajectory of particle 1 with respect to particle 2 will be 
(A) A parabola (B) A straight line 
(C) A vertical straight line (D) A horizontal straight line 

41. Ifv1cos81 = VfOS02, then choose the incorrect statement 
(A) One particle will remain exactly below or above the other particle 
(B) The trajectory of one with respect to other will be a vertical straight line 
(C) Both will have the same range 
(D) None of these 

42. Ifv1sin01 = v2sin02, then choose the incorrect statement 
(A) The time of flight of both the particles will be same 
(B) The maximum height attained by the particles will be same 
(C) The trajectory of one with respect to another will be a horizontal straight line 
(D) None of these 

43. Average velocity of a particle is projectile motion between its starting point and the highest 
point of its trajectory is : (projection speed = u, angle of projection from horizontal= 0) 

(A) ucos0 (B) "!:!:_-J1+3cos 2 0 
2 

(C) (D) "!:!:_-J1+cos2 0 
2 

44. A ball is dropped from height 5m. The time after which ball stops rebounding if coefficient of 
restitution between ball and ground e = 1/2, is 
(A) 1 sec (B) 2 sec (C) 3 sec (D) infinite 



45. 

46. 

47. 
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A particle is projected vertically upwards from O with velocity v and a second particle is 
projected at the same instant from P (at a height h above 0) with velocity vat an angle of 
projection 0. The time when the distance between them is minimum is 

(A) h (B) h (C) h/v (D) h/2v 
2vsin0 2vcos0 

A ball is projected from ground with a velocity Vat an angle 0 to the vertical. On its path it 
makes an elastic collison with a vertical wall and returns to ground. The total time of flight of 
the ball is 

(A) 2vsin0 
g 

(BJ 2vcos0 
g 

(C) vsin20 
g 

(D) vcos0 
g 

Two particles are moving along two long straight lines, in the same plane, with the same 
speed= 20 cm/s. The angle between the two lines is 60°, and their intersection point is 0. At a 
certain moment, the two particles are located at distances 3m and 4m from 0 , and are moving 
towards 0. Subsequently, the shortest distance between them will be 
(A) 50 cm (B) 40✓2 cm (C) 50✓2 cm (D) 50✓3 cm 

48. In the figure shown, the two projectiles are fired simultaneously. 
20./3 m/s 

The minimum distance between them during their flight is 
(A) 20 m (B) 10✓3 m 

20m/s 

(C) 10 m (D) None 

20m 

49. A shell fired from the base of a mountain just clears it. If a is the 
angle of projection then the angular elevation of the summit 13 is 

I 
(A) - a (B) tan-1(1/2) 

2 

(C) tan-1(1/2 tan a) (D) tan-1(2 tan a) 
50. A particle is projected at angle 60° with speed I o✓3 , from the point 'A ' as shown in the figure. 

At the same time the wedge is made to move with speed I o✓3 towards right as shown in the 
figure. Then the time after which particle will strike with wedge is 
(A) 2 sec (B) 2✓3 sec 

4 
(C) .Ji sec (D) None 

51 A ball is held in the position shown with string of length I m just taut and then 
projected horizontally with a velocity of3 m/s. If the string becomes taut again 
when it is vertical, angle 0 is given by 

(A) 53° 
(C) 45° 

(B) 30° 
(D) 37° 

52. An aeroplane flying at a constant velocity releases a bomb. As the bomb drops down from the 
aeroplane, 
(A) It will always be vertically below the aeroplane 
(B) It will always be vertically below the aeroplane only if the aeroplane is flying horizontally 
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(C) It will always be vertically below the aeroplane only if the aeroplane is flying at an angle 
of 45° to the horizontal 

(D) It will gradually fall behind the aeroplane if the aeroplane is flying horizontally 
53. Two particles are projected simultaneously in the same vertical plane, from the same point 

on ground, but with same speeds but at different angles ( < 90° ) to the horizontal. The path 
followed by one, as seen by the other, is 
(A) A vertical straight line 
(B) A straight line making a constant angle with the horizontal 
(C) A parabola 
(D) A hyperbola 

Question No. 54 to 59 (6 questions) 

A projectile crosses two walls of equal height H symmetrically as shown in the figure 

~;w7t6s 
d= 120m 

54. The time of flight Tis given by 
(A) 8 s (B) 9 s 

55. The height of each wall is 
(A) 240 m (B) 120 m 

56. The maximum height of the projectile is 

(C) 7 s 

(C) 60 m 

(A) 120 m (B) 80 m 
(C) 160 m (D) cannot be obtained 

(D) 10 s 

(D) 30 m 

57. If the horizontal distance between the two walls is d = 120 m, then the range of the projectile is 
(A) 240 m (B) 160 m 
(C) 300 m (D) cannot be obtained 

58. The angle of projection of the projectile is 
(A) tan-1(3/4) (B) tan-1( 4/3) 

59. The velocity of projection is 
(A) 30 ms-1 (B) 40 ms-1 (C) 50 ms-1 

Question No. 60 and 61 (2 questions) 

At t = 0 a projectile is fired from a point O (taken as origin) on the 
ground with a speed of 50 m/s at an angle of 53° with the horizontal. It 
just passes two points A and B each at height 75 m above horizontal as 
shown in the figure. 

60. The horizontal separation between the points A and Bis 
(A) 30 m (B) 60 m (C) 90 m 

61. The distance (in metres) of the particle from origin at t = 2 sec. 

(A) 60✓2 (B) 100 (C) 60 

(D) tan-1(3/5) 

(D) none of these 

(D) None 

(D) 120 
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Exercise-3 

JEE/REE Questions of Previous Years 

1. A ship is approaching a cliff of height 105 m above sea level. A gun fitted on the ship can fire 
shots with a speed of 110 ms- 1• Find the maximum distance from the foot of the cliff from 
where the gun can hit an object on the top of the cliff. [ g = 10 m/s2 ] [REE 1994, 2006] 

2. Two towers AB and CD are situated a distance ' d ' apart as 2m 
shown in the fig. AB is 20 m high and CD is 30 m high from 
the ground. An object of mass ' m ' is thrown from the top of A m 

AB horizontally with a velocity of 10 m/s towards CD. 
Simultaneously another object of mass 2 m is thrown from the 
top of CD at an angle of 60r to the horizontal towards AB with d 
the same magnitude of initial velocity as that of the first object. 
The two objects move in the same vertical plane, collide in 
mid air and stick to each other. 
(i) calculate the distance 'd ' between the towers. 
(ii) find the position where the objects hit the ground. [JEE 1994, 2006] 

3. A building 4.8 m high 2b meters wide has a flat roof. A ball is projected from a point on the 
horizontal ground 14.4 m away from the building along its width. If projected with velocity 
16 m/s at an angle of 45r with the ground, the ball hits the roofin the middle, find the width 2b. 

Also find the angle of projection so that the ball just crosses the roof if projected with velocity 
10✓3 m/s. [REE 1995, 2006] 

4. Two guns situated on the top of a hill of height 10 m, each fired shots with the same speed 5✓3 
m/s at some interval of time. One gun fires horizontally and other fires upwards at an angle of 
60r with the horizontal. The shot collide in air at a point P. Find: [JEE 1996, 2005] 
(i) the time interval between the firings and 
(ii) the coordinates of the point P. 
Take origin of the coordinate system at the foot of the hill right below the muzzle and 
trajectories in x-y plane. 

5. A vertical pole has a red mark at some height. A stone is projected from a fixed point on the 
ground. When projected at an angle of 45r it hits the pole orthogonally 1 m above the mark. 
When projected with a different velocity at an angle oftan-1(3/4), it hits the pole orthogonally 
1.5 m below the mark. Find the velocity and angle of projection so that it hits the mark 
orthogonally to the pole. [ g = 10 m/sec2 ] [REE 1996, 2006] 

6. The trajectory of a projectile in a vertical plane is y = ax - bx2, where a, b are constants and x 
and y are respectively the horizontal and vertical distances of the projectile from the point of 
projection. The maximum height attained is ___ and the angle of projection from the 
horizontal is___ [JEE 1997, 2002] 

7. The coordinates of a particle moving in a plane are given by x (t) = a cos (pt) and y (t) = b sin (p 
t), where a, b (<a) and p are positive constants of appropriate dimensions. [JEE 1999, 2002] 
(A) The path of the particle is an ellipse 
(B) The velocity and acceleration of the particle are normal to each other at t = n/2p 
(C) The acceleration of the particle is always directed towards a focus 
(D) The distance travelled by the particle in time interval t = 0 to = n/2p is a. 
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8. An object A is kept fixed at the point x = 3 m and y = 1.25 m on A 

a plank P raised above the ground. At time t = 0 the plank starts I .25rii i-----i:::::i--.P 
moving along the + x direction with an acceleration 1.5 m/s2. 

At the same instant a stone is projected from the origin with a 
velocity u as shown. A stationary person on the ground observes 
the stone hitting the object during its downward motion at an 
angle of 45{ to the horizontal. All the motions are in x-y plane. 

0 

u 

3.0m X 

Find 'u ' and the time after which the stone hits the object. [ Take g = 10 m/s2] [JEE 2000, 2005] 
9. Shots fired simultaneously from the top and foot of a vertical cliff at elevations of 30° and 60° 

respectively, strike an object simultaneously which is at a height of 100 meters from the ground 
and at a horizontal distance of200✓3 meters from the cliff. Find the height of the cliff, the velocities 
of projection of the shots and the time taken by the shots to hit the object. [ REE 2000, 2005] 

10. AirplanesA and Bare flying with constant velocity in the same 
vertical plane at angles 30° and 60° with respect to the horizontal 

respectively as shown in figure. The speed of A is 100✓3 mls. 

At time t = 0, an observer in A finds Bat a distance of 500 m. 
This observer sees B moving with a constant velocity 
perpendicular to the line of motion of A. If at t = 10. A just escape 
being hit by B, 10 in second is [JEE Advanced, 2014] 

[Ans. (5)] 
11. A rocket is moving in a gravity free space with a constant 

acceleration of 2m/s2 along +x direction (see figure). The 
length of a chamber inside the rocket is 4m. A bll is thrown A 0.3 m/s 

from the left end of the chamber in +x direction with a speed _______. 
of 0.3 m/s relative to the rocket. At the same time, another 
ball is thron in -x direction with a speed of 0.2 m/s from its ~ 

right end relative to the rocket. The time in second when the 
two balls hit each other is 

4m 

.,.,YA 

~ B 

' ' ' 

' 

,½60 

0.2 m/s B a = 2mls' 
~ 

[JEE Advanced, 2014 (Integer Type)] 
[Ans. (2)] 

Previous Years' AIEEE Questions 

1. A ball whose kinetic energy is E, is projected at an angle of 45° to the horizontal.The kinetic 
energy of the ball at the highest point of its flight will be : [AIEEE-2002, 4/300] 

(A) E (B) El ✓2 (C) E/2 (D) zero 

2. A body playing on the roof of a 10 m high building throws a ball with a speed of 10 m/s at an 
angle of30° with the horizontal. How far from the throwing point will the ball be at the height 

of 10 m from the ground? [g = 10 m/s2, sin 30° = 1/2, cos 30° = ~ ] 

(A) 5.20 m (B) 4.33 m (C) 2.60 m 
[AIEEE-2002, 4/300] 
(D) 8.66 m 
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3. A projectile can have the same range R for two angles of projection. If T1 and T2 be the time 
of flights in the two cases, then the product of the two times of flights is directly proportional 
to : [AIEEE-2004, 05, 4/300] 
(A) l/R2 (B) 1/R (C) R (D) R 2 

4. A ball is thrown from a point with a speed v0 at angle of projection e. From the same point and 
at the same instant, a person starts running with a constant speed v/2 to catch the ball? If yes, 
what should be the angle of projection? [AIEEE-2004, 4/300] 
(A) Yes, 60° (B) Yes, 30° (C) No (D) Yes, 45° 

5. A particle is projected at 60° to the horizontal with a kinetic energy K. The kinetic energy at the 
highest point is [AIEEE-2007, 3/120] 
(A) K (B) Zero (C) K/4 (D) K/2 

6. A particle has an initial velocity of 3t + 4] and an acceleration of 0.4t + 0.3]. Its speed after 10 

S lS: 

(A) 7 ✓2 units (B) 7 units (C) 8.5 units 

[AIEEE-2009, 4/144] 

(D) 10 units 

7. A boy can throw a stone up to a maximum height of 10 m. The maximum horizontal distance 
that the boy can throw the same stone upto will be [AIEEE 2012] 

(A) 20✓2 m (B) 10 m (C) 10✓2 m (D) 20 m 

8. A projectile is given an initial velocity of (t + 2]) m/s, where i is along the ground and J is 

along the vertical. If g = l0m/s2 , the equation of its trajectory is 

(A) y = x-5x2 (B) y = 2x-5x2 (C) 4y = 2x-5x2 

.~ ANSWER KEY 
•:;,,r 

Exercise- 1 

1. Angle of projection = 45r 2. 90r 

3. At the highest point. 4. sine: cos e 

[JEE Main 2013] 

(D) 4y = 2x - 25x2 

5. sin2 e : cos2 e 

7. (a) vertically downwards (b) parabolic path 

6. 

8. 

(a) e = 90{' (b) e = 90°. 

t/2 = 2R/g 

9. l0m/s 

11. (i) 10 sec. (ii) 980 m; (iii) 138.59 m/s 

13. (a) 26, 12 (b) -6, 12 

15. No 

10. x& 
12. tan e = ✓3 
14. (a) 16, 22 (b) 16, 2 

16. (a) - g sinf3, (b) -g cosf3, (c) u cose - g sinf3 x t, (d) u sine - gcosf3 x t, 

(e) u cose x t- .!.. g sinf3 x t2, (f) u sine x t- ..!. g cosf3 x t2, (g) zero. 
2 2 
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17. 2 s 

y 

bx2 

19. (i) y =- -
a2 ---x ' 

IV I = .Ja2 + 4 b2 t 2 ' I ro I = 2b 

20. ; cos (~)cos ec ( 3;) 

22. 1 s 

24. (i) 4✓6, (ii) 10m 

26. 20✓5 m/s 

28. u = 50( ✓3-1) m/sec., H= 125(-✓3 +2)m 

30 (a) 3m/s (b) 6 sec. (c) -0.3 m/s2 (d) 2.05 m/s 

32. 75m 

34. (i) 1503.2m (ii) 35.54 sec (iii) 3970.56m 

36. (a) t = 7 sec, (b) 175 m 

38. (a) 1 sec, (b) (5 ✓3 m, 5 m) 

18. 
gt 

tan a. - tan 13 

A 

(ii) v = at - 2 bt J , ro = - 2 b j , 

21. 98 meters 

23. h = 0.45m 

25. 60, 2 m/sec. 

27. 20 sec 

29. 2ox.fi/3 m/s 

31. l0m/s 

33. 100/3 m/s 

35. 60°, tan-I ( "'372) 
37. tan-I ( .fi/3) 

39. (a) 2 sec, (b) 10 ms-1, (c) 5 m, (d) 16.25 m, (e) 20 m 

40. q = 37°, v = 6m/s 

41. 5 m/sec 

42. 2 tan-1(1/3) 

43. (a) u 2 sin2a., (b) v = ucos(a. +0) 
gcos0 cos0 

44. 1 sec 45. R+2H 

46. 
1 

48. 
2 

- sec 
✓2+1 .fj 

49. J§ h 

Exercise- 2 

1. A 2. C 3. D 4. A 

5. D 6. D 7. C 8. B,C 
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9. D 10. B 11. A 12. B 

13. D 14. D 15. A 16. B 

17. A 18. A 19. A 20. D 

21. B 22. A 23. D 24. A 

25. B 26. C 27. C 28. B 

29. C 30. C 31. C 32. C 

33. D 34. B 35. C 36. B 

37. A 38. A,B 39. D 40. B 

41. C 42. D 43. B 44. C 

45. D 46. B 47. D 48. C 

49. C 50. A 51. D 52. A 

53. B 54. A 55. C 56. B 

57. A 58. B 59. C 60. B 

61. A 

Exercise- 3 

1. 1100m 

2. (i) 17.32 m 

(ii) combined mass strikes at 11.55 m from Band 5.77 m from D 

3. width of the roof is 9.6 m; 0 = tan-1 (%) 
4. (i) 1 s (ii) ( 5 ✓3 , 5 ) 

5. ✓3620 m/s, 1an-1(-2._) 
3 10 

6. a2 '1an-'a 
4b 

7. A,B 

8. u = 7.29 m/s, t = 1 s. 

9. 400 m, VT = 40 Jj m/s, VF = 40 m/s, T = 10 s. 

Previous Years' AIEEE Questions 

1. (C) 2. (D) 3. (C) 4. (A) 

5. (C) 6. (A) 7. (D) 8. (B) 
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• RELATIVE MOTION 

A person travelling by train ask his co-passenger 'Dilli aa gaya kya?' (Has Delhi come?). This statement 
seems to claim that Delhi is moving towards the passenger. We may say that his understanding of 
world is wrong as all of us know that 'actually' it is the train which is moving not the huge city of Delhi. 

Ifwe observe from passenger's point of view we will realise that relative to him all parts of train 
are at rest, which means relative to him train is at rest. Still when passenger gets down from train he is 
in different city, thus it must be the cities which are moving. 

The point is that when a person standing on ground says that actually it is the train (hence passengers 
sitting in train) which is moving and reaching to Delhi (which of course is stationory), he is also right. 
The difference here is ofrefrence frame. 

Motion is a combined property of the object under study and the observer. Motion is always 
relative, there is no such term like absolute motion or absolute rest. Motion is always defined with 
respect to an observer or reference frame. 

Reference frame : 

Reference frame is an axis system from which motion is observed. A clock is attached to measure time. 
Reference frame can be stationary or moving. There are two types ofreference frame: 

(i) Inertial reference frame : A frame ofreference in which Newton's first law is valid is called 
as inertial reference frame. 

(ii) Non-inertial reference frame : A frame ofreference in which Newton's first law is not valid 
is called as non-inertial reference frame. 

1!t Note 

Earth is by definition a non-inertial reference frame because of its centripetal acceleration towards 
sun. But, for small practical applications earth is assumed stationary hence, it behaves as an inertial 
reference frame. 

Relative Velocity 

Definition : Relative velocity of a particle (object) A with respect to Bis defined as the velocity with 
which A appears to move is B if considered to be at rest. In other words, it is the velocity with which 
A appears to move as seen by the B considering itself to be at rest. 

Relative Motion Along Straight Line: 

.. 
A 

0 B 

dx 
V =-A 

A dt ' 
dx 

V =-B 

B dt 



- dxB dxA 
V ----

BA dt dt 

VBA=VB-VA 

• v AA = vA - vA = 0 (velocity of A with respect to A) 

.. 

f~ Note 

Velocity of an object w. r. t. itself is always zero. 

Explanatory Notes on Relative Motion Analysis 

In two dimensional situation, consider three observers at rest 0 , A & B. 
Position ofB from refrence frame of A is rBA. We must understand that if 

A wants to go and meet B he needs to look only at rBA and decide direction 

of his velocity which will take him to B. For A, origin ofrefrence frame is 
not O it is A itself. From our knowledge of vectors we can deduce that 

rB = rA + rBA thus rBA = rB - rA 
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y 

X 

X 

... (1) 

Position vector ofB w.r.t A is defined as rBA. Differentiating this equation w.r.t. time we get 

... (2) 

On further differentiating we get 

... (3) 

Lets see how we use this concept in our daily life. 

Suppose that a car A travelling on a straight road at 80 km h-1 passes a car B going in the same 
direction at 60 km h-1, (Fig 27(a)). Then, velocity of A relative to B is given by 

u A - uB = 80 km h-1 - 60 km h-1 = 20 km h-1 (to the right in (fig. 2. 7(b )) 

We know that if somebody passes us by in same direction we dont find them moving very fast. 

If A and Bare travelling in opposite directions, Fig. 2.7(c), we show this by giving one velocity 
+ sign, say u A' and the other - sign. Hence we can write 

uA - uB= + 80 km h-1 - (- 60 km h-1) = (80 + 60) km h-1 

= 140 km h-1 (to the right in Fig 2.7(d)) 

We know that if somebody passes us by in opposite direction we find them moving really fast. 

In effect, in both cases, to find the velocity of A relative to B, we have applied B's velocity reversed 
to both cars. It is then just as ifB is at rest and A has two velocities u A and uB, which are subtracted when 
uAand uBare in the same direction and added when they are in opposite directions. 

World as seen by observer on ground and World as seen by B 

vB - • 60 km h-1 

w CarB at rest 
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V = ~ 80 km h-1 
A 

(a) 

V = ~ 60 km h-1 
B 

Q 
w 

VA=-• 80 km h-1 

(c) 

:1t Concept 

car A 

carB 

car A 

20 km h-1 to right 

(b) 

Q 
~ 'atrest' l@------@-1 

140 km h-1 to right 

(d) 

Relative acet. of bodies during motion under zero gravity. 

~ 1. An object A is moving with 5 m/s and B is moving with 20 m/s in the same direction. 
(Positive x-axis) 

(i) Find velocity of B with respect to A. 

s~ 
(ii) 

s~ 

vB=201 m/s • vA=51 m/s • vB-vA=l51 m/s 

Find velocity of A with respect to B 

vB = 201 m/s, vA = 151 m/s • v =v -v =-151 m/s AB A B 

vBA=-vAB 

II~ 2. Two objects A and Bare moving towards each other with velocities 10 m/s and 12 m/s 
respectively a shown. 

(i) 

~ 
(ii) 

s~ 

,1,:~:;;,11;,m,m,m,mmn;,:,~:~;"1 
A B 

Find out velocity of A with respect to B. 

v AB = vA -vB = (10) -(-12) = 22 m/s towards right. 
Find out velocity of B with respect to A 

vBA = vB -vA = (-12)- (10) = -22 m/s towards left. 
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Velocity of Approach: 

It is the rate at which a separation between two moving particles decreases. 

If separation decreases velocity of approach is positive, 

Velocity of approach = 22 m/s 

1::::1~1mm1mmm1mmmmml 5m/s • 
A B 

Velocity of approach= 15 m/s 

If separation increases, velocity of approach is negative. It is mainly called velocity of separation. 

Velocity of separation: 

It is the rate with which separation between two moving object increases. 

Velocity of separation = 2 m/s 

~-~::~;;n//l///m////1/l///m//n/J~ 12mls • 

Velocity of separation = 15 m/s 

~ 3. Two balls A and B are moving in the same direction with equal velocities, find out their 
relative velocity. 

10 m/s 10 m/s 

~HHHHHHH/~H 

Velocity of A with respect to B ( v AB ) = 0 

~ 4. A and B are thrown vertically upward with velocity, 5 m/s and 10 m/s respectively (g = 
10 m/s2• Find separation between them after one second. 

s~ S =uf-!gf2 =5[-! X 10 X [2 

A 2 2 

= 5 X 1- 5 X 12= 5 - 5 = 0 

S 1 2 1 2 =ut--gt =l0x 1-- x lQx 1 =10-5=5 
B 2 2 5 m/s lOm/s 

SB - SA = separation = 5m. 

Alter: 

By relative iiBA = ii8 - ii A = (-10) -(-10) = 0 
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Also 

sBA (in 1 sec) = vBA x t = 5 x 1 = 5 m 

Distance between A and B after 1 sec= 5 m. 

II~ 5. A ball is thrown downwards with a speed of 20 m/s from top 
of a building 150 m high and simultaneously another ball is thrown vertically 
upwards with a speed of 30 m/s from the foot of the building. Find the time 
when both the balls will meet. (g= 10 m/s2) 

s~ (I) s1 = 20, + 5 ,2 

+ s2 = 30 , - 5 12 

150=50! 

• t= 3 s. 

(II) Relative acceleration of both is zero since both have 
acceleration in downward direction 

iiAB = ii A - iiB = g- g = 0 

VBA = 30 - (-20) = 50 

SBA =vBA X f 

s 150 
t=--2!.:!..=-=3s 

VBA 50 

A I 20m/s 
S1 

150 m 

s, 
30m/s 

B 

II~ 6. Two cars C1 and C2 moving in the same direction on a straight road with velocities 
12 m/s and 10 m/s respectively. When the separation between the two was 200 m C2 started accelerating 
to avoid collision. What is the minimum acceleration of car C2 so that they don ' t collide. 

C, ½ 
~12m/, ~IOm/, 

I~-~ .-1//~/////~~~;l/ffff/,ij, '---, 1/~ a 

By relative 

ii 
C1C2 

=ii -ii =0-a=(-a) q C2 

= v - v = 12 - 10 = 2 m/s. q C2 

So by relativity we want the car to stop. 

v2 - u2 = 2as. 

• 0 - 22 = - 2 X a X 200 
1 • a= -m/s2 = 0.1 m/s2 = 1 cm/s2. 

100 

Minimum acceleration needed by car C2 = 1 cm/s2 
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Relative Motion in Lift 

fl~ 7 A lift is moving up with acceleration a. A person inside the lift throws the ball upwards 
with a velocity u relative to hand. 

(A) What is the time of flight of the ball? 
(B) What is the maximum height reached by the ball in the lift? a 

s~ 

- - 1 - 2 s=ut+-a t 
2 BL 

1 
0 = uT - - (g + a)T2 

2 

2u 
T=--

(g+a) 

(b) v2 - u2 = 2 as 0 - u2 = -2(g + a) H 

u2 
H=---

2(g + a) 

fl~ 8. An elevator car whose floor-to-ceiling distance is equal 
to 2.7 m starts ascending with constant acceleration 1.2 m/s2 ; 2.0 s 
after the start a bolt begins falling from the ceiling of the car. Find: 

(a) the bolt's free fall time; 

s~ 

(b) the displacement and the distance covered by the bolt 
during the free fall in the reference frame fixed to the 
ground. 

{Explain accln ofbolt is not same as that of the lift.} 

[Ans. (A) 0.7 s; (B) 0.7 and 1.3 m respectively] 

(a) V = U + at 

V = + 1.2 X 2 

v = 2.4 m/s 

S = ut + 1/2 at2 

re! re! re! 

u = 0 re! 

are! = 9.8 - (- 1.2) = 11 m/s 

+ 2.7 = Ure! f + 1/2 11 /2 

hP =t 

t=0.7sec 

2.7m 

u 

• fa=l.2m/s2 

(velocity after 2sec) 

9.8mls' ~ 
• f 2.4m/s2 

j 2.7ml, 

I.2mls2 f I 2.4mls' 
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(b) (i) Displacement s = ut + 1/2 at2 

(ii) Distance 

2_4 X 0.7 - .!.. X 9.8 X 0.72 = 0.72 m 
2 

V = U + at 

0 = 2_4 - 9.8 X f 

t = 0.24 s. 

S = 2 4 X O 24 - .!.. X 9 8 X O 242 = 0 3 m I . . 2 . . . 

S = .!.. X 9 8 X 0 462 = 1 03 m 2 2 . . . 

distance = s 1 + s2 = 1.3 m] 

fl~ 9. A transparent lift A is going upwards with velocity 20 ms-1 and retarding at the rate of 
8 ms-2. Second transparent lift B is located in front of it and is going down at 10 ms-1 with retardation of 
2 ms-2. At the same instant a bolt from the ceiling of lift A drops inside lift A. If height of car oflift A 
is 16 m then find the distance travelled by bolt as observed by a person in lift B till the time it collides 
with floor of lift A. 

[Ans. 51 m] 

fl~ 10 Object A and B has velocities 10 m/s. A is moving along East while Bis moving towards 
North from the same point as shown. Find velocity of A relative to B(vA8 ). 

10m/s N 

l w--- ---E 

B A l 
s 

.. 

f~ Note 

Projectile Motion in a Lift Moving with Acceleration a Upwards 

(1) Initial velocity = u 

(2) Velocity at maximum height = u cos 0 

10 -V:. 
10"Y2 



(3) T= 2usin0 
g+a 

. . U 2 sin 2 e 
( 4) Maximum height (H) = ---

2(g + a) 

R u 2 sin20 
(5) ange = ---

g + a 

Relative Motion in Two Dimensions 

rA = position of A with respect to 0 

rB = position of B with respect to 0 

rAB = position of A with respect to B. 

d(rAB) = d(rA) _ d(rB) 

dt dt dt 

d(vAB) = d(vA) _ d(vB) 

dt dt dt 

.. 

f~ Note 

These formulae are not applicable for light. 
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Lift 
a 

0 

Range B 

y 
A 

fl~ 11. Object A and B has velocities 10 m/s. A is moving along East while Bis moving towards 
North from the same point as shown. Find velocity of A relative to B ( v AB ) 

N 

JOm/s 1 
JOm/s 

w~
1
~E 

B A s 
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.. 

f~ Note 

N 

~ 12 Two particles A and B are projected in air. A is thrown horizontally, B is thrown 
vertically up. What is the separation between them after 1 sec. 

~~ QAB = QA- QB = 0 

VAB = ✓102 +102 = 10✓2 

sAB=vABt=(I0✓2)t= 10✓2 m 

Consider the situation, shown in figure 

~13. 

(i) Find out velocity of B with respect to A 

vBA =vB -vA=20J -201 

(ii) Find out velocity of A with respect to B 

VAB =VA -VB =20i -20} 

f/~14. 

(1) Find out motion of tree, bird and old man as seen by boy. 

(2) Find out motion of tree, bird, boy as seen by old man 

(3) Find out motion of tree, boy and old man as seen by bird. 

s~ 
(1) With respect to boy : 

v,ree= 16 m/s (~) 

vbird= 12 m/s (t) 

Voldman = }8 m/s (~) 

(2) With respect to old man : 

v80Y= 18 m/s (•) 

VT,ee = 2 m/s( •) 

V8;,d= 18 m/s (•) and 12 m/s (t) 

IOmls 

sI_lOmls 
A 

• 
V A = }O 

~ - V: =10 

v:B~ 

t 
B 

20m/s 

I ,,Is 
12 m/s 1,\"\ 1 

bir~ 3~ 

'f"' 16m/s 

20m/s 

A -

+--- 2m/s ---,-+ 

oy t 16m/s old person 

/JI 



(3) With respect to bird : 

vT,ee= 12 m/s (-I,) and 16 m/s (~) 

Voldman = 18 m/s (~) and 12 m/s (-I,). 

v8 0Y= 12 m/s (-I,). 

~15. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 

Find the out motion of tree, bird and old man as seen by boy. 
Find out motion of tree, bird, boy as seen by old man 
Find out motion of tree, boy and old man as seen by bird. 

s~ 
(a) With respect to boy : 

vtree = 4 m/s ( ~) 

V bi,d = 3 m/s (t) & O m/s (•) 

V old man = 6 m/S (~) 

(b) With respect to old man: 

Vboy = 6 m/s ( •) 

vtree = 2 m/s (•) 

Vbi, d = 6 m/s (•) and 3 m/s (t) 

(c) With respect to Bird: 

4m/s 

Vtree = 3 m/s (-I,) and 

v oldman = 6 m/s (~) and 

Vboy = 3 m/s (-I,) 

4 m/s (~) 

3 m/s (-I,) 

Motion of a Train Moving through Equator 

old person 
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If a train is moving at equator on the earth' s surface with a velocity v TE relative to earth ' s surface and a 
point on the surface of earth with velocity vE relative to its centre, then 

So, if the train moves from west to east and if the train moves from east to west 

(the direction of motion of earth on its axis) (i.e. opposite to the motion of earth) 
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Relative Motion of a Moving Train 

If a boy is running with speed v8r on a train moving with velocity vr relative to ground, the speed of 

the boy relative to ground v 8 will be given by: 

so, if the boy is running in the direction of train 

V8 = U +V 

and if the boy is running on the train in a direction opposite to the motion of train 

Relative Motion in River Flow 

If a man can swim relative to water with velocity v,,,R and water is following relative to ground with 

velocity v R , velocity of man relative to ground v,.. will be given by : 

v = v - v 
m.R m R or v,.. = v,,,R + V R 

So, if the swimming is in the direction of flow of water, 

~---+(u+v) 

• v 
upstream down stream 

and if the swimming is opposite to the flow of water, 

V =v -V 
m mR R 

(u-v) +--4C 
• v 

upstream down stream 
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fl~ 16. A swimmer capable of swimming with velocity v relative to water jumps in a flowing 
river having velocity u. The man swims a distance d down stream and returns back to the original 
position. Find out the time taken in complete motion. 

~~ f =/down+ /up 

d d 2dv 
=--+--=---

? ? v+u v-u v- -u-

Crossing River 

A boat or man in a river always moves in the direction of resultant velocity of velocity of boat ( or man) 
and velocity of river flow. 

1. Shortest Time 

The person swims perpendicular to the river flow crossing a river : consider a river having flow velocity 
vR and swimmer jump into the river from a point A, from one bank of the river, in a direction 

perpendicular to the direction of river current. Due to the flow velocity of river the swimmer is drifted 
along the river by a distance BC and the net velocity of the swimmer will be v,,, along the direction AC. 

If we find the components of velocity of swimmer along and perpendicular to the flow these are. 

Velocity along the river, vx = vR" 

Velocity perpendicular to the river, v1= v,,,11 

The net speed is given by v111 = .Jv:,R + v~ 

1 
d 

y 
1B 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I V, 

d,~ ~:¥,N 
/ 

/ 

--~----111r------------ x 
A 

at an angle of tan 0 = v,,,R (down stream with the direction of flow). 
VR 

Velocity of v is used only in crossing the river, time taken to cross the river is t = !!:_ = _.!!__ . 
y V V 

y mR 

Velocity v, is only used to drift the motion of the swimmer in the river, drift is along the river flow, 

d 
x = (v) (!) or x = v -

RV ,,,R 
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/I~ 17. A river 400 m wide is flowing at a rate of2.0 m/s. A boat is sailing at a velocity of 10 
m/s with respect to the water, in a direction perpendicular to the river. 

(a) Find the time taken by the boat to reach the opposite bank. 
(b) How far from the point directly opposite to the starting point does the boat reach the 

(c) 

~~ 

opposite bank. 
In what direction does the boat actually move. 

B X C 

d=400m 

J0m/s 

A 

(a) Time taken to cross the river 

d 400m 
t= -= --- =40s 

vY I0m/s 

(b) Drift (x) = (v)(t) = (2m/s) (40s) = 80 m 

( c) Actual direction of boat, 

0 = tan-1 (Ii) = tan-1 5, (downstream) with the river flow. 

2. Shortest Path 

When the person crosses the river perpendicularly (along the shortest path). It should swim up stream 
making an angle 0 with AB such that the resultant velocity v,,, , of man must be perpendicular to the 

flow ofriver along AB. 

If we find the components of velocity of swimmer along and 
perpendicular to the flow, these are, 

velocity along the river, vx = 0 and velocity perpendicular to river 

v = fv2 -v2 
y '\JmR R 

The net speed is given by v,,, = .Jv,~,R -v~ at an angle of90r with 

the river direction. 

the river, 
velocity v is used only to cross the river, therefore time to cross 

y 

d d 
/=-=--;::=== 

v Y .Jv,~,R - v~ 

l 
d 

and velocity vx is zero, therefore, in this case the drift (x) should be zero. 

or 

or 

X =O 

Vx = VR - V mR Sin 0 = 0 

VR = V,,,R Sin 0 

y 
I 
I 

'&fJ 
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or e = sin-1 (;R ) 
111R 

Hence, to cross the river perpendicular (along the shortest path) the man should swim at an 

angle of 2: + sin-1 (~) upstream from the direction of river flow. 
2 V111R 

further, since sin 0 < 1, 

Swimmer can cross the river perpendicularly only when v111R > vR ie 

Practically it is not possible to reach at B if the river velocity (vR) is too high. 

~ 18. A man can swim at the rate of 5 km/h in still water. A river 1 km wide flows at the rate 
of 3 km/h. The man wishes to swim across the river directly opposite to the starting point. 

(a) Along what direction must the man swim? 
(b) What should be his resultant velocity? 
(c) How much time the would take to cross? 

i.~ The velocity of man with respect to river v mR = 5 km/hr, this is greater than the river flow 
velocity, therefore, he can cross the river directly (along the shortest path). The anlge of swim must be 

e = 2: + sin-1 (~) = 9Or + sin-1 (3:__) 
2 vmR v"'R 

= 9Or + sin-1 = 9Or + 37r = 127r, with the river flow (upstream) 

(b) Resultant velocity will be v111 = ✓v~ -v~ = ✓53 -32 = 4 km/hr 

along the direction perpendicular to the river flow. 

( c) Time taken to cross the 

d 
t= ----;:::=== 

fv2 -v2 '\J 11tR R 

l km = .!_ h = 15 min 
4km I hr 4 

~ 19. The velocity of about in still water is 5 km/h it crosses 1 km wide river in 15 minutes 
along the shortest possible path. Determine the velocity of water in the river in km/h. 

S~ [Ans. 3km/h] 

~ 20. A man wishes to cross a river flowing 
with velocity u jumps at an anlge 0 with the river 
flow. Find out the net velocity of the man with respect 
to ground ifhe can swim with speed v. Also find how 
far from the point directly opposite to the starting 
point does the boat reach the opposite bank. In what 
direction does the boat actually move, if the width of 
the river is d. 

(i) Velocity of man 

=vM= ✓u2 +v2 +2vucos0 

B ---- X ----C' 
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(ii) tan~ = vsin e 
u +vcos0 

(v sin0) t= d 
d • t=--

vsin0 

(iii) x = (u + v cos 0) t = (u + v cos0) ----.!!--
vsm e 

fl_1!Ullll/e 21. A boat moves relative to water with a velocity which is n times less than the river flow 
velocity. At what anlge to the stream direction must the boat move to minimize drifting? 

f~ In this problem, one thing should be B drift = x C 
carefully meted that the velocity of boat is less than 
the river flow velocity. In such a case, boat cannot 
reach the point directly opposite to its starting point. 
i.e. drift can never be zero. Thus, to minimize the 
drift, boat starts at an angle 0 from the normal 
direction up stream as shown. 

Now, again if we find the components of 
velocity of boat along and perpendicular to the flow, 
these are, velocity along the river,vx = u -v sin 0. 

l 
d 

l 
and velocity perpendicular to the river, v = v cos 0. 

y 

. tak th .. d d tune en to cross e nver 1s t = - = --. 
vY vcos0 

In this time, drift x = (v )t = (u - v sin 0) _d_ 
vcos0 

ud 
or X = - sec e - d tan e 

V 

or 

or 

or 

The drift x is minimum, when dx = 0, 
d0 

( u:) (sec e . tan 0) - d sec2 e = O 

~sin0=1 
V 

sin e = ~ = .!.. (as v = ~) 
u n n 

A u-vsin8 

so, for minimum drift, the boat must move at an angle 0 = sin-1 (;) from normal direction or 

an angle ~ + sin-1 (;) from stream direction. 
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Net Motion 

Walking on a Conveyor belt {students will find it easier than river swimmer problem you can read river 
swimmer after this} 

fl__--,.te 22. A person crossing a 2.5m wide conveyor belt moves with a speed of 1.6 m/s. The 
conveyor belt moves at uniform speed of 1.2 m/s. 

(A) If the Ram walks straight across the belt, determine the velocity of the Ram relative to 
an observer standing on ground. 

S~ If you walk across a conveyor belt while the conveyor belt takes you along the length, 
you will not be able to move directly across the conveyor belt, but will end up down the length. 

Here the velocity of the Ram will be net effect of his own motion and due to motion of 
conveyor belt 

The velocity of the Ram relative to the conveyor belt vrc' is same as velocity of Ram if conveyor 
belt was still , 

ve is the velocity of the conveyor belt 

we need to find v,, the velocity of the Ram relative to the Earth. 

Writing Equation of net motion v, = v,e + ve . 

three vectors are shown in Figure (a). 

The quantity v,e is due y ; ve is due x ; and the vector sum of the two, v,, is at an angle 0 as 
defined in Figure (a). 

(a) 

the speed u,ofthe Ram relative to the Earth is 

u = .Ju2 +u2 r rte c 

(B) If Shyam has same speed on a still conveyor belt, and is to reach directly across the same 
moving conveyor belt. At what angle it should he walk? 

(b) ~V, 

S~ To go straight across the conveyor belt he have to walk he should walk at some angle. 

Writing Equation of net motion v, = v,,c + v< . 

three vectors are shown in Figure (b) 
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As in part (b), we know vc and the magnitude of the vector v,1c, and we want v. to be directed 
across the conveyor belt. Note the difference between the triangle in Figure (A) and the one 
in Figure (b), 

0 = lv2 -v2 
s '1/ si c c 

When a man or a boat is swimming in water, he generates a velocity relative to water by his 
own efforts. Actual velocity of man in water will be a resultant of man 's effort and the river 
velocity. 

Down stream: Man makes efforts in direction of flow 

==============--~============ ==============--r============ 
upstream down stream upstream down stream 

Up stream: Man makes efforts opp. to the direction of flow 

/I~ 23. A man whose velocity in still water is 5m/s swims from point A to B (1 00m downstream 
of A) and back to A. velocity of river is 3m/s. Find the time taken in going down stream and up stream 
and the average speed of the man during the motion ? 

~~ - - -
In down stream velocity of man = Vm = Vunr + Vw = 3 + 5 = 8m I s 

In down stream time : 100/8 = 12.5 sec 

In upstream velocity of man = V m = Vw + Vw = - 5 + 3 = - 2 m/s. 

In up stream time : 100/2 = 50 sec 

average speed= 200/62.5 = s = 100m 

In a similar manner, when a boat is rowed across a river, the river tries to carry it down stream 
whereas the boatman makes an effort at an angle to the river bank. The natural consequence 
is that he reaches somewhere in between. Here also, the velocity of man in still water refers to 
velocity due to his own efforts. This is fixed in magnitude, but the direction can be changed at 
will. 

0 D 

t~:~ ~:~1~VwE~:~ ~:~t 
----- -- ----
i {j ~~~=: · ~bfj ~ 
..... . .. . . 0 ..... . ------- ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------- ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Fig. (a) Fig. (b} 

For example, in the figure (a), the boat is rowed directly across in the north direction, but it 
will reach somewhere in the northeast direction due to the river flow. Similarly in figure (b), 
the boat is rowed in the north west direction, whereas it will reach in the north direction due 
to the effect of river flow. 
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Drift is the distance down stream from the point exactly opposite to the starting point where a 
person finally reaches. In figure (a) DO= drift. In figure (b) drift= 0 

1!t Concept 

The motion in x direction does not affect the motion in they direction and vice versa. 

~ 24. A man has velocity of 2m/s in still water. He swims at an angle of 30r with the river 
flow. River has the velocity of 1 m/s. Width ofriver is 50 m. Calculate the time taken to cross river and 
drift of the man. 

~~ x = 50 ( ✓3 + 1) and t = 50 sec. 

Note carefully that we are breaking the velocity and the and the displacement in two parts: 
x direction and y direction. The motion in x direction does not affect the motion in they direction and 
vice versa. This pattern we will follow in the entire kinematics. 

~ 25. What should be the angle e at which the man should swim so that the time taken to cross 
the river be minimum ? 

;111 =;111, +;, = vrnr (cosei +sine})+ v, j' 

= (v rnr cose + v,) f + V mr sine j 

xi d A • -+-j=v 
f f m 

d . e • f=V111r Sill 

t minimum at sine maximum. • e = 90r 

d • t=--
vlllr sine 

tminimum = d/v rnr· So the man should try to swim perpendicular to the river flow to minimize the 
time in each case. 

~ 26. What should be the angle e at which the man should swim so that the length of path be 
minimum? for minimum length of the path, drift x should be minimum. 

~~ x = (vmrcose + v,) t= ~ (v111, cose +v,) 
vlllr sme 

X = d [cote+;, cosec e] 
111r 

Case I. v > v or the river flow is mush less then the effort of the man. rnr r 

In such case the minimum possible drift will be zero. So the man should has swim at the angle. 

cos0--v/v" v~ 

vr 

Case II. vrnr < v,or the river flow is greater than velocity then velocity of man's effort. 

In such case one thing should be carefully meted that the velocity of boat is less than the river flow 
velocity. In such a case, boat cannot reach the point directly opposite to its starting point. i.e. drift 
can never be zero. 
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d 
X = (v, + V mr COS 0) 

v111, sine 

for x to be minimum 

dx = 0 
d0 

dx = d[v111,sin8(-v111,sin8)-v111,cos0(v, +v111,cos0)] 
d0 (v,,.,. sin 0) 2 

-v 
cos e = ____!!!!_ 

v, 

Thus, to minimize the drift, boat starts at an angle 0 from the river flow. 

fl_1!Ullll/e 27. A man is trying to cross the river 100m wide by a boat. The river is flowing with the 
velocity is 5m/s and the boat's velocity in still water is 3m/s. Find the minimum time in which he can 
cross the river and the drift in this case? 

~~ For minimum time, the man should row perpendicular to the river flow (North direction 
in the figure). 

xi +100} s - A A 

t 
= -=v,,, =3i +5j 

t 

X 100 
=3t +5} • i +- j 

t t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

100 
t = 33.33 sec. • =t • 

3 

X =3t • x= 100m. 

fl_1!Ullll/e 28. Find the direction in which he should row so as to have minimum drift. Also find the 
minimum possible drift and the time taken to cross the river in this case ? 

s~ For minimum drift 

-v 
cos e = ____!!!!_{•: v, > viii,} 

v, 

3 
cos e = -

5 
• 0 = 53r :. 53r north of west. 

d 100 -3 500 16 400 • x= ---(v cos0+v) = ---[3 x - +5]= -x-=- m 
v111,sin0 "'' r 3x4/5 5 12 5 3 

d 100 125 
t= --- --- = -sec 

v111,sin0 3x4/5 3 

Swiming in a desired direction: Many times the person is not interested in mimimizing the time or 
drift. But he has to reach a particular place. This is common in the cases of an airplane or motor boat. 
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B 

The man desires to have this final velocity along AB in other words he has to move from A to B. We 
wish to find the direction in which he should make an effort so that his actual velocity is along line AB. 

In this method we assume AB to be the reference line the resultant of v mr and v, is along line AB. 
Thus the components of v mr and v, in a direction perpendicular to line AB should cancel each other. 

.. 

X 

V,,, =Vmr +Vr 

v111 = [v111, cos at+ v111 , sin a }1 + [v, cos el -v, sine }1 
V Sina - V sine = 0 

mr r 

• V Sina = V sine 
mr r 

f~ Concept 

To obtain motion in desired direction. 

fl._--,t,te 29. Wind is blowing in the east direction with a speed 
of 2m/s. A bird wishes to travel from tree A to tree B. Tree B is 
1 OOm away from A in a direction 3 7r north of east the velocity of 
bird in still air is 4m/s. 

(a) Find the direction in which bird should fly so that 
it can reach from A to B directly. 

(b) Find the actual velocity of the bird during the 
flight? 

( c) Find the time taken by the bird to reach B ? 

s~ (a) 4sina=2sin37r. • a=sin-1 (to) 
• 37r + sin-1 (to) with east. 

N 
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(b) vb = vb,,, +v,,, = vw cos37t + 4 cosa. 

= 2 X i + 4 X ✓9 = ~ + 2✓9]_ = 8 + 2✓9} 
5 10 10 5 5 

l00x 5 250 
t= --- = ---sec. 

8 + 2✓91. 4 + ✓91. 
(c) 

Rain Problems 

If rain is falling vertically with a velocity vR and on observer is moving horizontally with velocity 

v,.. , the velocity of rain relative to observer will be : 

v = v - v Rm R m or v = .Jv2 +v2 
Rm R Ill 

and direction 0 = tan-1 ( :: ) with the vertical as shown in figure. 

0 

fl~ 30. A man is running through rain at a speed of3 m/s. Rain is falling vertically at a speed of 
4m/s. 

(a) What is the velocity of the rain relative to the man? 
(b) How far in front of him would an umbrella have to extend to keep the rain off ifhe holds 

the umbrella 1.60 m above her feet? 

3 m/s 

(a) (b) 

We assign the following letters; M, man R, rain E, earth. We have to find vRM. 



(a) vRw =vR +(-vM) 

From vector diagram, 

I 0Rw I = ,J (vRE)2 +(vME)2 = 5 m/s 

and tan e = I -uME I = (I) or e = tan-1 (I4) = 37° 
I uRE I 4 

(b) From figure, d = (1.60) (tan 0) 

= (1.60) X (¾) =1.2 m 
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/I~ 31. Rain is falling vertically and a man is moving with velocity 6 m/s. Find the angle with 
which umbrella should be hold by man to avoid getting wet. 

t t~ tlOm/s 

6,rUs 
LJ,ow, 

6m/s 

v . =-10;~ 
ram v = 6t man 

Velocity of rain with respect to man= v r m = -10 J - 6i 

tan0= 1: :. 0=tan-1(¾) 
Where 0 is angle with vertical 

fl._--,t,te 32. A man moving with 5m/s observes rain falling vertically at the rate of I 0 m/s. Find the 
speed and direction of the rain with respect to ground. 

• VR = 5✓5 

tan 0 = .!_ 0 = tan-I .!_ 
2 ' 2 

Vnm= ]0 m/s 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

I I I I 
t...&.._,1, IV I 

~ I I 
I I 

vm=t 5m/s: 
---+ I I 

I I 

0 

5,JS = VRm 

Vn = 10 m/s 

vm = 5 m/s 
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fl~ 33. A man standing, observes rain falling with velocity of 20 m/s at an angle of 30{ with the 
vertical. 

Find out velocity of man so that rain appears to fall vertically. (1) 
(2) Find out velocity of man so that rain again appears to fall at 30{ with the vertical. 

~~ 

(1) v = -vi (let) 
Ill 

VR = -l0i - 10✓3} 

vRM =-(10-v)i - 10✓3} 

• -(10-v) = 0 (for vertical fall , horizontal component 
must be zero) 

or v = 10 m/s 

(2) VR = -lOi - 10✓3} 

• 

• 

v =-v i 
Ill X 

vRM =-(10-v,)i - 10✓3} 

Angle with the vertical = 30{ 

10-v 
tan 30{ = .. 

-10✓3 

vx = 20 m/s 

Wind Aeroplane 

10 

60° 

10✓3 

v, 
---> 
v., 

10 

V 

---> 
V Rm 

30° 

60° 

This is very similar to boat river flow problems the only difference is that boat is replaced by also plane 
and river is replaced by wind. 

Thus, velocity of aeroplane with respect to wind 

v =v -v aw a w 

where, va = absolute velocity of aeroplane and, v,,, = velocity of wind. 

Ex.34 An aeroplane flies along a straight path A to B and returns back again. The distance between 
A and B is £ and the aeroplane maintains the constant speed v. There is a steady wind with a speed u 

at an angle 0 with line AB. Determine the expression for the total time of the trip. 

Sol. A to B: 

Velocity of plane along AB = v cosa - ucos0, and for no-drift from line 

AB : v sina = usin0 

time taken from A to B : 

. usin0 • sma=-
v 

£ 
t =-----
AB vcosa-ucos0 

A 
I 



BtoA: 

velocity of plane along BA = vcosa + u cos0 

and for no drift from line AB : vsina = usin0 

. u sine • sma= --
v 

time taken from B to A : t BA = £ 
vcosa + ucos0 

total time taken= tAB +!BA= £ + £ 
V COS a + U COS 0 V COS a + U COS 0 

2v£cosa 
2v£ 1- u2sin2e 

v2 

v2 cos2 a+ u 2 cos2 0 
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~ 35. Find the time an aeroplane having velocity v, take to fly around a square with side a and 
the wind blowing at a velocity u, in the two cases, 

(a) if the direction of wind is along one side of the square, 
(b) If the direction of wind is along one of the diagonals of the square 

[Ans.] (A) v2 2:u 2 (v + ✓v2 - u2
) (B) 2✓2a( ✓~~~~~ 2 ) 

Condition to Collide or to Reach at the Same Point 

When the relative velocity of one particle w .r. t. to other particle is directed towards each other then they 
will collide. (If there is a zero relative acceleration). 

/I~ 36. There are particles A, B and C are situated at the vertices of an equilateral triangle ABC 
of side a at t = 0. Each of the particles moves with constant speed v. A always has its velocity along AB, 
B along BC and C along CA. At what time 
will the particle meet each other? A 

S~ The motion of the particles 
is roughly sketched in figure. By symmetry 
they will meet at the centroid O of the 
triangle. At any instant the particles will 
from an equilateral triangle ABC with the 
same Centroid 0. All the particles will 
meet at the centre. Concentrate on the 
motion of any one particle, say B. At any 
instant its velocity makes angle 3Or with 
BO. 

The component of this velocity along 
BO is v cos 3Or. This component is the rate 
of decrease of the distance BO. Initially. 

B, 
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BO= a 12 = ~ =displacementofeachparticle. 
cos30° -v3 

Therefore, the time taken for BO to become zero 

d I ✓3 2d 2d 

vcos30° ✓3vx ✓3 3v 

Alternative: Velocity ofB is v along BC. The velocity of 
C is along CA. Its component along BC is vcos 60r = v/2. 
Thus, the separation BC decreases at the rate of approach 
velocity. 

B V v/2 C 

h 1 . V 3v 
approac ve oc1ty = v + - = -

2 2 

A 

aJ'}_3.. -·· Q 

.. ---:30° a/2 B-'-'---'-----~------~ c 

Since, the rate of approach is constant, the time taken in 
reducing the separation BC from a to zero is 

V 

a 2a 
t=-=-

3v 3v 
2 

fl~ 37. Six particles situated at the comers of a regular hexagon of side a move at a constant 
speed v. Each particle maintains a direction towards the particle at the next comer. Calculate the time 
the particles will take to meet each other. 

~~ [Ans. 2 a/v.] 

fl~ 38. 'A' moves with constant velocity u along then 'x' axis. B always has velocity towards A. 
After how much time will B meet A if B moves with constant speed v. What distance will be travelled 
by A and B. 

v2 £ 
Distance travelled by A = , , , 

v· - u· 

A u 

,e 

l B 

uv£ 
Distance travelled by B = , , 

v· -u· 

/I~ 39. Two cars A and B are moving west to east and south to north respectively along 
crossroads. A moves with a speed of 72 kmh· 1 and is 500 m away from point of intersection of cross 
roads and B moves with a speed of 54 kmh· 1 and is 400 m away from point of intersection of cross 
roads. Find the shortest distance between them ? 
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Method - I (Using the concept of relative velocity) 

90 - 0 

+------------------
500 m 

0 
A 

I 0 
I 
I 

VB 
I 

X = 375 m: B 

400 m 

B 

In this method we watch the velocity of A w.r.t. B. To do this we plot the resultant velocity v;.. 
Since the accelerations of both the bodies is zero, so the relative acceleration between them is also zero. 
Hence the relative velocity will remain constant. So the path of A with respect to B will be straight line 
and along the direction of relative velocity of A with respect to B. The shortest distance between A & 
B is when A is at point F (i.e. when we drop a perpendicular from B on the line of motion of A with 
respect to B). 

From figure 

tane = VB = ~ = I 
VA 20 4 

This 0 is the angle made by the resultant velocity vector with the x-axis. 

Also we know that from figure 

X 3 
OE=-=-

500 4 

From equation (i) & (ii) we get 

x= 375 m 

EB = OB - OE= 400 - 375 = 25 m 

But the shortest distance is BF. 

From magnified figure we see that BF= EB cos0 = 25 x ± 
5 

BF=20m 

... (i) 

... (ii) 
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Method II (Using the concept of maxima- minima) 

A 

500m 
+-------------

500 - 20t O 
A' 

B 

400 - 15 t 
B' 

I 
I 
I 

:400 m 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• 
A & B be are the initial positions and A' ,B' be the final positions after time t. 

B is moving with a speed of 15 m/sec so it will travel a distance of BB' = 151 during time I. 

A is moving with a speed of 20 m/sec so it will travel a distance of AA' = 201 during time I. 

So OA' =500- 20 I 

OB' = 400-15 I 

A'B'2 = OA'2 + OB12 = (500 - 201)2 + (400 - 151)2 ... (i) 

For A'B' to be minimum A'B'2 should also be minimum 

d(A'B'2 ) = d(400-151) 2 +(500-201)2 = 0 

di di 

= 2(400 - 151) (-15) + 2(500 -201) (-20) = 0 

= - 1200 + 451 = 2000 - 80 I 

125 I= 3200 

128 . 128 
I = - s. Hence A and B will be closest after - s. 

5 5 

N d2 A' B' b . . h . . . . 
ow , comes out to e pos1t1ve ence 1t 1s a mm1ma. 

d1-

On substituting the value of I in equation (i) we get 

A'B'2 = (4o0-15x 1!8J+ (500-20. 1!8 J 

= .J162 +(-12) 2 =20m 

Minimum distance A'B' = 20 m. 
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Method III (Using the concept of relative velocity of approach) 

After time t let us plot the components of velocity of 
A & B in the direction along AB. When the distance 

500 m between the two is minimum, the relative velocity of 
approach is zero. +-------------

VA cosar + VB sinar = 0 

(where ar is the angle made by the line 
A'B' with the x-axis) 

20 cosar= - 15 sinar 

20 4 
tana = -- = --

r 15 3 

Here do not confuse this angle with the angle 0 in 
method (I) 

because that 0 is the angle made by the resultant with 
x-axis. 

500 -20t O 

400 - 15 t 
B ' 

Here ar is the angle made with x-axis when velocity of approach in zero, 

400-15! 4 
------
500-201 3 

128 
t=-

5 

So, OB' = 16 m and OA' = -12m 

A'B'= .J162 +(-12) 2 =20m 

I 
I 
I 

:400 m 
I 
I 
I 
I 

T 

~ 40. Two ships are 10 km apart on a line running south to north. The one farther north is 
steaming west at 20 km h-1• The other is steaming north at 20 km h-1• What is their distance of closest 
approach ? How long do they take to reach it ? 

~~ 5✓2 km/h ; 1/4 h = 15 min consider the situation shown in figure for the two particle 

AandB. 

f/~41 
(1) 
(2) 

Will the two particle will collide 
Find out shortest distance between two particles 

Ans. (1) The particles will not collide 

(2) 4✓5 m. 

.. 

f~ Note 

10 m/s 

A 1...-30m 

20 m/s 

Muzzle Velocity is the velocity of bullet with respect to the gun i.e. it is Relative Velocity. 

0 

fl._--,r,4 42 Two roads intersect at right angles. Car A is situated at P which is 500m from the 
intersection O on one of the roads. Car B is situated at Q which is 400m from the intersection on the 
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other road. They start out at the same time and travel towards the intersection at 20m/s and 15m/s 
respectively. What is the minimum distance between them? How long do they take to reach it. 

.. 

500m 

VA = 20mls ~~~---~o 
PCarA 

CarB 

Q 

400m 

V8 = 20m/s 

First we find out the velocity of car B relative to A 

As can be seen from (fig.), the magnitude of velocity of B with respective 

vA = 20 m/s, VB= 15 m/s, OP= 500 m; OQ = 400m 

20 

15 3 4 
tan e = - = - . cos e = - . 

20 4' 5' 
. e 3 SID = -

3 oc = AD tan 0 = 500 x - = 375 m 
4 

BC = OB - OC = 400 - 375 = 25 m 

4 
BD = BC( cos 0) = 25 x - = 20 m 

5 

shortest distance = 20 m 

PD=PC +CD= 625 + 15 = 640 

I i\8 I = 25 m/s 

640 
t= - = 25.6 sec. 

25 

5 
500m 

f~ Concept 

Collision of two bodies with help of relative motion. 
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fl~ 43. Two towers AB and CD are situated a distance d apart as shown in 
figure. AB is 20m high and CD is 30m high from the ground. An object of mass m is 
thrown from the top of AB horizontally with a velocity of 10 m/s towards CD. 

Simultaneously another object of mass 2m is thrown from the top of CD at A m 

an angle of 60° to the horizontal towards AB with the same magnitude of initial 
velocity as that of the first object. The two objects move in the same vertical 
plane, collide in mid-air and stick to each other. 

Calculate the distance d between the towers. 

Acceleration of A and C both is 9.8 m/s2 downwards. 

2.179 

2m C 
60° 

Therefore, relative acceleration between them is zero i.e. , the relative motion between them will be 
straight line. Now assuming A to be at rest, the condition of collision will be that 

VcA = Ve - VA = relative velocity of C w.r. t. A should be along CA. 

.. 

A 

VA =10i 

VB =-5t -5✓3} 

.-. VBA =-5t -5✓3}-10i 

VBA =-15i -5✓3} 

d 
tan 60° = -

10 

d= 10✓3 m 

f~ Note 

Also check their time of flights. 

5mls-~~C 
60° 

5✓3mls 

l0m/s 

20m 

B-----D 
d 
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fl~ 44. The relative velocity ofa car 'A ' with respect to car Bis 30✓2 m/s due North-East. The 
velocity of car 'B' is 20 m/s due south. The relative velocity of car 'C' with respect to car 'A ' is 10✓2 m/s 
due North-West. The speed of car 'C' and the direction (in terms of angle it makes with the east). 

(A) 20✓2 m/s, 45r (C) 20./i.m I s,135° 

(B) 10✓2 m I s,45° (D) 10-Jf m I s,135°. 

fl~ 45 Given lvAB 1=30./i.ms-1 

N rr> 
N rr> 

I vB I= 20ms-1 

I veA I= 10✓2 ms-1 

Now vAB =VA -vB =30✓2(cos45°i +sin45° }) 

or, vA -vB = (30i + 30 })ms-1 ••• (i) 

and, vB = (-20})ms-1 ... (ii) 

and veA =Ve -vA =10✓2(-cos45°i +sin45°}) 

or ve -vA = (-lOi + 10})ms-1 ••• (iii) 

solving equation (i) (ii) and (iii) we ' ll get ve = 20i + 20} 

Hence, (A) is the correct answer. 

fl~ 46. Two particles 1 and 2 are allowed to descend on the two frictionless chord OA and OB 
of a vertical circle, at the same instant from point O. The ratio of the velocities of the particles 1 and 2 
respectively, when they reach on the circumference will be (OB is the diameter) 

(A) sin a (B) tan a (C) cos a (D) none of these. 

B 
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OA = dcosa, a0 A = gcosa 

Along OA 

• v2A =2gcosa.cosa 

Along OB 

v\ =2gd 

V • _..!..=cosa 
VB 

Hence, (C) is correct option. 

0 

B 

fl~ 47. A man running at 6 km/hr on a horizontal road in vertically falling rain observes that the 
rain hits him at 30° from the vertical. The actual velocity of rain has magnitude 

(A) 6 km/hr (B) 6✓3 km I hr (C) 2✓3 km I hr (D) 2 km/hr 

f~ Velocity of rain= Velocity of man+ Relative velocity of rain OR gives the actual 
velocity. 

~ 0 6 ~ M 
tan30°=-

0R 

1 6 
✓3= OR 

OR =6✓3 

Hence, the answer is (B). 

Relative 
velocity 

V R 

fl~ 48. A boat which has a speed of 5 km/hr in still water crosses a river of width 3 km along 
the shortest possible path in t min. The river flows at the rate of 3 km/hr. The time taken t is 

(A) 20 min (B) 25 min (C) 45 min (D) 55 min 

f~ t= AB =I= 45minutes 
-J52 _32 4 

Answer is (C) 

fl~ 49. A boat which has a speed of 5 km/hr in still water crosses a river of width 1 km along 
the shortest possible path in 15 minutes. The velocity of the river water in kilometres per hour is 

(A) 1 (B) 3 (C) 4 (D) ✓41 

~~ Distance covered in 15 minutes = 5 km I hr x "I2hr = 1.25 km 
60 

Extra distance along river covered= .J(l.25)2 -(1)2 = 0.75 km 

V 1 . f. 0.75 0.75x4 Jk /h e oc1ty o nver = ----= ---= m r 
(15 / 60)hr 1 

Answer is (B) 
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Ni . . 
B 

Vo 

3 m/s 

fl~ 50. A body moving in a curved path 
possesses a velocity 3 m/s towards north at any instant 
of its motion. After I 0s, the velocity of the body was 
found to be 4 m/s towards west. Calculate the average 
acceleration during this interval. 

~~ To solve this problem the vector nature 
of velocity must be taken into account. In the figure , the 
initial velocity v0 and the final velocity v are drawn 

W--------- --=4 ___ 4_ml_ s_,.....,i0 ____________ E 

from a common origin. The vector difference of them is 
found by the parallelogram method. 

The magnitude of difference is 

lv-v0 l=OC = ✓OA2 +AC 2 

= ✓42 +32 =5m/s 
The direction is given by 

3 
tan0=-=0.75 , 0=37° 

4 

Average acceleration 

I v-v0 I 5 
= 

t 10 

= 0.5 m/s2 at 37r South of West. 

v 

C D 

A 

s 

fl~ 51. A monkey is climbing a vertical tree with a velocity of I 0 m/s while a dog runs towards the 
tree chasing the monkey with a velocity of 15 m/s. Find the velocity of the dog relative to the monkey. 

~~ Velocities are shown in the figure 

Velocity of the dog relative to the monkey 

= velocity of Dog - velocity of monkey 

= Vv-VM 
0-~---1 D 

=Vv+(-VB) 

This velocity is directed along OM and its magnitude is 

✓152 + 102 = ✓225 + 100 = 18 m/s 

This velocity makes an angle 0 with the horizontal, where tan 0 = 1 O = ~ 
15 3 

or e = tan - i ( ¾) = 33. 7° 

-VM 

M 

fl~ 52. A man wants to cross a river 500 m wide. The rowing speed of the man relative to water is 3 
km/hr and the river flows at the speed of 2 km/hr. If the man 's walking speed on the shore is 5 km/hr, then 
in which direction should he start rowing in order to reach the directly opposite point on the other bank in 
the shortest time. 
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Lets v,,, = velocity of the man relative to ground. 

v = velocity of the man relative to water 

ii = velocity of water, 

B 

given I ii I= 2kmh-1 , Iv I= 3kmh-1 

Let him start at an angle 0 with the normal 

Net velcoity of man v,,, = ii + v 

v ~ 

• 

- A A 

v,,, = (u -vsin0)i +vcos0j 

H . ak b th th . . 0.5 ence time t en y e man to cross e nver 1s /1 = --

Drift of the man along the river is 

x = (u -v sin 0)/1 

. e o.s x=(u-vsm )--
vcos0 

Time taken by the man to cover this distance is 

. ---tan 0 5( usec0 e) 

t2 = v 5 =0.i(~sec0-tane) 

Therefore, total time T = 11 + 12 

0.5 e 0.lu e e T =-sec +--sec -0.ltan 
V V 

Putting the value of u and v, we get 

v cos 0 

o.5 0 0.1 x 2 0 0 o. 7 0 0 T =-sec +--sec -0.ltan =-sec -0.ltan 
3 3 3 

& 0.7 • • -=-sec0tan0 -0.1 sec-e 
d0 3 

for T to be minimum , dT = 0 
d0 

• Sin 0 = (3/7) • 0 = Sin-I (3/7) 

A 

Lx 
-u 

fl~ 53. Two particles A and B move with constant velocities v1 and v2 along two mutually 
perpendicular straight lines towards the intersection point 0. At moment t = 0, the particle were located at 
distance /1 and /2 from 0 , respectively. Find the time, when they are nearest and also the shortest distance 
between them. 

Method I: 

Minimum distance is the length of the perpendicular to VAB from B. 

If 0 is the angle between the x - axis and v AB , then 
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V, 
In MOD,OD=OAtan0=--=-I 1 

VI 

Th . d . AC AD+DC 
e reqmre time t = - -- = -----

1 VAB I I VAB I 

Method II: 

After time 't ', the position of the point A and Bare (1 1 -v/) and (1 2 -v/) , respectively. 

The distance L between the points A' and B' are 

L2 = U1 -v/)2 + U2 -v/)2 ... (i) 

Differentiating with respect to time, 

dL 
2L-=2(11-v1t)(-v1)+2(1? -v,t)(-v?) 

dt - - -

From minimum value of L, dL = O 
dt 

Putting the value oft in equation (1) 

L . = 111 v2 -12 v1 I . 
mm .Jv2 +v 2 

I 2 

l 1v1 + 1, v? 
or t = - -

v/ +v/ 

fl._--,,,te 54. Two particles are projected at the same instant from two points A and B on the same 
horizontal level where AB = 28 m, the motion taking place in a vertical plane through AB. The particle 

from A has an initial velocity of 39 m/s at an angle sin-1 ( 1:) with AB and the particle from B has an 
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initial velocity of 25 m/s at an angle sin - i ( ¾) with BA. Show that the particle would collide in mid-air 

find when and where the impact occurs. 

~~ AB=28m. 

At A, a particle is projected with velocity u = 39 m/s. u1 and u2 are its horizontal and vertical 
components respectively. The angle u makes with AB cos a 1. 

G. th . 5 12 1ven at sma1 =- :. cosa1 =-
13 13 

Similarly for the particle projected from B, with velocity v =25 m/s, v1 and v2 are the horizontal and 
vertical components respectively. 

. 3 4 
s1na, =-

- 5 
:. cosa? =-. 

- 5 

Now u, =usina1 =39x2-=15 m/s 
- 13 

v? =vsina, =25xI=15 m/s 
- - 5 

u,lc:" 
A u, 28m 

The vertical components of the velocities are the same at the start. Subsequently at the other instant 
t their vertical displacement are equal and have a value 

h = 151- 4.912 

which means that the line joining their positions at the instant t continues to be horizontal and the 
particles come closer to each other. 

Their relative velocity in the horizontal direction 

= 39 cos a 1 + 25 cos a 2 

12 4 
=39x-+25x-=36+20=56m/ s 

13 5 

Time of collision = AB = 28 = 0.5s , after they were projected. 
56 56 

Height at which the collision occurs = ut _.!._at 2 = 15(0.5) _.!._(9.8)(0.5)2 = 6.275 m 
2 2 

The horizontal distance of the position of collision from A = (u1 cosa1) (time of collision) 

=39x 12 x0.5s=18m 
13 

~ 55. A 2m wide truck is moving with a uniform speed of 8 m/s 
along a straight horizontal road. A pedestrian starts crossing the road at 
an instant when the truck is 4 m away from him. The minimum constant 
velocity with which he should run to avoid an accident is 

(A) 1.6✓5 m/s (B) 1.2✓5 m/s 

(C) 1.2 ✓7 m/s (D) 1.6 ✓7 m/s 

2mIR ~ 
i----------------1 

4m 
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vt = 2 sece 

Distance covered by truck = 8/ = 4+ vt sine = 4 + 2 tane 

• 8 2sece _4 2 e .-- - + tan 
V 

8sece • v=---
8 

2 + tane 2cosex sine 

F ·· 1· dvo or m1mmum ve oc1ty, - = de 

V . = 8✓1 + 1/ 4 = 1. 6✓5 . 
nun 2+1/2 

Hence (A) is correct option. 

1 • tane= -
2 

fl~ 56. A man crosses the river perpendicular to river flow in time t seconds and travels an equal 
distance down the stream in T seconds. The ratio of man ' s speed in still water to the speed ofriver water 
will be: 

T2-t1 
(B) T2 + 12 

, T' 
(C) ~ ,2 _r2 

T , , 
(D) ~ 

T2-t1 
(A) 

~~ Let velocity of man in still water be v and that of water with respect to ground be u. 

Velocity of man perpendicular to river flow with respect to ground= .Jv2 -u 2 

Velocity of man downstream = v + u 

As given, .Jv2 -u 2 t = (v + u) T 

• 
• 

(v2 - u2) 12 = (v + u)2 T1 

(v - u) 12 = (v + u) T1 

V t1 +T 2 

u t1-T2 

(C) is correct option. 

fl._--,r,4 57. A train is standing on a platform , a man inside a compartment of a train drops a stone. 
At the same instant train starts to move with constant acceleration. The path of the particle as seen by 
the person who drops the stone is: 

(A) parabola 
(B) straight line for sometime & parabola for the remaining time 
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(C) straight line 
(D) variable path that cannot be defined 

[Ans. (C)] 

II~ 58. A swimmer crosses the river along the line making an angle of 45r with the direction 
of flow. Velocity of the river is 5 m/s. Swimmer takes 6 seconds to cross the river of width 60 m. The 
velocity of the swimmer with respect to water will be: 

(A) 10 m/s (B) 12 m/s (C) 5✓5 m/s (D) 10✓2 m/s 

S~ v =V +v m,g m,r r,g 

As resulting velocity V,,._g is at 45° with river flow 

i.e. V - V sina. = V cosa. 
r,g m,r m,r 

and 
60m 

--- =6sec. 
V,,., cos a. 

Solving (1) & (2) 

V = 5✓5 m/s m,r 

(C)is the correct answer. 

. .. (1) 

... (2) 

V,,g=5m/s 

~ 59. A man wearing a hat of extended length 12 cm is running in rain falling vertically 
downwards with speed 10 m/s. The maximum speed with which man can run, so that rain drops does 
not fall on his face (the length of his face below the extended part of the hat is 16 cm) will be: 

(A) 7.5 m/s (B) 13.33 m/s (C) 10 m/s (D) zero 

S~ [Ans. (A)] 

~ 60 Two men P & Q are standing at comers A & B of square ABCD of side 8 m. They start 
moving along the track with constant speed 2 m/s and 10 m/s respectively. The time when they will 
meet for the first time, is equal to : 

(A) 2 sec 
(C) 1 sec 

[Ans. a= 8 m] 

(B) 3 sec 
(D) 6 sec 

They meet when Q displace 8 x 3 m 

more that p • relative displacement = relative velocity x time. 

8 X 3 = (10 - 2) f 

t= 3 sec 

(B) is the correct answer. 

IOm/s 

B• C 2mls 

Ap D 

~ 61. A coin is released inside a lift at a height of 2 m from the floor of the lift. The height of 
the lift is 10 m. The lift is moving with an acceleration of 11 m/s2 downwards. The time after which the 
coin will strike with the lift is: 

(A) 4s (B) 2s 
4 

(C) r,;;-; s 
"21 

2 
(D) Ju s 
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~~ Relative to lift initial velocity and acceleration of coin are 
0 m/s and 1 m/s2 upwards 

2 
8 = r;--; s t2or t = 4 second 

vll 

8ml - -----1- --
a~,~Jmls' u~, = 0 

/I~ 62. A man in a balloon, throws a stone downwards with a speed of 5 m/s with respect to 
balloon . The balloon is moving upwards with a constant acceleration of 5 m/s2. Then velocity of the 
stone relative to the man after 2 second is: 

(A) 

~~ 

IOmls (B) 30 mls (C) 15 mls 

Relative velocity of stone = 5 mls 

relative acceleration of stone = 10 + 5 = 15 m/s2 

v = u +at= 5 + 15 x 2 = 35 mls 

relative velocity after t = 2 second is 35 m/s 

Hence, (D) is correct answer. 

(D) 35 mls 

fl~ 63. A lift starts with rest and moves in upward direction with constant acceleration 
a= 5m/s2. After two second a bolt is dropped from height h = Im. Find the time after which the bolt 
strikes the lift floor. 

After one second the velocity of the lift 

V = U + at = 0 + 5 X } 

v = 5 m/s 

Since the velocity of bolt and left are same 

Hence Relative initial velocity of bolt w.r.t. lift 

ub1 =ub-u1=v-v=0 

Relative acceleration of bolt with respect to lift 

ab1 = ah -a1 = g-(-5) = 10 + 5 = 15 m/s2 

1 ? 1 ? 

h=ut+-at- 1=0+-x15xt-
2 2 

? 2 /2 
t- = 15 t = ~15 sec. 

0 

a= 5m/s 2 

i u = O 

fl~ 64. A man can swim in still water at a speed of3km/hr. He wants to cross a river that flows 
at 2km/hr and reach the point directly opposite to his starting point. 
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(a) In which direction should he try to swim, (that is, find the angle his body makes with 
river flow). 

(b) How much time will he take to cross the river. If the river is 500 m wide. 

~ 
(a) V,g = 2tkm/hr Velocity ofriver w.r.t ground 

V,,,, = 3 km/hr Velocity of man w .r. t river 

v =V -v mr mg rg 

I jl -v -V I 111g- 11/Y rg 

V,,,, =-3cos(n-0)t +3sin(n-0)} 

V,,,, =3cosei +3sin e} 

V,,,g = V,,,, + v,g =3 cos i + 3 sine}+ 2i 

V,,,g =(3cos0+2)i +3sin0} 

Since V,,,g is along y-axis 

:. 3cos0+2=0 

cos0=-2/3 V =3sin01J~ 
mg 

- ✓5 A 

V =3x-1· 
mg 3 

v - 's ~ 111g -"\J:J J 

(b) Time taken to cross the river 

I=!!_=~= ✓5 hr. 
- 's 10 v,,,g ":, 

sine = 

= 

= 

~x 

.J1-cos2 e 

✓1-~ 

J% 

fl~ 65. Rain is falling vertically with a speed of 35m/s. A woman rides a bicycle with a speed 
of 12 m/s in east to west direction. What is the direction in which she should hold his umbrella? 

Vw=12m/s(- i) , l , 
VR=35mls(- j) 

The relative velocity of rain with respect to woman. 

v =V -v Rw Rg wg 
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VR,,, =-35}m I s+l2i m Is 

12 
tan0=-

35 

0=tan-1 G!) 
Vw=l2m/s(- i} 

' 
---- 0: 

- Vw=l2m/s i ----rl 
'' 
'•tr-'-----~ 

fl~ 66. Two swimmers leave point A on one bank of the river to reach point B lying right across 
on the other bank. One of them crosses the river along the straight line AB while the other swims at 
right angles to the stream and then walks the distance that he has been carried away by the stream 
to get to point B. What was the velocity u of his walking if both swimmers reached the destination 
simultaneously? The stream velocity v0 = 2.0 km/hr and the velocity v' of each swimmer with respect 
to water equals 2.5 km/hr. 

~~ Let the 1'1 swimmer swims in river making an angle a with AB in order to reach at 

opposite point B. 

B C 

A A i~ x • 

fAB 

d 

v'cosa 
cosa=✓l-sin 2 a 

cosa=fITT d 
... (1) 

The Ilnd swimmer who swims at right angle to river stream reaches at point C, then he walks with 
velocity u to reach the point B. 

d X 
t =-+

AB V' U 

The resultant velocity along AC 

total time to reach at B, from the equation (2) 

d ✓v~ +v'2 sinj3 • fAB =-+--'-----
V1 v'/d.u 

=- 1+ o . Vo d( ✓v2 +v'2 l 
v' u ✓v~ +v'2 

... (2) 



from the equation (1) 

d 
d (1+ Vo) • u 
v' u 

• u=3km/hr 

Comprehension Questions 

Comprehension - 1 

1- v;, -1 ( , )-1/2 
v'-

Read the following write up and answer the questions that follow. 
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The graph below gives the displacement of a particle travelling along the x-axis as a function of time. AM is 
the tangent to the curve at the starting moment and BN is tangent at the end moment (01 = 02 =120°). 

x(m) 

100 A 

t(sec) 

- 100 --------------------------------------------- B 

fl~ 1. The average velocity during the first 20 seconds is 
(A) - 10 m/s (B) 10 m/s (C) zero (D) 20 m/s 
[Ans. (A)] 

fl~ 2. The average acceleration during the first 20 seconds is 
(A) - 10 m/s2 (B) 10 m/s2 (C) zero (D) 20 m/s2 

[Ans. (C)] 

~ 3. The direction ( i or - i ) of acceleration during the first I O seconds is _____ _ 

[Ans. (i )] 
fl~ 4. Time interval during which the motion is retarded. 

(A) 0 to 20sec. (B) 10 to 20sec. (C) 0 to 10sec. 
[Ans. (C)] 

(·)(- ) _ x1 -x; _ -100-100 _ 10 I 
1 v ---------- ms 

!J.t 20 

(ii) ( - ) VI -v; tan 0, -tan01 O . (0 0 ) a = -- = - = since = 
!J.t 20 2 I 

(iii) during first 10 sec, speed decreases 

acceleration is opposite to the velocity 

acceleration is in i 

(D) None of these 
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(iv) during first 10 sec., magnitude of the slope ofx-t curve is decreasing and hence speed is 
decreasing 

motion is retarded. 

t=0tot=lOs 

[Ans. (i)- lOm/s (ii) 0 (iii) i (iv) t = 0 tot= 10 s] 

Comprehension - 2 

Following are three fW1ctions which relates the parameters of motion. 

1 
S(t) = ut + -at2 

2 
v(s)= ,,Ju2 +2as v(t) = u + at 

Where S, u, t, a, v are respectively the displacement (dependent variable), initial velocity (constant), 
time taken (independent variable), acceleration (constant) and final velocity (dependent variable) of the 
particle after time t. 

~ 1. Find displacement of a particle after 10 seconds starting from rest with an Wliform acceleration 
of2m/s2. 

(A) 10m (B) 100m 

i-~ u=0,a=2,t= 10 

1 
S = - x 2 x (10)2 = 100 m. [Ans. (B)] 

2 

(C) 50 m 

~ 2. Find the velocity of the particle after 100 m -
(A) 10 m/s (B) 20 m/s (C) 30 m/s 

i_~ v= ✓u 2 +2as 

= .Jo2 +2x2x100 

= 2 x 10 = 20 m/sec. [Ans. (B)] 

(D) 200 m 

(D) 0 m/s 

~3. 
(A) 

Find the velocity of the particle after 10 seconds if its acceleration is zero in interval (0 to 10 s) -
10 m/s (B) 20 m/s (C) 30 m/s (D) 0 m/s 

s~ Since acceleration is zero, and final velocity is dependent variable on a and u 

So,v = 0 m/sec. [Ans. (D)] 

~ 4. Find the displacement of the particle when its velocity becomes 10 m/s if acceleration is 
5 m/s2 all through-

(A) 50 m (B) 200 m (C) 10 m (D) 100 m 

s~ V2 =u2 +2as 

(10)2=0+2 X 5 X S 

Comprehension - 3 

• S= 10 m. [Ans. (C)] 

Raindrops are falling with a velocity 10 ✓2 m/s making an angle of 45° with the vertical. The drops appear 

to be falling vertically to a man TWlning with constant velocity. The velocity of rain drops change such that 

the rain drops now appear to be falling vertically with ✓3 times the velocity it appeared earlier to the same 

person TWllling with same velocity. 
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fl~ 1. The magnitude of velocity of man with respect to ground is 

(A) 10 ✓2 m/s (B) 10 .fj m/s (C) 20 m/s (D) 10 m/s 

[Ans. (D)] 

fl~ 2. After the velocity of rain drops change, the magnitude of velocity of raindrops with respect 
to ground is 

(A) 20 m/s (B) 20 .fj m/s (C) 10 m/s (D) 10 .fj m/s 

[Ans. (A)] 

fl~ 3. The angle (in degrees) between the initial and the final velocity vectors of the raindrops with 
respect to the ground is 

(A) 8 (B) 15 (C) 22.5 (D) 37 

[Ans. (B)] 

S~ In the first case : 

',, 
From the figure it is clear that 

V RM is I O m/s downwards and 

V M is I O m/s towards right 

'•,,, :45° J Oi2mls 

···· ...... ,... ·-
In the second case : 

Velocity of rain as observed by man becomes .fj 

times in magnitude. 

New velocity of rain 

i--;R' = i--;R'M + i~ 

The angle rain makes with vertical is 

10 
tan0= --

10.fj 
or e = 30° 

Change in angle of rain = 45 - 30 = 15°. 

Comprehension - 4 

·.. : VRM 
"',, I 

...... ~ --------------------

10./3mls 

-VRM 

l0m/s 

A overhead bridge, a subway and a road start from A and again meet at B. The minimum distance between 
A and B, which is same as the length of the road AB, is 2 km. The overbridge and the subway form a 
semicircular arc above and below the road. A laser sensor is fixed (embedded) in the road. 

An Autorickshaw takes the overbridge from A and a taxi takes the subways from B. The laser sensor 
gives a beep when the linear distances between point A and the autorickshaw is same as that between 
the rickshaw and the laser sensor which also equals the distance of laser 
source from point A. 

fl~ 1. If the time t, for the laser starts when the autorickshaw just 
enters the bridge from point A and at t = 240 sec, laser the gives a beep, what is 
the speed of the autorickshaw ? 

(A) 4.36 m/s 
(C) 8.16 m/s 

[Ans. (A)] 

(B) 1.21 m/s 
(D) 16.32 m/s 

A 
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f~ x= 2-x • x= 1 km so sensor is atmidoftheRoad. 

ArcAB • 2;r R x;r 
2;r3 

V= 1rxR = 3.14x1000 = 4_36 m/s 
3x240 3x240 

~ 2. The autorickshaw takes the overhead bridge from A and on reaching B, immediately takes 
the subway to come back to A, while the taxi starts from B travels to and fro from B to A continuously by 

road. If the auto and the taxi travel with constant speeds of ;r km/hr and 3 km/hr respectively, how frequently 
2 

do they meet at A? 

(A) 

(C) 

every 4 hours 

2 
every - hours 

3 

T = 2;rRx2 = 4 hrs. 
Auto 7r 

4 
TTaxi= 3hrs. 

(B) 
21rn 

every -- hours, n = 3,6,9, .... 
3 

(D) they never meet 

Common time period is not found so they never meet. [Ans. (D)] 

~ 3. Due to heavy rains, the flyover and the roads were blocked and all the vehicles had to take 

the subway. The autorickshaw and the taxi started from A and B respectively with the speeds ;r and 2;r 
2 3 

km/hr respectively. After how much time did they meet ? 

7 6 
(A) - hours (B) - hours 

6 7 

2;r 
(C) -hours 

3 

, 1r 21r 71r 1rR 6 
r, = -+-=- • t= -=-H[Ans.(B)] 

R 2 3 6 7;r 7 

6 

Comprehension-5 

(D) 
6;r 
-hours 
7 

Direction for questions 16-20 : Read the following data and answer the questions that follows: 

Three brothers, Ram, Shyam and Mohan travelled by road. They all left the college at the same time -
12 noon. The description of the motions of the three are detailed below: 

Name Ram Shyam Mohan 

Phase I Bus for Bike for Foot for 

2 hours @ 10 mph 1 hr. @30mph 3 hrs. @ 3.33 mph 

Phase II Bike for Foot for Bus for 

1.5 hrs. @ 40 mph 3 hrs. @ 3.33 mph 3 hrs. @ 10 mph 

Phase III Foot for Bus for Bike for 

3 hrs. @ 3.33 mph 4 hrs.@ 10 mph 2 hrs. @ 30 mph 
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~ 1. When did Ram overtake Shyam? 
(A) 3 : 15 p.m. (B) 2 : 22 p.m. (C) 3 : 30 p.m. (D) 2 : 20 p.m. 

[Ans. (B)] 

~ 2. At what distance from the start does Mohan overtake Shyam? 
(A) 40 miles (B) 57 miles (C) 70 miles (D) 80 miles 

[Ans. (C)] 

~ 3. If Ram travelled by bike instead of foot in the last leg of his journey (for the same distance 
as he had covered by foot), what is the difference in the time of Ram and Mohan to cover 90 miles? 

(A) 6 hrs 50 minutes (B) 10 hrs 40 minutes 
(C) 3 hrs 55 minutes (D) 4 hrs 10 minutes 

[Ans. (C)] 

~ 4. If all of them travelled a distance of 100 miles, who reached first and at what time (assume 
the last leg time increases to cover 100 miles)? 

(A) Mohan at 6 p.m. 
(C) Shyam at 6 p.m. 

[Ans. (D)] 

(B) Ram at 8 p.m. 
(D) Mohan at 8 p.m. 

~ 5. In the above question, who reached last and at what time? 
(A) Ram at 9:30 p.m. (B) Ram at 10 p.m. 
(C) Shyam at 9:30 p.m. (D) Shyam at 10 p.m. 

[Ans. (D)] 

Comprehension - 6 

At time t the position of a body moving such that its position varies with time and is given by s = t3 -

6t2 + 9tm. 

~ 1. Find the body's acceleration each time the velocity is zero. 

~ 2. Find the body's speed each time the acceleration is zero 

~ 3. Find the total distance traveled by the body from t = 0 to t = 2. 

[Ans. (1) - 6m/s2 , 6m/s2 (2) 3m/s (3) 6m] 

Comprehension - 7 

Two trains of 1 km and 2 km length are running in opposite directions on parallel tracks. The speeds of 
1 km train is 25 m/s and that of 2 km train is 35 m/s. The drivers of the two trains apply breaks when 
they cross each other such that the trains stop with the guards facing each other. Assume that both trains 
stop together. 

~ 1. Find the time taken for this phenomenon. [Ans. 100 sec] 

~2. 

~3. 

s~ 

Find the distance travelled by both the trains before stopping. [Ans. 500 m, 2500 m] 

Find the magnitude ofrelative acceleration of the trains. [Ans. 0.6 m/s2] 

(l-3) 

Let retardation of Bis a so retardation A is 2a. Relative acceleration of A w.r.t. Bis - 3a 

2 2 

i,~B = U AB + 2aAB SAB 

0 = 602 - 6a X 3000 
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a = l/5 m/sec2 

i,~B= UAB+aABt 

0 = 60 - 3(1/5) X t 

t= 100 

Comprehension - 8 

If a man has a velocity which is varying with time given as v = 3t2 , then : 

~~l////J 
~ 1. Find out the velocity of the man after 3 sec. 

(A) 18 m/s (B) 9 m/s (C) 27 m/s 

i-~ v=3t2 

~2. 
(A) 

i_~ 

v = 3(3)2 = 2.7 m/s [Ans. (C)] 

Find out his displacement after 2 seconds of his start : 
10 m (B) 6 m (C) 12 m 
s 2 

f dS = f 3t2dt 
0 0 

S = [t3 J = 8 [Ans. (D)] 

~ 3. Find out his acceleration after 3 seconds : 
(A) 9 m/s2 (B) 18 m/s2 (C) 12 m/s2 

i_~ f=6t 

f = 6 x 3 = 18 m/s2 [Ans. (B)] 

Comprehension-9 

(D) 36 m/s 

(D)8m 

(D) 6 m/s2 

A bus is moving rightward with a velocity of 15 m/sec and on the bus a monkey is running oppositely with 
a velocity of 5 m/sec (with respect to the bus). Nearby a helicopter is rising vertically up with a velocity of 
lOm/sec. 

ll- t10m/s 

5m/s 
~ 

"" 
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fl~ 1. Find out the direction of the helicopter as seen by the monkey. 

Ans.(~) 

fl~ 2. Find out the direction of the bus as seen by the helicopter ' s pilot. 

Ans.('\!). 

~~ i--;hM = i--;h -i--;M = lOj- lOi = - lOi + lOj 

i--;hM = 10 (-i) + lOj 

:. As seen by the monkey helicopter is moving in (~)direction. 
·. 

i--;Bh = i--;B -i--;h = 15 i - lOj = 15 i + 10 (-j) 

"i\=lOjm/s 
- - - - - -~- - - - - --'-----+-----

,• . . . 
-Vh ~ • •• VBh 

-
V8 =5im/s 

:. As seen by helicopter' s pilot the bus is moving in ( '\i) direction. 

Comprehension - 1 O 

VM VM =5im/s 

Rain is falling with a velocity (- 4i +8)- lOk). A person is moving with a velocity of (6i +8)) on the ground. 

f/~1. 
to be coming. 

~~ 

f/_~2. 
(A) 

s~ 
f/~3. 

(A) 

~~ 

Find the velocity of rain with respect to man and the direction from which the rain appears 

i--; = i--; - i--; = (- lOi - 10k) 
rm r m 

[Ans. (-10i - lOk) rain appears to come 45° with i] 
The speed with which the rain drops hit the person is : 

10 m/s (B) 10 ✓2 m/s (C) ✓180 m/s 

Vm = .J102 +102 = 10✓2 m/sec. [Ans. (B)] 

The velocity of man w.r.t. rain is: 

-6i -8) (B) 4j -8) + 10k 

(,,, = -i--;, 111 = 10 i + 10 k [Ans. (D)] 

(C) - lOi - lOk 

(D) J36o m/s 

(D) 10i +lOk 

Comprehension - 11 

We know how by neglecting the air resistance, the problems of projectile motion can be easily solved 
and analysed. Now we consider the case of the collision of a ball with a wall. In this case the problem 
of collision can be simplified by considering the case of elastic collision only. When a ball collides 
with a wall we can divide its velocity into two components, one perpendicular to the wall and other 
parallel to the wall. If the collision is elastic then the perpendicular component of velocity of the ball 
gets reversed with the same magnitude. 
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Velocity just 
before collision 

Vcos0 

_J 
Vsin0 

Components of velocity 
just before collision 

Vcos0 

l 
Vsin0 

Components of velocity 
just after collision 

The other parallel component of velocity will remain constant if wall is given smooth. 

Now let us take a problem. Three balls 'A' and 'B' & 'C' are projected from ground with same 
speed at same angle with the horizontal. The balls A, B and C collide with the wall during their flight in 
air and all three collide perpendicularly with the wall as shown in figure. 

C 

fl~ 1. Which of the following relation about the maximum height H of the three balls from the 
ground during their motion in air is correct : 

(A)HA=Hc>HB (B) HA>HB=Hc (C) HA>Hc>HB 

~~ HA=Hc>HB 

Obviously A just reaches its maximum height and C has crossed its maximum height which is equal to 
A as u and 0 are same. But Bis unable to reach its max. height. [Ans. (A)] 

~ 2. If the time taken by the ball A to fall back on ground is 4 seconds and that by ball B is 2 
seconds. Then the time taken by the ball C to reach the inclined plane after projection will be : 

(A) 6 sec. (B) 4 sec. (C) 3 sec. (D) 5 sec. 

S~ Time of flight of A is 4 seconds which is same as the time of flight if wall was not there. 

~3. 
(A) 
(C) 

s~ 

Time taken by C to reach the inclined roof is 1 sec. P 

TOR=4 

TQR = I 
T0 Q = T0R - TQR = 3 seconds. 

[Ans. (C)] 0 

The maximum height attained by ball 'A' from the ground is : 
10m (B) 15m 
20m 

2u sine 
from above = --- = 4 

g 

(D) Insufficient information 

u sin 0 = 20 m/s • vertical component is 20 m/s. 

R 
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for maximum height 

• 
s = 20 m. [Ans. (C)] 

Comprehension - 12 

02 = 202 - 2 X 10 X S 

Two particles 'A' and 'B' are projected in the vertical plane with same initial velocity u0 from part 
(0, 0) and (€ , - h) towards each other as shown in figure at t = 0. 

~1. 
(A) 
(C) 

Y* 
i /Uo 

(O:i;~-.......... "j ... }_ -~!~'.°'."~'. ;· r >x 

Uo' ; h 

--~Ni 'B' 
(l, -h) 

The path of particle 'A' with respect to particle 'B' will be 
parabola (B) straight line parallel to x-axis. 
straight line parallel to y-axis (D) none of these. 

[Ans. (B)] 

~ 2. Minimum distance between particle A and B during motion will be : 

(A) l (B) h (C) ✓l2 +b2 (D) l + h 

f~ (1 and 2) [Ans. (B)] 

The path of a projectile as observed by other projectile is a straight line. 

f,~ = u cos0 i + (usin0 - gt) J . 
VB= - u cos0 i + (u sin0 - gt) J . 

Uosin0t : 

!&-+uocose 

f,~B = (2u cos0) i 
aBA=g-g=0 

l. ___________________ ~•.'?~~\J~~in8 } V 
B BA 

: U0 cos0 : . ' 

· V U0sin8 

The vertical component u0 sin0 will get cancelled. The relative velocity will only be horizontal 
which is equal to 2u0 cos0 . 

Hence B will travel horizontally towards left w.r.t. A with constant speed 2u0 cos0 and minimum 
distance will be h. 

~3. 

(A) 

The time when separation between A and B is minimum is : 

x (B) {IEgh (C) l 
U 0 COS0 vg 2u0 COS0 

(D) 
2l 

u0 cos0 
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Time to attain this separation will obviously be S,,, = f . 
V,el 2u0 COS0 

[Ans. (C)] 

Comprehension - 13 

Two inclined planes OA and OB having inclinations 30° and 
60° with the horizontal respectively intersect each other at 
0 , as shown in figure. A particle is projected from point P A 

with velocity u = 1 oJ?, 7 along a direction perpendicular T 

V 
B 

u 

to plane OA. If the particle strikes plane OB perpendicular at h 

Q (Take g = 10 m/s2). Then J_ ~--=30"--0---'---""--'-6_0_0 
__ ~ 

~ 1. The time of flight is from P to Q is 
(A) 5 Sec. (B) 2 sec (C) I sec (D) None of these 

[Ans. (B)] 

II~ 2. The velocity with which the particle strikes the plane OB is 
(A) I 0 m/s (B) 20 m/s (C) 30 m/s (D) 40 m/s 

[Ans. (A)] 

fl._~ 3. The height h of point P from the ground is 

(A) 10)?, m (B) 10 m (C) 5 m (D) 20 m 

[Ans. (C)] 

~ 4. The distance PQ is 

(A) 20 m (B) I oJ?, m (C) 10 m (D) 5 m 

[Ans. (A)] 

Let us choose the x and y directions along OB and OA respectively. Then 

u = u = 10)?, m/s u = 0 
X ' y 

a = - g sin 60° = - 5)3 m/s2 
X 

and a = - g cos 60° = - 5 m/s2 
y 

II~ 1. At point Q, x-component of velocity is 
zero. Hence, substituting in 

v=u+at 
X X X 

0 = 10)?, - 5J?,t 

V 

u 
A 

Tp 
h 

B 

or t= 10J3 = 2s 
5)3 

Ans. l_ ,----'3"-"0_o !.-'tl'-'-60_o __ __, 

11~2. AtpointQ, v=v =u +at 
y y y 

v = 0 - (5)(2) = - 10 m/s Ans. 

Here, negative sign implies that velocity of particle at Q is along negative y direction. 



~3. DistancePO = I displacement of particle along y-direction I = Is I 
y 

Here, 
1 

s =ut+ - at2 
y y 2 y 

1 
= 0 - -(5)(2)2 = - 10 m 

2 

:. PO=l0m 

Therefore, h = PO sin 30° = (10) (½) 
or h=5mAns. 

~ 4. Distance OQ = displacement of particle along x-direction = s x 

Here, 
1 

s =ut+-at2 
X X 2 X 

= (10✓3) (2)- _!_ (5✓3) (2)2 

2 

= 10✓3 m 

or OQ = 10✓3 m 

Comprehension - 14 

PQ = ✓(PO)2 +(OQ)2 = ✓00)2 +(10✓3)2 

= ✓100+300 = ✓400 
PQ = 20 m [Ans.] 

Kinematics I 2.201 

An observer having a gun observes a remotely controlled balloon. When he first noticed the balloon, it 
was at an altitude of 800 m and moving vertically upward at a constant velocity of 5m/s. The horizontal 
displacement of balloon from the observer is 1600 m. Shells fired from the gun have an initial velocity of 
400 m/s at a fixed angle 0 (sin 0 = 3/5 and cos 0 = 4/5). The observer having gun waits (for some time after 
observing the balloon) and fires so as to destroy the balloon. Assume g = l0mls2. Neglect air resistance. 

~1. 
(A) 

~~ 

: 5m/s 
' 

400m/4 : 
0 ' 

tll llllllllllll)J ground 
---l600m ---

The flight time of the shell before it strikes the balloon is 

2 sec (B) 5 sec. (C) 10 sec (D) 15 sec 

The motion in the x-direction is a constant velocity motion. We find the flight time 
1600m 
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~2. 
(A) 

1600 
--- =5sec. 
400cos0 

Flight time= 5 sec. 

The altitude of the collision above ground level is 
1250m (B) 1325m (C) 1075m (D) 1200m 

s~ From the flight time, the initial velocity in they-direction and the acceleration in the 
y-direction, we can calculate the altitude of the shell: 

1 2 1200 1 
h = u t- -gt = -- x 5 - - xlO x 25 

Y 2 5 2 

= 1200 - 125 = 1075 m 

~ 3. After noticing the balloon, the time for which observer having gun waits before firing 
the shell is 

(A) 50 sec. (B) 55 sec. (C) 60 sec. (D) 45 sec. 

S~ After the waiting time plus the flight time, the balloon should reach the same altitude as 
the shell. Let tw be the waiting time. 

5 1075-800 
:. t + sec = ---- or t = 50 sec. 

w 5 w 

Comprehension - 15 

A stone is projected from level ground with speed u and at an angle 0 with horizontal. Some how the acceleration 
due to gravity (g) becomes double (that is 2g) immediately after the stone reaches the maximum height and 
remains same thereafter. Assume direction of acceleration due to gravity always vertically downwards. 

~1. 

(A) 

(C) 

The total time of flight of particle is : 

3 usin0 

2 g 

2usin0 

g 

[Ans. (B)] 

~ 2. The horizontal range of particle is 

3 u2 sin20 
(A) 4 g 

2 

(C) !!___ sin2e 
g 

[Ans. (B)] 

(B) usin0 (l+-1 ) 
g .fi. 

(D) usin0(2 +_1 ) 
g .fi. 

(B) u2 sin20(l+-1-) 
2g ✓2 

(D) u2 sin20 ( 2 +_1_) 
2g ✓2 

~ 3. The angle <I> which the velocity vector of stone makes with horizontal just before hitting the 
ground is given by : 

(A) tan<!>= 2 tane (B) tan<!>= 2 cote (C) tan<!>= .fi. tane (D) tan<!>= .fi. cote 

[Ans. (C)] 



f~ lto3 

The time taken to reach maximum height and maximum height are 

usin0 
t=--

g 
and H= u2 sin2 0 

2g 

For remaining half, the time of flight is 

t' = ✓c~;) = u
2
~~

2 0 = ji 
Total time of flight is t + t' = t ( 1 + }i) 
T= us;e(l+ }i) 

1 h . al . e u2 sin 20 ( 1 ) A so onzont range 1s = u cos x T = 2g 1 + ✓2 

Let u and v be initial and final vertical components of velocity. 
y y 

u 2 = 2gH and v 2 = 4gH 
y y 

Vy= ✓2.uy 

Angle (<I>) final velocity makes with horizontal is 

Comprehension - 16 

Kinematics I 2. 2 0 3 

The velocity 'v' of a particle moving along straight line is given in terms of time t as v = 3(t2 - t) where 
t is in seconds and v is in m/s. 

~ 1. The distance travelled by particle from t = 0 to t = 2 seconds is : 
(A) 2 m (B) 3 m (C) 4 m (D) 6m 

[Ans. (B)] 

~ 2. The displacement of particle from t = 0 to t = 2 seconds is 
(A) 1 m (B) 2 m (C) 3 m (D) 4m 

[Ans. (B)] 

~ 3. The speed is minimum after t = 0 second at instant of time 
(A) 0.5 sec (B) 1 sec. (C) 2 sec. (D) None of these 

[Ans. (B)] 

~lto3 

The velocity of particle changes sign at t = 1 sec. 
0 I 

Distance from t = 0 tot= 2 sec. is= J vdt + f vdt 
I 2 
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=[(t3-f1 2)I +[(t3-ft 2)I =3m 

Displacement from t = 0 tot= 2 sec. is f vdt = [(t3 -I1 2)] 
2 

= 2 m. 
0 2 0 

Comprehension - 17 

Two ports, A and B, on a North-South line are separated by a river of width D. The river flows east 
with speed u. A boat crosses the river starting from port A. The speed of the boat relative to the river 
is v. Assume v = 2u. 

B shore 

N ' 
' W+E ' 

0~ u D 
~ 

s 

shore 

fl~ 1. What is the direction of the velocity of boat relative to river, 0, so that it crosses directly 
on a line from A to B ? 

~~ 

(A) 30° west of north 
(C) 60° west of north 

(B) 30° east of north 
(D) 60° east of north 

To reach the port B, the x-component of the total velocity must be zero: v sin 0-u = 0. 

So sin 0 = 1/2or e = 30° 

Take positive x-axis along east and positive y-axis along north. 

fl~ 2. Suppose the boat wants to cross the river from A to the other side in the shortest possible 
time. Then what should be the direction of the velocity of boat relative to river? 

(A) 30° west of north (B) 30° east of north 
(C) 60° west of north (D) along north 

~~ To cross the river the fastest, we need to maximize they-component of the total velocity 
is vB cos 0. So 0 = 0. The boat should head straight to the North. 

Take positive x axis along east and positive y-axis along north. 

fl~ 3. The boat crosses the river from A to the other side in shortest possible time, then how far 
is the boat from the port B after crossing the river 

(A) DI ✓2 (B) ✓2 D (C) 2D (D) D/2 

S~ The trip takes time t =D. They-component of the total velocity is u. So the boat is at a 
V 

distance u D = D down stream from the port B after crossing. 
V 2 

Take positive x-axis along east and positive y-axis along north. 
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Comprehension - 18 

A particle which is initially ( at t = 0) at rest at the origin, is subjected to an acceleration with x- and 
y-components as as shown. After time t = 5 , the particle has no acceleration. 

ax(mli) a, (mli ) 

101-----, 10 - - - - - ·.-----. 
3 4 

0 t--+--+---+---+--+-t (in s) 
:2 

2: 3 4 
0 t--+---+--+--+--+- t (in s) 

. -5 5 . . 
-10 - - - - - ·-----' 

~ 1. What is the magnitude velocity of the particle at t = 2 seconds ? 

(A) 10✓5 m/s (B) 5✓10 m/s (C) 5✓5 m/s (D) None of these 

II~ 2. What is the magnitude of average velocity of the particle between t = 0 and t = 4 seconds? 

(A) ~✓13 m/s (B) ~✓17 m/s (C) 30 m/s (D) None of these 
2 2 

1/~3. 
(A) 

When is the particle at its farthest distance from the y-axis? 
3 sec. (B) 2 sec. (C) 4 sec. 

s~ [Ans. 1. (A), 2. (B), 3. (C)] 

Att = 2 sec 

v = u + a t = 0 + 10 x 2 = 20 m/s 
X X :C 

v = u + a t = 0- 5 x 2 = -10 m/s 
y y y 

v= .Jv~+v~ = .J(20)2 +(-10)2 = 10✓5 m/s 

From t = 0 to 1st t = 4 sec 

x= [_!_(10)(2)2] + [oox2)2-_!_(10)(2)2] 
2 (0 • 2) 2 (2 • 4) 

x=40m 

y = [-_!_5(2)2] - [(10(2)-_!_(10)(2)2] 
2 ~➔~ 2 G •~ 

y=- lOm 

Hence, average velocity of particle between t = 0 to t = 4 sec is 

Llx .J(40)2 +(-10)2 

V =-=-----
av !J.t 4 

v = ~-Ju mls 
av 2 

At t = 2 sec, 

After t = 2sec 

V = U + at 

u = 10 x 2 = 20 m/s 

(D) 1 sec. 
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0 = 20- IOt 

t = 2 sec. 

Hence, at t = 4 sec. the particle is at its farthest distance from the y-axis. 

The particle is at farthest distance from y-axis at t > 4. Hence the available correct choice is t = 4. 

Comprehension - 19 

Mr. Shyam drives his car at uniform speed from bottom of a mountain to the top in 20 minutes along 
a helical path as shown. 

I 
t-- 3km ---1 

At the beginning the speedometer of his car shows 8315 km, while on reaching the top it reads 
8335 km. (Take upward as positive y-axis and positive x-axis towards right) 

fl._~ 1. The total distance covered is : 
(A) 10 km (B) 20 km 
(C) 25 km (D) can not be determine 

S~ Total distance covered= Final leading - initial leading= 20 km. 

fl~ 2. His displacement vector during the journey is : 

(A) (-3i+4))km (B) 3km (C) 5km 

S~ Displacement vector, 

r=-3i +4) 

4~ 

3 

fl~ 3. The average velocity during the journey is : 

(A) (-9i +12)) km/hr (B) (-2.5i +3.3)) m/s 

(C) (25/8) m/s (D) None of these 

~~ Average velocity , 

- r - (-3i +4)) 1000 <v> - - - ----x 
t 20x60 

(D) none of these 
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= (-2.5t+3.3j)m/s 

= (-9i +12)) km/h. 

Kinematics I 2.207 

Position time graph, velocity-time graph, speed-time graph are given below: 

fl._~ 1. Are the following position time graphs possible ? Give proper reasons. 

ii 
(ii) ~~ 

Position x(t) 

(i) ( ... )t1C 111 -;:; 
~ 

Time 

t-----+ 

[Ans. None] 

fl_p,,,tl,,te 2. Are the following velocity-time graph and speed-time graph possible ? 

t 
speed 

(i) 
=+ 
t 

(ii) 

[Ans. Only graph (iii) is possible] 

Match the following 

i 
velocity 

fue (iii) 

fl_p,,,tl,,te 1. A ball is thrown vertically upward in the air by a passenger (relative to himself) from a 
train that is moving. Correctly match the situation as described in the left column, with the paths given 
in right column. 

(A) Train moving with constant acceleration on a slope then (P) Straight line 
path of the ball as seen by the passenger. 

(B) Train moving with constant acceleration on a slope then (Q) Parabolic 
path of the ball as seen by a stationary observer outside. 

(C) Train moving with constant acceleration then path (R) Elliptical 
of the ball as seen by the passenger. 

(D) Train moving with constant acceleration then path 
of the ball as seen by a stationary observer outside. 

[Ans. (A) Q, (B) Q , (C) Q, (D) Q] 

(S) Hyperbolic 

~~ In all cases, angle between velocity and net force (in the frame of observer) is in between 
0° and 180° (excluding both values, in that path is straight line). 
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II~ 2. The projectile collides perpendicularly with the inclined plane. (Refer the figure) 

(A) Maximum height attained by the 
projectile from the ground 

(B) Maximum height attained by 
the projectile from Inclined plane 

(C) Acceleration of the projectile before 
striking the inclined plane 

(D) Horizontal component of acceleration of the projectile. 

Ans. (A) S (B) R (C) Q (D) P 

Maximum height from ground of projectile is u 2 sin 2 (a + /3) 
2g 

Maximum height from inclined plane is U~ 
2g.l 

U.1 = U sin 13 and g 1 = g cosa. 

. . U 2 sin 2 /3 
:. h from mclmed plane= ----

2g cosa 

(P) zero 

(Q) g 

(R) 
u 2 sin 2 /3 
2gcosa 

(S) 
u 2 sin 2 (a + /3) 

2g 

Acceleration of the projectile is always g downward and horizontal component will obviously be 
zero. 

II~ 3. Column I gives some graphs for a particle moving along x-axis in positive x-direction. 
The variables v, x and t represent speed of particle, x-coordinate of particle and time respectively. 
Column II gives certain resulting interpretation. Match the graphs in Column I with the statements in 
Column II and indicate your answer by darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the 
OMR. 

Column-I 
V 

(A) 

v-x graph 

Column-II 

(p) Acceleration of particle is uniform 



~~ 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

2 
V 

V 

V 

Kinematics I 2.209 

( q) Acceleration of particle is nonuniform 

v2-x graph 

(r) Acceleration of particle is directly proportional to 't' 

v - t graph 

(s) Acceleration of particle is directly proportional to 'x' . 

v-t2 graph 
t2 

[Ans. (A) q, s (B) p (C) p (D) q, r] 

From graph (A) • v=kx 

acceleration = v dv = kx x k = k2x 
dx 

where k is positive constant 

:. acceleration is non uniform and directly proportional to x. :. a • Q, S 

From graph (B) • v2 = kx. Differentiating both sides with respect to x. 

2v dv = k or v dv = I!_ Hence acceleration is uniform. :. b • P 
dx dx 2 

From graph (C) • v = kl 

acceleration = dv = k Hence acceleration is uniform • c • P 
dt 

From graph (D) • v = kt2 

acceleration = dv = 2kt Hence acceleration is non uniform and directly proportional to t. 
dt 

:. d • Q, R 

fl._~ 4. Match the following: 
(i) Rate of change of displacement 
(ii) Average speed is always greater than or equal to 
(iii) Displacement has the same 

direction as that of 

[Ans. (i) C , (ii) A , (iii) B] 

(A) Magnitude of average velocity 
(B) Initial to final position 
(C) Velocity 
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II~ 5. Consider motion of a particle in one dimension. Initially particle is at origin and has 
velocity towards positive x - direction. x, v, a and I denote displacement, velocity, acceleration and 
time respectively. Column II gives subsequent motion of the particle under the conditions in column I. 
Match the condition in Column I with the resultant motion in Column II and indicate your answer by 
darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the OMR. 

Column-I Column-II 
(A) a= -3 v 
(B) v = 6-31 
(C) x = 3 -3cos 21 
(D) X = 31 + 612 

(p) Particle never stops 
( q) Particle stops at least once 
(r) Particle travels finite distance before coming to rest first time. 
(s) Particle comes back to origin at least once. 

Ans. (A) p ; (B) q, r, s (C) q, r, s (D) p 

~~ Fora=-3v 

dv 
- =-3v 
dt 

V = V e-3t 
0 

The velocity is never zero and is never negative. So it will not come back to origin. 

Forv= 6-31 

After I= 2s 

vis negative. It will return back to origin and continue moving in negative x-direction. 

For x = 3 - 3 cos 21 

This is an example of SHM 

For x = 3 I+ 6 12 

The particle will continue moving in positive x-direction. 

II~ 6. Both A & B are thrown simultaneously as shown from a very high tower. 

(A) 

Column-I Column-II 
lOm/s 

Bt -- 00 -- !A ------ 10m/s ------------------

(p) Distance between the two balls after two seconds is 

8✓5 m. 



10m/s 

i 
Iii'=- ="'=- ~)~) ~ 5 m/s --------(B) ------------------

10m/s 

i B --0 ~ ~-• 
- - A --(C) -- lOm/s --------------------

B 

------
~~➔ 

10m/s ----
(D) ----------------
[Ans. (A) q, (B) r (C) p (D) q] 

Kinematics I 2. 211 

(q) distance between two balls after 2 seconds is 40 m. 

(r) magnitude of relative velocity of B with respect to A is 

5✓5 m/s. 

(s) Magnitude of relative velocity ofB w.r.tAis 5✓2 m/s. 

II~ 7. In the column-I, the path of a projectile (initial velocity 10 m/s and angle of projection 
with horizontal 60° in all cases) is shown in different cases. Rangle 'R ' is to be matched in each case from 
column-11. Take g = 10 m/s2. Arrow on the trajectory indicates the direction of motion of projectile. 

Column-I Column-II 

(A) ~,x (p) R~ 15-/'m 
+---R---+ 
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i 
(B) 11 .25 

! 
R 

y 

(C) 

y 

(D) 

Ans. (A) r (B) p (C) s (D) q 

s~ 

X 

X 

(A) R = u 2 sin 20 = 100✓:, = 5-✓:,m 
g 2(10) 

40 
(g) R= -m 

3 

(r) R = 5-✓:, m 

20 
(s) R= -m 

3 

(B) 11.25 = - 1 0sin 60° t + ..!_ (10) /2 • 5!2 - 5 ✓:, t - 11.25 = 0 
2 

t= 5✓?,± ✓25(3)+4(5)(11.25) 5✓?,±✓?,(10) 
10 10 

= !2✓:, = I✓:, 
10 2 

(C) R = 10 cos 60 (¾ ✓:, )= 7.5 ✓:, m 

2(10)(_!_) 
2u sin30° 2 2 

t= ---=--,-----'-,-=-sec 
gcos30° 10( ~) ✓:, · 

R = 10 cos 30° t _..!_ g sin 30° 
2 

12 = 10✓?,(_2_)_..!_(IO)(..!_)_± 
2 ✓:, 2 2 3 

10 20 
= 10 --=- m 

3 3 



(D) T= 2(10) = 2(10) =_i._ sec 

gcos30 10 ( '7) J3 · 

R = .!_ g sin 30° 12 

2 

= .!_ (10) (2-) ~ = 40 m 
2 2 3 3 
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fl~ 8. Two particles A and B moving in x-y plane are at origin at t = 0 sec. The initial velocity 

vectors of A and B are iI A = 8 i m/s and iI B = 8 J m/s. The acceleration of A and B are constant and are 

aA = -2 i m/s2 and a8 = - 2 J m/s2. Column I gives certain statements regarding particle A and B. 

Column I gives corresponding results. Match the statements in column I with corresponding results in 
Column II. 

Column I 

(A) The time (in seconds) at which velocity 

of A relative to B is zero 

(B) The distance (in metres) between A and B 
when their relative velocity is zero. 

Column II 
(p) 16✓2 

(q) 8 ✓2 

(C) The time (in seconds) after t = 0 sec, (r) 8 
at which A and B are at same position 

(D) The magnitude of relative velocity of A and B (s) 4 
at the instant they are at same position. 

Ans. (A) s (B) p (C) r (D) q 

~~ The initial velocity of A relative to B is iI AB = iI A - iI 8 = (8 i - 8 J ) m/s : . u AB = 8 ✓2 m/s 

Acceleration of A relative to B is -

GAB= GA- aB=(-2i +2j)m/s2 .". aAB= 2✓2 m/s2 

since B observes initial velocity and constant acceleration of A in opposite directions, 
Hence B observes A moving along a straight line. 

From frame of B 

Hence time when v AB = 0 is t = uAB = 4 sec. 
aAB 

2 

The distance between A & B when v AB = 0 is S = u AB = 16✓2 m 
2aAB 

The time when both are at same position is -

2u 
T = ~= 8 sec. 

aAB 

Magnitude of relative velocity when they are at same position in u AB = 8✓2 m/s. 
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II~ 9. Column 1 gives some graphs for a particle moving along x-axis in positive x-direction. The 
variables v, x and t represent speed of particle, x--coordinate of particle and time respectively. Column 11 
gives certain resulting interpretation. Match the graphs in Column 1 with the statements in Column 11 and 
indicate your answer by darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the OMR. 

Column I Column II 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

X 

X 

l 
V 

V 

[Ans. (A) p, s (B) r (C) p, s (D) q, s] 

s~ 
(A) x = mt2 + c :. v = 2ml • a= 2m. 

(p) acceleration is uniform and non zero 

( g) acceleration is non uniform 

(r) velocity is uniform 

(s) velocity is non-uniform 

Hence velocity is non-uniform and acceleration is uniform and non-zero. 

(B) x = mt :. v = m and a= 0 

• velocity is uniform 

(C) v2 = mx + c 
dv m 

:. a= v-=-
dx 2 

• velocity is non-uniform and acceleration is uniform. 

(D) V = mx + C 
dv 

:. a= v- = m2x + c 
dx 

• velocity is non-uniform and acceleration is also non-uniform. 
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II~ 10. An inclined plane makes an angle 0 = 45° with horizontal. A stone is projected 
normally from the inclined plane, with speed um/sat t = 0 sec. x and y axis are drawn from point of 
projection along and normal to inclined plane as shown. The length of incline is sufficient for stone to 
land on it and neglect air friction. Match the statements given in column I with the results in 
column II. 

X 

Column-I 

(A) The instant of time at which velocity of stone is 
parallel to x-axis 

(B) The instant of time at which velocity of stone 
makes an angle 0 = 45° with positive x-axis. 

(C) The instant of time till which (starting from t = 0) 
component of displacement along x-axis is half 
the range on inclined plane is 

(D) Time of flight on inclined plane is 

[Ans. (A) r (B) s (C) q (D) p] 

Column-II 

(p) 2✓2 u 
g 

(q) 
2u 

g 

(r) ✓2u 
g 

u 
(s) -
✓2g 

Time offlight,T= 2u 2u 2✓2u :. D • p 
gcos45° gcos45° g 

Velocity of stone is parallel to x-axis at half the time of flight. 

A • r 

At the instant stone make 45° angle with x-axis its velocity is horizontal. 

The time is= usin 450 =-u- :. B • s 
g ✓2g 

The time till its displacement along x-axis is half the range is 

= - 1-T = 3-!!_ C ✓2 g :. • q 
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~ 11. For a particle moving in x-y plane initial velocity of particle is ii= u1 i +u2 J and 

acceleration of particle is always ii = a1 i + a2 J where ul' u2, al' a2 are constants. Some parameters of 

motion is given in column-I, match the corresponding path given in column-II. 
Column-I Column-II 

(A) If u1 -:;:. 0, u2 = 0, a1 -:;:. 0, a2 -:;:. 0 
(B) If u1 = 0, u2 -:;:. 0, a1 -:;:. 0, a2 -:;:. 0 
(C) If u1 = 0, u2 = 0, a1 -:;:. 0, a2 -:;:. 0 
(D) If u1 -:;:. 0, u2 -:;:. 0, a1 -:;:. 0, a2 -:;:. 0 

(p) path of particle must be parabolic 
( q) path of particle must be straight line 
(r) path of particle may be parabolic 
(s) path of particle may be straight line 

[Ans. (A) p (B) p (C) q (D) r, s] 

~~ If angle between constant acceleration vector ii and velocity vector v is zero or 180° 

then path is straight line otherwise path must be parabolic. 

~ 12. A particle is projected from level ground. Assuming projection point as origin, x-axis 
along horizontal and y-axis along vertically upwards. If particle moves in x-y plane and its path is given 
by y = ax - bx2 where a, b are positive constants. Then match the physical quantities given in column-I 
with the values given in column-II. (gin column II is acceleration due to gravity.) 

Column I Column II 

(A) Horizontal component of velocity (p) 

(B) Time of flight (q) 

(C) Maximum height (r) 

(D) Horizontal range (s) 

[Ans. (A) r (B) s (C) q (D) p] 

~~ Equation of path is given as y = ax - bx2 

Comparing it with standard equation of projectile; 

g x2 
y=xtane- ---

2u2 cos2 0 

tan0 = a, , g , = b 
2u- cos- 0 

Horizontal component of velocity= u cos0 = /g V"ii 

a 

b 

a2 

4b 

~ 
~2ba: 

T. ffl"gh T 2usin0 __ 2(ucos0)tan0 _ 2( ~} nneo 1 t = ---
g g g 
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u2 sin 2 0 
Maximum height H = ---

2 g 

[u cos0. tan 0]2 
2g 

[~.ar a2 

----= 
2g 4b 

HorizontalrangeR= u 2 sin20 = 2(usin0)(ucos0)_ 
g g g b 

f,/~ 13. A particle is moving along a straight line. Its velocity varies with time as v = kt, where k 
is a positive constant and t is the time. Match the graphs in Column II with the statements in Column I 
and indicate your answer by darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the OMR. 

Column-I 

(A) Acceleration versus time curve 

(B) Acceleration versus displacement curve 

(C) Velocity versus time curve 

(D) Displacement versus velocity curve 

(A) p (B) p (C) q (D) r 

Column-II W) L 
(V L 
(,) lL_ 
(s) ~ 

fl~ 14. A particle is projected horizontally at time t = 0 from a given height above the ground 
level. Then match the physical quantities given in Column - I with the corresponding results given in 
Column - II. Consider all quantities in Column I from t = 0 and before the particle reaches the ground. 

Column-I Column-II 
(A) Magnitude of acceleration 
(B) Magnitude of average velocity 

from t = 0 to any time t 
(C) Angle between acceleration and velocity vector 
(D) Distance of particle from its initial position. 

Ans. (A) p (B) r,s (C) q, s (D) r, s 

s~ 
(A) The magnitude of acceleration remains constant. 

(p) remains constant 
( q) decreases with time t 

(r) increases with time t 
(s) depends on initial velocity. 

(B) Magnitude of average velocity increases and depends on initial velocity. 
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(C) Angle between acceleration and velocity vector increases with time. 

(D) Distance of particle from its initial position increases with time and depends on initial velocity 

~ 15. In each of the situations assume that particle was initially at rest at origin and there after 
it moved rectilinearly. Some of the graph in left column represent the same motion as represented by 
graphs in right column match these graphs. 

Column-I Column-II 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

a 

a 

V 

a 

__________ ,____ t 

I 

'--

V 

a 

,--
1 
I ----t------,,,---- t 
I 

V 

[Ans.A-R,B-Q, C-S,D-P] 

V 

(P) 

V 

(Q) 

X 

(R) 

X 

(S) 
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(A) a is +ve constant • velocity will increase linearly with time and position will increase 
parabolicaly with time. 

(B) a is -ve constant • velocity will decrease linearly with time and position will decrease 
parabolicaly with time. 

(C) First acceleration is +ve & then -ve • velocity will first increase and then decrease. Also, 
position of the particle will increase parabolicaly. 

(D) First acceleration is -ve & then +ve • velocity will decrease linearly and then increase. 

II~ 16. A projectile is fired from top of a 40 m high tower with velocity 20 m/s at an angle of 
30° with the horizontal (see figure) . g = 10 m/s2. 

D 

(A) Ratio of time taken from A to D with time (P) 1 
taken from A to C is equal to 

(B) Ratio of vertical distance travelled from A to D with (Q) 2 
the maximum height from ground is less than 

(C) Ratio of final speed at D with the initial (R) 3 

speed at A is less than 
(D) Ratio of horizontal displacement from A to (S) 4 

D with height of tower is greater than 

[Ans. (A) Q (B) Q, R, S (C) Q, R, S (D) P] 

True/False 

II~ 1. Negative acceleration and deceleration have same meaning in the context of motion 
along a straight line. 

[Ans. False] 

fl._~ 2. A body falling freely from rest from very high building , covers some distance Sin t sec. 
In next t sec, it will cover a distance 3 S. 

[Ans. True] 

II~ 3. The speed acquired by a body when falling in vacuum for a given time is dependent on 
the mass of the falling body. 

[Ans.False] 
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~ 4. A projectile fired from the ground follows a parabolic path. The velocity of the projectile 
is zero at the top most point. 

[Ans. False] 

Velocity at the highest point is u cos 0. 

only the vertical component is zero. 

~ 5. In a projectile motion up an inclined plane, the acceleration perpendicular to the 
trajectory at the farthest point from the incline is g downwards. 

[Ans. False] 

fl~ 6. For a ball thrown horizontally from the top of a cliff at speed u, the equation of trajectory is: 

y = - gx: . State true/ false. (taking the point of projection as origin) 
2u-

[Ans. True] 

~ 7. A projectile fired from the ground follows a parabolic path. The velocity of the projectile 
is zero at the top most point. 

[Ans. False] 

Si~ Velocity at the highest point is u cos 0. 

only the vertical component is zero. 

~ 8. Path of a projectile with respect to another projectile is parabolic. 

[ Ans. False] 

~~ Path is a straight line. 

~ 9. S1 : The ranges of two particles projected such that their times of flights are equal are 
also always equal. 

s~ 

S2 : The maximum heights attained by two particles projected such that their times of 
flights are equal are also always equal. 

S3 : For a particle projected at an angle 0 = tan-1 4 will attain maximum height equal to 
the range. 

S4 : A particle starting from rest from origin with v = 2 - 3t m/s will never return back 
to the origin again. 

(A) FF T F (B) FT T F (C) T FT T (D) FF FF 

[Ans. (B)] 
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~ 11. S1 : A particle having negative acceleration will slow down. 

s~ 

S2 : For constant acceleration if angle between initial velocity makes an oblique angle 
with acceleration then path will be parabolic. 

S3 : A particle having its velocity equal to zero at any instant of the motion, then its 
acceleration is also zero at that instant. 

S4 : If speed of a body is varying, its velocity must be varying and it must have non-zero 
acceleration 

(A) FTFT (B) F FTT (C) TTF F (D) FTFF 

Negative acceleration necessarily does not mean retardation. Hence S1 is false 

If the initial velocity is not parallel or antiparallel to its uniform acceleration, it shall move in parabolic 
path. Hence S2 is True 

For a particle projected vertically upwards, the velocity is zero at highest point but the acceleration 
is non zero. Hence S3 is false. 

Varying speed implies varying velocity. Hence acceleration cannot be zero. Hence S4 is true 

[Ans. (A)] 

Assertion Reason Questions 

~ 1. Assertion : A particle having negative acceleration will slow down. 

Reason: Direction of the acceleration is not dependent upon direction of the velocity. 
(A) If both assertion and reason are true and reason is the correct explanation of assertion 
(B) If both assertion and reason are true but reason is not the correct explanation of assertion. 
(C) If assertion is true but reason is false 
(D) If assertion is false but reason is true. 
[Ans. (D)] 

~2. Assertion: Velocity-time graph for an object in uniform motion along a straight path is 
a straight line parallel to the time axis. 

Reason : In uniform motion of an object velocity increases as the square of time elapsed. 
(A) A (B) B (C) C (D) D 
(E) E 
[Ans. (C)] 

fl~ 3. STATEMENT-1 : Three projectiles are moving in different paths in the air. Vertical 
component ofrelative velocity between any of the pair does not change with time as long as they are in 
air. Neglect the effect of air friction. 

STATEMENT-2: Relative acceleration between any of the pair of projectiles is zero. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

~~ Acceleration of each of the projectile= g. Relative acceleration a, = g - g = 0. 

[Ans. (A)] 
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fJ_1!Ullll/e 4. STATEMENT-1 : For a particle moving in a straight line, velocity (v in m/s) of the particle 
in terms of time (tin sec) is given by v = t2 - 6t + 8. Then the speed of the particle is minimum at t = 2 sec. 

STATEMENT-2 : For a particle moving in a straight line the velocity vat any time t may be minimum 

or may be maximum when dv = 0. 
dt 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (B)] 

i_~ The expression for velocity and time can be expressed as v = (t - 2) (t - 4) 

The speed is therefore zero at t = 2 and t = 4. Hence speed is minimum at t = 2. 

But dv = 2t - 6 is zero at t = 3 seconds. 
dt 

Hence statement I is true also we know statement II is true but II is not a correct 
explanation of I. 

~ 5. Assertion : In rectilinear motion when velocity is positive distance travelled increases 
and when velocity is negative distance travelled decreases. 

Reason: Distance is length of the path covered by a particle. 

(A) If both Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is not correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(C) if Assertion is true, but the Reason is false. 

(D) if Assertion is false, but the Reason is true. 

[Ans. (D)] 

S~ Either velocity is positive or negative distance travelled by a body is always positive, 
hence assertion is wrong. 

~ 6. Assertion: If velocity is negative magnitude of position may increase. 

Reason : Velocity is rate of change of position w .r. t. time. 

(A) If both Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is not correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(C) if Assertion is true, but the Reason is false. 

(D) if Assertion is false, but the Reason is true. 

S~ If velocity is -ve, position may be increasing is -ve direction, so magnitude of position 
is increasing. Also, velocity is rate of change of position and if position is increasing in -ve direction 
velocity will be -ve. 

fJ_1!Ullll/e 7. Assertion : If acceleration of a particle is decreasing then it is possible that velocity is 
increasing with time. 

Reason : Acceleration is rate of change of velocity. 
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(A) If both Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is not correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(C) if Assertion is true, but the Reason is false. 

(D) if Assertion is false, but the Reason is true. 

[Ans. (A)] 

S~ A decreasing acceleration means the rate of change of velocity is decreasing, it doesn't 
mean that the velocity is decreasing. As long as acceleration is +ve, velocity will keep on increasing. 

~ 8. Assertion : A particle is at rest in time interval [t1 ,t2]. Then, the displacement of the 
patticle is zero but position of the particle can be non-zero in this time interval. 

Reason : Change in position is called displacement. 

(A) If both Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is not correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(C) if Assertion is true, but the Reason is false. 

(D) if Assertion is false, but the Reason is true. 

[Ans. (A)] 

s~ ylz:,,e1, 
Q X 

so r is not zero but Particle is at rest. 

~ 9. Assertion: For a projectile up the incline maximum angle of projection can be ( ¾-%) 
where ~ is angle made by incline with horizontal. 

2 

Reason : Maximum range up the incline is given by u . where ~ is angle made by incline with 
g(l + Sill (3) 

horizontal. 

(A) If both Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is not correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(C) if Assertion is true, but the Reason is false. 

(D) if Assertion is false, but the Reason is true. 

[Ans. (D)] 

~ 10. Statement 1 : Magnitude of average velocity is equal to average speed. 

Statement 2 : Magnitude of instantaneous velocity is equal to instantaneous speed. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

[Ans. (D)] 
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f~ Since Distance ~ Dispacement 

so Av speed~ Av. velocity 

so statement 151 is false. But Ilnd is true by definition. 

fJ_1!Ullll/e 11. Statement 1 : When velocity of a particle is zero then acceleration of particle is also zero. 

Statement 2: Acceleration is equal to rate of change of velocity. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

[Ans. (D)] 

i_~ When a body is projected upward then at the maximum height its velocity is zero but 
acceleration is always g downward statement 2 is true by theory. 

~ 12. Assertion : If slope of a given curve is zero at a given point then their may exist a 
maxima at that point. 

Reason : At a maxima slope change its sign. 

(A) If both Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true, but Reason is not correct explanation of the Assertion. 

(C) if Assertion is true, but the Reason is false. 

(D) if Assertion is false, but the Reason is true. 

[Ans. (A)] 

f~ dy =O 
dx 

So, Assertion is true. 

• there may be a maxima or minima. 

At maxima sign of slope change, so there is change in sign there must be a zero in between. 

fJ_1!Ullll/e 13. S TATEMENT-1 : The equation of distance travelled by a particle moving in a straight 

line with constant acceleration in nth second is Sn= u + (2n - I)~, where letters have usual meaning, 
is dimensionally incorrect. 2 

ST ATEMENT-2: For every equation relating physical quantities to be true, it must have dimensional 
homogenity. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

[Ans. (D)] 

i-~ The equation of distance travelled in nth second is dimensionally correct because the 
interval of time I second has already been substituted into the equation and its dimension should be 
taken into account. Therefore statement-I is false. 
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~ 14. STATEMENT-1 : Three projectiles are moving in different paths in the air. Vertical 
component ofrelative velocity between any of the pair does not change with time as long as they are in 
air. Neglect the effect of air friction. 

STATEMENT-2: Relative acceleration between any of the pair of projectiles is zero. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (A)] 

i.,~ Acceleration of each of the projectile = g . Relative acceleration a, = g - g = 0 . 

~ 15. S TATEMENT-1 : For a particle moving along straight line with constant acceleration, 
magnitude of displacement is less than distance covered in same time interval. Then the magnitude of 
average velocity will be less than initial speed in that time interval. 

STATEMENT 2 A 1 . Total Displacement dA d Total distance covered 
- : verageve oc1ty= -----"---- an veragespee = --------

Total time taken Total time taken 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (D)] 

~ Let the direction of initial velocity 'u' and constant acceleration 'a' of the particle be 
opposite. Then after the particle turns back and acquire a velocity of magnitude larger than 3u, the 

magnitude of average velocity I u; v I shall be greater than v. Hence statement I is false. 

~ 16. STATEMENT-1 : Two stones are simultaneously projected from level ground from 
same point with same speeds but different angles with horizontal. Both stones move in same vertical 
plane. Then the two stones may collide in mid air. 

STATEMENT-2 : For two stones projected simultaneously from same point with same speed at 
different angles with horizontal, their trajectories may intersect at some point. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (D)] 

~ Both the stones cannot meet (collide) because their horizontal component of velocities 
are different. Hence statement I is false. 
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fl~ 17. STATEMENT-I: Speed of a particle is non-negative. The speed v ofa particle moving 

a7:ng a straight line at time twill be least if dv = 0 and d 2
~ is non-negative. 

dt dt-

STATEMENT-2: For speed v to be least at time t, dv may be zero. 
dt 

(A) Statement- I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement- I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (D)] 

~~ If a body is projected vertically upwards, then its speed is least at the highest point, but 

dv (acceleration) is not zero, hence statement-I is false and statement-2 is true. 
dt 

fl._--,t,te 18. STA TEMENT-1 : The magnitude of velocity of two boats relative to river is same. 
Both boats start simultaneously from same point on one bank may reach opposite bank simultaneously 
moving along different paths. 

STATEMENT-2: For boats to cross the river in same time. The component of their velocity relative 
to river in direction normal to flow should be same. 

(A) Statement- I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement- I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (A)] 

~~ If component of velocities of boat relative to river is same normal to river flow (as 
shown in figure) both boats reach other bank simultaneously. 

Boat 2 '::i& v v Boat 1 

~river 

~ 19. STATEMENT-I: A man projects a stone with speed u at some angle. He again projects 
a stone with same speed such that time of flight now is different. The horizontal ranges in both the cases 
may be same. 

ST ATEMENT-2 : The horizontal range is same for two projectiles if one is projected at an angle 0 
with the horizontal and other is projected at an angle 90° - 0 with the horizontal. 

(A) Statement- I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement- I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (C)] 
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f~ In statement 2, if speed of both projectiles are different, horizontal ranges will be 
different. Hence statement 2 is false. 

fJ_1!Ullllle 20. STATEMENT-1 : A particle moves in a straight line with constant accleration. The 
average velocity of this particle cannot be zero in any time interval 

STATEMENT-2 : For a particle moving in straight line with constant acceleration, the 

average velocity in a time interval is u + v , where u and v are initial and final velocity of the particle 
2 

of the given time interval. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (D)] 

S~ A particle is projected vertically upwards. In duration of time from projection till T 
reaches back to point of projection, average velocity is zero. Hence statement I is false. 

~ 21. STATEMENT-1 : For a particle moving in a straight line, velocity (v in m/s) of the 
particle in terms of time (tin sec) is given by v = t2 - 6t + 8. Then the speed of the particle is minimum 
at t = 2 sec. 

STATEMENT-2 : For a particle moving in a straight line the velocity vat any time t may be minimum 

or may be maximum when dv = 0. 
dt 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (B)] 

i-~ The expression for velocity and time can be expressed as v = (t - 2) (t - 4) 

The speed is therefore zero at t = 2. Hence speed is minimum at t = 2. 

But dv = 2t - 6 is zero at t = 3 seconds. 
dt 

Hence statement I is true also we know statement II is true but II is not a correct explanation of I. 

fJ_1!Ullllle 22. Statement 1 : Magnitude of average velocity is equal to average speed. 

Statement 2 : Magnitude of instantaneous velocity is equal to instantaneous speed. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

[Ans. (D)] 
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~ 23. Statement 1 : When velocity of a particle is zero then acceleration of particle is also zero. 

Statement 2: Acceleration is equal to rate of change of velocity. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

[Ans. (D)] 

~ 24. STATEMENT-1 : A stone is projected ( not vertically upwards) from level ground. 
The average velocity of this stone is in horizontal direction in between the two instants of time when 
velocity of stone makes same angle( in magnitude) with horizontal. ( Neglect air friction) 

STATEMENT-2: The average velocity ofa projectile ( not projected vertically upwards) in between 
any two instants of time is always in horizontal direction. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (C)] 

S~ Between the two instants of time when the projectile makes same angle with horizontal, 
it is at same height from level ground. 

In between the given time interval the displacement of the projectile is horizontal. 

Then the average velocity is horizontal. Hence statement-I is true. 

The average velocity of projectile between any two instants of time is not always horizontal. 

Hence statement-2 is false. 

~ 25. S TATEMENT-1 : For a particle moving in straight line with constant acceleration, the 
plot of its velocity versus time is a straight line. 
STATEMENT-2 : If acceleration is constant for a particle moving along straight line ; the velocity of 
particle is always directly proportional to time. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (C)] 

S~ For a particle moving in straight line with constant acceleration; velocity is given by 
v=u+at 

Hence, velocity-time graph will be a straight line. Hence statement-I is true. 

But velocity of particle is not directly proportional to time. Hence statement-2 is false. 

~ 26. STATEMENT-1 : Two stones are simultaneously projected from level ground from 
same point with same speeds but different angles with horizontal. Both stones move in same vertical 
plane. Then the two stones may collide in mid air. 
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STATEMENT-2 : For two stones projected simultaneously from same point with same speed at 
different angles with horizontal, their trajectories may intersect at some point. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

[Ans. (D)] 

S~ Both the stones cannot meet (collide) because their horizontal component of velocities 
are different. Hence statement I is false. 

~ 27. Assertion : The distance covered can never be less than the magnitude of displacement. 

Reason : Distance covered can never decrease where as displacement can. 

(A) If both Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of Assertion. 

(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true but Reason is not a correct explanation of Assertion. 

(C) If Assertion is true but Reason is false. 

(D) If both Assertion and Reason are false. 

[Ans. (A)] 

Exercise-1: Subjective Problems 
1. Men are running along a road at 15 km/h behind one another at equal intervals of 20m. 

Cyclist are riding in the same direction at 25 km/h at equal intervals of 30 m. At what speed 
an observer travel along the road in opposite direction so that whenever he meets a runner he 
also meets a cyclist? 

2. Two perpendicular rail tracks have two trains A & B respectively. Train A moves north with a 
speed of 54 km h-1 and train B moves west with a speed of 72 km h-1• Assume that both trains 
starts from same point. Calculate the 
(a) rate of separation of the two trains 
(b) relative velocity of ground with respect to B 
(c) relative velocity of A with respect to B. 

3. A man is swimming in a lake in a direction of 30° East of North with a speed of 5 km/hr and 
a cyclist is going on a road along the lake shore towards East at a speed of 10 km/hr. In what 
direction and with what speed would the man appear to swim to the cyclist. 

4. A motor boat has 2 throttle position on its engine. The high speed position propels the boat at 
10 km hr-1 in still water and the low position gives half the higher speed. The boat travels from 
its dock downstream on a river with the throttle at low position and returns to its dock with 
throttle at high position. The return trip took 15 % longer time than it did for the downstream 
trip. Find the velocity of the water current in the river. 

5. ( I) A man can swim with a speed of 4 km h-1 in still water. How long does he take to cross a 
river 1 km wide if the river flows steadily at 3 km h-1 and he makes his strokes normal to 
the river current ? How far down the river does he go when he reaches the other bank? 

(II) Ifhe keeps himself always at an angle of 120°C with the river flow while swimming. 
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(A) Find the time he takes to cross the river. 
(B) At what point on the opposite bank will he arrive ? 

6. A river is flowing from west to east at a speed of 5 m/min. A man on the south bank of the 
river, capable of swimming at 10 m/min in still water, wants to swim across the river in 
shortest distance. In what direction should he swim ? 

7. An airplane is flying with velocity 50✓2 km/hour in north-east direction. Wind is blowing at 
25 km/hr from north to south. What is the resultant displacement of airplane in 2 hours ? 

8. When a train has a speed of 10 m s-1 eastward, raindrops that are falling vertically with respect 
to the earth make traces that are inclined 30r to the vertical on the windows of the train. 
(a) What is the horizontal component of a drop's velocity with respect to the earth? With 

respect to the train? 
(b) What is the velocity of the raindrop with respect to the earth? With respect to the train? 

9. To a man walking at 7 km/h due west, the wind appears to blow from the north-west, but when 
he walks at 3 km/h due west, the wind appears to blow from the north. What is the actual 
direction of the wind and what is its velocity? 

10. When a motorist is driving with velocity 6 i + 8 J , the wind appears to come from the direction 

i . When he doubles his velocity the wind appears to come from the direction i + J . Then the 

true velocity of the wind expressed in the form of a i + b J is __ _ 

11. 'n' numbers of particles are located at the vertices ofa regular polygon of 'n' sides having the 
edge length 'a'. They all start moving simultaneously with equal constant speed 'v' heading 
towards each other all the time. How long will the particles take to collide? 

12. Two ships are 10 km apart on a line running south to north. The one further north is streaming 
west at 40 km/hr. The other is streaming north at 40 km/hr. What is their distance of closest 
approach and how long do they take to reach it? 

13. A ship is sailing towards north at a speed of ✓2 m/s. The current is taking it towards East at 
the rate of 1 m/s and a sailor is climbing a vertical pole on the ship at the rate of 1 m/s. Find 
the velocity of the sailor in space. 

14. A motorboat is observed to travel 10 km hr-1 relative to the earth in the direction 37r north of 
east. If the velocity of the boat due to the wind only is 2 km hr-1 westward and that due to the 
current only is 4 km hr-1 southward, what is the magnitude and direction of the velocity of the 
boat due to its own power ? 

15. A person P sitting on a wooden block (which does not move relative to water) in a flowing 
river sees two swimmers A and B. A and B both have constant speed v m relative to water. P 
observes that A starts from one point of the river bank and appears to move perpendicular to 
the river flow. P also observes that B starts from some point on the other bank at the same time 
and moves downstream. The width of the river is 'd' and it flows with velocity v, If A and B 
both reach a point at the same time, than find the initial separation between A and B. 

16. A motorboat going down stream overcome a float at a pointM. 60 minutes later it turned back 
and after some time passed the float at a distance of 6 km from the pointM. Find the velocity 
of the stream assuming a constant velocity for the motorboat in still water? 

17. 2 swimmers start from point A on one bank of a river to reach point Bon the other bank, lying 
directly opposite to point A. One of them crosses the river along the straight line AB, while 
the other swims at right angles to the stream and then walks the distance which he has been 
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carried away by the stream to get to point B. What was the velocity (assumed uniform) of his 
walking if both the swimmers reached point B simultaneously. Velocity of each swimmer in 
still water is 2.5 km hr-1 and the stream velocity is 2 km hr-1. 

18. An airplane pilot sets a compass course due west and maintains an air speed of 240 km. hr-1. 

After flying for .!_ hr, he finds himself over a town that is 150 km west and 40 km south of his 
2 

starting point. 
(a) Find the wind velocity, in magnitude and direction. 
(b) If the wind velocity were 120 km. hr-1 due south, in what direction should the pilot set 

his course in order to travel due west ? Take the same air speed of 240 km hr-1. 

19. Two straight AOB and COD meet each other right angles. A person walking at a speed of 5 
km/hr along AOB is at the crossing Oat noon. Another person walking at the same speed 
along COD reaches the crossing Oat 1:30 PM. Find at what time the distance between them 
is least and what is its value? 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

A stone is dropped from a height h. Simultaneously another stone is thrown up from the 
ground with such a velocity that it can reach a height of 4h. Find the time when two stones 
cross each other. 
A balloon is ascending vertically with an acceleration of0.2m/s2. Two stones are dropped from 
it at an interval of 2 sec. Find the distance between them 1.5 sec after the second stone is 
released.(use g = 9.8m/s2) 

A glass wind screen whose inclination with the vertical can be changed is mounted on a car. 
The car moves horizontally with a speed of2m/s. At what angle a with the vertical should the 
wind screen be placed so that the rain drops falling vertically downwards with velocity 6 m/s 
strike the wind screen perpendicularly? 
Two particles are moving along two long straight lines, in the same plane, with the same 
speed= 20 cm/s. The angle between the two lines is 60°, and their intersection point is 0. At a 
certain moment, the two particles are located at distances 3m and 4m from 0 , and are moving 
towards 0. Find the shortest distance between them subsequently? 
A man crosses a river in a boat. If he crosses the river in minimum time he takes 10 minutes 
with a drift 120 m. Ifhe crosses the river taking shortest path, he takes 12.5 minutes. Assuming 

vblr > vr, find 
(i) width of the river, 
(ii) velocity of the boat with respect to water, 
(iii) speed of the current. 

A butterfly is flying with velocity lOi + 12} m/s and wind is blowing along 

x axis with velocity u. If butterfly starts motion from A and after some time 
reaches point B, find the value of u. 

Rain is falling vertically with a speed of 20 ms-1 relative to air. A person is 
running in the rain with a velocity of 5 ms-1 and a wind is also blowing with 

y 

k , 
a speed of 15 ms-1 (both towards east). Find the angle with the vertical at which the person 
should hold his umbrella so that he may not get drenched. 
Find the accelerations of movable pulley P and block B if acceleration of block A= 1 m/s2-1--. 
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28. The block B moves with a velocity u relative to the wedge A. If the velocity of the wedge is 
v as shown in figure, what is the value of 0 so that the block B moves vertically as seen from 
ground. 

Exercise-2: Objective Problems 
1. A stone is thrown upwards with a velocity 50 ms-1. Another stone is simultaneously thrown 

downwards from the same location with a velocity 50 ms-1. When the first stone is at the 
highest point, the relative velocity of the second stone w.r. t. the first stone is 
(A) Zero (B) 50 ms-1 

(C) 100 ms-1 (D) 150 ms-1 

2. A thief is running away on a straight road in a jeep moving with a speed of 9 m s-1. A police 
man chases him on a motor cycle moving at a speed of I 0 m s-1. If the instantaneous separation 
of the jeep from the motorcycle is I 00m, how long will it take for the police man to catch the 
thief? 
(A) ls (B) 19s 

~ ~ ~I~ 
3. Two cars are moving in the same direction with a speed of30 km h-1. They are separated from 

each other by 5 km. Third car moving in the opposite direction meets the two cars after an 
interval of 4 minutes. What is the speed of the third car? 
(A) 30 km h-1 (B) 35 km h-1 

(C) 40 km h-1 (D) 45 km h-1 

4. Shown in the figure are the displacement time graph for two children going home from the 
school. Which of the following statements about their relative motion is true? Their relative 
velocity 
(A) First increases and then decreases 
(B) First decreases and then increases 
(C) Is zero 
(D) Is non zero constant. 

xf / c, )Ld::::c, 
o - 1 T 
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5. A person standing on the escalator takes time 11 to reach the top of a tower when the escalator 
is moving. He takes time 12 to reach the top of the tower when the escalator is standing. How 
long will he take if he walks up a moving escalator? 

(A) 12 - 11 (B) 11 + 12 

(C) 11 121(11 - t;> (D) 11 t/(11 + 12) 

6. Shown in the figure are the velocity time graphs of the two particles P 1 

and P 2. Which of the following statements about their relative motion is 
true? 
Their relative velocity: 
(A) Is zero (B) Is non-zero but constant 
(C) Continuously decreases (D) Continuously increases 

Vlk P, 

t P, 

o - 1 T 

7. Two particles P 1 and P 2 are moving with velocities v1 and v2 respectively. Which of the 
statement about their relative velocity vr 12 is true? 
(A) vr 12 > (v1 + v;> (B) vr 12 cannot be greater than v 1 - v 2 

(C) vr 12 cannot be greater than VI + v2 (D) vr 12 < (vl + v2) 

8. Two identical trains take 3 sec to pass one another when going in the opposite direction but 
only 2.5 sec if the speed of one is increased by 50 %. The time one would take to pass the 
other when going in the same direction at their original speed is 
(A) 10 sec (B) 12 sec 
(C) 15 sec (D) 18 sec 

9. Two billiard balls are rolling on a flat table. One has velocity components v = lm/s, v = ✓3 m/s 
X y 

and the other has components v = 2m/s and v = 2 m/s. If both the balls start moving from the 
X y 

same point, the angle between their path is 
(A) 60° (B) 45° 
(C) 22.5° (D) 15° 

10. A battalion of soldiers is ordered to swim across a river 500 ft wide . At what minimum rate 
should they swim perpendicular to river flow in order to avoid being washed away by the 
waterfall 300 ft downstream. The speed of current being 3 m.p.h. 
(A) 6 m.p.h. (B) 5 m.p.h. 
(C) 4 m.p.h. (D) 2 m.p.h. 

11. A boat, which has a speed of 5 km/hr in still water, crosses a river of width 1 km along the 
shortest possible path in 15 minutes. The velocity of the river water in km/hr is 
(A) 1 (B) 3 
(C) 4 (D) ✓41 

12. A bucket is placed in the open where the rain is falling vertically. If a wind begins to blow at 
double the velocity of the rain, how will be rate of filling of the bucket change? 
(A) Remain unchanged (B) Doubled 
(C) Halved (D) Become four times 

13. A car with a vertical wind shield moves along in a rain storm at the speed of 40 km/hr. The 
rain drops fall vertically with a terminal speed of20 m/s. The angle with the vertical at which 
the rain drop strike the wind shield is 
(A) tan-1 (5/9) 
(C) tan-I (3/2) 

(B) tan-1(9/5) 
(D) tan-1(3) 
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14. A swimmer swims in still water at a speed= 5 km/hr. He enters a 200 m wide river, having 
river flow speed= 4 km/hr at point A and proceeds to swim at an angle of 127° with the river 
flow direction. Another point B is located directly across A on the other side. The swimmer 
lands on the other bank at a point C, from which he walks the distance CB with a speed = 3 
km/hr. The total time in which he reaches from A to B is 
(A) 5 minutes (B) 4 minutes 
(C) 3 minutes (D) None 

15. A boat having a speed of 5 km/hr. in still water, crosses a river of width 1 km along the 
shortest possible path in 15 minutes. The speed of the river in Km/hr is 
(A) 1 (B) 3 
(C) 4 (D) ✓41 

16. A man is crossing a river flowing with velocity of 5 m/s. He reaches a 
point directly across at a distance of 60 m in 5 sec. His velocity in still 
water should be 

B 

v, =5mls 160 m 

(A) 12 m/s 
(C) 5 m/s 

(B) 13 m/s 
(D) 10 m/s 

A 

17 A motor boat is to reach at a point 30° upstream (w.r.t. normal) on other side of a river flowing 

with velocity 5m/s. Velocity of motorboat w.r.t. water is 5✓3 m/s. The driver should steer the 

boat at an angle 
(A) 120° w.r.t. stream direction 
(B) 30° w.r.t. normal to the bank 
(C) 30° w.r.t. the line of destination from starting point. 
(D) None of these 

18. A flag is mounted on a car moving due North with velocity of 20 km/hr. Strong winds are 
blowing due East with velocity of 20 km/hr. The flag will point in direction 

19 

20. 

21. 

(A) East (B) North - East 
(C) South - East (D) South - West 
Three ships A, B & C are in motion. The motion of A as seen by B is with speed v towards 
north - east. The motion of B as seen by C is with speed v towards the north - west. Then as 
seen by A, C will be moving towards 
(A) North 
(C) East 

(B) South 
(D) West 

Wind is blowing in the north direction at speed of 2 m/s which causes the rain to fall at some 
angle with the vertical. With what velocity should a cyclist drive so that the rain appears 
vertical to him : 
(A) 2 m/s south 
(C) 4 m/s west 

(B) 2 m/s north 
(D) 4 m/s south 

When the driver of a car A sees a car B moving towards his car and at a distance 30 m, takes a 
left turn of 30°. At the same instant the driver of the car B takes a turn to his right at an angle 
60°. The two cars collides after two seconds, then the velocity (in m/s) of the car A and B 
respectively will be : [ assume both cars to be moving along same line with constant speed] 

(A) 7.5, 7.5✓3 (B) 7.5, 7.5 

(C) 7.5✓3, 7.5 (D) None 
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22. At a given instant, A is moving with velocity of 5m/s upwards. What is velocity of B at that 
time 

(A) 15 m/s -I, 
(C) 5 m/s -I, 

(B) 15 m/s t 
(D) 5 m/s t 

23. The pulleys in the diagram are all smooth and light. The acceleration of A is a upwards and 
the acceleration ofC is/ downwards. The acceleration ofB is 

24. 

25. 

26. 

(A) ½(f - a) up (B) ½(a+ f) down 
(C) ½(a+ f) up (D) ½(a - f) up 
If acceleration of A is 2 m/s2 to left and acceleration of B is lm/s2 to left, then acceleration of 
C is 

A B 

[b..____________.i _________..c+{J 

I~ 
C 

(A) 1 m/s2 upwards (B) 1 m/s2 downwards 
(C) 2 m/s2 downwards (D) 2 m/s2 upwards 
Two particles start simultaneously from the same point and move along two straight lines, one 
with uniform velocity v and other with a uniform acceleration a. If a is the angle between the 
lines of motion of two particles then the least value of relative velocity will be at time given 
by 
(A) (v/a) sin a 

(C) (v/a) tan a 

(B) (v/a) cos a 

(D) (v/a) cot a 

A man swimming down stream overcome a float at a point M. After travelling distance D he 
turned back and passed the float at a distance ofD/2 from the point M, then the ratio of speed 
of swimmer with respect to still water to the speed of the river will be 
(A) 2 (B) 3 
(C) 4 (D) 2.5 
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27. 

28. 

A glass wind screen whose inclination with the vertical can be changed is mounted on a car. 
The car moves horizontally with a speed of2m/s. At what angle a with the vertical should the 
wind screen be placed so that the rain drops falling vertically downwards with velocity 6 m/s 
strike the wind screen perpendicularly. 
(A) tan-1(3) 
(C) cos-1(3) 

(B) tan-1(1/3) 
(D) sin-1(1/3) 

Three particles, located initially on the vertices of an equilateral triangle of side L, start 
moving with a constant tangential acceleration towards each other in a cyclic manner, forming 
spiral loci that coverage at the centroid of the triangle. The length of one such spiral locus will 
be 
(A) L/3 
(C) u✓2 

(B) 2L/✓3 
(D) 2L/3 

29. Find the speed of the intersection point O of the two wires if the wires starts moving 
perpendicular to itself with speed v as shown in figure. 

30. 

~v 

~v 

(A) v cosec(a/2) (B) v cosec(a) 
(C) v cos (a/2) (D) v sec (a/2) 
Find the velocity of the hanging block if the velocities of the free ends of the rope are as 
indicated in the figure. 
(A) 3/2 m/s t 

2m/s 

(B) 3/2 m/s -l-
1111111111111111 

Im/s 

(C) 1/2 m/s t (D) 1/2 m/s -1-

31. The velocities of A and B are marked in the figure. The velocity of 
block C is (assume that the pulleys are ideal and string inextensible) 
(A) 5 m/s (B) 2 m/s 
(C) 3 m/s (D) 4 m/s 

Exercise-3 : Assertion Reason Questions 

I Statement-1 : Positive acceleration in rectilinear motion of a body does not imply that the 
body is speeding up. 
Statement-2: Both the acceleration and velocity are vectors. 
(A) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is correct explanation for 

statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is NOT the correct explanation 

for statement- I. 
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(C) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is false. 
(D) Statement-I is false , statement-2 is true. 
Statement -1 : A particle having zero acceleration must have constant speed. 
Statement -2: A particle having constant speed must have zero acceleration. 
(A) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is correct explanation for 

statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is NOT the correct explanation 

for statement-I. 
(C) Statement-I is false , statement-2 is true. 
(D) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is false. 
Statement-1: 
A student performed an experiment by moving a certain block 
in a straight line. The velocity position graph cannot be as 
shown. t----~----•x 
Statement-2: 
When a particle is at its maximum position in rectilinear motion 
its velocity must be zero. 
(A) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is 

correct explanation for statement-I. 

----+ 

(B) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is NOT the correct explanation 
for statement- I. 

(C) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is false. 
(D) Statement-I is false , statement-2 is true. 
Statement-1 : 
If the velocity time graph of a body moving in a straight line is as shown here, 
the acceleration of the body must be constant. 
Statement-2 : The rate of change of quantity which is constant is always 
zero. t--+ 

(A) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is correct 
explanation for statement- I. 

(B) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is NOT the correct explanation 
for statement-I. 

(C) Statement-I is false , statement-2 is true. 
(D) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is false. 

5. Statement-1: The speed of a projectile is minimum at the highest point. 
Statement-2: The acceleration of projectile is constant during the entire motion. 
(A) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is correct explanation for 

statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is NOT the correct explanation 

for statement- I. 
(C) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is false. 
(D) Statement-I is false , statement-2 is true. 
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6. Statement-1: Two stones are simultaneously projected from level ground from same point 
with same speeds but different angles with horizontal. Both stones move in same vertical 
plane. Then the two stones may collide in mid air. 
Statement-2: For two stones projected simultaneously from same point with same speed at 
different angles with horizontal, their trajectories may intersect at some point. 
(A) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is correct explanation for 

statement- I. 
(B) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is NOT the correct explanation 

for statement-I. 
(C) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is false. 
(D) Statement-I is false, statement-2 is true. 

7. Statement-1 : If seperation between two particles does not change then their relative velocity 
will be zero. 
Statement-2: Relative velocity is the rate of change of position of one particle with respect 
to another. 
(A) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is correct explanation for 

statement- I. 
(B) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is NOT the correct explanation 

for statement-I. 
(C) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is false. 
(D) Statement-I is false, statement-2 is true. 

8. Statement-1: The magnitude of relative velocity of A with respect to B will be always less 
than VA. 

Statement-2: The relative velocity of A with respect to B is given by VAB = VA - V8 • 

(A) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is correct explanation for 
statement- I. 

(B) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is NOT the correct explanation 
for statement-I. 

(C) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is false. 
(D) Statement-I is false, statement-2 is true. 

9. Statement-1 : Three projectiles are moving in different paths in the air. Vertical component 
of relative velocity between any of the pair does not change with time as long as they are in 
air. Neglect the effect of air friction. 
Statement-2: Relative acceleration between any of the pair of projectiles is zero. 
(A) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is correct explanation for 

statement- I. 
(B) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is true and statement-2 is NOT the correct explanation 

for statement-I. 
(C) Statement-I is true, statement-2 is false. 
(D) Statement-I is false, statement-2 is true. 
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One or More than One Option Correct 

10. A particle moves with constant speed v along a regular hexagon ABCD EF in the same order. 
Then the magnitude of the average velocity for its motion from A to 
(A) F is v/5 (B) D is v/3 
(C) C is v✓3/2 (D) B is v 

11 A particle moving with a speed v changes direction by an angle 0, without change in speed. 
(A) The change in the magnitude of its velocity is zero. 
(B) The change in the magnitude of its velocity is 2vsin(0/2). 
(C) The magnitude of the change in velocity is 2vsin(0/2) 
(D) The magnitude of the change in its velocity is v(l - cos0). 

12. A particle has initial velocity 10 m/s. It moves due to constant retarding force along the line 
of velocity which produces a retardation of 5 m/s2. Then 
(A) the maximum displacement in the direction of initial velocity is 10 m 
(B) the distance travelled in first 3 seconds is 7.5 m 
(C) the distance travelled in first 3 seconds is 12.5 m 
(D) the distance travelled in first 3 seconds is 17.5 m. 

13. A bead is free to slide down a smooth wire tightly stretched between points A 
and B on a vertical circle. If the bead starts from rest at A, the highest point 
on the circle 
(A) Its velocity v on arriving at B is proportional to cos0 
(B) Its velocity v on arriving at B is proportional to tan0 
(C) Time to arrive at B is proportional to cos0 
(D) Time to arrive at Bis independent of0 

14. The figure shows the velocity (v) of a particle plotted against time 
(!) 
(A) The particle changes its direction of motion at some point 
(B) The acceleration of the particle remains constant 
(C) The displacement of the particle is zero 
(D) The initial and final speeds of the particle are the same 

A 

B 

2T 

15. Velocity-time graph for a car is semicircle as shown here. Which of the following is correct 
(A) Car must move in circular path. vb__ 
(B) Acceleration of car is never zero. lmls ······· 

(C) Mean speed of the particle is n/4 m/s. 
(D) The car makes a tum once during its motion. 2 sec 

16. A projectile of mass 1 kg is projected with a velocity of -Jw m/s such that it strikes on the 

same level as the point of projection at a distance of ✓3 m. Which of the following options 

are incorrect 
(A) The maximum height reached by the projectile can be 0.25 m. 

(B) The minimum velocity during its motion can be -05 m/s 
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(C) The time taken for the flight can be J¾ sec. 

(D) Minimum kinetic energy during its motion can be 6J. 
17. Choose the correct alternative (s) 

(A) If the greatest height to which a man can throw a stone is h, then the greatest horizontal 
distance upto which he can throw the stone is 2h. 

(B) The angle of projection for a projectile motion whose range R is n times the maximum 
height is tan-1 ( 4/n) 

(C) The time of flight T and the horizontal range R of a projectile are connected by the 
equation gT2 = 2Rtan0 where 0 is the angle of projection. 

(D) A ball is thrown vertically up. Another ball is thrown at an angle 0 with the vertical. 
Both of them remain in air for the same period of time. Then the ratio ofheights attained 
by the two balls 1 : 1. 

18. IfT is the total time of flight, his the maximum height & R is the range for horizontal motion, 
the x & y co-ordinates of projectile motion and time tare related as 

(A) y = 4h (;) ( 1 - ; ) (B) y = 4h (;) ( 1 - ; ) 

(C) y = 4h ( ~) ( 1 - ~) (D) y = 4h (;) ( 1 - ; ) 

19. A particle moves in the xy plane with a constant acceleration 'g' in the negative y-direction. Its 
equation of motion isy = ax-bx2, where a and bare constants. Which of the following are correct? 
(A) The x-component of its velocity is constant. 

(B) At the origin, they-component of its velocity is a /g . 
V"ih 

(C) At the origin, its velocity makes an angle tan-1(A) with the x-axis. 
(D) The particle moves exactly like a projectile. 

20. A particle is projected from the ground with velocity u at angle 0 with horizontal. The horizontal 
range, maximum height and time of flight are R, Hand T respectively. They are given by, 

R = u 2 sin20 H = u 2 sin2 0 and T = 2usin0 
g 2g g 

Now keeping u as fixed, 0 is varied from 30° to 60°. Then, 
(A) R will first increase then decrease, H will increase and T will decrease 
(B) R will first increase then decrease while H and T both will increase 
(C) R will decrease while H and T will increase 
(D) R will increase while H and T will increase 

21. A ball is rolled off along the edge of a horizontal table with velocity 4 m/s. It hits the ground 
after time 0.4 s. Which of the following are correct? 
(A) The height of the table is 0.8 m 
(B) It hits the ground at an angle of 60° with the vertical 
(C) It covers a horizontal distance 1.6 m from the table 
(D) It hits the ground with vertical velocity 4 m/s 
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22. An observer moves with a constant speed along the line joining two stationary objects. He 
will observe that the two objects 
(A) Have the same speed (B) Have the same velocity 
(C) Move in the same direction (D) Move in opposite directions 

23. A man on a rectilinearly moving cart, facing the direction of motion, throws a ball straight up 
with respect to himself 
(A) The ball will always return to him 
(B) The ball will never return to him 
(C) The ball will return to him if the cart moves with constant velocity 
(D) The ball will fall behind him if the cart moves with some positive acceleration 

24. A block is thrown with a velocity of 2 ms-1 (relative to ground) on a belt, which is moving 
with velocity 4 ms-1 in opposite direction of the initial velocity of block. If the block stops 
slipping on the belt after 4 sec of the throwing then choose the correct statements (s) 
(A) Displacement with respect to ground is zero after 2.66 and magnitude of displacement 

with respect to ground is 12 m after 4 sec. 
(B) Magnitude of displacement with respect to ground in 4 sec is 4 m. 
(C) Magnitude of displacement with respect to belt in 4 sec is 12 m. 
(D) Displacement with respect to ground is zero in 8/3 sec. 

Exercise-4 

JEE/REE Questions of Previous Years 

1. An aeroplane is flying vertically upwards with a uniform speed of 500 m/s. When it is at a 
height of 1000 m above the ground a shot is fired at it with a speed of 700 m/s from a point 
directly below it. What should be the acceleration of the aeroplane so that it may escape from 
being hit? [REE 1994, 2006] 

2. The width of a river is 25 m and in it water is flowing with a velocity of 4 m/min. A boatman 
is standing on the bank of the river. He wants to sail the boat to a point at the other bank which 
is directly opposite to him. In what time will he cross the river, ifhe can sail the boat at 8 m/ 
min, relative to the water. [ REE 1995, 2006] 

3. On a frictionless horizontal surface, assumed to be the x-y plane a small trolley A is moving 
along a straight line parallel to the y-axis as shown in the figure with a constant velocity of 

( .Ji -1) m/s. At a particular instant, when the line OAmakes an angle of 45r with the x-axis, 

a ball is thrown along the surface from the origin 0. Its velocity makes an angle~ with the x 
-axis when it hits the trolley. 

~ Q X 

(a) The motion of the ball is observed from the frame of the trolley. Calculate the angle 0 
made by the velocity of the ball with the x-axis in this frame. 

(b) Find the speed of the ball with respect to the surface, if~ = 4 0/3. 
[ JEE 2002, 2+3 marks] 
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4. A tennis ball is dropped on a horizontal smooth surface. It bounces back to its original position 
after hitting the surface. The force on the ball during the collision is proportional to the length 
of compression of the ball. Which one of the following sketches describe the variation of its 
kinetic energy k with time (!) most appropriately? The figures are only illustrative and not to 
the scale. [JEE Advanced 2014) 

k k 

(A) (B) 

k k 

(C) (D) 

[Ans. (B)] 

Previous Years' AIEEE Questions 

1. A body is at rest at x = 0. At t = 0, it starts moving in the positive x-direction with a constant 
acceleration. At the same instant another body passes through x = 0 moving in the positive 
x-direction with a constant speed. The position of the first body is given by x,(t) after time 't' and 
that of second body by x/t) after the same time interval. Which of the following graphs correctly 
describes (x1 - x2) as a function of time 't' ? [AIEEE 2008) 

(A) 

(C) 

~-~ ~ -~ 

0 
(x,-x,) 

(B) 

(D) 

o '-.::::::::::=";::::::>""-----+ 

(x, - x,) 
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Exercise- 1 

1. 5 km/h 

2. (A) 25 m/s or 90 km/hr 

(B) 20 m/s or 72 km/hr due east 

(C) 25 m/s or 90 km/hr at 37°N ofE 

3. 30r N ofW at 5✓3 km/hr. 

4. 3 km/hr. 

5. (I) 0.75 km (II) (A) 1r,;-h 
2-v3 

6. At an angle 30° west of north. 

7. 50✓5km 

8. (A) 0, 10 m/s West 

(B) 10✓3 m/s, 20 m/s 

9. Coming from 5 km/hr, 53°N ofE 

10. (4i+8]) 

11. ( ) V 1 - COS 2
01t 

a 

12 _!Q_ .!_ hr 
. ,fi,'8 
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1 
(B) 2✓3km. 

13. 2m/s in a direction making an angle of 60{ with E, 45r with N and 60r with the vertical 

14. 10✓2 km/hr, 45r N of E 

15. ✓2d 

16. 3 km/hr 

17. 3 km/hr towards B 

18. (A) 100 km/hr, 37° W ofS (B) 30° N ofW 

19. 12: 45 PM 

20 rn 
21. 50m 

22. 1an-1(3) 

23. 50✓3cm 

24. 200 m, 20 m/min, 12 m/min 
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25. 6m/s 

26. 1an-1(1/2) 

27. a = 1 m/s2 ..J, ~ = 2 m/s2 t p ' 

28. cos-1 (~) 

Exercise- 2 

1. C 2. D 3. D 4. D 

5. D 6. D 7. C 8. C 

9. D 10. B 11. B 12. A 

13. A 14. B 15. B 16. B 

17. C 18. C 19. B 20. B 

21. C 22. A 23. A 24. A 

25. B 26. B 27. A 28. D 

29. A 30. A 31. A 

Exercise- 3 

1. A 2. D 3. A 4. B 

5. B 6. D 7. D 8. D 

9. A 10. A,C,D 11. A,C 12. A,C 

13. A,D 14. A,B,C,D 15. C 16. D 

17. A,B,C,D 18. A,B 19. A,B,C,D 20. B 

21. A,C,D 22. A,B,C 23. C,D 24. B,C,D 

Exercise- 4 

1. a> 10m/s2 2. 3.6minute 3. (A) e = 45r; (B) 2m/s 

Previous Years' AIEEE Questions 

1. (B) 



Chapter 

Newton's Laws 

ofMotion 
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• FORCE 

A pull or push which changes or tends to change the state of rest or of uniform motion or direction 
of motion of any object is called force. Force is the interaction between the object and the source 
(providing the pull or push). It is a vector quantity. 

Effect of Resultant Force 

(a) Produces or tries to produce motion in a body at rest. 

(b) Stops or tries to stop a moving body. 

( c) Changes or tries to change the direction of motion of body. 

(d) Produces a change in the shape of the body. 

kg·m 
Unit of force: newton and --2 -

s 

dyne and g .cm 
s2 

1 newton = 105 dyne 

Dimensional Formula of force: [ML r-2 ] 

Fundamental Forces 

(MKS System) 

(CGS System) 

All the forces observed in nature such as muscular force, tension, reaction, friction, elastic, weight, 
electric, magnetic, nuclear, etc., can be explained in terms of only following four basic interactions: 

[A] Gravitational Force 

The force of interaction which exists between two particles of masses m 1 and m 2, due to their masses is 
called gravitational force. 

s ... __ r_....,.,_.r 

r = position vector of test particle 'T with respect to source particle 'S'. and G = universal gravitational 

constant = 6.67 x 10-11 Nm2/kg2• 

(i) It is the weakest force and is always attractive. 

(ii) It is a long range force as it acts between any two particles situated at any distance in the 
universe. 

(iii) It is independent of the nature of medium between the particles. 
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rnTT11TTTn7TTTTirrTmrTTTTT17Tm7Tlfn7TT7T,7l777,i777T7mr,,Earth 

Fig 3.1: Gravitational Force of Earth 

An apple is freely falling as shown in figure, When it is at a height h, force between earth and apple is 
given by 

F= GM,m where M. -massofearth, R. -radius of earth 
(R, + h)2 

It acts towards earth's centre. Now rearranging above result, 

Here 

F = m . G~, . (_!1_)2 
R,- R, +h 

F =mg(R:;h J {g = ~~•} 

h <<R so 
e' 

F=mg 

R, 

R, +h 
= 1 

This is the force exerted by earth on any particle of mass m near the earth surface. The value of 
g = 9.81 m/s2 = 10 m/s2 = 1t 2 m/s2 = 32 ft/s2. It is also called acceleration due to gravity near the 

surface of earth. 

[BJ Electromagnetic Force 

Force exerted by one particle on the other because of the electric charge on the particles is called 
electromagnetic force. 

Following are the main characteristics of electromagnetic force. 

(a) These can be attractive or repulsive. 

(b) These are long range forces. 

( c) These depend on the nature of medium between the charged particles. 

(d) All macroscopic forces (except gravitational) which we experience as push or pull or by 
contact are electromagnetic, i.e., tension in a rope, the force of friction, normal reaction, 
muscular force , and force experienced by a deformed spring are electromagnetic forces. 
These are manifestations of the electromagnetic attractions and repulsions between atoms/ 
molecules. 
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[CJ Nuclear Force 

It is the strongest force. It keeps nucleons (neutrons and protons) together inside the nucleus inspite 
of large electric repulsion between protons. Radioactivity, fission, and fusion, etc. result because of 
unbalancing of nuclear forces. It acts within the nucleus that too upto a very small distance. 

[DJ Weak Force 

It acts between any two elementary particles. Under its action a neutron can change into a proton 
emitting an electron and a particle called antineutrino. The range of weak force is very small, in fact 
much smaller than the size of a proton or a neutron. 

It has been found that for two protons at a distance of 1 fermi: 

FN: FEM Fw: Fa:: 1: 10-2: 10-1: 10-38 

Classification of Forces on the Basis of Contact 

(A) Field Force 

Force which acts on an object at a distance by the interaction of the object with the field produced by 
other object is called field force. Examples 

(a) Gravitation force 

(b) Electromagnetic force 

(8) Contact Force 

Forces which are transmitted between bodies by short range atomic molecular 
interactions are called contact forces. When two objects come in contact they exert 
contact forces on each other. Tension, Normal Reaction, Friction, etc. are contact 
forces. These are forces that act between bodies in contact. Examples 

(a) Normal force (N): It is the component of contact force perpendicular to 
the surface. It measures how strongly the surfaces in contact are pressed 
against each other. It is the electromagnetic force. 

A table is placed on Earth as shown in figure. 

R 
3 4 

Here table presses the earth, so normal force exerted by four legs of table on earth are as shown in 
figure 3.2. 

/ iN iy, i N. ' iN. ~round 

Fig 3.2: Force Exerted by a Table 

Now a boy pushes a block kept on a frictionless surface. 
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Here, force exerted by boy on block is electro-magnetic (by boy) N 

interaction which arises due to similar charges appearing on ----+ Block 

finger and contact surface of block, it is normal force. 

A block is kept on inclined surface. Component of its weight /E Vl 
p,esses the swface peq>endicularly due to which contact f mce --0 

0 acts between surface and block. _ '<..r./ ~ 

Normal force exerted by block on the surface of inclined plane is shown in figure 3.3. 

Force acts perpendicular to the surface 

Fig 3.3: Force exerted by a block 

II~ 1. Two blocks are kept in contact on a smooth surface as 
shown in figure. Draw normal force exerted by A on B. 

S~ In above problem, block A does not push block B, so there 
is no molecular interaction between A and B. Hence normal force exerted by A on Bis zero . 

.. 

f~ Note 

Normal is a dependent force, it comes in role when one surface presses the other. 

fl~ 2. Draw normal forces on the massive rod at point 1 and 2 as shown in figure. 

Normal force acts perpendicular to extended surface at point of contact. 

N, 

N Does not Always Equal mg 

In the situation shown in figure 3.4 and in many others, we find that N = mg (the normal force has the 
same magnitude as the gravitational force.) However, this is not generally true. If an object is on an 
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incline, if there are applied forces with vertical components, or if there is a vertical acceleration of the 
system, then N -:f. mg. Always apply Newton ' s second law to find the relationship between n and mg. 

N=F,m 

(a) {b) 

Fig 3.4 

(b) Tension: Tension in a string is a electromagnetic force. It arises when a string is pulled. If a 
massless string is not pulled, tension in it is zero. A string suspended by rigid support is pulled 
by a force 'F' as shown in figure 3.5, for calculating the tension at point 'A ' we draw F.B.D. 
of shaded portion of the string; Here string is massless. 

A 

F 

(a) 

• T=F 

F.B.D. of shaded portion 

T 

A 

F 

String is considered to be made of a number of small segments which attracts 
each other due to electromagnetic nature as shown in figure. The attraction force 
between two segments is equal and opposite due to newton's third law. 

F 
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(b) 

For calculating tension at any segment, we consider two or more than two parts as a system. 

F 

(c) 

Fig 3.5 

Here interaction between segments are considered as internal forces, so they are not shown in 
F.B.D. 

(c) Frictional force: It is the component of contact force tangential to the surface. It opposes the 
relative motion ( or attempted relative motion) of the two surfaces in contact. 

• NEWTON'S LAWS OF MOTION 

First Law of Motion 

Each body continues to be in its state of rest or of uniform motion in a straight line unless compelled 
by some external force to act otherwise. 

Newton's first law is really a statement about reference frames in that it defines the types of 
reference frames in which the laws of Newtonian mechanics hold. From this point of view the first law 
is expressed as: 

If the net force acting on a body is zero, it is possible to find a set of reference frames in which 
that body has no acceleration. 

Newton's first law is sometimes called the law of inertia and the reference frames that it efines are 
called inertial reference frames. 

Newton's law from an 1803 translation from Latin as Newton wrote 

"Every body preserves in its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a right line, unless it is 
compelled to change that state by forces impressed thereon." 
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Examples of this law: 

(a) A bullet fired on a glass window makes a clean hole through it while a stone breaks the whole 
ofit. 

(b) A passenger sitting in a bus gets a jerk when the bus starts or stops suddenly. 

Newton's First Law and Inertial Frames 

Newton's first law of motion, sometimes called the law of inertia, defines a special set of reference 
frames called inertial frames. This law can be stated as follow: 

If an object does not interact with other objects, it is possible to identify a reference frame 
in which the object has zero acceleration. Such a reference frame is called an inertial frame of 
reference. 

Any reference frame that moves with constant velocity relative to an inertial frame is itself an 
inertial frame. 

For our purposes we can consider the Earth as being such a frame. The Earth is not really an inertial 
frame because of its orbital motion around the Sun and its rotational motion about its own axis, both of 
which result in centripetal acceleration. However, these accelerations are small compared with g and 
can often be neglected. For this reason, we assume that the Earth is an inertial frame, as is any other 
frame attached to it. 

Another Statement of Newton's First Law 

In the absence of external forces, when viewed from an inertial reference frame, an object at rest 
remains at rest and an object in motion continues in motion with a constant velocity (that is, with a 
constant speed in a straight line). 

If nothing acts to change the object's motion, then its velocity does not change. From the first law, 
we conclude that any isolated object ( one that does not interact with its environment) is either at rest or 
moving with constant velocity when viewed from an inertial frame. The tendency of an object to resist 
any attempt to change its velocity is called inertia. 

Second Law of Motion 

The rate of change of momentum of a body is proportional to the applied force and takes place in the 
direction in which the force acts. 

Newton's law from an 1803 translation from Latin as Newton wrote 

"The alteration of motion is ever proportional to the motive force impressed; and is made in the 
direction of the right line in which that force is impressed." 

- djJ 
F=-

dt 
Mathematically or F=ma 

where p = mv , p = Linear momentum. 

In case of two particles having linear momentum ~ and P2 and moving towards each other under 

mutual forces, from Newton's second law; 

!!__ (p + p) = F =O dt I 2 

dft1 + dft2 = 0 
dt dt 
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~ +ft2 = o 
which is Newton's third law. 

Important Points about the Second Law 

(a) The Second Law is obviously consistent with the First Law as F = 0 Implies a = 0. 

(b) The Second Law of motion is a vector law. It is actually a combination of three equations, one 
for each component of the vectors: 

F = dpx =ma· 
X dt X' 

dpr 
F =-=ma 

r dt r' 
F = dp= =ma 

= dt = 

This means that if a force is not parallel to the velocity of the body, but makes some angle with 
it, it changes only the component of velocity along the direction of force. The component of 
velocity normal to the force remains unchanged. 

(b) The Second Law of motion given above is strictly applicable to a single point mass. The force 
Fin the law stand for the net external force on the particle and a stands for the acceleration of 
the particle. Any internal forces in the system are not to be included in F. 

( c) The Second Law of motion is a local relation. What this means is that the force Fat a point 
in space (location of the particle) at a certain instant of time is related to a at the same point at 
the same instant. That is acceleration here and now is determined by the force here and now 
not by any history of the motion of the particle. 

Third Law of Motion 

To every action, there is always an equal and opposite reaction. Newton's law from an 1803 translation 
from Latin as Newton wrote 

"To every action there is always opposed an equal and opposite reaction: to the mutual actions 
of two bodies upon each other are always equal, and directed to contrary parts." 

Important Points about the Third Law 

(a) The terms 'action' and 'reaction' in the Third Law mean nothing else but 'force'. A simple 
and clear way of stating the Third Law is as follows: Forces always occur in pairs. Force on a 
body A by B is equal and opposite to the force on the body B by A. 

(b) The terms 'action' and 'reaction' in the Third Law may give a wrong impression that action 
comes before reaction i.e. action is the cause and reaction the effect. There is no such cause
effect relation implied in the Third Law. The force on A by Band the force on B by A act at the 
same instant. Any one of them may be called action and the other reaction. 

(c) Action and reaction forces act on different bodies, not on the same body. Thus if we are 
considering the motion of any one body (A or B), only one of the two forces is relevant. It is 
an error to add up the two forces and claim that the net force is zero. 

However, if you are considering the system of two bodies as a whole, F AB (force on A due to B) and 
FBA (force on B due to A) are internal forces of the system ( A + B). They add up to give a null force. 
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Internal forces in a body or a system of particles thus cancel away in pairs. This is an important fact that 
enables the Second Law to be applicable to a body or a system of particles. 

II SYSTEM 

Two or more than two objects which interact with each other form a system. 

Classification of Forces on the Basis of Boundary of System 

(A) Internal Forces: Forces acting each with in a system among its constituents. 

(B) External Forces: Forces exerted on the constituents of a system by the outside surroundings 
are called as external forces. 

(C) Real Force: Force which acts on an object due to other object is called as real force. An 
isolated object (far away from all objects) does not experience any real force. 

II FREE BODY DIAGRAM 

A free body diagram consists of a diagrammatic representations of a single body or a subsystem of 
bodies isolated from its surroundings showing all the forces acting on it. 

Steps for F.B.D. 

Step 1: Identify the object or system and isolate it from other objects clearly specify its boundary. 

Step 2: First draw non-contact external force in the diagram. Generally it is weight. 

Step 3: Draw contact forces which acts at the boundary of the object or system. Contact forces are 
normal, friction, tension and applied force. 

In F.B.D, internal forces are not drawn, only external are drawn. 

~ 3. A block of mass 'm ' is kept on the ground as shown in figure. 

_lL 
(i) Draw F.B.D. of block. 

(ii) Are forces acting on block action-reaction pair. 

(iii) If answer is no, draw action reaction pair. 

~~ 
(i) F.B.D. ofblock 

(ii) 'N' and Mg are not action-reaction pair. 

Since pair act on different bodies, and they are of same nature. 

(iii) Pair of 'mg' of block acts on earth in opposite direction. 

N (Normal) 

mg (field force) 
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and pair of 'N' acts on surface as shown in figure. 

+ - • • • · • • • • • earth .-· mg ·-. .- i ·. nmtmtmtmtmllllmtmtm 

II~ 4. Two sphere A and B are placed between two vertical walls as shown in figure. Draw the 
free body diagrams of both the spheres. 

.. 

F.B.D. of sphere 'A ' : 

F.B.D. of sphere 'B' : 

(exerted by A) 

f~ Note 

Here NAB and NBA are the action-reaction pair (Newton' s third law). 

II~ 5. Three triangular blocks A, Band C of equal masses 'm ' are arranged as shown in figure. 
Draw F.B.D. of blocks A, Band C. Indicate action-reaction pair between A, Band B, C. 

~ 

mg mg 

Applications of Newton's Laws 

(a) When objects are in equilibrium 

To solve problems involving objects in equilibrium: 

Step 1. Make a sketch of the problem. 

Step 2. Isolate a single object and then draw the free-body diagram for the object. Label all external 
forces acting on it. 
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Step 3. Choose a convenient coordinate system and resolve all forces into x and y components. 

Step 4. Apply the equations LF = 0 and IT = 0. 
X y 

Step 5. Step 4 will give you two equations with several unknown quantities. If you have only 
two unknown quantities at this point, you can solve the two equations for those unknown 
quantities. 

Step 6. If step 5 produces two equations with more than two unknowns, go back to step 2 and select 
another object and repeat these steps. 

Eventually at step 5 you will have enough equations to solve for all unknown quantities. 

II~ 6. A ' block' of mass 10 kg is suspended with string as shown in figure. Find tension in the 
string. (g = 10 m/s2) 

f~ F.B.D. ofblock 

LF =O 
y 

T-I0g=0 

T= I00N 9 Lx 
11.J!Ulllde 7. The diagram shows the forces that are action 

10 g 
on a particle. Has the particle an 

acceleration? 

f~ To check whether the particle will have any acceleration or not, let us see 
net force is zero or not. Resolving the forces in horizontal and vertical directions. 

4N 
4N 4N 

8N 8N 

Net force in horizontal direction= 4 cos30° - 4 cos30° = 0 

Net force in vertically downward direction= 8 - 4 sin30° - 4 sin30° - 4 = 0 

As net force is zero, so the particle will have no acceleration. 

~ 8. A body suspended with the help of strings. A body of mass 25 kg is suspended with the 
help of strings as shown in figure. Find tension in three strings. Strings are light [g = I 0 m/s2] 

~~ Let the tensions in strings ab, be and bd are respectively Tr T2 and T3. As the body is 
hanging in equilibrium, we can use the condition that net force on block is zero. This will give the value 
ofT3. To know the values ofT1 and T2 we need to draw FBD of knot b also. 

For equilibrium of hanging body. T3 = 250 N ... (1) 

For equilibrium of knot, 

T2cos53° -Tpos37° = 0 

and, T3 - T1sin37° - T2sin53° = 0 

From (i), (ii) and (iii) 

... (2) 

... (3) 
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TI= 150N; T2 =200N 

0 0 
r-- M 
M J/J,.V) .s ,.s 

:r2 

9 
CJ') : Cl'l 

a T, ~tt"""N 
T2cos53° ··················• 

250N T, 

25kg 
[FBDof [FBD of knot b] 
hanging body] 

II~ 9. A block of mass Mis suspended through a light string A horizontal force F = ✓3 mg is 
applied at the middle point of string. Find the angle of the string with the vertical in equilibrium and 
tension in two points of string 

~~ Let middle point of string be P, force acting on point P is shown below. Let tension in 
the string is given for two parts as shown. 

F .B.D. of block 

I 
Mg 

Block is under equilibrium 

Consider vertical T1 - Mg = 0 

Direction (Y) • 
For horizontal equilibrium (Along X-axis) 

F - T2 sin 0 = 0 • T2 sin 0 = F 

For vertical equilibrium (Along y-axis) 

T2 cos0 =T; 

dividing (ii) by (iii) 

tan0=F =__f__= ✓3 • 0=60° 
T; Mg 

M 

F .B.D. of Point P of string 

T, ~ p -

l' T, 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

... (iii) 

II~ 10. The system shown in figure is in equilibrium. Find the magnitude of tension in each 
string; T1, T2, T3 and T4• (g = 10 m/s-2) 
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~~ F .B.D. of block 10 kg 

T 0 = 10 g 

T0 = 100N 

F .B.D. of point 'A' 

LFY =0 • T2 cos 30° = T0 = 100 N 

T = 200 N 
2 ✓3 

LF, =0• T1 = T2 sin 30° 

_ 200 1 _ 100 N 
-✓3·2- ✓3. 

F .B.D. of point of 'B' 

LF, =0 • T4 cos60° = T2cos30° 

10 g 

and LF, =0 • T3 + T2 sin30° = T4sin60° 

200 
T3 = ✓3 N, T4 =200N 

f!_--,r,t,e 11. The system shown in figure is in equilibrium, find the tension in 
each string; Tr T2, T3, T4 and Ts 

T, 

200 200 
T1 = T2 = ✓3 N , T4 = T5 = 200 N , T3 = ✓3 N. 

II~ 12. Two blocks are kept in contact as shown in figure. Find 

(a) forces exerted by surfaces (floor and wall) on blocks. 

(b) contact force between two blocks. 

~~ F.B.D. of 10 kg block 

N 1 = l0g= 100N ... (1) 

N 2 = 100N 

F.B.D. of 20 kg block 

N2 = 50 sin 30° + N 3 

... (2) 

y 

0 

T, -+x T+ T, 

T, 

T, 

y 
+ 

10 N ~ 
10 g 

2 
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N3 = 100 - 25 = 75 N ... (3) 

and N 4 = 50 cos30° + 20 g 

N4 =243.30N 

f!_--,r,t,e 13. The breaking strength of the string connecting wall 
and block B is 175 N, find the magnitude of weight of block A for 
which the system will be stationary. The block B weighs 700 N. 

(g = 10 m/s2) 

175N 
Ji . 

Find magnitude of force exerted by string on pulley. 

F .B.D. of 10 kg block: 

T 

T= IOg= I00N 

F.B.D. of pulley: 

Since string is massless, so tension in both sides of string is same. 

Force exerted by string= .J (100) 2 + (100) 2 = 100 ✓2 N 

.. 

f~ Note 

Since pulley is in equilibrium position, so net forces on it is zero. 

Hence force exerted by hinge on it is 100 ✓2 N. 

f!_--,r,t,e 15. In the arrangement shown in figure , what 
should be the mass of block A so that the system remains at 
rest. Also find force exerted by string on the pulley Q. 
(g= 10 m/s2) 

~~ m=3kg, 30✓3N. 

(b) Accelerating Objects 

To solve problems involving objects that are in 
accelerated motion: 

50 N 

20 g 

30° 

Q 

A 
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Problem Solving Steps 
Step 1. Make a sketch of the problem. 

Step 2. Isolate a single object and then draw the free-body diagram for that object. Label all 
external forces acting on it. Be sure to include all the forces acting on the chosen body, but 
be equally carefully not include any force exerted by the body on some other body. Some of 
the forces may be unknown; label them with algebraic symbols. 

When we draw the F .B.D. w.r.t. inertial frame of reference than we include only real 
forces such as 

(a) weight 
(c) Normal reaction 
( e) spring Force 
(g) Air resistance force 
in our F.B.D. 

(b) Tension 
( d) friction 
(f) External force 

When we draw the F.B.D. w.r.t. Non inertial frame of reference then we include real forces 
as well as Pseudo force in our F.B.D . 

Step 3. Identify the direction of acceleration and choose X and Y axis. Choose X axis in the direction 
of acceleration and Y axis perpendicular to the direction of acceleration. 

Step 4. Resolve the forces along X and Y direction. 

Step 5. Apply Newton's Second Law of motion. 
LF =ma 

y y 

In the direction of equilibrium take acceleration zero. 

Step 6. If no. of unknowns in greater than no. of equations then try to co-relate acceleration of 
different bodies by the help of constraint relation. 

Step 7. Solve the written equaztions in Step (5) and Step (6) to find unknown acceleration and 
forces. 

II~ 16. Two forces F'i and F2 act on a 2 kg mass. If F 1 = I ON and F 2 = 5N, find the acceleration. 

~~ Acceleration will be in the direction of net force and will have the magnitude given by 

'I,F=ma 
F=F'i+F2 

• IFl= ✓l02 +5 2 +2.10.5cos120° =5✓3 N 

• I a I= 2.5✓3 m I sec 2 

If the resultant force is at angle a with F'i 
5sin120° 300 tana=----- • a= 

10 + 5cos120° 

Therefore, acceleration is 2.5✓3 m/s2 at an angle 30° with the direction of F'i. 
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~ 17. Motion of a block on a frictionless incline. A block of mass 
10 kg placed on a frictionless, inclined plane of angle 0, as shown in the figure. 
Determine the acceleration of the block after it is released. What is force exerted 
by the incline on the block? 

~~ When the block is released, it will move down the incline. Let 
its acceleration be a . As the surface is frictionless, so the contact force will 
be normal to the plane. 

Let it be N. 

~ a 
. 

Here, for the block we can apply equation for motion along the 
plane and equation for equilibrium perpendicular to the plane. 

N ····-........ . 

IOOcos'L 100 1 OOsm'L 

i.e. , Mgsin0= Ma • a= gsin0 
[FBD of block] 

Also, Mgcos0 - N = 0 • N = Mgcose = 100 cos0 

~ 18. TwoblocksofmassesM1 andM2 areplacedincontactwitheach F, .~ J. 

other on a frictionless horizontal surface as shown in figure. A constant force ~ 
F1 and F2 is applied on M 1 and M 2 as shown. Find magnitude of acceleration 
of the system. Also calculate the contact force between the blocks. 

~~ Here accelerations of both blocks will be same as they are rigid and in contact. As the 
surfaces are frictionless, contact force on any surface will be normal force only. Let the acceleration of 
each block is a and contact forces are NP N2 and N as shown in free body diagrams of blocks. 

Applying, Newton 's Second Law for M 1 

+Mg 

2 

2 

Fl-N=Mp 

M$-N1 =O 

Applying, Newton 's second law for M2 

N-F2 =Mp 

M$-N2 =O 

... (1) 

... (2) 

... (3) 

... (4) 

Solving (1) and (3) a= F; - F2 and N = M 2F; + M 1F; 
Ml +M2 Ml +M2 

~ 19. Two blocks of unequal masses M 1 and M 2 are suspended vertically over a 
frictionless pulley of negligible mass as shown in figure. Find accelerations of each block 
and tension in the string. 

~~ As the string is inextensible, the magnitude of acceleration of two blocks 
will be same. Pulley in question is mass less and frictionless so tension in strings on two 
sides of pulley will be same. 
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Let acceleration ofM1 be 'a ' (downward) then acceleration ofM2 

will be 'a' (upward). Let the tension in string be T. 

Applying Newton 's second law for the blocks, 

For 

For 

Ml' Mlg-T=Mp 

M 2, T-M$=Mp 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

Solvingequation(i)and(ii), a= (M1 -M2)g and T = 2M 1M 2 g 
M1+M2 M1+M2 

[FBDofM,] [FBDofM,] 

~ 20. A force Fis applied horizontally on mass m 1 as shown in figure. Find the contact force 
between m 1 and m2. 

~~ Considering both blocks as a system to find the common 
,,-------, 

acceleration. ,,~: F -----t+ m1 m +-+ a 
• 2 

F ////1///liill/i ///ijfl///1///J///}}/// 
' .,. Common acceleration a=----

(m1 +m2) 
... (1) 

To find the contact force between 'A ' and 'B ' we draw F.B.D. of mass m2. 

F .B.D. of mass m2 

LF =ma 
.l" X 

........ ___ / 

~ 21. The velocity of a particle of mass 2 kg is given by v =aft+ bt 2 J . Find the force acting 

on the particle. 

~~ From second law of motion: 

- dP d _ d ~ .~ 
F=-= -(mv)=2. - (all +br;) 

dt dt dt 

• F=2at +4b} 

II~ 22. A 5 kg block has a rope of mass 2 kg attached to its underside and a 3 kg 
block is suspended from the other end of the rope. The whole system is accelerated upward 
at 2 m/s2 by an external force F0. 

(a) What is F0 ? 

(b) What is the net force on rope ? 

( c) What is the tension at middle point of the rope ? (g = 10 m/s2) 

~~ For calculating the value of F0, consider two blocks with the rope as a system. 

F.B.D. of whole system 

5 kg 

2 kg 

3 kg 
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(a) j r 2m/s2 

10 g = 100 N 

F 0 - 100 = 10 x 2 

F= 120N ... (1) 

(b) According to Newton's second law, net force on rope. 

F = ma = (2) (2) = 4 N . .. (2) 

(c) For calculating tension at the middle point we draw F.B.D. of3 kg block with half of the rope 
(mass 1 kg) as shown. 

J: T-4g=4.(2) ; T=48N 

~g 

~ 23. Two blocks with masses m1 = 0.2 kg and m2 = 0.3 kg hang one under other as shown in 
figure. Find the tensions in the strings (massless) in the following situations: (g = 10 m/s2) 

(a) the blocks are at rest 

(b) they move upward at 5 m/s 

( c) they accelerate upward at 2 m/s2 

(d) they accelerate downward at 2 m/s2 

( e) if maximum allowable tension is 10 N. What is maximum possible upward acceleration ? 

s~ 
(a) 5N, 3N (b) 5N, 3N (c) 6N, 3.6N (d) 4N, 2.4 
(e) 10 m/s2 

~ 24. A block of mass 50 kg is kept on another block of mass 1 kg as shown in figure. A 
horizontal force of 10 N is applied on the 1kg block. (All surface are smooth). Find (g = 10 m/s2) 

(a) Acceleration of block A and B. 

(b) Force exerted by B on A. 

s~ 
(a) F.B.D. of 50 kg 

N2 = 50 g = 500 N 

along horizontal direction, there is no force aB = 0 

(b) F.B.D. of 1 kg block: along horizontal direction 

}0=} GA. 

a = 10 m/s2 
A 

along vertical direction 

:. Nl =N2 + lg= 500 + 10 = 510N 

B~ 

~2 

!sog 
N1 N2 

mmb2~~10N 
1g 
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~ 25. Repeat above example if force is applied on 50 kg block rather on the 1kg block. 

~~ 
(a) 2m/s2, 0 (b) 510N 

~ 26. A horizontal force is applied on a uniform rod of length L kept on a frictionless surface. 
Find the tension in rod at a distance 'x' from the end where force is applied. 

f~ Considering rod as a system, we find acceleration of rod 
+----L----+ 

F 
a= -

m 

F7 . 
+--- X -

now draw F.B.D. of rod having length 'x ' as shown in figure. 

Using Newton's second law 
F----+I._ ___ _.I+-T 

F-T= (~) x.a; 
M F 

T= F--x.-· 
L M' 

+-- X ----+ 
X 

T= F(l--). 
L 

~ 27. Two forces F1 and F2 (> F1) are applied at the free ends of uniform rod kept on a 
horizontal frictionless surface. Find tension in rod at a distance x from end 'A', 

A-L-s 
F,~iiiiiilflJJiiii///11/iiii/ff/1/J;; F, 

+-X--+ 

II~ 28. One end of string which passes through pulley and connected to I O kg 
mass at other end is pulled by I 00 N force. Find out the acceleration of I 0 kg mass. 
(g = 9.8 m/s2) 

~~ Since string is pulled by I 00 N force. So tension in the string is I 00 N. 

F.B.D. of 10 kg block 

I 00 - I 0 g = I 0 a 

}00 - }0 X 9.8 = }0 Q 

a= 0.2 m/s2. 

~ 29. Two blocks m 1 and m2 are placed on a smooth inclined 
plane as shown in figure. If they are released from rest. Find: 

(i) acceleration of mass m I and m 2 

(ii) tension in the string 

(iii) net force on pulley exerted by string 

✓3kg 

100 N 

9 
10 g 

f~ F.B.D.ofm1: 

m 1gsin0 - T = m p 

✓3g-T= ✓3a 
2 

... (i) 

N~T 1/ 
0 

- - -
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F.B.D. of m2: 

T- m$sin0 = mp 
T- 1.g = I.a 

Adding eq.(i) and (ii) we get a= 0 

Putting this value in eq.(i) we get 

F.B.D. of pulley: 

T= ,.fig 
2 ' 

FR= ✓2T 

,.Ji 
F =-g 

R 2 

... (ii) 

T T 

~ 30. A 10 kg block kept on an inclined plane is pulled by a string applying 200 N force. A 
I 0 N force is also applied on I 0 kg block as shown in figure. 

Find: (a) tension in the string. 

(b) acceleration of I 0 kg block. 

( c) net force on pulley exerted by string 

~~ (a) 200N, (b) 14m/s2, (c) 200✓2. N 
~ 31. A 60 kg painter stands on a 15 kg platform. A rope attached to the 

platform and passing over an overhead pulley allows the painter to raise himself along 
with the platform. 

(i) To get started, he pulls the rope down with a force of 400 N. Find the 
acceleration of the platform as well as that of the painter. 

(ii) What force must he exert on the rope so as to attain an upward speed of 1 m/s 
in ls? 

(iii) What force should he apply now to maintain the constant speed of 1 m/s? 

~~ The free body diagram of the painter and the platform as a system can 
be drawn as shown in the figure. 

Note that the tension in the string is equal to the force by which he pulls the rope. 

(i) Applying Newton 's Second Law 

2T-(M+m)g =(M+m)a 

or 
2T-(M +m)g 

a=-----
M+m 

Here M = 60 kg; m = 15 kg; T= 400N 

g = 10 m/s2 

a= 2(400)-(60+15)(10) = 0_67 m/s2 

60+15 

(ii) To attain a speed of 1 m/s in one second, the acceleration a must be 1 m/s2. 

200N 

1400 N 

TT 

(M+m) g 
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Thus, the applied force is 

I I 
F = - (M + m) (g +a)= - (60 + 15) (10 + 1) = 412.5 N 

2 2 
(iii) When the painter and the platform move (upward) together with a constant speed, it is in a 

state of dynamic equilibrium. 

Thus, 2F - (M + m) g = 0 

or F= (M +m)g = (60+15)(10) =375N 
2 2 

~ 32. Suppose that blocks A and B have masses of 2 and ~ 
6kg, respectively, and are in contact on a smooth horizontal surface. If F=6N A~ 
a horizontal force of 6N pushes them, calculate (a) the acceleration of -
the system and (b) the force that the 2kg block exerts on the other (a) 
block. 

f~ 
(a) Considering the blocks to move as unit, 

M=m 0 + mb = 8 kg, F=Ma = 6N, a=0.75 m/s2. 

(b) If we now consider block B to be our system, the only force acting on it is the force due to 
block A, F 0 b. Then since the acceleration is the same as in part (a), we have F 0 b = Mba = 4.5 N 

~ 33. Three blocks, of masses 2.0, 4.0 and 6.0 kg, arranged in the order lower, middle, and 
upper, respectively, are connected by strings on a frictionless inclined plane of 60°. A force 120 N is 
applied upward along the incline to the uppermost block, causing an upward movement of the blocks. 
The connecting cords are light. What is the acceleration of the blocks? 

~~ The situation is depicted in fig. with F = 120 N 

m 1 =2.0kg m2 =4.0kg 

and m3 = 6.0 kg 

Applying Newton 's second law to each block, we have 

F - T2 - m $ sin 30° = m p 
T2 -T1 -mJ5 sin 30° = mp 

T1 - m 1g sin 30° = m p 
Adding these equations, 

F-(m 1 + m2 + m3)g sin 30° = (m 1 + m2 + m3) a 

a= 5 m/s2 

~ 34. A heavy block of mass M hangs in equilibrium at the end of a rope of mass 
m and length £ connected to a ceiling. Determine the tension in the rope at a distance x from 
the ceiling. 

m 
T (x) = - (/ - x)g + Mg 

I 
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fl~ 35. The device in fig. is called an Atwood ' s machine. In terms of m I and 
m2 with m2 > m r What is the tension in the light cord that connects the two masses? 
Asswne the pulley to be frictionless and massless. 

~~ Isolate the forces on each mass and write Newton ' s second law 

T-m 1g=mpand m$-T=mp. 

Eliminating T gives a= (m 2 - m) g I (m 1 + m). 

From the above equations, T = 2m 1m$1(m 1 + mi) 

/I~ 36. Two bodies of masses m1 and m2 are connected 
by a light string going over a smooth light pulley at the end of an 
incline. The mass m I lies on the incline and m2 hangs vertically. Find 
acceleration of m 1_ 

~~ 
(a) Figure shows the situation with the forces on m I and m2 

shown. 

Take the body of mass m2 as the system. The forces acting 
on it are: 

(i) m $ vertically downward (by the earth) 

(ii) Tvertically upward (by the string) 

This gives m$- T= mp ... (i) 

Next, consider the body of mass m I as the system. 

The forces acting on this system are 

(i) m 1g vertically downward (by the earth) 

(ii) T along the string up the incline (by the string) 

(iii) N normal to the incline (by the incline) 

T 

As the string and the pulley are all light and smooth, the tension in the string is uniform everywhere. 

Taking components parallel to the incline, 

T - m 1g sin 0 = m p 
Taking components along the normal to the incline, 

N=mlgcos e 
Eliminating Tfrom (i) and (ii), 

m,g-m1gsin0 a=~--~~--
(mi +m2) 

(b) Find force acting on the pulley due to rod which attaches it to 
incline. 

... (ii) 

Tcos 0 90 
F«----------- --------

x <I> 

.-::::: ______________ _______ ---- T sin 0 

Fy 
T 
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The pulley is in equilibrium and ropes passing over pulley must be applying forces on pulley. 

Forces applied by ropes and the rod on pulley should cancel. We have to remember that they 
are vectors. 

We construct FBD of pulley direction of force due to rod on the pulley is unknown we can not 
say that it is along the rod only. 

Writing Newton 's 2nd Law 

F -Tsin0 -T=0 • F =T(l +sin0) 
y y 

F - T cos 0 = 0 • F = T cos 0 
X X 

ltl = ✓F.2 + Fy2 
; ltl = T •h + 2sin0 Ans. 

fl~ 37. Apparent weight in an Elevator 

A passenger weighing 600N rides in an elevator. What is the apparent weight of the passenger in each 
of the following situations? In each case, the magnitude of the elevator's acceleration is 0.500 m/s2. 

(a) The passenger is on the first floor and has pushed the button for the 15th floor; the elevator is 
beginning to move upward. (b) The elevator is slowing down as it nears the 15th floor. 

S~ Lets understand this situation by making F.B.D. of the person inside the elevator. 

Please note that ma is not being shown in F.B.D. as ma is not the force it is effect of the net force 
acting on the person. Only two actual forces act on the person in elevator normal contact force by the 
scale 's surface and weight. By writing Newton 's 2nd law we can find the normal force from the known 
weight and the acceleration. W= 600 N ; magnitude of the acceleration is a= 0.500 m/s2. To find: W'. 

We expect the apparent weight W' = N to be greater then the true weight - the floor must push up 
with a force greater then W to cause an upward acceleration. 

-N 

mg 

Free-body 
diagram 

(b) 

N-W=ma 
y 

Since W = mg, we can substitute m = Wig. 

N = W + ma = W + W a = W (1 + aY ) 
g y g 

Vector sum of forces 

N 

Im~ 
f rF 

rF=N + mg=ma 

rF is upward so 
N > mg 

(c) 



= 600 N x (1 + O.SOOm 1,s2
) = 630 N 

I0m Is-
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By Newton 's third law same force will be acting on the scale. Hence scale will measure 
your weight larger than the actual weight. 

(b) When the elevator approaches the 15th floor, it is slowing down while still moving 
upward; its acceleration is downward (a < 0) as in figure. 

y 

yr Vector sum of forces 
N -

!a Nl 
!mg rid 

mg 
LF=N+mg=ma 

Free-body LF is downward so 
diagram N<mg 

(a) 
(b) (c) 

The normal force must be less than the weigtht to have an downward net force. 

N=w(1-~)=600Nx (1- O.SOOm/?s2
) =570N 

g l0m/s-

Example Question: If cable oflift break what will be the reading shown by scale. Explain your result 
qualitatively. 

fl._--,.te 38. A man ofmassM stands in a basket of mass mas shown in the figure. A rope is attached 
to the basket and passing over a pulley as shown. The man raises himself and the basket by pulling the 
rope downward. 

(a) With what minimum force should the man pull the rope so as to prevent himself from falling 
down. 

(b) If the man pulls the rope with a force F greater than the minimum force , then determine the 
acceleration of the (man + basket) system. 

( c) Determine the normal reaction between the man and the trolley in part b. 

~~ Let the whole system moves upward with an acceleration a. Applying Newton's 
Second law, 

2F-(M+m)g= (M+ m)a 

(a) When F = F,,,;,, ; a= 0, thus 

F = (M +m)g 
min 2 
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(b) When F> F,,,;,,, then acceleration of the system is 

2F 
a= ----g 

m+M 

(C) 

(c) Considering the free body diagram of the man, we have from Newton's Second Law, 

F+N-Mg=Ma 

or F+N-Mg=m [____}:£_-g] 
M+m 

or N=(M-m) [F + (m+M)g] 
m+M 

II WEIGHING MACHINE 

A weighing machine does not measure the weight but measures the force exerted by object on its upper 
surface. 

/I~ 39. (i) A man of mass 60 Kg is standing on a weighing machine placed on ground. Calculate 
the reading of machine (g = 10 m/s2). 

S~ For calculating the reading of weighing machine, 

we draw F.B.D. of man and machine separately. 

F.B.D. of man, F.B.D. of weighing machine 
N 

jN ~Mg 
N 

Mg 

Here force exerted by object on upper surface is N 
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Reading of weighing machine 

N=Mg= 60 x 10 

N= 600N. 

/I~ 40. A man of mass 60 kg is standing on a weighing machine 
(2) of mass 5kg placed on ground. Another same weighing machine is 
placed over man 's head. A block of mass 50kg is put on the weighing 
machine (1). Calculate the readings of weighing machines (1) and (2). 

S~ 500 N, 1150 N. 

II SPRING FORCE 

Every spring resists any attempt to change its length; when it is compressed or extended, it exerts force 
at its ends. The force exerted by a spring is given by F = -kx, where x is the change in length and k is 
the stiffness constant or spring constant (unit Nm-1). 

When spring is in its natural length, spring force is zero. 

F=0 

~ F,~ 
F 

F=-kx 

Many springs follow hooke 's law for small extension and compression. That is, the extension or 
compression - the increase or decrease in length from the relaxed length - is proportional to the force 
applied to the ends of the spring. 

Hooke 's law for an ideal spring: F= k M 

In Eq. , Fis the magnitude of the force exerted on each end of the spring and Mis the modulus of 
change in length of the spring from its relaxed length. The constant k is called the spring constant for a 
particular spring. The SI units of a spring constant are Nim. 

When we say an ideal spring, we mean a spring that obeys Hooke 's law and is also massless. 

Since we have assumed spring to be massles we know forces acting on both ends have to be equal 
and opposite, to have net force on spring to be zero . 

.. 

f~ CAUTION 

Ifwe look at F.B.D. of the spring we will note that force on spring must act from both ends. 

/ 0 is natural length of spring 
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Lets say Rahul and Sachin are pulling a spring from two ends as shown. Rahul moves x2 and Sachin 
movesxr 

Rahul Sachin 

X2 

The force acting on Rahul and Sachin is k (x1 + x), Not kx2 on Rahul and kx1 on Sachin. Force due 
to spring is kx where x is defined as ll - /01, where/ is present length and 10 is natural length. 

Equivalent Spring Constant 

(a) When Springs are connected in Parallel then we can replace them by single spring of spring 
consant k, where k, = k1 + k2. 

For more than two spring k = k 1 + k2 + k3 + ..... . 
(b) When Springs are connected in sereies then we can replace them by single spring of spring 

consant k, where Ilk,= 1/k1 + 1/k2. As spring constants are not equal so extensions will not be 
equal, but total extension y can be written as sum of two extensionsy = y 1 + y2 

F h . 1 1 1 
or more t an two spnngs - = - + - + ......... . 

k kl k2 

fl._--,.te 41. Two blocks are connected by a spring of natural length 2 m. The force constant of spring 
is 200N/m. 

2m 

777777~777777 

Find spring force in following situations: 

(a) If block 'A ' and 'B' both are displaced by 0.5 m in same direction. 

(b) If block 'A ' and 'B ' both are displaced by 0.5 m in opposite direction. 

~~ 

(a) Since both blocks are displaced by 0.5 m in same direction, so change in length of spring is 
zero. Hence, spring force is zero. 

(b) In this case, change in length of spring is 1 m. So spring force is F = - Kx = - (200).(1) 

F=-200N 
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2m 

Natural length 

~ when spring is extended 
F F 

1m 

~ when spring is compressed 

fl_1!Ullll/e 42. Repeat above problem if 

(a) A is kept at rest and Bis displaced by 1 m in right direction. 

(b) B is kept at rest and A is displaced by lm in left direction. 

( c) A is displaced by 0. 75 m in right direction, and B is 0.25 m in left direction. 

f~ (a)F=200N,(b)200N,(c) 200N. 

~ 43. Force constant of a spring is 100 N/m. If a 10 kg block attached with the spring is 
at rest, then find extension in the spring. (g = 10 m/s2) 

S~ In this situation, spring is in extended state 

so spring force acts in upward direction. 

Let x be the extension in the spring. 

F.B.D. of 10 kg block: F, = 10g 

• Kx = 100 

• (l00)x = (100) 

• x=lm 
10g 

~ 44. If force constant of spring is 50 Nim. Find mass of the block, if it at rests in the 
given situation (g = 10 m/s2) 

S~ m=l0kg 

fl_1!Ullll/e 45. Two blocks 'A' and 'B' of same mass 'm' attached with a light spring are 
suspended by a string as shown in figure. Find the acceleration of block 'A' and 'B' just after 
the string is cut. 

i-~ When block A and B are in equilibrium position 

F.B.D of'B' 9 ... (i) 

mg 

100N 
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T 

F.B.D of 'A' ~ 
mg To 

T= mg+ T0 

T=2mg ... (ii) 

when string is cut, tension T becomes zero. But spring does not change its shape just after 
cutting. So spring force acts on mass B, again draw F.B.D. of blocks A and B as shown in 
figure 

F.B.D. of 'B' 

~mg 

mg 

F.B.D. of 'A' g 
T0-mg = m.a8 

88: Q 

mg+ T0 = m. aA 
2 mg= m. aA 
8A: 2g 

fl~ 46. Two blocks 'A ' and 'B ' of same mass 'm ' attached with a light string are 
suspended by a spring as shown in figure. Find the acceleration ofblock 'A ' and 'B' just after 
the string is cut. 

s~ g, g 

Spring Balance 

It does not measure the weight. It measures the force 

exerted by the object at the hook. spring balance 

Symbolically, it is represented as shown in figure. 

A block of mass 'm ' is suspended at hook. 

When spring balance is in equilibrium, we draw the F.B.D. of mass m for calculating the 
reading of balance. 

F.B.D. of 'm'. 

mg-T= 0 

T=mg 

Magnitude of T gives the reading of spring balance. mg 
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/I~ 47. A block of mass 20 kg is suspended through two light spring balances as 
shown in figure. Calculate the: 

(1) reading of spring balance (1). 

(2) reading of spring balance (2). 

S~ For calculating the reading, first we draw F.B.D. of20 kg block. 

F.B.D of 20 kg. 
T 

r1, mg-T=0 

L..f T= 20 g= 200N 
20g 

Since both balances are light so, both the scales will read 20 kg. 

/I~ 48. Find the reading of spring balance in the adjoining figure , pulley and 
strings are ideal. 

S~ 2F 

/I~ 49. The system shown in the figure is in equilibrium. Find the initial 
acceleration of A, B and C just after the spring-2 is cut. 

~~ 

bKX3 bKX2 

j t 
3mg KX3+2mg 

3mg=KX3 

2mg + KX3 = KX2 

2mg+3mg=KX2 • 5 mg=KX2 

KX1 = 6mg 

f' mKX,+mg 

when spring 2 is cut spring force in other two strings remain unchanged. 

20 kg 

F F 

... (1) 

... (2) 

... (3) 

f' 
mg 
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~ 
tKX3 
2mg 

(acceleration of3 m will be zero) 

.. 

f~ Concept 

It is important to remember that ropes can change tension instantaneously while spring need to move to 
change tension, so in this example tension in spring is not changing instantaneously 

fl~ 50. A block of mass Mis suspended with the help of a spring balance. 
The spring balance is attached to the celling of an elevator moving with upward 
acceleration a0 as shown in figure. 

What is reading of spring balance? 

~~ A person outside the elevator will observer the block moving with 
the elevator upward with an acceleration a0. Also spring balance will given the 
reading according to tension in spring. So calculating reading of spring balance 
means to find tension in the spring of spring balance. 

Let tension in spring is T. 

Applying Newton 's Second law for the block, 

T-Mg=Ma0 • T=M(g+a;) 

This will be the reading of spring balance. Note that the reading given by spring 
balance is different from the weight of block. 

II CONSTRAINED MOTION 

Method of virtual work 

I 

9t~ 
Mg 

[FBD of block] 

The method of virtual work for finding constraint relation is very useful in complicated situations 
where visual inspection is difficult and number of strings is more. 

Step 1. Constraint forces are those forces whose work on the entire system is zero. To apply this 
method we should write the tension acting on each block. 

Step 2. Displace each of the movable bodies in +ve direction by SA.SB etc. Here we need not bother 
whether these displacements are physically possible or not. Automatically the analysis will 
tell the relationship between them. 

Step 3. Find the work done by tension on each of the bodies. The sum total of all these works 
should be zero. 

Assume that m 1 moves a distance S1 down and m2 moves a distance S2 down. This is not physically 
possible, but we are dealing with vectors here. If the displacements are in opposite directions, the 
answer will be negative for them. 
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WJ = F.S = Fs cos e 
= TSrcos18O° = -TS1 

Since the pulley is massless, the tension in teh string connecting m2 to the pulley 111 1 

can be found out 

Newton 's law for pulley 

f=2T 

W2 = 2TS2.cos18O° = -2TS2 

• W1 + W2 = 0 

This principle that the work done by the string is O is called the principle 
of virtual work. 

• Here we are actually using the fact that the work done by the two strings 
on the total system is 0. But that is as good, becuase sum of two zeroes will 
also be zero. 

• 
• 
• 

-TS1 -2 TS2 = 0 

S 1 + 2S2 = 0 

V1 + 2V2 = 0 

• a1 + 2a2 = 0 

T 

I 
I 
I 
I 

L----

l 

T 

--+J 
I-'-& 

Principle of virtual work seems to be more complicated, but once we get an understanding of 
it, it becomes a very easy tool. 

fl~ 51. In the figure shown, the ring starts moving down from rest. What will be the relation 
between the velocity of the ring and the velocity of the block at any position? 

~~ To find the relationship between the velocities of the block and the ring, we will use 
the concept of virtual work. We have already studied that the total work done by tension on a system 
is always zero. Assuming small displacements of the bodies when the angle made by the string is 0 
( displacement is assumed to be small so that the angle made by the string does not change appreciably) 

• 

-TSRcos0-TSB = 0 

SRcos0 + SB = 0 

vRcos0 + vB = 0 
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String Constraint 

When two objects are connected through a string and if the string have the following properties : 

(a) The length of the string remains constant i.e. inextensible string. 

(b) Always remains tight, does not slacks. 

Then the parameters of the motion of the objects along the length of the string and in the direction 
of extension have a definite relation benveen then. 

Steps for String Constraint 

Step 1. Identify all the objects and number of strings in the problem. 

Step 2. Assume variable to represent the parameters of motion such as displacement, velocity 
acceleration etc. 

(i) Object which moves along a line can be specified by one variable. 

(ii) Object moving in a plane are specified by two variables. 

(iii) Objects moving in 3-D requires three variables to represent the motion. 

Step 3. Identify a single string and divide it into different linear sections and write in the equation 
format. .e J+ .e 2+ .e 3+ .e 4+ .e 5+ .e 6 = .e 

Step 4. Differentiate with respect to time 

d .e l + d .e2 + d .e3 + ... =0 
dt dt dt 

df 1 = represents the rate of increment of the portion 1, end points are always in contact with 
dt 

some object so take the velocity of the object along the length of the string d .e 1 = V1 + V? 
dt -

Take positive sign if it tends to increase the length and negative sign if it tends to decrease 
the length. Here + VJ represents that upper end is tending to increase the length at rate VJ and 
lower end is tending to increase the length at rate V2 

Step 5. Repeat all above steps for different-different strings. 

Remember: 

V=v;+v2 
p 2 

a1 +a? 
a=----

P 2 

II~ 52. Find the relation between accelerations of blocks A and B. 

v,! 

S~ The physical property that we can use is the inextensibility of string. 

i.e., ab +be+ cd +de+ ef= constant 

Let at any moment A and B are at distances 

XA and XB from the support as shown in figure. 
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Let us taken gh = £ 1 and ik = £ 2 and express the length 

in equation (i) in terms of XA, X8 , £ 1 and £2. 

we get, 

X8 - £ 1 + be + (X8 - £ 1 - £) + de + (XA - £) = constant 

Here, £r £2, be and de are constant 

2X8 + XA = constant 

let at time /),_f, X8 charge to X8 + AX8 and XA changes to XA - AXA 

[B is assumed to move downward] 

then, 2(X8 + AX8 ) + (XA - AX) = constant 

from (1) and (2) 

2AXB-AXA= 0 

Also, ( 2
~B )-( ~ A )=o 

Also, 

Hence magnitude of acceleration of A is two times magnitude of acceleration of B. 

... (1) 

... (2) 

Here we get the relation between the acceleration by using the inextensibility of string but after 
some practice such relation can easily be written by observation. 

Let us think B moves by a distance x during an interval of time, this will cause movement of pulley 
g by X. an extra length of 2X of string will come to the left of pulley k. This must be coming from right 
side of pulleys. Hence displacement of A will be 2x. On the basic of this discussion we can say if the 
acceleration of block Bis a, then the acceleration of A will be 2a. 

fl~ 53. Two blocks of masses m I and m 2 are attached at the ends of an 
inextensible string which passes over a smooth massless pulley. Ifm1 > m2, find: 

(i) the acceleration of each block 

(ii) the tension in the string. 

~~ The block m I is assumed to be moving downward and the block m2 is 
assumed to be moving upward. It is merely an assumption and it does not imply the 
real direction. If the values of a1 and a2 come out to be positive then only the assumed 
directions are correct; otherwise the body moves in the opposite direction. Since the pulley is smooth 
and massless, therefore, the tension on each side of the pulley is same. 
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The free body diagram of each block is shown in the figure. 

F.B.D. ofm2 F.B.D. ofm1 

T 

m,g 
F.B.D. ofm, 

Applying Newton 's second Law on blocks m 1 and m2 

B1ockm 1 m1g-T=mp 

Block m2 - m$+ T= mp2 

Number of unknowns: T, a1 and a2 (three) 

Number of equations: only two 

T 

m,g 
F.B.D. ofm, 

... (1) 

... (2) 

Obviously, we require one more equation to solve the problem. Note that whenever one finds the 
number of equations less than the number of unknowns, one must think about the constraint relation. 
Now we are going to explain the mathematical procedure for this. 

How to determine Constraint Relation ? 

(1) Assume the direction of acceleration of each block, e.g. a1 (downward) and a2 (upward) in this 
case. 

(2) Locate the position of each block from a fixed point (depending on convenience), e.g. centre 
of the pulley in this case. 

(3) Identify the constraint and write down the equation of constraint in terms of the distance 
assumed. For example, in the chosen problem, the length of string remains constant is the 
constraint or restriction. 

Thus, x 1 + x 2 = constant 

Differentiating both the sides w.r.t. time we get dx1 + dx2 = O 
dt dt 

Each term on the left side represents the velocity of the blocks. 

Since we have to find a relation between accelerations, 

therefore we differentiate it once again w.r.t. time. 

Th d2x1 d2x? -- 0 us -- +---
dt2 dt2 

Since, the block m I is assumed to be moving 

downward (x I is increasing with time) 

d2x 
__ I =+a 
dt2 I 

x, 

m, la, 
Position of each block is located w.r.t. 
centre of the pulley 

and block m2 is assumed to be moving upward (x2 is decreasing with time) 
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d2x2 -
----a 
dt2 2 

Thus a1 - a2 = 0 

or a1 = a2 = a (say) is the required constraint relation. 

Substituting a 1 = a2 = a in equations (I) and (2) and solving them, we get 

. [m1 -m?] .. T [ 2m1m,] (1) a = - g (11) = - g 
m1 +m2 m1 +m2 

/I~ 54. Using constraint method find the relation between accelerations of 1 and 2. 

~~ 

or 

At any instant of time let x1 and x2 be the displacements 

of 1 and 2 from a fixed line (shown dotted). 

Then, x 1 + x2 = constant 

x 1 + x 2 = 1 (length of string) 

Differentiating with respect to time, we have 

v1 + v2 = 0 or v1 = - v2 

Again differentiating with respect to time, we get 

a1 +a2 =0 

m ~=-~ 
This is the required relation between a1 and a2, i.e ., accelerations of 1 and 2 are equal but in 

opposite directions. 

/I~ 55. Find the constraint relation between the acceleration of block 

1, 2 and 3. Their acceleratino are al' a2 and a3 respectively. 

S~ Points 1, 2, 3 and 4 are movable. Let their displacements from a fixed line be 
xl' x2, x3 and x4. We have 

x1 + x4 = £i{length of first string) ... (i) 

and (x 2 - x) + (x 3 - x) = £ 2 (length of second string) 

or x2 + x3 - 2x4 = £2 .. (ii) 

On double, differentiating with respect to time, we get 

a1 + a4 = 0 ... (iii) 

and a2 + a3 - 2a4 = 0 ... (iv) 

But since a4 = -a1 [From equation (iii)] 

We have, a2 + a3 + 2a1 = 0 

This the the required constraint relation between al' a2 and a3. 

X l f --1 -----lx·1 
2 4 X3 

2 3 

/I~ 56. In the shown figure masses of the pulleys and strings as well as friction between the 
string and pulley is negligible. Find the acceleration of the masses m I and m2. 

S~ Let the lengths of the strings passes over A is l 1 and of that passes over B is l 2 from the 
ground level andyA andyB be distance of pulleys. 
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·: y )s constant y 1 + y B = 2y A - 11 = constant 

Differentiating twice this equation w. r. t. time we get 

Similarly 

• 

YB + YB -y2 = /2 • 2yB -y2 = constant 

2d2yB - d2Y2 =0 • 2a =a 
dt2 dt2 s 2 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

Since mass of the pulley is negligible hence net force on it is zero. 

• T1 =2T 

Let all the masses moves up, 

F.B.D. of the masses 

2T T 

Ys 

I d 2 
m, a = ---1:1._ 

2 dt2 

m,g 

Equation of motion 

2T-m15=mp1 

T-m:J5=mp2 
Solving equation (i) and (ii), we get 

(2m2-m1)g = mp1 -2mp2 

·: d 2~2 = 2 d 2
~B Using Eq. (i), (ii) and (v) we get 

d1- d1-

(2m2 - m 1)g = m i<-aB) - 2mi(2aB) 

(m1 -2mJ • QB = - g 
(m1 +4m2 ) 

• 

2(m1 -2m,) • a?= - g 
- (m1 + 4m2 ) 

m,g 

~ 57. A mass of 15 kg and another of mass 6 kg are attached to a pulley system 
as shown. A is a fixed pulley while Bis a movable one. Both are considered light and 
frictionless. 

Find the acceleration of 6 kg mass. 

... (iii) 

... (iv) 

... (v) 
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~~ Tension is the same throughout the string. It is clear that M 1 will 
descend downwards while M2 rises up. If the acceleration of M 1 is a downwards, M2 

will have an acceleration 2a upward. 

Now, M 1g-2T =Mp 

T-M$ =M2.2a 

or, M 1g - 2.M $ = a(M1 + 4M) 

• Ml-2.M2 15-12 3 
a= M 1 + 4M2 g = 15 - 24 g = 39 g 

. a =.K_ . . 13 acceleration of 6 kg mass = 2a = 2g 
13 

~ 58. Two particles of masses m and 2m are placed on a smooth horizontal 
table. A string, which joins them hangs over the edge supporting a light pulley, which 
carries a mass 3m. The two parts of the string on the table are parallel and perpendicular 
to the edge of the table. The parts of the string outside the table are vertical. 

Find the acceleration of the particle of mass 3m. 

~~ Let The the tension in the string; a be the acceleration of the mass 2m; 
2a be the acceleration of mass m. 

T=m.2a 

Th 3 ·11 d .th I . a+ 2a 3a e mass m wt come own wt an acce eratton --= -

3a 
3mg - 2T = 3m.-

2 

9ma 
or 3mg-4ma=--

2 

or 17a =3g 
2 

or 
6 

a=-g 
17 

the acceleration of 3m mass i a = -2.._ g 
2 17 

2 2 

~ 59. Calculate the relation between acceleration ar a2 and a3. ~ ~ 
~~ Let us consider the respective distances of each block as shown 

in figure. Since the length of the string is constant, therfore, 

x1 + x2 + 2x3 = constant 

On differentiation twice w.r.t. time, we get ~A ~~ 

d 2x1 d 2x2 2 d 2x3 0 --+--+ --= 
dt dt 2 dt 2 

Since x I and x 2 are assumed to be decreasing with time, therefore, 
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and x3 is assumed to be increasing with time, therefore, 

d2x3 
-?-=+al 
d1-

Thus,-a1 - a2 + 2a3 = 0 or a1 + a2 = 2a3 

II~ 60. Two blocks A and B are joined together and moving as shown 
in figure. If v 1 and v 2 are the respective speeds of the block A and B block, then 
determine the relation between the two velocities. 

~~ Distances are taken from the centre of the pulley as shown in 
figure. 

Constrain equation: 

Length of the string remains constant. 

'1x12 + h12 + x2 = constant 

Diferentiating both the sides w.r.t. time, we get 

2XI dxl + dx2 = 0 

2'1 x1
2 + h1

2 dt dt 

~A "-

.......................... 

h,1 
~A 

Since the ball moves so as to increase x 1 with time and block moves so as to decrease x2 with 
time, therefore 

also, 

Thus, 

or 

dxl d dx2 -=+van -=-v 
dt I dt 2 

x1 = cos0 
fx2 + h2 "\J I I 

v1 cos0-v2 = 0 

v2 = v1 cos0 

Alternatively, the problem can be solved vaery easily ifwe look at the problem 
from a different viewpoint; i.e. velocity of any two points along the string is 
same. 

Obviously, from the figure. 

vJcose = v2 

V 1COS'L 

~ 61. In the figure shown, a rod of length £ is inclined at an angle 0 with the + 
floor against a smooth wall. If the rod A moves instantaneoulsy with vr calculate the v, 

velocity of end B. 

~~ Let us assume the distance of A and B from Oas xA and x8 

From !iOAB 

differentiating the equation w.r.t. time 



dx dx 2x _ A +2x _B =0 • 
A dt B dt 

from equation dx A = -v1 
dt 

Velocity of end B = v1tan0 

• 
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f!_--,r,,te. 62. In the given figure blocks A and B are moving as shown in figure. Calculate relation 
between their velocities. 

(A) 

(A) Length of the string 

2.Jh 2 +x1
2 +x2 =L 

differentiating w.r.t. time 

2XI dxl + dx2 = 0 
.Jh2 + x 12 dt dt 

(B) 

• 2cos0(-u)+v=O • 

(B) Length of the string 

V 
U=---

2.Jx1
2 + h1

2 + 2x2 = L 

Differentiating w.r.t. time 

2XI dxl + 2. dx2 = 0 

.J x12 + hl2 dt dt 

- ( cos0)u + v = 0 • 

2cos0 

V 
U=--

COS0 

f!_--,r,,te. 63. Using constraint equations find the relation between acceleration of 1 and 2. -...-• 

~~ Points 1, 2, 3 and 4 are movable. Let their displacements 

from a fixed line be x r x 2, x 3 and x 4 

x1+x3 = £1 

(x1 -x) + (x4 -x) = £ 

(x1 -x;> + (x2 -x;> = £3 
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On double differentiating with respect to time, 

we will get following three constraint relations : 

a1 + a3 = 0 ... (i) 

a1 +a4 -2a3 =0 ... (ii) 

a2 + a2 - 2a4 = 0 ... (iii) 

Solving equation (i), (ii) and (iii), we get 

a2 =-1a1 

fl~ 64. A smooth ring A of mass m can slide on a fixed horizontal 
rod. A string tied to the ring passes over a fixed pulley B and carries a block C 
of mass 2m as shown in figure. At an instant the string between the ring and 
the pulley makes an angle 0 with the rod (a) show that if the ring slides with 
a speed v, the block decends with speed vcos0 (b) with what acceleration 
will the ring start moving if the system is released from rest with 0 = 60°. 

~~ (a) Let at some instant of time, 

AD = x and BC = y 

-.v 

and if 1 = length of string, length AB at this instant will be (£ - y). Distance DB (= d) is 
here constant. x 

----•10 
In MBD, (£ -y)2 =x2 + d1-

Differentiating w.r.t. to time, we have 

2(£ -y{-!)=2x(!)+o ... (i) 

or ... (ii) 

Here dy = speed of block C 
dt 

( - dx) = speed of ring A = v (given) and _x_ = cos 0 
& £-y 

speed of block C = vcos0 

(b) Again differentiating Eq. (i) w.r.t. time, we have 

(£ - y)(- d2y) + (dy)2 = x(d2x) + (dx)2 ... (iii) 
dt 2 dt dt 2 dt 

When the system is released from rest at the initial moment. 

dy=dx=O 
dt dt 

Th ~ E ... d ( d2y) x (d2x) ere1ore, q. (111) re uces to, --?- = -- --? 

dr £-y dt-

d 

R 1 
2a 

.T C i 
mg 2mg 

FBD ofring FBD ofC 
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or lacl = la)cos0 or I ac I= I; I 

So, if ac = a, then aA = 2a 

Equation of motion for ring is, Tcos60° = m(2a) 

or T= 4ma ... (iv) 

For block C equation of motion is, 

2mg-T= 2ma ... (v) 

Solving Eq. (v) and (iv), 

acceleration of the ring at the initial moment = 2a = 2g/3. 

fl~ 65. Consider the situation shown in figure the block B 
moves on a frictionless surface, while the coefficient of friction 
between A and the surface on which it moves is 0.2. Find the 
acceleration with which the masses move and also the tension in 
the strings. (g = I O m/s2) 

S~ Let a be the acceleration with which the masses 

4~ 8~ 

0 ]U:0t 0 ... , ---~,rt 't--,-, --------., 

C 
20kg 

move and TI and T2 be the tensions in left and right strings. Friction on mass A is µmg = 8N. Then 
equations of motion of masses A, B and C are 

For mass A TI - 8 = 4a ... (i) 

For mass B T2 = 8a ... (ii) 

For mass C 200 - TI - T2 = 20a ... (iii) 

Adding the above three equations, we get 32a = 192 

or a= 6 m/s2 

Form equation (i) and (ii), we have 

T2 =48N 

and 

fl~ 66. Find the acceleration of the body of mass m2 in the arrangement 
shown in figure. If the mass m 2 is 11 times great as the mass m r and the angle 
that the inclined plane forms with the horizontal is equal to 0. The mass of the 
pulleys and threads, as well as the friction, are assumed to be negligible. 

~~ Here, by constraint relation we can see that the acceleration of 
m 2 is two times that of m r So, we assume if m I is moving up the inclined 
plane with an acceleration a, the acceleration of mass m2 going down is 
2a. The tension in different strings are shown in figure. 

The dynamic equations can be written as 

For mass m I 2T - m Igsin0 = m p ... (i) 
For mass m2 m$- T = mi<2a) ... (ii) 

Substituting m2 = 11m I and solving equation (i) and (ii), we get 

Acceleration of m = 2a = 2g(211 - sine) 
z 411 + I 
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fl~ 67. Neglect friction. Find acceleration of m, 2m and 3m as 
shown in the figure. The wedge is fixed 

~~ Writing equaiton of motion, 

T-N = 3ma1 

N = 2ma1 

2mg-T = 2ma2 

T 

.. • 

3m 

~ 
T- mg =ma 

2 3 

N ----.a, T 
~mgsin30° 

=mg/2 

Total length L = x1 + x2 + X 3 FBD of3m 

differtiation twice w.r.t. time 

0 =-a1+a2-a3 

From constraint equation, 

a2 = a1 + a3 

2mg 
FBD of2m 

We have five unknowns. Solving the above five equations we get 

3 19 13 
ai = 17g, a2 = 34 g, a3 = 34 g 

FBDofm 

Acceleration of m = a3 = ~ g , acceleration of 2m = .J a1
2 + a~ = ./397 g 

34 - 34 

and acceleration of 3m = a1 = 2_ g 
17 

fl~ 68. A system of three masses m r m2 and m3 are shown in the figure. The 
pulleys are smooth and massless; the strings are massless and inextensible. 

(i) Find the tensions in the strings. 

(ii) Find the acceleration of each mass. 

~~ All the blocks are assumed to be moving downward and the free body 
diagram of each block is shown in figure. 

F.B.D. m3 F.B.D. m2 

T, T, 

m3g m,g 

F.B.D.m 1 

T, 

m,g 

F.B.D. of pulley 

T, T, 

m, 
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Applying Newton's Second Law to 

Block m1 • m1g-T1 = mp1 

Blockm2: m$-T1=mp2 

Block m 3• m $ - T2 = m p 3 
Pulley: T2 = 2T1 

Number of unknowns ar a2, a3, T1 and T2 (Five) 

Number of equations: Four 

The constraint relation among accelerations 

can be obtained as follows 

For upper string 

For lower string 

x3+xo=c1 

x2-x)+(x1-x) =c2 
x2+x1-2x0 =c2 

Eliminating x 0 from the above two relations, 

we get x1 + x1 + 2x3 = 2c1 + c2 = constant. 

Differentiating twice with respect to time, 

we get 
d2x1 d2x2 2 d2x3 - 0 
--+--+ ---
dt2 dt2 dt 2 

or a1+a2+2a3=0 

Solving equations (I) to (5), we get 

(i) 

(ii) 

T = [ 4m1m2m3 ] g . T = 2T 
I 4 ( ) '2 1 m1m2 +m3 m1 +m2 

[ 3m1m3 - m,m3 - 4m1m,] 
a2 = 4m1m2 + ~3 (m1 + mi)- g 

[ 4m1m, -m3(m1 +m,)] 
a3 = 4m1m: +m3(m1 +m:) g 

... (1) 

... (2) 

... (3) 

... (4) 

... (5) 

II~ 69. The figure shows one end of a string being pulled down at 
constant velocity v. Find the velocity of mass 'm' as a function of 'x'. 

~~ Using constraint equation 

2.Jx2 + b2 + y = length of string= constant i 
Differentiating w.r.t. time: 

2 (dx) (dy) 2x - + - =O 
2.Jx2 +b2 . dt dt 

y 

l 

m, 

l 

1 

l 
X 

1 
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(~) =v:. (:) = -;x ✓x2 +b2 

fl~ 70. The figure shows mass m moves with velocity u. Find 
the velocity of ring at that moment. Ring is restricted to move on smooth 
rod. 

V =-U
R cos0 ' 

VR=2u 

fl._--,,1,e 71. Two masses m 1 and m2 are connected by means of a light string, 
that passes over a light pulley as shown in the figure. If m 1 = 2kg and m 2 = 5kg and 
a vertical force Fis applied on the pulley then find the acceleration of the masses 
and that of the pulley when 

(a) F=35N (b) F=70N (c) F=140N 

S~ Since string is massless and friction is absent hence tension in the 
string is same, every where. 

(a) Let acceleration of the pulley be a . For 
p 

F .B D of the pulley 

(b) 

a to be non zero. F~ 2T 
p 

also T~ m$ 

• T~ 2g 

From (1) and (2), we get 

F~ 2 x (2g) • F ~ 40 N 

Therefore when F = 35 N 

aP = 0 and hence a1 = a2 = 0. 

as mass of the pulley is negligible 

F-2T=0 • T=F/2 • T=35N 

to lift m2 

Therefore block m 2 will not move 

F.B.D ofm 1 

• T-m 1g=mp1 

• 15 = 2a1 

15 ? • a1 =-ml s-
2 

Constraint equation y + y - y 1 = constant 
p p 

... (1) 

... (2) 

p 

F 

T T 

F 
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• 2yp-yl = C 

d 2 d' • 2 ~ - ---2L = 0 
dt 2 dt 2 

• 

(c) WhenF= 140N 

T=70N 

F.B.D. ofm 1 

• T-m 1g=mp1 

• 70N-20N=2xa1 

• a1 = 25 m/s2 

T-m:15=mp2 

• 70N-50N=5a2 

• a2 = 4 m/s2 

Constraint equation 

Yp -y2 +yp -yl = C 

d2 ' ' • 2~- d-yl - d-y2 =0 
dt2 dt2 dt 2 

Wedge Constraint 

Conditions: 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

2y -y -y = C 
p 2 I 

• a = a1 + a2 = 29 m I s2 
p 2 2 

(i) There is a regular contact between two objects. 

(ii) Objects are rigid. 

F 

The relative velocity perpendicular to the contact plane of the two rigid objects is always zero if there 
is a regular contact between the objects. Wedge constraint is applied for each contact. 

V, 

V, = V, sine 

)0 
G{_~V,sin0 

~~~t=ct _ _ ~ _________ _ 

In other words, Components of velocity along perpendicular direction to the contact plane of the two 
objects is always equal if there is no deformations and they remain in contact. 

When two or more bodies are connected and their motion are related to 
maintain connection. e.g. if we have a block kept on incline plane and we want the 
block to maintain contact with it. The block can not have velocity and acceleration 
in direction perpendicular to the incline. 

If we have two block kept touching each other on horizontal surface as shown then they must have 
same velocity and acceleration to maintain the contact 
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i\=v2 v1 • v2 

iii = ii2 iii • ii2 

If we keep a block on wedge which can move then again constraint is defined in refrence frame 
attached to wedge. The block can not have any acceleration 'y' direction in refrance frame attaced to 
wedge. 

[ in ground frame] [in frame attached to wedge) 

2L 
id . : 

II~ 72. Find relation between velocity and acceleration of rod and wedge. 

or say in normal direction VA, = V8 , 

Lets imagine what happens when wedge is pushed towards left. 

We make a suporimposing diagram on the initial diagram. 

-~-~~ __ ... -----~ -X 

Here there are three constraints involved (a) The wedge can move only horizontally (b) the rod can 
move only vertically (c) the rod and wedge to have remain in contact thus their motion to be related 
using geometry. 

We can see that when wedge moves x along horizontal direction rod rises by y. 

tan e = y • y = X tan e hence VR = V tan e differentiating and aR = a tan e 
X w w 

Explanatory Notes on Constraint Equation 

When two bodies are connected by inextensible rope then their motion is interdependent if we want 
rope to remain taut. If we connect two block as shown in diagram and pull block B towards right the 
block A must cover same distance as B to keep string tight. 
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Although if we push B towards left there is no constraint relation as string will slack. 
If A & B are connected by rod then A will have to move as B is moving in both the above cases. 
Along the string ~ = V8 . 

Check Your Skill 

If velocity of A is 2 ms-1 downwards what is the velocity of B. 

(a) (c) 

A 

Consider first the very simple system of two interconnected particles A and B shown in fig. 
Although it can be shown by inspection that the horizontal motion of A is twice the vertical motion 
of B, we will use this example to illustrate the method of analysis which will use for more complex 
situations where the results cannot be easily reached by inspection. 

-, 
b 

t 
y 

_! 

Clearly, the motion of B is the same as that of the centre of its pulley, so we establish position 
coordinates x and y measured from a convenient fixed reference. The total length of the cable is 

nr, 
L = x + -- + 2y + nr + b 

2 1 

With L, r2, rr and ball constant, the first and second time derivatives of the equation give 

0 = x + 2y or 

0 = x + 2ji or O = aA + 2a8 

The velocity and acceleration constraint equations indicate that, for the coordinates selected, the 
velocity of A must have a sign which is opposite to that of the velocity of B, and similarly for the 
accelerations. 

fl~ 73. vR = vel. of ring 

vM = vel. of block 

Method 1: Total length = .JL2 + y 2 + x = y .!!}:__ + dx 
.JL2 + y 2 dta dt 

k{lix 
L M 

A 0 
---- .. y 14 y ~, 
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=-cos0v +v [dy=-v] 
R M dt R 

VM= +VRCOS0 

Method 2: Wrong method 

This point A has vel. equal to v M along string ring has vel. component along y axis 

VR =vMCOS0 

correct method 

point A doesn ' t has along string 

vA = vR and its along string 

String is VR COS 0 = VM 

fl~ 74. Find velocity vector ofm 1 ifm2 is pulled with constant velocity 
v2 =2m/s. 

~~ This problem involves two constraints. One involves the rope 
and other is involves m 1 and m2 remaining in constact with each V2 other. _....._. ____ ___. __ _ 

These two constraints can be understood easily ifwe shift our refrence 
frame to the wedge. 

By doing this we will be able to simplify motion of block m 1 and thus 
solve constraint of rope easily. 

In refrence frame of attached to wedge wall will move horizontally 
towards right with speed V2 as shown. 

Thus it can be easily deduced that m 1 will move with velocity v2 upwards. But 
this is velocity of m 1 on frame attached to m 2 using relation ship of net motion 

we can get i\ as shown 

Solving we get, Ii\ I= v2 

We can check that this velocity vector satisfies condition of m 1 having no component 
of velocity perpendicular to incline with respect to the wedge. 

f!_--,r,1,e, 75. If V2 = 2m/s upwards; 

VP = 1 m/s upwards 

Find the velocity of block 1 and block 3? 

• 
• 
• 

v2 - vp = vp - v3 
V3 = 0 

V =-V = 1 m/s -I, I p 

p 

f!_--,r,te. 76. A rod of mass 2m moves vertically downward on the surface of wedge of mass as 
shown in figure. Find the relation between velocity of rod and that of the wedge at any instant. 
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~~ Using wedge constraint. 

Component of velocity of rod along perpendicular to inclined surface 
is equal to velocity of wedge along that direction. 

U COS 0 = V sin 0 

u 
- =tan0 
V 

u =vtan0 

fl~ 77. In the above solved example, find a relation between acceleration ofrod to that of the wedge. 

~~ arod = awedge tan0. 

Newton's Law for a System 

F'.x, = Net external force on the system. 

mr m2, m3 are the masses of the objects of the system and 

ii1 , ii2 , ii3 are the acceleration of the objects, respectively. 

~ 78. The block of mass m slides on a wedge of mass 'm ' which 
is free to move on the horizontal ground. Find the accelerations of wedge 
and block. (All surfaces are smooth). 

~~ Let a • acceleration of wedge 

b • acceleration of block with respect to wedge //~/Ill 

Taking block and wedge as a system and applying Newton's law in the horizontal direction 

L. 
0 =ma+ m(a - b cos 0) ... (i) 

here' a' and' b' are two unknowns, so for making second equation, we draw F.B.D. ofblock. 

F.B.D of block. 

Using Newton' s second law along inclined plane 

mg sin 0 = m ( b - a cos0) ... (ii) 

Now solving equations (1) and (2) we will get 

mgsin0cos0 gsin0cos0 
a=-----=----

m(l + sin 2 0) (1+sin 2 0) 

and b = 2gsin0 
(1+sin 2 0) 
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So in vector form: 

_ ~ (gsin0cos0) ~ a = ar = ---- 1 
wedge I + sin 2 e 

a block= (a - b cos0) t - b sine} 

_ gsin0cos0 ~ 2gsin 20 A 

a block = (I + Sin 2 0) I - (1 + Sin 2 0) j 

~ 79. For the arrangement shown in figure when the system 
is released, find the acceleration of wedge. Pulley and string are ideal 
and friction is absent. 

~~ Considering block and wedge as a system and using 
Newton 's law for the system along x-direction. 

r ________ -~system 
,,......~+---+ T 

a 

T =Ma+ m (a - b cos 0) ... (i) 

F.B.D ofm along the inclined plane 

mg sin 0 - T = m ( b - a cos 0) ... (ii) 

using string constraint equation. 

£1 + £2 = constant 

d2£1 d 2£ 2 - 0 
--+-- -
dt dt 

b-a =O 

Solving above equations (i),(ii) & (iii) , we get 

mgsin0 
a=------

M + 2m(l-cos0) 

N 

~ 80. In the system shown in figure, the block A is released from rest. Find: 

Lx 

mg 

N 

mg 



(i) the acceleration of both blocks 'A' and 'B'. 

(ii) Tension in the string. 

(iii) Contact force between 'A' and 'B'. 

s~ (i) g t - g} g t (ii) 2mg 
3 3 ' 3 3 

( ... ) mg 
111 -

3 

• NEWTON'S LAW FOR NON-INTERTIAL FRAME 

ftReal + FP,eudo = mii 
Net sum ofreal and pseudo force is taken in the resultant force. 

ii = Acceleration of the particle in the non inertial frame 

ft =-mii Pseudo Frame 
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Pseudo force is always directed opposite to the direction of the acceleration of the frame. 

Pseudo force is an imaginary force and there is no action-reaction for it. So it has nothing to 
do with Newton's Third Law. 

Reference Frame 

A frame of reference is basically a coordinate system in which motion of object is analyzed. There are 
two types of reference frames. 

(a) Inertial reference frame: Frame ofreference moving with constant velocity. 

(b) Non-inertial reference frame: A frame ofreference moving with non-zero acceleration. 

• PESUDO FORCE 

Motion in Accelerated Frames: Till now we have restricted ourselves to apply Newton's laws of 
motion, only to describe observations that are made in an inertial frame of reference. In this part, 
we learn how Newton's laws can be applied by an observer in a noninertial reference frame. For 
example,consider a block kept on smooth surface of a compartment of train. 

If the train acclerates, the block accelerates toward the back of the train.We may conclude based on 
Newton's second law F = ma that a force is acting the block to cause it to accelerate, but the Newton's 
second law is not applicable from this non-inertial frame. So we can not relate observed accleration 
with the Force acting on the block. 

Ifwe still want to use Newton's second law we need to apply a psuedo force, acting in backward 
direction, ie opposite to the aceleration of noninertial reference frame. This force explains the motion 
of block towards the back of car. The fictious force is equal to -ma, where a is the acceleration of the 
non inertial reference frame. Fictitious force appears to act on an object in the same way as a real force, 
but real forces are always interactions between two objects. On the other hand there is no second object 
for a fictitious force. 

~ 81. A small ball of mass m hangs by a cord from the ceiling of a compartment of a train that 
is accelerating to the right as shown in following figure. Analyze the situations for two observers A & B. 
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S~ The observer A on the ground, is inertial Frame. He sees the compartment is accelerating 
and knows that the deviation of the cord provides the ball, required horizontal force. The non-inertial 
observer on the compartment, can not see the car' s motion so that he is not aware of its acceleration. 
Because he does not know of this acceleration, he will say that Newton' s second law is not valid as the 
object has net horizontal force (the horizontal component of tension) but no horizontal acceleration. 

• 

F fic1itious -

• 
---+a 

(a) 

Non-inertial observer 

0 

(b) 

Inertial 
observer 

For the inertial observer, ball has a net force in the horizontal direction and is in equilibrium in the 
vertical direction. For the noninertial observer, we apply fictitious force towards left and consider it to 
be in equilibirium. 

According to the inertial observer A, the ball experience two forces, T exerted by the cord and the 
weight. 

Apply Newton 's second law in in horizontal and vertical direction we get 

Inertial observer Tsin0 -mg = 0 

Tcos0 =ma 

According to the noninertial observer B riding in the car (Fig. b), the ball is always at rest and so 
its acceleration is zero. The noninertial observer applies a fictitious force in the horizontal direction of 
magnitude ma towards left. This fictious force balances the horizontal component of T and thus the net 
force on the ball is zero. 

Apply Newton 's second law in horizontal and vertical direction we get 

Noninertial observer Tsin0 -mg= 0 

Tcos0-ma = 0 

These expressions are equivalent to Equations (1) and (2). 
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The noninertial observer B obtains the same equations as the inertial observer. The physical 
explanation of the cord 's deflection, however, differs in the two frames of reference. 

fl._--,,,1,e 81. A pendulum is hanging from a ceiling of a car having an acceleration ~ 
a0 with respect to the road. Find the angle made by the string with vertical at ~-+iio 

equilibrium. 

S~ The situation is shown in figure. Suppose the mass of bob ism and the string makes 
an angle 0 with vertical, the forces on the bob in the car frame (non-inertial frame) are indicated. The 
forces are 

(i) Tension in the string 

(ii) mg vertically downwards mao•········ •·······• Tsin0 

mg 
(iii) ma0 in the direction opposite to the 

motion of car (pseudo frame). 

Writing the equation of equilibrium 

[FBD of bob w.r. t. car] 

a 
tan0 = __Q_ 

g 

Tsin0 = ma0 

Tcos0 =mg 

the string is making an angle tan-1 ( ~) with vertical at equilibrium. 

fl~ 83. A block slides down from top of a smooth inclined plane of elevation 

~e ia. 
0 fixed in an elevator going up with an acceleration a0. The base of incline has 
length L. 

Find the time taken by the block to reach the bottom. ~ 
S~ Let us solve the problem in the elevator frame. The free body force 14 

diagram is shown. The forces are 

(i) N normal to the plane 

(ii) mg acting vertically down 

(iii) ma0 (pseudo force). 

L 
~I 

If a is the acceleration of the body with respect to incline, taking components of forces parallel to 
the incline 

mgsin0 + maaSin0 = ma a= (g + a;)sin0 

This is the acceleration with respect to elevator. 

The distance traveled is L/cos0. If t is the time for reaching the bottom of incline 

~ = 0 + .!..(g + a.) sin e.t2 
cos0 2 

[ 2L ] 1
'
2 

t = (g + a.) sine cos e 
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fl~ 84. All the surfaces shown in figure are assumed to be 
frictionless. The block of mass m slides on the prism which in tum slides 
backward on the horizontal surface. Find the acceleration of prism and 
acceleration of the smaller block with respect to the prism. 

S~ Let the acceleration of the prism be a0 in the backward 
direction. Consider the motion of the smaller block from the frame of the 
prism. The forces on the block are 

(i) N normal force, 

(ii) mg downward (gravity), 

(iii) ma0 forward (psuedo). 

····•..... ma 
··· .... rEN 

•••••••••••••••• 0 

mg 

The block slides down the plane. Components of the forces parallel to the incline give 

ma0 cose + mg sine = ma 

or a = a0 cose + g sine ... (i) 

Components of the force perpendicular to the incline give 

N + ma0 sine= mg cose ... (ii) 

Now consider the motion of the prism from the lab frame. No pseudo force is needed as the frame 
used is inertial. The forces are 

(i) Mg downward, 

(ii) N normal to the incline (by the block) 

(iii) N' upward (by the horizontal surface). 

Horizontal components give, 

Nsin e =Ma0 or N=Majsin e ... (iii) 

Putting in (ii) 

Ma mgsinecose 
-_-0 + mao sine= mg cos e or ao = -----
sm e M + msin 2 e 

F (.) mgsinecos 2 e . e (M +m)gsine rom 1 a = , + g sm = __ ____c....c.._ __ 

M + m sin - e M + m sin 2 e 

fl._--,,,1,e 85. In the shown figure the wedge A is fixed to the ground. The 
prism B of mass Mand the block C of mass m is placed as shown. Find the 
acceleration of the block C w.r.t. B when the system is set free. Neglect any 
friciton. 

Let a be the acceleration of B towards, then 

F.B.D. of C relative to B. 

• 
• 

mg - N - masin a = 0, as C is always in contact with B. 

N= mg-ma sin a ... (i) 

and ma cos a =ma', where a' = acceleration of C relative to B 

a' =a cos a ... (ii) 
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F.B.DofB 

Along the incline 

• Mgsina +Nsina =Ma 

Putting the value of N from (i), we get 

• Mg sina + mg sina - ma sin2a = Ma 

(M +m)gsina • a ? 

M +msin-a 

"' . ("") , (M +m)gsinacosa 1rom equation 11 , a = . 1 

M +msm-a 

... (iii) 

fl_;!IUll/lte 86. In the figure, a bar of mass m is on the smooth inclined 
face of the wedge of mass M , the inclination to the horizontal being 
0. The wedge is resting on a smooth horizontal plane. Assuming the 
pulley P to be smooth and the string is light and inextensible. Find the 
acceleration of M. 

Assume thatM and mare always in contact. 

Nsina~, Ncosa 

Mgsina 
Mgcosa 

Mg 

~~ Here, it can be easily shown that if wedge moves toward right by a distance x, the small 
bar will travel equal distance x on the inclined plane of wedge. Thus, acceleration of wedge towards 
right (w.r.t. ground) a is equal to the acceleration ofbar along incline on wedge a, (w.r.t. wedge). As the 
free body diagram of bar is drawn with respect to wedge, a pseudo force has been shown in its FBD. 

T~: 
Mg 

FBDofM 

Let T = tension in the string 

N 1 = normal reaction between bar and wedge 

N2 = normal reaction between wedge and ground 

Motion equation for M 

Along the horizontal T + N1sin0 - Tsin0 = Ma 

FBDofm 

... (1) 

There is no need of writing equation in vertical direction, as no motion of it is in vertical direction. 

Motion equation for m 

Along the plane macose + mgsin0 - T = ma ... (2) 

Normal to planeN1 + masin0 = mgcos0 ... (3) 

Substituting the value of T and N 1 from equation (2) and (3) in equation (1 ), we get 

mgsin0 
a=-------

M +2m(l-cos0) 
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fl~ 87. A lift having a simple pendulum attached with its ceiling is moving upward 
with constant acceleration 'a' . What will be the tension in the string of pendulum with 
respect to a boy inside the lift and a boy standing on earth, mass of bob of simple pendulum j 
ism. 

F.B.D. of bob (with respect to ground) 

T-mg =ma 

T=mg+ma ... (i) 

With respect to boy inside the lift, the acceleration of bob is zero. 

So he will write above equation in this manner. 

T-mg =m(O). 

'a' 

ma 

mg 

T=mg mg ( extra force) 

.. 

He will tell the value of tension in string is mg. But this is 'wrong'. To correct his result, 
he makes a free body diagram in this manner, and uses Newton's second law. 

T=mg+ma ... (ii) 

By using this extra force, equations (i) and (ii) give the same result. This extra force 
is called pseudo force. This pseudo force is used when a problem is solved with a 
accelerating frame (Non-inertial) 

(.~ NOTE 

Magnitude of Pseudo force = mass of system x acceleration of frame of reference. 

Direction of Force 

Opposite to the direction of acceleration of frame of reference, (not in the direction of motion of frame 
of reference) 

~ 88. A box is moving upward with retardation 'a' < g, find the direction 
and magnitude of" pseudo force" acting on block of mass 'm ' placed inside the box. 
Also calculate normal force exerted by surface on block 

~~ Pseudo force acts opposite to the direction of acceleration of reference 
frame. 

pseudo force = ma in upward direction 

F.B.D of 'm ' w.r.t. box (non-inertial) 

(Pseudo 
force) 

mg 

N +ma= mg 
N = mg-ma 
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II~ 89. All surfaces are smooth in the adjoining figure. Find F such that ~ 
block remains stationary with respect to wedge. '? 

F F M 
S~ Accelerationof(block+wedge)isa= ( ) ~)/777 

M+m 

Let us solve the problem by using both 
frames. 

From inertial frame of reference (Ground) 

F.B.D. of block w.r.t. ground (Apply real 
forces): 

with respect to ground block is moving with 
an acceleration 'a' . 

"I,F = 0 
y • 

and "I. F, = ma • 
From Eqs. (i) and (ii) 

Ncos 0 =mg 

Nsin 0 =ma 

a =gtane 

F=(M+m)a 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

= (M + m) g tan 0 

From non-inertial frame of reference (Wedge): 

F.B.D. of block w.r.t. wedge (real forces+ pseudo force) 

w.r.t. wedge, block is stationary 

LF = 0 • N cos 0 = mg 
y 

LF=O • Nsin 0 =ma 
X 

... (iii) 

... (iv) 

From Eqs. (iii) and (iv) , we will get the same result 

i.e. F=(M+m)gtane. 

II~ 90. A block of mass 2 kg is kept at rest on a big box moving 
with velocity 2i and having acceleration -3i + 4} m/s2. Find the value 

of 'Pseudo force ' acting on block with respect to box. 

ft =-ma = -2(-3t + 4;".) 
frame 

F= 6i -8} . 
/ 

z" 

'ma' 

(pseudo 
force) 

II~ 91. Find the acceleration of rod A and wedge B in the arrangement shown 
in fig. if the mass of rod equal that of the wedge and the friction between all contact 
surfaces is negligible. Take angle of wedge as 45°. 

mg 

y 
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4
dsB/✓2 

dsB 

dsB/✓2 

Perpendicular to the plane of contact displacement must be same. 

dsB _ dsA 
✓2 - ✓2 

dsB = dsA 

Differentiating, as= aA 

mg-N/✓2 =ma 

N/✓2 =ma 

mg=2ma 

• a=g/2] 

... (1) 

... (2) 

fl~ 92. There is no friction at any contact. Wedge is free to A 
0 

~m,2 move Find force acting on wedge due to block. Also find acceleration of 
wedge. 

S~ Students may want to directly reach to conclusion that answer 
ism$ cos 0. Explain that it is being solved in refrence frame of wedge which 
may beacclerating. Horizontal component of normal contact force applied by block on wedge will 
accelerate the wedge. Thus refrence frame attached to wedge is non-inertial refrence frame. 

Acceration vector of block in ground frame is sum of acceleration of wedge and acceleration of 
block w.r.t. wedge (ab",) 

Consider F.B.D of wedge. Take horizontal component of normal contact force and apply Newton's 
2nd Law 

Nsin 0 =m2 aw 

Consider F.B.D. of block and acceleration vector of block, Take horizontal and vertical component 
of forces and acceleration and apply Newton's second law. 

a_. = ablw COS 0 - aw 

ay = ablw Sin 0 

N sine= ml (ablwcos e -a) 

m 1 g- N cos e = m 1 (ablw sin 0) 
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----"---'-"---+-....,.....--''--- -

--- aw 
Mg N 

I 

Solving we get 

N= m1m2gcos0 a = m1gcos0sin0 a = (m1 +m2 )gsin0 
(m2 + m1 Sin 2 0) ' w (m2 + m1 Sin 2 0) ' blw (m1 Sin 2 0 + m2 ) 

fl_;!IUll/lte 93. The acceleration of the blocks (A) and (B) respectively in situation shown 
in the figure is: (pulleys and strings are massless) 

(A) 2 g downward, g upward 
7 7 

(B) 2 g downward, g upward 
3 3 

10 5 g 
(C) - g downward, - upward 

13 13 
(D) none of these 

[Ans. (A)] 

~~ The F.B.D. of block A and Bare from constraint, the acceleration of A & Bare '2a' and 
'a' respectively. Applying Newton 's second law to blocks A and B, we get 

4g-T = 4 (2a) ... (i) 

2T- 5g = 5(a) ... (ii) 

solving we get acceleration of A and B as 2g downward, g upward 
7 7 

~·~ 
4g 

respectively. 

fl_;!IUll/lte 94. A particle has initial velocity, v = 3i + 4 Janda constant force ft = 4i - 3 J acts on 

the particle. The path of the particle is: 
(A) straight line 
(C) circular 
[Ans. (B)] 

(B) parabolic 
(D) elliptical 

fl~ 95. In the figure shown the acceleration of A is, a A = 15 i + 15 J then the acceleration of B 

is: (A remains in contact with B) 

(A) 6t 

(C) -IOi 

[Ans. (D)] 

L 
(B) -15i 

(D) -5i 
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fl~ 96. Two blocks A and B of masses m & 2m respectively are held at rest 
such that the spring is in natural length. Find out the accelerations of both the blocks 
just after release. 

(A) g !, g ! 

(C) 0, 0 
[Ans. (A)] 

(B) ! !, ! j 
(D) g!, 0 

fl~ 97. A bob is hanging over a pulley inside a car through 
a string. The second end of the string is in the hand of a person 
standing in the car. The car is moving with constant acceleration 'a' 
directed horizontally as shown in figure. Other end of the string is 
pulled with constant acceleration ' a ' vertically. The tension in the 
string is equal to 

(A) m ✓g2 +a 2 

(C) m ✓g2 +a 2 + ma 

[Ans. (C)] 

(B) m ✓g 2 +a 2 -ma 

(D) m(g + a) 

~~ (Force diagram in the frame of the car) 

Applying Newton's law perpendicular to string 

mg sine = ma cos e 

a 
tane = -

g 

Applying Newton's law along string 

• T-m ✓g2 +a2 =maT=m ✓g2 +a2 +ma 

m 

fl._--,,,1,e 98. Two springs are in a series combination and are attached to a block of 
mass 'm' which is in equilibrium. The spring constants and the extensions in the springs 
are as shown in the figure. Then the force exerted by the spring on the block is: 

kl k, k k (A) ---- (x + x ) (B) x 1 + x2 k +k 1 2 r r 
I 2 

(C) kh (D) None of these 
[Ans. (C)] 

s~ Tension in both springs are same i.e. klx2 = k2x2 = force exerted by lower 
spring on the block. 

~ 99. Inside a horizontally moving box, an experimenter finds that when an 

car -
a 

object is placed on a smooth horizontal table and is released, it moves with an acceleration of 10 m/s2. 

In this box if I kg body is suspended with a light string, the tension in the string in equilibrium position. 
(w.r.t. experimenter) will be. (Take g = 10 m/s2) 
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(A) 10 m/s2. (B) 10✓2 m/s2 (C) 20 m/s2. 

[Ans. (B)] 

~~ Acceleration of box= 10 m/s2 

Inside the box forces acting on bob are shown in the 
figure 

T= ✓(mg)2 +(ma)2 = 10✓2.N 

II~ 100. Two blocks 'A ' and 'B ' each of mass 'm ' are placed 
on a smooth horizontal surface. Two horizontal force F and 2F are 
applied on the 2blocks 'A ' and 'B ' respectively as shown in figure. 
The block A does not slide on block B. Then the normal reaction 
acting between the two blocks is: 

(A) F 

[Ans. (D)] 

(B) F/2 (C) ..f_ 
✓3 

Acceleration of two mass system is a= ..f_ leftward 
2m 

FBD of block A 

N cos 60° - F = ma = mF solving N = 3 F 
2m 

T 

(D) zero 

r+---- ma(Pseudo force) 

mg 

A B 

~ 
(D) 3F 

4 6~ 30° 

II~ 101. The system starts from rest and A attains a velocity of 5 m/s after it has moved 5 m 
towards right. Assuming the arrangement to be frictionless every where and pulley & strings to be 
light, the value of the force F applied on A is: 

(A) 50N 
[Ans. (B)] 

v2 25 
a=-=- =2.5m/s2 

2s 10 

For 6 kg: F - 2T = 6a 

For 2 kg: T - 2g = 2 (2 a) 

From (1) & (2) F= 75 N 

(C) 100N (D) 96N 

2T ---+a --.,.,- .. \ . . 
--...-~,. ........ "~===m\l=~ 

it 
2g 
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fl~ 102. A collar 'B' of mass 2 kg is constrained to move along 
a horizontal smooth and fixed circular track of radius 5 m. The spring 
lying in the plane of the circular track and having spring constant 200 
Nim is undeformed when the collar is at 'A ' . If the collar starts from 
rest at 'B ', the normal reaction exerted by the track on the collar when 
it passes through 'A ' is: 

(A) 360N 
(C) 1440N 
[Ans. (C)] 

(B) 720N 
(D) 2880N 

S~ Initial extension will be equal to 6 m. 

Initial energy = .!_ (200) (6)2 = 3600 J. 
2 

Reaching A: .!..mv2 = 3600J 
2 

• mv2 = 7200J 

mv2 7200 
From F.B.D. atA:N= -=-- = 1440N 

R 5 

Analyze the situation and answer Q.103 and 104 

7m 

Two containers of sand S and H are arranged like the blocks as shown. The containers alone have 
negligible mass; the sand in them has a total massM,01; the sand in the hanging container Hhas mass m. 

C: 

Sliding block S Massless 0 ·.;; 
ulley C: 

~ 
0 
C: 
0 

Frictionless ~ 
surface Q) 

-a; 
0 
0 

m Hanging <( 

block H m/M,0 .. 1.0 

To measure the magnitude a of the acceleration of the system; a large number of experiments are 
carried out where m varies from experiment to experiment but M 10 1 does not; that is sand is shifted 
between the containers before each trial. 

fl~ 103. Which of the curves in graph gives the acceleration magnitude as a function of the ratio 
m/M101 (the vertical axis is for acceleration) ? 

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4 
[Ans. (C)] 

~ 104. Which of them gives the tension in the connecting cord (the vertical axis is for tension): 
(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4 
[Ans. (D)] 
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fl~ 105. In the arrangement shown, by what acceleration the boy 
must go up so that 100 kg block remains stationary on the wedge. The 
wedge is fixed and friction is absent everywhere. Take g = 10 m/s2. 

(A) 2 m/s2 (B) 4 m/s2 

(C) 6 m/s2 (D) 8 m/s2 m=SOkg 

[Ans. (C)] 

~ For block to be stationary T = 800 N 

If man moves up by acceleration 'a' 

T-mg =ma 

800 - 500 = 50 a 

a= 6m/s2. 

fl~ 106. When Fforce is applied to the combination of two springs (shown 

53° 

in the figure), the elongation in upper spring will be (the whole system is inside a a f 
lift which is moving upwards with an acceleration ii ). The upper spring is ideal 

while the lower spring has mass M. 

(A) 
(M (g + a)) 

(B) 
(F+M(g+a))(K1 +K2 ) 

Kl +K2 KlK2 

(C) 
(F+M(g+a)) 

(D) None of these 
Kl +K2 

[Ans. (B)] 

K, 

K2 

F 

fl~ 107. A system is shown in the figure. A man standing on the block is pulling the rope. 
Velocity of the point of string in contact with the hand of the man is 2 m/s downwards. The velocity of 
the block will be (assume that the block does not rotate): 

(A) 3 m/s 
[Ans. (B)] 

(B) 2 m/s (C) 1/2 m/s 

fl~ 108. In the figure shown the velocity of lift is 2 m/s while string 
is winding on the motor shaft with velocity 2 m/s and block A is moving 
downwards with a velocity of2 m/s, then find out the velocity of block B. 

(A) 2 m/sj (B) 2 m/s! 
(C) 4 m/sj (D) none of these 
[Ans. (D)] 

(D) 1 m/s 

f2m/s 

A 
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fl~ 109. System is shown in the figure. Assume that cylinder remains in contact with the two 
wedges. The velocity of cylinder is 

Cylinder 

u m/s~• 2u m/s 
~ JIii 

(A) ✓19-4✓3 !:!:_m/s 
2 

(B) ✓13 u m/s (C) ✓3 u m/s 
2 

[Ans. (D)] 

~~ Method - I: As cylinder will remain in contact with wedge A 

V =2u 
X 

As it also remain in contact with wedge B 

u sin 30° = V cos30° - V sin30° y X 

V = V sin30° + U sin30° 
Y x cos30° cos30° 

V = V tan30° + u tan 30° 
y X 

V = 3u tan30° = ✓3 u 
y 

V = ✓Vx2 + V/ = .fi u Ans. 

(D) .fium!s 

Method II: In the frame of A 

3u sin 30° = V cos30° 
y 

• V = 3u tan 30° = ✓3 u 
y 

and V = 2u 

3u~ 
30° 

v, X 

• V= fv 2 +V2 = .fiu Ans. \J X y 

fl._--,,,1,e 110. Two beads A and B move along a semicircular wire frame as 
shown in figure. The beads are connected by an inelastic string which always 
remains tight. At an instant the speed of A is u, LBAC = 45° and LBOC = 75°, 
where O is the centre of the semicircular arc. 

The speed of bead Bat that instant is: 

(A) ✓2u (B) u 

C u 
( ) 2✓2 (D) iu 

[Ans. (A)] 

(A) u cos 45° = v cos 60° or v = ✓2 u 

C 

0 (centre) 

Alu 
D 
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Ex.Ill A plank is held at an angle a to the horizontal ~ 
(Fig.) on two fixed supports A and B. The plank can slide 
against the supports (without friction) because of its weight 
Mg. Acceleration and direction in which a man of mass m A - _a 

should move so that the plank does not move ,,,,,~ ,,, 

(A) g sin a ( 1 + _:) down the incline (B) g sin a ( 1 + ~) down the incline 

(D) g sin a ( 1 + ~) up the incline (C) g sin a ( 1 + _: ) up the incline 

[Ans. (B)] 

~ F.B.D. of man and plank are 

For plank be at rest, applying 

f 
~,;, ". f 

Newtons second law to plank along the incline 

Mg sin a= f ... (1) 

and applying Newton' s second law to man along the incline. 

mg sin a+ f= ma ... (2) 

a = g sin a ( I + ~) down the incline 

Assertion Reason Questions 

Mg sina 

1. Assertion : The pressing force between two blocks is an example of electromagnetic 
interaction force. 
Reason : At microscopic level, all bodies are made of charged constituents (Nuclei and 
electron.) so any mechanical contact causes mutual forces between there charges. 
(A) Ifboth Assertion and Reason are true and the Reason is correct explanation of Assertion. 
(B) If both Assertion and Reason are true but Reason is not a correct explanation of Assertion 
(C) If Assertion is true but Reason is false. 
(D) If both Assertion and Reason are false. 
[Ans. (A)] 

2. STATEMENT-I: Inertia is the property by virtue of which the body is unable to change by 
itself the state of rest only. 
STATEMENT-2 : The bodies do not change their state unless acted upon by a resultant 
force. 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 
[Ans. (D)] 
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3. STATEMENT-I : Blocks A is moving on horizontal surface towards right under action of 
force F . All surfaces are smooth. At the instant shown the force exerted by block A on block 
Bis equal to net force on block B. 

F 

STATEMENT-2: From Newton' s third law, the force exerted by block A on Bis equal in 
magnitude to force exerted by block B on A. 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

~~ The FBD of block A is 

The force exerted by B on A is N (normal reaction). The forces acting on A are N (horizontal) 
and mg (weight downwards). 

Hence Statement-I is false. 

4. STATEMENT-I: A man standing in a lift which is moving upward, will feel his weight to 
be greater than when the lift was at rest. 
STATEMENT-2: If the acceleration of the lift is 'a' upward, then the man of mass m shall 
feel his weight to be equal to normal reaction (N) exerted by the lift given by N = m(g+a) 
(where g is acceleration due to gravity). 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

~~ If the lift is retarding while it moves upward, the man shall feel lesser weight as compared 
to when lift was at rest. Hence statement! is false and statement 2 is true. 

5. STATEMENT-I: According to the Newton's third law of motion, the magnitude of the 
action and reaction force in an action reaction pair is same only in an inertial frame of 
reference. 
STATEMENT-2: Newton' s laws of motion are applicable in every inertial reference frame. 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
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(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

S~ Newton 's third law of motion is valid in all reference frames. Hence statement-I is 
incorrect. 

Comprehension- 1 

A block of mass m is placed on a rough fixed inclined plane. The coefficient of friction between the 
block and the plane isµ and the inclination of the plane is 0. Initially 0 = 0° and the block will remain 
stationary on the plane. Now the inclination 0 is gradually increased. The block presses the inclined 
plane with a force mgcos0. So welding strength between the block and inclined is µ mgcos0, and the 
pulling forces is mgsin 0. As soon as the pulling force is greater than the welding strength, the welding 
breaks and the block starts sliding, the angle 0 for which the block starts sliding is called angle of 
repose (1v). During the contact, two contact forces are acting between the block and the inclined plane, 
the pressing reaction (Normal reaction) and the shear reaction (frictional force). The net contact force 
will be resultant of both. 

~ 1. If the entire system, were accelerated upward with acceleration 'a' , the angle of repose, 
would: 

s~ 
(A) 
(C) 

increase 
remain same 

(B) decrease 
(D) increase of a> g 

Initially when the system is not accelerating 

For the block to just start sliding its acceleration would be zero. 

Equation along the incline. (for just sliding) 

mgsin0 = µN 

Equation perpendicular the incline 

N=mgcose 

Dividing equation (1) by equation (2) 

tan0 = µ 

0 = tan-1 (µ)=angle of repose. 

... (1) 

... (2) 

When the system is accelerating upwards with a acceleration 'a' . 

Equation along the incline. 

µ N - mg sin a = ma sina 

Equation perpendicular the incline 

N-mgcosa =mg a cosa 

... (3) 

... (4) 
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Diving equation (3) by ( 4) and eliminating N we get 

m(g+a)sina 
µ=-----

m(g+a)cosa 

tana=µ. 

:. a= tan-1 (µ)=angle of repose. 

The value of e and a are same. 

Hence the angle of repose will remain same. 

(C) is the correct answer. 

II~ 2. For what value ofe will the block slide on the inclined plane: 
(A) e > tan-1µ (B) e < tan-1µ 

(C) e > cor1 µ (D) e < cot-1 µ 

S~ Block will start sliding if mg sine > µN 

mg sine> µmg cose 

tane > µ 

• e > taD"1 (µ). 

(A) is the correct answer. 

fa 

II~ 3. Ifµ= 3/4 then what will be frictional force (shear force) acting between the block and 
inclined plane when e = 30° : 

3-.fi 
(A) -mg 

8 
(B) mg 

2 

3 
For e = 30° and µ = -

4 

,.Ji 
(C) -mg 

2 
(D) zero 

The pulling force downward (or down the incline) is mg sine= mg sin(30°) = mg 
2 

But the resisting force is friction. 

Maximum friction force that can act is µ mg cose 

3 0 3,.fj 
= - mg cos30 = -- mg. 

4 8 

The frictional force is greater than the pulling force as 3✓3 mg> mg . ·. block does not slide. 
8 2 

So the friction force acting on the block will be static friction and is equal to the pulling force. 

f= mg. 
2 

(Bis the correct answer.) 

Comprehension- 2 

An elevator is moving in vertical direction such that its velocity varies with time as shown in figure. 
Their upward direction is taken as positive. A man of mass 60 kg is standing in the elevator on a 
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weighing machine. When the lift is accelerated up, the reading of the weighing machine increases and 
when the lift is accelerating down, the reading decreases. 

V 

Sm/s ------- ----------------------------- -

,__ _ _...,._ _ ___, ___________ t(sec) 

0 2 

-Sm/s ------- - --- - --·---

fl~ 6. The man will not be in contact with weighing machine at time : 
(A) t = Is (B) t = 5.Is (C) t = 2.4s (D) t = 4.2s 
[Ans. (B)] 

f;~ 7. What will be the maximum reading of the weighing machine. 
(A) 90 kg (B) 100 kg (C) 6 kg (D) None 
[Ans. (A)] 

fl._--,,,1,e 8. If the total mass of (elevator+ man) system is 150 kg, the maximum tension in the cable 
supporting the lift will be: 

(A) 1500 N (B) 3000 N (C) 2250 N (D) None 
[Ans. (C)] 

fl~ 9. The reading of the weighing machine fluctuate with time as : 
Reading Reading 

(A) (B) 
t----+---+-" --+· --+-• time 

,__ ___ ___, __ _.time 

Reading Reading 

(C) (D) 

t----+--+-----,>-----• time 1----+--+-----,>------+Time 

[Ans. (C)] 

fl~ 10. Motion of the lift is accelerating for the time interval: 
(A) t E (0, 1) (B*) t E (1 , 2) (C) t E (2, 3) (D*) t E (3 , 5) 
[Ans. (A), (B) and (C)] 

Comprehension- 3 

Figure shows a weighing machine kept in a lift. Lift is moving upwards with acceleration of 5 m/s2. 

A block is kept on the weighing machine. Upper surface of block is attached with a spring balance. 
Reading shown by weighing machine and spring balance is 15 kg and 45 kg respectively. Answer the 
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following questions. Assume that the weighing machine can measure weight by having negligible 
deformation due to block, while the spring balance requires larger expansion :(take g = 10 m/s2) 

fl_1:4#1111e 4. Mass of the object in kg is and the normal force acting on the block due to weighing 
machine are : 

(A) 60 kg, 450 N (B) 40 kg, 150 N (C) 80 kg, 400 N 

~~ FBD of Block in ground frame : 

applying NL. 150 + 450 - 10 M = 5M 

• 15M= 600 • M= 600 
15 

• M=40KgAns. 

Normal on block is the reading of weighing machine i.e. 150 N. 

[Ans. (B)] 

(D) 10 kg, zero 

¥::;50Vs' 
Mg= 10 M 

fl._--,,,1,e 5. If lift is stopped and equilibrium is reached. Reading of weighing machine and spring 
balance will be : 

(A) 40 kg, zero (B) 10 kg, 20 kg (C) 20 kg, 10 kg (D) zero, 40 kg 

S~ If lift is stopped and equilibrium is reached then 

T=450 N 450+N=400 

N 

Mg =400 M 

~ 
40g 

[Ans. (D)] 

• N=-50 

So block will lose the contact with weighing machine thus reading of 

weighing machine will be zero. 

T=40g 

So reading of spring balance will be 40 Kg. 

II~ 6. Find the acceleration of the lift such that the weighing machine shows its true weight. 

(A) 45 m/s2 (B) 85 m/s2 (C) 22 m/s2 (D) 60 m/s2 

4 4 4 4 
[Ans. (A)] 
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850-400 
a=---

40 

• a= 450 = 45 m/s2 Ans. 
40 4 

[Ans. (A)] 

Comprehension- 4 

Following are three equations of motion 

S(t) = ut + .!..at2 v(s) = .Ju2 + 2as v(t) = u + at 
2 

40 Kg 

T = 450 N 

N =400 N 

Mg= 400 N 

Where S, u, t, a, v are respectively the displacement (dependent variable), initial velocity (constant), 
time taken (independent variable), acceleration (constant) and final velocity (dependent variable) of the 
particle after time t. 

~ 1. Find displacement of a particle after 10 seconds starting from rest with an uniform 
acceleration of 2m/s2. 

(A) 10 m (B) 100 m (C) 50 m (D) 200 m 

f~ S=ut+at2 

1 
S = 0 + - x2(10)2 = 100 m 

2 

[Ans. (B)] 

fl~ 2. Find the velocity of the particle after 100 m -
(A) 10 m/s (B*) 20 m/s (C) 30 m/s 

s~ v=u+at 

v= 0 + 2 X 10 

= 20 m/s. 
[Ans. (B)] 

(D) 0 m/s 

1/~3. 
(Oto 10 s)

(A) 

Find the velocity of the particle after 10 seconds if its acceleration is zero in interval 

s~ 
lOm/s 

v=u 

v= o m/s 
[Ans. (D)] 

(B) 20 m/s (C) 30 m/s (D) 0 m/s 

~ 4. Find the displacement of the particle when its velocity becomes 10 m/s if acceleration 
is 5 m/s2 all through-

(A) 50 m (B) 200 m (C) 10 m (D) 100 m 

~~ v2=u2 +2ar 

(10)2 = Q + 2 X 5 X 5 

5= 10m 
[Ans. (C)] 
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Comprehension- 5 

In the figure shown P 1 and P 2 are massless pulleys. P1 is fixed and P 2 can move. Masses of A, Band Care 9m , 
64 

2m and m respectively . All contacts are smooth and the string is massless. 0 = 1an-1 ( ¾) . (Take g = 10 m/s2) 

horizontal floor 

II~ 1. The ratio of magnitude of accelerations of blocks A and C 

(A) 3 (B) ± (C) 2 
2 3 

[Ans. (D)] 

II~ 2. The acceleration of block C is 
(A) 1 m/s2 (B) 3 m/s2 (C) 4 m/s2 

[Ans. (B)] 

(D) ~ 
3 

(D) 8 m/s2 

II~ 3. The tension in string connecting pulley P 2 and block C is (Take m = I kg) 

~~ 

(A) 3 N (B) 4.5 N (C) 6.5 N (D) 13 N 
[Ans. (D)] 

Let the acceleration of B downwards be a8 = a 

From constraint ; acceleration of A and C are 

4a 
aA = a cot 0 = - towards left 

3 

a 
ac = - upwards 

2 

free body diagram of A, B and C are 

Ncos8 + T 

Nsin0-i 

N sin0 = 9m (a cot0) 
64 

2 mg-T-N cos0 = 2ma 

2mg 

... (1) 

... (2) 

2T 

mg 



a 
2T-mg=m -

2 

solving we get 

a = ~ = 3m/s2and 2T= 13 N 
C 2 
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... (3) 

Comprehension- 6 

There are four fundamental interaction force in nature, that are representative of all types of internal forces. 

These are gravitational force, electro-magnetic force, strong nuclear force, and weak nuclear 
force. Gravitational force is the force of mutual attraction, that every massive body apply on other 
massive body. It's magnitude is very small and is neglected between two small massive bodies, but it 
is considerable between two big bodies like planets. 

Electromagnetic force is the force between charged particle. It is stronger than gravitational force. 
All mechanical contact forces like tensile force, compressive force, friction force, Vander Walls force 
etc. are electromagnetic force ifwe see from microscopic level. 

The force that bonds the protons within the nucleus in spite of strong repulsion among themselves, 
is nuclear force. When separation between the elements is very small, this force become for away 
stronger than any other force. 

~ 1. Match the column 
(p) 
(q) 

(r) 
(s) 

(A) 
(C) 

~2. 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 

f/~3. 
(A) 
(C) 

force between the earth and the falling stone (i) Gravitational force 
The pressing force between one block and (ii) Electromagnetic force 
another block 
The stretching force developed in a spring. 
The force between the proton and the 
neutron in a nuclear 

(iii) Strong nuclear force 
(iv) Weak nuclear force 

(p-1), (q-ii), (r-iii), (s-iii) 
(p-iii), ( q-iv), (r-i), (s-ii) 

(B) (p-ii), ( q-i), (r-iv), (s-iii) 
(D) None of these 

For very small distance nuclear distance the order of fundamental forces is : 
Gravitational force > electromagnetic force > strong nuclear force 
Electromagnetic force > gravitational force > strong nuclear force 
Strong nuclear force > electromagnetic force > gravitational force 
None of these 

Which of the following interaction force can be repulsive : 
gravitational force (B) Electromagnetic force 
Strong nuclear force (D) None of these 

Comprehension - 7 

Two smooth blocks are placed at a smooth comer as shown. Both the blocks are having mass m. We 
apply a force Fon the small block m. Block A presses the block B in the normal direction, due to which 
pressing force on vertical wall will increase, and pressing force on the horizontal wall decrease, as we 
increase F. (0 = 37° with horizontal). As soon as the pressing force on the horizontal wall by block B 
become zero, it will loose the contact with the ground. If the value of Fis further increased, the block 
B will accelerate in upward direction and simultaneously the block A will move toward right. 
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y 

smooth 

fl_!.4Mlltle 1. What will be normal reaction on block B due to the walls when F = mg . 
4 

(A) 
4mg ~ 25mg ~ 

(B) 
2mg ~ 22mg ~ 

--1+--1 --1+--1 
25 22 25 25 

(C) 
4mg ~ 22mg ~ 

(D) None of these --1+--1 
25 25 

fl._--,,,1,e 2. What is minimwn value of F, to lift block B from ground : 
25 12 

(A) - mg (B) - mg (C) mg 
12 25 

(D) None 

fl_1:4#1111e 3. If the force Fis greater than that minimum value, acceleration of block A is a rightwards, 
and normal reaction between block A and B is N then correct relation will be : 

(A) F + N cos 0 = ma (B) F - N cos 0 = ma 
(C) F + 2N cos 0 = ma (D) None of these 

fl_!.4Mlltle 4. In the previous question, with how much force will block A presses the ground. 
(A) mg+ N cos 0 (B) mg+ N sin 0 (C) mg - N cos 0 (D) mg+ N sin 0 

fl_!.4Mlltle 5. In the previous question, the acceleration ofB in upward direction(= b), is given by 
(A) N cos 0 +mg= mb (B) N sin 0 +mg= mb 
(C) N cos 0 - mg= mb (D) None of these 

Comprehension- 8 

A small block of mass I kg starts moving with constant velocity 2 m/s on a smooth long plank of mass 
I 0 kg which is also pulled by a horizontal force F = 10 t N where t is in seconds and Fis in newtons. 
(the initial velocity of the plank is zero). 

~s __ ___.,!l!!!!!!I::::==----- 1 Ot smooth 

b t 
fl_!.4Mlltle 1. Displacement of I kg block with respect to plank at the instant when both have same 

velocity is 
4 

(A) 4-m 
3 

(B) 4m 

101 
a= - =t 

P 10 

dv 
- =t 
dt 

• 
V I 

f dv= f tdt 

Putting v = 2 we have t = 2 sec. 

8 
(C) -m 

3 

• 
,2 

v= -
2 

(D) 2m 
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XB = 2 X 2 = 4 m 

Hence relative displacement = 4 - ± = ~ m 
3 3 

[Ans. (C)] 

~ 2. The time (t * 0) at which displacement of block and plank with respect to ground is 
same will be: 

(A) 12 s (B) 2✓3 s (C) 3✓3 s (D) ✓3 / 2 s 

S~ From above 
/3 

2t = - • 12 = 12 • t = 2 ✓3 sec. 
6 

[Ans. (C)] 

f;~ 3. Relative velocity of plank with respect to block when acceleration of plank is 4 m/s2 will be 
(A) Zero (B) 10 m/s (C) 6 m/s (D) 8 m/s 

s~ a= t = 4 :. after 4 seconds VB =2 m/s 
42 

V = - =8m/s :. V,e1=8-2=6m/s. 
p 2 

[Ans. (C)] 

Comprehension- 9 

For the following system shown assume that pulley is frictionless, string is massless (m remains on.M): 

fl._--,,,1,e 1. The acceleration of the block A is : 

(A) mg (B) 2mg 
2M+m 2M+m 

(C) mg 
M+2m 

[Ans. (C)] 

fl~ 2. Normal reaction on m is (force on C due to B). 

(A) M mg (B) 2M mg (C) M mg 
2M + m 2M + m M + 2m 

f;~ 3. The force on the ceiling is 
(A) (M +m) mg 

2M+m 

(C) 
(M +m) mg 

M+m 

[Ans. (D)] 

(B) (6M +5m) mg 
M+m 

(D) (6M+5m)Mg 
2M+m 

(D) Mg 
M+2m 

(D) 
2Mmg 

M+m 
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r 
A 

By newtons law on system of (A, B, C) 

S~ 1. (M + m -M) g = (2M + m) a 

a= 

[Ans. (A)] 

mg 

2M+m 

~~ 2. Free body diagram 'C' block 

S~J. 

c~m J. 
!mg 

mg-N=ma 

N=m (g- ~:m) 
N= 2Mmg 

2M+m 
[Ans. (B)] 

T-mg=M mg for A block 
2M+m 

Mmg 
T=Mg+---

2M+m 
for pulley 

P=2T+Mg 
"u 2Mmg M 6M +3m+2mM 

= ...iv.1g + -------''- + g = ----- g 
2M+m 2M+m 

P= (6M +5m)Mg 
2M+m 

[Ans. (D)] 

Comprehension - 10 

Two blocks A and B of equal masses m kg each are connected by a light thread, which passes over a 
massless pulley as shown. Both the blocks lie on wedge of mass m kg. Assume friction to be absent 
everywhere and both the blocks to be always in contact with the wedge. The wedge lying over smooth 
horizontal surface is pulled towards right with constant acceleration a (m/s2). (g is acceleration due to 
gravity). 
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~ 1. Normal reaction (in N) acting on block B is 
m m m 

(A)-(3g+4a) (B) -(3g-4a) (C) -(4g+3a) 
5 5 5 

m 
(D) -(4g-3a) 

5 

[Ans. (A)] 

fl~ 2. Normal reaction (in N) acting on block A. 
m m m 

(A) -(3g+4a) (B) -(3g-4a) (C) -(4g+3a) 
5 5 5 

m 
(D) -(4g-3a) 

5 

[Ans. (D)] 

fl~ 3. The maximum value of acceleration a (in m/s2) for which normal reactions acting on the 
block A and block B are nonzero. 

3 
(A) 4g 

[Ans. (B)] 

4 
(B) -g 

3 

S~ 14 to 16. (Moderate) 

Applying Newton 's second law to block A 

and B along normal to inclined surface 

NB - mg cos 53° = ma sin 53° 

mg cos 37° - NA= ma sin 37° 

3 
(C) -g 

5 

5 
(D) -g 

3 

Solving NA = m ( 4g - 3a) and NB = m (3g + 4a) 
5 5 

The FBD of A and B are 

For NA to be non zero 

4g- 3a::: 0 

or a< 4g 
- 3 

Comprehension -11 

\asin37° 

mgcos53° 

mgcos37° 

A block of mass Mis kept in elevator (lift) which starts moving upward with constant acceleration 'b ' 
as shown in figure. Initially elevator at rest. The block is observed by two observers A and B for a time 
interval t = 0 to t = T. Observer B is at rest with respect to elevator and observer A is standing on the 
ground. 
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fJ~ 1. The observer A finds that the work done by gravity on the block is -

(A) !_Mg2T2 (B) _!_Mg2T2 (C) !_MgbT2 (D) _!_MgbT2 
2 2 2 2 

Displacement of block in the time interval T is !___ b T2 
2 

1 1 
W . =(-mg)(+ - bT2) =- -mgbT2 

gravity 2 2 

[Ans. (D)] 
~ 2. The observer A finds that work done by normal reaction acting on the block is -

(A) !_M(g + b)2T2 (B) _!_M(g + b)2T2 
2 2 
1 1 

(C) 2M(g + b)bT2 (D) - 2M(g + b)bT2 

~~ The normal reaction acting on the block is M(g+b) in upward direction. The upward 

displacement of the block is !_bT2 . Hence the work done by normal reaction is M(g+b) x !___ bT2 
2 2 

[Ans. (C)] 

~ 3. According to observer B 
(A) The work done by gravity on the block is zero 
(B) The work done by normal reaction on the block is zero 
(C) The work done by pseudo force on the block is zero 
(D) All the above are correct 

~~ According to observer B, the displacement of the block is zero, therefore 
Work done by gravity is zero 
Work done by normal reaction is zero 
Work done by pseudo force is zero. 

[Ans. (D)] 

Match the following 

fJ~ 1. Match the following : 

Three blocks of masses m" m2 andM are arranged as shown in figure. All the surfaces are frictionless and 
string is inextensible. Pulleys are light. A constant force Fis applied on block of mass m 1• Pulleys and 
string are light. Part of the string connecting both pulleys is vertical and part of the strings connecting 
pulleys with masses m 1 and m2 are horizontal. 
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Acceleration of mass m 1 

Acceleration of mass m2 

Acceleration of mass M 

Tension in the string 

(A) Q (B) Q (C) R (D) S 

FBD's 

$-~ T=mp. 

m2g 

F-T=mp 

F= (m 1 +m2)a 

N 

M 

Mg 

(P) 

(Q) 

(R) 

(S) 

• 

T=mp 

F 
a=--- ·: T= 

F 

F 

T 

F = 0 a = 0 
X ' M 

~ 2. Column- I gives four different situation. In final statement of each situation two vector 
quantities are compared. The result of comparison is given in column-II. Match the statement in column-I 
with the correct comparison(s) in column-II and indicate your answer by darkening appropriate bubbles 
in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the OMR. 

Column I Column II 
(A) Stone is projected from ground at an angle 0 with 

horizontal (0 * 90°). Neglect the effect of air friction. 
Then between the two instants when it is at same 
height (above ground), its average velocity and 
horizontal component of velocity are 

(B) For four particles A, B , C & D , the velocities of one 

with respect to other are given as V Dc is 20 m/s towards 

north, V Bc is 20 m/s towards east and V BA is 20 m/s 

towards south. Then V Bc and V AD are 

(p) same in magnitude 

( q) different in magnitude 
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(C) Two blocks of masses 4 and 8 kg are placed on ground (r) same in direction 

as shown ---- . Then the net force exerted 
ground 

by earth on block of mass 8 kg and normal reaction 
exerted by 8 kg block on earth are (note that earth 
includes ground) 

(D) For a particle undergoing rectilinear motion with uniform (s) opposite in direction 
acceleration, the magnitude of displacement is half the 
distance covered in some time interval. The magnitude of 
final velocity is less than magnitude of initial velocity for 
this time interval. Then the initial velocity and average 
velocity for this time interval are 

[Ans. (A) p, r (B) p , r (C) q, s (D) q, r] 

~~ (A) Let the horizontal component of velocity be ux. Then between the two instants 
(time interval 1) the projectile is at same height, the net displacement (uxT) is 
horizontal 

I . u T 
.". average ve OClty = _x_ = U 

T X 
• (A) p , r 

(B) Let i and J be unit vectors in direction of east and north respectively. 

V oc = 20 J, V Bc = 20i and V BA = -20 J 
-VAD = V DC+ V CB + v BA = 20 }-20i -20} = -20i 

Hence V AD = V Bc • (B) p , r 

(C) Net force exerted by earth on block of mass 8 kg is shown in FBD and normal reaction 
exerted by 8 kg block on earth is 120 N downwards. 

120N (Normal reaction) 

8kg 
• 

~byearth) 

80N (weight) 

Hence both forces in the statement are different in magnitude and opposite in direction. 

• (C) q, s 

(D) For magnitude of displacement to be less than distance, the particle should tum back. 
Since the magnitude of final velocity (v) is less than magnitude of initial velocity (u), the 
nature of motion is as shown. 

u~ • ~ V e+E __ _,,) 
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Average velocity is in direction of initial velocity and magnitude of average 

velocity= u -v is less than u because v < u. • (C) q, r 
2 

~ 3. Column-I gives four different situations involving two blocks of mass m 1 and m2 placed 
in different ways on a smooth horizontal surface as shown. In each of the situations horizontal forces 
F1 and F2 are applied on blocks of mass m1 and m2 respectively and also m2 F1 < m1 Fr Match the 
statements in column I with corresponding results in column-II and indicate your answer by darkening 
appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the OMR. 

Column I Column II 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Both the blocks are connected by massless 
inelastic string. The magnitude of tension in 
the string is 

F1 

Both the blocks are connected by massless 
inelastic string. The magnitude of tension in 
the string is 

F1 
....;......+ 

The magnitude of normal reaction between 
the blocks is 

F1 
~ 

The magnitude of normal reaction between 
the blocks is 

[Ans. (A) q (B) r (C) q (D) r] 

(q) 

(r) 

(s) 

f~ Let a be acceleration of two block system towards right 

F? -F; a = ---=----=-

The F.B.D. ofm2 is 

F2 -T=m2 a 

S 1 . m1 m? ( F? F1 ) o vmg T = - --+ -
m1 +m2 m2 m1 

(B) Replace F1 by - F1 is result of A 
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T = m1 m2 ( F2 _ F; ) 
m1 +m2 m2 m1 

(C) Let a be acceleration of two block system towards left 

F, -F; a=~--~ 
m1 +m2 

The FBD of m2 is 

F 2 -N2 =mp 

S 1 . m1 m, ( F.1 F, ) ovmg,N= - -+--
m1 +m2 m1 m2 

True False 

fl._--,,1,e 1. The earth is a noninertial frame by definition of noninertial frame. 

S~ (True) 

Hi:HAAhl[-~I 
Exercise-1 

Draw free body diagram of block of mass m. 

1. G 2. m smooth 
////////// //////////// 

3. rol/ 4. 

"' 0 
\',><l'I] 

'7qt 
0 

5. ro 
~4 

6. 

7. 8. 

G rou~h 
/////////~////////// 

J'0. 

~ 
il 
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9. 10. 

v=constant 

a=constant 

11. 12. 

m m 

13. 14. 

15. 

F-6] smooth 

16. -- v=constant 

F-6] rough 
lJJJJ1m~JJJ1m11 

////////// ///////// 

17. -- a=constant 18. 

F-6] rough 
J77JJJ7777 JJJJ??JJJ 

19. 

~ 
20. 

m 

21. r a=constant 22. rou:&: 
rough m 

m 

23. rou:w~~ 24. 

rough 

25. 26. 
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27. 28. 

29. 30. X2---i k ;---+X1 1:quilibrium ~ //~// 

31. 32. 

33. 34. 

35. 

Question on the Constrained Motion 

36. In the figure shown determine the velocity v of a bob A I 
as a function of x if the velocity of a jeep vB is constant. b 
When x = 0, ends A and Bare coincident at C. 

I 
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(A) XVB 
(B) 

XVB 

✓(h2 + x2) (h2 + x2) 

(C) 
(h2 + x2) 

(D) None 
XVB 

37. In the figure shown A remains in contact with the ground. If 
velocity of A is 10 m/s, then velocity of B in the figure shown 
is-

(A) 5✓3 (B) ~ 
✓3 

(C) 3 (D) None 
38. In the figure shown the block B is moved with constant speed v 

towards right. Then 
(A) A will move with increasing speed 
(B) A will move with decreasing speed 
(C) In the position shown the speed of A is v 1 cos 0 2 sec 0 1 

(D) In the position shown the speed of A is v 1 sec 0 2 cos 0 r 
~ ,,J\2IL,, 

39. In the figure shown the relation between the accelerations of A, B 
& C is (here a = acceleration of A relative to C) 

(A) a+ b + c = 0 
(C) a-b = c 

(B) a= b + c 
(D) None of these 

40. In the figure shown A has velocity 10 m/s downward and B has velocity 20 m/s 
upward. Velocity of C is 

(A) 15 
(C) 0 

(B) 5 
(D) None 

41. In the figure shown ABC can move only vertically. In the 
figure velocity of B is a u downdard. At that instant the 
velocity of C is -
(A) u cos 01 

(C) U Sin 01 

(B) u sec 01 

(D) none of these 

42. In the previous question the velocity of A is -
(A) u sec 01 cos 02 (B) u cos 01 cos 02 
(C) u sec 01 sec 02 (D) None of these 

43. The block B moves to the right with a velocity V. n-&:, c~r}B v 
Velocity of A will be [c is fixed] -- --
(A) v (B) (2/3) v 
(C) (3/2) v (D) 2v 
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44. The figure shown the block B moves down with a velocity 10 m/s. The 
velocity of A in the position shown is -

(A) 12.5 m/s 
(C) 6.25 m/s 

(B) 25 m/s 
(D) None of these 

45. In the figure shown the velocity of different blocks is shown. The 
velocity of C is -

46. 

(A) 6 m/s 

(C) 0 m/s 

(B) 4 m/s 

(D) None 

Let a1 and a2 are the accelerations of A & B. Let b1 & 
b 2 the accelerations of C and D relative to the wedges A 
and B respectively, choose the right relation. ( directions 
of a r a 2, b I and b 2 are shown in figure) 

47. Figure shows a pulley over which a string passes and connected to two masses v0 

A and B. Pulley moves up with a velocity vP and mass Bis also going up at a 
velocity vB. Find the velocity of mass A if -
(A) vP = 5m/s and vB = 10 m/s 
(B) vP = 5m/s and vB = - 20 m/s 

48. In the arrangement shown in figure when the system is released from rest, 
downward accelerations of blocks B and C relative to A are found to be 5 ms-2 

and 3 ms-2 respectively. Calculate accelerations of blocks Band C, relative to the 
ground. 

49. A pulley system is set up as in figure. Find the relation between accelerations 
of pulleys A, B and C. 

C 
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50. The three blocks shows move with constant velocities. Find the velocity of each 
block, knowing that velocity of A with respect to C is 300 mm/sec upward and 
that velocity of B with respect to A is 200 mm/sec downward. 

51. The pulley moves up with a velocity of 10 m/sec. Two blocks are tied by a 
string which passes over a pulley. The velocity V will be ___ _ 
Given: vB = 5 m!s-1--. 

52. Find the acceleration of movable pulley P and block B if acceleration of 
block A = I m/s2 ! : 
(A) aP = lm/s2 !, aB = 1/2m/s2 -I,, 
(B) a = lm/s2 -I, a = 2m/s2 t 

p ' B ' 

(C) a = lm/s2 t a = 2m/s2 ! 
p ' B ' 

(D) a = lm/s2 -I, a = 2m/s2 j 
p ' B ' 

53. The particle A is mounted on a light rod pivoted at O and therefore is 
constrained to move in a circular arc of radius r. Determine the velocity 
of A in terms of the downward velocity vB of the counterweight for any 
angle e. 

54. A man of height h is walking towards a lamppost of height Hin a straight 
line with a constant speed v. With what speed is his head's shadow 
moving? 

55. A bead C can move freely on a horizontal rod. The bead is connected by 
blocks Band D by a string as shown in the figure. If the velocity of Bis 
v. Find the velocity of block D. 

56. In the given figure find the velocity and acceleration of B, if velocity 
and acceleration of A are as shown. 

krrvsec 

AtlHv5 rrvsec 
v=? 
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57. The three blocks shown move with constant velocities. Find the velocity of block 
A and B. Given VP2=10m/s!, Vc=2m/sj. 

58. For the system shown, calculate velocity and acceleration of C.The 
velocity and acclerations of A and B with respect to ground are marked. 

B 
3m/sect 

2m/sec2t 

C 

59. A lift goes up with velocity 10 m/s. A pulley P is fixed to the ceiling 
of the lift. To this pulley other two pulleys P 1 and P 2 are attached. P 1 

moves up with velocity 30m/s. A moves up with velocity 1 0m/s. D is 
moving downwards with velocity 1 0m/s at same instant of time. The 

!Orn / s 

velocity of B is ___ and that of C is ____ at that instant. 
Assume that all velocities are relative to the ground. 

A 

60. In the figure shown, the strings are inextensible. Determine the value of u in terms ofv. 

V 

(i) u = ------ (ii) u = -----
61. If the strings is inextensible, determine the velocity u of each block in terms of v and 0. 

(i) Fig. (A) u = __ _ (ii) Fig. (B) u = __ _ 
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62 In the pulley system shown, find the relationship between acceleration of m and ~~~~~~ 
that ofM. 

63 In the pulley system shown here, find the relationship between acceleration of m r m2 and m3. 

64 Mand m are connected as shown in figure. If v and u denote the 
horizontal velocity of M and vertical velocity component of m 

respectively then find the ratio of ulv. 

65 Determine the relationship that governs the velocity of four cylinder 
velocities as positive down. 

66 Determine the speed with which block B rises in figure if the end of the 
cord at A is pulled down with a speed of 2 m/s. 

Exercise-2: Subjective Problem 
I. Two blocks of masses m 1 and m2 are placed on ground as 

shown in figure. Two forces of magnitude Fact on m 1 and m2 

in opposite directions. 
(a) Draw F.B.D. of masses m 1 and m2. 

(b) Calculate the contact force between m 1 and m 2. 

D A 

C B 
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( c) What will be the value of action-reaction pair between m 1 and m 2. 

(d) Calculate force exerted by surface on mass m 1 and m2 

2. A cylinder of weight w is resting on a V-groove as shown in figure . 
(a) Draw its free body diagram. 
(b) Calculate normal reactions between the cylinder and two 

inclined walls. 

mg 

3. The 50 kg homogeneous smooth sphere rests on the 30° incline A and bears ( ~ 
against the smooth vertical wall B. Calculate the contact f mces at A and B. :~ 8 

4. A string is connected between surface and a block of mass 1 kg which is 
pulled by another string by applying force F = 10 N as shown in figure. (g 
= 10 m/s2) 

(a) Calculate tension is string (1). 
(b) Calculate tension in string (2). 

5. A block of mass 1 kg is suspended by a string of mass 1 kg, length Im as 
shown in figure. (g = 10 m/s2) Calculate: 
(a) the tension in string at its lowest point. 
(b) the tension in string at its mid-point. 
(c) force exerted by support on string. 

6. In the figure the tension in the diagonal string is 60 N. 

(a) Find the magnitude of the horizontal force ~ and P2 that must be 

applied to hold the system in the position shown. 
(b) What is the weight of the suspended block ? 

F, 

7. The elevator shown in figure is descending with an acceleration of 2 m/s2. 

The mass of the block A is 0. 5 kg. What force is exerted by the block A on 
the block B? Solvethe problem taking (a) ground as the frame (b) lift as the 
frame. 

F= 10 N 

2 

1 kg 

1 

i 
1m 

! 
1 kg 

- 45° :- ---

F, 

l 2 m/s2 
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8. A constant force F = m ;tl2 is applied on the block of 
mass m 1 as shown in figure. The string and the pulley F 
are light and the surf ace of the table is smooth. Find 
the acceleration of m r 

9. A chain consisting of five links each with mass l00gm is lifted vertically with constant t 
acceleration of2mls2. as shown. Find 
(a) the forces acting between adjacent links 
(b) the force F exerted on the top link by the agent lifting the chain 
(c) the net force on each link. 

F 

10. A block of mass 1 kg connected with a spring of force constant 100 Nim is suspended to the 
ceiling of lift moving upward with constant velocity 2 mls. Calculate the extension produced 
in spring. 

11. Two blocks A (5 kg) and B (3 kg) resting on a smooth 
horizontal plane are connected by a spring of stiffness 294 
Nim. A horizontal force of F = 3 x 9.8 N acts on A as shown. 
At the instant B has an acceleration of 4.9 mls2. Find the 

5kg 3k 

~ JJJJ 

acceleration of block A? 
12. What will be the reading of spring balance in the figure shown in 

following situations. (g = 10 mls2) 

(i) a= 0, V = 0 
(ii) a= 0, v = 2 mls 
(iii) a= 0, v = - 2mls 
(iv) a=2mls2, v=0 
(v) a= - 2 mls2 v = 0 
(vi) a= 2 mls2, v = 2 mls 
(vii) a= 2 mls2, v = - 2 mls 
(vii) a= - 2 mls2 v = - 2 mls 

13. In the figure shown, blocks A and B move with velocities v1 

and v2 along horizontal direction. Find the ratio of 3- . 
v2 

a V 

i i 
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14. In the figure shown, the pulley is moving with velocity u. 
Calculate the velocity of the block attached with string. 

15. The velocity of end 'A' of rigid rod placed between two 
smooth vertical walls moves with velocity 'u ' along vertical 
direction. Find out the velocity of end 'B ' of that rod, rod always 
remains in contact with the vertical walls. 

16. If block A has a velocity of 0.6 m/s of the [!7----------1-(..-,--i-)-....,c""""'-zj 
right, determine the velocity of cylinder B - -

~B 

17. A man of mass m standing on a platform 
of mass '2m ' jumps horizontally with an 
acceleration 'a' . Find the acceleration of 
platform. 

,~. 
...-- Smooth 

1111111,J,,,1111111m11mmm1 ,m1~mmm 

18. Two blocks of masses 2 kg and 3 kg connected _ a= 2 m/s2 

with a spring are moving on a smooth horizontal 

surface. Acceleration of mass 3kg is 2m/s2 along l t~~ -~~l l 
right direction. What will be the acceleration of 2 kg ~ 3 kg 
mass 2 kg ? J/lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

19. Man 'A ' of mass 60 kg pushes the other man 'B ' of mass 75 kg due to which man 'B ' starts 
moving with acceleration 3 m/s2. Calculate the acceleration of man 'A ' at that instant. 

A B ! - 3m/s2 

;1;,;= ,- Smooth surface 

J//J//l/J//J//rlllltllllll/J//IJ//J//IJ//J 

20. An object of mass 2 kg moving with velocity lOF m/s is seen in a frame moving with velocity 

1 oF m/s. What will be the value of 'pseudo force ' acting on object in this frame. 
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21 In the adjoining figure, a wedge is fixed to an elevator moving upwards with 
an acceleration 'a' . A block of mass 'm ' is placed over the wedge. Find the 
acceleration of the block with respect to wedge. Neglect friction. 

22 A painter of mass M stand on a platform of mass m and 
pulls himself up by two ropes which hang over pulley 
as shown. He pulls each rope with the force F and 
moves upward with uniform acceleration 'a' . Find 'a' 
(neglecting the fact that no one could do this for long 
time). 

23 Three monkeys A, Band C with masses of 10 , 15 & 8 Kg respectively are climbing 
up & down the rope suspended from D. At the instant represented , A is descending 
the rope with an acceleration of2 m/s2 & C is pulling himselfup with an acceleration 
of 1.5 m/s2 . Monkeys Bis climbing up with a constant speed of 0.8 m/s . Treat the 
rope and monkeys as a complete system and calculate the tension Tin the rope at D. 
( g = 10 m/s·2 ) 

24. Figure shows three blocks in contact and kept on a smooth horizontal surface. What 
is ratio of force exerted by block A on B to that of Bon C. 

A 

25. A force F applied to an object of mass m 1 produces an acceleration of 3. 00 m/s2. The same 
force applied to a second object of mass m2 produces an acceleration of 1.00 m/s2. (a) What 
is the value of the ratio m 1 I m2 ? (B) If m 1 and m2 are combined, find their acceleration under 
the action of the force F. 

26. Two forces, F1 = (- 6i - 4j) N and F2 = ( - 3i + 7j) N, act on a particle of mass 2.00 kg that 
is initially at rest at coordinates (- 2.00 m, + 4.00 m). (a) What are the components of the 
particle's velocity at t = 10.0 s? (B) In what direction is the particle moving at t = 10.0s? 
(C) What displacement does the particle undergo during the first 10.0s? (D) what are the 
coordinates of the particle at t = 10.0 s? ax -27. In the system shown in figure, a horizontal force of magnitude F_~ ~-~ 

acts on the 8.00 kg object. The horizontal surface is frictionless. (a) 
For what values of Fx does the 2.00 kg object accelerate upward? 
(B) For what values of Fx is the tension in the cord zero? (C) Plot 
the acceleration of the 8. 00 kg object versus F, Include values of F, 
from- lO0Nto + IO0N. 
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28. A van accelerates down a hill 
(Fig.), going from rest to 30.0 m/s 
in 6.00 s. During the acceleration, 
a toy (m = 0.100 kg) hangs by a 
string from the van 's ceiling. The 
acceleration is such that the string 
remains perpendicular to the 
ceiling. Determine (a) the angle 0 
and (B) the tension in the string. 

29. Block A of mass m/2 is connected to one end oflight rope which passes over 
a pulley as shown in the Fig. Man of mass m climbs the other end of rope 
with a relative acceleration of g/6 with respect to rope. Find acceleration of 
block A and tension in the rope. 

30. To point the side of a building, painter normally hoists himself up by pulling on 
the rope A as in figure. The painter and platform together weigh 200N. The rope 
B can withstand 300N. Find 
(a) the maximum acceleration of the painter. 
(b) tension in rope A 
(i) when painter is at rest 
(ii) when painter moves up with an acceleration 2 m/s2. 

31 Same spring is attached with 2 kg, 3 kg and I kg blocks in three different cases as shown in 
figure. Ifxr x2 and x3 be the constan extensions in the spring in these three cases then find the 
ratio of their extensions. 

(a) {b) 

32 What horizontal force must be applied to the cart 
shown in figure in order that the blocks remain 
stationary relative to the cart? Assume all surfaces, 
wheels, and pulley are frictionless. f---+ 

m, 

M 
m, 
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33 Inclined plane is moved towards right with an acceleration of 5 
ms-2 as shown in figure. Find force in newton which block of mass 
5 kg exerts on the incline plane. (All surfaces are smooth) 

34. Find force in newton which mass A exerts on mass B if Bis moving 
towards right with 3 ms-2. Also find mass of A. (All surfaces are smooth) 

35. Force Fis applied on upper pulley. If F = 30! where t is time in second. 
Find the time when m 1 loses contact with floor. 

5 m/s2 • 

3 m/s2 -
F = 30tN 

36. A rope of length L has its mass per unit length 'A, varies according - x-
to the function 'A, (x) = exlL_ The rope is pulled by a constant force of I t;;iN 

171/iJ))))))))))))))) 
IN on a smooth horizontal surface. Find the tension in the rope at smooth 
X =L/2. 

37. In figure shown, both blocks are released from rest. Find the time to cross each 
other? 

38. Find the reading of spring balance as shown in figure. Assume that 
mass Mis in equilibrium. ~ balance 

M 
37° 

39. At what acceleration of the trolley will the string makes an angle of 
37° with vertical if a small mass is attached to bottom of string. 

40. At what value of m 1 will 8 kg mass be at rest. 

1 1737° p. 
0 0 

m , 
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41. What force must man exert on rope to keep platform in equilibrium? 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

In the figure at the free end of the light string, a force F is applied to keep 
the suspended mass of 18 kg at rest. Assuming pulley is light then the force 
exerted by the ceiling on the system. 

man 
50kg 

platform, 40 kg 

18 kg 

Three blocks are connected as shown in the figure, on a horizontal frictionless table 
and pulled to the right with a force at 60 N. If M 1 = 10 kg, M 2 = 20 kg and M 3 = 30 kg then the 
value ofT2. 

r.:.7 T 1 r.:.7 T 2 r.:.7 . 
~F 

Four identical 2 kg blocks are arranged as shown. All surfaces are 0 J (ti'y 
rough. A force of 10 N is applied to block C parallel to incline as ~ 
shown. Rank the NORMAL on the BOTTOM surface of each block ? 
Four identical balls of mass m are arranged as shown. The mass of the block in the last 
diagram is 4 m and having acceleration a, the angle of the incline is ~ is = 30° and all the 
surfaces are frictionless. Rank the TENSIONS in the labeled ropes ? Consider wedge and 
table to be fixed. 

46. Two masses A and B, lie on a frictionless table. They are attached to 
either end of a light rope which passes around a horizontal movable 
pulley of negligible mass. Find the acceleration of each mass MA = 
kg, M 8 = 2kg, M c = 4kg. The pulley P 2 is vertical. 

47. The masses of blocks A and B are same and equal to m. Friction is 
absent everywhere. Find the magnitude of normal force with which 
block B presses on the wall and accelerations of the blocks A and B. 
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48. A mass Mis held in place by an applied force F and a pulley system as shown in 
figure. The pulleys are massless and frictionless. 
(a) Draw a free body diagram for each pulley 
(b) Find the tension in each section of rope Tr T2, T3, T4 and Ts 
(c) Find the magnitude of F. 

49. A block 'C' of mass m rests on a smooth table. Two blocks A and 
B each of mass m, are attached to the end of a light inextensible 
string passing over a smooth pulley fixed to C as shown in the 
figure. B rests on C and A can move in a frictionless vertical 
shaft. Find the acceleration of C. 

50. In the figure shown C is a fixed wedge. A block Bis kept on the 
inclined surface of the wedge C. Another block A is inserted in a 
slot in the block B as shown in figure. A light inextensible string 
passes over a light pulley which is fixed to the block B through a 
light rod. One end of the string is fixed and other end of the string 
is fixed to A.Sis a fixed support on the wedge. All the surfaces 
are smooth. Masses of A and B are same. Find the magnitude of 
acceleration of A and B. (sin 37° = 3/5) 

51. In the figure shown all blocks are of equal mass 'm ' . All surfaces are 
smooth. Find the acceleration of all the blocks. 

B m 

C 

m 

C 

B C ~ ,,,,sl~,,,, 

52. A lift L is moving upwards with a constant acceleration a= g. A small 
block A of mass 'm' is kept on a wedge B of the same mass 'm '. The 
height of the vertical face of the wedge is' h'. A is released from the top 
most point of the wedge. Find the time taken by A to reach the bottom of L 
B. All surfaces are smooth and Bis also free to move. 

53. In the arrangement shown in the Fig. , the block of mass m = 2 kg lies 
on the wedge of mass M = 8 kg. Find the initial acceleration of the 
wedge if the surfaces are smooth 

54. The diagram shows particles A and B, of masses 0.2 kg and m kg 
respectively, connected by a light inextensible string which passes over 
a fixed smooth peg. The system is released from rest, with B at a height 
of 0.25 m above the floor. B descends, hitting the floor 0.5 s later. All 
resistances to motion may be ignored. 

o,~AkB 
m g 

a 

' 0.25 m 
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55. 

56. 

57. 

(a) Find the acceleration of Bas it descends. 
(b) Find the tension in the string while Bis descending and find also the value ofm. 
(c) When B hits the floor it comes to rest immediately, and the string becomes slack. Find 

the length of time for which B remains at rest on the ground before being jerked into 
motion again. 

A 1kg block 'B ' rests as shown on a bracket 'A ' of same mass. 
Constant forces F 1 = 20N and F2 = 8N start to act at time t = 0 when 
the distance of block B from pulley is 50 cm. Time when block B F, 

reaches the pulley is __ . 

Two men of masses m 1 and m 2 hold on the opposite ends of a rope passing 
over a frictionless pulley. The mass m 1 climbs up the rope with an acceleration 
of 1.2 m/s2 relative to the rope. The man m2 climbs up the rope with an 
acceleration of 2. 0 m/s2 relative to the rope. Find the tension in the rope if m 1 

= 40 kg and m2 = 60 kg. Also find the time after which they will be at same 
horizontal level if they start from rest and are initially separated by 5m. 

50cm 
!+------+I 

In figure shown, pulleys are ideal m 1 > 2 m2. Initially the system is in equilibrium \Ji 
and string connecting m2 to rigid support below is cut. Find the initial acceleration 

ofm/ m 

m1 

58. The system shown adjacent is in equilibrium. Find the acceleration of the blocks A, 
B & C all of equal masses m at the instant when (Assume springs to be ideal) 
(a) The spring between ceiling and A is cut. 
(b) The string (inextensible) between A and B is cut. 
(c) The spring between Band C is cut. 
Also find the tension in the string when the system is at rest and in the above 3 cases. 

59. In the system shown, find the initial acceleration of the wedge of mass 
5M. The pulleys are ideal and the cords are inextensible. (there is no 
friction anywhere). 

60. An inclined plane makes an angle 30° with the horizontal. 
A groove OA = 5 m cut in the plane makes an angle 30° 
with OX A short smooth cylinder is free to slide down the 

A 

influence of gravity. Find the time taken by the cylinder to 0 ....... ---------.. x 
reach from A to 0. (g = 10 m/s2) 
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61. An ornament for a courtyard at a world 's fair is to be made 
up of four identical, frictionless metal sphere, each weighing 
2✓6 Newton. The spheres are to be arranged as shown, with 
three resting on a horizontal surface and touching each other; 
the fourth is to rest freely on the other three. The bottom 
three are kept from separating by spot welds at the points of 
contact with each other. Allowing for a factor of safety of 3, 
how much tension must the sot welds with stand. 

62. A 20 kg block B is suspended from a cord 
attached to a 40 kg cart A. Find the ratio of the 
acceleration of the block in cases (i) and (ii) 
shown in figure immediately after the system is 
released from rest. (neglect friction) 

Exercise-3: Objective Problems 

1 Action and reaction 
(A) Act on two different objects 
(B) Have equal magnitude 
(C) Have opposite directions 
(D) Have resultant zero. 

Case (i) 

Top View Horizontul View 

A A 

Case (ii) 

2 Which figure represents the correct F.B.D. of rod of mass mas shown in figure: 

T 

(A) ~ 
mg 

(C) 

v(T 
(D) None of these 

mg 

3 In which of the following cases the net force is not zero ? 
(A) A kite skillfully held stationary in the sky 
(B) A ball freely falling from a height 
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(C) An aeroplane rising upwards at an angle of 45° with the horizontal with a constant speed 
(D) A cork floating on the surface of water 

table. One has mass m and the other 2m. F-----+ 2m 2m +--- F 
4. Two blocks are in contact on a frictionless Et:J Et:J 

A force F is applied on 2m as shown m m 
in the figure. Now the same force F is \\\\\\\\\\ \1\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\ 

applied from the right on m. In the two 
cases respectively, the ratio force of contact between the two blocks will be 
(A) same (B) I: 2 (C) 2: 1 (D) I: 3 

5. A constant force Fis applied in horizontal direction as shown. 
Contact force between Mand m is N and between m and M is 
N' then 

M'>M 

F-----+~ 
(A) Nor N' equal (B) N > N' l!fJIJ/77 mn 

smooth 
(C) N ' > N (D) cannot be determined 

6. A mass Mis suspended by a rope from a rigid support at A as shown in 
figure. Another rope is tied at the end B, and it is pulled horizontally with 
a force F. If the rope AB makes an angle 0 with the vertical, then the 
tension in the string AB is 
(A) Fsin 0 
(C) Fcos e 

(B) F/sin0 
(D) F/cos e 

F 

7. Two persons are holding a rope of negligible weight tightly at its ends so that it is horizontal. A 
15 kg weight is attached to the rope at the mid point which now no longer remains horizontal. 
The minimum tension required to completely straighten the rope is 

(A) 15 kg (B) !2_ kg 
2 

(C) 5 kg (D) Infinitely large 

8. Two masses M 1 and M 2 are attached to the ends of a string which passes & 
over a pulley attached to the top of a double inclined plane of angles of [;: 
inclination a and j3. If M2 > Mr the acceleration a of the system is given by ~ 

(A) M 2g(sinl3) (B) M 1g(sina) ~ a. f3 

~+~ ~+~ 

(C) ( M 2 sinl3-M1gsina)g 

Ml+M2 
(D) Zero 

9. Three masses of 1 kg, 6 kg and 3 kg are connected to each 
other with threads and are placed on table as shown in figure, 
What is the acceleration with which the system is moving? 
Take g = 1 Orn s-2. 

(A) Zero 
(C) 2 m s-2 

(B) 1 m s-2 

(D) 3 m s-2 1kg 3kg 
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10. A body of mass 8 kg is hanging from another body of mass 12 kg. The 
combination is being pulled by a string with an acceleration of 2.2 m s-2. The 
tension T1 and T2 will be respectively: (use g = 9.8m/s2 ) 

(A) 200 N, 80 N (B) 220 N, 90 N 
(C) 240 N, 96 N (D) 260 N, 96 N 

T, 

12kg 

T, 

8kg 

11. A fireman wants to slide down a rope. The rope can bear a tension of i the of the weight of 
4 

the man. With what minimum acceleration should the fireman slide down : 

(A) g 
3 

(D) g 
2 

12. A particle of small mass m is joined to a very heavy body by a light string passing over a light 
pulley. Both bodies are free to move. The total downward force on the pulley is 
(A) mg (B) 2 mg 
(C) 4 mg (D) >> mg 

13. Two blocks of masses M 1 and M 2 are connected to each F ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
other through a light spring as shown in figure. If we ~ M, M, 

push mass M 1 with force F and cause acceleration a 1 in Jim/ JI 

mass Mr what will be the acceleration in M2 ? 
(A) F/M2 (B) F/(M1 + Mi) 
(C) a1 (D) (F-Mp)IM2 

14. Two masses of 10 kg and 20 kg respectively are 10kg 20kg 
connected by a massless spring as shown in figure. 
A force of200 N acts on the 20 kg mass at the instant 
when the 10 kg mass has an acceleration of 12 ms-2, 

the acceleration of the 20 kg mass is: 
(A) 2 ms-2 (B) 4ms-2 

(C) 1 0ms-2 (D) 20ms-2 

15. In the arrangement shown in the Figure all surfaces are frictionless, the 
masses of the block are m1 = 20 kg and m2 = 30 kg. The accelerations 
of masses m 1and m2 will be if F= 180N. 

(A) a,,1 = 9 m/s2 , a,,,2 = 0 (B) a,,1 = 9 m/s2 , a,,,2 = 9 m/s 2 

(C) a = 0, a = 9 m/s 2 (D) None of these 
lllJ. IIJ2 

16. Figure shows a wedge of mass 2kg resting on a frictionless floor. A 
block of mass 1 kg is kept on the wedge and the wedge is given an 
acceleration of 5 m/sec2 towards right. Then: 
(A) Block will remain stationary w.r.t. wedge 
(B) The block will have an acceleration of 1 m/sec2 w.r.t. the wedge 
(C) Normal reaction on the block is 11 N 
(D) Net force acting on the wedge is 2 N 

200 N 

F 
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L 37° 

17. A trolley of mass 8 kg is standing on a frictionless surface inside 
which an object of mass 2 kg is suspended. A constant force F starts 
acting on the trolley as a result of which the string stood at an angle 
of37° from the vertical. Then: 

2kg 8kg 

(A) acceleration of the trolley is 40/3 m/sec2. 

(B) force applied in 60 N 
(C) force applied is 75 N 
(D) tension in the string is 25 N 

18. A triangular block of mass M rests on a smooth surface as 
shown in figure. A cubical block of mass m rests on the inclined 
surface. If all surfaces are frictionless, the force that must be 
applied to M so as to keep m stationary relative to Mis 
(A) Mg tan 30 (B) mg tan 30 
(C) (M+m)g tan 30 (D) (M+m)g cos 30 

19. A trolley is accelerating down an incline of angle 0 with acceleration 
gsin0. Which of the following is correct. ( a is the angle made by the 
string with vertical). 
(A) a= 0 
(B) a= 0° 
(C) Tension in the string, T = mg 
(D) Tension in the string, T = mg sec 0 

20. A flexible chain of weight Whangs between two fixed points A and B A 

at the same level. The inclination of the chain with the horizontal at .,,~~--~,;rlf,0'1,. 

the two points of support is 0. What is the tension of the chain at the 
endpoint. 

w 
(A) -cosec 0 

2 

(C) w cos e 

w 
(B) -sec e 

2 

D w . e ( ) -sm 
3 

21. Two masses m and Mare attached with strings as shown. 

22. 

For the system to be in equilibrium we have 
2M 2m 

(A) tan 0 = 1 +- (B) tan 0 = 1 + -
m M 

M 
(C) tan 0 = 1 + -

2m 

m 
(D) tan 0 = 1 + -

2M 

Objects A and B each of mass m are connected by light inextensible cord. 
They are constrained to move on a frictionless ring in a vertical plane as 
shown in figure. The objects are released from rest at the positions shown. 
The tension in the cord just after release will be 

w 

A 

:e) 
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(A) mg✓2 (B) mg 
✓2 

(C) mg 
2 

23. A 50 kg person stands on a 25 kg platform. He pulls on the rope which is 
attached to the platform via the frictionless pulleys as shown in the fig. 
The platform moves upwards at a steady rate if the force with which the 
person pulls the rope is: 
(A) 500N 
(C) 25 N 

(B) 250N 
(D) 50N 

(D) 
mg 

4 

24. A balloon of gross weight w newton is falling vertically downward with a constant acceleration 
a(<g). The magnitude of the air resistance is: 

(A) w (B) w( 1 +;) 
25. Three blocks A , Band Care suspended as shown in the figure. Mass 

of each blocks A and C is m.If system is in equilibrium and mass of B 
isM, then: 
(A) M=2m 
(C) M > 2m 

(B) M<2m 
(D) M=m 

26. In the system shown in the figure m 1 > m2 . System is held at rest by 
thread BC. Just after the thread BC is burnt: 
(A) Acceleration ofm2 will be upwards 

(D) 

(B) Magnitude of acceleration of both blocks will be equal to ( m1 - m2 ) g 
m1 +m2 

(C) Acceleration of m I will be equal to zero 
(D) Magnitude of acceleration of two blocks will be nonzero and 

unequal. 

a 
w

g 

27. In the figure , the blocks A, Band C of mass m each have acceleration ar a2 and a3 respectively. 
F 1 and F2 are external forces of magnitudes 2 mg and mg respectively. 

(A) a1 =a2 =a3 

(C) a1 = a2 , a2 > a3 

(B) a1 > a2 > a3 

(D) a1 > a2 , a2 = a3 
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28. A string is wrapped round a log of wood and it is pulled with a 
force Fas shown in the figure. 
(A) tension Tin the string increases with increase in 0 
(B) tension Tin the string decreases with increase in 0 
(C) tension T > F if 0 > n/3 
(D) tension T> Fif0 > n/4 

29. In the figure the reading of the spring balance will be: [ g = 10 m/s2 ] 

(A) 6kgf 

(B) 5 kg/ 

(C) 60N 

(D) 60 kg/ 

2m/s2 

5kg 

30. Block B moves to the right with a constant velocity v 0. The velocity of body A relative to Bis 
v. 

(A) ~ , towards left (B) ~ , towards right ~=======:::-~8 
(C) 3v, , towa,ds left (D) Jv, ,towa,ds right mnnlmmlfflmmm;;;);,,111h 

2 2 

31. In the arrangement shown in figure , pulleys are massless and frictionless and 
threads are inextensible. Block of mass m 1 will remain at rest if: 

1 1 1 4 1 1 
(A)-=-+- (B) -=-+-

m1 m2 m3 m1 m2 m3 

(D) 
1 2 3 
-=-+-
m3 m2 m1 

32. Two blocks of masses 10 kg and 20 kg are connected by a light 
spring as shown. A force of 200 N acts on the 20 kg mass as 
shown. At a certain instant the acceleration of 10 kg mass is 12 
ms-2. 

(A) At that instant the 20 kg mass has an acceleration of 12 ms-2. 

(B) At that instant the 20 kg mass has an acceleration of 4 ms-2 . 

(C) The stretching force in the spring is 120 N. 

m, m, m, 

F=200N 

(D) The collective system moves with a common acceleration of30 ms-2 when the extension 
in the connecting spring is the maximum. 

33. A block tied between two springs is in equilibrium. If upper spring is cut then the acceleration 
of the block just after cut is 6 m/s2 downwards. Now, if instead of upper spring, lower spring 
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is being cut then the magnitude of acceleration of the block just after the cut will 
be: (Take g = 10 m/s2) 

(A) 16 m/s2 

(B) 4 m/s2 

(C) Cannot be determined 

(D) None of these 

10m/s' 
34. Reading shown in two spring balances S1 and S2 is 90 kg and 30 kg 

respectively and lift is accelerating upwards with acceleration I O m/s2. 

The mass is stationary with respect to lift. Then the mass of the block will 
be: 

s, 

35. 

36. 

37. 

(A) 60 kg 
(B) 30 kg 
(C) 120 kg 
(D) None of these 

s, 

Five persons A, B, C, D & E are pulling a cart of mass 100 kg on a smooth surface and cart 
is moving with acceleration 3 m/s2 in east direction. When person 'A' stops pulling, it moves 
with acceleration lm/s2 in the west direction. When person 'B' stops pulling, it moves with 
acceleration 24 m/s2 in the north direction. The magnitude of acceleration of the cart when 
only A & B pull the cart keeping their directions same as the old directions, is 

(A) 26 m/s2 (B) 3✓'71 m/s2 

(C) 25 m/s2 (D) 30 m/s2 

What should be the minimum force P to be applied to the string so that block 
of mass m just begins to move up the frictionless plane. 

(A) Mg tan 0/2 (B) Mg cot 0/2 

(C) Mgcos0 
1 + sine 

(D) None 

Both the blocks shown here are of mass m and are moving with 
constant velocity in direction shown in a resistive medium which 
exerts equal constant force on both blocks in direction opposite 
to the velocity. The tension in the string connecting both of them 
will be: (Neglect friction) 
(A) mg 
(C) mg/3 

(B) mg/2 
(D) mg/4 

A µ = 0 

38. In which of the following cases is the contact force between A and B maximum 
(mA=mB=Ikg) 
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(A) 3~r::r:J µ=O (B) A 
(C) (D) a=IO~ ~ 

~ 
39. A rope of mass 5 kg is moving vertically in vertical position with an upwards force of 100 N 

acting at the upper end and a downwards force of 70 N acting at the lower end. The tension at 
midpoint of the rope is 
(A) IOON 
(C) 75 N 

(B) 85 N 
(D) 105 N 

40. Find the acceleration of 3 kg mass when acceleration of 2 kg 
mass is 2 ms-2 as shown in figure. 
(A) 3 ms-2 (B) 2 ms-2 

(C) 0.5 ms-2 (D) zero 

~ION 

2ms-2• 

41. Block of 1 kg is initially in equilibrium and is hanging by two identical springs g 
A and B as shown in figures. If spring A is cut from lower point at t=O then, find A B 
acceleration of block in ms-2 at t = 0. 
(A) 5 (B) 10 3 kg 
(C) 15 (D) 0 

42. A block of mass Mon a horizontal smooth surface is pulled by a load of mass M/2 by means 
of a rope AB and string BC as shown in the figure. The length & mass of the rope AB are L 

M /2 and respectively. As the block is pulled from AB = L to AB = 0 its acceleration changes 

from 

3g tog g to g 
A 

(A) (B) 
4 4 2 ~ g tog 3g to 2g 

M/2 
(C) (D) 

4 2 

43. A particle of mass m, initially at ,est, is acted on by a fm-ce F- F,{ 1-( 21; T)' }during the 

interval O :S t ~ T. The velocity of the particle at the end of the interval is : 

(A) 5FOT (B) 4F:iT 
6m 3m 

(C) 2F'ciT (D) 3F'ciT 
3m 2m 

44 Two masses m andM are attached to the strings as shown in the figure. 
If the system is in equilibrium, then 

2M 2m 
(A) tan0 = 1 + - (B) tane = 1 + -

m M 

(C) 
2M 

cot0= 1 + -
m 

2m 
(D) cot0 = 1 + -

M 
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45 A ball connected with string is released at an angle 45° with the vertical 
as shown in figure. Then the acceleration of the box at this instant will 
be : [Mass of the box is equal to mass of ball] 
(A) g/4 (B) g/3 
(C) g/2 (D) none of these 

46 A stuntman jumps his car over a crater as shown (neglect air resistance) 
(A) During the whole flight the driver experiences weightlessness 
(B) During the whole flight the driver never experiences weightlessness 
(C) During the whole flight the driver experiences weightlessness 

only at the highest point 
(D) The apparent weight increases during upward journey 

Smooth !TI 
Surfac~

1 

~---... 

~ 

4 7 A ball of mass m is thrown vertically upwards. Assume the force of air resistance has magnitude 
proportional to the velocity, and direction opposite to the velocity's. At the highest point, the 
ball's acceleration is 
(A) 0 
(C) g 

(B) less than g 
(D) greater than g 

48 Two identical mass m are connected to a massless string which is hung n 
over two frictionless pulleys as shown in figure. If everything is at rest, 
what is the tension in the cord? m m 
(A) less than mg 
(B) exactly mg 
(C) more than mg but less than 2mg 
(D) exactly 2mg 

49 A flexible chain of weight W hangs between two fixed points A & B which are at he same 
horizontal level. The inclination of the chain with the horizontal at both the points of support 
is 0. What is the tension of the chain at the mid point? 

w w w 
(A) - cosec 0 (B) - tan 0 (C) - cot 0 (D) none 

2 2 2 

50 A weight can be hung in any of the following four ways by string of same type. In which case 
is the string most likely to break? 
(A) A 
(C) C 

Question No. 51 to 52 (2 questions) 

(B) B 
(D) D 

A frictionless pulley is attached to one arm of a balance and a string passed around it carries two masses 
m 1 and m2. The pulley is provided with a clamp due to which m 1 and m 2 do not move w.r.t. each other. 
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51. On removing the clamp, m 1 and m 2 start moving. How much change in counter mass has to be 
made to restore balance? 

(A) (m1 +m2)2 
m1 -m2 

(B) (m1 -m2)2 
m1 +m2 (C) 2m1-m2 

52. On removing the clamp, if the counter mass restores balance, then acceleration of centre of 
mass of the masses m 1 and m2 will have acceleration of magnitude 

(A) zero (B) (m1 - m2 )g (C) (m1 - m2 )2 g (D) g 
m1 +m2 m1 +m2 

Question No. 53 to 55 (3 questions) 

A particle of mass m is constrained to move on x-axis. A force Facts on the particle. F always points 
toward the position labeled E. For example, when the particle is to the left of E, F points to the right. 
The magnitude of Fis a constant F except at point E where it is zero. 

A +ve 

M E X 

The system is horizontal. F is the net force acting on the particle. The particle is displaced a 
distance A towards left from the equilibrium position E and released from rest at t = 0. 

53 What is the period of the motion? 

(A) 4[ ✓2;m) (B) 2[ ✓2;m) (C) [ ✓2;m) (D) None 

54 Velocit ~-time graph of the particle is 

/ 

V 

(A)v t (B) 

V 

(C) (D) 

55 Find minimum time it will take to reach from x = - A to 0. 
2 

(B) !¥(✓2-1) 

(D) None 

56 Two blocks are connected by a spring. The combination is suspended, at rest, from 
a string attatched to the ceiling, as shown in the figure. The string breaks suddenly. 
Immediately after the string breaks, what is the initial downward acceleration of 
the upper block of mass 2m ? 
(A) 0 (B) 3g/2 (C) g (D) 2g 
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57 Two blocks A and B each of same mass are attached by a thin inextensible string through 
an ideal pulley. Initially block Bis held in position as shown in figure. Now the block B is 
released. Block A willl slide to right and hit the pulley in time IA. Block B will swing and hit 
the surface in time Is. Assume the surface as frictionless. 
[Hint: Tension T in the string acting on both blocks is same in 
magnitude. Acceleration needed for horizontal motion is from T.] 
(A) IA= IB (B) IA< IB 

(C) IA> IB 
(D) Data are not sufficient to get relationship between IA and Is. 

58 If the string & all the pulleys are ideal, acceleration of mass m is 

(A) g 
2 

(B) 0 
(C) g 
(D) Dependent on m 

Exercise-4 

(JEE/REE Questions of Previous Years) 

1 A mass A ( 0.5 kg) is placed on a smooth table with a string 0.5 m/s 

attached to it. The string goes over a frictions pulley and is 
connected to another mass B ( 0.2 kg). At I= 0 the mass A is 
at a distance 2m from the end moving with a speed of 0.5 m/s 
towards the left, what will be its position and speed at I = 1 
sec? [IIT, 1975) 

passengers is 150 kg. The variation in the speed of 1 I ~ 
the lift is given in the graph. ~ 

B 

2 A lift is going up. The total mass of the lift and the 00123_6 

(A) What will be the tension in the rope pulling g,c__ _ _,_ ____ ....._ __ .,__-4• 

the lift at I equal to O 2 10 12 t (sec) 

(i) 1 sec (ii) 6 sec and (iii) 11 sec ? 
(B) What is the height through which the lift takes the passengers ? 
(C) What will be the average velocity and average acceleration during the course of entire 

motion? [IIT, 1976] 
3 Two masses m and 2m are connected by a massless string which passes ~, ~~~~~~~ 

over a pulley as shown in fig. The masses are held initially with equal 
length of the string on either side of the pulley. Find the velocity of 
masses at the instant the lighter mass moves up a distance of 6.54 m. The 
string is suddenly cut at that instant. Calculate the time taken by each 
mass to reach the ground. [IIT, 1977] 

m 
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4 Two cubes of masses m 1 and m 2 lie on two frictionless slopes 
of block A which rests on a horizontal table. The cubes are 
connected by a string which passes over a pulley as shown 
in the diagram. To what horizontal acceleration/ should the A 

whole system (i.e. block and cubes) be subjected so that the 
cubes do not slide down the planes? What is the tension in a 
h . . h. . . ? ~ t e stnng m t 1s s1tuat1on. 

5 A ship of mass 3 x I 07 kg initially at rest is pulled by a force of 5 x I 04 N through a distance 
of3m. Assume that the resistance due to water is negligible, the speed of the ship is 
(A) 1.5 m/s (B) 60 m/s (C) 0.1 m/s (D) 5 m/s 

6 In the arrangement shown in fig. the ends P and Q of , 
an unstretchable string move downwards with uniform A 

speed U. Pulleys A and B are fixed. Mass M moves 
upwards with a speed. 
(A) 2 U cos 0 
(B) Ucos e 
(C) 2 U/cos e 
(D) U/cos e 

p 

7 The pulley arrangements of fig. (a) and (B) are indentical. The (a) 

mass of the rope is negligible. In (a), the mass m is lifted up 1r 
by attaching a mass 2m to the other end of the rope. In (b), m 
is lifted up by pulling the other end of the rope with a constant • 
downward force F = 2 mg. Find the acceleration of m is the 
same in both cases: m 2m 

[IIT, 1980) 

(b} 

1[~ 
m 

8 Two blocks of mass 2.9 kg and 1.9 kg are suspended from a L.L.<:..LL.....,__,_..L..L..4-L.L.L.<c.L.L.L.LJ.:..LLJ s 
rigid support S by two inextensible wires each of length 1 m. 
The upper wire has negligible mass and the lower wire has a 
uniform mass of 0.2 kg/m. The whole system of blocks, wires 
and support have an upward acceleration of 0.2 m/s2. The 
acceleration due to gravity is 9.8 m/s2. [IIT, 1989] 
(i) Find the tension at the midpoint of the lower wire. 
(ii) Find the tension at the midpoint of the upper wire. 

9 Essential characteristic of equilibrium is 
(A) Momentum equal zero 
(B) Acceleration equals zero 
(C) K.E. equals zero 
(D) Velocity equals zero [REE, 1989) 

10 A mass is hung with a light inextensible string in figure. Find the tension of horizontal string 
AP. [IIT, 1990) 
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J. 
Mg 

11 What is the tension in a rod of length L and mass Mat a distance y from F1 when the rod is 
acted on two unequal forces F 1 and F2 (<F1) as shown in the figure. [IIT, 1993) 

F2 F, 

12 A smooth semicircular wire-track of radius R is fixed in a vertical plane shown 
in fig. One end of a massless spring of natural length (3R/4) is attached to the 
lower point O of the wire track. A small ring of mass m, which can slide on the 
track, is attached to the other end of the spring. The ring is held stationary at c1--~R~---1 
point P such that the spring makes an angle of 60° with the vertical. The spring m 
constant K = mg/R. Consider the instant when the ring is released, and (i) draw 
free body diagram of the ring, (ii) Determine the tangential acceleration of the 0 
ring and the normal reaction. [JEE, 1996, 5 marks] 

13 A spring of force constant K is cut into two pieces such that one piece is double 
the length of the other. Then the long piece will have a force constant of -
(A) 2/3 K (B) 3/2 K 
(C) K (D) 2K [JEE, 1999) 

14 Two blocks of masses m 1 = 3 kg and m 2 = l kg are connected by a light inextensible string 

which passes over a smooth peg. The blocks rest on the inclined smooth planes of a wedge 
and the peg is fixed to the top of the wedge. The planes of the wedge supporting m 1 and m2 are 
inclined at 30° and 60°, respectively, with the horizontal. Calculate the acceleration of the 
masses and the tension in the string. [REE, 1999) 

15 A string of negligible mass going over a clamped pulley of mass m 
supports a block ofmassM as shown in the figure. The force on the 
pulley by the clamp is given by-

(A) ✓2 Mg (B) ✓2 mg 

(C) (✓(M +m) 2 +m 2 ) g (D) (✓(M +m) 2 +M 2 ) g 

[JEE, 2001) 
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16 The pulleys and strings shown in the figure are smooth and of 
negligible mass for the system to remain in equilibrium, the 
angle 0 should be [JEE, 2002) 
(A) 0° 
(B) 30° 
(C) 45° 
(D) 60° 

17 System shown in figure is in equilibrium and at rest. The spring and string are massless 
Now the string is cut. The acceleration of mass 2m and m just after the string is cut 
will be: [JEE, 2006) 
(A) g/2 upwards , g downwards 
(B) g upwards, g/ 2 downwards 
(C) g upwards , 2g downwards 
(D) 2g upwards , g downwards 

18 Two particles of mass m each are tied at the ends of a light string of length 2a. The whole 
system is kept on a frictionless horizontal surface with the string held tight so that each mass 
is at a distance 'a' from the center P (as shown in the figure). Now, the mid-point of the 
string is pulled vertically upwards with a small but constant force F. As a result, the particles 
move towards each other on the surfaces. The magnitude of acceleration, when the separation 
between them becomes 2x, is [JEE, 2007) 

(A) F a (B) F x 
2m .Ja2 -x2 2m .Ja2 -x2 

(C) _!_~ 
2m a 

(D) F .Ja2-x2 

2m X 
a a 

19 A cloth covers a table. Some dishes are kept on it. The cloth can be pulled out without 
dislodging the dishes from the table because 
STATEMENT-2 
For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement 1 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True [JEE, 2007) 

20 A piece of wire is bent in the shape of a parabola y = kx2 (y-axis vertical) with a bead of mass 
m on it. The bead can slide on the wire without friction. It stays at the lowest point of the 
parabola when the wire is at rest. The wire is now accelerated parallel to the x-axis with a 
constant acceleration a. The distance of the new equilibrium position of the bead, where the 
bead can stay at rest with respect to the wire, from the y-axis is [JEE, 2009) 
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(A) 
a 

(B) 
a 

gk 2gk 

(C) 
2a 

(D) 
a 

gk 4gk 

Previous Years' AIEEE Questions 

1. A light string passing over a smooth light pulley connects two blocks of masses m 1 and m2 

(vertically). If the acceleration of the system is g/8, then the ratio of the masses is: 
[AIEEE-2002) 

(A) 8 : 1 (B) 9 : 7 (C) 4 : 3 (D) 5 : 3 
2. Three identical blocks of masses m = 2 kg are drawn by a force F = 10.2 Non a frictionless 

surface, then what is the tension (in N) in the string between the blocks B and C ? 
[AIEEE-2002) 

(A) 9.2 (B) 3.4 (C) 4 (5) 9.8 
3. One end of massless rope, which passes over a massless and frictionless pulley P is tied 

to a hook C while the other end is free. Maximum tension that the rope can bear is 360 N. 
With what value of minimum safe acceleration (in ms-2 ) can a man of 60 kg climb down the 
rope? [AIEEE-2002) 

(A) 16 (B) 6 (C) 4 (D) 8 
4. A spring balance is attached to the ceiling of a lift. A man hangs his bag on the spring and the 

spring reads 49 N, When the lift is stationary. If the lift moves downward with an acceleration 
of 5 m/s2 , the reading of the spring balance will be : [AIEEE-2003) 
(A) 24 N (B) 74 N (C) 15 N (D) 49 N 

5. A block of mass Mis pulled along a horizontal frictionless surface by a rope of mass m. If a 
force P is applied at the free end of the rope, the force exerted by the rope on the block is : 

[AIEEE-2003) 

(A) __!!!!_ 
M+m 

(B) __!!!!_ 
M-m 

(C) p (D) PM 
M+m 

6. A light spring balance hangs from the hook of the other light spring balance and a block of 
massMkg hangs from the former one. Then the true statement about the scale reading is: 

[AIEEE-2003) 
(A) Both the scale readMkg each 
(B) The scale of the lower one reads M kg and of the upper one zero 
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(C) The reading of the two scales can be anything but the swn of the reading will be M kg 
(D) Both the scales read M/2 kg 

7. Two masses m1 = 5 kg and m2 = 4.8 kg tied to a string are hanging over a light frictionless 
pulley. What is the acceleration of the masses when system is free to move? (g = 9.8 m/s2 ) 

[AIEEE-2004) 

(A) 0.2 m/s2 (B) 9.8 m/s2 (C) 5 m/s2 (D) 4.8 m/s2 

8. A block is kept on a frictionless inclined surface with angle of inclination a. The incline is 
given an acceleration a to keep the block stationary. The a is equal to [AIEEE-2005) 
(A) g (B) g tan a (C) g/tana (D) g cosec a 

9. A ball of mass 0.2 kg is thrown vertically upwards by applying a constant force by hand. If 
the hand moves 0.2 m while applying the force and the ball goes upto 2m height further, find 

10. 

the magnitude of the force. Consider g = 10 m/s2. [AIEEE-2006) 
(A) 20N (B) 22N (C) 4N (D) 16N 
A block of mass m is connected to another block ofmassMby a string (massless). The blocks 
are kept on a smooth horizontal plane. Initially the blocks are at rest. Then a constant force F 
starts acting on the block of mass M to pull it. Find the force on the block of mass m 

(A) mF 
m 

(B) (M +m)F 
m 

(C) mF 
(m+M) 

[AIEEE-2007) 

(D) MF 
(m+M) 

11. Two fixed frictionless inclined planes making an angle 30° and 60° with the vertical are shown 
in the figure. Two blocks A and B are placed on the two planes. What is the relative vertical 
acceleration of A with respect to B? [AIEEE-2010) 

(A) 4.9 ms-2 in horizontal direction 
(C) Zero 

(B) 9.8 ms-2 in vertical direction 
(D) 4.9 ms-2 in vertical direction 
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Exercise - 1 

36. 

40. 

44. 

47. 

A 

C 

B 

~ = 0, ~ = 30 l mls 

49. ~ + VB + 2Vc = 0 

37. A 38. 

41. B 42. 

45. B 46. 

48. 

50. ~ =125 mmls l, VB = 75 mmls -1,, Ve= 175 mmls -I, 

51. 25 mls 52 (C) 

H 
54. --v 

H-h 
55 ± V 

3 

57. ~ =Jot vB=22i 

59. 50m/st, 1 Omlst 

V V 
61. (i) --, (ii) --

2cos0 cos0 

63. 2a2 + a3 - a1= 0 

65. 4vA + 8vB + 4vc+ vD = O 

Exercise - 2 

N, 

53. 

56. 

58. 

60. 

62. 

64. 

66. 

(b) N = F 

2 (a) (b) equal magnitude w. 

mg 

3 N = I 000 N N = 500 N 
A ✓3 ' B ✓3 

4. 

5 (a)JON, (b)J5N, (c)20N 6. 
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C 39. B 

A 43. C 

a1 + a2 = b1 + b2 

a = 2 mls2 t a = 3 mls2 -I, a = J mls2-I, 
A ' B ' C 

V = VB 
A 

cos(n/4- 0/ 2) 

vB = 0.5 mist & aB = J mls2 -I, 

Ve= 4mlst, ac = 5m/s2-I, 

(i) U = - v/2, (ii) U = V 

2a + aM =O 

1 + cose 

0.5 mls 

(i) zero, (ii) 10 N 

- - 60 60 
(a) IF I= IF, I= - N (b) W = - N 

I - ✓2 ✓2 
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7 4N. 8. 

9 (a) 4.8N, 3.6N, 2.4N, 1.2N(b)F = 6N(c) 0.2N 

10 0.1 m 11. The acceleration of A is 3 x 0.98 mls2 

12 (i) JOON, (ii) JOON, (iii) JOON, (iv) 120N, (v) BON, (vi) 120N, (vii) 120N, (viii) BON. 

13 

15. 

17. 

19. 

cos0 2 

cos01 

utan 

a I 2, towards left. 

15 
- mls2, opposite direction. 
4 

14. 2u 

16. 1.8 mls 

18. 3 mls2, towards left. 

20. F = O 

4F 
21. (g + a) sine 22. a = -- - g. 

M+m 

23. For the system T-33 g = mAaA + mBaB + mcflc = JO (-2) + 15 (0) + 8 (3/2) 

• T = 33 g - 8 = 322 N 

24. 3: 1 25. 
m 1 

(a) - 1 =- (b) a = 3/4 mls2 } 

m2 3 

26. ( a) 45 mls along negative x-axis and 15 mls along positive y-axis 

(b) e = tan-1 (-½) from positive x-axis 

(c) (-225i +75})m 

(d) (-227t + 79 }yn 

10 ax (m/s2
) 

27. (a) F, > 19.6N (b) Fx -5, - 78.4 N (c) --- -'--,l0~0---+-,,<~---,--10.,_,0-- Fx N 

1----- ---------- - 10 

28. (a) 30° , (b) ✓3 29. a = 4g T = I3mg 
2 9 ' 18 

30. (a) 5mls2, (b)(i)JOON, (ii) 120N 31. x2 > x1 > x3 x1 X/ X/ 15: 18: JO 

32. (M + m 1 + m) ( :: g) 33. 55 

34. 5N, 16/31 kg 35. 2 sec 
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36. 1 37. 1 sec 
✓e +l 

38. 12N 39. 7.5 ms-2 

40. 10/3 kg 41. 300N 

42. 240N 43. 30N 

44. ND <NA <Nc<NB 45. Tc < TD < TB < ~ 

46. 
4g 3g 3g 

47. a= 12g. b = 9g . N = 12mg 
5'5 ' 5 25 ' 25 ' BW 25 

48. mg 3mg mg (a)T =T =T = - T =MgandT = - (b)F= -
1 2 3 2' 5 4 2 2 

g 4 4 
49. 50. a = - mls2 a =-,Ji, mls2. 

5 B 3 ' A 3 

51. 
2gsin0cos0 4gsin2 e 2gsin0 

a= ·a= ·a 
✓1+3sin2 e C 1+3Sin2 0' A 1+3Sin2 0' B 

52. t= 
h(l + sin2 0) 

53. a= 30✓3 mls2. 
2gsin2 e 23 

54. (a) 2 ms-2, (b) 2.4 N, 0.3 (c) 0.2 s 55. 0.5 sec 

56. 556.8 N, 1.47 sec 57. ( m, -2m2 )g 
2m2 

58. (a) a =3g ..j, =a · a =0· T=mg/2· 
A 2 B' C ' ,. 

(b) a= 2g a = 2g i a= 0 T= 0· (c) a= a = gl2t a= g..J, T= 3mg · T= 2mg 
A 'B 'c' 'A B 'c' 2' 

59. 2g/23 60. 2 sec 

61. 2N 62. 
3 

2✓2 

Exercise - 3 

1. (A) 2. (C) 3. (B) 4. (B) 

5. (B) 6. (B) 7. (D) 8. (C) 

9. (C) 10. (C) 11. (C) 12. (C) 

13. (D) 14. (B) 15. (A) 16. (C) 

17. (C,D) 18. (C) 19. (A) 20. (A) 

21. (A) 22. (B) 23. (B) 24. (C) 

25. (B) 26. (A,C) 27. (B) 28. (A,C) 

29. (A,C) 30. (B) 31. (B) 32. (B,C) 
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33. (B) 34. (B) 35. (C) 36. (A) 

37. (B) 38. (A) 39. (B) 40. (B) 

41. (A) 42. (B) 43. (C) 44. (A) 

45. (B) 46. (A) 47. (C) 48. (B) 

49. (C) 50. (C) 51. (B) 52. (C) 

53. (A) 54. (A) 55. (B) 56. (B) 

57. (B) 58. (C) 

Exercise - 4 

1. 1.1 m; 2.3 mls 

2. (a) (i) 17400 N (ii) 14700 N (iii) 12000 N 

(B) 36m 

(C) Average velocity = 3 mls; av. acceleration = 0 

3. 2. 78s ; 0.665 s 

4. f = (m1 sin a+ m2 sinl3)g , T = m1m2gsin(a -13) 
(m1 cos a+ m2 cos 13) (m1 cos a+ m2 cos 13) 

5. C 6. D 

7. (a) g/3 (B) g 8. 20N, 50N 

9. B 10. ✓3Mg 

F; (1-~)+F2 (~) 

5✓3 3mg c R 
11. 12. -8-g, -8-

mg 

13. (B) 14. 1 ofj m/s 2 15( ✓3 + 1) N 

(3✓3 + 1) ' (3✓3 + 1) 

15. (D) 16. (C) 

17. (A) 18. B 

19. B 20. B 

Previous Years' AIEEE Questions 

1. (B) 2. (B) 

3. (C) 4. (A) 

5. (D) 6. (A) 



7. (A) 

9. (B) 

11. (D) 

8. (B) 

JO. (C) 

Newton's Laws of Motion I 3. 121 
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II INTRODUCTION 

The actual shape of any surface when observed closely is like this 

If normal contact force between these bodies is not zero, they will be pressing each other. The 
pressing leads to extreme pressure at contact points. This pressure leads to locking (cold welding) at 
the contact points. 

Now if they are moving relative to each other or are trying to move relative to each other the 
elevations and depressions or the joints will inhibit the motion. 

When two bodies are kept in contact, electromagnetic forces act between the charged particles 
(molecules) at the surfaces of the bodies. Thus, each body exerts a contact force of the other. The 
magnitudes of the contact forces acting on the two bodies are equal but their directions are opposite and 
therefore the contact forces obey Newton 's third law. 

N = normal force 

v J7: R = contact force 

~iction 

21 
The direction of the contact force acting on a particular body is not necessarily perpendicular to 

the contact surface. We can resolve this contact force into two components, one perpendicular to the 
contact surface and the other parallel to it (in the figure above). In the perpendicular component is 
called the normal contact force or normal force (generally written as N) and the parallel component is 
called friction (generally written as./). 

Therefore, if R is contact force then 

R = ,JJ2 +N2 

Reasons for Friction 

1. Inter-locking of extended parts of one object into the extended parts of the other object. 

2. Bonding between the molecules of the two surfaces or objects in contact. 

Friction Force is of Two Types 

a. Kinetic 

b. Static 
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Kinetic Friction Force 

Kinetic friction exists between two contact surfaces only when there is relative motion between the two 
contact surfaces. It stops acting when relative motion between two surfaces ceases. 

In other words if two contact surface are relatively moving then the depressions and elevations 
continuously try to inhibit the relative motion. Value of this friction remains fixed. It acts when there is 
relative motion between two surfaces in contact. 

Direction of Kinetic Friction on an Object 

It is opposite to the velocity of the object with respect to the other object in contact considered. 

Note that its direction is not opposite to the force applied, it is opposite to the motion of the body 
considered which is in contact with the other surface. 

How to decide the direction of kinetic friction force. 

• It is opposite to the relative velocity of the object with respect to the other object in contact 
considered. 

• Note that its direction is not opposite to the force applied, it is opposite to the relative motion 
of the body considered which is in contact with the other surface. 

Examples: 

1. 

2. 

Direction of kinetic friction on the block. 

A 
i• .. -----

Direction of kinetic friction on the ground. 

-,-,-"--,-"-..... ,-"---"-..... "-.... "-----•i 
A 5m/s 

~ 3ml, """~ For the direction of Kinetic friction on the block 'A', decide the direction ofrelative velocity 
of A w.r.t. B. 

--~--~V~=2mh f. .. 

Direction of Kinetic friction on the block 'B' 

la.,. _ ___._ _ __, 
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3. 
5;;, 

B 5 m/s 

'~ 
2m/s = VA18 ~ ... _A_ ...... __ 

• f. 

/,.: I B I ~ I' • _ ___. ___ ___.r- Va1a = 2m/s Js 

4. 

2m/s = VA19 111 
IA I 

- J;: I s 
3m/s - V81c +~------.... ,Ja 

!s111 I L..... • _ C ,....... Vc;a = 1 Om/s 
Jc •Ill~----

5. 

J; 
.,__0--+ VA1a= 4 m/s 

I. ~ 1.-----• I,. 
7m s = V81c--, B I' ------•Js 
!s111 I L..... 
I' _ C ,....... Vc;a= 10m/s Jc •Ill..._ ___ _, 

• Magnitude of Kinetic friction is always constanth = µkN 

Where, ~=co-efficient of kinetic friction between the contact surface. 

N = Normal reaction between the contact surface. 

(a) Direction of kinetic friction acts always oppositively to the relative velocity. 

m/s 
w.r.t B 

5 m/s 
w.r.t. A 



.. 

(.~ CONCEPT 

Kinetic friction oppose relative velocity and vectorial idea of friction. 

/I~ 1. Find unit vector in direction of friction force acting on block 

VP= 7i -2} , VB = 3i +} 

~~ VB / p =3i + }-(7t -2}) 

A A 4A 3A 
on B b!c ofp 1 =-v = --i +-;· Jk BI P 5 5 
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f/_~2. 
(a) 
(b) 

Find the direction of kinetic friction force 
on the block, exerted by the ground. 
on the ground, exerted by the block. 

F=;;;i l -I Kg V= 5 m/s 
11/i. ?lli1lli1lli1lli/1/illi1lli1lli!llil 

:=§]-(a) I Kg 5 mls 
J;•-----'-----' w. r. t to ground 

(b) 
5m/s 
w.r.t to block 

Iii! Iii! /Ji Iii! Iii! Iii! /Ji 7imiiii»Ml 
whereJ; and/4 are the friction forces on the block and ground respectively. 

~3. 
(A) 
(C) 

The correct relation between magnitude off; and/4 is 

J; > /4 (B) /4 > J; 
J; = .t; (D) not possible to decide due to insufficient data. 

S~ By Newton's third law the above friction forces are action-reaction pair and equal but 
opposite to each other in direction. Hence (C). 

Also note that the direction of kinetic friction has nothing to do with applied force F. 

Static Friction 

It exists between the two surfaces when there is tendency of relative motion but no relative motion 
along the two contact surface. If two contact surfaces are relatively at rest then to break away the 
interlocking some minimum force is required that force is known as static friction force. 

For example, consider a bed inside a room ; when we gently push the bed with a finger, the bed 
does not move. This means that the bed has a tendency to move in the direction of applied force but 
does not move as there exists static friction force acting in the opposite direction of the applied force. 

/I~ 4. What is value of static friction force on the block? 

N 

ro.vmJm,,J,1,.,,,,,m; 
µ, 

Mg 

In horizontal direction as acceleration is zero. 

Therefore I: F = 0 . : . f = 0 
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Direction of Static Friction Force 

The static friction force on an object is opposite to its impending motion relative to the surface. 

The direction and magnitude both are self adjusting such that relative motion is opposed. 

Following steps should be followed in determining the direction of static friction force on an object. 

(i) Draw the free body diagram with respect to the other object on which it is kept. 

(ii) Include pseudo force also if contact surf ace is accelerating. 

(iii) Decide the resultant force and the component parallel to the surface of this resultant force. 

(iv) The direction of static friction is opposite to the above component of resultant force . 

.. 

(.~ NOTE 

Here once again the static friction is involved when there is no relative motion between two surfaces. 

~ 5. In the following figure an object of mass Mis kept on a rough table as seen from above. 
Forces are applied on it as shown. Find the direction of static friction if the object does not move. 

cp----+20N 
15N 

In the above problem we first draw the free body diagram to find the resultant force. 

fs =25 N 

70 : 

20N 

15N 

As the object does not move, this is not a case of limiting friction. The direction of static friction is 
opposite to the direction of the resultant force FR as shown in figure by f,. Its magnitude is equal to 25 N. 

When only one force acting on the object, then direction of static friction opposes the primary 
cause of its motion. 

Examples: 

I. 

2. 

....fil-+F f, 

...EJ--+1, 
f, 



A F 

B 
3. 

4. 

5. 
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0.___.fi 
Ji+• --.---B----,~ F 
J;••-....._ _____ ... 

....I --c-------T--•J; 
h• 

0.___._t; 
h ••--.,--------. 

B .__ _____ ...___,. Ii 

fi~•___._ __ C ___ ____.~ F Ii•-

fl~ 6. It acts always tangentially to the contact surface. 

F--+I 51 Nh...f 
Is ~ 

~ 7. This example is to show that friction acts against the tendency of relative motion. 

I'· #tJ' 
•= ✓F 2+F 2 J s X y 

Important Points about Static Friction Force: 

1. Static friction always opposes the primary cause of its motion. 

2. It is variable and self adjusting force. 

3. Magnitue of static friction (fs) lies between o and µ,N. 

0 :5,ft :5, µ,N 

• Minimum value of static friction = 0 

• Maximum value of static friction = µ,N 

Which is known as limitig friction force, it acts on the object when object just begins to slide. 
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Where, µs = co-efficient of static friction force 

N = Normal reaction between the contact surface. 

II MAGNITUDE OF KINETIC AND STATIC FRICTION 

Kinetic friction: The magnitude of the kinetic friction is proportional to the normal force acting 
between the two bodies. We can write 

!,. = µkN 

where N is the normal force. The proportionality constant µk is called the coefficient of kinetic 
friction and its value depends on the nature of the two surfaces in contact. If the surfaces are smooth 
µk will be small, if the surfaces are rough µk will be large. It also depends on the materials of the two 
bodies in contact. 

Static friction: The magnitude of static friction is equal and opposite to the external force exerted, 
till the object at which force is exerted is at rest. This means it is a variable and self adjusting force. 
However it has a maximum value called limiting friction. 

fmax = µ,N 

The actual force of static friction may be smaller than µsN and its value depends on other forces 
acting on the body. The magnitude of frictional force is equal to that required to keep the body at 
relative rest. 

O :5, J, :5, f.max 
Here µ, and µk are proportionality constants. µ, is called coefficient of static friction and µk is called 

coefficient of kinetic friction. They are dimensionless quantities independent of shape and area of 
contact . It is a property of the two contact surfaces. µs > ~ for a given pair of surf aces. If not mentioned 
then µ, = µk can be taken. Value ofµ can be from Oto oo. 

~F(effort) 

( fri!t;on)7JJJ,Wj)Jjj 
µ,, µ, 

:µ,N : µJv 

Applied Force 

When there is no relative motion between the contact surfaces, frictional force is called static 
frictional force. It is a self-adjusting force, it adjusts its value according to requirement ( of no relative 
motion). In the taken example static frictional force is equal to applied force. Hence one can say that 
the portion of graph ab will have a slope of 45°. (/, :5, µ,N) 

d 

a Static region Kinetic region F 
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Limiting Frictional Force: This frictional force acts when body is about to move. This is the maximum 
frictional force that can exist at the contact surface. We calculate its value using laws of friction. 

Laws of friction : (i) The magnitude of limiting frictional force is proportional to the normal force at 
the contact surface. 

/Jim oc N • f lim = µSN 

Here µs is a constant the value of which depends on nature of surfaces in contact and is called 
as 'Coefficient of static friction ' . Typical values ofµ ranges from 0.05 to 1.5. (ii) The magnitude of 
limiting frictional force is independent of area of contact between the surf aces. 

Table 4 .1 gives a rough estimate of the values of coefficient of static friction between certain pairs 
of materials. The actual value depends on the degree of smoothness and other environmental factors. 
For example, wood may be prepared at various degrees of smoothness and the friction coefficient will 
vary. 

Table 4.1: Values of Coefficient of Static Friction of Materials 

Material µ, Material µ , 

Steel and steel 0.58 Copper and copper 1.60 

Steel and brass 0.35 Teflon and teflon 0.04 

Glass and glass 1.00 Rubber tyre on dry concrete road 1.0 

Wood and wood 0.35 

Wood and metal 0.40 Rubber tyre on wet concrete road 0.7 

.. 

f~ IMPORTANT POINTS 

1. Value of µk is always less than µ, (µk < µ.) from experimental observation. 

2. If only coefficient offriction (µ) is given by a problem thenµ, - ~ = m (assumption for ) 

3. Value of µ, and µk is independent of surface area it depends only on surface properties of 
contact surface. 

4. µk is independent of relative speed. 

5. µ, & µk are properties of a given pair of surfaces i.e. for wood to wood combination µI' then 
for wood to iron µ 2 and so on. 

Magnitude : Maximum strength of the joints formed is directly proportional to the normal contact 
force because higher the normal contact force higher is the joint strength i.e. f. max oc N 

It also depends on the roughness of contact surface f. max (also calledJ;imiting) = µsN 

Important : Magnitude of static friction is self adjusting such that relative motion do not start. (but 
still it has maximum value.) 

m = 5 kg Iµ,= 0.1 / N= mg 

,-J-i 
~ 

mg 

f,max = (0.l)N= 5 
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1. F=I/f,-:t;5/f,=I 

2. F = 31 f, * 51 f, = 3 

3. f = 6 I If,= 5 

~ 8. d;oo m - 20 kg, µ, - 0.5, find friction on block 

~~ N+60-mg=0 

N= 140 

/, max = µ,N [Here N * mg] 

1 = 70 l s max ' hence answer is 70 

.. 

(.~ CONCEPT 

fmax * µ,mg but µ,N 

fl~ 9. Find 0 at which slipping will start. µ, is coefficient of static friction. 

(Angle of repose) 

S~ N-mgcos0=0 

1 = µ mgcos0 l s rnax s 

when slipping starts f, = f, max 

Thus mg sin0 = µ mg cos0 

tan0 = µ,. 

tan-1µ, is called angle of repose. 

fl~ 10. What is friction for 0/2 

S~ f= mg sin0 [Static friction acts] 

.. 

(.~ CtNCEl'T 

~ Is 

Z} 
mg 

Whenever word contact force is used it means the vector sum of friction & normal contact force and 
the angle of contact force with normal is known as angle of friction. 

Rolling friction: When objects such as a wheel (disc or ring), sphere or a cylinder rolls over a surface, 
the force of friction that comes play is called rolling friction. 

• Rolling friction is directly proportional to the normal reaction (N) and inversely proportional 
to the radius (r) of the rolling cylinder or wheel. 

F = N 
rolling µr 

r 

µ, is called coefficient of rolling friction. It would have the dimensions oflength and would be 
measured in metre. 

• Rolling friction is often quite small as compared to the sliding friction. That is why heavy 
loads are transported by placing them on cart with wheels. 
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• In rolling the surfaces at contact do not rub each other. 

• The velocity of point of contact with respect to the surface remains zero all the times although 
the centre of the wheel moves. 

Friction is a Cause of Motion 

It is a general misconception that friction always opposes the motion. No doubt friction opposes the 
motion of a moving body but in many cases it is also the cause of motion. For example: 

I. While moving, a person or vehicle pushes the ground backwards (action) and the rough 
surface of ground reacts and exerts a forward force due to friction which causes the motion. If 
there had been no friction there will be slipping and no motion. 

Action 

2. During cycling, the rear wheel moves by the force communicated to it by pedalling while 
front wheel moves by itself. So, when pedalling a bicycle, the force exerted by rear wheel on 
ground makes force of friction act on it in the forward direction (like walking). Front wheel 
moving by itself experience force of friction in backward direction (like rolling of a ball). 
[However, if pedalling is stopped both wheels move by themselves and so experience force of 
friction in backward direction]. 

While Pedalling Pedalling is stoped 

3. If a body is placed in a vehicle which is accelerating, the force of friction is the cause of 
motion of the body along with the vehicle (i.e. , the body will remain at rest in the accelerating 
vehicle until ma < µ,mg). If there had been no friction between body and vehicle, the body will 
not move along with the vehicle. 

From these examples it is clear that without friction motion cannot be started, stopped or transferred 
from one body to the other. 
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Angle of Friction 

Angle of friction may be defined as the angle which the resultant oflimiting friction and normal reaction 
makes with the normal reaction. 

By definition angle 0 is called the angle of friction. 

F 

s 

F 

R 

mg 

p 

tan e = s(max) 

N 
tane = µs F,(max) 

[As we know--=µ,] 
N 

or 0=tan-1(µ,) 

Hence coefficient of static friction is equal to tangent of the angle of friction. 

Resultant Force Exerted by Surface on Block 

In the above figure resultant force S = ✓ F 2 + N 2 

S= ✓(µmg)2 +(mg)2 S=mg✓µ2 +I 
when there is no friction (µ = 0) Swill be minimum i.e. , S = mg 

Hence the range of Scan be given by, 

mg :s;S :s;mg'1µ 2 +1 

Angle of Respose 

Angle of repose is defined as the angle of the inclined plane with horizontal such that a body placed on 
it is just begins to slide. 

By definition, a is called the angle of repose. 

In limiting condition F = mg sin a and N = mgcosa 

So 
F 
-=tana 
N 

F F 
N = µ, = tan0 = tan a [As we know N = µ, = tan0] 

Thus the coefficient of limiting friction is equal to the tangent of angle of repose. 

As well as a= 0 i.e. , angle of repose= angle offriction. 
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II CALCULATION OF REQUIRED FORCE IN DIFFERENT SITUATION 

If W = weight of the body, 0 = angle of friction, µ = tane = coefficient of friction. 

Then we can calculate required force for different situation in the following manner. 

1. Minimum pulling force P at an angle a from the horizontal: 
p 

By resolving Pin horizontal and vertical direction (as shown in fig 4.2) 

For the condition of equilibrium 

F= P cosa andR = W-P sin a 
aN 

' P sina 

• 

• 

F --

,,w 

Fig 4.2 

By substituting these value in F = µN 

P cosa = µ(W-P sin a) 

sine . 
Pcosa =--(W-Psma) 

cos0 

P= Wsin0 
cos(a-0) 

Pc --
~ 

osa 

2. Minimum pushing force P at an angle a from the horizontal: 

[Asµ= tan0] 

By Resolving Pin horizontal and vertical direction (as shown in the fig 4.3). 

For the condition of equilibrium 

F= P cosa andN= W + P sin a 
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• 

• 

• 

J. N 

F Pc osa -- -
= 

' P sina 

' w 

Fig 4.3 

By substituting these value in F = µN 

P cos a= µ (W + Psin a) 

sine . 
Pcosa =--(W +Psma) [Asµ= tan0] 

cos0 

P= Wsin0 
cos(a + 0) 

3. Minimum pulling force P to move the body up on an inclined plane: 

By resolving P in the direction of the plane and perpendicular to the plane (as shown in 
the fig 4.4) 

For the condition of equilibrium 

N + P sin a = W cos 'A, 

Fig 4.4 

N = W cos 'A, - P sin a 



and F + W sin 'A, = P cos a 

F = P cos a - W sin 'A, 

By substituting these values in F = µN and solving we get 

p = W sin(0 + 'A,) 
cos(a-0) 
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4. Minimum force to move a body in downward direction along the surface of inclined plane: 

By resolving P in the direction of the plane and perpendicular to the plane (as shown in 
the fig 4.5). 

For the condition of equilibrium 

and 

N + P sin a = W cos 'A, 

N = W cos'A, - P sina 

F = P cosa + W sin'A, 

Fig 4.5 

By substituting these values in F = µR and solving we get 

P= Wsin(0-'A,) 

cos(a-0) 

5. Minimum force to avoid sliding of a body down on an inclined plane: 
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By Resolving P in the direction of the plane and perpendicular to the plane (as shown in 
the figure). 

and 

For the condition of equilibrium 

N + P sin a = W cos 'A, 

N = W cos 'A, - P sin a 

N + P sin a 

WsinA 

Fig 4.6 

P cos a + F = W sin 'A, 

F = W sin 'A, - P cos a 

By substituting these values in F = µN and solving we get 

p = W [ sin('A, - 0) ] 
cos(0 + a) 

6. Minimum force for motion along horizontal surface and its direction: 

p 

Let the force P be applied at an angle a with the horizontal. 

By resolving Pin horizontal and vertical direction (as shown in fig 4.7). 

For vertical equilibrium 

N+P sin a =mg 

N=mg-Psina 

and for horizontal motion 

P cos a ~F 

i.e. , P cos a~ µF 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

; N + P sina 

F Pc - ~ -

i mg 

Fig 4.7 

osa 



Substituting value of N from (i) in (ii) 

P cos a :2: µ(mg-P sin a) 

µmg 
P:2:-----

cosa+ µsin a 
... (iii) 

For the force P to be minimum (cos a+ µsin a) must be maximum i.e., 

~[cosa+µsina]=O 
da 

• 

or 

- sin a+µ cos a= 0 

tan a=µ 

a= tan - i (µ)=angle of friction 
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µ 

1 

i.e., For minimum value of P its angle from the horizontal should be equal to angle 
of friction 

As tana = µ so from the figure, sin a= R 
1+µ-

1 
and cos a = ~ 

\11+µ2 

By subsituting these value in equation (iii) 

P> µmg > µmg 
- 1 + µ2 .J1+µ2 

.J1 + µ2 .J1 + µ2 

p = µmg 
nun .J1 + µ2 

II~ 11. A block of mass 5 kg is resting on a rough surface as shown in the figure. It is acted upon 
by a force of Ftowards right. Find frictional force acting on block when (a) F = 5N, (b) 25 N, (c) 50 N. 

(µ, = 0.6, ~ = 0.5) (g = 10 m/s2) ::fJ 
Maximum value of frictional force that the surface can offer is 

fmax = /iim = µ,N= 0.6 X 5 X 10 = 30N 

Therefore, if F-::;,f max body will be at rest and/= F 

of F> fmax body will more and/= A 
(a) F= 5N <Fmax 

So body will not move hence static frictional force will act and, 

f,=F=5N 

(b) F= 25 N < Fmax 

f, = 25N 
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(c) F= 50N> Fmax 

So body will move and kinetic frictional force will act, it value will be 

!;,.= 1-1.N=0.5 x 5 x 10=25N 

fl~ 12. A block B slides with a constant speed on a rough horizontal floor acted upon by a force 
which is 1.5 times the weight of the block. The line of action F makes 30° with the ground. Find the 
coefficient of friction between the block and the ground . 

. 3;°:f:l 
S~ Let m be the mass of the block. The weight of the block, then is mg. It is given that F 
= 1.5 mg. F can be resolved into two components Fcos30° parallel to the horizontal floor and Fsin30° 
perpendicular to it. 

Normal reaction N =mg+ Fsin30° = mg+ ( 1.5mg x ½) =mg+ 0. 75mg = 1. 75 mg 

Hence the friction force 

f= µN= µ x 1.75, mg= 1.75 µmg 

The body moves with constant speed. This means the force F cos30° is just able to overcome the 
frictional force f 

i.e ., f= µR = Fcos30° 

✓3 
or, 1.75µmg = (l.5mg)-

2 
• 

(1.5)✓3 
=0.742 

mg 
or, µ= 

2 X 1.75 

fl_.-,,te 13. In the adjoining figure, the coefficient of friction between wedge (ofmassM) and block 
( of mass m) is µ. Find the magnitude of horizontal force F required to keep the block stationary with 
respect to wedge. 

F M m 

Such problems can be solved with or without using the concept of pseudo force. 

a = acceleration of (wedge + block) in horizontal direction 

Non inertial frame of reference (Wedge) 

F. B. D. ofm with respect to wedge 

(real+ one pseudo force) 

with respect to wedge block is stationary. 

:. LF, = 0= LFY 
:. mg = µN and N = ma 
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:. a = g and F = (M + m )a = (M + m) g 
µ µ 

fl~ 14. Two blocks A and B of masses 5 kg and 3 kg respectively rest on a smooth horizontal 
surface with block B resting over A. The coefficient of friction between A and Bis 0.5. The maximum 
horizontal force that can be applied to A so that there will be motion of A and B, without separation is 
(g = 10 m/s2) 

F 
The block A and B move together with acceleration, a = ---

F 
a=-

8 

For mass B, 3a = µ3g 

F 
a=µg=-

8 

Maximum force required F = 0.5 x 8g = 40 N 

m1 +m2 

II~ 15. A block of mass m = 3 kg is experiencing two forces acting on it as shown. 

(a) If F 2 = 20 N and 0 = 60°, determine the minimum and maximum ~ 

values of F 1 so that the block remains at rest. (Take : µ.= 1/ ✓3 and µk L ~;;t1 
I Ii }}} Ii }}/ I/ !I 

= 1/3, g = 10 m/s2) 

(b) Calculate the magnitude and direction of frictional force on the block if F 1 = 12 N. 

[Ans. (a) 10✓3 N , 20-10✓3N, 2N, left] 

II~ 16. Blocks of given velocities as shown at t = 0, find velocity and position of 10 kg block at 
t = 1 and t = 4. 

+--12m/s 

10 

- a 

MakingF.B.D. ~ro 
-a 

(a) 40 + T= IOa; 50 - T= 5a; a= 6 m/s2 

u = 12; a= - 6 

v = 12 - 6 x 1 = 6 m/s; s = 12 x 1 - 3 x 1 = 9 m 

(b) Since velocity has changed the direction during motion, friction would also have changed thus 
direction and acceleration will change. 

u = 12 ; a= - 6 (till velocity becomes zero) 
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v=O • 
nowFBD 

50- T= 5a 

T-40 = 10a 

a= 2/3 m/s2 

t = 2 sec; s = 2 x 2 - 3 x 4 = 12 m 

U = 0, a= 2/3, f = 2, V = 4/3 

1 2 4 . 4 2 
s = 2x3x 4 = 3; total displacement 12- 3 = 103] 

f!t CONCEPT 

Friction oppose relative velocity not relative acceleration. 

~ 17. Find velocity at t = 4 sec. 

~~ It will come to rest at t = 2 sec. 

-a 

_ 12m1s 

10 

t = 0 

µs = 0.6, µk = 0.4 

f!t CONCEPT 

When µ, * I\ then to find relative motion can start or not we must check with 
µ, Once relative motion is started we deal with µk to find friction. 

~ 18. Find range ofm2 for which m1 remains at rest. 

(given 0 > tan-1µ,) 

~~ If m2 is small m 1 will tend to go down the incline for the 
smallest possible value of m 2, m1 will experience maximum fricion upwards. 

T=m 2g 

T + µ,mlg cos0 - mlg sine = 0 

m 2 = m/sin0 - µscos0) 

Now if m 2 is increased friction on m1 will decrease as tension is increases. 

r-Sia 
~ 

But it will keep on increasing m 2 then friction will become directed down the incline and for maximum 
value ofm1 it will be directed downwards and equal tof. max because m1 will tend to move up. 

T=m$ N 

m2g = m1g sin0 + µ, m1 g cos0 

m 2 = m/sin0 + µ,cos0) 

Question: What will change if e < tan-1 µ, 

fl~ 19. The coefficient of static friction between a block of mass m and an incline of angle 0 is 
0.3. (a) What can be the maximum angle 0 of the incline with the horizontal so that the block does not 
slip on the plane? (b) If the incline makes an angle 0/2 with the horizontal, find the friction force on 
the block. 
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~~ The situation is shown in free body diagram. 

(a) The forces acting on the block are 

(i) mg, exerted downward by the earth, 

(ii) N, normal contact force by the incline, and 

(iii) f, friction force f parallel to the incline up the plane, by the 
incline. 

As the block is at rest, these forces should add up to zero. Also, since 0 is the maximwn angle 
to prevent slipping, this is a case of limiting equilibrium therefore f = µsN 

Taking components perpendicular to the incline, 

N-mgcos 0 = O 

or N =mg cos e 
Taking components parallel to the incline, 

f-mgsin 0 = 0 

or 

or 

f=mgsin e 
µSN= mg sin e. . .. (ii) 

(': f can have a maximum value of µs N when 0 is increased) 

Dividing (ii) by (i) µs = tan 0 

Or e = tan-I µse = tan-I (0.3). 

... (i) 

(b) If the angle of incline is 0/2, the equilibrium is not limiting, and hence the force of static 
friction f is less than µsN. To know the value off, we proceed as in part (a) and get the 
equations. 

N = mg cos (0/2) and f= mg sin (0/2). 

Thus, the force offriction is mg sin (0/2). 

fl._~ 20. A horizontal force of20N is applied to a block of mass 4kg resting on a rough horizontal 
table. If the block does not move on the table, how much frictional force the table is applying on the 
block ? What can be said about the coefficient of static friction between the block and the table ? Take 
g = 10 m/s2. 

~~ The situation is shown in free body diagram. N 

The forces on the block are : 

(a) 40 N, downward by the Earth, 

(b) N, normal force upward by the table, 

(c) F = 20 N, applied force , 

(d) f, friction force towards left by the table. 

As the block is at rest, these forces should add up to 
zero. 

40N 

1---~ F = 20 N 

Balancing the forces in horizontal and vertical directions as ax = 0 and aY = 0. 

f= 20NandN= 40N. 
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Thus, the table exerts a friction (static) force of 20 Non the block in the direction opposite to 
the applied force. Since there is no relative motion exists hence friction is static. 

f~ µ.N, or, µs ~JIN or, µs ~ 0.5 

~ 21. Find the tension in the string in situation as shwon in the figure below. Forces 120 N and 
100 N start acting when the system is at rest. 

s~ 

120 N ~----~ 100 N 

~~//i1//i1//i1//i11~ 
J,=90N J,=60N 

(i) Let us assume that system moves towards left then as it is clear from FBD, net force in 
horizontal direction is towards right. Therefore the assumption is not valid. 

120 N 100 N 

Above assumption is not possible as net force on system comes towards right. Hence system 
is not moving towards left. 

(ii) Similarly let us assume that system moves towards right. 

120 N 100 N 

Above assumption is also not possible as net force on the system is towards left in this 
situation. Hence assumption is again not valid. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the system is stationary. 

120 N 100 N 

fmax = 90N f..ax = 60N 

Assuming that the 10 kg block reaches limiting friction first then using FBD's. 

Also 

120 N ---G::: T 

90N 

T::0----lOON 

f 

120 = T+ 90 

T+ f= 100 

• T=30N 

30 + f= 100 

• f = 70 N which is not possible as the limiting value is 60 N for this surface of block. 

Our assumption is wrong and now taking the 20 kg surface to be limiting we have 

120N~T 

f 

T~lOON 

60N 



T + 60 = 100 N • T = 40 N 

Also f + T= 120N • f= 80N 

This is acceptable as static friction at this surface should be less than 90 N. 

Hence the tension in the string is T = 40 N. 
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t__~ 22. In the following figure force Fis gradually increased from zero. Draw the graph between applied 
force F and tension Tin the string. The coefficient of static friction between the block and the ground is µs. 

F 

~~ As the external force Fis gradually increased :from zero it is compensated 
by the friction and the string bears no tension. When limiting friction is achieved by 
increasing force F to a value till µ,mg, the finther increase in Fis transferred to the string. 

7/4F 
fl_1.4Mllle 23• µ.=0_(;;;}1111l1~1~~!1j_;; 

T 

µ.mg 

Force Fis gradually increased from zero. Determine whether the block will first slide or lift up? 
N 

J:;.sin 37° 

: ......•.. • Fcos37° 
f +---'---+----' 

JO g 

F 

There are minimum magnitude of forces required both in horizontal and vertical direction either to slide on lift 
up the block The block will first slide on lift up will depend upon which minimum magnitude of force is lesser. 

For vertical direction to start lifting up 

F sin 37r + N - Mg~ O. 

N becomes zero just lifting condition. 

10g 500 
Flift ~ 3 / 5 :. Flift ~ 3N 

For horizontal direction to start sliding 

F cos 37r > 0.5 [ l0g-F sin 37r] 

Hence F . > 50 
shde COS37°+0.5sin37° 

F > 500 N 
slide 11 

500 
• Flift> 3N. 

Therefore the block will begin to slide before lifting. 

Fcos 37 ~ µsN 

(·: N= 10g-Fsin37r) 
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fl~ 24. In the figure given below force F applied horizontally on lower block, is gradually 
increased from zero. Discuss the direction and nature offriction force and the accelerations of the block 
for different values of F (Take g = I O m/ s2). 

m,=I0kg ---+120N 

F 

~~ In the above situation we see that the maximum possible value of friction between the 
blocksisµ,mAg=0.3x }Ox 10=30N. 

Case (i) When F = 0. 

Considering that there is no slipping between the blocks the acceleration of system will be 

120 
a= --- =4mls2 

20+10 

But the maximum acceleration of B can be obtained by the following force diagram. 

fmax= 30N 

20 1 • 

30 
a = - = 1.5 mls2 

B 20 

( ·. · only friction force by block A is responsible for producing acceleration in block B) 

Because 4 > 1.5 mls2 we can conclude that the blocks do not move together. 

Now drawing the F.B.D. of each block, for finding out individual accelerations. 

_ ---8-- 120 N 
f.~ - 30N 

120-30 . 
a = = 9 mls2 towards nght 

A 10 

a8 = 30 = 1.5 mls2 towards right. 
20 

I 1•/.:=30N 
F=0N 

Case (ii) Fis increased from zero till the two blocks just start moving together. 

As the two blocks move together the friction is static in nature and its value is limiting. FBD in this 
case will be 

_ ___8--120 N 
f.~ - 30N 

a = 120 - 30 = 9 mls2 
A 10 

F+30 
a =--=a 

B 20 A 
• F+30 = 9 

20 

20 ~;=30N 

F = 150 N 
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Hence, when 0 < F < 150 N the blocks do not move together and the friction is kinetic. As F 
increases acceleration of block B increases from 1.5 m/s2• 

At F = 150 N limiting static friction start acting and the two blocks start moving together. 

Case (iii) When Fis increased above 150 N 

In this scenario the static friction adjusts itself so as to keep the blocks moving together. The value of 
static friction starts reducing but the direction still remains same. This happens continuously till the 
value of friction becomes zero. In this case the FBD is as follows 

1____0----120 N 20 ~F> ISON 

120-f F+ f 
a = a = ------''- = --

A B 10 20 

. ·. when friction force f gets reduced to zero the above accelerations become 

a = 120 = 12 m/s2 
A 10 

a = f._ = a = 12 m/s2 
B 20 A 

F =240N 

Hence, when 150 ~ F ~ 240 N the static friction force continuously decreases from maximum to 
zero at F = 240 N. The accelerations of the blocks increase from 9 m/s2 to 12 m/s2 during the change of 
force F. 

Case (iv) When Fis increased again from 240 N the direction of friction force on the block reverses 
but it is still static. F can be increased till this reversed static friction reaches its limiting value. FBD at 
this juncture will be 

I 10 ~1~~~ 
The blocks move together therefore. 

a = 120+30 = 15 m/s2 
A lQ 

F-30 F-30 
a = -- = a = 15 m/s2 :. -- = 15 m/s2 

B 20 A 20 

Hence F = 330 N. 

Case (v) When Fis increased beyond 330 N. In this case the limiting friction is achieved and slipping 
takes place between the blocks (kinetic friction is involved). 

10 b120N 

30N 

30N~. 
~ F > 330 N 

aA = 15 m/s2 which is constant 

F-30 
a8 = --m/s2 where F > 330 N. 

20 
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~25. Find acceleration of blocks F = 40 N 

1. First of all find values of limiting friction at all contact surfaces. if. m.,) 

~ fsmax= 25 

,m,,\\\~~1111~.max= 30 

2. Maximum force upper surface of 10 kg can experience is 25 N so it will not make relative to 
ground. 

3. Hence only 5 kg will move 

~26. 

25 _II]-- 40 

25~25 

µI= 0.5 ~ 30N 

smooth~ 

OJ f1max=25 

[!Q] hmax=O 

1. 10 kg block must move because some force on upper surface will act on it. 

2. B can either move with same velocity and acceleration as A or it can move relative to A 

3. Always assume it moves with A and solve _a~ 30 
a= -=2ms-2 

15 

4. Now check if this acceleration is possible by verifying/ :s:;_t; 

~27. 

-2 f 
i.e. makeFBD of 1 __w- 30 or ~ 2 

30-/=5 X 2 

f= 20 <25 

0 

f= 10 X 2 = 20 

R ON 

a=4m!s2 

Assuming same acceleration or 



60-f= 5 X 4 

/=40> 25 

hence our assumption is wrong.] 

zs--CIJ-- 60 

fl_~ 28. µ1= 0.5 ~ 
µ2=0.2~ 

f= 10 X 4 = 40 

till sliding starts here f = 0 
on upper surface 

Find maximum force for which they can move together. 

25~ 

30 ~ F :: : 
Q •J 

I 10 ~F 

If they are moving together a1 = a2 = a 

F-f-30= I0a; f= 5a; F-f-30= 10 x {; F=30+3f 

maximum/is 25 

F= 30 + 75; F= 105 Ans. 
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~ 29. Block 1 sits on top of block 2. Both of them have a mass of 1 kg. The coefficients of 
friction between blocks 1 and 2 are µ• = 0.75 and~= 0.60. The table is frictionless. A force P/2 is 
applied on block 1 to the left, and force P on block 2 to the right. Find the minimum value of P such 
that sliding occurs between the two blocks. 

PIH pan 1, p 

P-f= 1 a 

f-P/2 = 1 a 

P/2 = 2a 

• f=3P/4:s:;µ.mg=0.75 x 10=7.5 

• P=I0N] 

~ 30. Plot a1 & a2 as function of time 
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fl~ 31. When a body A of mass m is resting on a body B of mass M then two conditions are 
possible. 

1. A force Fis applied to the upper body, 

2. A force Fis applied to the lower body. Discuss the motion of two above cases. 

~~ 1. A force Fis applied to the upper body, then following four situations are possible. 

+--L---. 
M B 

(i) When there is no friction 

(a) The body A will move on body B with acceleration (Flm). 

aA =F/m 

(b) The body B will remain at rest 

G8 =0 

( c) If L is the length of B as shown in figure, A will fall from B after time t 

t=J¥=✓2;L [Ass= ½at2 and a= Fjm] 

(ii) If friction is present between A and B only and applied force is less than limiting friction 

(F < Fs(max)). 

(F = Applied force on the upper body, Fs(max) = limiting friction between A and B, Fk = Kinetic 
friction between A and B). 

(a) The body A will not slide on body B till F < Fs(max) i.e., F < µ,mg 

(b) Combined system (m + M) will move together with common acceleration 

F 
aA=aB=--. 

M+m 

(iii) If friction is present between A and B only and applied force is greater than limiting friction 

(F > Fs(max) · 

In this condition the two bodies will move in the same direction (i.e. of applied force) but with 
different acceleration. Here force of kinetic friction µkmg will oppose the motion of A while 

cause the motion of B. 

i.e. 

F-F,, =maA 

F-F 
QA=--k 

m 

(F-µkmg) 
QA=---

m 

Free body diagram of A 



i.e. 
F,, 

a=-
B M 

µkmg 
a=-

B M 

As both the bodies are moving in the same direction. 
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Free body diagram of B 

MaB ----=---. 

MF - µkmg(m + M) 
Acceleration of body A relative to B will be a=aA -aB 

mM 

So, A will fall from B after time t = J¥ = 

(iv) If there is friction between B and floor : 

2mML 

(Where F,;irnaxi =µ' (M +m) g = limiting friction between B and floor, Fk = kinetic friction 

between A and B) 

B will move only if Fk > F:(max) and then Fk - F:(max) = MaB 

MaB ----=---. 

However if B does not move then static friction will work (not limiting friction) between body 

Band the floor i.e. friction force= applied force (= Fk) not F,;1rnaxi · 

2. A force Fis applied to the lower body, then following four situations are possible 

(i) When there is no friction 

(a) B will move with acceleration (F/M) while A will remain at rest (relative to ground) as 
there is no pulling force on A. 

aB =(:) and aA = 0 

(b) As relative to B , A will move backwards with acceleration (F/M) and so will fall from it 
in time t. 

M 

t=J¥=✓U: 

L--~• 
B 

m 

F 

(ii) If friction is present between A and B only and F' < Fs(max)" 

(where F' = Pseudo force on body A and Fs(max) = limiting friction between body A and B) 
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(a) Both the body will move together with common acceleration a=____f__ 
M+m 

(b) Pseudo force on the body A, 

, mF d 
F =ma=-- an Fsimaxi=µ,mg 

m+M 

mF 
(c) F'< F,<maxJ • -M <µ,mg • F < µ,(m+M)g 

m+ 

So both bodies will move together with acceleration aA =aB =____f__ if F <µ,[m +M]g 
m+M 

(iii) If friction is present between A and B only and F < F',cmaxJ" 

(where F,'1maxi = µ,mg = limiting friction between body A and B) 

Both the body will move with different acceleration. Here force of kinetic friction µkmg will 

oppose the motion of B while will cause the motion of A. 

maA = µkmg 

i.e. aA = ~ 
F-Fk=Ma8 

. aB= [F-µkmg] i.e. 
M 

As both the bodies are moving in the same direction. 

Acceleration of body A relative to B will be 

a=a -a =[F-µkg(m+M)] 
A B M 

Free body diagram of A 

r:, ~ 
~ Fk 

Free body diagram of B 

Negative sign implies that relative to B, A will move backwards and fall it after time 

t= I?= J F -µki: +M) 

(iv) If there is friction between B and floor and F > F.c:••> : 

(where F;1maxi =µ,(m+M)g = limiting friction between body Band surface). 

The system will move only if F > F; (maxi then replacing F by F - F~' (maxi. The entire case 

(iii) will be valid. 

However if F>F; 1maxi the system will not move and friction between Band floor will be F 

while between A and B is zero. 

fl_~ 32. The insect crawling up the inside the rough bowl of radius r, Find the maximum height 
(h) up to which the insect can crawl. 
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mg cos 8 
mg 

Let m = mass of the insect, r = radius of the bowl, µ = coefficient offriction 

for limiting condition at point A 

N= mgcose 

and Fs<max) = mg sine 

Dividing (ii) by (i) 

F 
tane=~=µ 

N 

'1r2 -y2 
µ or y 

y 

[As 1';. 1max1 = µN] 

r 

✓1+µ2 

So, h=r-y=+ F+?], :. h=r[I -

... (i) 

fl~ 33. A mass m 1 is placed on rough inclined plane and connected with another mass m2 via a 
string passing over mass less pulley. Find the minimum value ofm2 so that it start to move. 

At limiting condition 

For m2 T= m2g 

For m 1 T=m1gsine+F 

• T=m1gsine+µR 

... (i) 

• T=m1gsine+µm 1gcose ... (ii) 

From equation (i) and (ii) m2 = m1 [ sine + µ cose] this is the minimum value of m2 to start the motion 
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In the above condition coefficient of friction 

[ m, e] µ= - tan 
m1 cos0 

fl~ 34. Find the minimum force applied on the cart so that small block (m) remains stationary 
with respect to cart. 

S~ When a cart moves with some acceleration toward right then a pseudo force (ma) acts 
on block toward left. This force (ma) is action force by a block on cart. 

F 

F 

mg 

Now block will remain static w.r.t. cart. Iffriction force µR ~ mg 

• µma~ mg [AsR = ma] 

• a~g 
µ 

a . =g 
mm µ 

This is the minimum acceleration of the cart so that block does not fall and the minimum force to 
hold the block together 

Fruin =(M +m)aruin 

Fruin =(M +m) g 
µ 

fl~ 35. A person with a mass m stands in contact against the wall of a cylindrical drum (rotor). 
The coefficient of friction between the wall and the clothing is µ. Find the minimum value of ffi ruin . So 

that revision remains stationary. 

~~ If Rotor starts rotating about its axis, then person thrown away 
from the center due to centrifugal force at a particulars speed ffi, the person 

stuck to the wall even the floor is removed, because friction force balances 
its weight in this condition. From the figure. 

Friction force (F) - Weight of person (mg) 

• µR =mg • µFe =mg 

[Here, Fe= centrifugal force] 

• µmffi~r=mg 

(!)ruin=f,f 

F 

....................... -----
mg 

-- .......... .. 
' .. 

·-------r-------· 
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fl~ 36. A block of mass m is kept on a horizontal table. If the static friction coefficient is h, 
find the frictional force acting on the block? 

~~ We know that static frictional force is variable force and varies from Oto ((.max = hN) 
depending upon the applied force. Since there is no applied force acting on the block. Hence; 

F=O 
N=mg 

• f,=O 

h 

w~J///;//J/;;;;;;;~ 

fl._~ 37. A block slides down an inclined plane of inclination 30° with the horizontal. Starting 
from rest it covers 8 m in the first two seconds. Find the coefficient of kinetic friction between the two. 

Net acceleration of the block 

a mgsin30°-;ngcos30° =g[ ½-h:) 
a= I; ( 1 -h✓3} 

a=5(1-✓3h} 

Since it covers 8 m in the first two seconds; 

S=O+.!_at 2 

2 

8=½ x5(1-✓3 h }x2x2 

1-✓3h=0.8 

h=0.2 
✓3 

h=0.11 [Ans.] 

fl~ 38. Find the acceleration of the block of mass Min the situation of figure. The coefficient of 
friction between the two blocks is µ1 and that between the bigger block and the ground is µ 2. 
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If the bigger block (M) moves a distance x in right side the smaller block moves distance 
2x in downward direction. Hence we can say that the acceleration of m is twice that of bigger mass (M). 
Let the acceleration of bigger block is a. 

From F.B.D. diagram of smaller block (m) Vertical motion 

mg-(µ 1N +T)=2ma ... (i) 

Horizontal motion 

N=ma ... (ii) 

Combining equation (i) and (ii) 

mg-µ 1ma-T=2ma 

• T=mg-µ 1ma-2ma ... (iii) 

F.B.D. of bigger block Vertical motion 

N'=Mg+T+µIN 

N'=Mg+T +µ1ma ... (iv) 

Horizontal motion 

2T-(µ 2N'+N)=Ma 

• 2T-µ 2N'-ma=Ma 

Putting the value of N' from equation (iv) 

• 2T-µ 2 (Mg+T+µ 1ma)-ma=Ma ... (v) 

• 2T-µµg-µ 2T-µ 1µ2ma-ma=Ma 

• (2-µ 2 )T-µ 2Mg-µ1µ2ma-ma=Ma 

Combining equation (iii) and (v) 

(2 + µ 2 )(mg- µ1ma- 2ma)-µµg - µ1µ2ma-ma =Ma 

T 

! 
2a 

mg 
F.B.D of 

smaller block (m) 

--• a 

N' T 

M 

Mg 

• 2mg- 2µ 1ma-4ma-µ 2mg + µ1µ2ma + 2µ 2ma-µµg - µ1µ2ma =Ma-ma 

• 2mg-2ma(µ1 -µ 2 )-µ 2g(M +m)-5ma=Ma 

• 2mg-µ 2g(M +m)=Ma+5ma+2ma(µ1 -µJ 

• a[M +5m(5+2(µ1 -µ 2 )]=[2m-µ 2 (M +m)]g 

2m-µ 2 (M +m)g • a=---~----
M +m[5+2(µ1 -µ 2 )] 

N 

fl._~ 39. A 40 kg slab (B) rests on a smooth floor as shown in figure. A 10 kg block (A) rests on 
the top of the slab. The static coefficient of friction between slab and block is 0.6 while the kinetic 
friction coefficient is 0.4. The block (A) is acted upon by a horizontal force 100 N. If g = 9.8 m/s2, the 
resulting acceleration of the slab (B) will be 



~~ 

(A) 
(C) 

0.98 m/s2 

1.52 m/s2 

No fri ction 

(B) 1.47 m/s2 

(D) 6.1 m/s2 

For a force of 100 Non 10 kg block, relative motion will take place. 

The frictional force between 10 kg block and 40 kg block, 

f= µmg= 0.4 x 10 0 x 9.8N 

The acceleration of the slab of 40 kg is 

a= 0.4x10x9.8 0_9Sm/s2 

40 

:. (A) is the correct answer. 
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fl~ 40. A mass of .5 kg is just able to slide down the slope of an inclined rough surface when 
the angle of inclination is 60°. The minimum force necessary to pull the mass up the incline along the 
line of greatest slope is (g = 10 m/s2) 

(A) 20.25 N 
(C) IOON 

(B) 8.66N 
(D) IN 

fl~ Acceleration down the plane= g(sina - µcosa) = 0 

So, it is given tana = tan60° = µ = .fj 

Minimum force necessary= mg(sina + µcosa) = 0.5 x 10[ ~ + ✓3 ½) = 5✓3 = 8.66N 

:. (B) is the correct answer. 

fl._~ 41. In the figure shown, blocks A, B and C weigh 3 kg, 4 kg and 8 kg respectively. The 
coefficient of sliding friction between any two surfaces is 0.25. A is held at rest by a massless rigid rod 
fixed to the wall while B and C are connected by a string passing round a frictionless pulley. Find the 
force needed to drag C along the horizontal surface to left at constant speed. Assume the arrangement 
shown in figure is maintained all through. 

J;=3µg: 

f;=7µg 

R=7g ,•;.-.T ~ 
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The free body diagram of B and C are separately shown in figures. 

T= f.,+ fi = 3µg + 7µg = 10 µg = 10 x 0.25 x 9.8 = 24.5 N 

Now F = /4 + /2 + T= µ.7g + µ.15g + 10 µg 

= 0.25 x 32 x 9.8 = 78.4 N 

~ 42. Masses Ml' M 2 and M 3 are connected by light strings which pass over pulleys P I and P 2 

as shown. The masses move such that the string between P I and P 2 is parallel to incline and the string 
between P 2 and M 3 is horizontal, M 2 = M 3 = 4kg. The coefficient of kinetic friction between masses 
and the surface is 0.25. The angle of inclination of plane is 37° to the horizontal. If the massM1 moves 
downwards with uniform velocity, find M 1 and the tension in the horizontal string. 

Given g = 9.8 m/s2 and sin37° = 3/5. 

s~ Considering the mass Ml, since it moves down with uniform speed 

Tl=Mlg 

For massM2, T1 + T2 + µA12gcos37° + M$sin37° 

For mass M 3, T2 = µA13g 

Substituting for T1 and T2 from (i) and (ii) respectively in (ii), 

M 1g = µA,1$ + µA12gcos37° + M$sin37° 

M 1 = µA,13 + µA12cos37° + M2sin37° 

cos37°=±- sin37°=I- µ=_!_ 
5 ' 5 ' 4 

1 1 4 3 
:. M =-x4+-x4x-+4x-=4.2kg 

I 4 4 5 5 

1 
T2 = µA,1$ = 4 x 4x9.8 = 9.8 N 

M , 

/J_I:411111,(e 43. A given object taken h times as much time to slide down a 45° rough incline as it takes 
to slide down a perfectly smooth 45°. The coefficient of kinetic friction between object and incline is 
given by 

1 
(A) µ= 1-r{ 

[Ans. (A)] 

1 
(B) µ=1--, 

rr (C) µ= ✓1-\,2 

~~ Acceleration without friction = g sin a = Fi 
With friction, the acceleration is g(sincx. - µcos a)= Fi (1- µ) 

(D) µ= ✓1- \ rr 
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Since the body starts from rest, the distance is equal to .!..at2 • 

2 

Th S g 2 g (1 ) 2. US, = ~ f1 = ~ - µ f, , 
v2 v2 -

G. 1-µ t12 1 
1ven t2 =11t1--= 2 =-2 

1 t2 11 

µ=(1- :2) 
(A) is the right answer. 

fl_~ 44. Two blocks A and B of masses 5 kg and 3 kg respectively rest on a smooth horizontal 
surface with block B resting over 4. The coefficient of friction between A and B is 0.5. The maximum 
horizontal force that can be applied to A so that there will be motion of A and B, without separation is 

(A) 15N 
(C) 40N 

[Ans. (C)] 

(B) 25N 
(D) 50N 

F 
The blocks A and B move together with acceleration, a = ---

F 
a=-

8 

For mass B, 3a = µ3g 

F 
a=µg=-

8 

Maximum force required F = 0.5 x 8 g = 40 N 

( q is the right answer. 

m1 +m2 

(g = 10 m/s2) 

fl_~ 45. A mass of 0.5 kg is just able to slide down the slope of an inclined rough surface when 
the angle of inclination is 60°. The minimum force necessary to pull the mass up the incline along the 
line of greatest slope is (g = 10 m/s2) 

(A) 20.25N 
(C) lOON 

[Ans. (B)] 

(B) 8.65N 
(D) IN 

i.~ Acceleration down the plane= g(sina. - µcosa.) = 0 

So, it is given that tana. = tan60° = µ = ✓3 

Minimum force necessary= mg(sina. + µcosa.) = 0.5 x 10[ ~ + ✓3 ½) = 5✓3 = 8.66N 

(B) is the right answer. 
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fl_I:411111/e 46. The maximum value of mass of block C so that neither A nor B moves is (Given that 
mass of A is I 00 kg and that of B is 140 kg. Pulleys are smooth and friction coefficient between A and 
B and between B and horizontal surface is µ = 0.3) g = I O m/s2 

(A) 210 kg (B) 190 kg 
(C) 185 kg (D) 162 kg 

~~ Maximum friction that can be obtained between A and B is 

J; = µmAg = (0.3)(100)(10) = 300N 

and maximum friction between B and ground is 

/4 = µ(mA + m8)g = (0.3)(100 + 140)(10) = 720 N 

Drawing free body diagrams of A, B and C in limiting case 

Equilibrium of A gives 

TI =J; =300N 

Equilibrium of B given 

2TI + J; + fi = 0 

or T2 = 2(300) + 300 + 720 = 1620 N 

and equilibrium of C given 

melt= T2 or I Orne= 1620 

(D) is the right answer. 

~, 

mg 

... (1) 

... (2) 

fl_I:411111/e 47. Three blocks A, B and C of equal mass m are placed one over the other on a smooth 
horizontal ground as shown in figure. Coefficient of friction between any two blocks of A, Band C is 
1/2. The maximum value of mass of block D so that the blocks A , Band C move without slipping over 
each other is 

(A) 6m 
(C) 3m 

(B) 5m 
(D) 4m 
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S~ Blocks A and C both move due to friction. But less friction is available to A as compared 
to C because normal reaction between A and B is less. Maximum friction between A and B can be : 

fmax =µmAg=(½)mg 

Maximum acceleration of A can be : 

a = fmax = g 
max m 2 

further 
mDg 

amax =-~-
3m+mD 

or 
g mDg 
=---

2 3m +mD 

( C) is the right answer. 

/I~ 48. A block of mass m = 2 kg is resting on a rough inclined plane of inclination 30° as 
shown in figure. The coefficient offriction between the block and the plane ism= 0.5. What minimum 
force F should be applied perpendicular to the plane on the block, so that block does not slip on the 
plane (g = 1 Om/2) 

(A) zero 
(C) 2.68N 

S~ Since mgsin30° > µmgcos30° 

(B) 6.24N 
(D) 4.34N 

the block has a tendency to slip downwards. Let F be the minimum force applied on it, so that it does 
not slip. Then 

N = F + mgcos30° 

mgsin30° = µN = µ(F + mgcos30°) 

or F = mgsin30o mgcos30o = (2)(10)(1 / 2) -(2)(10)[ ✓3) 
µ 0.5 2 

or F= 20-17.32 = 2.68N 

(C) is the right answer. 

/I~ 49. A block of mass 2kg is pushed against a rough vertical wall with a force of 40N, 
coefficient of static friction being 0.5. Another horizontal force of 15N, is applied on the block in a 
direction parallel to the wall. Will the block move? If yes, in which direction and with what minimum 
acceleration ? If no, find the frictional force exerted by the wall on the block. 
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S~ The force may cause the tendency of motion or motion in the body is its own weight and 
the applied horizontal force of 15N. The resultant of the forces 

F=-J202 +152 =25N 

In a direction tan-1 G~) = 37° with the vertical. 

The friction, by its very virtue of opposing tendency, 

it will act in a direction opposite to the resultant force. 
F-µN 

Now, the acceleration (minimum) = --- (as, µN is the 
m 

maximum frictional force) 

25 - 0.5 X 40 

2 

5 
=-N 

2 

So, Minimum acceleration is 2. = 2.5 m/s2 

2 

opposite to resultant force 

/I~ 50. The coefficient of static friction between the two blocks shown in figure is µ and the 
table is smooth. What maximum horizontal force F can be applied to the block of mass M so that the 
blocks move together ? 

~~ Two cases are possible either there is relative motion between blocks or not. Let us 
assume that there is no relative motion, means both blocks move together. The only horizontal force on 
the upper block of mass m is that due to the friction by the lower block of mass M. Hence this force on 
m should be towards right. The force of friction onMby m should be towards left by Newton ' s third 
law. 

Consider the motion of m. The forces on m are 

(a) mg downward by the earth (gravity) 

(b) N upward by the block M (normal force) and 

(c) f (friction) towards right by the blockM. 

In the vertical direction, there is no acceleration. This gives 

N=mg ... (i) 

In the horizontal direction, let the acceleration be a, then 

f=ma 

ForM, F-f=Ma 

Solving (i) and (ii) 

F 
a=---. 

M+m 

since/is staticf:s; µNmM= µmg 

from (i) and (ii) we get 

... (ii) 

... (iii) 

F.B.D.ofm 

N 

r---1 
mg 

F.B.D.ofM 
Ng 

f-----F 
Mg 

N 
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F-::;,µ(M +µ)g A 

For F > µ(M + m)g there is relative motion between 
F - C 

blocks and friction will become kinetic. 

/I~ 51. Consider the situation shown in figure. The horizontal surface below the bigger block is 
smooth. The coefficient offriction between the blocks is µ. Find the minimum and the maximum force 
F that can be applied in order to keep the smaller blocks at rest with respect to the bigger block. 

~~ If no force is applied, the block A will slip on C towards right and the block B will 
move downward. Suppose the minimum force needed to prevent slipping is F. Taking A + B + C as the 
system, the only external horizontal force on the system is F. Hence, the acceleration of the system is 

F 
a=---

M+2m 
... (i) 

Now take the block A as system. The forces on A are, 

(i) tention T by the string towards left, 

(ii) friction/by the block C towards left, 

(iii) weight mg downward and 

(iv) normal force N upward. 

For vertical equilibrium N = mg. 

F.B.D. of A 

N 

f -------•T 

mg 

As the minimum force needed to prevent slipping is applied, the friction is limiting. Thus, 

f=µN= µmg. 

As the block moves towards right with an acceleration a, 

T-f=ma 

or T- µmg=ma 

Now take the block Bas the system. The forces are 

(i) tension T upward, 

(ii) weight mg downward, 

(iii) normal force N' towards right, and 

(iv) friction/' upward. 

As the block moves towards right with an acceleration a, 

N'=ma. 

As the friction is limiting,/ ' = µN' = µma 

For vertical equilibrium 

T+ f'=mg 

or T + µma= mg ... (iii) 

Eliminating T from (ii) and (iii) 

1-µ 
amin =--g 

1+µ 

... (ii) 
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When a large force is applied the blocks A slips on C towards left and the block B slips on C in the 
upward direction. The friction on A is towards right and that on B is downwards. Solving as above, the 
acceleration in this case is 

1+µ 
amax =--g 

1-µ 

1-µ 1+µ 
Thus, a lies betweeen --g and --g 

1+µ 1-µ 

1-µ I+µ 
From (i) the force F should be between --(M + 2m)g and --(M + 2m)g. 

I+µ 1-µ 

II~ 52. A rod AB rests with the end A on rough horizontal ground y 
and the end B against a smooth vertical wall. The rod is uniform and of 
weight W. If the rod is in equilibrium in the position shown in figure. Find: 

(a) frictional force at A 

(b) normal reaction at A 

(c) normal reaction at B. 

S~ Let length of the rod be 2£. Using the three conditions of equilibrium. Anticlockwise 
moment is taken as positive. 
FBD of rod y 

or 

or 

or 

(i) I:~=0 N-J,=O B A 

N B=JA ... (i) 

(ii) LFY =0 

NA -W=O 

N A=W ... (ii) 

(iii) I: 1:0 = o 
N A (2£cos30°) - W(£cos30°) = 0 

✓3 N -N - JjW=O 
A B 2 

Solving these three equations, we get 

(a) JA=~ W (b) NA = W 

B 

NA 

X 

II~ 53. Two blocks A and B of masses m I and m2 respectively are placed on each other and their 
combinations rests on a fixed horizontal surface. A massless string passing over a smooth pulley as 
shown in the figure is used to connect A and B. Assuming the coefficient of sliding friciton between all 
surfaces to be µ, show that both A and B will move with a uniform speed, if A is dragged with a force 
F = µ(3m 1 + m2)g to the left. 



• 

For vertical equilibrium 

N 1 -m1g =O 

N1 =m1g 

as m1 slides on m2 hence 

J; =µNl=µmlg 

For horizontal equilibrium 

F-T-J; =O 

• F-T- µm 1g = 0 

For vertical equilibrium ofm 1 

N 2 -N1 -m2g = 0 

• N 2 =N1 + m2g =m1g+ m$ 

SinceJ; = µN2 = µ(m 1 + m)g 

For horizontal equilibrium 

J;+J;-T=0 

• µm 1g+ µ(m 1 + m2)g-T= 0 

Subtracting (3) from (6), we get 

3µm 1g+ µm 2g-F= 0 

• F= µ(3m 1 + m2)g. 
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F.B.D.ofm1 

... (1) 

... (2) 

... (3) 

... (4) 

... (5) 

T 
1,-__J.........,__, 

... (6) 
m,g 

/I~ 54. Two blocks A and B of mass 2 kg and 4 kg are placed one over the other as shown in 
figure. A time varying horizontal force F = 21 is applied on the upper block as shown in figure. Here t 
is in second and Fis in newton. Draw a graph showing accelerations of A and B on y-axis and time on 
x-axis. Coefficient of friction between A and B is µ = 1/2 and the horizontal surface over which B is 
placed is smooth. (g = 10 m/s2) 

Limiting friction between A and B is 

f1 = µmAg = (½}2)(10) = 10 N 

Block B moves due to friction only. Therefore, maximum acceleration of B can be 

11 10 , 
a = -1 -' = - = 2 5 m Is-

max mB 4 . 

Thus, both the blocks move together with same acceleration till the common acceleration becomes 
2.5 mls2, after that acceleration of B will become constant while that of A will go on increasing. To find 
the time when the acceleration of both the blocks becomes 2.5 m/s (or when slipping will start between 
A and B) we will write : 
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~F=2t iii....s::, 
J;_=ION J;=litN 

2_5 = F = 21 
(mA+mB) 6 

I= 7.5 s 

Hence, for I :s; 7.5s 

F 21 I 
aA =aB =---= 

mA+mB 6 3 

fort 2'. 7.5 sec 

Thus, a A versus I or a8 versus I graph is a straight line passing through origin of slope 1/3. 

For I :2'. 7.5s 

a8 = 2.5 m/s2 = constant 

F-J; 
and a= --1 

A m 
A 

21-10 
or a =-- or a =l-5 

A 2 A 

Thus, a A versus I graph is a straight line of slope I. While a8 versus I graph is a straight line parallel 
to I axis. The corresponding graph is as shown in figure. 

/J_I:411111,(e 55. Figure shows two blocks connected by a light string placed on the two inclined parts of 
a triangular wedge. The coefficients of static and kinetic friction are 0.28 and 0.25 respectively at each 
of the surface. (a) Find the minimum and maximum values of m for which the system remains at rest. 
(b) Find the acceleration of either block if m is given the minimum value calculated in the first part and 
is gently pushed up the incline for a short while. g = 10 m/s2. 

45° 45° 

~~ (a) Consider the 2 kg block as the system. The forces on this block are shown in figure 
with M = 2kg. It is assumed that m has its minimum value so that the 2 kg block has a tendency to slip 
down. As the block is in equilibrium, the resultant force should be zero. 

Applying Lami's theorem 

Mg T+f N N 

sin 90° sin(90° + 45°) sin(90° + 45°) 

or N=Mg 
✓2 

and T=Mg_f=Mg_ N=Mg_µ,Mg 
✓2 ✓2 µ, ✓2 ✓2 

90°+45° 

Mg 
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or T = (1- µ ) MJ ... (i) 
'v2 

Now, consider the other block as the system. The forces acting on this block are shown in figure. 

Again applying Lami's theorem 

mg T-f' N' 
=-----=-----

sin 90° sin(90° + 45°) sin(90° + 45°) 

N'=mg 
✓2 

Thus, T=mt(l+µ) 
v2 ' 

From equation (i) and (ii)m(l + µ,) =M(l-µ,) 

or, m = (1-µ,) M = l-0.28 x2 =2.kg 
(1+µ,) 1+0.28 8 

N' 

J 

mg 

... (ii) 

... (iii) 

When maximum possible value of m is required, the directions of friction are reversed because m 

has the tendency to slip down and 2 kg block to slip up. Thus, the maximum value ofm can be obtained 
from (iii) by puttingµ,= -0.28. Thus, the maximum valueofmis 

m = 1 + 0.28 x 2 = 23 k 
1-0.28 9 g 

(b) Ifm = 9/8 kg and the system is gently pushed, kinetic friction will operate. Thus, 

Mg , mg 
f = µk ✓2 and f = µk ✓2 , 

where µk = 0.25. If the acceleration is a, Newton 's second law for M gives 

Mgsin45°-T- f =Ma 

or Mg -T-µkMg =Ma 
' ✓2 ✓2 

Applying Newton 's second law form 

T-mgsin45°- f'=ma 

T - mg - µkmg = ma 
or, ✓2 ✓2 

From equation (iv) and (v) 

M(l-µk)-m(l+µk) 2x0.75-9/8xl.25 021 / 2 
or, a = g = g = . m s 

✓2 (M +m) ✓2 (2+9/8) 

... (iv) 

... (v) 
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fl_I:411111/e 56. The figure shows an L shaped body of mass M placed on smooth horizontal surf ace. The 
block A is connected to the body by means of an inextensible string, which is passing over a smooth 
pulley of negligible mass. Another block B of mass ms is placed against a vertical wall of the body. 
Find the minimum value of the mass of block A so that block B remains stationary relative to the wall. 
Coefficient of friction between the block B and the vertical wall is µ. 

For the equalibrium of B, 

mg= µN = µ(ma) = µmm Ag 
mA +M +m 

FBD of block B 

µNrt------r---+-~ N 
(M +m)m 

m =----
A (µ-l)m mg 

(M+m) 
m =---

A µ-} 

Note:mA>O :. µ>I 

~ 57. A block of mass m is being pulled up the rough incline by an agent delivering constant 
power P. The coefficient offriction between the block and the incline isµ. The maximum speed of the 
block during the course of ascent is 

0 

p p 
(A) V = ------- (B) V = -------

mgsin0 + µmgcose mgsin0- µmgcose 

(C) v = 2P (D) v = 3P 
mgsin0- µmgcose mgsin0- µmgcose 

~~ Let at any time the speed of the block along the incline upwards be v. 

Then from Newton 's second law 

p - mg sin0 - µmgcos0 = mdv here p is the force due to pulling agent. 
V dt V 



the speed is maximum when dv = 0 
dt 

(A) is the right answer. 

V max 
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p 

mgsin0 + µmgcose 

/I~ 58. The coefficient of friction between block of mass m and 2m isµ= 2 tan 0. There is no 
friction between block of mass 2m and inclined plane. The maximum amplitude of two block system 
for which there is no relative motion between both the blocks. 

(A) gsin0 Jf (B) 
mgsin0 

k 

(C) 
3mgsin0 

k 
(D) None of these 

···•••..•... mean position ·• ... ,,A 
)<... -.....,._ , extreme 

~ pos1t1on 

,;;g sin0 

0 

The maximum static frictional force is 

f= µmg cos0 = 2 tan 0 mg cos 0 = 2 mg sine 

Applying Newton 's second law to block at lower extreme position 

f-mgsin0 = mro 2A • f= mro 2A + mg sin 0 

or ro 2A=gsin0 A 3mgsin0 
or = ----

k 

( c) is the right answer. 

/I~ 59. Given m A= 30 kg, m8 = I 0 kg, me = 20 kg. Between A and B µ 1 = 0.3, between Band C 
µ2 = 0.2 and between C and ground µ3 = 0.1. The least horizontal force Fto start the motion of any part 
of the system of three blocks resting upon one another as shown in figure is (g = 10 m/s2) 

(A) 60N (B) 90N 
(C) 80 N (D) 150 N 

~~ Limiting friction between A & B = 90 N 

Limiting friction between B & C = 80 N 
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Limiting friction between C & ground = 60 N 

Since limiting friction is least between C and ground, slipping will oceur at first between C 
and ground. This will occur when F = 60 N. 

(A) is the correct answer. 

~ 60. A force F = t is applied to a block A as shown in figure, where t is time in seconds. The 
force is applied at t = 0 seconds when the system was at rest. Which of the following graph correctly 
gives the frictional force between A and horizontal surface as a function of time !.[Assume that at 
t = 0, tension in the string connecting the two blocks is zero]. 

,,C!J:::iZJ:-F=t 
µk, µ, µk, µ, 

(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 

Let m A and m8 be the mass of blocks A and B respectively. 

As the force F increases from Oto µ, m S, the frictional force f on block A is such that/= F. When 
F = µ,m Ag, the frictional force f attains maximum value f = µ,mg. 

As Fis further increased to µ,(m A +m8)g, the block A does not move. In this duration frictional force 
on block A remains constant at µ, m Ag. 

Hence (C) is correct choice. 

/I~ 61. A block of mass m is attached with a massless spring of force constant k. The block is 

placed over a fixed rough inclined surface for which the coefficient of friction is µ = ~ . The block of 
4 

mass m is initially at rest. The block of mass Mis released from rest with spring in unstretched state. 
The minimum value of M required to move the block up the plane is (neglect mass of string and pulley 
and friction in pulley.) 

(A) 

(C) 

3 
-m 
5 

6 
-m 
5 

4 
(B) -m 

5 

3 
(D) -m 

2 
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S~ As long as the block of mass m remains stationary, the block of mass M released from 

rest comes down by 2Mg (before coming it rest momentanly again). 
K 

Thus the maximum extension in spring is 

2Mg 
x=--

K 

for block of mass m to just move up the incline 

kx = mg sin e + µ mg cos e 
3 3 4 

2Mg = mg x - + - mg x 
5 4 5 

3 
or M= - m 

5 

(A) is the right answer. 

Comprehension Questions 

Comprehension-1 

... (1) 

... (2) 

A block of mass 1 kg is placed on a rough horizontal surface. A spring is attached to the block whose 
other end is joined to a rigid wall,as shown in the figure. A horizontal force is applied on the block so 

that it remains at rest while the spring is elongated by x. x :2'. µmg . Let F and F . be the maximum k rnax nun 

and minimum values of force F for which the block remains in equilibrium. For a particular x, 
F -F . =2N. 

rnax mm 

Also shown is the variation of F max + F min versus x, the elongation of the spring. 

t f+F.CL max m1n 

SN ---7( 
0.1m 

x• 

IJ~ 1. The coefficient of friction between the block and the horizontal surface is: 
(A) 0.1 (B) 0.2 (C) 0.3 (D) 0.4 

~~ Fmax=kx+µmg 

Fmin = kx- µmg 

:. Fmax - Fmin = 2 µmg 

or 2 = 2 µ 10 

:. m=0.I 

(A) is the correct answer. 
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fl_I:411111/e 2. The spring constant of the spring is: 
(A) 25 Nim (B) 20 Nim 

S~ F +F =2kx 
max mm. 

from graph Fmax + Fruin = 5 

and x = 0.l 

Putting in equation (I) 

5 =2k(0.l) 

k=25 Nim. 

(A) is the right answer. 

fl~ 3. The value of F . , if x = 3 cm is : 
~ mm 

(A) 0 (B) 0.2N 

S~ Whenx=0.03 

kx = 25 X 0.03 

(C) 2.5 Nim 

(C) 5N 

=0.75N, which is less than µmg=0.l x 10= 1 N 

:. The block will be at rest, without applying force F. 

gy. tC X = 0.03 

kx = 25 X 0.03 

= 0.75 N, µmg= 0.1 x 10 =IN 

(A) is the right answer. 

Comprehension-2 

(D) 50Nlm 

.... (1) 

(D) IN 

A block of mass m is placed on a rough inclined plane. The coefficient of friction between the block and 
the plane is µ and the inclination of the plane is 0. Initially 0 = 0 and the block will remain stationary 
on the plane. Now the inclination 0 is gradually increased. The block presses the inclined plane with 
a force mgcos0. So welding strength between the block and inclined is µ mgcos0, and the pulling 
forces is mgsin 0. As soon as the pulling force is greater than the welding strength, the welding breaks 
and the block starts sliding, the angle 0 for which the block starts sliding is called angle of repose 
(1v). During the contact, two contact forces are acting between the block and the inclined plane. The 
pressing reaction (Normal reaction) and the shear reaction (frictional force) . The net contact force will 
be resultant of both. 

Answer the following questions based on above comprehension : 

~ 1. If the entire system, were accelerated upward with acceleration 'a', the angle ofrepose, would: 
(A) increase (B) decrease 
(C) remain same (D) increase of a> g 



Angle (e')ofrepose ; 

m(g + a) sine'= f 

m(g + a) cose' = R 

f =tane' 
R 

Hence angle of repose does not change. (C) is the correct answer. 

t__--,tle 2. For what value of e will the block slide on the inclined plane : 
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(A) e > 1an-1µ (B) e < 1an-1µ (C) e > cot-1µ (D) e > cot-1µ 

S~ To slide mg sine > µ mgcose 

sine>µ cose 

tane > µ 

e >tan-1µ 

(A) is the correct answer. 

II~ 3. Ifµ= 3/4 then what will be frictional force (shear force) acting between the block and 
inclined plane when e = 30° : 

(A) 3✓3 mg 
8 

(B) mg 
2 

Shear force = µ mgcose 

3 ✓3 3✓3 
= -xmgx- = --mg =00.6mg 

4 2 8 

Jj 
(C)-mg 

2 
(D) zero 

But, pulling force= mg sine= mg sin30° = 0.5 mg <f.max· :. block does not slide. 

Hence frictional force (shear force) between the block of the plane at this situation will be 

. 0 mg 3✓3 
= mg sm30 = - (not --mg) 

2 8 
(B) is the correct answer. 

Alternate Sol. 

1 ✓3 1.73 
tane= -=-=-- =0.58<µ 

Jj 3 3 

:. block does not slide. :. ft = mg sin30° 

Comprehension-3 

In the situation shown in figure a wedge of mass m is placed on a rough surface, on which a block of 
equal mass is placed on the inclined plane of wedge. Friction coefficient between plane and the block 
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and the ground and the wedge (µ). An external force Fis applied horizontally on the wedge. Given that 
m does not slide on incline due to its weight. 

II~ The value of Fat which wedge will start slipping is : 
(A) = µmg (B) = (3/2) µmg 
(C) > 2 µmg (D) < µ mg 

S~ Wedge will start slipping when 

F?: µ (2mg) 

(C) is the correct answer. 

II~ The value of Fat which no friction will act on block on inclined plane, is : 
(A) 2 µ mg (B) 2 µmg+ 2 mg tan e 
(C) 2 µmg+ mg tan e (D) 2 µmg+ mg sin e 

S~ If wedge start's slipping, common acceleration 

aC= F-2µmg 
2m 

macose 

If mg sine = ma cos e then no force along the plane will be felt by the block and hence friction will 
be zero. 

• mg sine = m ( F -; :g) cose 

F = 2mg tan e + 2 µmg. (B) is the correct answer. 

II~ The minimum value of acceleration of wedge for which the block starts sliding on the 
wedge, is: 

(A) ( cose +µsine) 
g sine- µcose 

(B) (sine+ µcose) 
g cose- µsine 

(C) ( sine- µcose) 
g sine+ µcose 

(D) ( cose- µsine) 
g sine+ µcose 



Block will start sliding if 

ma cos 0 2: mgsin 0 + µ (mg cos 0 + ma sin 0) 
macos0 

( sin e + µ cos e ) get a> g 
cos0-µsin0 

(B) is the correct answer. 
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l/_1.4Ml,le 
(A) 
(C) 

The value of Fat which no friction will act on block on inclined plane, is : 
2 µ mg (B) 2 µ mg + 2 mg tan 0 
2 µmg+ mg tan 0 (D) 2 µmg+ mg sin 0 

~~ If wedge starts slipping, common acceleration 
macos0 

F-2µmg 
a=----

c 2m 

If mg sin 0 = ma cos 0 then no force along the plane will be felt by the bloc and hence friction will 
be zero. 

• mg sin 0 = m ( F -; :g) cos0 

F= 2mg tan0 + 2 µmg 

(B) is the correct answer. 

~ The minimum value of acceleration of wedge for which the block starts sliding on the 
wedge, is: 

(A) ( cos0 +µsine) 
g sin0- µcos0 

(B) (sine+ µcos0) 
g cos0- µsine 

(C) ( sin0- µcos0) 
g sin0+ µcos0 

(D) ( cos0- µsine) 
g sine+ µcos0 

Block will start sliding if 

ma cose 2: mgsin0 + µ(mgcose + ma sin0) 
macos0 

( sin e + µ cos e ) get a> g 
cos0-µsin0 

(B) is the correct answer. 

mg sin0 
µ(mgcos0 
+ma sin0 
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Comprehension - 3 

Two bodies A and B of masses 10 kg and 5 kg are placed very slightly separated as shown in figure. The 
coefficient of friction between the floor and the blocks isµ= 0.4. Block A is pushed by an external force 
F. The value of F can be changed. When the welding between block A and ground breaks, block A will 
start pressing block B and when welding of B also breaks, block B will start pressing the vertical wall -

II~ 1. If F = 20 N, with how much force does block A presses the block B 
(A) 10 N (B) 20 N (C) 30 N (D) Zero 

~6. 
(A) 

1/~4. 

(A) 

(C) 

Breaking 
strength 
µ x JO xg 

= 40 

Breaking 
strength 
µ x5 xg 

= 20 

If F = 20 N, 10 kg block will not move and it would not press 5 kg block So N = 0. 

What should be the minimum value of F, so that block B can press the vertical wall 

20N (B) 40N (C) 60N (D) 80N 

Fruin= JA + jB = 60 N. 

(C) is the correct answer. 

If F = 50 N, the friction force (shear force) acting between block B and ground will be : 
10 N (B) 20 N (C) 30 N (D) None 

-40N f,,=ION 

If F = 50 N, force on 5 kg block= 10 N 

So friction force = 10 N. (A) is the correct answer. 

r~;o=ction acting on B varies w;th p:pphe:e F acoocd;ng to cu.-ve • 

IL____ (B) LL__ 
F F 

~ (D) 

F F 



Until the 10 kg block is sticked with ground 
( ... F= 40N), 

No force will be felt by 5 kg block. After F = 40 N, 
the friction force on 5 kg increases, till F = 60 N, 
and after that, the kinetic friction start acting on 5 kg 
block, which will be constant (20N) 

(B) is the correct answer. 

Friction I 4. 5 5 

.____......_ ___ ___._ ___ F 

40N 60N 

~ 5. If the vertical wall is removed and the force applied is 90 N, the pressing force (normal 
reaction) between block A and block B will be : 

(A) 20 N (B) 30 N (C) 40 N (D) None 

~~ F - JA - jB = (mA + mB)a • a= 2 m/s2 , 

204 
!!+n 

N-20= 5 x 2 N= 30N. 

(B) is the correct answer. 

Comprehension - 5 

Three blocks of masses 6 kg, 4kg & 2 kg are pulled on a rough surf ace by applying a constant force 
20N. The values of cofficient of friction between blocks & surface are shown in figrue. 

f/~1. 
(A) 

fl.J:4Mlde 2. 
(A) 

fl.J:4Mlde 3. 
(A) 

~~ 

20N 

µ=0.2 µ=0 .2 µ=0.2 

In the arrangement shown tension in the string connecting 4kg and 6kg masses is 
8N (B) 12N (C) 6N (D) 4N 

Friction force on 4 kg block is 
4N (B) 6N 

Friction force on 6 kg block is 
12N (B) 8N 

2kg t------+)20 

f., 

/4 = 8 , T2 = TI + J;_ , T2 = TI + 8 

TI =8 

(C) 12N (D) 8N 

(C) 6N (D) 4N 
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6kg ---)T,=8 

E 
f; 

/2= 8. 

1. (A) is the correct answer. 

2. (D) is the correct answer. 

3. (B) is the correct answer. 

Comprehension-6 

A block of mass 15 kg is placed over a 
frictionless horizontal surface. Another 
block of mass 10 kg is placed over it, that is 
connected with a light string passing over 
two pulleys fastened to the 15 kg block. A 
force F = 80 N is applied horizontally to the 
free end of the string. Friction coefficient 
between two blocks is 0.6. The portion of 

smooth 

10kg 

15 kg 

the string between 10 kg block and the upper pulley is horizontal. Pulley, string & connecting rods are 
massless. (Take g = 10 m/s2) 

fl~ 1. The magnitude of accelerations of the 10 kg, 15 kg block are : 
(A) 3.2m/s2 , 3.2m/s2 (B) 2.0m/s2, 4.2m/s2 (C) 1.6m/s2 ,16/3m/s2 (D) 0.8m/s2, 2.0m/s2 

~~ First, let us check upto what value of F, both blocks move together. Till friction becomes 
limiting, they will be moving together. Using the FBDs 

15kg 

~a, 

10 kg block will not slip over the 15 kg block till acceleration of 15 kg block becomes maximum as it 
is created only by friction force exerted by 10 kg block on it 

QI> Q2(max) 

F - f = j_ for limiting condition as f maximum is 60 N. 
10 15 

F = IOON. 

Therefore for F = 80 N, both will move together. 

Their combined acceleration, by applying NIM using both as system F = 25a 
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80 
a= - =3.2m/s2 

25 

(A) is the correct answer. 

~ 2. If applied force F = 120 N, then magnitude of acceleration of 15 kg block will be : 
(A) 8 m/s2 (B*) 4 m/s2 (C) 3.2 m/s2 (D) 4.8 m/s2 

~~ If F= 120 N, then there will be slipping, so using FBDs of both (friction will be 60 N) 

For 10 kg block 

120-60=10a 

• a=6m/s2 

For 15 kg block 

60 = 15a • a= 4 m/s2 

(B) is the correct answer. 

~ 3. Continuing with the situation, if the force F = 80 N is directed vertically as shown in the 
given figure, the accelerations of the 10 kg, 15 kg block will be : 

10kg 

µ =0.6 

15 kg 

Smooth 
(A) 2 m/s2 towards right and 4/3 m/s2 towards left 
(B) 2 m/s2 towards left and 16/5 m/s2 towards right 
(C) 6 m/s2 towards left and 4 m/s2 towards right 
(D) 16/5 m/s2 towards right and 2/3 m/s2 towards right 

~~ In case 80 N force is applied vertically, then 

f ~ 80.------F-~----H-....._ 

~ f 

For 10 kg block 80 - 60 = 10a 

a= 2 m/s2 

For 15 kg block in horizontal direction. 

F -f= 15a 

a = 4/3 m/s2, towards left. 

(A) is the correct answer. 

F =80N 

F 

F 
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Comprehension - 7 

A van accelerates uniformly down an inclined hill going from rest to 30 m/s 
in 6 s. During the acceleration, a toy of mass m = 0.1 kg hangs by a light 
string from the van ' s ceiling. The acceleration is such that string remains 
perpendicular to the ceiling. (Take g = 10 m/s2) 

fl._~ 1. The angle 0 of the incline is : 
(A) 30° (B) 60° (C) 90° 

(D) 45° 

Acceleration of the van= 30 = 5 m/s2 

6 

g sine= a 

. e 1 • sm = -
2 

• e = 30° 

(A) is the correct answer. 

fl~ 2. The tension in the string is 

(A) I.ON (B) 0.5 N 

~3. 
(A) 

Tension T = mg cos 0 = ✓3 N 
2 

(A) is the correct answer. 

The friction force on the van is 
Zero (B) mg cos0 

(C) ✓3 N 
2 

(C) mg sine 

~ Since acceleration of the van is g sin0, there is no friction. 

(A) is the correct answer. 

Comprehension - 8 

(D) ✓3N 

(D) mgtan0 

A small mass slides down a fixed inclined plane of inclination 0 with the horizontal. The co-efficient 
of friction is µ = µ0 x where x is the distance through which the mass slides down and µ0 is a constant. 
fl~ 1. The distance covered by the mass before it stops is: 

2 4 1 
(A) - tan 0 (B) - tan 0 (C) - tan 0 

µo µo 2 µo 

mg sin0 - µmg cos0 = ma 

a= g [sine - µ cos0] 

udv = g[ sin e - µo cos ex] 
dx 

0 X X f udv = g(sin 0) f dx - (gµ 0 cos 0) f x dx 
0 0 0 

(D) _l tan 0 
µo 



• 

• 

• 
~2. 

(A) 

(C) 

• 
~3. 

(A) 

(C) 

x2 
0 = g (sin0)x - (g µ0 cos0)-

2 

2tan0 
x=--

µo 

(A) is the correct answer. 

The heat produced during the half journey of the particle is: 
mg cos 0 tan 2 0 mg cos 0 tan 2 0 

(B) 
2 µo 4 µo 

mg cos 0 tan 2 0 

8 µo 
(D) none of these 

Heat produed + change in K.E. = Work done 

(A) is the correct answer. 

The speed of the mass when travelled half the maximum distance is 

g~e~e ~ g~e~e 

µo 2 µo 

g tan e sine 

8 µo 
(D) none of these 

~~ By integration 

• (A) is the correct answer. 

Comprehension - 9 

Friction I 4. 59 

A block B is placed over a cart which in turn lies over a smooth horizontal floor. Block A and block C are 
connected to block B with light inextensible strings passing over light frictionless pulleys fixed to the cart 
as shown. Initially the blocks and the cart are at rest. All the three blocks have mass m and the cart has mass 
M(M = 3m). Now a constant horizontal force of magnitude Fis applied to block A towards right. 

F 

fixed horizontal floor 

II~ 1. Assuming friction to be absent everywhere, the magnitude of acceleration of cart at the 
shown instant is 

F 
(A) 

6m 

F 

3m 

The free body diagram of cart is 

(B) 
F 

4m 

(D) 0 

T, T, 
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Hence net horizontal force on cart is zero. 

acceleration of cart is zero. 

(D) is the correct answer. 

~ 7. Taking friction to be absent everywhere the magnitude of tension in the string connecting 
block B and block C is 

(A) F 
9 

(B) F 
6 

(C) F 
3 

The acceleration of each block is equal and equal to .f_ . 
3m 

(D) 2F 
3 

Tension in required string can be found by applying Newton's second law to block C. 

F 
T =ma= -

2 3 . 

(C) is the correct answer. 

fl~ 3. Let the coefficient offriction between block B and cart is µ(µ > 0) and friction is absent 
everywhere else. Then the maximum value of force F applied to block A such that there is no relative 
acceleration between block B and cart is 

(A) µmg (B) 2 µmg (C) 3 µmg (D) 4 µmg 

f~ For block B to just slip on the cart, the friction force on cart is µmg. The net force on 

cart is thus µmg. Hence acceleration of cart is a = µmg = µg . 
3m 3 

required force F = (m + m + m + M) a= 2µmg 

(B) is the correct answer. 

Match the following 
1. Two blocks A and B of masses m and M are placed on a horizontal surface, both being 

interconnected with a horizontal series combination of two massless springs 1 and 2, of force 
constants k1 and k2 respectively as shown. Friction coefficient between block A and the 
surface ism and the springs are initially non-deformed. Now the block Bis displaced slowly 
to the right by a distance x, and it is observed that block A does not slip on the surface. Block 
B is kept in equilibrium by applying an external force at that position. Match the required 
information in the left column with the options given in the right column. 

M k1 k2 
~ m 0 Block A spring1 spring2(: Block B 

µ frictionless 
Left column Right column 

(a) 

(b) 

Friction force on block A by the surface 

Force by spring 1 on block A 

(P)k1x(-t) 

(Q) mMg (-t) 



( c) Force exerted by spring 2 on spring 1. 

(d) External force on block B. 

[Ans. (a) S , (b) R, (c) R , (d) R] 

~~ The free body diagram (FBD) is : 

Tension in both springs will be same 

F=K,72 =K~1 andX1 +X2 =X 
K? X= - X X= 

i K +K , 2 
1 2 

F= KIK2 X 
K1+K2 

KK, A 

f= F= 1 - X(-i) 
Kl +K2 

a • S, b -> R, c -> R, d-> R 

(S) (-i) 

( ·: they are massless) 
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2. Column II gives certain situations involving two blocks of mass 2 kg and 4 kg. The 4 kg block 
lies on a smooth horizontal table. There is sufficient friction between both the block and there 
is no relative motion between both the blocks in all situations. Horizontal forces act on one 
or both blocks as shown. Column I gives certain statement related to figures given in column 
II. Match the statements in column I with the figure in column II and indicate your answer by 
darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in OMR. 

Column I Column II 

(A) Magnitude offrictional force is maximum. (p) • --.12N 

.----+12N 
(B) Magnitude of friction force is least. (q) -
(C) Friction force on 2 kg block is towards right. (r) 
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(D) Friction force on 2 kg block is towards left. (s) 
8N~ --=:20N 

[Ans. (A) s (B) r (C) p, s (D) q, r] 

f~ The acceleration of two block system for all cases is a= 2 m/s2 

In option (p) the net force on 2 kg block is frictional force 
Frictional force on 2 kg block is 
f = 2 x 2 = 4N towards right 

In option ( q) the net force on 4 kg block is frictional force 
Frictional force on 4 kg block is 
f = 4 x 2 = 8N towards right 

In option (r) the net force on 2 kg block is 2 x 2 = 4N 
Friction force f on 2 kg block is towards left. 
6 - f = 2 x 2 or f = 2N 

In option (s) the net force on 2 kg block is ma 
= 2 x 2 = 4N towards right. 

:. Friction force on 2 kg block is 12N towards right. 
3. Two blocks of same mass m = I 0 kg are placed on rough horizontal surface as shown in figure. 

Initially tension in the massless string is zero and string is horizontal. A horizontal force 

F = 40 sin ( ~t) is applied as shown on the block A for a time interval t = 0 to t = 6 sec. Here 

Fis in Newton and tin second. Friction coefficient between block A and ground is 0.20 and 
between blockB and ground is 0.30. (Take g= 10 m/sec2). Match the statements in column-I 
with the time intervals (in seconds) in column-II. 

10kg string 

Column I 
(A) Friction force between block B and 

ground is zero in the time interval 
(B) Tension in the string is non zero 

in the time interval 
(C) Acceleration of block A is zero 

in the time interval 
(D) Magnitude of friction force between 

A and ground is decreasing in the time interval 
[Ans.(A) p, s (B) q, r (C) p, q, r, s (D) s] 

F 

Column II 
(p) 0<t<l 

(q) 1 <t<3 

(r) 3 < t < 5 

(s) 5 <t<6 



~~ Fmax = 40 < (20 + 30) 
So as long as force Fis in the positive 
x direction, both the block are at rest. 
So (C) p , q, r, s 

WhenF=20=40sin (~,) • ½=sin:' 

7t • -t 
6 

7t 7t = - n--
6' 6 

• t= 1, 5 

nt 
When F= 0, t= 0 and - = p i.e. t= 6 

6 
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When F=40 i.e.!!:!_=~ • t=3 ----- F 

6 2 ----- ~ X 
For0 <t< 1 

0 <F<20 
f,(max) =µ1N= 20 

FBD of block A (in x-direction) 

f, A 
F acceleration a A= 0, Tension T = 0 

J; <20 aB = 0, friction forceJ; = 0 
So (A) • p 

For 1 < t < 3 {20 < F < 40} and 3 < t < 5 
FBD ofblockA 

{40 > F> 20} 

T 
4--: --11-'-'A,..___..> F 

A1N=20 

T=F-20 i.e. 0 < T< 20 ·: F< 40 
FBD of block B ·: aB = 0 

So B--+ q, r 
For5 <t< 6 

FBD ofblockA 

-----• F f1 A 

-----• T f2 B 

20>F> 0 

aA = 0, Tension T= 0 
aB = 0, Friction forceJ; = 0 
J;=F 

So (D) • s and (A) • s 

Alternate: 

When F = 20 = 40 sin !!:!_ • t = I sec. 
6 

F = 0 = 40 sin !!:!_ • t = 6 sec. 
6 

Ff40 -- ---------

c: 
~20 -- - ---------
Q) 
C: 

By using symmetry in sine curve 0 1 
For shaded region F < 20, aA = 0, T = 0, aB = 0 
For 1 < t < 5, aA = 0, Ti- 0, aB = 0 

t • 

3 5 6 sec 
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4. A small block of mass m1 lies over a long plank of mass mr The plank in turn lies over a 
smooth horizontal surface. The coefficient of friction between m1 and m2 is m. A horizontal 
force Fis applied to the plank as shown in figure. Column-I gives four situation corresponding 
to the system given above. In each situation given in column-I, both bodies are initially at rest 
and subsequently the plank is pulled by the horizontal force F. Take length of plank to be large 
enough so that block does not fall from it. Match the statements in column-I with results in 
column-II. 

Column-I 
(A) If there is no relative motion between the 

block and plank, the work done by force offriction 
acting on block in some time interval is 

(B) If there is no relative motion between the 
block and plank, the work done by force offriction 
acting on plank is some time interval 

(C) If there is relative motion between the 
block and plank, then work done by friction force 
acting on block plus work done by 
friction acting on plank is 

Column-II 
(p) positive 

(r) zero 

(q) negative 

(D) If there is no relative motion between the 
block and plank, then work done by 
friction force acting on block plus work 
done by friction acting on plank is 

(s) is equal to negative ofloss 
in mechanical energy of two 
block plus plank system. 

[Ans.(A) p (B) q (C) q, s (D) r] 
s~ The FBD of block and plank are shown. Work done 

on block by friction is positive ( 

Work done on plank by friction is negative. 
Work done by friction on plank plus block is zero 
when there is no relative motion between them. 
Since there is no rubbing between block and plank, mechanical 
energy is not lost. (i.e., heat and allied losses are not produced). 

f 

)f 

direction of 
motion 

Work done by friction on plank + block is negative when there is relative motion between 
block and plank. This work done is equal loss in mechanical energy of block+ plank system. 

5. Two blocks of mass m and 2m are slowly just placed in contact with each other on a rough 
fixed inclined plane as shown. Initially both the blocks are at rest on inclined plane. The 
coefficient of friction between either block and inclined surface is m. There is no friction 
between both the blocks. Neglect the tendency of rotation of blocks on the inclined surface. 
Column I gives four situation. Column II gives condition under which statements in column 
I are true. Match the statement in column I with corresponding conditions in column II and 
indicate your answer by darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the 
ORS. 



Column I 
(A) The magnitude of acceleration of both blocks are same if 
(B) The normal reaction between both the blocks is zero if 
(C) The net reaction exerted by inclined surface on each 

block make same angle with inclined surf ace (AB) if 
(D) The net reaction exerted by inclined surface on block 

of mass 2m is double that of net reaction exerted by 
inclined surface on block of mass m if 

[Ans. (A) p,q,r,s (B) p,q,r,s, (C) p,q,r,s, (D) p,q,r,s] 

s~ 
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Column II 
(p) µ = 0 
(g) µ > 0 
(r) µ> tane 

(s) µ < tan0 

(A) Forµ> tan0 , the magnitude of acceleration of both blocks is zero. Hence acceleration of both 
blocks is same. 

For µ > tan0 , the acceleration of both blocks is same and equal to (g sin0 + g cos0) 

Hence whatever be the value ofµ, the acceleration of both blocks shall be same. 

(B) For µ > tan0 , both blocks are at rest and their binding with inclined surface is not broken. 
Hence the blocks cannot exert force on each other. Therefore normal reaction between both 
blocks is zero. 

For µ > tan0 , both blocks will move down the incline with same acceleration when they are 
not in contact. Hence they have no tendency to approach. 

Hence when both blocks are in contact, they will not exert normal reaction no tendency to 
approach. 

Hence whatever be the value ofµ, normal reaction between both blocks is zero. 

( C & D) For µ > tan0 , both blocks are at rest. 

The normal reaction (N), friction (jj and net reaction on each blocks by inclined surface are as 
shown. 

"'-, 
It is obvious' ~I= ~2 and R2 = 2Rl . 
For µ < tan0 , both blocks move down the incline. 
Again it can be seen that ~1 = ~ 2 and R2 = 2R1. 

Hence whatever be the value ofµ, R2 = 2R1 and ~2 = ~ 1-
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Assertion Reason Questions 

1. Statement-I: A block of mass misplaced at rest on rough horizontal surface. The coefficient 

of friction between the block and horizontal surface is µ = .!_ . The minimum force F applied 
3 

at angle 0 = 37° (as shown in figure) to pull the block horizontally is not equal to µmg. (Take 

sin37° = I cos37° = i) 
5 ' 5 

F 

0=37° 

Statement-2 : For a block of mass m placed on rough horizontal surface, the minimum 
horizontal force required to pull the block is µmg. The minimum force F applied at angle 0 (as 
shown in figure) to pull the block horizontally may be less than µmg. (Where µ is co-efficient 
of friction). 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

~~ The FBD of block is as shown. F sin8 + N 

The acceleration of block is given by equn. 

F cos0- µN= ma .... (1) 

where N= mg-F sin0 .... (2) 

Putting µ = .!_ , 0 = 37° and F = µ mg 
3 

we get a= 0 

Hence the minimum force F to pull the block at an angle 0 = 37° is µ mg. 

Hence statement I is false. [Ans. (D)] 

Fcos8 

mg 

2. Statement-I: A block of mass m = 10 kg lies on rough horizontal surface. The coefficient of 

friction between block and horizontal surface is µ = I . Initially the only force acting on block are 
4 

its weight and normal reaction due to horizontal surface. An additional force of magnitude 70 N 
can move the block on horizontal surface. 

Statement-2 : The magnitude of minimum force required to move a block of mass m placed on 
rough horizontal surface is µN. (Where µ is co-efficient of friction and N is normal reaction acting 
on the block). 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 
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(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 
Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

(C) 
(D) 

s_~ The minimum force required to pull the block of mass m lying on rough horizontal surface is 

F = _;,h = 60 N, inclined at an angle tan-1 µ with horizontal (where µ is the coefficient of 
µ2 +1 

friction). Hence statement 1 is true and statement 2 is false. 

[Ans. (C)] 

3. Statement-I : A body is lying at rest on a rough horizontal surface. A person accelerating with 

acceleration at (where a is positive constant and 'i is a unit vector in horizontal direction) 

observes the body. With respect to him, the block experiences a kinetic friction. 

Statement-2 : Whenever there is relative motion between the contact surfaces then kinetic 
friction acts. 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

S~ Due to pseudo force , the person observes the block to move back. Also the accelerating 
person does not observe any relative motion between body and the rough surface. 

[Ans. (D)] 

4. Statement-I: A block of mass m is placed on a block of mass M , which in tum is placed on 
smooth fixed inclined plane. The two block system is released from rest as shown. Whatever be the 
coefficient of friction between both the blocks, the magnitude of friction force between the both the 
blocks will be zero (As long as they are on inclined surface). 

Statement-2 : In the situation of statement- I, there is no tendency of relative motion between the 
blocks. 
(A) Statement- I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement- I 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement- I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 
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S~ There is no tendency of relative motion between the blocks. Hence Statement-I is True, 
Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I 

[Ans. (A)] 

5. Statement-I : A fixed wedge of inclination 0 lies on horizontal table. x and y axes are drawn on 
inclined surface as shown, such that x axis is horizontal and y-axis is along line of greatest slope. A 
block of mass m is placed (at rest) on inclined surface at origin. The coefficient of friction between 
block and wedge is µ, such that tan0 = µ. Then a force F > µmg cos0 applied to block parallel to 
inclined surface and along x-axis can move the block along x-axis. 

Statement-2 : To move the block placed at rest on rough inclined surface along the inclined 
surface, the net force on block (except frictional force) should be greater than µN. (N = normal 
reaction on block). 

s~ 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(B) 

(C) 
(D) 

Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 
Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

The block cannot move along x-axis by a force applied along x-axis. 

For block to move along x-axis, the component of force along y-axis should be equal to mg sin0, 
So that net force along y-axis is zero. 

Hence statement-I is false. 

[Ans. (D)] 

6. Statement-I : A man and a block rest on smooth horizontal surface. The man holds a rope which 
is connected to block. The man cannot move on the horizontal surface. 

Statement-2 : A man standing at rest on smooth horizontal surface cannot start walking due to 
absence of friction (The man is only in contact with floor as shown). 
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(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

S~ The man can exert force on block by pulling the rope. The tension in rope will make the 
man move. Hence statement-I is false. 

[Ans. (D)] 

7. Statement-1 : The contact force on a rigid spherical body in contact with another rigid body 
is always directed towards the centre of the rigid body. 

Statement-2 : Whenever two smooth rigid bodies are in contact and press each other, they 
exert a contact force on each other in direction perpendicular to surface of contact. 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

S~ If friction is present contact force between sphere and other rigid body will not be in direction 
normal to surface of contact. Hence statement 1 is false. 

[Ans. (D)] 

8. Statement-1 : While drawing a line on a paper, friction force acts on paper in the same direction 
along which line is drawn on the paper. 

Statement-2 : Friction always opposes motion. 

~~ 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) 
(D) 

Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

Friction always opposes relative motion. 
[Ans. (D)] 

True False 

1. "When a person walks on a rough surface, the frictional force exerted by the surface on the 
person is opposite to the direction of his motion." 

[ Ans. False ] 

2. The contact force on spherical body is always in radial direction. 

~~ If friction acts then contact force will not be radial. 

[ Ans. False ] 
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3. Whenever a small block is placed (it can move) on the inclined smface of a fixed wedge, the 
contact force between block and wedge surface is always less than or equal to the weight of the 
block. 

~~ R = .J f 2 + N 2 = mg if body does not move. 

But if it moves thenf < mg sin0 

R= .JJ2 +(mgcos0) 2 <mg 

[Ans.True] 

HtHAAhi[-~I 
Exercise-1: Subjective Problems 

A 
--+J 

f+--
B --+Fex, 

1. All surfaces are rough. Find the direction offriction forces on each block and ground at this instant. 

11&1!,1/ff/lL~:»£~:, 
2. Find the direction of friction forces on each block and the ground (Assume all surfaces are 

rough and all velocities are with respect to ground). 

E 

D 

C 

5 m/s 
B 

5 mls 
/////////////////, 1/////////////// 

3. The wheel shown in the figure is fixed at 'O ' and is in 
contact with a rough surface as shown. The wheel rotates 
with an angular velocity ffi. What is the direction and nature 
of friction force on the wheel and on the ground? 0 •o 

4. In the following figure, find the direction of friction on the blocks and ground. 

5. In the following figure, find the direction and nature of friction on the block. 

rough surface 
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6. An object is slowing down on a rough horizontal plane with a deceleration of 2m/s2 . What is 
the coefficient of kinetic friction? 

7. A block is shot with an initial velocity 5ms-1 on a rough horizontal plane. Find the distance 
covered by the block till it comes to rest. The coefficient of kinetic friction between the block 
and plane is 0.1. 

8. A block starting from rest slides down 18 m in three seconds on an inclined plane of 30{ 
inclination. Find the coefficient of kinetic friction between the two. 

9. A block begins to slide on a rough inclined plane and moves 1 meter in 0.707 seconds. What 
was the time taken to cover the first half meter on the incline? 

10. Suppose the block of the previous problem is pushed down the incline with a force of 4N. 
How far will the block move in the first two seconds after starting from rest? The mass of the 
block is 4 kg. 

11. The person applies F force on the smaller block as shown in figure. The 
coefficient of static friction is µ between the blocks and the surface. 
Find the force exerted by the vertical wall on massM. What is the value 
of action-reaction forces between m and M? 

12. Determine the force and its direction on 2 kg block in the above situation. It is known that the 
two blocks move together. Can we determine the coefficient static friction between the two 
blocks. If yes, then what is its value? 

13. A block of mass 2.5 kg is kept on a rough horizontal surface. It is found that the block does 
not slide if a horizontal force less than 15 N is applied to it. Also it is found that it takes 5 
seconds to slide throughout the first 10 m if a horizontal force of 15 N is applied and the block 
is gently pushed to start the motion. Taking g= 10 m/s2, calculate the coefficients of static and 
kinetic friction between the block and the surface. 

14. The angle between the resultant contact force and the normal force exerted by a body on the 
other is called the angle offriction. Show that, ifA, be the angle of friction and µ the coefficient 
of static friction, 'A, ~ tan-1 µ 

15. A monkey of mass m is climbing a rope hanging from the roof with acceleration a. The 
coefficient of static friction between the body of the monkey and the rope is µ. Find the 
direction and value of friction force on the monkey. 

16. Find the accelerations and the friction forces involved : 
,-----, 

µ=0 5kg A F=15N µ=0 .5 30N ,....._ __ ...., 
(a) µ=0.5 10kg B (b) 

a;, W" 
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µ=0.5 5kg A 

(c) 200N (d) 90N 

17. Calculate the accelerations of the blocks and the tension in the string A & B. If the 6 kg block 
is replaced by a 0.3 kg block, find the new accelerations and tension in the strings A & B. 

6kg 

18. The reading of spring balance is 32 N and the accelerations of both the blocks is 0.5 m/s2. Find 
µ1 and µ2. 

///////////,1/,1////,1////, 1/////,1////////,1/, 1///////,1//////,1/,1/,1//////,1//,1///, 1/,1/,1/, 1/ 

19. A block of mass 15 kg is placed on a long trolley. The coefficient of static friction between the 
block and the trolley is 0.18. The trolley accelerates from rest with 0.5 m s-2 for 20 sand then 
moves with uniform velocity. Discuss the motion of the block as viewed by (a) a stationary 
observer on the ground. (B) an observer fixed with respect to the trolley. 

20. The coefficient of friction between 5 kg block and the surface is 0.2. Inclined surfaces are 
smooth. Find the tension in the strings. 

21. The friction coefficient between an athlete's shoes and the ground is 0.90. Suppose a superman 
wears these shoes and races for 50 m. There is no upper limit on his capacity of running at 
high speeds. (a) Find the minimum time that he will have to take in completing the 50 m 
starting from rest. (B) Suppose he takes exactly this minimum time to complete the 50 m, 
what minimum time will he take to stop? 

22. The rear side of a truck is open and a box of 40 kg mass is placed 5 m away from the open end 
as shown in figure. The coefficient offriction between the box and the surface below it is 0.15. 
On a straight road, the truck starts from rest and accelerates with 2 ms-2. At what distance 
from the starting point of the truck does the box fall off the truck? 

(Ignore the size of the box.) 
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23. In the figure shown below the friction between the 4kg block and the incline as µ 1 and between 
8kgand incline is µ2. Calculate the accelerations of the blocks when (a) µ 1 = 0.2 and µ2 = 0.3 
(b) µ 1 = 0.3 and µ2 = 0.2. (take g = 10 m/s2) 

24. What is the minimum value of force required to pull a block of mass Mon a horizontal surface 
having coefficient of frictionµ? Also find the angle this force makes with the horizontal. 

25. Find the maximum force with which the man can pull the rope such that the mass m 2 does not 
slide. Find the minimum value of µ2 if it is known that the blocks do not slide even if the man 
hangs himself on the rope. Can the value of coefficient offriction be greater than 1? 

26. In the situation shown above find the accelerations of the blocks. Also find the accelerations 
if the force is shifted from the upper block to the lower block. 

I kg F= 6N 

27. A plank of mass m1 with a bar of mass m2 placed on it lies on a smooth horizontal plane. A 
horizontal force growing with time t as F = kt (k is constant) is applied to the bar. Find how the 
accelerations of the plank a1 and of the bar a2 depend on t, if the coefficient of friction between 
the plank and the bar is equal to µ. Draw the approximate plots of these dependences. 

28. In the situation shown below all the surfaces in contact have coefficient µ. (a) What is the 
maximum F that can be applied so that the equilibirium of system is not disturbed. (b) If the 
force exerted is double that of what is found in (a), find the accelerations of blocks. 

29. If the system of above question is placed in an elevator moving upwards with an acceleration 
a, repeat the parts (a) and (b). 
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30. A block of mass 2 kg is pushed against a rough vertical wall with a force of 40 N, coefficient 
of static friction being 0.5. Another horizontal force of 15 N is applied on the block in a 
direction parallel to the wall. Will the block move? If yes , in which direction? Ifno, find the 
frictional force exerted by the wall on the block. 

31. In the figure, what should be mass m so that block A slide up with a constant velocity? 

µ=0.5 

32. A block of mass 1 kg is horizontally thrown with a velocity of 10 m/s on a stationary long 
plank of mass 2 kg whose surface has aµ= 0.5. Plank rests on frictionless surface. Find the 
time when m1 comes to rest w.r.t. plank. 

33. BlockM slides down on frictionless incline as shown. Find the minimum friction coefficient 
so that m does not slide with respect to M. 

37° 

34. The coefficient of static and kinetic friction between the two blocks and also between the 
lower block and the ground are µs = 0.6 and µk = 0.4. Find the value of tension T applied on 
the lower block at which the upper block begins to slip relative to lower block. 

M=2kg (µ,=0.6,µk=0.4) 
i--------1 T 
M=2kg 

35. Find the acceleration of the blocks and magnitude & direction of frictional force between 
block A and table, if block A is pulled towards left with a force of 50N. 

1--x 

µ =0. 8 
g =l0m!s2 

B 

4Kg 

36. Coefficient offriction between 5 kg and 10 kg block is 0.5. If friction between them is 20 N. 
What is the value of force being applied on 5 kg. The floor is frictionless 

~ 
[wiciL 

37. A block of mass 1 kg is stationary with respect to a conveyor belt that is accelerating with 1 
m/s2 upwards at an angle of 30° as shown in figure. Determine force of friction on block and 
contact force between the block & bell. 
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lie 
38. A man of mass 63 kg is pulling a mass M by an inextensible light rope passing through a 

smooth and massless pulley as shown in figure. The coefficient of friction between the man 
and the ground is µ = 3/5. Find the maximum value of M that can be pulled by the man 
without slipping on the ground. 

39. Two blocks A and B of mass m 10 kg and 20 kg respectively are placed as shown in figure. 
Coefficient of friction between all the surfaces is 0.2. Then find tension in string and 
acceleration of block B. (g = 10 m/s2) 

40. A man of mass 50 kg is pulling on a plank of mass 100 kg kept on a smooth floor as shown with 
force of 100 N. If both man & plank move together, find force offriction acting on man. 

µ=1/6 74--t 150kg 
µ = ~t11J<f~jf11JJJJJ~ ~ 

41. What should be minimum value of F so that 2 kg slides on ground but 1 kg does not slide on 
it? [g = 10 m/sec2] 

µ=o.sl 1kg 1F I 2kg 

µ=0.1 

Exercise-2 
42. In the above situation it is known that when released the blocks slide. Find the accelerations 

of the two blocks. Also find the time when the small block will fall off from the larger block. 

µ/2 
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43. A bead of mass 'm ' is fitted onto a rod with a length of2£, and can move on it with friction 
having the coefficient of frictionµ. At the initial moment the bead is in the middle of the rod. 
The rod moves translationally in a horizontal plane with an acceleration 'a' in the direction 
forming an angle a with the rod. The time when the bead will leave the rod is : (Neglect the 
weight of the bead). 

44. A block lying on a long horizontal conveyor belt moving at a constant velocity receives a 
velocity 5 m/s relative to the ground in the direction opposite to the direction of motion of the 
conveyor. After t = 4 sec, the velocity of the block becomes equal to the velocity of the belt. 
The coefficient of friction between the block and the belt is 0.2. Calculate the velocity of the 
conveyor belt. 

45. A heavy chain with, mass perunit length 'p' is pulled by the constant force Falong a horizontal 
surf ace consisting of a smooth section and a rough section. The chain is initially at rest on the 
rough surface with x = 0. If the coefficient of kinetic friction between the chain and the rough 
surface is µk, then what is the velocity v of the chain when x = L, if the force Fis greater than 
µk. Find pgL in order to initiate the motion. r-L~ 

F 
I I I I~ I I,,, 

Roughµ , x = O Smooth 

46. In the above situation force F is gradually increased from zero. Discuss the direction and 
nature of friction and the accelerations of the block at different values of F (Take g = 10 m/s2). 

120N 

4 7. A block of mass m lies on wedge of massM as shown in figure. Answer following parts separately. 

(a) With what minimum acceleration must the wedge be moved towards right horizontally 
so that block m falls freely? 

(b) Find the minimum friction coefficient required between wedge Mand ground so that it 
does not move while block m slips down on it. 
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48. A car begins to move at time t = 0 and then accelerates along a straight track with a speed 
given by V(t) = 212 ms-1 for O :St :S 2 
After the end of acceleration, the car continues to move at a constant speed. A small block 
initially at rest on the floor of the car begins to slip at t = 1sec. and stops slipping at t = 3 sec. 
Find the coefficient of static and kinetic friction between the block and the floor. 

49. A thin rod oflength 1 m is fixed in a vertical position inside a train, which is moving horizontally 
with constant acceleration 4 m/s2. A bead can slide on the rod, and friction coefficient between 
them is 1/2. If the bead is released from rest at the top of the rod, find the time when it will 
reach at the bottom. 

50. Three identical rigid circular cylinders A, Band Care arranged on smooth inclined surfaces 
as shown in figure. Find the least value of0 that prevent the arrangement from collapse. 

51. A block of mass 50 kg resting on a horizontal surface is acted upon by a force F which varies 
as shown in the figure. If the coefficient of friction between the block and surface is 0.2, find 
the time (in second) when the block will come to rest. 

F 
240 N 

a~-~---~~ 
1 2 t (in sec.) 

52 Find minimum normal force to be applied by each hand to hold three identical books in 
vertical position. Each book has mass 'm ' and value of coefficient of friction between the 
books as well as between hand and the book is µ. 

53. A plank of mass m is kept on a smooth inclined plane. A man of mass 11 times the mass of 
plank moves on the plank, starts from A, such that the plank is at rest, w.r.t. the inclined plane. 
Ifhe reaches the other end B of the plank in t = 5 sec. Then find the acceleration & the value 
of 11 , if the length of the plank is 50m. 

A 

0=sin- 1 3/20 
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54. Two horizontal blocks each of mass 1/2 kg are connected by a massless, inextensible string of 
length 2m and placed on a long horizontal table. The coefficient of static & kinetic friction are 
shown in the figure. Initially the blocks are at rest. If the leading block is pulled with a time 

dependent horizontal force F= kt i where k=lN/sec. , determine 

Fl 2m ~ 
µs=O.4 µs=O.6 

µk=O.2 µk=0.4 

(a) The plots of acceleration of each block with time from t = 0 tot= 10sec. 
(b) Velocity of blocks at t = 10sec. 
(c) Distance transversed by the blocks in the time interval t = 0 tot= 10sec. 
(d) If F stops acting at t = 10sec. find after how much further time would B collide with A. 

55. m1 = 20kg, m2 = 30kg. m2 is on smooth surface. Surface between m1 and m2 hasµ, = 0.5 and 1-\ = 0.3. 
Find the acceleration of m 1 and m2 for the following cases 

(a) (b) 

(a) (i)F= 160N, (ii)F= 175N ; (b) F= 160N 
56. A system of masses is shown in the figure with masses & co-eflicients of fiiction indicated. Calculate : 

µ=0.1 
µ =0.2 

µ=0.1 

(i) the maximum value of F for which there is no slipping anywhere . 
(ii) the minimum value of F for which B slides on C. 
(iii) the minimum value of F for which A slips on B. 

57. A smooth right circular cone of semi vertical angle a= tan-1(5/12) is at rest on a horizontal 
plane. A rubber ring of mass 2.5kg which requires a force of 15Nfor an extension of 10cm is 
placed on the cone. Find the increase in the radius of the ring in equilibrium. 

Exercise-3 

JEE/REE Questions of Previous Years 

1. Two blocks m 1 = 4kg and m2 = 2kg, connected by a weightless rod on a plane having inclination 
of37r. The coefficients of dynamic friction ofm 1 and m2 with the inclined plane areµ= 0.25. 
Then the common acceleration of the two blocks and the tension in the rod are: [JEE, 1979) 
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(A) 4 m/s2, T= 0 (B) 2 m/s2, T= 5 N 
(C) 10 m/s2 ,T= 10 N (D) 15 m/s2, T= 9N 

2. A block of mass 2 kg rests on a rough inclined plane making an angle of30° with the horizontal. 
The coefficient of static friction between the block and the plane is 0. 7. The frictional force on 
the block is: [IIT, 1980) 
(A) 9.8 N (B) 0.7 x 9.8 ✓3 N 
(C) 9.8 x 7 N (D) 0.8 x 9.8N 

3. A block of mass 1 kg lies on a horizontal surface in a truck. The coefficient of static friction 
between the block and the surface is O. 6 If the acceleration of the truck is 5 m/s2, the frictional 
force acting on the block is: [JEE, 1984) 
(A) 5N (B) 6 
(C) ION (D) 15N 

4. A block of mass 0.1kg is held against a wall by applying a horizontal force of 5 Non the 
block. If the coefficient of friction between the block and the wall is 0.5, the magnitude of the 
friction force acting on the block is: [JEE, 1997, 3 marks] 
(A) 2.5 N (B) 0.98 N 
(C) 4.9 N (D) 0.49 N 

5. Block A of mass m and block B of mass 2 m are placed on a fixed triangular wedge by means 
of a massless inextensible string and a frictionless pulley as shown in figure. The wedge is 
inclined at 45{ to the horizontal on both sides. The coefficient of friction between block A and 
the wedge is 2/3 and that between block B and the wedge is 1/3. If the system of A and B is 
released from rest, find [JEE, 1997,5 Marks] 

(i) the acceleration of A 
(ii) tension in the string 
(iii) the magnitude and the direction of friction acting on A. 

6. In the figure masses ml' m2 andM are 20 kg, 5 kg and 50 kg, respectively. The coefficient of 
friction betweenM & ground is zero. The coefficient of friction between m 1 & Mand that 
between m2 & ground is 0.3. The pulleys & the string are massless. The string is perfectly 
horizontal between P1 & m1 and also between P2 & m2• The string is perfectly vertical between 
P 1 & P 2. An external horizontal force Fis applied to the mass M. [ Take g = 10 m/s2 ) 

[JEE, 2000, 2+8 marks] 

M F 
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(A) Draw a free-body diagram for mass M , clearly showing all the forces. 
(B) Let the magnitude of the force of friction between m 1 andMbeJ; and that between m2 

and ground be .t;. For a particular Fit is found that J; = 2fi. Find J; and .t;. Write down 
equations of motion of all the masses. Find F, tension in the string and accelerations of 
the masses. 

7. What is the maximum value of the force F such that the block shown in the arrangement, does 
not move: 
(A) 20N 
(C) 12N 

(B) ION 
(D) 15N 

~~ µa-/ 

://1//l);;;;:,;;;kl:: 

[IIT-JEE (Ser.), 2003) 

8. Two blocks A and B of equal masses are sliding down along straight parallel lines on an inclined 
plane of 45°. Their coefficients of kinetic friction are µA = 0.2 and µ8 = 0.3 respectively. 
At t = 0, both the blocks are at rest and block A is ✓2 meter behind block B. The time and 
distance from the initial A position where the front faces of the blocks come in line on the 
inclined plane as shown in figure. (Use g = 10 ms-2.) [JEE, 2004, 3 marks] 

(A) 2s, s✓2m 
(C) ✓2s, 7✓2m 

(B) ✓2s, 7m 
(D) 2s, 7/✓2m 

9. A disc is kept on a smooth horizontal plane with its plane parallel to horizontal plane. A 
groove is made in the disc as shown in the figure. The coefficient of friction between a mass 
m inside the groove and the surface of the groove is 2/5 and sin 0 = 3/5. Find the acceleration 
of mass with respect to the frame of reference of the disc. [JEE, 2006, 6 marks] 

ao = 25 m/s2 

10. STATEMENT-I : It is easier to pull a heavy object that to push it on a level ground. 
and 
STATEMENT-2: The magnitude offrictional force depends on the nature of the two surfaces 
in contact. 
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(A) STATEMENT-I is True, STATEMENT-2 is True; STATEMENT-2 is a correct 
explanation for STATEMENT-I 

(B) STATEMENT-I is True, STATEMENT-2 is True; STATEMENT-2 is NOT a correct 
explanation for STATEMENT-I 

(C) STATEMENT-I is True, STATEMENT-2 is False 
(D) STATEMENT-I is False, STATEMENT-2 is True [JEE, 2008) 

11. A block of mass m is on an inclined plane of angle 0 . The coefficient of friction between the 

block and the plane is µ and tan 0 > µ . The block is held stationary by applying a force P 

parallel to the plane. The direction of force pointing up the plane is taken to be positive. As P 
is varied from P., = mg(sin0- µcos0) to P2 = mg(sin0 + µcos0) , the frictional force/versus 

P graph will look like [JEE, 2010) 

(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 

~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 

12. A block is moving on an inclined plane making an angle 45° with the horizontal and the 
coefficient of friction is µ . The force required to just path it up the inclined plane is 3 times 

the force required to just prevent it from sliding down. If we define N = I Oµ , then N is 

[JEE, 2011) 
13. A small block of mass of0.1 kg lies on a fixed inclined plane PQ which makes an angle 0 

with the horizontal. A horizontal force of 1 N acts on the block through its centre of mass as 

shown in the figure. The block remains stationary if (take g = 1 Om/s2 ) [JEE, 2012) 

Q 

1 N 

e 0-------------p 
(A) 0 = 45° 

(B) 0 > 45° , and a frictional force acts on the block towards P 

(C) 0 > 45° , and a frictional force acts on the block towards Q 

(D) 0 < 45° , and a frictional force acts on the block towards Q 
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14. A block of mass m 1 = 1 kg, another mass m2 = 2 kg, are placed together (see figure) on 
an inclined plane with angle of inclination 0. Various values of 0 are given in list 1. The 
coefficient of friction between the block m 1 and the plane is always zero. The coefficient of 
static and dynamic friction between the block m2 and the plane are equal toµ= 0.3. In List-II 
expression for the friction on block m2 given. Match the correct expression of the friction in 
List-II with the angles given in List-I, and choose the correct option. The acceleration due to 
gravity is denotged by g. Useful information tan (5.5°) ~ 0.1; tan (11.5°) ~ 0.2; tan (16.5°) ~ 0.3. 

[JEE Advanced, 2014) 

List-I 
P. 0 = 5° 
Q. 0=10° 
R. e = 15° 
S. 0 = 20° 
[Ans. (D)] 

m, 

0 

List-II 
1. m2gsin0 
2. (m 1+m2) g sine 
3. µm 2 gcos0 
4. µ (m 1+mi) g cos0 

3 

15. A block of mass m is placed on a surface with a vertical cross section given by y = ~ . If the 
6 

coefficient offriction is 0.5, the maximum height above the ground at which the block can be 
placed without slipping is [JEE Main, 2014) 

2 1 
(A) -m (B) -m 

3 3 

1 
(C) -m 

2 

[Ans. (D)] 

1 
(D) -m 

6 

16. Given in the figure are two blocks A and B of weight 20N and l00N 
respectively. These are being pressed against a wall by a force Fas shown. If 
the coefficient of friction between the blocks is 0 .1 and between block B and 
the wall is 0.15, the frictional force applied by the wall on the block Bis: 

(A) IOON 
(C) 120N 
[Ans. (C)] 

(B) 80N 
(D) 150N 

[JEE Main, 2015) 
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Previous Years· AIEEE Questions 

1. The minimum force required to start pushing a body up a rough (frictional coefficient µ ) 

inclined plane is F;_ while the minimum force needed to prevent it from sliding down is F2 • 

If the inclined plane makes an angle 0 from the horizontal such that tan 0 = 2µ, then the ratio 

F;_ . 
- lS 
F,_ 

(A) 4 
(C) 2 

Exercise-4: Objective Problems 

(B) 1 
(D) 3 

[AIEEE 2011] 

1 A force of 98 N is require to just start moving a body of mass 100 kg over ice. The coefficient 
of static friction is 
(A) 0.6 
(C) 0.2 

2. The maximum static frictional force is 

(B) 0.4 
(D) 0.1 

(A) Equal to twice the area of surface in contact 
(B) Independent of the area of surface in contact 
(C) Equal to the area of surface in contact 
(D) None of the above 

3 Maximum value of static friction is called 
(A) Limiting friction (B) Rolling friction 
(C) Normal reaction (D) Coefficient of friction 

4. In the figure shown, a block of weight 10 N resting on a horizontal surface. The coefficient of 

static friction between the block and the surface µ = 0.4. A force of ! ~ 
3.5 N will keep the block in uniform motion, one; it has been set in T 
motion. horizontal force of3 N is applied to the block, then the block ;;//i;//;i//i;//i//i;//i;//i, 1// 

will 
(A) Move over the surface with constant velocity 
(B) Move having accelerated motion over the surface 
(C) Notmove 
(D) First will move with a constant velocity for some time and then will have accelerated 

motion 
5. Starting from rest a body slides down a 45r inclined plane in twice the time it takes to slide 

down the same distance in the absence of friction. The co-efficient of friction between the 
body and the inclined plane is 
(A) 0.75 
(C) 0.25 

(B) 0.33 
(D) 0.80 
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6. A 60 kg body is pushed with just enough force to start it moving across a floor and the same 
force continues to act afterwards. The coefficient of static friction and sliding friction are 0.5 
and 0.4 respectively. The acceleration of the body is 
(A) 6 m/s2 (B) 4.9 m/s2 

(C) 3.92 m/s2 (D) 1 m/s2 

7. A 500 kg horse pulls a cart of mass 1500 kg along a level horizontal road with an acceleration 
of 1 ms-2. If the coefficient of sliding friction between the cart and ground is O .2, then the force 
exerted by the horse on the cart in forward direction is (Assume limiting friction is acting) 
(A) 3000 N (B) 4500 N 
(C) 5000 N (D) 6000 N 

8. A fireman of mass 60 kg slides down a pole. He is pressing the pole with a force of 600 N. 
The coefficient of friction between the hands and the pole is 0.5, with what acceleration will 
the fireman slide down (g = 10 m/s2) 

(A) 1 m/s2 

(C) 10 m/s2 

(B) 2.5 m/s2 

(D) 5 m/s2 

9. A rope so lies on a table that part of it lays over. The rope begins to slide when the length of 
hanging part is 25 % of entire length. The co-efficient of friction between rope and table is 
(A) 0.33 (B) 0.25 
(C) 0.5 (D) 0.2 

10. A varying horizontal force F = at acts on a block of mass m kept on a smooth horizontal 
surface. An identical block is kept on the first block. The coefficient of friction between the 
blocks is µ. The time after which the relative sliding between the blocks takes place is 
(A) 2mg/a (B) 2µmg 
(C) µmg/a (D) none of these 

11. The coefficient of friction between a body and ground is 1/✓3 then 
(A) The angle of friction can vary from 60° to 90° 
(B) The angle of friction can vary from 0° to 30° 
(C) The angle of friction can vary from 0° to 60° 
(D) The angle of friction can be vary from 30° to 90° 

12. Two bodies of identical mass are tied by an ideal string which passes over an ideal pulley. The 
co-efficient of friction between the bodies and the plane is µ. The minimum value of 0 for 
which the system starts moving is 

(A) cos-1 µ? -
( 

2 1) 
µ- + 1 

(B) cos-1 µ ? ( 

2 + 1) 
1 - µ-

(C) cos-1 (~) 
1+ µ-

(D) e = cos-1 ~ ( 1- 2
) 

1+µ-

13. A block of mass M = 5 kg is resting on a rough horizontal surface for which the coefficient of 
friction is 0.2. When a force F = 40 N is applied, the acceleration of the block will be (g = 10 
m/s2) 

(A) 5.73 m/sec2 

(C) 3.17 m/sec2 

(B) 8.0 m/sec2 

(D) 10.0 m/sec2 
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14. A body of massM is kept on a rough horizontal surface (friction coefficient=µ). A person is 
trying to pull the body by applying a horizontal force but the body is not moving. The force 
by the surface on A is F where 
(A) F=Mg (B) F= µMg 

(C) Mg5J?gJg ✓1 + µ 2 (D) Mg?:.F?:.Mg ✓l-µ2 

15. A block A kept on an inclined surface just begins to slide if the inclination is 30{. The block is 
replaced by another block Band it is found that it just begins to slide if the inclination is 40{. 

(A) Mass of A > mass of B (B) Mass of A < mass of B 
(C) Mass of A = mass of B (D) Insufficient information. 

16. A boy of mass Mis applying a horizontal force to slide a box ofmassM' on a rough horizontal 
surface. It is known that the boy does not slide. The coefficient offriction between the shoes 
of the boy and the floor is µ and µ' between the box and the surface. In which of the following 
cases it is certainly not possible to slide the box ? 
(A) µ<µ',M<M (B) µ>µ' , M<M 
(C) µ<µ',M>M (D) µ> µ',M>M 

17. A block of mass 1 kg is stationary with respect to a convey er 
belt that is accelerating with 1 m/s2 upwards at an angle 
of 30r as shown in figure. Which of the following is/are 
correct? 
(A) Force of friction on block is 6 N upwards. 
(B) Force of friction on block is 1. 5 N upwards. 
(C) Contact force between the block & belt is 10.5 N. 
(D) Contact force between the block & belt is 5✓3 N. 

18. The value of mass m for which the 100 kg block remains is 
static equilibrium is 
(A) 35 kg 
(B) 37 kg 
(C) 83 kg 
(D) 85 kg 

19. Let F, FN and f denote the magnitudes of the contact force, normal force and the friction 
exerted by one surface on the other kept in contact. If none of these is zero, 
(A) F> FN (B) F> f 
(C) FN > f (D) FN-f<F<FN + f 

20. The contact force exerted by one body on another body is equal to the normal force between 
the bodies. It can be said that 
(A) The surface must be frictionless. 
(B) The force of friction between the bodies is zero. 
(C) The magnitude of normal force equals that of friction. 
(D) It is possible that the bodies are rough and they do not slip on each other. 
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21. Out of the following given statements, mark out the correct(s) : 
(A) Static friction is always greater than the kinetic friction. 
(B) Coefficient of static friction is always greater than the coefficient of kinetic friction. 
(C) Limiting friction is always greater than the kinetic friction. 
(D) Limiting friction is never less than the static friction. 

22. A block is placed on a rough floor and a horizontal force F is applied on it. The force of 
friction/ by the floor on the block is measured for different values of F and a graph is plotted 
between them. 
(A) The graph is a straight line of slope 45r 
(B) The graph is straight line parallel to the F-axis. 
(C) The graph is a straight line of slope 45r for small F and a straight line parallel to the 

F-axis for large F. 
(D) There is a small kink on the graph. 

23. A worker wishes to pile a cone of sand into a circular area in his yard. The radius of the circle 
is r, and no sand is to spill onto the surrounding area. Ifµ is the static coefficient of friction 
between each layer of sand along the slope and the sand, the greatest volume of sand that can 
be stored in this manner is 

(A) µ nr3 
1 

(B) -µnr3 

3 

(C) 2 µnr2 (D) 2 µnr 
24. The upper portion of an inclined plane of inclination a is smooth and the lower portion is 

rough. A particle slides down from rest from the top and just comes to rest at the foot. If the 
ratio of the smooth length to rough length is m : n, the coefficient of friction is 

(A) [ m: n }ana (B) ( m: n )cot a 
(C) ( m ~ n) cot a 

1 
(D) 2 

25. Two blocks A & B are connected to each other by a string and a ---+ 

spring. The string passes over a frictionless pulley as shown in the 1----r--. 

figure. Block B slides over the horizontal top surface of a fixed block 
C and the block A slides along the vertical side of C with the same 
uniform speed. The coefficient of friction between the surf aces of 
the blocks is 0.2. The force constant of the spring is 1960 Nm - 1. If "1l7lllJ.17J7Jl!,l/!7tm'l!!!7!7,\Mt!/-'IJ7J?mw 

the mass of the block A is 2 kg, What is the mass of block B, and the 
extension in the spring is : (g = 9.8 m/s2) 

(A) 5 kg, 5 cm (B) 2 kg, 4 cm 
(C) 10 kg, 1 cm (D) 1 kg, 2 cm 

26. A fixed wedge with both surface inclined at 45° to the horizontal as shown in the figure. A 
particle P of mass m is held on the smooth plane by a light string which passes over a smooth 
pulley A and attached to a particle Q of mass 3m which rests on the rough plane. The system 

is released from rest. Given that the acceleration of each particle is of magnitude gr;:; then 
5--.J2 
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(a) The tension in the string is A 

(A) (B) 
6 

mg 
5✓2 

(C) 
mg 

(D) 
mg 

2 4 

(b) In the above question the coefficient of friction between Q and the rough plane is 
4 1 

(A) 5 (B) 5 

(C) 
3 

5 

2 
(D) 5 

I 4.87 

7 

( c) In the above question the magnitude and direction of the force exerted by the string on the 
pulley is 

6mg 
(A) -- downward 

(C) 

5 

mg downward 
5 

6mg 
(B) - upward 

5 

(D) mg downward 
4 

27. Two blocks with masses m 1 and m2 of 10 kg and 20 kg respectively are 
placed as in fig. µs = 0.2 between all surfaces, then tension in string and 
acceleration of m 2 block at this moment will be 
(A) 250 N, 3 m/s2 (B) 200 N, 6 m/s2 

(C) 306 N, 4. 7 m/s2 (D) 400 N, 6.5 m/s2 

28. Two masses A and B of 10 kg and 5 kg respectively 
are connected with a string passing over a frictionless 
pulley fixed at the comer of a table as shown. The 
coefficient of static friction of A with table is 0.2. The 
minimum mass of C that may be placed on A to prevent 
it from moving is 
(A) 15 kg 
(C) 5 kg 

(B) 10 kg 
(D) 12 kg 

29. A block A with mass 100 kg is resting on another block B of I 
mass 200 kg. As shown in figure a horizontal rope tied to a : :I: 
wall holds it. The coefficient of friction between A and B is j ~ 
0.2 while coefficient of friction between Band the ground is B F 
0.3. The minimum required force F to start moving B wi11 1/ll!lllff/'i, ~1/lllllli/ 
be 
(A) 900N 
(C) 1100N 

(B) 100N 
(D) 1200N 
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30. An insect crawls up a hemispherical surface very slowly (see figure). 
The coefficient of friction between the insect and the surface is 1/3. 
If the line joining the centre of the hemispherical surface to the insect 
makes an angle a with the vertical, the maximum possible value of a is 
given by 
(A) cota = 3 (B) tana = 3 
(C) seca = 3 (D) coseca = - 3 

31. A body takes time t to reach the bottom of an inclined plane of angle 0 with the horizontal. If 
the plane is made rough, time taken now is 2t. The coefficient of friction of the rough surface 
is 

3 2 
(C) (A) -tan0 (B) -tan0 

4 3 

1 
(D) 

1 
-tan0 -tan0 
4 2 

32. A cart weighing 200 N can roll without friction along a horizontal path. The cart carries a 
block weighing 20 N. The coefficient of friction between the block and the cart is 0.25 and g 
= 10 m/s2. 

(a) When a force of 2 N is applied to the block then 
(i) The force of friction between the block and cart is 

(A) 20 N (B) 10 N 
11 11 

(C) 40 N 
11 

(D) ~N 
11 

(ii) Acceleration of the block and cart would be respectively 

1 /' 1 /' 1 /' 1 /' (A) -ms- -m s- (B) -ms- -ms-
11 ' 11 9 ' 9 

(C) 
1 , 1 , 
-m/s- -m/s-
9 ' 11 

1 , 1 , 
(D) -m/s- -m/s-

6 ' 6 

(b) When a force of 20 N is applied to the block then 
(i) The force of friction between the block and cart is 
(A) 2N (B) 5N 
(C) 8N (D) 6N 
(ii) Acceleration of the block and cart would be respectively: 
(A) 7.5 m/s2, 0.25 m/s2 (B) 0.25 m/s2, 7.5 m/s2 

(C) 7.5 m/s2, 7.5 m/s2 (D) 0.25 m/s2, 0.25 m/s2 

33. A plank of mass M 1 = 8 kg with a bar of mass M 2 = 2 kg placed on its rough 
surface, lie on a smooth floor of elevator ascending with an acceleration g/4. 
The coefficient of friction is µ = 1/5 between m1 and m2. A horizontal force F 
= 30 N is applied to the plank. Then the acceleration of bar and the plank in the 
reference frame of elevator are 

g/4 



34. 

(A) 3.5 m/s2, 5 m/s2 

(C) 
25 

2.5 m/s2, -m/s2 

8 

(B) 5 m/s2, 5s° m/s2 

(D) 4.5 m/s2, 4.5m/s2 

A block of mass 2 kg is given a push horizontally and then the 
block starts. Sliding over a horizontal plane. The graph shows 
the velocity-time graph of the motion. The coefficient of kinetic 
friction between the plane and the block is 
(A) 0.02 (B) 0.2 
(C) 0.04 (D) 0.4 
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V 
(in m/s) 

8 

4 t (in sec) 

35. A block of mass m lying on a rough horizontal plane is acted upon by 
a horizontal force P and another force Q inclined an at an angle 0 to 
the vertical. The minimum value of coefficient of friction between the p 

.:..._-4---..:,. 
block and the surface for which the block will remain in equilibrium is 

(A) P+Qsin0 (B) Pcos0+Q 
mg+ Qcos0 mg-Qsin0 

(C) P+Qcos0 (D) Psin0-Q 
mg+ Qsin0 mg-Qcose 

36. A block moves down a smooth inclined plane of inclination 0, its velocity on reaching the 
bottom is v. If it slides down a rough inclined plane of same inclination, its velocity on 
reaching the bottom is v/n, where n is a number greater than one. The coefficient of friction is 
given by 

(A) µ = tane ( I - : 2 ) (B) µ = cot e ( I - : 2 ) 

( I )
112 

(C) µ = tan e 1- n2 ( 
I )112 

(D) µ = cot0 I--;; 

37. A uniform chain of mass Mand length L is lying on a table in such a manner that a part of it 
is hanging down from an edge of the table. If coefficient of friction isµ, then the maximum 
length of the chain that can hang without sliding is 

38. 

L L 
(A) (B) 

µ µ-1 

(C) 
µL 

µ-1 
(D) 

µL 

µ+1 

A wooden block A of mass M is placed on a frictionless horizontal ~ B :IF 
surf ace. On top of A, another lead block B also of mass Mis placed. A I 
horizontal force of magnitude Fis applied to B. Force Fis increased 11111&1M&»11///111~fliM& J 

continuously from zero. The graphs below show the dependence of 
acceleration of the two blocks on the force F. Which of the graphs is correct. [~ < µ.] 
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39. 

(A) 

(C) 

al - a, 

~ 
F 

al > 
~ 

F 

(B) 

(D) 

aLc 
~ 

F 

·~ 
F 

In the arrangement shown mass of A = I kg, mass of B = 2kg and 
coefficient of friction between A and Bis 0.2. There is no friction 
between B and ground. The frictional force on A is (g = 10 m/s2). 

(A) ON (B) 2N 
(C) 1.96 N (D) 1 N 

40. A is a 100 kg block and Bis a 200 kg block. As shown in figure , the 
block A is attached to a string tied to a wall. The coefficient offriction 
between A and Bis 0.2 and the coefficient offriction between Band 
floor is 0.3. Then the minimum force required to move the block B 
will be (g = 10 m/s2) 

(A) 600N 
(C) 900N 

(B) 8OON 
(D) 11OON 

F 

41. Two similar wooden blocks are tied one behind the other and pulled across a level surface. 
Friction is not negligible. The force required to pull them at constant speed is F. If one block 
is stacked upon the other then the new force required to pull then at constant speed will be 
approximately 

(A) F (B) F 
2 

(C) ✓2F (D) 2 F 
42. (I) In the arrangement shown tension in the string connecting 4kg and 6kg masses is 

(A) 8N 

(B) 12N 20N 
(C) 6N 
(D) 4N µ=0.2 µ=0.2 µ=0.2 

(II) Friction force on 4 kg block is 
(A) 4N 
(C) 12N 

(III) Friction force on 6 kg block is 
(A) 12N 
(C) 6N 

(B) 6N 
(D) 8N 

(B) 8N 
(D) 4N 

43. A body is placed on a rough inclined plane of inclination 0. As the angle 0 is increased from 
0° to 90° the contact force between the block and the plane 
(A) remains constant (B) first remains constant than decreases 
(C) first decreases then increases (D) first increases then decreases 
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44. A block is projected upwards on an inclined plane of inclination 37° along the line of greatest 
slope ofµ = 0. 5 with velocity of 5 m/s. The block 1 st stops at a distance of ____ from 
starting point 
(A) 1.25 m (B) 2.5 m 
(C) 10 m (D) 12.5 m 

45. A force F = i +4} acts on block shown. The force of YL 
friction acting on the block is : x 
(A) - i (B) -1.8 i 
(C) -2.4 i (D) -3 i 

46. A 1. 0 kg block of wood sits on top of an identical block of wood, which sits on top of a flat 
level table made of plastic. The coefficient of static friction between the wood surfaces is µI' 
and the coefficient of static friction between the wood and plastic is µ2. 
A horizontal force F is applied to the top block only, and this force is increased until the top 
block starts to move. The bottom block will move with the top block if and only if 

1 1 
(A) µI< 2µ2 (B) 2µ2 <µI< µ2 

(C) µ2 < µI (D) 2µ2 < µI 
47. A block of mass 2 kg slides down an incline plane of inclination 30°. The coefficient of 

friction between block and plane is 0.5. The contact force between block and plank is : 
(A) 20 Nt (B) 1 o✓3 Nt 
(C) 5✓7 Nt (D) 5✓15 Nt 

48. If force Fis increasing with time and at t = 0, F = 0 where will slipping 
first start? 

F~=0.5 

~µ = 0.3 
(A) between 3 kg and 2 kg 
(B) between 2 kg and 1 kg 
(C) between 1 kg and ground 
(D) both (A) and (B) 

µ=0.1 

49. A man is standing on a rough(µ= 0.5) horizontal disc rotating with constant angular velocity 
of 5 rad/sec. At what distance from centre should he stand so that he does not slip on the disc? 
(A) R ~ 0.2m (B) R > 0.2 m 
(C) R > 0.5 m (D) R > 0.3 m 

50. A uniform rod of length L and mass Mhas been placed on a rough 
horizontal surface. The horizontal force F applied on the rod is such 
that the rod is just in the state of rest. If the coefficient of friction 
varies according to the relation µ = Kx where K is a +ve constant. 
Then the tension at mid point of rod is 
(A) F/2 
(C) F/8 

(B) F/4 
(D) None 

r 
~F> 

0 X 
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51. In the arrangement shown in the figure , mass of the block Band A is 2m 
and m respectively. Surface between B and floor is smooth. The block 
B is connected to the block C by means of a string pulley system. If the 
whole system is released, then find the minimum value of mass of block ~_B_ -_ 7~ -_ -_ -_ -_ ~_,..,.'"' 

C so that block A remains stationary w.r.t. B. Coefficient of friction 
between A and B is µ 

(A) 

(C) 

m 

µ 

3m 

µ-1 

(B) 

(D) 

2m+l 

µ+1 

6m 

µ+1 

52. With what minimum velocity should block be projected from A ....... lml---=....__v""-0 _____ B 

left end A towards end B such that it reaches the other end B Ll ~ v - Ll 
of conveyer belt moving with constant velocity v. Friction ;J;;t, ~ 
coefficient between block and belt is µ. 

(A) ✓µgL (B) ✓2µgL 

(C) ✓3µgL (D) 2✓µgL 

53. Block B of mass 100 kg rests on a rough surface of friction coefficient 
µ = 1/3. A rope is tied to block B as shown in figure. The maximum 
acceleration with which boy A of 25 kg can climbs on rope without 
making block move is 

(A) 4g 
3 

(C) 
g 

2 

(B) g 
3 

(D) 3g 
4 

L 

25kg 

54. A car moves along a circular track ofradiusR banked at an angle of30° to the horizontal. The 
coefficient of static friction between the wheels and the track is µ. The maximum speed with 
which the car can move without skidding out is 

(A) [ 2gR(l + µ)/ ✓3J2 (B) [ gR(l- µ)/ (µ + ✓3) J 2 

55. The system shown in figure is released 
(A) a1 = 0.35 m/s2 ; a 2 = 4.5 m/s2 

(B) a1 = 3 m/s2 ; a 2 = 0.5 m/s2 

(C) a1 = 2 m/s2 ; a 2 = 2 m/s2 

(D) a1 = 0.5 m/s2 ; a 2 = 3 m/s2 

(D) None 

56. A block placed on a rough inclined plane of inclination (0=30°) can just be L 
pushed upwards by applying a force "F" as shown. If the angle of inclination ~e 
of the inclined plane is increased to (0 = 60°), the same block can just be 
prevented from sliding down by application of a force of same magnitude. 
The coefficient of friction between the block and the inclined plane is 
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✓3+1 
(A) --

✓3-1 

✓3-1 
(C) ✓3 +l 

2✓3-1 
(B) ✓3 +l 

(D) None of these 

For Q. 57 to Q.61 refer Figure-1.(5 questions) 

57. When F = 2N, the frictional force between 5 kg block and ground is 
(A) 2N (B) 0 
(C) 8N (D) ION 

58. When F = 2N, the frictional force between 10 kg block and 5 kg 
block is 
(A) 2N 
(C) ION 

(B) 15N 
(D) None 

59. The maximum "F' which will not cause motion of any of the blocks. 
(A) ION (B) 15N 
(C) data insufficient (D) None 

60. The maximum acceleration of 5 kg block 
(A) 1 m/s2 (B) 3 m/s2 

(C) 0 (D) None 
61. The acceleration of 10 kg block when F = 30N 

(A) 2 m/s2 (B) 3 m/s2 

(C) 1 m/s2 (D) None 
62. The blocks are in equilibrium. The friction force acting on 10 kg block is 

(A) 10 N down the plane (B) 40 N up the plane 
(C) 10 N up the plane (D) None 

F 

63. A truck starting from rest moves with an acceleration of 5 m/s2 for 1 ~ 
sec and then moves with constant velocity. The velocity w.r.t ground - µ = 0-2 

v/s time graph for block in truck is : • • ::~:c blook d~snot fall off ilie ~~~) ,~6=_ 
1 sec I sec 

(C) ·~~ 
2.5 sec 

(D) None of these 

64. A small block of mass m is projected horizontally with speed u where friction coefficient 
between block and plane is given by µ = ex, where x is displacement of the block on plane. 
Find maximum distance covered by the block. 

(A) _u_ (B) _u _ 
.[ci ffei 

(D) _u_ 
2-fci 
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65. Equal force F (> mg) is applied to string in all the 3 cases. Starting from rest, the point of 
application of force moves a distance of 2 m down in all cases. In which case the block has 
maximum kinetic energy? 

(A) 1 
(C) 3 

(I) 

One or More than One Option Correct 

F 

(2) (3) 

(B) 2 
(D) equal in all 3 cases 

66. A student calculates the acceleration ofm 1 in figure shown as 

(m1 -m?)g 
al= - . 

m1+m2 

Which assumption is not required to do this calculation. 
(A) Pulley is frictionless (B) String is massless 
(C) Pulley is massless (D) String is inextensible 

67. Which graph shows best the velocity-time graph for an object launched vertically into the air 
when air resistance is given by I D I = bv? The dashed line shows the velocity graph if there 
were no air resistance. 

v~~~~~ ··... t 

(A) ···• .... (B) 

v~ ---... 
·-.. t 

(C) ·----... _____ _ (D) 

68. To paint the side of a building, painter normally hoists himself up by pulling on 
the rope A as in figure. The painter and platform together weigh 200N. The rope 
B can withstand 300N. Then 
(A) The maximum acceleration that painter can have upwards is 5m/s2. 

(B) To hoist himself up, rope B must withstand minimum 400N force. 
(C) Rope A will have a tension of 100 N when the painter is at rest. 
(D) The painter must exert a force of 200N on the rope A to go downwards 

slowly. 
69. Two men of unequal masses hold on to the two sections of a light rope passing over a smooth 

light pulley. 
Which of the following are possible? 
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(A) The lighter man is stationary while the heavier man slides with some 
acceleration 

(B) The heavier man is stationary while the lighter man climbs with some 
acceleration 

(C) The two men slide with the same acceleration in the same direction 
(D) The two men move with accelerations of the same magnitude in opposite 

directions 

4.95 

70. Adjoining figure shows a force of 40 N acting at 30° to the horizontal on a body of mass 5 kg 
resting on a smooth horizontal surface. Assuming that the acceleration of free-fall is 10 ms-2, 

which of the following statements A, B, C, D , Eis (are) correct? 
1. The horizontal force acting on the body is 20 N 
2. The weight of the 5 kg mass acts vertically downwards 
3. The net vertical force acting on the body is 30 N 

40N 

~ 
(A) 1, 2, 3 (B) 1, 2 
(C) 2 only (D) 1 only 

71. An iron sphere weighing 10 N rests in a V shaped smooth trough whose sides form an angle 
of 60° as shown in the figure. Then the reaction forces are 

i]_2~B 

A B 
A 600 

A 60° 60° 

(i) (ii) (iii) 

(A) RA= ION & RB= 0 in case (i) 
(B) RA = 10 N & RB = I O Nin case (ii) 

C R 20 N& R 10 N. . .. 
( ) A= .Ji B = .Ji m case (111) 

(D) RA= 10 N & RB= 10 Nin all the three cases 
72. For ordinary terrestrial experiments, which of the following observers below are inertial. 

(A) A child revolving in a " giant wheel" . 
(B) A driver in a sports car moving with a constant high speed of 200 km/h on a straight 

road. 
(C) The pilot of an aeroplane which is taking off. 
(D) A cyclist negotiating a sharp tum. 

73. A long plank P of the mass 5 kg is placed on a smooth floor. On P is 
placed a block Q of mass 2 kg. The coefficient of friction between P 
and Q is 0.5. If a horizontal force 15N is applied to Q, as shown, and 
you may take g as 1 ON kg. 
(A) The reaction force on Q due to P is 1 ON 
(B) The acceleration of Q relative to P is 2.5 m/s2 

,&ir I //, 
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(C) The acceleration of P relative to the Floor is 2.0 m/s2 

(D) The acceleration of centre of mass of P+Q system relative to the floor is (l 5/7)m/s2 

74. The coefficient of friction between 4kg and 5 kg blocks is 0.2 and ~ 

between 5kg block and ground is 0.1 respectively. Choose the P L..:....'.!.J 
t=:F correct statements 

(A) Minimum force needed to cause system to move is 17N 

Q 5 kg 

(B) When force is 4N static friction at all surfaces is 4N to keep 
system at rest 

(C) Maximum acceleration of 4kg block is 2m/s2 

(D) Slipping between 4kg and 5 kg blocks start when Fis 17N 

75. In a tug-of-war contest, two men pull on a horizontal rope from opposite sides. The winner 
will be the man who 
(A) Exerts greater force on the rope 
(B) Exerts greater force on the ground 
(C) Exerts a force on the rope which is greater than the tension in the rope 
(D) Makes a smaller angle with the vertical 

76. A man balances himself in a horizontal position by pushing his hands and feet ~ 
against two parallel walls. His centre of mass lies midway between the walls. The 
coefficients of friction at the walls are equal. Which of the following is not correct? 
(A) He exerts equal forces on walls 
(B) He exerts only horizontal forces on the walls 
(C) The forces of friction at the walls are equal 
(D) The forces exerted by the walls on him are not horizontal 

77. A man pulls a block heavier than himself with a light horizontal rope. The []j 
coefficient of friction is the same between the man and the ground, and 
between the block and the ground *1 .,..,..,..,.,.,..,+,..,..,..,,..-H-,>,.,.,n..-1 

(A) The block will not move unless the man also moves 
(B) The man can move even when the block is stationary 
(C) If both move, the acceleration of the man is greater than the acceleration of the block 
(D) None of the above assertions is correct 

78. The two blocks A and B of equal mass are initially in contact when released £_ 
from rest on the inclined plane. The coefficients of friction between the ~ 

inclined plane A and B are µ1 and µ2 respectively. 
(A) If µ1 > µ2, the blocks will always remain in contact. 0 
(B) If µ1 < µ2, the blocks will slide down with different accelerations. (if 

blocks slide) 

(C) If µ1 > µ2, the blocks will have a common acceleration .!_ (µ1+µ) g sin 0. 
2 

(D) If µ1 < µ2, the blocks will have a common acceleration µ1µ2g sin 0. 
µI +µ2 
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Question No. 79 to 81 (3 questions) 

that can move only in the horizontal direction, as shown in figure. If the trolley is m -a; 
Imagine the situation in which the given arrangement is placed inside a trolley a: 
accelerated horizontally along the positive x-axis with a0, then 

79. Choose the correct statement(s). 
(A) There exists a value of a0 = 13 at which friction force on block M becomes zero 
(B) There exists two values of a0 = (13 + a) and (13 - a) at which the magnitudes of friction 

acting on block Mare equal 
(C) The maximum value of static friction force acts on the block Mat two accelerations a1 

and a2 such that a1 + a2 = 213 
(D) The maximum value of friction is independent of the acceleration a0. 

80. If arnin and amax are the minimum and maximum values of a0 for which the blocks remain 
stationary with respect to the surface, then identify the correct statements 

(A) If a0 < amin' the block m accelerates downward 
(B) If a0 > amax' the block m accelerates upward 
(C) The block m does not accelerate up or down when arnin ~ a0 ~ amax 

(D) The friction force on the block M becomes zero when a0 = amin + amax 
2 

81. Identify the correct statement(s) related to the tension Tin the string 
(A) No value of a0 exists at which T is equal to zero 
(B) There exists a value of a0 at which T = mg 
(C) If T < mg, then it must be more than µMg 
(D) If T> mg, then it must be less than µMg 

Question No. 82 to 85 (4 questions) 

In figure, two blocks M and m are tied together with an inextensible and light string. 
The mass Mis placed on a rough horizontal surface with coefficient of friction µ and the 
mass m is hanging vertically against a smooth vertical wall. The pulley is frictionless. 

82. Choose the correct statement(s) 
(A) The system will accelerate for any value of m 

(B) The system will accelerate only when m > M 
(C) The system will accelerate only when m > µM 
(D) Nothing can be said 

83. Choose the correct statement(s) related to the tension Tin the string 
(A) When m < µM, T= mg (B) When m < µM, T=Mg 
(C) When m > µM, µMg< T < mg (D) When m > µM, mg< T < µMg 

84. Imagine a situation in which the given arrangement is placed inside an 
elevator that can move only in the vertical direction and compare the 
situation with the case when it is placed on the ground. When the elevator 
accelerates downward with a 0( < g), then 
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(A) The limiting friction force between the block Mand the surface decreases 
(B) The system can accelerate with respect to the elevator even when m < µM 
(C) The system does not accelerate with respect to the elevator unless m > µM 
(D) The tension in the string decreases 

85. When the downward acceleration of the elevator becomes equal to g, then 
(A) Both the blocks remain stationary with respect to the elevator 
(B) Both the blocks accelerate vertically downwards with g with respect to ground 
(C) The tension in the string becomes equal to zero 
(D) The friction force between the block Mand the surface is zero 

Question No. 86 to 92 ( 7 questions) 

A block of mass Mis placed on a horizontal surface and it is tied with an inextensible 
string to a block of mass, as shown in figure. A block of mass m0 is also placed onM 

86. If there is no friction between any two surfaces, then 

(A) The downward acceleration of the block m is __ m_g __ 

(B) The acceleration of m0 is zero 
(C) If the tension in the string is T then Mg < T < mg 
(D) All the above 
If a friction force exist between block M and the horizontal surface with the coefficient of 
frictionµ. 

87. The minimum value ofµ for which the block m remains stationary is 
m 

(A) M (B) 
m 

(C) (D) 

88. Ifµ< µruin (the minimum friction required to keep the block m stationary), then the downward 
acceleration of m is 

(A) 

(C) 

[ m-µM]g 
m+M 

[ m - µ(m 0 +M)]g 
m+M 

(B) [m - µ(mo +M)lg 
m+m0 +M 

(D) [ m-µM l 
m+m0 +M g 

89. In previous problem, the tension in the string will be 

(A) mM g (B) m(m0 + M) g 
m+M m+m0 +M 

(C) [ m + µ(m 0 +M)]Mg 
m+M 

(D) [mM + µm(m 0 +M)]g 
m+M 

90. If µ0 be the coefficient of friction between the block Mand the horizontal surface then the 
minimum value of m0 required to keep the block m stationary is 
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(A) 
m 
--M (B) 

m-M 

µ µ 

(C) 
m 
-+M (D) 

m+M 

µ µ 

91. If friction force exists between the blockM and the block m0 and not between the blockM and 
the horizontal surface, then the minimum value ofµ for which the block m remains stationary 
is 

(A) 
m 

(B) 
m 

mo m0 +M 

(C) 
m-m0 

(D) None of these 
M 

92. The minimum value ofµ between the block Mand m0 (taking horizontal surface frictionless) 
for which all the three blocks move together, is 

(A) 
m 

(C) 
m+m0 +M 

Question No. 93 to 96 (4 questions) 

(B) 
m 

m+M 

(D) None of these 

Imagine a situation in which the horizontal surface of block M0 is smooth 
and its vertical surface is rough with a coefficient of friction µ. 

93. Identify the correct statement(s) 
(A) If F = 0, the blocks cannot remain stationary 
(B) For one unique value of F, the blocks M and m remain 

stationary with respect to M0 

(C) The limiting friction between m and M 0 is independent of F 
(D) There exist a value of Fat which friction force is equal to zero 

94. In above problem, choose the correct value(s) of Fwhich the blocksM and m remain stationary 
with respect to M 0 

(A) (M0 + M + m) g 
µ 

(C) (M0 +M+m)mg 
M 

(B) m(M0 +M +m)g 
M-µm 

(D) None of these 

95. Consider a special situation in which both the faces of the block 
M 0 are smooth, as shown in adjoining figure. Mark out the correct 
statement(s) 

(A) If F = 0, the blocks cannot remain stationary 
(B) For one unique value of F, the blocks Mand m remain stationary with respect to block 

Mo 
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(C) There exists a range of F for which blocks Mand m remain stationary with respect to 
blockM0 

(D) Since there is no friction, therefore, blocks M and m cannot be in equilibrium with 
respect toM0 

96. In above problem, the value(s) of Ffor whichM and mare stationary with respect toM0 

(A) (M0 +M+m)g (B) (M +M+m)mg 
o M 

(C) (M +M+m)Mg 
o m 

(D) None of these 

.~ ANSWER KEY 
•:;,,r 

Exercise-1 

1. I A +4m/s 
/is+--

___.~ 
B 2m/s 

fag+--

fnc+--

1 C +3m/s 
---.1cB 

2. 
fcs+--

._I __ B __ +__. 5 mls 

faA+--

5 m/s +-f-._ __ A _ ___.I 
---.JAg 

JAg+-
mnnmmmmnmm 

3. 

4. 

Q• rough surface 
roR4-E----.:o....o.....::;.;=-----) f, 

f,------
ground 

Kinetic friction is involved. 

~J ... 
J.,.~ 

f,.a 
J.,. I A • • 

7. 0.2 

9. 0.11 

11. 10m 

12. N= 0 for F~ µ(M+m)g 

N=F-µ(M+m)gfor F> µ(M+m)g 

5. Up the incline, kinetic friction. 

8. V 2 -V2 =2as • ~ = 12.5m 
r 1 2xl 

10. 1/2 second 

action-reaction forces between m and Mis F - µmg for F > µmg and 0 for F < µmg 

13 2N, µ ~ 0.1 15 µs = 0.60, µk = 0.52 



16 Upwards,/= m(g+a) 

17 (a) aA = 3 m/s2 , aB = 0 JA= 0 ,JB = 0 

(b) a A = 1 m/s2 , aB = 0 ,JA = 25N ,JB = 25N 

(c) a = 5 m/s2 · a = I O m/s2 · 1 = 25N · 1 = 15N A ' B , J A , JB 

(d) a = lm/s2 · a = lm/s2 · 1 = 5N · 1 = 15N A ' B , J A , Js 

18 52/9 m/s2, TA= 88/9, TB= 76/3 N ; 0 m/s2, TA= ON, TB= 3 N 

19 µ1= 0.75, µ 2= 0.06 

20 90 Nin string A, 70 Nin string B. 

10 
21 (a) -s 

3 

23 (a) 2.4 m/s2 both ; (b) 3.2 m/s2 , 2.4 m/s2 

24 

25 

µMg , tan-1 µ. 
.J1 + µ2 

µ2(M +m1 +m2)g M 
,---

1+ µ2 m1 +m2 

(B) l O s 22 20 m 
3 

26. Upper block 4 m/s2, lower block 1 m/s2; Both blocks 2 m/s2 

27. When t ~ t0, the accelerations a1 = a2 = kt I (m1 + m2) ; 

when t ~ t0 a1 = µgm 2 I ml' a2 = (at - µm~) I m2. 

Here t0 =µgm 2 (m1 + m2) I km. 

28. (a) µ(M + 3m)g, (b) µ(M +3m)g 
M+m 

29. (a) µ(M + 3m) (g + a), (b) µ(M + 3m)(g + a) 
M+m 

30. It will move at an angle of 53r with the 15 N force 

31. 1 kg 32. 4/3 sec 

33. 3/4 34. 40 N 

35. lOi 36. 30N 

37. contact force between the block and the belt is 10.5 N 

38. 35 kg 39. 306 N , 4. 7 m/s2 

100 
40. - N towards left 

3 

42. a = g sin 0 - µ gcos0; aM 
m 2 

4£M 
t= 

µgcos0(M +m) 

41. 3N 

Mgsin0+ !!__mgcos0- µ(M +m)gcos0 
2 

M 
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43. 
2£ 

44. 3 m/s 
a(coscx. - µsin a) 

45. ~ 

{
aA =3m/s 2 

46. F = 0 _ 2 kinetic friction and f = 30N 
aB -4.5 m/s 

{
3 < aA ~ 4.5m/s 2 

0 < F ~ 15 _ 2 kinetic friction in same direction as above and/= 30N 
aB -4.5 m/s 

15 <F~60 {4.5 <aA =a8 ~6m/s2 

static friction, variable and in same direction. 

60 <F~ 105 N { 6 < aA = a8 < 7.5 m/s2 

static friction, variable and in opposite direction to the previous parts. 

{
aA > 7.5m/s2 

F> 105N 
aB = 7.5 m/s 2 

Kinetic friction and in opposite direction to the previous parts 

47. (a)a=gcote (b)m = msin0cos0 
' ruin mcos 2 0+M 

48. µ, =0.4 , 1-\ = 0.3 

50. tan-1 ( 3~) 

52. N= 3mg 
2µ 

a 

49. 1/2 sec 

51. 3.60 

53. (a) '11 = I; (b) acceleration= 4 m/s2 

5 

54. (a) 2m/s2 _______ /4 
I 
I 

275 r;:; 
(b) 22.5 m/s; (c) -m; (d) v2 sec 

6 

~------,=-' ---- t 5 

55. (a) (i) a 1 = a2 = 3.2 m/s2, (ii) a 1=5.75m/s2, a2 = 2m/s2 ; (b) a 1 = 5 m/s2, a2 = -10/3 m/s2 

56. (i) 90N, (ii) 112.5N (iii) 150N 

57 A _ mgcotcx. 1 
• L.l r - , , cm 

4n-k 
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Exercise-3 !N, 
1. A 2. A 

3. A 4. B 

0 C) 2✓2 C) mg d d 
M F 

5. 1 zero, 11 -mg , 111 ✓2 , ownwar s 
3 3 2 

6. F = 60 N, T = 18 N, a,,,1 = a,,,2 = aM = 0.6 m I s2 

7. A 8. A Mg 

9. 10 m/s2 10. B 
NG 

11. A 12. 5 

13. A, C 

Previous Years ' AIEEE Questions 

1. D 

Exercise-4 

1. D 2. B 3. A 4. C 

5. A 6. D 7. B 8. D 

9. A 10. D 11. B 12. D 

13. A 14. C 15. A,B,C 16. A 

17. A,C 18. B,C 19. A,B,D 20. B,D 

21. B,C,D 22. C,D 23. B 24. A 

25. C 26. (a) B (b) D (c) A 27. C 28. A 

29. C 30. A 31. A 

32. (a) (i) D (ii) A (b) (i) B (ii) A 33. C 

34. B 35. A 36. A 37. D 

38. D 39. D 40. D 41. B 

42. (1) A (11) D (111) B 43. B 44. A 

45. A 46. D 47. D. 48. C 

49. A 50. B 51. C 52. B 

53. B 54. D 55. C 56. C 

57. A 58. A 59. A 60. C 

61. A 62. C 63. C 65. A 

65. C 66. C 67. B 68. A,C 

69. A,B,D 70. C 71. A,B,C 72. B 

73. C,D 74. C 75. B 76. B 

77. A,B,C 78. A,B 79. A,B,C,D 80. A,B,C,D 
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81. A,B,C 82. C 83. A,C 84. A,C,D 

85. A,B,C,D 86. B 87. B 88. C 

89. D 90. A 91. D 92. A 

93. A,D 94. B,C 95. A,B 96. B 



Chapter 

Circular Motion 
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II CIRCULAR MOTION 

When a particle moves in a plane such that its distance from a fixed ( or moving) point remains constant 
then its motion is called as the circular motion with respect to that fixed ( or moving) point. That fixed 
point is called centre and the distance is called radius. 

Types of Acceleration 

A body has an acceleration whenever its velocity is not constant. Velocity is a vector quantity however 
and may change either in magnitude (i.e. speed) or in direction or both. In all cases a force must act 
on the body to produce an acceleration, the direction of the force determing the particular type of 
acceleration. 

(a) A change in speed occurs when a force acts in the direction of motion of the body to which it 
is applied. Such a force cannot cause any change in the direction of the velocity. 

(b) A change in direction at constant speed is caused by a force perpendicular to the direction of 
motion of the body. Such a force will push or pull the body off its previous course but will not 
affect the speed since there is no force component in the direction of motion. 

( c) If both speed and direction of motion are to be changed a force with components both parallel 
and perpendicular to the direction of motion is required. 

F 
-------lt> • • 

L 
• 

\F 
• • .. 

• • 

! I 
(a) (b) (c) 

Type (a) Acceleration of this type has already been studied in Chapter 4 and needs no further 
analysis here. 

Types ( b) and ( c) A body whose direction of motion is not constant traces out a curved path of some 
sort. The curve described depends upon the forces which are acting on the body. 

In this chapter analysis is concentrated on motion in one particular curve, the circle. 

Motion in a Circle with Constant Speed 

Consider a particle P describing a circle, centre O and radius r, at constant speed v. 

As there is not change in speed, no force component acts in the direction of motion, which is 
tangential at any instant. 

A force must be acting on the particle however as the direction of motion is not constant. 

This force must therefore act along the radius, producing a radial acceleration. 



II KINEMATICS OF CIRCULAR MOTION 

Variables of Motion 

(A) Angular Position 

The angle made by the position vector with given line (reference line) is 
called angular position. Circular motion is a two dimensional motion of 
motion in a plane. Suppose a particle P is moving in a circle of radius r 
and centre 0. 

The position of the particle P at a given instant may be described 
by the angle 0 between OP and OX This angle 0 is called the angular 
position of the particle. As the particle moves on the circle its angular 
position 0 change. 

Suppose the point rotates an angle Ll0 in time Llt. 

Explanatory Notes of Angular Position 

Circular Motion I 5. 3 

y 

P ' 
: p 

. -ie.·· 
: •} ·· 
',' ## 

;:•:············ ··>X 0 r 

Lets say you are watching F-1 race Michael Schumacher is going on a curved path and you want 
to sheet him by your handycam. If you are given two positions to stand 0 1 & 0 2 which one will you 
choose? 

Ans. 0 2 why? 02 < 01 hence easy manouvering at camera you have to cover less angle in same time. 
Although you may not have much idea about circular motion but your decision was based on 
analysis of angular variables.You decided by thinking that you have to cover smaller angle in 
same time.(02 and 01 are angle substended by M.S. while going from P 1 to P 2 on 0 2 and 0 1) 

(8) Angular Displacement 

Definition: Angle rotated by a position vector of the moving particle with some reference line is called 
as angular displacement. 
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:1t Important Points 

1. It is dimensionless and has proper unit (SI unit) radian while other units are degree or 
revolution 2n rad = 360° = 1 rev 

2. Infinitely small angular displacement is a vector quantity but finite angular displacement is not 
because the addition of the small angular displacement is commutative while for large is not. 

dBi +d02 =d02 +del but 01 +02 :;t:02 +01 

3. Direction of small angular displacement is decided by right hand thumb rule. When the figures 
are directed along the motion of the point then thumb will represents the direction of angular 
displacement. 

4. Angular displacement can be different for different observers 

Explanatory Notes on Angular Displacement 

Angle substended by a moving particle on a fixed point is called as angular displacement about the 
fixed point. Thus in above discussion angular displacement about 0 1 is 01 & about 0 2 is 02• 

Few Facts: It is a dimensionless quantity. 

Units -radian (Never Degree) 

Angular displacement depends on reference frame same as linear displacement depends on refrence 
frame. Angular displacement will be different ifwe observer the car from another car. 

:1t Important Points 

• Angular displacement is different for different observers in the same frame. The linear 
displacement is same for two observers at different positions in same frame e.g. 0 1 & 0 2 will 
observe same linear displacement but different angular displacement although both points are 
in the same ground frame. 

• It may be a bit shocking for you but it is a vector quantity. Direction of angular displacement 
vector is decided by right hand rule.i.e. move your right hand fingers in sense of motion and 
direction of your thumb will be the direction of angular displacement. 

It sounds quite confusing that direction of vector is nowhere near the actual motion. But if you 
pay attention to a few facts you will understand that perhaps this is the best way to represent angular 
displacement. If a vector represents angular displacement it holds three informations which can 
completely describe the angular displacement. 

The unique plane perpendicular to the line represents the plane of motion of particle. 

Now place your right hand thumb along the vector and direction of your fingers will give you the 
sense of rotation. 
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In JEE syllabus plane of circular motion is fixed so the direction of angular variables remains 
same (although sense may become +ve or -ve). Thus even though they are vectors but we need not 
give much thought to it as there directions will remain unchanged. Much like one-dimensional motion 
where variables are vectors but we do not use vector notation, we simply use signs +ve & -ve to 
represent sense. In short we will study angular kinematics of one-D i.e., will never use vector notation 
but stick to sign +ve or -ve by defining our +ve sense. 

(C) Angular Velocity (co) 

(i) Average Angular Velocity 

Total Angle of Rotation 
(0 =---------· 

av Total time taken ' 

e? -01 110 
(0 =----=-

av t2 -tl Af 

where 0 1 and 02 are angular position of the particle at time t1 and t2 

(ii) Instantaneous Angular Velocity 

The rate at which the position vector of a particle w.r.t. the centre rotates, is called as 
instantaneous angular velocity with respect to the centre. 

ro = 1im /10 = d0 
.l.t• O At dt 

:1t Important Points 

1. It is an axial vector with dimensions [T1] and SI unit rad/s. 

2. For a rigid body as all points will rotate through same angle in same time, angular velocity is a 
characteristic of the body as a whole, e.g., angular velocity of all points of earth about its own 
axis is (2n/24) rad/hr. 

3. If a body makes 'n' rotations in 't' seconds then angular velocity in radian per second will be 

2nn 
(0 =--

av 2 

If T is the period and 'f the frequency of uniform circular motion 

(0 = 21t X 1 = 27tif 
.,. T 

d0 
4. If0=a-bt+ct2 then ro=-=-b+2ct 

dt 

Explanatory Notes on Angular Velocity 

Rate of angular displacement is called angular velocity. 

d0 
ro=-

dt 

Unit rad s-1 / Dimension r-1 
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Relation between angular velocity & linear velocity. 

A particle P is moving with speed V along a curve & 
observer is located at O a - is angle between line joining OP 
and velocity. 

Note that V sin a (comp. of velocity perpendicular to OP) 
is the cause of angular displacement. i.e. if only V cos a existed 
we need not tum our head to always look at particle. Hence, 

PQ = (V sin a) !).f 

PQ = OP (1).0) 

Thus 
1).0 V sin a 

!).f (OP) 

Comp. of velocity perpendicular to line joining • (!)=---------------
length of line joining 

In circular motion find angular velocity of particle moving with speed V wrt 
center 

V 
(I)= -

R 

also, v = ro x r 
~ 1. A projectile (u, 0) is launched from horizontal plane, find angular velocity as observed 

from the point of projection at the time of landing. 

usin0 
(I)=--

R 

or 
g 

(I)= ---

2ucos0 

.. 

f~ Concept 

v .L Component of velocity perpendicular to line joining 
O)=-=------------------

R Length of line joining 

fl~ 2. A spotlight S rotates in a horizontal plane with a constant angular 
velocity of 0.1 rad/sec. The spot of light P moves along the wall at a distance of 3m. 
The velocity of the spot P when 0 = 45° is __ m/sec. 

[Ans. V = 0.6m/s] 

!!:.__ =3 
✓2 

d = 3✓2m 

Let velocity of spot at 0 = 45° in V, then 

R ~ 

(!) s ,. 

./e ,. ,. 
,:· ,. 

u 

,.:1 3m ,. 
,,. .. · 

v-~'---~ p 

Component of velocity perpendicular to line joining 
(!)=------------------

Length of line joining 



V 
(I) = ___..!_ 

d 

V 

0.1 = ✓2 
3✓3 

V =0.3 ✓2 x ✓2 
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V= 0.6 m/s 
p 

~ 3. Is the angular velocity of rotation of hour hand of a watch greater of smaller than the 
angular velocity of Earth ' s rotation about its own axis. 

S~ Hourhand completes one rotation in 12 hours while Earth completes one rotation in 24 

((!) __ 2Tn) . hours. So, angular velocity of hour hand is double the angular velocity of Earth. 

(D) Angular Acceleration (a.) 

(i) Average Angular Acceleration 

Let ffi 1 and ffi 2 be the instantaneous angular speeds at times /1 and /2 respectively, then the 
average angular acceleration a..v is defined as 

ffi,-0)1 /),_(!) 
a, = - = 

av /2 - /I Af 

(ii) Instantaneous Angular Acceleration 

It is the limit of average angular acceleration as /),_f approaches zero, i.e. , 

a,= lim /),_(!) = dffi = (I) dffi 
t.1• 0 Af dt de 

.. 

f~ Important Points 

1. It is also an axial vector with dimension [T2] and unit rad/s2. 

2. If a,= 0, circular motion is said to be uniform. 

3_ As ffi = de a,= dffi = d 2e 
dt ' dt dt 2 ' 

i.e. , second derivative of angular displacement w.r.t. time gives angular acceleration. 

Explanatory Notes on Angular Acceleration 

Rate of change angular velocity 

dffi 
a,=-

dt 

Unit rad s-2 / Dimensions r-2 

Direction is along angular velocity ifit is increasing otherwise opposite. 
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For uniform angular acceleration 

(I) = (I) + at e = (I) t + .!.. a/2 (I) 2 = (I) 2 + 2ae 
0 ' 0 2 ' 0 

~ 4. ffi 0 = I On rad s-1 and a= -5n rad s-2 (uniform). Find angular displacement and number 
of turns at t = 6 sec. 

1 e = 60n - - x5p x36 = -30n 
2 

Number of turns 25. 

• RELATION BETWEEN SPEED AND ANGULAR VELOCITY 

. Lle de 
ffi = hm-=-

ll1• o Llf dt 

The rate of change of angular velocity is called the angular acceleration (a). Thus, 

dffi d 2e 
a=-=-

dt dt 2 

The linear distance PP' travelled by the particle in time Af is 

Lls = rile 

. Lls de . L'.le Lls de 
or hm-=-=r hm- or -=r-

,11• o Llf dt llt • O Af Af dt 

or v = rffi 

Here, vis the linear speed of the particle. 

Differentiating again with respect to time, we have 

dv dffi 
a= - =r- or a,=ra 

I dt dt 

y 

_: p 
: -~~---. .'\, 
• #' , " 

~--·--- -- --- --- --->X 
0 r 

Here, a = dv is the rate of change of speed (not the rate of change of velocity). This is called as 
I dt 

the tangential acceleration of the particle. Later, we will see that a, is the component of net acceleration 
ii of the particle moving in a circle along the tangent. 

fl~ 5. A particle travels in a circle of radius 20 cm at a speed that uniform increases. If the 
speed changes from 5.0 m/s to 6.0 m/s in 2.0s, find the angular acceleration. 

S~ The tangential acceleration is given by 

_dv_v2-v1 _6.0-5.0 12 _ 05 12 a1---------ms - . ms. 
dt 12-tl 2.0 

Th 1 1 . . / 0.5 m/s2 2 5 d/ 2 e angu ar acce erat1on 1s a = a r = --- = . ra s . 
1 20cm 
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• RADIAL AND TANGENTIAL ACCELERATION 

Unit vectors along the radius and the tangent: Consider a particle P 
moving in a circle of radius r and centre at origin 0. The angular position of 
the particle at some instant is say 0. Let us here define two unit vectors, one 
is e, (called radial unit vector) which is along OP and the other ise, (called 

the tangential unit vector) which is perpendicular to OP. 

Now, since I e, I= I e, I= I 

We can write these two vectors as 

e, = cos 0 i + sin 0} and e, = -sin 0 i + cos 0} 

Velocity and acceleration of particle in circular motion 

The position vector of particle P at the instant shown in figure can be written as 

r=OP =re, or r =r(cosei +sin0}) 

y 

-- ->X 

The velocity of the particle can be obtained by differentiating r with respect to time t. Thus, 

- dr A A 

V = - = ( - sin 0 i + COS 0 j) Yffi 
dt 

dv [ d A A A A dro] ii=- =r ro-(-sin0i +cos0j)+(-sin0i +cos0j)-
dt dt dt 

A A dro 
= --()) 2r [cos 0 i + sin 0 i ] + r- e, 

dt 

- 2 A dv A a=--())re+-e 
r df I 

Thus, acceleration of a particle moving in a circle has two components one is along e, (along 

tangent) and the other along -e, (or towards centre). Of these the first one is called the tangential 

acceleration. (a,) and the other is called radial or centripetal acceleration (a,). Thus. 

dv (v)2 ~ a = - = rate of change of speed and a = rw 2 = r - = -
'dt r r r 

Here, the two components are mutually perpendicular. Therefore, net acceleration of the particle 
will be: 

Following three points are important regarding the above discussion: 

1. In uniform circular motion, speed (v) of the particle is constant, i.e. , dv = 0. Thus, a = 0 and 
dt I 

a= a = rro 2 
r 
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2. In accelerated circular motion, dv = positive, i.e. , a is along e, or tangential acceleration of 
dt I 

particle is parallel to velocity v because v = rro e, and ii = dv e, 
' dt 

3. In decelerated circular motion, dv = negative and hence, tangential acceleration is anti
dt 

parallel to velocity v . 

Alternating Method to Derivation of Centripetal Acceleration for a Particle 
Moving in a Circle with Constant Speed -

V1 

acceleration vector ii , I ii I = I v2 ~ ~ I 

1~v1 = 1v:+(-~)1 
1~v1 =2 Vsin ( ~8 ) 

or I ~v I = V~0, for small (~0) 

v~0 v2 

=a= -- = Vro = -=ro2R 
~t R 

( 90-2~0) We can also prove that it is directed towards centre as angle with tangent is --- in 

lim ~t • 0. lim ~0 • 0 and angle • 90° i.e. , towards the centre a=~(· which is towards the centre. 

What we observe here is that when magnitude of velocity is constant but only direction is 
changing acceleration is directed perpendicular to velocity. In other words component of acceleration 
perpendicular to velocity causes change in direction not magnitude. 

Now lets take a case of particle moving in straight line, with changing speed. Its acceleration will 
be along the line of velocity. This acceleration will change only magnitude. 

Conclusion: Components of acceleration along velocity called tangential acceleration changes 
magnitude and components of acceleration perpendicular to velocity called radial acceleration changes 
direction of velocity. 

Hence ii = ii, + ii, . 

Derivation of tangential acceleration for circular motion. 

dv 
a=- • 

dt 
Rdro = (a)R 

dt 



• d(rro) = aR • 
dt 
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dv 
- =aR 
dt 

understand that v is speed or magnitude of velocity, v = Iv I & rate of change of magnitude of 

velocity is called tangential acceleration a = dv = dlVI = a R. 
I dt dt 

or 

Also note that 

i.e. 

.. 

f~ Note 

(a, =axR) 

I~ I = I a I= ✓ a,2 + a: 

l~I = ✓<aR)2 + (ro2R2) 

( while dlVI = a R.) 
dt 

a 

Magnitude 
changing comp. 
a cos 0 

One is I a I magnitude of rate of change of velocity & other is rate of change of magnitude of velocity 

(a,). 

and la I= dlvl 
' dt 

_ d£ d0 _ _ _ 
v=-=-xr = roxr 

dt dt 
_ dv _ ar dro _ _ _ 
a=-=rox-+-xr = a +a 

dt dt dt C I 

Where, ac = ffi XV and a, = a X r 

4. Centripetal Condition : When component of acceleration pelJ)endicular to velocity is V 
2 

and always 
R 

directed towards a fixed point then particle will undergo circular motion about that fixed point. 

v2 
a =a= -

c r R 

fl~ 6. If a particle is undergoing circular motion with speed V and radius R angle between 
acceleration & Vis 0. Find magnitude of tangential acceleration in terms of V, R & e. 

hence 

v2 . 
a = - =asme 

C R 

v2 
a= -- • a, =acose 

Rsin0 

a, 
V 2 cos0 V 2 

--- = -cote 
Rsin0 R 

V 
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.. 

f~ lm11e;t.rnt l'eints 

a, and ac are components of a and a&v may be at any angle between Oto 180°. 

f.~ I rr.11~rt.1nt l'eints 

dlVI = a cos 0 (Component of acceleration along velocity) 
dt 

Valid for any type of motion ( circle or not circle) 

Is this diagram possible? 

Path 

Sol. This acceleration is not possible as perpendicular comp. of acceleration is 
away from curvature. Is this diagram possible? 

Sol. This is possible but speed will be decreasing. 

fl~ 7. A particle moves in a circle of radius 2.0 cm at a speed given by 
v = 41, where v is in cm/s and t in seconds. 

(a) Find the tangential acceleration at t = Is. 

(b) Find total acceleration at t = Is. 

~~ (a) Tangential acceleration 

dv d 
a = - or a = - ( 41) = 4 cm/s2 

I dt I dt 

a = v2 = (4)2 = 8 
c R 2 

• a= .Ja,2 +a~ =.J(4) 2 +(8) 2 =4✓5 m/s2 

~v 

u \Path 

fl._--,r,4 8. A boy whirls a stone in a horizontal circle of radius 1.5 m and at height 2.0 m above 
level ground. The string breaks, and the stone files off horizontally and strikes the ground after traveling 
a horizontal distance of 10 m. What is the magnitude of the cetripetal acceleration of the stone while in 
circular motion? 

JWx2 10 v2 

t= = --=6.4s;v= - =I5.63m/s; a= __!_ =0.45m/s2 

9.8 t R 

fl~ 9. Find the magnitude of the linear acceleration of a particle moving in a circle of radius 
10 cm with uniform speed completing the circle in 4s. 
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The distance covered in completing the circle is 2 n r = 2 n x I 0 cm. The linear speed is 

v = 2 n r/1 = 2n x 1 O cm = 5 n cm/s. 
4s 

The linear acceleration is 

_ v2 _ (5n cm/s)2 
a - - - ---- = 2.5n2 cm/s2. 

r 10cm 

fl~ 10. A particle moves in a circle of radius 20 am. Its linear speed is given by v = 21 where I 
is in second and v in meter/second . Find the radical and tangential acceleration at I= 3s. 

~ The linear speed at I= 3s is v = 21 = 6 m/s. 

The radical acceleration at I= 3s is 

36m 2 /s 2 

a =v2 I r= --- = 180m/s2. 

' 0.20m 

The tangent acceleration is 

a = dv = d(21) = 2 m/s2. 
I di di 

fl._--,r,4 11. Two particles A and B start at the origin O and travel in 
opposite directions along the circular path at constant speeds vA = 0.7 m/s 
and v8 = 1.5 m/s, respectively. Determine the time when they collide and the 
magnitude of the acceleration of B just before this happens. 

1.51 + 0.71 = 2nR = 10n 

10n 
I= - = 14.3 s 

2.2 
v2 

a =_i!_ = 0.45 m/s2 

R 

• RELATIVE ANGULAR VELOCITY 

Angular velocity is defined with respect to the point from which the 
position vector of the moving particle is drawn 

Here angular velocity of the particle w.r.t. 'O' and 'A ' will be different 

ffi = da . (I) = dj3 
PO di ' PO di 

Definition: Relative angular velocity of a particle 'A ' with respect to the 
other moving particle 'B ' is the angular velocity of the position vector of 
'A ' with respect to 'B' . That means it is the rate at which position vector of 
'A ' with respect to 'B ' rotates at that instant 

y 

v.= I. Sm/s 

(VAB) 1- = Relative velocity of A w .r. t. B perpendicular to line AB 
(I) AB = ---""'---

YAB Separation between A and B 
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.. 

f~ Important Points 

1. If two particles are moving on the same circle or different coplanar concentric circles in same 
direction with different uniform angular speed ffi A and ffi 8 respectively, the angular velocity of 
B relative to A for an observer at the center will be 

d0 
(I) =(!) -0) = -

BA B A dt 

B 

Initial line 

So the time taken by one to complete one revolution around O w.r. t. the other 

T = 2n = 2n = T.,T2 

(I) re/ (I) 2 - (I) I r; - r; 
2. If two particles are moving on two different concentric circles 

with different velocities then angular velocity of B relative to A 
as observed by A will depend on their positions and velocities. 
consider the case when A and B are closet to each other moving 
in same direction as shown in figure. In this situation 

so, 

vrel =lvB -VA l=vB -VA 

r,,I = I rB - rA I= rB - rA 

VB ,. ,. ,. 
/ 

/ 

,' VA 
I / 

I 
I 

I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I ' I \ 

' ' \ 
\ 

\ 

' ' ' ' 

,,, ,. 

' ' 

B 
f-- ........ 
r ' ' A t ' 

' ' \ 

' Yo 
\ 

YA I 

' I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

0 I 
I 

I I 

I I 
/ I 

,,, ,. I 
I 

I 
/ 

/ ,. ,,, .... ______ ,,, 

(v,e1) 1. = Relative velocity perpendicular to position vector 

• RELATIONS AMONG ANGULAR VARIABLES 

These relations are also referred as equations of rotational motion and are : 

ffi =ffi 0 +at 

0 =(!) !+ .!..at2 
0 2 

ffi 2 = ffi 2 + 2a0 
0 

... (1) 

... (2) 

... (3) 
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d8,ro or a 

These are valid only if angular acceleration is constant and are analogous to equations of translatory 
motion, i.e. , 

v = u + at; s = ut + (1/2) at2 and v2 = u2 + 2as 

• RADIUS OF CURVATURE 

Any curved path can be assume to be made of infinite circular arcs. Radius of curvature at a point is the 
radius of the circular arc at a particular point which fits the curve at that point. 

mv2 mv2 mv2 

F =- • R=-=-
c R F, FJ. 

FJ. = Force perpendicular to velocity (centripetal force) 

If the equation of trajectory of a particle is given we can find the radius of curvature of the 
instantaneous circle by using the formula , 

.. 

f~ Note 

(1) Velocity is always tangential at each and every point on the trajectory and acceleration may 
have two components. 

Step 1. 

Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 

(a) Component of acceleration in the direction of velocity known as tangential acceleration. 

(b) Component of acceleration perpendicular to the velocity is known as normal or 
centripetal acceleration. 

STEPS FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS (To find the radius of curvature) 
At first draw the velocity diagram at the required point. 01 elocity must be tangential at 
that point.) 

Draw the F.B.D. at the required point. 

Taking component of all forces in the direction of velocity and perpendicular to the velocity. 

Apply the Newtons second law of motion along the tangential and normal direction seperately. 

"f.f,= ma, 

"f.fc = mac 
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Step 5. Apply the formula of radius of curvature. 

(speed) 2 

R c = comp .of acceleration perpendicular to velocity 

For general curvilinear motion. When the particle crosses this point A, it is 

satisfying condition of moving on this imaginary circle at this instant, if a 1- = v
2 

R, 

/ where R is radius of curvature at this instant. 
C 

v2 
R=-

c 
a 1-

(speed)2 
R=------------------

c components of acceleration perpendicular to velocity 

A projectile is launched horizontally with 20 ms-1 from some height. Find Re at t = 2 sec. 

20 m/s after t = 2 sec 

R = V 2 = 400x2x.fi. 
C Q 10 

J_ 

Re= 80✓2 m 

•' 

f~ Concept 

R=-V2 =------(s_p_ee_d_)2 
_____ _ 

c a 1- comp.of acceleration perpendicular to velocity 

.. 
f~ Note 

V, U • Velocity/ v, u • speed 

V=U +at 

V =U + (a,)f 
but I v I= I -0 I + I a I t is wrong. 

• DYNAMICS OF CIRCULAR MOTION 

gcos 4~~K- 20 
/45° 

#./ 

20m/s 20✓2 
l 

In circular motion or motion along any curved path Newton's law is applied in two perpendicular 
directions one along the tangent and other perpendicular to it. i.e., towards centre. The component of 
net force along the centre is called as centripetal force. The component of net force along the tangent 
is called as tangential force. 

tangential force (F) = Ma = M dv =Ma r 
I I dt 

mv2 

centripetal force (F) = m ffi 2 r = --
c r 



Steps for Solving Problems of Circular Motion 

Step 1. Identify the plane of circular motion. 

Step 2. Locate the centre and calculate the radius. 

Step 3. Make F.B.D. 

Step 4. Resolve forces only and always along these three directions: 

(a) In the plane along radial direction. 

(b) In the plane along tangential direction. 

(c) Perpendicular to the plane of circular motion. 

Step 5. (a) Add the forces assuming radially inward direction as positive 

(b) 

mV2 

IT=--
' R 

rr;=o 
( uniform circular 
motion) constant ro 

Lf;ctO 
(Non uniform circular 
motion)ro changing 
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(c) If plane is not accelerating then LJ,1- = 0. If plane is accelerating then actually it will 
not be circular motion from ground frame. But still F 1- = ma 1-, where a 1- is acceleration 
of particle perpendicular to plane. 

/I~ 13. Find tension in OA before and after AB is cut. 

0 

Before cutting ii = 0 in all directions Revolving vertically & horizontally 

•' 

f~ Concept 

TI cos e =mg 

TI sine = T1 

T = mg 
1 cos0 mg 

This discussion is being done to explain what happens when we do not follow step (4) and resolve 
forces along other directions. 

After cutting 

T2 cos 0 - mg = 0 

The above equation is wrong because acceleration of a particle in vertical direction 
is not zero. 

while T2 - mg cos 0 = 0 is true as mg 
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T2-mgcos 0 = m ffi 2 l (as ffi = 0) 

What if we want to write equation in vertical direction. 

a,= g sin 0 / ac = 0 

mg - T2 cos 0 = m a, sin 0 

T2 cos 0 = mg (I - sin2 0) 

T2 =mg cos 0 

(i) Conical Pendulum: It consists of a string OA whose upper end O is fixed and a bob is tied at 
the free end. When the bob is drawn aside and given a horizontal push let it describe a 
horizontal circle with uniform angular velocity ffi in such a way that the string makes an angle 
0 with vertical. As the string traces the surface of a cone of semi-vertical angle 0 it is called 
conical pendulum. Let T be the tension in string, £ be the length and r be the radius of the 

horizontal circle described. The vertical component of tension balances the weight and the 
horizontal component supplies the centripetal force. 

Tcos0 =mg; Tsin0 =mrffi 2 

Yffi2 
tan0= -

g 
(I)= ✓gt:ne r = £ sin 0 and ffi = 2 n 

T 

T being the period i.e. time for one revolution 

21t _ gtane · T=2n ~ £cose =2n {h whereh= £cos0 
T £sine ' g fi ' 

(ii) Motion of a Cyclist on a Circular Path: Let a cyclist moving on a circular path of radius r 
bend away from the vertical by an angle 0 . 

R is the contact force from the ground which is the resultant of normal reaction and friction 
force. It can be resolved in the horizontal and vertical directions. The components are 
respectively equal to R sin 0 and R cos 0 . The vertical component balances his weight mg. 
The horizontal component R sin 0 supplies the necessary force for making the circular path. 

mv2 

R sin0 = -- ; 
r 

R cos0 =mg 
v2 

:. tan e = -
rg 

For less bending of the cyclist, v should be small and r should be great. 

(iii) Banking of Roads: Friction is not always reliable at circular turns if high speeds and sharp 
turns are involved. To avoid dependence on friction the roads are banked at the tum so that 
the outer part of the road is somewhat lifted up as compared to the inner part. The surface 
of the road makes an angle 0 with the horizontal throughout the tum. The figure shows the 
forces acting on a vehicle when it is moving on the banked road. ABC is the section of the road 
having a slope 0. R is the normal reaction and mg is the weight. 

For vertical equilibrium, R cos 0 = mg 

The horizontal components R sin 0 is the required centripetal force mv2 

r 

mv2 

R sin0 = -
r 

v2 
tan0=

rg 
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Above equation gives the angle of banking required which eliminates the lateral thrust in case 
of trains on rails or friction in case ofroad vehicles when rounding a curve. 

(iv) Overturning and Skidding of Cars : When a car takes a turn round a bend, whether the car 
tends to skid or topple depends on different factors. Let us consider the case of a car whose 
wheels are "2 a" metre apart and whose centre of gravity is "h" metres above the ground. Let 
the co-efficient offriction between the wheels and the ground be µ. 

Figure Represents the Forces on the Car 

(a) The weight Mg of the car acts vertically downwards through the centre of gravity G of 
the car. 

(b) The normal reactions of the ground R 1 and R2 act vertically upwards on the inner and 
outer wheels respectively. 

(c) The force of friction Fbetween the wheels and the ground act towards the centre of the 
circle of which the road forms a part. 

Let the radius of the circular path be r, and the speed of the car be v. 

Considering the vertical forces, since there is no vertical acceleration, 

R 1 +R2 =Mg 

The horizontal force F provides the centripetal force for motion in a circle 

mv2 

F=
r 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

Taking moments about G, if there is to be no resultant turning effect about the centre of gravity, 

Fh =R1a + Rp ... (iii) 

Conditions for No Skidding 

From equation (ii) it is seen that as the speed increases, the force required to keep the car moving in the 
circle also increases. However, there is a limit to the frictional force F, because 

Fmax = µ (R, + R} 

Substituting from equation (i) 

Fmax = µMg 

Substituting from equation (ii) 

Mv 2 

-- =µMg 
r 

v2 = µrg or v= .Jµr g 

This expression gives the maximum speed v with which the car could take the circular path without 
skidding. 

Conditions for No Overturning 

From equation (iii) 

(R 2 -R1)a =Fh 
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or 

But 

Adding, 

Fh Mv2 h 
(R-R)=-=-.-

2 1 a r a 

R2 +RI =Mg 

Fh Mv2 h 
2R =Mg+- =Mg+--. -

2 a r a 

( v2h) 2R =Mg+-
2 ra 

1 ( v2h) R=-Mg+-
2 2 ra 

... (iv) 

... (v) 

... (vi) 

Substituting for R2 in equation (iv) 

1 ( v2h) Mv2h R -R =-Mg+- -R =--
2 1 2 ra 1 ra 

1 ( v2h) Mv2h 1 ( v2h 2v2h) R =-Mg+- ---=-Mg+----
1 2 ra ra 2 ra ra 

... (vii) 

Equation (vi) shows that the reaction R2 is always positive. However, equation (vii) shows that as 

the speed "v" increases, the reaction R1 decreases and when v2
h = g, R1 becomes zero. This means that 

ra 

the inner wheel is no longer in contact with the ground and the car commences to overturn outwards. 

The maximum speed without overturning is given by 

g = v2 h ; v = ~gr a 
ra h 

The same expression applies also to the case of a train moving on rails in a circular path of radius 
"r". Here 2 a is the distance between the rails and "h" the height of the centre of gravity above the rails. 

V 

r _,,,, 

.,,£r 

Table 5.1 Examples of Circular Motion & Centripetal Force 

When a stone tied with a string is rotated in a circular path 
in a horizontal surface, the tension in the string provides the 
centripetal force. 

T= mv2 
r 



e 

Nucleus 
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When a car takes a tum the force of friction behveen the tyres 
and the road provides the necessary centripetal force. 

f= mv2 
r 

The gravitational force of attraction behveen the sun and a 
planet provides the centripetal force. 

mv2 
F=-

g r 

The electric force of attraction between the nucleus and the 
revolving electron provides the centripetal force to the electron. 

mv2 

F=-
E r 

Here the tube is in vertical plane, the net force towards centre is 
the component of gravitational force and normal reaction 

mv2 
mg cos 8 + N - N = --

2 I r 

Here bird is flying along a circle in horizontal plane and here 
centripetal force is the component of force due to the pressure 
difference above and below feathers of the bird and other 
component is balancing its weight. 
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mg 

0 

Here centripetal force is the component of tension towards the 
centre 

2 . e mv Tsm = --
r 

Here the spring mass system is in horizontal plane and 
centripetal force is the spring force . 

mv2 
T=kx= --

Ro + X 

Here block is sliding inside a circular wall in horizontal plane 
and centripetal force is the normal reaction due to wall 

N= mv2 
r 

Here a small ring is released from the top of a bigger circular 
ring in vertical plane 

mv2 
mgcos8-N= -

r 

II~ 14. A small block of mass 100 g moves with uniform speed in a horizontal circular groove, 
with vertical side walls, of radius 25 cm. If the block takes 2.0s to complete one round, find the normal 
contact force by the slide wall of the groove. 

~~ The speed of the block is 

v = 2n x (25 cm) = 0.785 m/s 
2.0s 

The acceleration of the block is 

a = v2 = (0.785 m/s)2 = 2.5 m/s2. 
r 0.25 

towards the center. The only force in this direction is the normal contact force due to the slide walls. 
Thus from Newton ' s second law , this force is 

=ma= (0.100 kg) (2.5 m/s2) = 0.25 N 
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II CENTRIPETAL FORCE 

.. 

f~ Concepts 

This is necessary resultant force towards the centre called the centripetal force. 

mv2 

F= -- =mro 2r 
r 

(i) A body moving with constant speed in a circle is not in equilibrium. 

(ii) It should be remembered that in the absence of the centripetal force the body will move in a 
straight line with constant speed. 

(iii) It is not a new kind of force which acts on bodies. In fact, any force which is directed towards 
the centre may provide the necessary centripetal force. 

A small block of mass m, is at rest relative to turntable which rotates with constant angular speed ro. 
(j) 

'-¥ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(a) 

m 

• 

Fig 5.1: A block at rest with 
respect to a turn table 

(j) 

'-¥ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(b) 

N 

f 

mg 

Fig 5.2: FBD of block with 
respect of inertial frame 

II CIRCULAR MOTION IN HORIZONTAL PLANE 

A ball of mass m attached to a light and inextensible string rotates in a horizontal circle of radius r with 
an angular speed ro about the vertical. If we draw the force diagram of the ball. We can easily see that 
the component of tension force along the centre gives the centripetal force and component of tension 
along vertical balances the gravitation force. 
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mg 

Fig 5.3: FBD of ball w.r.t. ground 

~ 15. An aircraft executes a horizontal loop of radius 1 km with a steady speed of900 km h-1. 

Compare its centripetal acceleration with the acceleration due to gravity. 

~~ r= 1 km= 103 m; 

5 
v = 900 km h-1 = 900 x - ms-1 = 250 m s-1 

18 

Centripetal acceleration, 

V2 250 X 250 _2 62 5 _2 a= - = ----ms = . ms 
C r 103 

~ = 62.5 = 6.25 
g 10 

Now, 

~ 16. A stone tied to the end of a string 80 cm long is whirled in a horizontal circle with 
a constant speed. If the stone makes 14 revolutions in 25 s. What is the magnitude and direction of 
acceleration of the stone? 

r = 80 cm= 0.80 m· ffi = 14 revolutions x 2n 
' 25 s 

Centripetal acceleration of rffi 2 

= 4 x 22 x 22 x ~ x ~ x 0.8 = 9.9 ms-2 

7 7 25 25 

At every point, the acceleration is along the radius and towards the centre. 

II~ 17. A particle of mass m is suspended from a ceiling through a string of length L. The 
particle moves in a horizontal circle of radius r. Find (a) the speed of the particle and (b) the tension in 
the string. Such a system is called a conical pendulum. 

~~ The situation is shown in figure. The angle 0 made by the string with the vertical is given by 

sin 0 = r I L ... (i) 

The forces on the particle are 

(a) the tension Talong the string and 

(b) the weight mg vertically downward. 



The particle is moving in a circle with a constant speed v. Thus, the 
radical acceleration towards the centre has magnitude v2/r. Resolving the 
forces along the radial direction and applying. Newton 's second law, 

Tsin 0 = m(v2 / r) ... (ii) 

As there is no acceleration in vertical directions, 

we have from Newton ' s law, 

Tcos 0 = mg ... (iii) 

Dividing (ii) by (iii), 

tane 

And from (iii),T = mg 
cos0 

or, 
rg 

V = .Jrgtan0 

r lg mgL 
v = -~"-l5_ and ----

(L2 _ r2)1'4 (L2 _ r2)1'2 
Using (i), 

Circular Motion I 5.25 

r I 
------,-~---

- - - - - - -+- - - - - -

mg 

~ 18. Two blocks each of mass M are connected to the ends of a light frame as shown in 
figure. The frame is rotated about the vertical line of symmetry. The rod brakes if the tension in it 
exceeds T0. Find the maximum frequency with which the frame may be rotated without braking the rod. 

1-- £ --i 

~~ Consider one of the blocks . If the frequency of revolution is f, the angular velocity is 

m=2nf The acceleration towards the centre is v2 / 1 = m2 l = 4n2.fl. The only horizontal force on the 

block is the tension of the rod. At the point of braking , this force is T0. So from Newton ' s law, 

T0 =M.4n 2fl 

or, - 1 [ ~ ]112 f---
2n MR 

~ 19. Two different masses are connected to two light and inextensible strings as shown in the 
figure. Both masses rotate about a central fixed point with constant angular speed of 10 rad s-1 on a 

smooth horizontal plane. Find the ratio of tensions r; in the strings. 
T2 
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~~ Drawing the FBDs for masses M 1 and M 2 

~o 
TI -T2 =Ml/"2 T2 =M,f?./"2 

I; -T2 = Ml _!!J_ = .!_..!_ 
4 2 

I; 1 9 -=1+-=-] 
T2 8 8 

.. 

f~ Concept 

Centripetal force is the net force directed towards centre. 

M1= 0.25 kg 
M2= 1.0kg 
R1= 5cm 
R2= 10cm 

~ 20. A car is moving in a circular path of radius 50 m, on a flat rough horizontal ground. The 
mass of the car is 1000 kg. At a certain moment, when the constant speed of the car is 5 m/s, find the 

force offriction acting on it? [Note: v :s; ,Jµg; for uniform speed] 

(a) The situation (b) Our free-body diagram 

(a) Car rounding at curve (b) Free-body diagram for the car 
y 

I 

n 

f, 
-X 

w-mg 

[Ans. SOON] 

.. 
f~ Concept 

Only external force which can drive a car is friction. In case of car the direction of friction is not 
decided by velocity but according to need. 

~ 21. A car is moving in a circular path of radius 50 m, on a flat rough horizontal ground. 
The mass of the car is 1000 kg. At a certain moment, when the speed of the car is 5 m/s, the driver is 
increasing speed at the rate of 1 m/s2. Find the value of static friction on tyres (total) at this moment, in 
Newtons. 
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Fnet = m ( v; J +(: J =m (½J +(1)2 
= m ✓5 =500✓5 N 

2 

ndv/dt 

~ 
.. 

f~ Concept 

Friction is providing tangential as well as centripetal acceleration both. 

~ 22. A particle suspended from the ceiling by inextensible light string is moving along a 
horizontal circle of radius 0.05 mas shown. The string traces a cone ofheight 0.1 m. Find the speed. 

Conical pendulum 
(a) The position 
(a) The situation 

·················· }· 
:::_ -------------------~~:) 
~ 

0.05m 

(b) Our free-body diagram 
(b) Free-body diagram for the ball 

A ~ 

L 

~ R-----+ 

' ' ' ' arod : 

+----i 
X-: 

( F,s;nj 

We point the positive 
x-direction toward the 
centre of the circle. 

mv2 

Tsin0 = --; & Tcos0 = mg 
r 

v= ✓grtane =0.5m] 

II~ 23. In a rotor, a hollow vertical cyclindrical structure rotates about its 
axis and a person rests against the inner wall. At a particular speed of the rotor, the 
floor below the person is removed and the person hangs resting against the wall 
without any floor. If athe radius of the rotor is 2m and the coefficient of static friction 
between the wall and the person is 0.2, find the minimum speed at which the floor 
may be removed. Take g = 10 m/s2. 

v=f = 2mx10m I s2 

= 10 m/s. 
0.2 

.. 

f~ Concept 

@-mg 

N is not always equal to mg but any force directed towards centre is called centripetal force. 

mg 
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~ 24. A metal ring of mass m and radius R is placed on a smooth 
horizontal table and is set rotating about its own axis in such a way that 
each part of the ring moves with a speed v. Find the tension in the ring. 

~~ Consider a small part ACB of the ring that subtends an 
angle Ll0 at the centre as shown in figure. Let the tension in the ring be T. 

The forces on this small part ACB are 

(a) tension Thy the part of the ring left to A, 

(b) tension Thy the part of the ring right to B, 

(c) weight (Llm)g and 

(d) normal force Nby the table. 

C 

The tension at A acts along the tangent at A and the tension at B acts along the tangent at B. As the 
small part A CB moves in a circle of radius R at a constant speed v, its acceleration is towards the centre 
(along CO) and has a magnitude (Llm)v2 / R. 

Resolving the forces along the radius CO, 

Tcos (90°- ~e) + Tcozs (90°- ~e) = (Llm) (;) 

or, 2Tsin ~e = (Llm) (;) ... (i) 

The length of the part A CB is RL'.l0. As the total mass of the ring is m, the mass of the part A CB 
will be 

Llm = ....!!!_ RLl0 = mile . 
2nR 2n 

Putting Llm in (i), 

2Tsin ~e =;: Ll0 (;) 

or, 
mv2 L'.l0/2 

T=-
2nR sin(Ll0/2) 

.. 

f~ Concept 

Net force on the ring is zero but still it has tension. 

mv2 

::::: 1 and T= -] 
2nR 

II~ 25. A block of mass m is sitting on a rotating frictionless wedge. 
The wedge rotates with constant angular velocity ffi around the axis shown in 
figure. 

Calculate the value of ffi such that the block stays at constant height h. 
(express your answer in terms of g, h, 0) 

(0 

e 
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The velocity of P point on the wedge. Velocity of wedge at point P = ffi r = ffi x _h _ 
tane 

Drawing a free body diagram for the block. 

N 

--------------------~ 

Resolving forces as indicated in step 2 .4 

h h 
- =tane • -- =r 
r tane 

Ncos0-mg= 0 

Nsin0 =mffi 2r 

(y-direction) 

• 0)2 = gtan 2 0 
h 

• ffi = J-f-tan0 

What is the speed required to negotiate the turn shown in figure. Frictionless and radius of curvature 
'R' and banking '0 ' . 

Ncos 0-mg= 0 

mv2 

Nsin0= -- mg 
R 

v= .JRgtan0 

Ncos 0 =mg 

mv2 

tane =-
R 

Ncos 0 

0 

mg 

N 

V 

Nsin 0 
C 

e inside 

~ 26. A block of mass 25 kg rests on a horizontal floor (µ = 0.2). It is attached by a 5m long 
horizontal rope to a peg fixed on floor. The block is pushed along the ground with an initial velocity of 
I 0 m/s so that it moves in a circle around the peg. Find 

(a) Tangential acceleration of the block 

(b) Speed of the block at time t. 

(c) Time when tension in rope becomes zero. 

[Ans. (a) -2 m/s2, (b) 10 -21, (c) 5 sec] 
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~~(a) Tangential acceleration is the retardation produced by the friction 

a= -j!m = - µmg/ma,= - 0.2 x 10 = -2 m/s2] 

(b) 
dv 
- =a =-2 
dt I 

V t 

f dv = -2f dt 
10 0 

V - 10 = - 2/v = 10 - 2/ 

( ... •···· 5~·····p 1 0m/s 

··································1 

(c) Tension in the rope will become zero when centripetal acceleration becomes zero 

i.e. when speed becomes zero 

V = 0 • 10 - 2/ = 0 • t= 5 sec 

.. 

f~ Concept 

Force directed towards centre is centripetal & force in the velocity direction is tangential force. 
Tangential acceleration is responsible for change in speed. If friction is kinetic it is opposite to velocity. 
If there is slipping on surface then net friction is kinetic. 

II~ 27. A particle of mass 14 g attached to a string of 70 cm length is whirled round in a 
horizontal circle. If the period of revolution is 2 second, calculate the tension. 

S~ 9680 dyne Ans. 

~ 28. A string breaks under a load of 50 kg. A mass of 1 kg is attached to one end of the string 
10 m long and is rotated in horizontal circle. Calculate the greatest number of revolutions that the mass 
can make without breaking the string. 

~~ n = 1.114 revolutions per second Ans. 

~ 29. A simple pendulum is constructed by attaching a bob of mass m to 
a string oflength L fixed at its upper end. The bob oscillates in a vertical circle. It 
is found that the speed of the bob is v when the string makes an angle a with the 
vertical. Find the tension in the string and the magnitude of net force on the bob 
at the instant. 

S~ (i) The forces acting on the bob are : 

(a) the tension T 

(b) the weight mg 

As the bob moves in a circle of radius L with centre at 0. 

A centripetal force of magnitude mv
2 

is required towards 0. This force will be provided 
L 

by the resultant ofT and mg cos a. Thus, 

or 
? mv· 

T-mgcos a= -
L 
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(ii) IF.,, I= (mgsina) 2 +( mtJ =m 
~ 30. One end of a string oflength 1. 4 m is tied to a stone of mass 0.4 kg and the other end to 

a small pivot. Find the minimum velocity of stone required at its lowest point so that the string does not 
slacken at any point in its motion along the vertical circle? 

s~ 8.25ms-1 

~ 31. A particle of mass m slides without friction from the top of a hemisphere of radius r. At 
what height will the body lose contact with the surface of the sphere? 

f~ At a height of2r/3 above the centre of the hemisphere. 

• CIRCULAR TURNING ON ROADS 

When vehicles go through turnings, they travel along a nearly circular arc. There must be some force 
which will produce the required centripetal acceleration. If the vehicles travel in a horizontal circular 
path, this resultant force is also horizontal. The necessary centripetal force is being provided to the 
vehicles by following three ways. 

1. By friction only 

2. By banking of roads only. 

3. By friction and banking of roads both. 

In real life the necessary centripetal force is provided by friction and banking of roads both. Now 
let us write equations of motion in each of the three cases separately and see what are the constant in 
each case. 

1. By Friction Only 

Suppose a car of mass m is moving at a speed v in a horizontal circular arc of radius r. In this case, the 
necessary centripetal force to the car will be provided by force of friction/ acting towards center 

Thus, 
mv2 

f=-
r 

Further, limiting value off is µN 

or J;, = µN= µmg (N=mg) 

Therefore, for a safe turn without sliding mv2 ~ h 
r 

mv2 v2 

or --~µmgor µ~- or, v~.Jµrg 
r rg 

Here, two situations may arise. If µ and r are known to us, the speed of the vehicle should not 
2 

exceed .J µrg and if v and r are known to us, the coefficient of friction should be greater than ~ . 
rg 
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~ 32. A bend in a level road has a radius of 100 m. Calculate the maximum speed which a car 
turning this bend may have without skidding. Given: µ = 0.8. 

2. By Banking of Roads Only 

Friction is not always reliable at circular turns if high speeds and sharp turns are 
involved. to avoid dependence on friction, the roads are banked at the tum so that the 
outer part of the road is some what lifted compared to the inner part. 

Applying Newton 's second law along the radius and the first law in the vertical 
direction. 

, 
mv

Nsin0=-
r 

or Ncos0 =mg 

from these two equations, we get 
v2 

tan0=
rg 

or 

~ 33. A circular track of radius 600 m is to be designed for cars at 
an average speed of 180 km/hr. What should be the angle of banking of the 
rack? 

s~ 
(figure) 

Let the angle of banking be 0. The forces on the car are 

(a) weight of the car Mg downward and 

(b) normal force N. 

For proper banking, static frictional force is not needed. 

For vertical direction the acceleration is zero. So, 

Ncose =Mg ... (i) 

For horizontal direction , the acceleration is v2/r 

towards the centre, so that Nsin0 = Mv2 I r ... (ii) 

From (i) and (ii),tan 0 = v2 / rg 

. 180(km / hr)2 
Puttmg the values ,tan 0 = , = 0.4167 

(600m)(10m Is-) 

e = 22.6r. 

3. By Both Friction and Banking of Roads 

[Ans. 28 ms-1] 

w 

N 

0 

If a vehicle is moving on a circular road which is rough and banked also, then three forces may act on 
the vehicle, of these the first force, i.e. , weight (mg) is fixed both in magnitude and direction . 

.J 
X 
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The direction of second force, i.e. , normal reaction N is also fixed (perpendicular ro road) while the 
direction of the third force i.e. , friction f can be either inwards or outwards while its magnitude can be 
varied upto a maximum limit (t;, = µN). So the magnitude of normal reaction N and directions plus 

magnitude of friction fare so adjusted that the resultant of the three forces mentioned above is mv
2 

r 

towards the center. Of these m and r are also constant. Therefore, magnitude of N and directions plus 
magnitude of friction mainly depends on the speed of the vehicle v. Thus, situation varies from problem 
to problem. Even though we can see that : 

(i) Friction/will be outwards if the vehicle is at rest v = 0. Because in that case the component 
weight mg sin0 is balanced by f 

(ii) Friction/will be inwards ifv > .Jrgtan0 

(iii) Friction/ will be outwards ifv < .Jrgtan 0 and 

(iv) Friction/will be zero ifv = .Jrgtan0 

.. 

(.~ Notes 

v2 
(i) The expression tan0 = also gives the angle of banking for an aircraft, i.e. , the angle 

rg 

through which it should tilt while negotiating a curve, to avoid deviation from the circular 
path. 

(ii) The expression tan 0 = v
2 

also gives the angle at which a cyclist should lean inward, when 
rg 

rounding a comer. In this case, 0 is the angle which the cyclist must make with the vertical. 

II~ 34. A hemispherical bowl of radius R is rotating about its axis of symmetry which is kept 
vertical. A small ball kept in the bowl rotates with the bowl without slipping on its surface. If the 
surface of the bowl is smooth and the angle made by the radius through the ball with the vertical is a. 
Find the angular speed at which the bowl is rotating. 

S~ Let ffi be the angular speed of rotation of the bowl. Two force are acting on the ball. 

1. normal reaction N 

2. weight mg 

The ball is rotating in a circle of radius r (= R sin a) 

with centre at A at an angular speed ffi. Thus, 

N sin a= mrffi 2 = mRw2 sin a ... (i) 

and N cos a= mg ... (ii) 

Dividing Eqs. (i) by (ii), we get - 1- = ffi 
2 
R 

cosa g 
0)- /g v~ 

mg 
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• NON UNIFORM CIRCULAR MOTION 

If the speed of the particle moving in a circle is not constant the acceleration has both radial and 
tangential components. The radial and tangential accelerations are : 

v2 
a=ro 2r=-
' r 

dv 
a=-

1 dt 

The magnitude of the resultant acceleration will be : 

If the direction ofresultant acceleration makes an angle 13 with the radius, where then 

tan l3 = dvjdt 
v2/r 

Now as acceleration of particle undergoing non-uniform circular motion is 

a= (ro 2Rf +(R:;J = (~J +(~;J 
( dv/dt) (vR

2 
)

2 
+ (ddvt)

2 
1·n the In the direction tan-1 v2 /r with radius it need resultant force of m 

direction of acceleration. 

~ 35. A car goes on a horizontal circular road of radius R, the speed increasing at a rate d v = a. 
dt 

The friction co-efficient between road and tyre is µ. Find the speed at which the car will skid. 

S~ Here at any time t, the speed of car becomes V, the net acceleration in the plane of road is 

(~J + a2
• 

This acceleration is provided by frictional force. At the moment car will slide 

• 

~ 36. A large mass M and a small mass m hang at the two ends of the string that passes 
through a smooth tube as shown in figure. The mass m moves around in a circular path, which lies in 
the horizontal plane. The length of the string from the mass m to the top of the tube is f and 0 is the 

angle this length makes with vertical. What should be the frequency of rotation of mass m so that M 
remains stationary? 
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The forces acting on mass m and Mare shown in figure. When mass Mis stationary 

T=Mg ... (i) 

where T is tension in string 

For the smaller mass, the vertical component of tension T cos 0 balances mg 
and the horizontal component T sin 0 supplies the necessary centripetal force. 

Tcos 0 = mg ... (ii) 

T sin 0 = m rro 2 ... (iii) 

ro being the angular velocity and r is the radius of horizontal circular path. 

From (i) and (iii), Mg sin 0 = mrro 2 

ro = ~Mgsin0 = 
mr 

Mgsin0 = /Mg" 
m £sine 'J-;;;i 

F f . 1 1 ro 
requency o rotation = - = -- = -

T 2n £ro 2n 

1 !!g Frequency = - -
2n me 

II~ 37. The 4 kg block in the figure is attached to the vertical rod by 
means of two strings. When the system rotates about the axis of the rod, the two 
strings are extended as indicated in figure. How many revolutions per minute 
must the system make in order that the tension in upper string is 60 N? 

What is tension in the lower string ? 

~ The forces acting on block P of mass 4 kg are shown in the 
figure. 

If 0 is the angle made by strings with vertical, T1 and T2 tension in 
strings for equilibrium in the vertical direction 

TI cos 0 = T2 cos 0 + mg 

(TI - T2) cos 0 = mg .,...,.,-------

1.25 m 

cos e = - 1- = ± [·: cos0 = OA =-1-] 
/ ,, f----~IJP 

1.25 5 AP 1.25 

T -T = mg = Smg = ~ x4x9.8=49N 
1 2 cos0 4 4 

Given T1 = 60 N 

T2 = TI - 49 = 60 N - 49 N = 11 N 

....... ______ _ 

iT2cos0 
mg 

The net horizontal force (T1 sin 0 + T2 sin 0) provides the necessary centripetal force m ro 2 r. 

. e 2 2 (T.1 + T, ) sin 0 
(T + T) sm = m ro r • ro = -

i 2 mr 

sine = ✓1 - cos2 e = ✓1 - ( 4/5)2 
3 

5 
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r =OP= .J1.252 - I2 = 0.75 

(60 + 11)1 
ffi 2 = 5 = 14.2 ffi = ✓14.2 = 3.768 rad/s 

4 X 0.75 

F 1 . (I) 3.768 0 6 / 36 / . requency revo utton = - = --- = . rev s or rev mm 
2n 2x3.14 

~ 38. A small smooth ring of mass m is threaded on a light inextensible string of length 8 L 
which has its ends fixed at points in the same verticle line at a distance 4 L apart. The ring describes 
horizontal circles at constant speed with both parts of the string taut and with the lower portion of the 
string horizontal. Find the speed of the ring and the tension in the string. The ring is then tied at the 

midpoint of the string and made to perform horizontal circles at constant speed of 3 .Jii . Find the 

tension in each part of the string. 

~~ When the string passes through the ring, the tension in the string is the same in both the 
parts. Also from geometry, 

BP= 3L andAP = 5L 

4 
T cos 0 = - T = mg 

5 

T + T sin 0 = T ( 1 + ¾) = ¾ T 

mv2 

BP 3L 

Dividing (ii) by (i) 

v2 
--=2 
3Lg 

v= ✓6Lg 

From (i) T= mg = 2. mg 
4/ 5 4 

In the second case, ABP is an equilateral triangle 

T cos 60r = mg + T2 cos 60r 

T -T = mg =2mg 
1 2 cos60° 

T1 sin 60r + T2 sin 60r = m v2 
= 9 mg L 

r 4Lsin60° 

9mg 
T1 +T2 = --- =3mg 

4sin 2 60° 

... (i) A 
8 

SL 
4L 

... (ii) 
B 

3L 
T 

mg 
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Solving equations (iii) and (iv) 

5 1 
T = - mg· T = - mg 

I 2 ' 2 2 

~ 39. The angular acceleration of a particle moving along a circular path with uniform speed 
is 

(A) uniform but non-zero 

(B) zero 

(C) variable 

(D) such as cannot be predicted from the given information. 

S~ As angular speed of the particle is constant and hence angular acceleration is zero. 

:. (B) is the right answer. 

~ 40. A particle is projected horizontally from the top of a cliff of height H with a speed 

,J2gH . The radius of curvature of the trajectory at the instant of projection will 

s~ 

• 

• 

• 

(A) 
(C) 

~41. 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 

s~ 

H/2 
2H 

(B) H 
(D) oc. 

Since, g 1- v ;Radial acceleration a, = g 

We know a = v2/r 
r 

2 

~ = g where r is the radius of curvature. 
r 

2gH ~ 
-=g (·.·v= v2gH) 

r 

r=2H 

Hence (C) is the right answer. 

The angular acceleration of a particle moving along a circular path with uniform speed is 
uniform but non-zero 
zero 
variable 
such as cannot be predicted from the given information. 

As angular speed of the particle is constant and hence angular acceleration is zero. 

(B) is the right answer. 

fl_~ 42. A car is moving in a circular horizontal track of radius 10 m with constant speed of 
10 m/s. A plumb bob is suspended from roof by a light rigid rod of length 1 m. The angle made by the 
rod with the track is : 

W ~o ~3if 
(C) 45° (D) 60° 

i-~ The different forces acting on the bob are shown in figure. Resolving the force along the 
length and perpendicular to the rod, we have 
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mv2 

mgcose + -- sine= T 
R 

mv2 

mg sine+ -- cose 
R 

v2 (10)2 
tan e = - = ----'--- = 1 

Rg (10)(10) 

e = tan-1 (1) = 45° 

" .... 
mgsin0 

T 

mv'IR 

~ 43. A particle is revolving with a constant angular acceleration a in a circular path of 
radius r. Find the time when the centripetal acceleration will be numerically equal to the tangential 
acceleration. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Le the speed of the particle after time t from starting be v 

The centripetal acceleration 

a = v
2 

= rro 2 & the corresponding angular speed ro = at. 
r r 

ar = r(at)2 = ra2t2 

We known that the tangential acceleration a,= ra 

Since, ar = a, (given) 

ra212 = ra 

1 
f= .ra· 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

~ 44. Show that the effect of rotation of the earth is to lessen the apparent weight of a body at 
the equator by 1/303 of itself, the earth being assumed to be a sphere of 6400 km radius. Calculate the 
proportionate decrease in apparent weight of a train at equator moving east at the rate of 120 km/hour. 

~~ Let m be the mass of body. The decrease in its weight is equal to centripetal force on it, 

i.e., mv
2 

• The weight decreases by a fraction of itself 
R 

mv2 v2 ( 4.65342)2 1 
=--- =------= 

Rxmg Rg (6400xl03)x9.8 303 

Velocity of train= 120 km/h= (120 x 1000)/(60 x 60) m/sec 

Ifv' be the velocity of train in space, then 

v' = 456.42 + ( 120xlOOO) = 498.72m / sec 
60x60 

F . l d . . h v'2 (498.72)2 1 racttona ecrease m we1g t = - = 3 263 Rg (6400x10 )(9.8) 

fl~ 45. A circular table with smooth horizontal surface is rotating at an angular speed ro about 
its axis. A groove is made on the surface along the radius and a small particle is gently placed inside 
the groove at a distance £ from the centre. Find the speed of the particle with respect to the table as its 
distance from the centre becomes L. 
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S~ Here the motion of the particle is confined within the groove only and hence its 
acceleration is along X-axis. The force along X-axis is centrifugal force= mro 2x. The other forces are 
perpendicular to X-axis and have no components along X-axis. 

The acceleration a along X-axis is given by 

F mro 2x , 
a=-=--=ro-x 

m m 
vdv = ro 2xdx 

,, L 

Integrating f vdv = ro 2 f xdx 
0 ( 

Solving we get v = ro(L2 - £2 )1' 2 

dv dvdx dv ? 

or -=-x-=-v= ro-x y 
dt dx dt dx 

z 

fl~ 46. A particle is moving along a vertical circle of radius r = 20 m with a constant vertical 
circle of radius r = 20 m with a constant speed v = 31.4 m/s as shown in figure. Straight line ABC is 
horizontal and passes through the centre of the circle. A shell is fired from point A at the instant when 

the particle is at C. If distance AB is 20✓3 m and the shell collide with the particle at B, then prove 

e (2n-1)2 
tan = -.fj~3~ 

Where n is an integer. Further, show that smallest value of0 is 30°. 

S~ As at the time of firing of the shell, the particle was at C and the shell collides with it at 
B, therefore the number of the revolutions completed by the particle is odd multiple of half i.e. , (2n -
1)/2, where n is an integer. 

Let The the time period of the particle, then 

T= 2nr = 2x3.14x20 = 4second 
V 31.4 

1ft be the time of the flight of the shell, then 

t = time of [(2n - 1)/2] revolutions of the particle 

(2n -1) 
= ---x 4 = 2(2n -1) second 

2 

~ . ·1 h . ffl. h . . b 2usin0 1or a proJectt e, t e time o ig t is given y t = ---
g 

H 2u sin 0 2(2 1) ence, ---= n -
g 

Th fh .. 1 .. b R u 2 sin20 e range o t e proJecti e is given y = ---

H u 2 sin20 20 r,;3 ence, ---= "-' 
g 

g 

... (i) 

... (ii) 
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e (2n-1)2 
From equation (i) and (ii) tan = ✓3 

(2n-1)2 
For 0 to be smallest, n = 1, so tan0 = ✓3 

II CENTRIFUGAL FORCE 

An observer in a rotating system is another example of a non-inertial observer. Suppose a block of mass 
m lying on a horizontal frictionless turntable is connected to a string as in figure. According to an 

inertial observer, if the block rotates uniformly, it undergoes an acceleration of magnitude v2 where v 
r 

is the tangential speed. The inertial observer concludes that this centripetal acceleration is provided by 

the force exerted by the string T and writes Newton's second law T= mv2 
• 

r 

Noninertial Observer 

Inertial Observer mg 

(a) (b) 

According to a non-inertial observer attached to the turntable, the block is at rest. Therefore, in 

applying Newton's second law, this observer introduces a fictitious outward force of magnitude m/2
• 

According to the non-inertial observer, this outward force balances the force exerted by the string and 
T-mv2 

therefore --- = 0. 
r 

In fact, centrigugal force is a sufficient pseudo force only ifwe were analyzing the particles at rest 
in a uniformly rotating frame. If we analyze the motion of a particle that moves in the rotating frame 
we may have to assume other pseudo forces together with the centrifugal force. Such forces are called 
coriolis forces. The coriolis force is perpendicular to the velocity of the particle and also perpendicular 
to the axis of rotation of the frame. Once again it should be remembered that all these pseudo forces, 
centrifugal or Coriolis are needed only if the working frame is rotating. If we work from an inertial 
frame there is no need to apply any pseudo force. There should not baa misconception that centrifugal 
force acts on a particle because the particle describes a circle. 

Therefore when we are working from a frame of reference that is rotating at a constant angular 
velocity ffi with respect to an inertial frame. The dynamics of a particle of mass m kept at the distance 
r from the axis of rotation we have to assume that a force m ffi 2r acts radially outward on the particle. 
Only then we can apply Newton's laws of motion in the rotating frame. This radially outward pseudo 
force is called the centrifugal force. 
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You should be careful when using fictitious forces to describe physical phenomena. Remember that 
fictitious forces are used only in non-inertial frames of references. When solving problems, it is often 
best to use an inertial frame. 

Explanatory Notes on Centrifugal Force 

When a body is rotating in a circular path and the centripetal force vanishes, the body would leave the 
circular path. To an observer A who is not sharing the motion along the circular path, the body appears 
to fly off tangentially at the point of release. To another observer B, who is sharing the motion along 
the circular path (i.e. , the observer Bis also rotating with the body which is released, it appears to B, 
as if it has been thrown off along the radius away from the centre by some force. This inertial force is 
called centrifugal force.) 

Its magnitude is equal to that of the centripetal force = mv
2 

• Centrifugal force is a fictitious force 
r 

which has to be applied as a concept only in a rotating frame of reference to apply N.L in that frame) 

FBD of ball w.r.t. non-inertial frame rotating with the ball. 

mg 

Suppose we are working from a frame of reference that is rotating at a constant, angular velocity 
ffi with respect to an inertial frame. If we analyse the dynamics of a particle of mass m kept at a 
distance r from the axis of rotation, we have to assume that a force mf(!) 2 react radially outward on the 
particle. Only then we can apply Newton's laws of motion 
in the rotating frame. This radially outward pseudo force is ~w 

called the centrifugal force. 0 ~ : t 
If reference frame is particle (undergoing circular : 

motion) itself then it will experience pseudo force which will .. ,. ______ -+-__ N_, mw2R 

be radially outward and equal to m(w2R). R 

For man outside 

For man inside 

N=mw2R 

N-mw2R=O. 

This is called centrifugal force. 

mml, 
~ 47. A table with smooth horizontal surface is fixed in a cabin that rotates with angular speed 

ffi in a circular path of radius R. A smooth groove AB oflength L ( << R) is made on the surface of table 
as shown in figure. A small particle is kept at the point A in the groove and is released to move. Find 
the time taken by the particle to reach the point B. 
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S~ Let us analyse the motion of particle with respect to table which is moving with cabin 
with an angular speed of ffi. AlongAB centrifugal force of magnitude m ffi 2R will act at A on the particle 
which can be treated as constant from A to Bas L << R. 

acceleration of particle along AB with respect to cabin a = ffi 2R ( constant) 

Required time "t" is given by 

1 
S= ut+ -at2 

2 

II EFFECT OF EARTH'S ROTATION ON APPARENT WEIGHT 

The earth rotates about its axis at an angular speed of one revolution per 24 hours. The line joining the 
north and the south poles is the axis of rotation. 

Every point on the earth moves in a circle. A point at equator moves in a circle 
of radius equal to the radius of the earth and the centre of the circle is same as the 
centre of the earth. For any other point on the earth, the circle of rotation is smaller 
than this. 

Consider a place Pon the earth (figure). 

Drop a perpendicular PC from P to the axis SN. The place P rotates in a circle 
with the centre at C. The radius of this circle is CP. The angle between the line OM 
and the radius OP through P is called the latitude of the place P. We have 

CP = OP cos0 or, r = R cos0 

where R is the radius of the earth. 
North 

If we work from the frame of reference of the earth, we shall have 
to assume the existence of pseudo force. In particular, a centrifugal force 
mw2r has to be assumed on any particle of mass m placed at P. 

If we consider a block of mass m at point P then this block is at rest 
with respect to earth. If resolve the forces along and perpendicular the 
centre of earth then 

N + mrffi 2 cos 0 =mg • N=mg-mrffi 2 cos 0 • N=mg-mRffi 2 cos2 0 
South 

N 

s 

fl~ 48. A body weighs 98N on a spring balance at the north pole. What will be its weight 
recorded on the same scale if it is shifted to the equator? Use g = GM/R2 = 9.8 m/s2 and the radius of 
the earth R = 6400 km. 

~~ 

Thus, 

At poles , the apparent weight is same as the true weight. 

98N =mg= m(9.8 m/s2) 

At the equator , the apparent weight is mg' = mg - mm2R 

The radius of the earth is 6400 km and the angular speed is 

2n rad 
m = ---- = 7.27 x 1 0...;; rad/s 

24x60x60s 

mg' = 98N-(10 kg) (7.27 x 10-5 s-1)2 (6400 km)= 97.66N 
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fl~ 49. A section of fixed smooth circular track of radius R in vertical plane is shown in the 
figure. A block is released from position A and leaves the track at B. The radius of curvature of its 
trajectory when it just leaves the track at B is : 

I ~., 
I \ 
I \ 
I \ 
I \ 

A ~B 

0 

(A) R (B) R 
4 

(C) R 
2 

(D) none of these 

[Ans. (C)] 

fl~ 50. A small coin of mass 40 g is placed on the horizontal surface 
of a rotating disc. The disc starts from rest and is given a constant angular 
acceleration a = 2 rad/s2. The coefficient of static friction between the coin 
and the disc is µs = 3/4 and coefficient of kinetic friction is µk = 0.5. The coin is 
placed at a distance r = 1 m from the centre of the disc. The magnitude of the 
resultant force on the coin exerted by the disc just before it starts slipping on the 
disc is : 

s~ 
(A) 
(C) 

0.2N 
0.4N 

(B) 0.3 N 
(D) 0.5 N 

The friction force on coin just before coin is to slip will be :f= µs mg 

Normal reaction on the coin ; N = mg 

The resultant reaction by disk to the coin is 

= -JN2 + 12 = -J(mg)2 + µ, (mg)2 = mg -J1 + µ2 

= 40 x 10-3 x 10 x ✓1 + 9 = 0.5 N 
16 

(D) is the right answer. 

Vertical 

fl~ 51. A circular road of radius R is banked for a speed v = 40 km/hr. A car of mass m attempts 
to go on the circular road, the friction co-efficient between the tyre & road is negligible: 

(A) the car cannot make a tum without skidding 

(B) if the car runs at a speed less than 40 km/hr, it will slip up the slope 

(C) if the car runs at the correct speed of 40 km/hr, the force by the road on the car is equal to mv2/r 

(D) if the car runs at the correct speed of 40 km/hr, the force by the road on the car is greater than 
mg as well as greater than mv2/r 

[Ans. (D)] 

fl~ 52. A ring of mass 2n kg and of radius 0.25m is making 300rpm about an axis through its 
centre perpendicular to its plane. The tension (in newtons) developed in the ring is: 
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(A) 50 
[Ans. (D)] 

(B) 100 (C) 175 (D) 250 

fl~ 53. A car driver going at some speed suddenly finds a wide wall at a distance r. To avoid 
hitting the wall he should 

(A) apply the brakes 
(B) should tum the car in a circle of radius r. 
(C) apply the brakes and also tum the car in a circle of radius r. 
(D) jump on the back seat. 
[Ans. (A)] 

II~ 54. A weight W attached to the end ofa flexible rope of diameter d= 0.75cm 
is raised vertically by winding the rope on a reel as shown. If the reel is turned uniformly 
at the rate of 2 r.p.s. What is the tension in rope. The inertia of rope may be neglected. 

(A) 1.019W (B) 0.51W 
(C) 2.04W (D) W 

~ 55. A bob is attached to one end of a string other end of which is 
fixed at peg A. The bob is taken to a position where string makes an angle of 30° 
with the horizontal. On the circular path of the bob in vertical plane there is a peg 
'B' at a symmetrical position with respect to the position of release as shown in 
the figure. If Ve and Va be the minimum speeds in clockwise and anticlockwise 
directions respectively , given to the bob in order to hit the peg'B' then ratio Ve : 
Va is equal to: 

(A) 1 : 1 (B) 1 : ✓2 

(C) 1 : 2 
[Ans. (C)] 

(D) 1 : 4 

S~ (C) For anti-clockwise motion, speed at the highest point should be Jgii. 
Conserving energy at (1) & (2) : 

1 ? R 1 
2mva- = mg2 +2m(gR) 

• v} = gR + gR = 2gR 

For clock-wise motion, the bob must have atleast that much speed initially, 
so that the string must not become loose any where until it reaches the peg B. 

At the initial position : 

mv2 

T + mgcos60° = --' · 
R ' 

Ve being the initial speed in clockwise direction. 
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For 

• 

• 
3 

fl__--,,,1,e 56. A disc of radius R has a light pole fixed perpendicular to the disc at the circumference 
which in tum has a pendulum oflengthR attached to its other end as shown in figure. The disc is rotated 
with a constant angular velocity ffi. The string is making an angle 30r with the rod. Then the angular 
velocity ffi of disc is : 

• 

• 

co 

(A) ( ~gr (B) ( ~ r 
The bob of the pendulum moves in a circle of radius (R + Rsin30r) = 3R 

2 

Force equations: Tsin30° = m ( 3: )0) 2 

Tcos30° = mg 

0 3ffi 2R 1 
tan30 = ---= -

2 g ✓3 

(I)_ UL 
V3h 

(D) is the right answer. 

co 

fl~ 57. A table fan rotating at a speed of2400 rpm is switched off and the resulting variation of the 
rpm with time is shown in the figure. The total number ofrevolutions of the fan before it come to rest is: 

2400 I\ 
1600~ 

0 8 16 24 

t(s) 

(A) 420 (B) 280 (C) 190 (D) 16800 
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The correponding (Rev./sec), graph is : 

Area under this curve gives the total number revolutions. 

!). = .!_ (8) (30) + (I 0 x 8) + .!_ (16) (I 0) = 280 revolutions. 
2 2 

(B) is the right answer. 

(revls) K 
JO~ 

0 8 24 
t(s) 

fl~ 58. Two particles tied to different strings are whirled in a horizontal circle as shown in figure. 
The ratio oflengths of the strings so that they complete their circular path with equal time period is: 

(A) # 

30~ 
I 
I 
I ----,----

m • 'i ________ .--
(a) 

(B) i 
. ~Lcos0 smceT=2n -g-

T1 =T2 

• L 1 cos01 = L 2 cos02 

~= cos0 2 = cos45° 

L2 cos01 cos30° 

LI - ✓2 
L2 - ✓3 

(B) is the right answer. 

Comprehension Questions 

Comprehension- 1 

I 
I 
I 

________ T _______ _ 

m • -, ---- ___ , ----(b) ___ _ 

(C) I 

R 

(D) None of these 
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The motion of the body can be considered as a superposition of movement along a circumference with 
a radius 'R ' in a horizontal plane and vertical straight line motion. 

Acceleration diagram Velocity diagram 

The velocity of the body ' V' at the given moment can be represented as the geometrical sum of the 
components : 

Vcosa horizontal velocity 

& Vsina vertical velocity 

Here 'a' is the angle formed by the helical line of groove with the horizontal plane. 

A component of the acceleration of the body is responsible for change in direction and other for the 
change in speed, i.e. centripetal acceleration and tangential acceleration. The tangential acceleration 
have two components : one along the circle and one in vertical direction. 

The value of tangential acceleration 'a,' can be found by mentally 
developing the surface of the cylinder with the helical groove into a plane. In nh 
this case the groove will become an inclined plane with height nh and length of 
its base 2nRn, where 'n' is the number of turns in the helix. 

f!_.-,r,te 59. Distance travelled by the object when it completes one 
revolution along the groove is : 

2nRn 

(A) h (B) 2nR (C) .Jh 2 + (21tR) 2 (D) h sin a 

S~ During its one revolution the object travels a distance having a 
component 'h ' in the plane vertical and '2nR ' in the horizontal plane as the groove 
after one revolution becomes an inclined as shown: 

Hence the total distance travelled is .Jh 2 + (2nR) 2 • 

~ 60. The angular acceleration of the object moving along the circle will 
be: 

(A) 
gsina 

R 

(B) gsinacosa 
R 

a = _a,_an R_ge_ntia_l = ( g sin~ cos a) . 

(C) 
gsin 2 a 

R 
(D) zero 

2nr 
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Acceleration diagram 

(As the object performs a circular motion of radius 'R' with acceleration a,angentiar) 

II~ 61. The speeds of the object at the end of 1st round, 2nd round and 3rd round are in ratio: 
(Assuming the body starts from rest) 

(A) 1 : 2 : 3 (B) 1 : 3 : 5 

(C) ✓l: ✓2: ✓3 (D) ✓l: ✓3: ✓5 

S~ Acceleration of the body remains constant through out the motion. 

Using :v2 = u2 + 2 as along the tangential direction : 

After 1 st round : 

After 2nd round : 

v/ = 02 + 2a( 2.Jh 2 + (2nR) 2 ) 

and After 3rd round : 

v/ = 2a[3.Jh 2 +(2nR) 2 ] 

v1 : v2 : v3 = ✓I: ✓2: Jj 

hIT 
2nR 

2h~ 

2x2nR 

3h~ 

• 
l/~62. 

(A) 

The time taken by the block to complete 1st round, 2nd round and 3rd round are in the ratio: 

(C) 

s~ 

✓I: ✓2: ✓3 (B) ✓I: ✓2 - ✓I: ✓3 - ✓2 

✓2-✓1: ✓3-✓2: ✓3-✓1 

U . s 1 ? smg = ut+ -ar 
2 

u=O and a = constant 

!1 oc ✓(h 2 + (21tR) 2 ) 

!2 oc ✓2.J(h 2 + (21tR)2 ) 

(D) 1: 4: 9 

• toc✓S 



and 13 oc JiJ(h 2 + (2nR) 2 ) 

Time required to complete 1st round is 11. 

Time required to complete 2nd round is 12 - 11. 

and Time required to complete 3rd round is 13 - 12. 

• 11 : <12 - 11) : (l3 - IJ 

Ji : ( ✓2 - Ji} : ( ✓3 - ✓2} Ans. 
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~ 63. If the speed of the object is v at an instant, then the force exerted by the helical groove 
at the same instant is : 

(A) 
mv2 

R 
(B) ( 

? )2 mv-R +(mgcosa)2 

(C) ( m;2 J + (mgsina)2 (D) 
mv- cos-a ? 

( 

? ? )2 
R +(mgcosat 

The force exerted by the groove as shown in the figure : 

Vsina V 

Velocity diagram 

F 
res. 

( 

? ? )2 mv- cosa -
(R ) + (mgcosa)2 

Comprehension- 2 

In a certain experiment to measure the ratio of charge and mass of elementary charged particles, a 
surprising result was obtained in which two particles moved in such a way that the distance between 
them remained constant always. It was also noticed that, this two particle system was isolated from all 
other particles and no force was acting on this system except the force between these two masses. After 
careful observation followed by intensive calculation it was deduced that velocity of these two particles 
was always opposite in direction and magnitude of velocity was I 03 m/s and 2 x I 03 m/s for first and 
second particle respectively and masses of these particles were 2 x I 0-30 kg and I 0-30 kg respectively. 
Distance between them came out to be 12 A. (1 A= I 0-10 m) 

~ 64. Acceleration of the first and the second particle was : 
(A) zero (B) 4 x I 016 m/s2 

(C) 2 x I 016 m/s2 (D) 2.5 x I 015 m/s2 
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S~ (D) 

The two particle move in different circles. 

The mutual interaction force provides the required centripetal force to the particle. 

As magnitude of the interaction force is same 

F = m1v12 and F = m2v~ 
12 Y. 21 Y. 

1 2 

putting values, we get 

Also 

• 
and 

r 2 = 2 r 1 

r1 + r2 = 12 x 10-10 m (given) 

r = 4 x 10-10 m 
1 

r2 = 8 x 10-10 m 

Accelerationoffirstparticle= v12 = (103m/s)2 =2.5 x 1O15 m/s2 
'i (4x 10-10 m) 

A I . f d ·1. v; (2x1O3)2 5 1O1s ;2 cce erat1on o secon part1c e 1s = ~ = 0 = x m s 
r2 (8x 10-1 ) 

f!_.-,r,te 65. Path of the two particles was 
(A) Intersecting straight lines (B) Parabolic 
(C) Circular (D) Straight line w.r.t. each other 

S~ (C) Since the distance between them always remains constant but move with different 
velocities. Therefore they must move in different circles with common centre as shown in the figure. 

I 

/ 

I ' \ 

I 

fl~ 66. Angular velocity of the first particle was : 
(A) 2.5 x 1012 rad/s (B) 4 x 1012 rad/s (C) 4 x 1013 rad/s 

S~ (A) 

Angular velocity of the first particle was ffi 1 = 3- = (103 
m 10 s) 

1j ( 4 X 10-l m) 

• ffi 1 = 2.5 x 1012 rad/s 

(D) zero 
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fl~ 67. If the first particle is stopped for a moment and then released. The velocity of centre of 
mass of the system just after the release will be : 

1 1 2 
(A) - x 10-30 m/s (B) - x 103 m/s (C) - x 103 m/s (D) None of these 

3 3 3 

s~ <C) 

Just after release : 

V = mlvl + m2v2 = (2 X 10-30)(0) + oo-30)(2 X 103) = ~ X 103 m/s 
CM 3 X }0-30 3 mi +m2 

Comprehension - 3 

Two cars A and B start racing at the same time on a flat race track which consists of two straight 
sections each oflength 100 7t and one circular section as in fig. The rule of the race is that each car must 
travel at constant speed at all times without ever skidding. (g = 10 m/sec2) 

BA 

r, = 100m 
r, =200 m 

L=I001t 

fl~ 68. If µA= 0.1 , µ8 = 0.2 (µA is coefficient of friction on track A and µ 8 is the coefficient of 
friction on track B) then 

(A) car A completes its journey before car B 

(B) both cars complete their journey in same time on circular part 

(C) speed of car B is greater than that of car A 

(D) car B completes its journey before car A. 
[Ans. (B), (C), (D)] 

fl~ 69 If speed of car A is 108 kmph and speed of car B is 180 kmph, and both tracks are 
equally rough : 

(A) car A completes its journey before car B 

(B) both cars complete their journey in same time 

(C) speed of car A is greater than that of car B 

(D) car B completes its journey before car A. 
[Ans. (D)] 

~ 70 If VB = 9Okmph, the minimum value ofµ A so that car A can complete its journey before 
car Bis: 45 

(A) 128 
(B) 45 

100 
(C) 45 

64 
(D) None of these 

4OO1t(m) 3OO1t(m) 75 V 2 45 
t = ---- = 16 7t second ·v = -----'- = - m/s ;µ = - = -

25(m Is) ' A 16n(sec) 4 rg 128 

[Ans. (A)] 
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Comprehension - 4 

A small block of mass m is projected horizontally from the top of the smooth and fixed hemisphere of 

radius r with speed u as shown. For values of u ~ u0, (u0 = Jw) it does not slide on the hemisphere. 

[ i.e. leaves the surface at the top itself] 

11111811111 
0 

fl._~ 71. For u = 2 u0, it lands at point Pon ground. Find OP. 

(A) ✓2 r (B) 2 r (C) 4r (D) 2 ✓2 r 
? mu-

mg= __ o • uo= #Y 
r 

Now, along vertical ; r = ½ g/ 2 • t = J¥ 
Along horizontal; OP= 2u/ = 2✓2 r 

IJ_p,,tl,te 72. For u = u/3, find the height from the ground at which it leaves the hemisphere. 

(A) 19 r 19 r lOr lOr 
9 (B) 27 (C) 9 (D) 27 

As at B it leaves the hemisphere, 

N=O 

mV 2 

mgcos0= -
r 

h mV 2 

mg-= --
r r 

mv2 =mgh 

By energy conservation between A and B 

1 (U0 )
2 1 2 mgr+ -m - =mgh + -mv 

2 3 2 

Put u0 and mv2 h = 19r 
27 

... (1) 

IJ_p,,tl,te 73. Find its net acceleration at the instant it leaves the hemisphere. 

A 

(A) -g (B) g/2 (C) g (D) g/3 

v2 
As a = - = g cos0 

C r 

a,= g sine 

anet = g 
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Alternate Solution : 

when block leave only the force left is mg. 

anet = g. 

Comprehension - 5 

A particle undergoes uniform circular motion. The velocity and angular velocity of the particle at an 

instant of time is v = 3t + 4] m/s and ro = xi + 6] rad/sec. 

~74. The value of x in rad/s is 
(A) 8 (B) -8 
(C) 6 (D) can't be calculated 

l/~75. The radius of circle in metres is 
(A) l/2m (B) lm 
(C) 2m (D) can't be calculate 

l/~76. The acceleration of particle at the given instant is 

(A) -50k (B) -42k 

(C) 2t+3} (D) can't be calculated 

Sol. 74 to 76. (Moderate) 

The angular velocity and linear velocity are mutually perpendicular 

v •ro = 3x + 24 = 0 or x=-8 

Th di f . l V 5 1 e ra us o crrc e r = - = - = - meter 
ro 10 2 

The acceleration of particle undergoing uniform circular motion is 

a=roxv = (-Si +6})x(3t +4}) = -50k 

v •ro = 3x + 24 = 0 or x =-8 

Comprehension-6 

One end of massless inextensible string of length £ is fixed and other end is tied to a small ball of mass 
m. The ball is performing a circular motion in vertical plane. At the lowest position, speed of ball is 

,J20 g f . Neglect any other forces on the ball except tension force and gravitational force. Acceleration 

due to gravity is g. 

~ 77. Motion of ball is in nature of 

(A) circular motion with constant speed 

(B) circular motion with variable speed 

(C) circular motion with constant angular acceleration about centre of the circle. 

(D) none of these 

i_~ (B) As speed of ball is variable, so motion is non uniform circular motion. 
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II~ 78. At the highest position of ball, tangential acceleration of ball is -
(A) 0 (B) g (C) 5 g (D) 16 g 

f~ (A) At the highest position of ball, tangential acceleration of ball is zero. 

t__--,t/e 79. During circular motion, minimum value of tension in the string -
(A) zero (B) mg (C) 10 mg (D) 15 mg 

i_~ (D) Tension in the string is minimum when ball is at the highest position. By conservation 
of energy 

1 1 
- mv2 + mg (U) = - m(20 gf) 
2 2 

v2 = 16 gf where vis the velocity of ball at the highest point. 

mv2 

SoT+mg= --
,e 

m16gf 
T= --- -mg= 15 mg 

,e 

Comprehension - 7 

The velocity of a particle moving along positive direction of x - axis varies as, v = 13 .Jx where 13 is a 

positive constant. Assuming that the particle is located at x = 0 initially (at t = 0). All parameters are in 
S.I. units. Find: 

The acceleration of the particle vary with time such that ~80. 
(A) 
(C) 

it is proportional to time (B) it is inversely proportional to time 
it is constant with time (D) Cannot be derived from the given information 

~ V = 13 ✓x 

dx 
- = 13✓x 
dt 

132t2 
x=-

4 

X dx I 

• f- = f13dt 
0 ✓x 0 

2✓x = 13t 

• dx = 2l32t = V 
dt 4 

dv 132 
a=-=-

dt 2 

i.e. acceleration is constant. 

[Ans. (C)] 

t__--,t/e 81. The average velocity of the particle over the time, the particle takes to cover the first 's' 
meters of its path is : 

(A) 13✓s 
2 

(B) 213.[; 
3 

(C) 13✓s 
3 

(D) 13✓s 
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where /0 is the time to cover firsts metre 

2✓s 
t =--
0 13 

to 

<v> 
= [ v dt = l3✓s 

to 

f dt 
2 

0 

t__~ 82. Time at which velocity and acceleration of the particle have same magnitude is 
1 

(A) 2 s (B) 3 s (C) 2 s (D) ls 

As ; 

a= 132 
2 

V= 132 t 
2 

When V=a 

t = 1 s 

Match the following 

II~ 83. A particle is moving in circular motion around an axis. The motion of the particle 
in four different situations is described in the table. In the graph shown. Five curves are plotted and 
marked, and vertical axis gives angular position 0 of the particle. Correctly match the curves with the 
situations to which they belong. 

Situation I II III IV 

Initial 0 (rad) +10 +10 +10 +10 

Initial angular +5 -5 -5 +5 
Velocity w (rad/s) 

Constant angular +2 - 2 +2 - 2 
acceleration on a (rad/s2) 

Situation Curve 
(a) I (P) 1 
(b) II (Q) 2 
(c) III (R) 3 

(d) IV (S) 4 
(T) 5 

s~ 
I. Angular velocity is positive and increases. Hence 0 is represented by curve 1. 

II. Angular velocity is negative and increases in magnitude. Hence 0 is represented by curve 5. 
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III. Angular velocity is negative and becomes positive later on. Hence 0 is represented by curve 4. 

Iv. Angular velocity is positive and becomes negative later on. Hence 0 is represented by curve 3. 

[Ans. (a) P, (b) T (c) S (D) R] 

II~ 84. A particle is moving with speed v = 2t2 on the circumference of circle ofradiusR. Match 
the quantities given in column-I with corresponding results in column-II. 

Column-I Column-II 
(A) Magnitude of tangential acceleration of particle 
(B) Magnitude of Centripetal acceleration of particle 
(C) Magnitude of angular speed of particle 

with respect to centre of circle 
(D) Angle between the total acceleration vector 

and centripetal acceleration vector of particle 
[Ans : (A) q (B) q, s (C) q, s (D) p, s] 

i-~ v=2t2 

Tangential acceleration a1 = 4t 

v2 4t4 

Centripetal acceleration a = - = -
C R R 

(p) decreases with time. 
( q) increases with time 
(r) remains constant 

(s) depends on the value of radius R 

ate 
V 4t 

Angular speed ro = - = -
R R' 

tanB= 5_= 4tR =R 
a 4t4 t 3 

a a, C 

II~ 85. A small block lies on a rough horizontal platform above its centre C as shown figure. 
The plank is moved in vertical plane such that it always remains horizontal and its centre C moves 
in a vertical circle of centre 0 with constant angular velocity ro. There is no relative motion between 
block and the plank and the block does not loose contact with the plank anywhere. P, Q, Rand Sare 
four points on circular trajectory of centre C of platform. P and R lie on same horizontal level as 0. Q 
is the highest point on the circle and Sis the lowest point on the shown circle. Match the statements in 
column-I with points in column-II. 

---~ ... .,. I ' 
,. 1 ',block 

/ I I 'J' I 
,' 1 C' plank 

Rt-----.-----• p 
\ 01 / 
\ I / 
' I / 

' I .,. ... ... '-.--s 
Column-I Column-II 

(A) Magnitude of frictional force on block is maximum (p) when block is at position P 
(B) Magnitude of normal reaction on block is equal to mg ( q) when block is at position Q 
(C) Magnitude of frictional force is zero (r) when block is at position R 
(D) Net contact force on the block is directed (s) when block is at position S 

toward centre 
[Ans. (A) p,r (B) p,r (C) q,s (D) q,s] 
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At position P and R frictional force is zero and normal reaction is mg. 

At position P and Q frictional force is zero and normal reaction points towards centre. 

II~ 86. In column-I condition on velocity, force and acceleration of a particle is given. Resultant 
motion is described in column-II. ii = initial velocity, ft = resultant force and v = instantaneous 

velocity. 
Column-I 

(A) ii x ft = 0 and ft = constant 

(B) ii · ft = 0 and ft = constant 

(C) v · ft = 0 all the time and I ft I = constant 

and the particle always remains in one plane. 

(D) ii = 2 i - 3 J and acceleration at all time 

a=6t-9} 

[Ans. (A) r (B) q,s (C) p (D) q,r] 

s~ 
(A) ft = constant and ii x ft = 0 

Column-II 

(p) path will be circular path 

(g) speed will increase 

(r) path will be straight line 

(s) path will be parabolic 

Therefore initial velocity is either in direction of constant force or opposite to it. Hence the 
particle will move in straight line and speed may increase or decrease. 

(B) ii · ft = 0 and ft = constant 

Initial velocity is perpendicular to constant force , hence the path will be parabolic with speed 
of particle increasing. 

(C) v · ft = 0 means instantaneous velocity is alway perpendicular to force. Hence the speed will 

remain constant. And also I ft I = constant. Since the particle moves in one plane, the resulting 

motion has to be circular. 

(D) ii = 2 i - 3 J and a = 6t - 9 J . Hence initial velocity is in same direction of constant 

acceleration, therefore particle moves in straight line with increasing speed. 

fl._~ 87. Each situation in column I gives graph of a particle moving in circular path. The 
variables ffi , 0 and t represent angular speed (at any time t) , angular displacement (in time t) and 
time respectively. Column II gives certain resulting interpretation. Match the graphs in column I with 
statements in column II and indicate your answer by darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix 
given in the OMR. 

(.t) 

(A) (p) Angular acceleration of particle is uniform 

ffi - 0 graph 
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(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

o/ - 0 graph 
0) 

0) - t graph 
0) 

0) - t2 graph 

(q) Angular acceleration of particle is non-uniform 

(r) Angular acceleration of particle is directly proportional tot. 

(s) Angular acceleration of particle is directly proportional to e. 

[Ans. (A) q,s (B) p (C) p (D) q,r] 

S~ From graph (a) • ffi = k0 where k is positive constant 

angular acceleration= ffi dffi = k0 x k = k2e 
de 

:. angular acceleration is non uniform and directly proportional to e. :. (A) q, s 

From graph (b) • ffi 2 = k0. Differentiating both sides with respect to e. 

2 dffi k dffi k H 1 1 . . -~ B 
ffi - = or ffi -= - ence angu ar acce erat1on 1s um1orm. :. ( ) p 

de de 2 

From graph (c) • ffi = kt 

angular acceleration= dffi = k Hence angular acceleration is uniform • (C) p 
dt 

From graph (d) • ffi = kt2 

angular acceleration= dffi = 2kt Hence angular acceleration is non uniform and directly 
dt 

proportional to t. 

:. (D) q,r 
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II~ 88. Motion of particle is described in column-I. In column-II, some statements about 
work done by forces on the particle from ground frame is given. Match the particle's motion given 
in column-I with corresponding possible work done on the particle in certain time interval given in 
column-II. 

~~ 

Column-I 
(A) A particle is moving in horizontal circle 

(B) A particle is moving in vertical circle 
with uniform speed 

(C) A particle is moving in air (projectile 
motion without any air resistance) 
under gravity 

(D) A particle is attached to roof of moving 
train on inclined surface. 

[Ans. (A) p,q (B) r, s (C) p,q,s (D) p,q,s] 

Column-II 
(p) work done by all the forces may be 

positive 
( q) work done by all the forces may be 

negative 
(r) work done by all the forces must be zero 

(s) work done by gravity may be 
positive. 

(A) If motion is uniform circular motion (constant speed), change in kinetic energy of particle is 
zero 

Wall =KE2 -KE, 

Wall =O 

If motion is non uniform circular motion then kinetic energy of particle may decrease or 
increase. So work done by all the forces may be positive or negative. 

(B) The particle's speed is constant, so work done by all the force is zero. For vertical downward 
displacement, work done by gravity is positive. 

(C) In projectile motion, for upward vertical displacement, speed particle decreases, so work done 
by all the forces will be negative. For vertical downward displacement, speed of particle 
increases, so work done by all the force will be positive. 

(D) If the speed of train is increasing, then work done by all the forces is positive and vice versa. 
If train is moving downward the incline, work done by gravity on the particle is positive. 

(A) 

Wall =KE2 -KE, 

Wall =O 

Assertion Reason Questions 

~ 89. STATEMENT-1 : When a particle is projected at some angle with horizontal, the 
radius of curvature of its path during the ascent decreases continuously. 

STATEMENT-2: The radius of curvature of trajectory ofa particle in motion at a point is the ratio of 
square of magnitude of the velocity and the magnitude of acceleration at that point. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 
Statement- I. 
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(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

i-~ (C) As the particle goes up, curve becomes sharper and sharper, and radius of curvature decreases 
2 

Statement-2 is wrong. R = ~, where a .1 is acceleration component perpendicular to velocity. 
a.1 

11.J!Ullllie 90. STATEMENT-1 : In a circular motion, the force must be directed perpendicular to the 
velocity all the time. 

STATEMENT-2: A centripetal force is required to provide the centripetal acceleration in a circular 
motion. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

f~ (D) Only in uniform circular motion force must be directed perpendicular to the 
velocity all the time. However in non-uniform circular motion, force will always not be perpendicular 
to velocity. Hence statement-I is false. 

t__--,t/e 91. STATEMENT-1 : A ball tied by thread is undergoing circular motion (ofradius R) in 
a vertical plane. (Thread always remains in vertical plane). The difference of maximum and minimum 

tension in thread is independent of speed (u) of ball at the lowest position (u > ,Js gR) 

STATEMENT-2: For a ball of mass m tied by thread undergoing vertical circular motion (ofradius 
R), difference in maximum and minimum magnitude of centripetal acceleration of the ball is independent 

of speed (u) of ball at the lowest position (u > ,Js gR ). 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 
Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

(C) 
(D) 

i_~ (A) Let the minimum and maximum tensions be T and T . and the minimum and max nun 

maximum speed be u and v. 

mu 2 

T = -- +mg 
max R 

mv2 

T = - -mg 
mm R 
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From conservation of energy 

u2 v2 .. 
- - - = 4g • 1s mdepenent of u. 
R R 

and !),_T= 6 mg. 

Statement-2 is correct explanation of statement-I. 

II~ 92. STATEMENT-I : Two small spheres are suspended from same point O on roof with 
strings of different lengths. Both spheres move along horizontal circles as shown. Then both spheres 
may move along circles in same horizontal plane. 

------ ' ---
------

--------- -
STATEMENT-2: For both spheres in statement-I to move in circular paths in same horizontal plane, 
their angular speeds must be same. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

S~ (A) For conical pendulum oflength £, mass m moving along horizontal circle as shown 
( conical pendulum) 

Tcose =mg 

T sine = mro 2£ sine 

... (1) 

... (2) 

From equation I and equation 2, £ cose = ~ 
0)-

£ cose is the vertical distance of sphere below O point of suspension. Hence 
if ro of both pendulums are same, they shall move in same horizontal plane. 

Hence statement-2 is correct explanation of statement-I. 

I' 

' ---
mg 

IJ_p,,tl,te 93. STA TEMENT-1 : A car moves along a road with uniform speed. The path of car lies in 
vertical plane and is shown in figure. The radius of curvature(R) of the path is same everywhere. If the 
car does not loose contact with road at the highest point, it can travel the shown path without loosing 
contact with road anywhere else. 
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STA TEMENT-2 : For car to loose contact with road, the normal reaction between car and road should be zero. 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) 
(D) 

Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

~~ (D) The normal reaction is not least at topmost point, hence statement I is false. 

~ 94. STATEMENT-1 : For a stone projected horizontally, the magnitude of the tangential 
acceleration keeps on decreasing even through the speed of particle keeps on increasing. 

STATEMENT-2 : A given particle speeds up under action of constant acceleration. The tangential 
acceleration of any particle is the component of its acceleration in the direction of its velocity. The tangential 
acceleration of this given particle increases if angle between velocity and acceleration keeps on decreasing. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

~~ (D) 

f,/~ 95. STATEMENT-1 : For a particle moving in a circular path, if direction of angular 
velocity and angular acceleration is same, then angle between its velocity vector and acceleration 
vector increases. 

STATEMENT-2: For a particle moving in a circular path with speed increasing at constant rate, the 
centripetal acceleration keeps on increasing 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

~~ (D) If the particle speeds up, tangential acceleration may be greater or less than centripetal 
acceleration. Hence we cannot conclusively say that angle between acceleration and velocity vector 
increases. Therefore statement-I is false. 

II~ 96. STATEMENT-1 : A cyclist is cycling on a rough horizontal circular track with 
increasing speed. Then the net frictional force on cycle is always directed towards centre of the circular 
track. 

STATEMENT-2: For a particle moving in a circle, component of its acceleration towards centre, that 
is, centripetal acceleration should exist (except when speed is zero instantaneously). 
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(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

~~ (D) The only horizontal force that acts on cyclist is frictional force. This is also the 
net force M cyclist. Since the speed is increasing net acceleration and hence net frictional force is not 
directed towards centre. Hence statement-I is false. 

II~ 97. STATEMENT-I : A particle is moving in circular path. The net work done on the 
particle is zero. 

ST ATEMENT-2 : For a particle undergoing uniform circular motion, net force acting on the particle 
and velocity of the particle are always perpendicular. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

S~ (D) In non-uniform circular motion, particle ' s kinetic energy changes with time. By 
work energy theorem, net work done on the particle is non zero. In uniform circular motion, total force 
on the particle is centripetal in nature. 

True False 

II~ 98. For motion along a curved path, the velocity and acceleration vectors are never in the 
same direction. 

S~ True 

fl._~ 99. The resultant force acting on a particle moving in a circular path is always directed 
towards the centre. 

~~ False 

II~ 100. The time taken by a particle to slide down starting from rest along different smooth chords 
of a vertical circle starting from highest point of the circle is same. (State True/ False with reason.) 

I s~ S = ut+ -at2 
2 

I 
S = 0 + - (g cos 0)/2 

2 
I 

2 R cos e = - (g cos0)t2 

2 

t=ff 
Time is independent to angle 0. 

[Ans. True] 

[ ·: S = 2 R cos0 ] 
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IJ_p,,tl,,te 101. A circular curve of a highway is designed for traffic moving at 72 km/h. If the radius of 

the curved path is 100 m, the correct angle of banking of the road should be tan-1 .!_. (g = 10 m/s2) 
5 

[Ans. False] 

( v2
) ((20) 2

) e = tan-I - = tan-I --
y g 1000 

Exercise-1: Subjective Problems 
1. Figure shows a circular path taken by a particle. If the instantaneous 

velocity of the particle is v = (2m/s) i - (2 m/s) J. Through which 

quadrant is the particle moving when it is travelling 
(a) clockwise and 
(b) counter clockwise around the circle? 

2. A car is moving with speed 30 m/sec on a circular path of radius 
500 m. Its speed is increasing at the rate of 2 m/sec2. What is the 
acceleration of the car at that moment? 

y 

3. A mass is kept on a horizontal frictionless surface. It is attached to a string and rotates about 
a fixed centre at an angular velocity ffi 0• If the length of the string and angular velocity are 
doubled, find the tension in the string which wa initially T0. 

4. A simple pendulum oscillates in a vertical plane. When it passes through the mean position, 
the tension in the string is 3 times the weight of the pendulum bob. What is the maximum 
displacement of the pendulum of the string with respect to the vertical. 

5. What is the radius of curvature of the parabola traced out by the projectile in the previous 
problem in the previous problem at a point where the particle velocity makes an angle 0/2 
with the horizontal? 

6. A ceiling fan has a diameter (of the circle through the outer edges of the three blades) of 
120 cm and rpm 1500 at full speed. Consider a particle of mass lg sticking at the outer end of 
a blade. How much forcedoes it experience when the fan runs at full speed? Who exerts this 
force on the particle ? How much force does the particle exert on the blade along its surface ? 

7. A string breaks if its tension exceeds 10 newtons. A stone of mass 250 gm tied to this string of 
length 10 cm is rotated in a horizontal circle. Find the maximum angular velocity of rotation. 

8. A body of mass m hangs at one end of a string oflength a, the other end of which is fixed. It is 
given a horizontal velocity u at its lowest position so that the string would just become slack, 
when it makes an angle of 60° with the upward drawn vertical line. Find the tension in the 
string at point of projection 

9. A ball is moving to and fro about the lowest point A of a smooth hemispherical bowl. If it is 
able to rise up to a height of20 cm on either side of A, find its speed at A. (Take= 10 m/s2, 
mass of the body 5 g). 
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10. A motorcyclist wants to drive on the vertical surface of wooden 'well ' of radius 5 m, with a 
minimum speed of 5✓5 m/s. Find the minimum value of coefficient of friction between the 
tyres and the wall of the well. (take g = 10 m/s2) 

11. A train has to negotiate a curve of radius 400 m. By how much height should the outer rail 
be raised with respect to inner rail for a speed of 48 km/hr ? The distance between the rails is 
Im. 

12. A particle of mass m is constrained to move along a groove which 
is being rotated about a vertical axis through its centre with a 
constant angular velocity ffi. If it starts at a distance R from the 
axis at t = 0, find its velocity relative to the groove when it is at a 
distance r from the centre 

co 

m 

(((• 

13. A park has a radius of 1 Orn. If a vehicle goes round it at an average speed of 18 km/hr, what 
should be the proper angle of banking? 

14. If the road of the previous problem is horizontal (no banking) , what should be the minimum 
friction coefficient so that a scotter going at 18 km/hr does not skid. 

15. A person stands on a spring balance at the equator. 
(A) By what fraction is the balance reading less than his true weight ? 
(B) If the speed of earth 's rotation is increased by such an amount that the balance reading 

is half the true weight, what will be the length of the day in this case? 
16. A tum of radius 20 m is banked for the vehicles going at a speed of36 km/h. If the coefficient 

of static friction between the road and the tyre is 0.4, what are the possible speeds of a vehicle 
so that is neither slips down nor skids up ? 

17. A particle is travelling in a circular path of radius 4m. At a certain instant the particle is 
moving at 20m/s and its acceleration is at an angle of 37° from the direction to the centre of 
the circle as seen from the particle 
(a) At what rate is the speed of the particle increasing? 
(b) What is the magnitude of the acceleration? 

18. A particle is revolving in a circle of radius Im with an angular speed of 12 rad/s. At t = 0, it 
was subjected to a constant angular acceleration a and its angular speed increased to(480/n) 
rpm in 2 sec. Particle then continues to move with attained speed. Calculate 
(a) angular acceleration of the particle, 
(b) tangential velocity of the particle as a function of time. 
(c) acceleration of the particle at t = 0.5 second and at t = 3 second 
( d) angular displacement at t = 3 second. 

19. A stone is thrown horizontally with the velocity 15m/s. Determine the tangential and normal 
accelerations of the stone in 1 second after it begins to move. 

20. A particle moves in a circle of radius R with a constant speed v. Then, find the magnitude of 

1 . d . . . 1 nR average acce erat1on unng a time mterva - . 
2v 
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21. A particle moves in the x-y plane with the velocity v = a i + b t J . At the instant t = a✓3! b the 

magnitude of tangential, normal and total acceleration are __ , --~ & ___ _ 
22. A particle is moving in a circle of radius 2m such that its centripetal acceleration is given by 

ac = 212. Find the angle (in rad.) traversed by the particle in the first two seconds. 

23. A mass m rotating freely in a horizontal circle of radius 1 m on a 
frictionless smooth table supports a stationary mass 2m, attached 
to the other end of the string passing through smooth hole O in 
table, hanging vertically. Find the angular velocity of rotation. 

24. Two strings oflength / = 0.5 m each are connected to a block of mass 
m = 2 kg at one end and their ends are attached to the point A and B 
0.5 m apart on a vertical pole which rotates with a constant angular 

25. 

velocity ro = 7 rad/sec. Find the ratio r; of tension in the upper string 
T2 

(T1) and the lower string (TJ [Use g = 9.8 m/s2] 

A particle P is moving on a circle under the action of only one force 
acting always towards fixed point O on the circumference. 

d20 (d0)2 

Find ratio of - ? & -
dt- dt 

Exercise-2 
26. A ring rotates about z axis as shown in figure. The plane of rotation is 

xy. At a certain instant the acceleration of a particle P (shown in figure) 

on the ring is ( 6t -8}) m/s2. Find the angular acceleration of the ring 

& the angular velocity at that instant. Radius of the ring is 2m. 

27. A particle is revolving in a circle of radius lm with an angular speed 

B 

0.5 

p 

of 12 rad/s. At t = 0, it was subjected to a constant angular acceleration a and its angular 
speed increased to(480/n) rpm in 2 sec. Particle then continues to move with attained speed. 
Calculate 

28. 

(a) angular acceleration of the particle, 
(b) tangential velocity of the particle as a function of time. 
(c) acceleration of the particle at t = 0.5 second and at t = 3 second 
( d) angular displacement at t = 3 second. 
The member OA rotates in vertical plane about a horizontal axis through 
0 with a constant counter clockwise velocity ro = 3 rad/sec. As it passes 
the position 0 = 0, a small mass m is placed upon it at a radial distance r 

= 0.5 m. If the mass is observed to slip at 0 = 37r, find the coefficient of 
friction between the mass & the member. 0 



29. 

30. 
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A particle P is sliding down a frictionless hemispherical bowl. It passes 
the point A at t = 0. At this instant of time, the horizontal component 
of its velocity is v. A bead Q of the same mass as P is ejected from A at 
t=0 along the horizontal string AB, with the speed v. Friction between 
the bead and the string may be neglected. Which bead reaches point B 
earlier? 
The blocks are of mass 2 kg shown is in equilibrium. At t = 0 right spring in fig (i) and right 
string in fig (ii) breaks. Find the ratio of instantaneous acceleration of blocks? 

2kg 

Figure (i) 

2kg 

Figure (ii) 

31. Two blocks of mass m1=10kg and m2=5kg connected to each other by a massless inextensible 
string of length 0.3m are placed along a diameter of a tum table. The coefficient of friction 
between the table and m 1 is 0.5 while there is no friction between m2 and the table. The table is 
rotating with an angular velocity of 1 0rad/sec about a vertical axis passing through its centre. 
The masses are placed along the diameter of the table on either side of the centre O such that 
m1 is at a distance of 0.124m from 0. The masses are observed to be at rest with respect to an 
observer on the tum table. 
(i) Calculate the frictional force on m 1 

(ii) What should be the minimum angular speed of the tum table so that the masses will slip 
from this position. 

(iii) How should the masses be placed with the string remaining taut, so that there is no 
frictional force acting on the mass m 1• 

32. A stone is launched upward at 45° with speed v0. A bee follows the trajectory of the stone at a 
constant speed equal to the initial speed of the stone. 
(a) Find the radius of curvature at the top point of the trajectory. 
(b) What is the acceleration of the bee at the top point of the trajectory? For the stone, 

neglect the air resistance. 
33. A smooth rod PQ rotates in a horizontal plane about its mid point M 

which is h = 0 .1 m vertically below a fixed point A at a constant angular 
velocity 14 rad/s. A light elastic string of natural length 0.1 m requiring 
1.47 N/cm has one end fixed at A and its other end attached to a ring of 
mass m = 0.3 kg which is free to slide along the rod. When the ring is p--......... ,.__--Q 
stationary relative to rod, then inclination of string with vertical, tension 
in string, force exerted by ring on the rod will be 
(A) cos0=3/5 , T=9.8N , N=2.88N 
(B) 0 = 60 , T = 0 , N = 1.44 N 
(C) cos0=2/5 , T=4.9N , N= 1.44N 
(D) 0 = 30 , T = 0 , N = 2.88 N 
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34. Figure shows the total acceleration and velocity of a particle 
moving clockwise in a circle of radius 2.5 m at a given instant of 
time. At this instant, find : 
(a) the radial acceleration, 
(b) the speed of the particle and 
( c) its tangential acceleration 

3 5. Two particle A and B move anticlockwise with the same speed v in a circle of radius R and are 
diametrically opposite to each other. At t = 0, A is given a constant acceleration (tangential) 

a = 72v2 
• Calculate the time in which A collides withB, the angle traced by A, its angular 

1 25nR 

velocity and radial acceleration at the time of collision. 
36. A motorcycle has to move with a constant speed on an overbridge which is in the form of 

a circular arc of radius R and has a total length L. Suppose the motorcycle starts from the 
highest point. 

37. 

38. 

(a) What can its maximum velocity be for which the contact with the road is not broken at 
the highest point. 

(b) If the motorcycle goes at speed 1/✓2 times the maximum found in part (a) where will 

it lose the contact with the road. 
( c) What maximum uniform speed can it maintain on the bridge if it does not lose contact 

anywhere on the bridge? 
A 4 kg block is attached to a vertical rod by means 
of two strings of equal length. When the system 
rotates about the axis of the rod, the strings are 
extended as shown in figure. 
(a) How many revolutions per minute must the 

system make in order for the tension in the 
upper chord to be 20 kgf? 

(b) What is the tension in the lower chord then? 

/ . + .. s., ; . 

•···<::.·.········ 8lm •· ·· ... ............. :.·,_'.A 
--- .. .... ____ ···-- ---- --- -· -----

A metallic chain with a length £ and whose ends are joined together is 
fitted onto a wooden disc as shown in the figure. The disc rotates with a 
speed of n revolutions per second. Find the tension of the chain T if its 
mass ism. 

39. A small object of mass m is tied to a string oflength I and is whirled round 
in a horizontal circle of radius rat constant speed v (figure). The centre of 
the circle is vertically below the point of support. 
[This arrangement is called conical pendulum.] 
Calculate v in terms of g, r and 0. Also calculate the period of revolution. --- ; -~---- .... '\ 

_____ T ____ _ 
~ 

I 
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40. A car goes on a horizontal circular road of radius R, the speed increasing at a constant rate dv = a. 
dt 

The friction coefficient between the road and the tyre is µ. Find the speed at which the car will 
skid. 

41. A track consists of two circular parts ABC and 
CDE of equal radius 100 m and joined smoothly /•. 
as shown in fig. Each part subtends a right angle at ~ ........_~ ____ ,,- ···· ... 

its centre. A cycle weighing 100 kg together with .. ____________ ___ <;-___ ,,.,,. D •····· ... E 
the rider travels at a constant speed of 18 km/h on 
the rack. 
(A) Find the normal contact force by the road on 

the cycle when it is at B and D. 
(B) Find the force of friction exerted by the track on the tyres when the cycle is at B, C and D. 
(C) Find the normal force between the road and the cycle just, before and just after the cycle 

crosses C. 

(D) What should be the minimum friction coefficient between the road and the tyre, which 
will ensure that the cyclist can move with constant speed ? Take g = 1 0m/s2. 

42 A block of mass 'm ' moves on a horizontal circle against the wall of a cylindrical room of 
radius R. The floor of the room on which the block moves is smooth but the friction coefficient 
between the wall and the block is µ. The block is given an initial speed v0. As a function of 
the instantaneous speed 'v ' write 
(A) the normal force by the wall on the block, 
(B) the frictional force by the wall and 
(C) the tangential acceleration of the block. 
(D) obtain the speed of the block after one revolution. 

43. A table with smooth horizontal surface is fixed in a 

44. 

cabin that rotates with a uniform angular velocity ffi in 
a circular path of radius R (figure). A smooth groove 0 - - - - - - - R----------1 
AB of length L( < < R) is made on the surface of the 
table. The groove makes an angle 0 with the radius 

OA of the circle in which the cabin rotates. A small 
particle is kept at the point A in the groove and is 
released to move alongAB. Find the time taken by the 

)) 
particle to reach the point B. 
A car moving at a speed of36 km/hr is taking a tum on a circular 
road of radius 50 m. A small wodden plate is kept on the seat with 
its plane perpendicular to the radius of the circular road figure. A 
small block of mass 1 OOg is kept on the seat which rests against 
the plate. The friction coefficient between the block and the plate 
isµ= 0.58. 
(A) Find the normal contact force exerted by the plate on the 

block. 

) 

Q ___ -f;) 
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(B) The plate is slowly turned so that the angle between the normal to the plate and radius 
of the angle between the normal to the plate and the radius of the road slowly increases. 
Find the angle at which the block will just start sliding on the plate. 

A table with smooth horizontal surface is placed in a cabin 
which moves in a circle of a large radius R (figure). A smooth 
pulley of small radius is fastended to the table. Two masses m 

and 2m placed on the table are conneted through a string over 
the pulley. Initially the masses are held by a person with the 
string along the outward radius and then the system is released 
from rest (with respect to the cabin). Find the magnitude of the 

) 

------6 
initial acceleration of the masses as seen from the cabin and the tension in the string. 

Exercise-3: Objective Problems 

Only One Option is Correct 

1. The average acceleration vector for a particle having a uniform circular motion in one 
complete revolution: 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 
(D) 

v2 
A constant vector of magnitude -

r 

v2 in magnitude and perpendicular to the plane of circle 
r 

Equal to the instantaneous acceleration vector at the start of the motion 
A null vector 

2. A particle moves along a circle of radius ( :o) m with constant tangential acceleration. It the 

velocity of the particle is 80 m/s at the end of the second revolution after motion has begun, 
the tangential acceleration is: 
(A) 160 n m/s2 (B) 40 n m/s2 (C) 40 m/s2 (D) 640 n m/s2 

3. When a particle moves in a circle with a uniform speed 
(A) Its velocity and acceleration are both constant 
(B) Its velocity is constant but the acceleration changes 
(C) Its acceleration is constant but the velocity changes 
(D) Its velocity and acceleration both change 

4. An object follows a curved path. The following quantities may remain constant during the 
motion 
(A) Speed (B) Velocity 
(C) Acceleration (D) Magnitude of acceleration 

5. Assume that the earth goes round the sun in a circular orbit with a constant speed of30 km/s. 
(A) The average velocity of the earth from 1st Jan , 90 to 30th June , 90 is zero 
(B) The average acceleration during the above period is 60 km/s2. 
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(C) The average speed from 1st Jan, 90 to 31st Dec, 90 is zero. 
(D) The instantaneous acceleration of the earth points towards the sun. 

6. The position vector of a particle in a circular motion about the origin sweeps out equal area in 
equal time. Its 
(A) Velocity remains constant (B) Speed remains constant 
(C) Acceleration remains constant (D) Tangential acceleration remains constant 

7. Two particles P and Q are located at distances rP and r Q respectively from the centre of a 
rotating disc such that rP > r Q 

(A) Both P and Q have the same acceleration 
(B) Both P and Q do not have any acceleration 
(C) P has greater acceleration than Q 
(D) Q has greater acceleration than P 

8. In uniform circular motion, the quantity that remains constant is 
(A) Linear velocity (B) Centripetal force 
(C) Acceleration (D) Speed 

9. When a particle moves in a circle with a uniform speed: 
(A) Its velocity and acceleration are both constant 
(B) Its velocity is constant but the acceleration changes 
(C) Its acceleration is constant but the velocity changes 
(D) Its velocity and acceleration both change 

10. For a particle in a uniformly accelerated (speed increasing uniformly) circular motion: 
(A) Velocity is radial and acceleration is tangential only 
(B) Velocity is tangential and acceleration is radial only 
(C) Velocity is radial and acceleration has both radial and tangential components 
(D) Velocity is tangential and acceleration has both radial and tangential components 

11. A motor cyclist going round in a circular track at constant speed has 
(A) Constant linear velocity (B) Constant acceleration 
(C) Constant angular velocity (D) Constant force 

12. For a body in circular motion with a constant angular velocity, the magnitude of the average 
acceleration over a period ofhalfa revolution is ............ times the magnitude ofits instantaneous 
acceleration. 

(A) 2 (B) ~ 
n 2 

(C) n (D) 2 
13. A car of mass m moves in a horizontal circular path ofradius r metre. At an instant its speed 

is v m/s and is increasing at a rate a m/s2, then the acceleration of the car is : 

(A)~ 

(C) (D) a 
r 

14. The second 's hand ofa watch has length 6 cm. Speed of end point and magnitude of difference 
of velocities at two perpendicular positions will be : 
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(A) 6.28 & 0 mm/s 
(C) 8.88 & 6.28 mm/s 

(B) 8.88 & 4.44 mm/s 
(D) 6.28 & 8.88 mm/s 

15. A particle is going in a spiral path as shown in figure with constant speed. 
(A) The velocity of the particle is constant 
(B) The acceleration of the particle is constant 
(C) The magnitude of accleration is constant 
(D) The magnitude of accleration is decreasing continuously. 

16. A particle of mass m is executing uniform circular motion on a path of radius r. If p is the 
magnitude of its linear momentum. The radial force acting on the particle is 

(A) pmr 

(C) 
mp2 

r 

(B) 

(D) 

rm 

p 

p2 

rm 

17. A train is moving towards north. At one place it turns towards north-east, here we observe that 
(A) The radius of curvature of outer rail will be greater than that of the inner rail 
(B) The radius of the inner rail will be greater than that of the outer rail 
(C) The radius of curvature of one of the rails will be greater 
(D) The radius of curvature of the outer and inner rails will be the same 

18. A stone of mass of 16 kg is attached to a string 144 m long and is whirled in a horizontal 
circle. The maximum tension the string can withstand is 16 newton. The maximum speed of 
revolution of the stone without breaking it, will be : 
(A) 20 ms-1 (B) 16 ms-1 

(C) 14 ms-1 (D) 12 ms-1 

19. Three identical particles are joined together by a thread as shown in figure. All the three 
particles are moving on a smooth horizontal plane about point 0. If the velocity of the 
outermost particle is v0, then the ratio of tensions in the three sections of the string is 

0 A B C 
+--f-~)+E-f )E f--+ 

(A) 3: 5: 7 
(C) 7: 11: 6 

(B) 3: 4: 5 
(D) 3: 5: 6 

20. A particle is kept fixed on a turnatable rotating uniformly. As seen from the ground, the 
particle goes in a circle, its speed is 20 cm/sand acceleration is 20 cm/s2.The particle is now 
shifted to a new position to make the radius half of the original value. The new values of the 
speed and acceleration will be 
(A) 10 cm/s, 10 cm/s2 (B) 10 cm/s, 80 cm/s2 

(C) 40 cm/s, 10 cm/s2 (D) 40 cm/s, 40 cm/s2 

21. A coin placed on a rotating turntable just slips if is placed at a distance of 4 cm from the 
centre. if the angular velocity of the turntable is doubled , it will just slip at a distance of 
(A) 1 cm (B) 2 cm 
(C) 4 cm (D) 8 cm 
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22. A rod of length L is pivoted at one end and is rotated with a uniform angular velocity in 
a horizontal plane. Let T1 and T2 be the tensions at the points L/4 and 3L/4 away from the 
pivoted ends. 
(A) T1 > T2 

(B) T2 > T1 

(C) T1 = T2 

(D) The relation between T1 and T2 depends on whether the rod rotates clockwise or 
anticlockwise 

23. The driver of a car travelling at speed suddenly sees a wall at a distance r directly in front of 
him. To avoid collision, 
(A) He should apply brakes sharply 
(B) He should turn the car sharply 
(C) He should apply brakes and then sharply turn 
(D) None of these 

24. A curved section of a road is banked for a speed v. If there is no friction between road and 
tyres of the car, then 
(A) Car is more likely to slip at speeds higher than v than speeds lower than v 
(B) Car cannot remain in static equilibrium on the curved section 
(C) Car will not slip when moving with speed v 
(D) None of the above 

25. A particle of mass m is observed from an inertial frame ofreference and is found to move in 
a circle ofradius r with a unifrom speed v. The centrifugal force on it is 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

mv2 

-- towards the centre 
r 

mv2 

-- away from the centre 
r 

mv2 

-- along the tangent through the particle 
r 

(D) zero 
26. A train A runs from east to west and another train B of the same mass runs from west to east at 

the same speed along the equator. A presses the track with a force F 1 and B presses the track 
with a force F 2• 

(A) F1 >F2 

(B) F1 <F2 

(C) F1=F2 

(D) the information is insufficient to find the relation between F1 and Fi-
27. A car of mass Mis moving horizontaly on a circular path ofradius r. At an instant its speed is 

v and is increasing at a rate a. 
(A) The acceleration of the car is towards the centre of the path 

(B) The magnitude of the frictional force on the car is greater than mv 
r 

2 
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(C) The friction coefficient between the ground and the car is not less than a/g. 
2 

(D) The friction coefficient between the ground and the car is µ = tan-1 ~ 
rg 

28. A circular road of radius r is banked for a speed v = 40 km/hr. A car of mass attempts to go on 
the circular road. The friction coefficient between the tyre and the road is negligible. 
(A) The car cannot make a turn without skidding. 
(B) If the car turns at a speed less than 40 km/hr, it will slip down 
(C) If the car turns at the current speed of 40 km/hr, the force by the road on the car is equal 

mv2 

to--
r 

(D) If the car turns at the current speed of 40 km/hr, the force by the road on the car is greater 

mv2 

than mg as well as greater than --
r 

29. A person applies a constant force F on a particle of mass m and finds that the particle moves 

in a circle ofradius r with a uniform speed v as seen from an inertial frame ofreference. 
(A) This is not possible. 
(B) There are other forces on the particle 

mv2 

(C) The resultant of the other forces is -- towards the centre. 
r 

(D) The resultant of the other forces varies in magnitude as well as in direction. 

One or More than One Options Correct 

30. A particle of mass m begins to slide down a fixed smooth sphere from the top. What is its 
tangential acceleration when it breaks off the sphere? 

31. 

32. 

33. 

(A) 2: (B) ~g 

(C) g (D) g 
3 

A 1 kg stone at the end of 1 m long string is whirled in a vertical circle at constant speed of 
4 m/sec. The tension in the string is 6 N when the stone is at (g = 10 m/sec2) 

(A) Top of the circle (B) Bottom of the circle 
(C) Halfway down (D) None of these 
A boy whirls a stone in a horizontal circle 1.8 m above the ground by means of a string 1.2 m 
long. The string breaks and stone flies off horizontally, striking the ground 9.1 m away. The 
centripetal acceleration during the circular motion was: (use g = 9.8 m/s2) 

(A) 94 m/s2 (B) 141 m/s2 

(C) 188 m/s2 (D) 282 m/s2 0 

A particle of mass m is suspended from a fixed point O by a string of length 
f. At t = 0, it is displaced from equilibrium position and released. The graph, 
which shows the variation of the tension Tin the string with time 't', may be 
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(A) (B) rt~ 
0 ----+ t 

(C) rtl,.._ " 
o~t 

(D) 
,tlL1_ 

0 ---+ t 

34. A particle P is moving in a circle of radius a with a uniform speed u. C is the centre of the 
circle and AB is diameter. The angular velocity of P about A and C are in the ratio 
(A) 1 : 1 (B) 1 : 2 
(C) 2 : 1 (D) 4 : 2 

35. The distance of the two planets from the sun are nearly 1012 to 1013 metres respectively. Then 
the ratio of their periodic time, if they are supposed to move in a circular orbit is 
(A) ✓10 : 2 (B) 2 : ✓10 
(C) 10 ✓10 : 1 (D) 1 : 10✓10 

36. A stone of mass 1 kg tied to a light inextensible string of length L = lO m, whirling in a 
3 

circular path in a vertical plane. The ratio of maximum tension in the string to the minimum 
tension in the string is 4, If g is taken to be 10 m/s2, the speed of the stone at the highest point 
of the circle is 
(A) 10 m/s (B) 5✓2 m/s 
(C) 10✓3 m/s (D) 20 m/s 

37. Toy cart tied of the end of an unstretched string of length a, when revolved moves in a 
horizontal circle of radius 2a with a time period T. Now the toy cart is speeded up until it 
moves in a horizontal circle ofradius 3a with a period T. If Hook's law holds then 

(A) T'= ~ T (B) T'= [ ~) T 

(C) T'= (%)r (D) T'= T 

38. A small sphere of mass m suspended by a thread is first taken aside so that the thread forms 
the right angle with the vertical and then released, then : 

(i) The total acceleration of the sphere and the thread tension as a function of 0, the angle 
of deflection of the thread from the vertical will be 

(A) g✓l + 3cos2 0 , T= 3mg cos 0 (B) g cos 0, T= 3 mg cos 0. 

(C) g✓l + 3sin2 0 , T= 5mg cos 0 (D) g sin 0 , T = 5 mg cos 0. 

(ii) The thread tension at the moment when the vertical component of the sphere's velocity 
is maximum will be 

(A) mg 

(C) mg✓3 

(B) mg✓2 

(D) mg 
✓3 
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(iii) The angle 0 between the thread and the vertical at the moment when the total acceleration 
vector of the sphere is directed horizontally will be 

1 1 
(A) cos e = - (B) cos e = -

✓3 3 

(C) . 0 1 sm =-
✓3 

(D) . 0 1 sm =-
✓2 

39. The kinetic energy k of a particle moving along a circle of radius R depends on the distance 
covered s as k = as2 where a is a constant. The total force acting on the particle is: 

(A) 2a ~ (B) 2as ( 1 + ;: r2 

(C) 2 as (D) 2a ~
2 

40. Two small spheres, each of mass mare rigidly connected by a rod of negligible mass and are 
released from rest in the position shown and slide down a smooth circular guide in the vertical 
plane. 

I 
X 

2 

m 

A 

(i) Their common velocity as they reach the horizontal dashed position will be : 

(A) ✓2gr- }igr (B) 10 ✓2gr- }igr 

(C) Jg; (D) Jg; /2 

(ii) The force R between sphere 1 and the supporting surface at an instant just before the 
sphere reaches the bottom position A will be : 
(A) 22.9 mg (B) 2.29 mg 
(C) mg (D) mg/2 

41. A particle moves with deceleration along the circle of radius R so that at any moment of time 
its tangential and normal accelerations are equal in moduli. At the initial moment t = 0 the 
speed of the particle equals v0, then : 

(i) the speed of the particle as a function of the distance covered s will be 
(A) v=voe-SIR (B) v=voestR 
(C) V = v0 e-Rls (D) V = V0 eR1' 
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(ii) the total acceleration of the particle as function of velocity and distance covered 

V2 V 
(A) a= ✓2- (B) a= ✓2-

R R 

(C) a=✓2R (D) a= 2R 
V V 

42. A particle A moves along a circle of radius R = 50 cm so that its radius 
vector r relative to the point O (Fig.) rotates with the constant angular 
velocity ffi = 0.40 rad/s. Then modulus of the velocity of the particle , and 
the modulus of its total acceleration will be 
(A) v = 0.4 m/s, w = 0.4 m/s2 (B) v = 0.32 m/s, w = 0.32 m/s2 0 

(C) v = 0.32 m/s, w = 0.4 m/s2 (D) v = 0.4 m/s, w = 0.32 m/s2 

43. A spot light S rotates in a horizontal plane with a constant angular velocity 

A 

of 0.1 rad/s. The spot of light P moves along the wall at a distance 3 m. What is the velocity 
of the spot P when 0 = 45°? 
(A) 0.6 m/s (B) 0.5 m/s (C) 0.4 m/s (D) 0.3 m/s 

JEE Questions from Previous Years 

1. A hemispherical bowl of radius r = O. lm is rotating about its axis (which is vertical) with an 
angular velocity ffi. A particle of mass 10-2kg on the frictionless inner surface of the bow 1 is 
also rotating with the same ffi. The particle is at a height h from the bottom of the bowl. (a) 
Obtain the relation between h and ffi. What is the minimum value of ffi needed in order to have 
a nonzero value ofh. (b) It is desired to measure 'g' using this setup by measuring h accurately. 
Assuming that r and ffi are known precisely and that the least count in the measurement of h 
is I0-4 m. What is minimum error /),_gin the measured value of g. [g = 9.8m/s2] [JEE 1993] 

2. A particle of mass m is moving in a circular path of constant radius r such that is centripetal 
acceleration ac is varying with time t as ac = k2 rt2 where k is a constant. The power delivered 
to the particle by the force acting on it is- [JEE 1994] 

(A) 2 1t mk2 r2 (B) mk2 r2 t (D) Zero 

3. A smooth semicircular wire track of radius R is fixed in a vertical plane (figure). On end of a 
massless spring of natural length 3R/4 is attached to the lowest point O of the wire track. A 
small ring of mass m which can slide on the track is attached to the other end of the spring. 
The ring is held stationary at point P such that the spring make an angle 60° with the vertical. 
The spring constant K = mg/R. Consider the instant when the ring is released 

(i) Draw the free body diagram of the ring. 

(ii) Determine the tangential acceleration of the ring and the normal reaction. [JEE 1996] 
4. Two blocks of mass m1 = 10 Kg and m2 = 5 Kg connected to each other by a massless 

inextensible string of length 0.3 m are placed along a diameter of tum table. The coefficient 
of friction between the table and m1 is 0.5 while there is no friction between m2 and the table. 
The table is rotating with an angular velocity of 10 rad/s about a vertical axis passing through 
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its centre 0. The masses are placed along the diameter of the table on either side of the centre 
0 such that the mass m 1 is at a distance of 0.124 m from 0. The masses are observed to be at 
rest with respect to an observer on the tum table. 

(i) Calculate the frictional force on m 1. 

(ii) What should be the minimum angular speed of the tum table so that the masses will slip 
from this position. 

(iii) How should the masses by placed with the string remaining taut so that there is no 
frictional force acting on the mass m 1• [JEE 1997) 

5. A small block of mass m slides along a smooth frictional track as shown in figure. (i) If it 
starts from rest at P, when is the resultant force acting on it at Q? (ii) At what height above 
the bottom of the loop should the block be released so that the force it exerts against the track 
at the top of the loop equals its weight? [REE 1997) 

Pat rest 

6. A stone tied to a string of length L is whirled in a vertical circle with the other end of the 
string at the centre. At a certain instant of time the stone is at its lowest position and has a 
speed u. The magnitude of the change in its velocity as it reaches a position, where the string 
is horizontal, is ~-- [JEE 1998) 

(A) ,Ju 2 -2gL (B) -J2gL (C) ,Ju 2 - gL (D) ,J2(u 2 - gL) 

7. A particle at rest starts rolling from the top of a large frictionless sphere of radius R. The 
sphere is fixed on the ground. Calculate that height from the ground at which the particle 
leaves the surface of the sphere. [REE 1998) 

8. A particle is suspended vertically from a point Oby an inextensible massless string of length 
L. A vertical line AB is at a distance L/8 from 0 as shown. The object given a horizontal 
velocity u. At some point, its motion ceases to be circular and eventually the object passes 
through the line AB. At the instant of crossing AB, its velocity is horizontal. Find u. 

[JEE 1999) 

A 

r u B 
9. A long horizontal rod has a bead which can slide along its length and is initially placed at a 

distance L from one end A of the rod. The rod is set in angular motion about A with a constant 
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angular acceleration, a . If the coefficient of friction between the rod and the bead is µ , and 
gravity is neglected, then the time after which the bead starts slipping is - [JEE 2000) 

(A) {µ (B) _!:_ (C) - 1- (D) Infinitesimal 
f~ ✓a ~ 

10. A small block is shot into each of the four tracks as shown below. Each of the tracks rises to 
the same height. The speed with which the block enters the track is the same in all cases. At 
the highest point of the track, the normal reaction is maximum is- [JEE 2001] 

(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 

11. An insect crawls up a hemispherical surface very slowly (see the figure). 
The coefficient of friction between the surface and the insect is 1/3. If the 
line joining the centre of the hemispherical surface to the insect makes an 
angle a with the vertical, the maximum possible value of a is given-

[JEE 2001) 
(A) cot a = 3 (B) tan a = 3 
(C) sec a = 3 (D) cosec a = 3 

~/ 

✓ -/ --

12. A block is placed inside a horizontal hollow cylinder. The cylinder starts rotating with one 
revolution per second about its axis. The angular position of the block at which it begins 
to slide is 30° below the horizontal level passing through the center. Find the radius of the 
cylinder if the coefficient of friction is 0.6. What should be the minimum angular speed of the 
cylinder so that the block reach the highest point of the cylinder? [REE 2001] 

13. A simple pendulum is oscillating without damping. When the displacements of the bob is less 
than maximum, its acceleration vector a is correctly shown in [JEE 2002) 

~' ~/ 
I 

(A) I (B) 
I 

,," -;/t• -- ✓ -- a 

~ 
I 
I 

(C) (D) 
,, ,, 

✓ • 
,," a 

✓ --
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14. A spherical ball of mass m is kept at the highest point in the 
space between two fixed, concentric spheres A and B (see 
figure). The smaller sphere A has a radius R and the space 
between the two spheres has a width d. The ball has a diameter 
very slightly less than d. All surfaces are frictionless. The ball Sphere A 

given a gentle push (towards the right in the figure). The angle 
made by the radius vector of the ball with the upward vertical is depended by 0 (shown in figure) 

[JEE 2002) 
(a) Express the total normal reaction force exerted by the spheres on the ball as a function 

of angle 0. 
(b) Let NA and NB denote the magnitudes of the normal reaction force on the ball extorted 

by the spheres A and B, respectively. Sketch the variations of NA and NB as functions of 
cos0 in the range O s; 0 s; n by drawing two separate graphs in your answer book, taking 

cos0 on the horizontal axis 
15. A double star system consists of two stars A and B which have time period TA and TB. Radius 

RA and RB and mass MA and MB. Choose the correct option. [IIT 2006, (3,-1] 
(A) Ifi::i> TB thenRA>RB (B) Ifi::i> TB thenMA>MB 

(C) (~: J =(;: J3 (D) i::i = TB 

16. STATEMENT-1: A block of mass m starts moving on a rough horizontal surface with a 
velocity v. It stops due to friction between the block and the surface after moving through a 
certain distance. The surface is now tilted to an angle of3O° with the horizontal and the same 
block is made to go up on the surface with the same initial velocity v. The decrease in the 
mechanical energy in the second situation is smaller than that in the first situation. 
because 
STATEMENT-2: The coefficient of friction between the block and the surface decreases 
with the increase in the angle of inclination. 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

17. A bob of mass Mis suspended by a massless string of length L. The 
horizontal velocity V at position A is just sufficient to make it reach 
the point B. The angle 0 at which the speed of the bob is half of that 
at A, satisfies [JEE 2008) 

7t 7t 7t 
~) 0=- ~) -<0<-

4 4 2 

(C) 
n 3n 
-<0<-
2 4 

(D) 
3n 
- <0<n 
4 

[JEE 2007) 

B 

A 
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18. STATEMENT-I : For an observer looking out through the window of a fast moving train, the 
nearby objects appear to move in the opposite direction to the train, while the distant objects 
appear to be stationary. [JEE 2008) 
and 

STATEMENT-2 : If the observer and the object are moving at velocities ~ and V2 

respectively with reference to a laboratory frame, the velocity of the object with respect to the 

observer is V2 - ~ • 

(A) STATEMENT-I is True, STATEMENT-2 is True ; STATEMENT-2 is a correct explanation 
for STATEMENT-I 

(B) STATEMENT-I is True, STATEMENT-2 is True ; STATEMENT-2 is NOT a correct 
explanation for STATEMENT-I 

(C) STATEMENT-I is True, STATEMENT-2 is False 
(D) STATEMENT-I is False, STATEMENT-2 is True 

19. Two identical discs of same radius Rare rotating about their axis in opposite directions with the 
same constants angular speed ffi . The discs are in the same horizontal plane. At time t = 0, the 

points P and Q are facing each other as shown in the figure. The magnitude of relative velocity 
between the two points P and Q is v,. In one time period (T) of rotation of the discs, v, as a 

function of time is best represented by 

v, v, 

(A) (B) 

T t 

v, v, 

(C) (D) 

0 
T t 

20. A wire, which passes through the hold in a small bead, is bent 
in the form of quarter of a circle. The wire is fixed vertically on 
ground as shown in figure. The bead is released from near the top 
of the wire and its slides along the wire withoug friction. As the 
bead moves from A to B. The force it applies on the wire is 

[JEE Advanced, 2014) 

[JEE-2012) 

T t 
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(A) Always radially outwards 
(B) Always radially inwards 
(C) Radially outwards initially and radially inwards later 
(D) Radially inwards initially and radially outwards later. 
[Ans. (D)] 

Previous Years' AIEEE Questions 

1. The maximum velocity (in ms-1) with which a car driver can traverse a flat curve of radius 
150 m and cofficient of friction 0.6 to avoid skidding is : [AIEEE-2002] 
(A) 60 (B) 30 (C) 15 (D) 25 

2. Which of the following statements is false for a particle moving in a circle with a constant 
angular speed? [AIEEE - 2004] 
(A) The velocity vector is tangent to the circle 
(B) The acceleration vector is tangent to the circle 
(C) The acceleration vector point to the center of the circle 
(D) The velocity and acceleration vectors are perpendicular to each other 

3. A particle is acted upon by a force of constant magnitude which is always perpendicular to the 
velocity of the particle. The motion of the particle takes place in a plane, it follows that 

[AIEEE - 2004] 
(A) Its velocity is constant (B) Its acceleration is constant 
(C) Its kinetic energy is constant (D) It moves in a straight line 

4. A point P moves in counter-clockwise direction on a circular path as shown in the figure. The 
movement of 'P' is such that it sweeps out a lengths= t3 + 5, where sis in metres and t is in 
seconds. The radius of the path is 20 m. The acceleration of 'P' when t = 2 sis nearly. 

[AIEEE - 2010] 
(A) 13 m/s2 (B) 12 m/s2 (C) 7.2 m/s2 (D) 14 m/s2 

5. For a particle in uniform circular motion, the acceleration a at a point P (R, 0) on the circle 

ofradius R is (Here 0 is measured from the x-axis) [AIEEE - 2010] 

(A) 
v2 A v2 A v2 A v2 A 

- - cos e; +-sin0j (B) --sin0i + - cos0 j 
R R R R 

(C) 
v2 A v2 A v2 v2 

- - cos e; --sin0j (D) -i +-j 
R R R R 

.~ ANSWER KEY 
•:;,,r 

Exercise-1 

1. (a) first (b) third. 2. 2.7m/sec2 

3. 8T0 4. 90° 

5. 
U 2 COS 2 e 

6. [14.8N, 14.8N] 
gcos3 (0 / 2) 



7. 20 rad/s 

9. 2m/s 

11. 4.5 cm 

13. tan-1(1/4)] 

15. (A) 3.5 x 10-3, (B) 2.0 hour] 

17. (a) 75m/s2, (b) 125m/s2 

8. 4.5 mg 

10. 0.40 
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12. v=ro ✓r2 -R2 

14. 0.25 

16. Between 14.7km/hand54km/hr] 

18. (a) 2 rad/s2, (b) 12+2t fort ::5 2s, 16 fort:::: 2s, (c) .J28565 :::1169, 256 m/s2 (d) 44rad 

19. a= 2b' a= 3b 20. 2✓2v2 
I vl3 n vl3 nR 

21. ✓3b/2,b/2,b 22. 2rad. 

23. ,fig rad/s 

25. 2 tan0 

24. 9 

26. - 3krad/s2, - 2k rad/s 

27. (a) 2 rad/s2, (b) 12+2t fort:::; 2s, 16 fort:::: 2s, (c) .J28565 :::1 169, 256 m/s2 (d) 44 rad 

28. 0.1875 29. P 

30. 
25 

24 
v2 

32. (a) - 0 , (b) 2g 
2g 

34. (a) 21.65 m/s2 (b) 7.35 m/s (c) 12.5 m/s2 

31. 

33. 

35. 

(i) 36N, (ii) 11.66 rad/sec, (iii) O. lm, 0.2m 

A 

5nR lln 17v 289v2 
----

6v ' 6 ' 5R ' 25 R 

36. (a) v max = ,./Ri, (b) At angle 0 = 60r from the vertical position. ( c) v = gR cos ( 2~) 

37. (a) 39.6 per min., (b) 150 N 

39. .Jgrtane, 2n ~ r 
gtan0 

40. Net force on car= frictional force/ 

38. T= mfn2 

~ :. f= m Va +R2 (where m is mass of the car) ... (1) 

For skidding to just occur 

f= µN= µmg 

From (1) and (2) 
I 

v= {R2[µ2g2 -a2]}114 [(µ2g2 -a2)R2J 

... (2) 
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41. (A) 975N, 1025 N, (B) 0,707N, 0, (C) 682 N , 732 N, (D) 0 1.037] 

42. (B) N=mv' 
R 

(i) The normal reaction by wall on the block is N = mv2 
R 

(ii) The friction force on the block by the wall is F = µN = µmv 2 

R 

(iii) The tangential acceleration of the block= f = µv 2 

m R 

dv ___ µv 2 

(iv) 
dt R 

dv µv2 V dv 21tR 

or v- = - - • f- = - f !!... ds 
ds R ,,0 v 0 R 

integrating we get 

V 
Rn - = - µ 2n or v = v e-2µ" 

V o 
0 

, , , 
Ans. (B) (i) mv- (ii) µmv- (iii) - µv- (iv) v 0e-2,rµ 

R R R 

44. (A) 0.2N, (B) 30t 43. 
2L 

ro 2R cos0 

45. ro2R _i mro2R 
3 3 ' 

Exercise-3 

1. D 2. C 3. D 4. 

5. D 6. BD 7. C 8. 

9. D 10. D 11. C 12. 

13. B 14. D 15. C 16. 

17. A 18. D 19. D 20. 

21. A 22. A 23. A 24. 

25. D 26. A 27. BC 28. 

29. BD 30. B 31. A 32. 

33. D 34. B 35. D 36. 

AD 

D 

A 

D 

A 

C 

BD 

C 

A 
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37. B 38. (i)A, (ii) C, (iii)A 39. B 40. (i) A (ii) B 

41. (i) A, (ii) A 42. D 

JEE Questions from Previous Year 

1. (a) 7✓2 rad Is (b) -9.8 x J 0-3 mls2 

3. (i) C .. 5✓3 
(11) aT = -8- g, 

0 

4. (i) 36N (ii) 11.67 rad/s 

5. ( ✓65) mg , 3R 

7. H = (5/3)R 

9. A 

11. A 

13. C 

(b) 

15. D 

17. D 

19. (A) 

N, 

mg 

Previous Years' AIEEE Questions 

1. (B) 

3. (C) 

5. (C) 

N, 

5mg 

cos8=1 

43. A 

2. B 

N = 3mg 
8 

(iii) r1 = 0.1 m and r2 = 0.2 m 

6. D 

8. u = gL [ 3: + 2) 
10. A 

12. 0.24m,6.4rad/sec 

14. (a) N = 3mg cose - 2mg, 

16. C 

18. B 

2. (B) 

4. (D) 

cose 
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6.2 I Understanding Mechanics (Volume-I) 

Whatever we have learnt till now is more or less sufficient for solving any problem involving particles. 
By doing force analysis we can find acceleration and then we can find velocity, position, etc. That 
means we should be finished with particle dynamics. 

But it is not so. We will learn a new technique and concept which will make problem solving 
faster and will give simple solution to complicated problems. Work Energy Theorem is an extension to 
Newton's Laws but much simpler to use (mainly because of absence of vectors). 

• WORK DONE BY CONSTANT FORCE 

The term 'work' as understood in everyday life has a different meaning in scientific sense. If a coolie 
is carrying a load on his head and waiting for the arrival of the train, he is not performing any work 
in the scientific sense. In the present study, we shall have a look into the scientific aspect of this most 
commonly used term i.e., work. 

The physical meaning of the term work is entirely different from the meaning attached to it in 
everyday life. In everyday life, the term 'work' is considered to be synonym of 'labour', 'toil', effort' 
etc. In physics, there is a specific way of defining work. 

Work is said to be done by a force when the force produces a displacement in the body on 
which it acts in any direction except perpendicular to the direction of the force. 

For work to be done, following two conditions must be fulfilled: 

(i) A force must be applied. 

(ii) The applied force must produce a displacement in any direction except perpendicular to the 
direction of the force. 

Suppose a force F is applied on a body in such a way that the body suffers a displacement S in 

the direction of the force. Then the work done is given by 

W=FS 
-+ 
F 

However, the displacement does not always take place in the direction of the force. Suppose a 

constant force F , applied on a body, produces a displacement S in the body in such a way that S is 

inclined to F at an angle 0. Now the work done will be given by the dot product of force and 

displacement. 

W=F.S 
Since, work is the dot product of two vectors therefore it is a scalar quantity. 

W = FS cos 0 or W = (F cos 0)S 

: . W = component of force in the direction of displacement x magnitudes of displacement. 

So, work is the product of the component of force in the direction of displacement and the magnitude 
of the displacement. 

Also, W = F (S cos 0) 

or work is product of the component of displacement in the direction of the force and the magnitude of 
the displacement. 
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Special Cases 

Case (i): When e = 90r, then W= FS cos 90r = o 
So, work done by a force is zero if the body is displaced in a direction perpendicular to the direction 
of the force. 

Examples: 

1. Consider a body sliding over a horizontal surface. The work done by the force of gravity 
and the reaction of the surface will be zero. This is because both the force of gravity and the 
reaction act normally to the displacement. 

N -s 

mg 

The same argument can be applied to a man carrying a load on his head and walking on a 
railway platform. 

2. Consider a body moving in a circle with constant speed. At every point of the circular path, the 
centripetal force and the displacement are mutually perpendicular (Figure 6.1 ). So, the work 
done by the centripetal force is zero. The same argument can be applied to a satellite moving 
in a circular orbit. In this case, the gravitational force is always perpendicular to displacement. 
So, work done by gravitational force is zero. 

-s 

Fig 6.1 

fl_~ 1. The tension in the string of a simple pendulum is always perpendicular to displacement. 
(Figure). So, work done by the tension is zero. 
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Case (ii): When S = O, then W = 0. 

So, work done by a force is zero if the body suffers no displacement on the application of a force. 

fl~ 2. A person carrying a load on his head and standing at a given place does no work. 

Case (iii): When Or~ 0 < 90r [Figure 6.2), then cos 0 is positive. Therefore. 

W (= FS cos 0) is positive. 

Work done by a force is said to be positive if the applied force has a component in the direction of 
the displacement. 

-+ 
F 

~~-
p . . k S 0s1t1ve wor 

Fig 6.2 

Examples: 

1. When a horse pulls a cart, the applied force and the displacement are in the same direction. So, 
work done by the horse is positive. 

2. When a load is lifted, the lifting force and the displacement act in the same direction. So, work 
done by the lifting force is positive. 

3. When a spring is stretched, both the stretching force and the displacement act in the same 
direction. So, work done by the stretching force is 
positive. 

Case (iv): When 9Or < 0 ~ 18Or (Figure), then cos0 is negative. 
Therefore W (= FS cos 0) is negative. 

Work done by a force is said to be negative if the applied 
force has component in a direction opposite to that of the 
displacement. 

Examples: 

-+ s 
Negative work 

1. When brakes are applied to a moving vehicle, the work done by the braking force is 
negative. This is because the braking force and the displacement act in opposite directions. 

2. When a body is dragged along a rough surface, the work done by the frictional force is negative. 
This is because the frictional force acts in a direction opposite to that of the displacement. 

3. When a body is lifted, the work done by the gravitational force is negative. This is because 
the gravitational force acts vertically downwards while the displacement is in the vertically 
upwards direction. 

f,/~ 3. Figure shows four situations in which a force acts on a box while the box slides rightward 
a distance d across a frictionless floor. The magnitudes of the forces are identical, their orientations are 
as shown. Rank the situations according to the work done on the box during the displacement, from 
most positive to most negative. 
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(A) _fl_ 
(C) K 
[Ans. D, C, B,A] 

Explanation: 

(B) ___6_ 
(D) [] 

In (D), 0 = 0{, cos 0 = 1 (maximum value). So, work done is maximum. 

In (C), 0 = 90{, cos 0 is positive. Therefore, W is positive. 

In (B), 0 = 90{, cos 0 is zero. W is zero. 

In (A), 0 is obtuse, cos 0 is negative. W is negative. 

Work Done by a Constant Force 

Let F be a constant force acting on a body. If the body goes through a displacement s , then the work 

done by the force F is given by W = F s cos 0 ; where 0 = angle between force vector F and 

displacement vector s . 

F = magnitude of force F and s = magnitude of displacement s . 
• If0 is acute, W is positive (force tries to increase the speed of the body). 

• If0 = 90° i.e. , force is perpendicular to displacement, W = 0 

• If0 is obtuse, W is negative (force tries to decrease the speed of the body) . 

.. 

f~ Note 

1. If F is in same direction as s , W = F s 

2. If F is opposite to s , W = - F s 

Negative Work Zero Work Positive Work 

~ s & s ~ s 
(0 > 90°) 

(0 = 90°) 
(0 < 90°) 
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Negative Work Zero Work Positive Work 

,l, mg 

~ ---e ~ sr 
! mg 

Work done by friction force 
Motion of particle 

(8 = 180°) on circular path 
Motion under gravity 

(8 = 90°) 
(8 =0°) 

r s 

+ 
1,TLF 

F=2.5N I A 
9 f ••• = 

't' mg Work done by friction (8 =0°) 
mg= I00N 

Work done by gravity 
As f = F, hence S = 0 

(8 = 180°) 

Work Done by Gravity 

The work done by the force of gravity on a particle depends on the initial and final vertical coordinates 
(because gravity is a vertical force). The work done by gravity is positive when the body moves 
downward and it is negative when the body moves upward. 

Work Done by Friction 

The work done by friction may be zero, positive or negative depending upon 
the situation. /, 

Case 1: Where a block is pulled by a force F which is insufficient to over come the 
friction, F <ln.ax· Here the work done by the friction force is zero. 

Case 2: Where a block is pulled by a force F which is sufficiently large to over come 
friction. F> lmax· Here the work done by the friction force is negative. f. 

Case 3: Block A is placed on the block B, when the block A is pulled with a force 
F, the friction force does negative work on block A and positive work on block B. 
The friction force and displacement are oppositely directed in case of block A, while 
in case of B they are in same direction. 

Work Done by a Spring Force 

-S=O 

CJ---.F 
F<J,,,., 

/,,,., = µJV 
s -CJ---.F 

F > f.., 

8\-+F 

When a spring is stretched or compressed, the spring force always tend to restore it to the equilibrium 
position. If x be the displacement of the free end of the spring from it equilibrium 
position, then the magnitude of the spring force is F, = - kx. The negative sign 
indicates that the force is restoring. The work done by the spring force for a 
displacement from xi to xris given by 

"I ·'I 
w, = f F,dx = f kxdx ; 

:c; 

1 ? ? 

W = --k(x- - x~) , 2 1 , 
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Work Done by Multiple Forces 

If several forces act on a particle, then we can replace F in equation W = F · S by the net force rft where 

LF=~ +ft2 +~ + ..... . 

w = [rF]-S ... (i) 

This gives the work done by the net force during a displacement S of the particle. 

We can rewrite equation (i) as: 

W = ~ ·S + Fi ·S + ~ ·S + ...... or W = WI + w2 + w3 + ..... . 

So, the work done on the particle is the sum of the individual works done by all the forces acting 
on the particle. 

:1t Points to Remember 

1. Work is defined for an interval or displacement. There is no term like instantaneous work 
similar to instantaneous velocity. 

2. For a particular displacement, work done by a force is independent of type of motion i.e., 
whether it moves with constant velocity, constant acceleration or retardation etc. 

3. For a particular displacement work is independent of time. Work will be same for same 
displacement whether the time taken is small or large. 

4. When several forces act, work done by a force for a particular displacement is independent of 
other forces. 

5. A force is independent from reference frame. Its displacement depends on frame so work done by a 
force is frame dependent therefore work done by a force can be different in different reference frame. 

6. Effect of work is change in kinetic energy of the particle or system. 

7. Work is done by the source or agent that applies the force. 

Units of Work 

I. In cgs system, the unit of work is erg. 

One erg of work is said to be done when a force of one dyne displaces a body through one 
centimetre in its own direction. 

1 erg= 1 dyne x 1 cm= lg cm s-2 x 1 cm= 1 g cm2 s-2 

:1t Note 

Erg is also called dyne centimetre. 

II. In SI i.e., International System of units, the unit of work is joule (abbreviated as J). It is named 
after the famous British physicist James Personal Joule (1818 - 1869). 

One joule of work is said to be done when a force of one newton displaces a body through one 
metre in its own direction. 

1 joule = 1 newton x 1 metre = 1 kg x 1 m/s2 x 1 m = 1kg m2 s-2 
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.. 

f~ Note 

Another name for joule is newton metre. 

Relation Between Joule and ERG 

1 joule = 1 newton x 1 metre 

1 joule= 105 dyne x 102 cm= 107 dyne cm 

1 joule = 107 erg 

1 erg = 10-7 joule 

Dimensions of Work 

[Work]= [Force] [Distance] = [.MLT-2] [L] = [.ML21 2] 

Work has one dimension in mass, two dimensions in length and '-2 ' dimensions in time, 

On the basis of dimensional formula, the unit of work is kg m2 s-2. 

Note that 1 kg m2 s-2 = (1 kg m s-2) m = I Nm = I J. 

fl~ 4. A cyclist comes to a skidding stop in 10 m. During this process, the force on the cycle 
due to the road is 200 N and is directly opposite to the motion. 

(a) How much work does the road do on the cycle? 

(b) How much work does the cycle do on the road? 

~~ 
(a) The work done on the cycle by the road is the work done by the frictional force exerted by the 

road on the cycle. 

Now ,W= F·S =FScos 180{ 

or W=-FS 

or W=-200Nx I0m 

or W=-2000J 

It is this negative work which brings the cycle to rest. This is clearly in accordance with work
energy theorem. 

(b) The displacement of the road is zero. So, work done by the cycle on the road is zero. 

(Using Newton 's third law of motion, an equal and opposite force acts on the road due to the 
cycle. The magnitude of this force is 200 N.) 

~ 5. A gardener moves a lawn roller through a distance of 100 metre 
with a force of 50 newton. Calculate his wages if he is to be paid 10 paise for 
doing 25 joule of work. It is given that the applied force is inclined at 60{ to the 
direction of motion. 

Force, F = 50 N ; Distance, S = 100 m ; Angle , 0 = 60{ 

W = FS cos e = 50 x 100 x cos 60t joule 

F 
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1 1 
W = 50 X 100 X - J = 2500 J [ :. COS 60{ = - ] 

2 2 

2500 . 
Wages= -- x 10 pruse = 10 rupees 

25 

fl~ 6. Calculate the work done in raising a stone of mass 5 kg and specific gravity 3 lying at 
the bed of a lake through a height of 5 metre. 

i_~ When a body is immersed in water, its apparent weight is decreased in accordance with 
the Archimedes' principle. 

. . weight in air 5 kg wt 
Loss of weight m water= -----= ---

specific gravity 3 

Weight of stone in water = ( 5 -% ) kg wt = 1: kg wt 

10 10 98 
Force F= -kgwt= - x 9.8N= -N 

' 3 3 3 

98 
Work done, W= - x 5J= 163.3J. 

3 

Work in Terms of Rectangular Components 

In terms ofrectangular components, F and S may be written as: 

ff =F~+F ~+FkAandS=s~+s ~+skA xl y J z xl y J z 

F·S =(F ~ +F ~ +FkA).(S ~ +S ~ +SkA) xl y J z xl y J z 

= FxS/ f . f ) + FxS/ f . j) + FxSz( f . k) + Fl/ j . f ) + Fl/ j . j) + Fr82 ( j . k) 

+ F 2S/ k . f ) + F 2S/ k . j) + F 2S2 ( k . k) 

But i . j = i . k = J .i = J . k = k . i = k . J = 0 

i.i = ;.J=k.k=l [F·S =FS +F s +FS] 
XX y y ZZ 

~ 7. A body constrained to move along the z-axis of a coordinate system is subjected to a 

constant force F given by F = -i + 2 J + 3 k N 

where i , J , k are unit vectors along the x, y and z-axis of the system respectively. What is the work 

done by this force in moving the body a distance of 4m along the z-axis? 

f~ Since the body is displaced 4 m along z-axis only, 

S=Ot+0}+4k 

Also, F = -i + 2} +3k 

Workdone,W= F·S =(-i +2} +3k).(Ot +0} +4k)=l2(k.k)joule=12joule. 
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~ 8. An object is displaced from point A(2m, 3m, 4m) to a point B(lm, 2m, 3m) under a 

constant force F = (2t + 3] + 4k)N. Find the work done by this force in this process. 

w =} F·dr = J(1111•2111 ' 3111 ) (2t + 3 ~ + 4k)·(dxt + dy.,~ + dzk) 
_ (2111,3111.4111) J J 
'l 

= (2x + 3y + 4z)<1111 ' 2111 ' 3111 ) = - 9 J Ans (2m,3m,4m) • 

Work Done by a Variable Force 

When the magnitude and direction of a force vary in three dimensions, it can be expressed as a function 
of the position. For a variable force work is calculated for infinitely small displacement and for this 
displacement force is assumed to be constant 

dW= F·di 

The total work done will be sum of infinitely small work 
B_ B _ 

WA• B f F·ds = f (Fcos0)ds 

In terms of rectangular components, 

F=F~+F~+FA· 
xl yj zk• 

XB YB =B 

A A 

ds = dx i + dy J + dz k 

WA• B f F,,dx + f FYdy + f ~dz 
xA YA =A 

When the force is an arbitrary function of position, we need the techniques of calculus to evaluate 
the work done by it. The figure shows Fx as some function of the position x. We begin by replacing 
the actual variation of the force by a series of small steps. The area under each segment of the curve is 
approximately equal to the area of a rectangle. The height of the rectangle is a constant value of force, 
and its width is a small displacement Ax. Thus, the step involves an amount of work AWn = Fn Axn. The 
total work done is approximately by the sum of the areas of the rectangles: 

w~"LF'Ax. 
n n 

As the size of the steps is reduced, the tops of the rectangle more closely trace the actual curve 
shown in figure. In the limit Ax • 0, which is equivalent to letting the number of steps tend to infinity, 
the discrete sum is replaced by a continuous integral. 

1im '° F Ax . = f F dx 
.1.xn • O L....i n n x 

Thus, the work done by a force Fx from an initial point A to final point B is 

fl~ 9. A block of mass 5 kg is being raised vertically upwards by the help of a string attached 
to it. It rises with an acceleration of 2 m/s2• Find the work done by the tension in the string if the block 
rises by 2.5 m. Also find the work done by the gravity and the net work done. 
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Let us first calculate the tension. 

From force diagram: 

T-mg =5a 

T = 5 (9.8 + 2) = 59 N. 

As the T and displacement s are in same direction (upwards), work done by the 

tension T is W. 

W = Ts = 59 (2.5) = 147.5 J 

Work done by the gravity= - mgs = - 5 (9.8) (2.5) = - 122.5 J 

Net work done on block= work done by T + work done by mg 

=147.5 + ( - 122.5) = 25 J 

a 

fl._~ 10. A block of mass 4 kg slides down a plane inclined at 37° with the horizontal. The length 
of plane is 3 m. The coefficient of sliding friction between the block and the plane is 0.2. Find the work 
done by the gravity, the frictional force and the normal reaction between the block and the plane. 

~~ As the normal reaction is perpendicular to the displacement, 

work done by the normal reaction R = R s cos 90° = 0 

The magnitude of displacement = s = 3 m 

and the angle between force of gravity (mg) and 

displacement is equal to (90° - 37°) 

work done by the gravity= mgs cos (90° - 37°) 

mg sin 37° = 4 x 9.8 x 3 x 3/5 = 70.56J 

• work done by friction 

= - (µR)s = - (µ mg cos 37°) s 

=-0.2 X 4 X 9.8 X 4/5 X 3 =-18.816J 

~-~ 
~ 

mg 

fl~ 11. A chain of mass m = 0.80 kg and length £ = 1.5 m rests on a rough - surfaced table so that 
one of its ends hangs over the edge. The chain starts sliding off the table all by itself provided the over 
hanging part equals n = 1/3 of the chain length. What will be the total work performed by the friction 
forces acting on the chain by the moment it slides completely off the table ? 

~~ Slipping occurs when the weight of hanging part is just sufficient to overcome the 
frictional force exerted by the table. Let µ be the coefficient of friction between chain and table. 

Weight of hanging part= µ(weight of horizontal part) 

nmg = µ (1 - n) mg; 
n 

µ=-
1-n 

Let x be the length of the hanging part at some time instant. 

frictional force fix)=µ (normal reaction)= µ(£ -x) mg 
,e, 

The work done by the frictional force if the hanging part increases to (x + dx) is: 
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dW=-f(x)dx 

W = fdw = - fc µ(£-x)mg 
n( £ 

µmg [ x 2 
]

1 

w =- -£- £x-2 n( 

W=-µmg [e(l-n)-1(1-n 2)] 

Substituting the value ofµ from (I), we get: 

W =- n(I-n)mg£ 
2 

fl~ 12. An object is displaced from position vector ,; = (2i + 3 }) m to r2 = ( 4 J + 6k)m under a 

force F = (3x 2i + 2y})N. Find the work done by this force. 

r1 - - '2 "' "' "' "' "' 
W = f F-dr = f (3x 2i + 2yj)·(dxi + dyj + dzk) 

rz 
= f (3x 2dx + 2ydy) = [x3 + y 2 ]i~::; = 83J Ans. 

ii 

fl._~ 13. An object is displaced from a point A(O, 0, 0) to B(lm, Im, Im) under a force 

F = (yi + x})N. Find the work done by this force in this process. 

[Ans. W= 1 J] 

Area under Force Displacement Curve 

Graphically area under the force-displacement is the work done 

+ve work +ve work 
F, 

+ve work 

-ve work 

The work done can be positive or negative as per the area above the x-axis or below the x-axis 
respectively. 

fl~ 13. A force F = 0.5x + I O acts on a particle. Here Fis in newton and x is in metre. Calculate 
the work done by the force during the displacement of the particle from x = 0 to x = 2 metre. 

~~ Small amount of work done dW in giving a small displacement dx is given by 

dW= F-dx 

or dW = Fdx cos Or or dW=Fdx 
x=1 x=2 

Total work done, W = f Fdx = f (0.5 X + 10)dx 
x =O x =O 

F 
[·: cos Or= I] j 

10 

0 2 X--+ 
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= T 0.5xdx + T l0dx = 0.51x
2

1.T=
2 
+ lOlxl::: 

x=O x= O 2 x= O 

0.5 2 2 
= - [2 - 0 ] + 10[2 - 0] = (1 + 20) = 21 J 

2 

II INTERNAL WORK 

Suppose that a man sets himself in motion backward by pushing against a wall. The forces acting on the 
man are his weight ' W' , the upward force N exerted by the ground and the horizontal force N' exerted 
by the wall. The works of' W' and of N are zero because they are perpendicular to the motion. The force 
N ' is the unbalanced horizontal force that imparts to the system a horizontal acceleration. The work of 
N', however, is zero because there is no motion of its point of application. We are therefore confronted 
with a curious situation in which a force is responsible for acceleration, but its work, being zero, is not 
equal to the increase in kinetic energy of the system. 

The new feature in this situation is that the man is a composite system with 
several parts that can move in relation to each other and thus can do work on each 
other, even in the absence of any interaction with externally applied forces. Such 
work is called internal work. Although internal forces play no role in acceleration 
of the composite system, their points of application can move so that work is done; 
thus the man's kinetic energy can change even though the external forces do no 
work. 

Basic concept of work lies in following lines: 

N' 

• Draw the force at proper point where it acts that give proper importance to the point of 
application of force. 

• Think independently for displacement of point of application of force, Instead of relating the 
displacement of applicant point with force relate it with the observer or reference frame in 
which work is calculated. 

W = (Force Vector) x (displacement vector of point of application of force as seen by observer) 

.. 

f~ Explanatory Notes on Work 

When we say 'work' in physics it is different from word 'work' we use in daily life. Work done by 
force F is defined as dW = F·dS , 

There are two interpretations of ds . 

1. If the body is moving as a complete unit, ds is the displacement of the body e.g. , when we 

walk on earth, there is a force of friction on earth. The earth moves as a unit. Each point has 
same displacement. So ds is displacement of earth. 

2. If the different points of body have different displacement, ds is the displacement of point of 

application of force. In the example above displacement of different parts of our body are 
different. So ds is displacement of point of contact i.e. , the foot in contact with the ground. 

So we can say clearly that work by earth on us is also zero. 
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Actually, there are no 2 divisions dW = F·dS, where ds is point of application of force on body. 

With this, you can explain both answers. 

(i) We can note that work is a scalar quantity. 

(ii) dW = I ft II dS I Cose i.e. if component of force is along displacement (0 < 90°) work is positive 

otherwise work is negative (0 > 90°) 

(1) True or False? 

A boy jumps up into the air by applying a force downward on the ground. The work-kinetic 
energy theorem W = M. can be applied to the boy to find the speed with which he leaves the 
ground. 

(2) True or False? 

A balloon is compressed uniformly from all sides. Because there is no displacement of the 
balloon's center of mass, no work is done on the balloon. 

Both of these claims are false. Question (1) refers to a simple, everyday experience that unfortunately 
cannot be analyzed by means of traditional physics teaching without the introduction of additional 
work-like quantities and energy-like equations. The upward force on the boy that projects him into the 
air is the normal force on his feet from the ground. The center of mass of the boy indeed moves through 
an upward displacement. The normal force, however, goes through no displacement in the reference 
frame of the ground, and therefore no work is done by this force on the boy. The change in the boy's 
kinetic energy does not come from work done on the system of the boy. This is a case of a deformable 
system. Other cases include a person climbing stairs or a ladder, a girl pushing off a wall while standing 
on a skateboard, and a piece of putty slamming into a wall. In all of these cases, no work is done by the 
contact force, because there is no displacement of the point of application of the force 

~ 15. A block kept on rough surface is being p~ed by force F, as shown _rt 
F f 

Work by Fis positive L 
ls 

Work by friction is negative 
~~ 

F dS 

Meaning of Negative and Positive Work 

,, -I, 
FBony 

(a) (b) 

Ball does Hand does 
positive work negative work 
on hand on ball 

(c) 
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When you catch a ball as in figure (a), your hand and the ball move together with the same displacement 

s (figure b).The ball exerts a force F'8 0.H on your hand in the same direction as the hand' s displacement, 

so the work done by the ball on your hand is positive. But by Newton 's third law your hand exerts an 

equal and opposite force FH onB = -F80.H on the ball (figure c).This force, which slows the ball to a stop 
opposite to the ball ' s displacement. Thus the work done by your hand on the ball is negative. Because 
your hand and the ball have the same displacement, the work that your hand does on the ball is just the 
negative of the work that the ball does on your hand. 

Caution: Always specify exactly which force is doing the work, and on what. When you lift a book, 
you exert an upward force on the book and the book' s displacement is upward, so the work done by 
the lifting force on the book is positive. But the work done by the gravitational force (weight) on 
a book being lifted is negative because the downward gravitational force is opposite to the upward 
displacement. 

(iii) Work depends on reference frame because displacement is relative. (Remember force is not 
dependent on reference frame) 

fl._~ 16. A lift is going up with constant velocity. We will calculate work from two reference 
frames. In both reference frame 

N-mg= 0 • N=mg 

Work Done in 2nd ref. frame = 0 

Work Done in 1 st ref. frame = N ·ut 

(We can observe that work is dependent on reference frame.) 

3. Calculation of work 

Case 1. When Force is uniform 

dW= F·dS 

w = f dW = f F·dS = P · f dS 

W = F·S (This is true only for uniform forces) 
F(Scos0) = (Fcos0)S 

W= / ~ 
Component of°talong f? Component of°talong f? 

u 

N 

mg 

~ 17. A block of mass m is taken from A to B along spherical bow 1. 
Spherical bowl 

Work Done by gravity = -mgR(l-cos0) ~
0 

BC F 
Work Done by force F = FR(Sin0) 

Work Done by normal = 0 A F 

~ 18. Find work done by gravity and normal when block comes from A 
toB 

Wg = mg(lsin0) = (mgsin0)1 

WN = 0 (because displacement is perpendicular to Force) 
~ 
B4-----J 

mg 
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fl~ 19. A particle is moving along a straight line from point A to point B with position vectors 

2i + 7 J - 3k and 5i - 3 J - 6k respectively. One of the force acting on the particle is ft = 20i - 30 J + 15k. 

Find the work done by this force. 

~~ W=ft.J d=3t-I0}-3k 

F= 20i -30} + 15k 

W = 60 + 300-45 = 315 Ans. 

Case 2. When Force is non-uniform (either magnitude or direction) 

dW = ft-dS • W = f ft-dS ( ft cannot come out of integer since it is varying) 

fl~ 20 ft= xi + y 1}. Particle moves from (1 , 2) to (-3,4) 

dW= ft-dS ( dS = dxt +dy}) 

dW = xdx + y 2dy 

W = f xdx + f y1 dy = x21-3 + y314 68 
I 2 21 32 3 

* If force is not expressed as function of (x,y,z) then also we can solve problem by expressing 
force and displacement in same format. 

II SPRING FORCE 

Natural length of spring is /0. 

Similarly, when we compress spring by x 1 from natural 

length, then work done by spring force. 

ft=kxt 

dS=(dx)(-i) {dx is +ve as x is increasing} 

dW= ft-dS 

fl~ 21. Find work done by spring if we compress it further by x2. 

~~ ft=kxi dS = dx(-t) 

dW = ft-dS = -kx dx 

7~ 17177 ~ +ve 

..- X: 

~! 
~ ds! 

~---------- +ve ----~ L0-x 1 x 11 

I k 

-+ve 

Basic Concept of Work Lies in Following Lines-Draw the force at proper point where it acts that 
give proper importance to the point of application of force. 
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Think independently for displacement of point of application of force, Instead of relating the 
displacement of applicant point with force relate it with the observer or reference frame in which work 
is calculated. 

W = (Force vector)·(Displacement vector of point of application of force as seen by observer) 

II KINETIC ENERGY 

Definition: Kinetic energy is the internal capacity of doing work of the object by virtue of its motion. 
Kinetic energy is a scalar property that is associated with state of motion of an object. An aeroplane in 
straight and level flight has kinetic energy of translation and a rotating wheel on a machine has kinetic 
energy of rotation. If a particle of mass m is moving with speed 'v' much less than the speed of the light 
than the kinetic energy 'K' is given by 

1 ? K=-mv-
2 

.. 

f~ Important Points for K.E. 

1. As mass m and v2 ( v.v) are always positive, kinetic energy is always positive scalar i.e, kinetic 

energy can never be negative. 

2. The kinetic energy depends on the frame of reference, 

K = P
2 and P = .J2mk ; P = linear momentum 

2m 

The speed v may be acquired by the body in any manner. The kinetic energy of a group of particles 
or bodies is the sum of the kinetic energies of the individual particles. Consider a system consisting of 
n particles of masses ml' m2, ...... , mn. Let v1, v2, ..... , vn be their respective velocities. Then, the total 
kinetic energy Ek of the system is given by 

1 1 1 
Ek= 2 m1v/ + 2m2v/ + ......... + 2mnv/ 

If n is measured in gram and v in cm s-1, then the kinetic energy is measured in erg. If m is measured 
in kilogram and v in m s-1, then the kinetic energy is measured in joule. It may be noted that the units 
of kinetic energy are the same as those of work. Infact, this is true of all forms of energy since they are 
inter-convertible. 

Table 6.1: Typical kinetic energies (K) 

S.No. Object Mass (kg) Speed (m s-1) K(J) 

1 Air molecule »10-26 500 )) 10-21 

2 Rain drop at terminal speed 3.5 X 10-5 9 1.4 X 10-3 

3 Stone dropped from 10 m 1 14 102 

4 Bullet 5 X 10-5 200 103 

5 Running athlete 70 10 3.5 X 103 

6 Car 2000 25 6.3 X 105 
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Relation Between Momentum and Kinetic Energy 

Consider a body of mass m moving with velocity v. Linear momentum of the body, p = mv 

Kinetic energy of the body, Ek = _!_ mv2 
2 

or 

1 
E = -(m2v2) 

k 2 
2 

E =]!__ 
k 2m 

or p = .J2mEk 

fl_~ 22. The kinetic energy of a body is increased by 21 %. What is the percentage increase in the 
magnitude of linear momentum of the body? 

~ E = 121 E or _!_ m v 2 = 121 _!_ mv 2 

k2 100 kl 2 2 100 2 I 

11 11 
or V = -V 

2 10 I 
or mv = - mv 

2 10 I 

11 A 11 1 
or P2 = 10Pi or --1=--1=-

Pi 10 10 

or A - Pi x 100 = _!_ x 100 = 10 
Pi 10 

So, the percentage increase in the magnitude of linear momentum is 10%. 

~ 23. The linear momentum of a body is increased by 10%. What is the percentage change in 
its kinetic energy? 

[ Ans. Percentage increase in kinetic energy = 21 % ] 

[ . . _110 _11 E, -(11)2 121 H1nt.mv.,--mvi,v.,--vi,-- - = 
- 100 - 10 E2 10 100 

Percentage increase in kinetic energy = 1 1 x 100 = 21 % E -E ] 
E, 

• POTENTIAL ENERGY 

Definition: Potential energy is the internal capacity of doing work of a system by virtue of its 
configuration. 

In case of conservative force (field) potential energy is equal to negative of work done by 
the conservative force in shifting the body from some reference position to given position. 

Therefore, in case of conservative force 

u f'2 - . fu 2 dU = F·dr 1.e., 
I I[ 

I".l 
U -U =-2 I 

'I 
F·ar=-W 
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Whenever and wherever possible, we take the reference point at ooand assume potential energy to 
be zero there, i.e., Ifwe take r1 = oo and U1 = 0 then 

u =-[ F·dr =-W 

:1t Important Points for K.E. 

1. Potential energy can be defined only for conservative forces. It has no relevance for non
conservative forces. 

2. Potential energy can be positive or negative, depending upon choice of frame of reference. 

3. Potential energy depends on frame ofreference but change in potential energy is independent 
of reference frame. 

4. Potential energy should be considered to be a property of the entire system, rather than 
assigning it to any specific particle. 

5. It is a function of position and does not depend on the path. 

Types of Potential Energy 

(a) Elastic Potential Energy: It is the energy associated with state of compression or expansion 
of an elastic (spring like) object and is given by: 

u =_!_ky2 
2 

where k is force constant and 'y' is the stretch or compression. Elastic potential energy is 
always positive. 

(b) Electric Potential Energy: It is the energy associated with charged particles that interact via 
electric force. For two point charges q1 and q2 separated by a distance 'r', 

U=-l_q,q2 
41ts0 r 

As charge can be positive or negative, therefore electric potential energy can also be positive 
or negative. 

(c) Gravitational Potential Energy: It is due to gravitational force. For two particles of masses 
m 1 and m2 separated by a distance 'r', it is given by: 

U=-Gm,m2 
r 

which for a body of mass 'm' at height 'h' relative to surface of the earth reduces to U=mgh 

Gravitational potential energy can be positive or negative. 

• MECHANICAL ENERGY 

Definition: Mechanical energy 'E' ofan object or a system is defined as the sum of kinetic energy 'K' 
and potential energy 'U, i.e., 

E=K+U 
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.. 

f~ Important Points for K.E. 

1. It is a scalar quantity having dimensions [A1L2T2] and SI units joule. 

2. It depends on frame of reference. 

3. A body can have mechanical energy without having either kinetic energy or potential energy. 
However, if both kinetic and potential energies are zero, mechanical energy will be zero. The 
converse may or may not be true, i.e. , if E = 0 either both PE and KE are zero or PE may be 
negative and KE may be positive such that KE +PE= 0. 

4. As mechanical energy E = K + U, i.e. , E - U = K. Now as K is always positive, E - U ~ 0,i.e. , 

for existence of a particle in the field, E ~ U. 

5. As mechanical energy E = K + U and K is always positive, so, if 'U' is positive 'E' will be 
positive. However, if potential energy U is negative, 'E' will be positive if K > IUJ and E 
will be negative if K < IUJ i.e. , mechanical energy of a body or system can be negative, and 
negative mechanical energy means that potential energy is negative and in magnitude it is 
more than kinetic energy. Such a state is called bound state, e.g. , electron in an atom or a 
satellite moving around a planet are in bound state. 

fl~ 24. A small block of mass I 00 g is pressed against a horizontal spring fixed at one end to 
compress the spring through 5. 0 cm (figure). The spring constant is I 00 N/m. When released, the block 
moves horizontally till it leaves the spring. Where will it hit the ground 2 m below the spring ? 

·················• ...... ______ _ 

\ 

---\_ 

~~ When block released, the block moves horizontally with speed V till it leaves the spring. 

By energy conservation .!_ kx:2 = .!.. mv2 
2 2 

kx:1 f; V2=- • V= 
m 

Time of flight t = ~ 
So, horizontal distance travelled from the free end of the spring is V x t 

I00x(0.05)2 x ✓2x2 =Im 
0.1 10 

So, At a horizontal distance of I m from the free end of the spring. 
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fl~ 25. A rigid body of mass m is held at a height H on two smooth wedges of mass Meach of 
which are themselves at rest on a horizontal frictionless floor. On releasing the body it moves down 
pushing aside the wedges. The velocity of recede of the wedges from each other when rigid body is at 
a height h from the ground is 

(A) 
2mg(H -h) 

m+2M 

[Ans. (C)] 

M 

45° 

(B) 

II CONSERVATIVE FORCES 

m 

H 

8mg(H -h) 

m+2M 
(D) 

8mg(H -h) 

2m+M 

A force is said to be conservative if work done by or against the force in moving a body depends only 
on the initial and final positions of the body and not on the nature of path followed between the initial 
and final positions. 

, m: 
: A : 

: ... i .. : 
t 

11111///m11111111 
(a) 

, m, 
: ·<- -~---~ 
·------· 

~-• ····' 

11111///m11111111 
(b) 

I ~-:···-. 
·------· ~ 

Consider a body of mass m being raised to a height h vertically upwards as show in above figure. 
The work done is mgh. Suppose we take the body along the path as in (b). The work done during 
horizontal motion is zero. Adding up the works done in the two vertical parts of the paths, we get the 
result mgh once again. Any arbitrary path like the one shown in (c) can be broken into elementary 
horizontal and vertical portions. Work done along the horizontal parts is zero. The work done along the 
vertical parts add up to mgh. Thus, we conclude that the work done in raising a body against gravity 
is independent of the path taken. It only depends upon the initial and final positions of the body. We 
conclude from this discussion that the force of gravity is a conservative force. 

Examples of Conservative forces 

(i) Gravitational force , not only due to the Earth but in its general form as given by the universal 
law of gravitation, is a conservative force. 

(ii) Elastic force in a stretched or compressed spring is a conservative force. 

(iii) Electrostatic force between two electric charges is a conservative force. 

(iv) Magnetic force between two magnetic poles is a conservative forces. 

Forces acting along the line joining the centres of two bodies are called central forces. Gravitational 
force and Electrostatic forces are two important examples of central forces. Central forces are 
conservative forces. 
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Properties of Conservative Forces 

(i) Work done by or against a conservative force depends only on the initial and final positions of 
the body. 

(ii) Work done by or against a conservative force does no depend upon the nature of the path 
between initial and final positions of the body. 

If the work done a by a force in moving a body from an initial location to a final location is 
independent of the path taken between the two points, then the force is conservative. 

(iii) Work done by or against a conservative force in a round trip is zero. 

If a body moves under the action of a force that does no total work during any round trip, then 
the force is conservative; otherwise it is non-conservative. 

The concept of potential energy exists only in the case of conservative forces. 

(iv) The work done by a conservative force is completely recoverable. 

Complete recoverability is an important aspect of the work of a conservative force. 

Conservative Force & Potential Energy 

Fs = - a UI as, i.e. the projection of the field force, the vector F , at a given point in the direction of the 

displacement dr equals the derivative of the potential energy U with respect to a given direction, taken 
with the opposite sign. The designation of a partial derivative o I a s emphasizes the fact of deriving 

with respect to a definite direction. 

So, having reversed the sign of the partial derivatives of the function U with respect to x, y , z, we 
obtain the projection Fx, FY and F 2 of the vector Fon the unit vectors i , j and k. Hence, one can readily 

find the vector itself: F = FJ + F j + F2k , or 

P =-(:i+:J+:k} 
The quantity in parentheses is referred to as the scalar gradient of the function U and is denoted by 

grad U or VU. We shall use the second, more convenient, designation where V ("nabla") signifies the 
symbolic vector or operator 

a a a 
V= i-+j-+k-ox oy oz 

Potential Energy Curve 

(a) A graph plotted between the PE a particle and 
t its displacement from the centre of force field is u s 

called PE curve. --- E 
B C D (b) Using graph, we can predict the rate of motion of - A ---- -----

a particle at various positions. P, 

Force on the particle is F<x) = - :-
R 

(c) 
p 

0 X • 
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Case 1. On increasing x, if U increases, force is in(-) vex direction i.e. attraction force. 

Case 2. On increasing x, if U decreases, force is in(+) vex-direction i.e. repulsion force. 

Different Positions of a Particle 

Position of Equilibrium 

If net force acting on a body is zero, it is said to be in equilibrium. For equilibrium dU = 0. Points P, 
dx 

Q R and Sare the states of equilibrium positions. 

Types of Equilibrium 

(a) Stable equilibrium 

When a particle is displaced slightly from a position and a force acting on it brings it back to the initial 
position, it is said to be in stable equilibrium position. 

N d.. dU O d d 2U 
ecessary con 1tJ.ons: - dx = an dx2 = +ve 

(b) Unstable Equilibrium 

When a particle is displaced slightly from a position and force acting on it tries to displace the particle 
further away from the equilibrium position, it is said to be in unstable equilibrium. 

C d. . dU O .al . . . d 2U on 1tion: - dx = potentJ. energy 1s maximum 1.e. = dx2 = - ve 

(c) Neutral equilibrium 

In the neutral equilibrium potential energy is constant. When a particle is displaced from its position it 
does not experience any force acting on it and continues to be in equilibrium in the displaced position. 
This is said to be neutral equilibrium . 

.. 

,::~xplanatory Notes on Potential Energy 

Definition: It is defined as negative of work done by conservative forces. 

Formula: F represents force for which we are writing potential energy. 

dU =-F·dS 
2 2 2 

f dU=-f F·dS thus u -U =-fF·dS 2 I 

Purpose: By defining PE we can avoid repeated calculation of work for conservative forces and since 
PE depends only on position (initial and final), we can directly write effect of conservative forces in 
terms of their respective PE' s. 

We will define PE for gravity and spring. 
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Gravity 2 
h 

u2 - u1 = -f mg( - })dh<}) 

U2 -U1 =mgh 

U3 - U1 = -mgh(similarly) 

Emphasise that by definition we can only find difference of PE not absolute value. 

Ifwe assume ul = 0 then u2 = mgh; u3 = -mgh 

II EQUILIBRIUM 

If F and U are dependent only on one variable ft= - dU ( .x) 
dx 

Thus, if we say equilibrium ft= O • dU = O 
dx 

i.e. , maxima or mm1ma of PE represents equilibrium. 
Maxima is unstable equilibrium and minima is stable 
equilibrium. 

. d 2U O . bl ·1·b . 1.e. -,- < • maxima unsta e eqm 1 num 
dx-

u(x) maxima 

m 

y 

h 

3 

~-----------x 

d2~ > O • minima stable equilibrium 
dx-

d2U O I ·1·b. -,- = • neutra eqm 1 num 
dx-

x1 is unsatble and x2 is stable. 

F 

~ 26. The potential energy between two atoms in a molecule is given by, U(x) = x~2 - : 6 , 

where a and b are positive constants and x is the distance between the atoms. The system is in stable 
equilibrium when 

(A) x = 0 (B) 
a 

x=-
2b 

( 2a)116 

<C) x= ,; 

(C) Given that, U(x) = !!.., - !!.._ 
XL X6 

du 
We, know F= --= (-12) a x-13 -(-6b) x-7 = 0 

dx 

-6b 12a 
or or (

2 )118 
x6 = 12a/6b = 2a/bor x = ba 

(D) x = (151:) 
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fl~ 27. The potential energy of a particle in a certain field has the form U= a/r2 -b/r, where a and 
bare positive constant, r is the distance from the centre of the field. Find the value of r 0 corresponding 
to the equilibrium position of the particles ; examine whether this position is stable. 

~~ U (r) = a/r2 - blr 

Force=F=- dU =-(-2a +!!_)· 
dr r 3 r 2 ' 

F=- (br-2a) 
r3 

At equilibrium F = dU = 0 
dr 

Hence br - 2a = 0 at equilibrium 

r = r0 = 2a/b corresponds to equilibrium 

At stable equilibrium, the potential energy is minimum and at unstable equilibrium, it is maximum. 
From calculus, we know that for minimum value around a point r = r0, the first derivative should be 
zero and the second derivative should be positive. 

For minimum potential energy, 

dU d 2U 
-=O and -->O 
dr dr 2 

we have already se dU/dr = 0 to get r = r0 = 2a/b. 

Let us investigate the second derivative. 

d 2U = .!!:_ ( dU) = .!!:_ (- 2a + !!_) = 6a _ 2b At r = r = 2a/b 
dr 2 dr dr dr r 3 r 2 r4 r 3 0 ' 

d 2U = 6a-2br0 = 2a > 0 
dr2 r.4 r.4 · 

0 0 

Hence the potential energy function U(r) has a minimum value at r 0 = 2a/b. The system has a stable 
equilibrium at minimum potential energy state. 

II NON-CONSERVATIVE FORCES 

A force is said to be non-conservative if work done by or against the force in moving a body depends 
upon the path between the initial and final positions. 

The frictional forces are non-conservative forces. This is because the work done against friction 
depends on the length of the path along which a body is moved. It does no depend only on the initial 
and final positions. Note that the work done by frictional force in a round trip is not zero. 

The velocity-dependent forces such as air resistance, viscous force, magnetic force etc. , are non 
conservative forces. 

S.No. Conservative forces Non-Conservative forces 

1 Work done does not depend upon path Work done depends on path. 

2 Work done in round trip is zero . Work done in a round trip is not zero. 

3 Central in nature. Forces are velocity-dependent and retarding in 
natural. 
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S.No. Conservative forces Non-Conservative forces 

4 When only a conservative force acts Work done against a non-conservative force 
within a systream, the kinetic engry and may be dissipated as heat energy . 
potential energy can change. However, 
their sum, the merchanical energy of 
the system, does not change. 

5 Work done is completely recoverable. Work done in not completely recoverable. 

JI_~ 28. The figure shows three paths connecting points 
a and b. A single force F does the indicated work on a particle 
moving along each path in the indicated direction. On the 
basis of this information, is force F conservative? 

~~ No 

Explanation: For a conservative force , the work done in a 
round trip should be zero. 

-60J 

/I~ 29. The potential energy of a conservative system is given by U = ax2 - bx where a and bare 
positive constants. Find the equilibrium position and discuss whether the equilibrium is stable, unstable 
or neutral. 

In a conservative field F = - dU 
dx 

d 
F= - -(ax2 -bx) = b-2ax 

dx 

For equilibrium F = 0 

b 
or b - 2ax = 0 :. x = -

2a 

From the given equation we can see that d 2
~ = 2a (positive), i.e., U is minimum. 

dx-

Therefore, x = .!!_ is the stable equilibrium position. [Ans.] 
2a 

~ 30. A force F = x2y2i + x2y 1j (N) acts on a particle which moves in the XY plane. 

y a --+I C 

D1----~i ,," 
,, ,, a 

A---~B---X 

(a) Determine if Fis conservative and 

(b) Find the work done by Fas it moves the particle from A to C (fig.) along each of the paths 
ABC,ADC, andAC. 

a5 2a5 

[ Ans. (b) WABc = WAoc = 3 (J), WAc = - 5-(J) 1 
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To check whether a force is conservative. Explain this by the concept of potential energy. 

i j k 

0 0 0 
=0 ( :-0;, )1 + ( ~ _ a; )J + ( 0:-:} = 0 -

ox oy oz 

F, Fy ~ 

~~ Explanatory Notes on Nature of Forces 

I. Conservative forces: Forces for which calculation of work is independent 
of path taken by body. e.g. gravity, spring. 

In this case work done by force of gravity is same for taking body from 
A to B by any path (It can be shown mathematically) 

In conservative forces total work done for around closed path = 0 

2. Non-conservative forces: Forces for which calculation of work depends on path not just on 
initial and final position eg. friction. 

W0 =-µmgl Wm = -µmg(3/) 

~31. P =xyt +xy} 

Calculate work required to take particle from (0,0) to (2,2) (give it w/o path) Then 
remind them it cannot be calculated w/o path then show 

• WORK-ENERGY THEOREM 

y 

The total work done on a body by external forces is related to the body 's displacement that is, to 
changes in its position. 

n 

F ---(a) 

w 
w,o, > 0 

But the total work is also related to changes in the speed of the body. To see this, consider figure, 
which shows several example of a block sliding on a frictionless table. The forces acting on the block 
are its weight w , the normal force n and the force F exerted on it by the hand. 

In figure (a) the net force on the block is in the direction of its motion. From Newton's second 
law, this means that the block speeds up; from equation, this also means that the total work W101 done 
on the block is positive. (a) The total work is also positive in figure (b), but only the component 
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F cos ~ contributes to W10r The block again speed up, and this same component F cos ~ is what causes 
the acceleration. 

n 

(b) 

F 
w 

W,0 , > 0 

The total work is negative in figure ( c) because the net force opposes the displacement ; in this case 
the block slows down. 

n 

F 
(c)----t 

w 
w,o, < 0 

The net force is zero in figure (d), so the speed of the block stays the same and the total work done 
on the block is zero . We can conclude that when a particle undergoes a displacement, it speed up if 
W101 > 0, slow down if W101 < 0, and maintains the same speed if W101 = 0. 

(d) 

w 
w,o, = 0 

A block sliding on a frictionless table. 

(a) The net force causes the speed to increase and does positive work. 

(b) Again the net force causes the speed to increase and does positive work. 

( c) The net force opposes the displacement, causes the speed to decrease, and does negative work. 

( d) The net force is zero and does no work, and the speed is constant. 

Derivation: 

For a particle: "'i.F=ma 

- - dV -
"'i.F-dS= m-·dS 

dt 
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Vf 

Work Done by resultant Force = f ( 'iF )ds = m f v dv 
Vj 

f - - 1 ? 1 
Summation ofwork by all the forces= L( F·dS) = 2mv1- 2mvj2 

LW=kr-k; 

i.e., sum of work done by all the forces on a particle is equal to change in kinetic energy of the particle 

So, the kinetic energy of a particle is equal to the total work that was done to accelerate it from rest 
to its present speed. 

The kinetic energy of a particle is equal to the total work that particle can do in the process of being 
brought to rest. This is why you pull your hand and arm backward when you catch a ball. As the ball 
comes to rest, it does an amount of work (force times distance) on your hand equal to the ball's initial 
kinetic energy. By pulling your hand back, you maximize the distance over which the force acts and so 
minimize the force on your hand. 

According to work-energy theorem, the work done by all the forces on a particle is equal to the 
change in its kinetic energy. 

we+ WNe + WPS= l!J(_ 

Where, We is the work done by all the conservative forces. 

WNe is the work done by all non-conservative forces. 

WPs is the work done by all psuedo forces. 

Modified Form of Work-Energy Theorem 

We know that conservative forces are associated with the concept of potential energy, that is 

We =-AU 

So, Work-Energy theorem may be modified as 

WNe + WPS = l!J(_ + AU 

WNe+ WPS =AE 

When a particle is acted upon by various forces and undergoes a displacement, then its kinetic 
energy changes by an amount equal to the total (net) work Wnet done on the particle by all the forces. 

i.e. Wnet = Kr - K; = M. ... (i) 

The above expression is called the work-energy theorem. 

The expression (i) is valid whether the forces are constant or varying and whether the path followed 
by the particle is straight or curved. 

The expression (i) can be further elaborated as: 

... (ii) 

where We = work done by conservative forces 

WNe = work done by non-conservative forces 
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W0 th = work done by all other forces which are not included in the 
category of conservative, non-conservative and pseudo forces. 

Since We = -AU (definition of potential energy), therefore, the expression 
(ii) can be modified as 

WNC + WOth =AK+ AU= A(K + U) 

The term K + U =Eis called the mechanical energy of the system. 

Conservation of Mechanical Energy 

... (iii) 

Ifno forces other than the conservative do work on a particle (body), then the sum total of kinetic and 
potential energy (also called mechanical energy) is conserved. 

That is, E = K + U = constant 

or AK+ AU = 0 

or K; + U; =Kr+ Ur ... (iv) 

the equation (iv) is a special case of work-energy theorem when WNc + W 0 th = 0. 

~ 32. A 60 gm tennis ball thrown vertically up at 24 m/s rises to a maximum height of 26 m. 
What was the work done by resistive forces? 

w + w = (0 - .!.. mu2) 
g res 2 

h 1 2 -mg +w =--mu 
res 2 

W = 0.06 X 10 X 26 
res 

1 
-- X 0.06 X 24 X 24 = - 1.68 J] 

2 

~ 33. A force of (3t -1.5]) N acts ona 5 kg body. The body is at a position of (2t -3])mand 

is travelling at 4 ms-1• The force acts on the body until it is at the position (t + 5 ]) m. Assuming no other 

force does work on the body, the final speed of the body. 

S~ Given Mass of the body = 5 kg 

Force F = 3t -1.5] 

Now displacement As = { (t + 5 ]) - (2t - 3 ]) } m = (-i + 8 ]) m 

From Work Energy principle 

-- 1 r;;; W= F·As = -m(v2 - u2) • v = vlO m/s] 
2 

~ 34. A block is connected to spring while spring is in relaxed state. Find 
maximum extension of spring. 

S~ Forces acting on block are spring and gravity 

Work done for x displacement 

1 kx2 W=mgx- -
2 

lofT 
i &Ju =0 
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for max. displacement velocity should become zero 

ki = 0 kr= 0 

1 kx2 mgx- - =O 
2 

2mg 
x=--

mg 

k 

Applying Work Energy Theorem on System 

We have been careful to apply the work energy theorem only to bodies that we can represent as particles 
- that is, as moving point masses. The reason is that new complexeties appear for more complex systems 
that have to be represented in terms of many particles with different motions.Here ' s an exmaple. 

Consider a man standing on frictionless roller skates on a level surface, facing a rigid wall. He 
pushes against the wall, setting himself in motion to the right. The forces acting on his are his weight 
w , the upward normal forces ii1 and ii2 exerted by the ground on his skates, and the horizontal force 

F exerted on him by the wall. There is no vertical displacement, so w, ii1 and ii2 do not work. The 
force F is the horizontal force that accelerates him to the right, but the parts of his body where that 
force is applied (the man's hands) do not move. Thus the force F also does no work. So where does 
the man's kinetic energy come from? 

The difficulty is that it 's simply not correct to represent the man as a single point mass. For the 
motion as we 've described, different parts of the man's body must have different motions; his hands 
are stationary against the wall while his torso(upper body) is moving away from the wall. The various 
parts of his body interact with each other, and one part can exert forces and do work on another part. 
Therefore the total kinetic energy of this composite system of body parts can change, even though no 
work is done by forces applied by bodies(such as the wall) that are outside the system. This would not 
be possible with a system that can be repesented as a single point particle. 

While using Work Energy Theorem for a system or applying work energy equation on many 
particles together we must remember that work due to all the forces (external & internal) must be 
written. 
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Otherwise use this equation seperately on individual particles. (Although total work done by static 
friction, tension and normal contact force i.e. by action and reaction on a system will always be zero.) 

According to newton's laws, the body moves under the influence of the external force only. Internal 
forces do not accelerate the body. But work can still be done by them, even if they do not accelerate the 
body. In the case of work energy theorem, we should be cautious. Do not forget to take into account the 
work done by the internal forces. 

~ 35. To illustrate these points about work, let us take a simple daily life example. Suppose a 
boy of mass 40 kg is walking on a rough ground with a uniform acceleration of 1 m/s2• We wish to find 
the work done on the boy when he moves a distance of 1 m starting from rest. 

f~ It is clear that the horizontal acceleration of the boy is possible only by an external force. 
This force is friction force between him and the ground. We can imagine trying to walk on a smooth 
surface. We will slip! 

This friction force f = ma = 40 N. 

But who does work on the boy? Obviously not the friction force. Then none of us need to eat 
anything, cars need not be supplied any petrol! Friction cannot do any work. But we studied that work 
is 

• • 

W = F.S=FScose 

What is wrong here? Let us examine the motion of the boy more closely. When the boy walks, he 
does not slip his feet on the ground. Rather, he places one foot on the ground, lifts another foot and 
moves that foot further. The force of friction is not acting on the moving foot. It is acting on the foot 
which is in contact with the ground. So this is the case of a body where different parts of the body 
having different displacements. 

• • 

Just now we said that in such cases, the work done by the force is W = F. S = FS cos0. where Sis 
the displacement of the point of application of the force. So although the boy as a whole is moving, the 
point at which friction force is being applied is not moving. On close examination, we can say that it is 
the muscles of the body who are rotating the legs, imparting the energy to the boy. Their work can be 
estimated with the help of the work energy theorem. 

V2 =U2+2as=0+2x 1 x 1 

1 
W = /!J(_ = - X 40 X 2 = 40 J 

mt 2 

Observe the same thing from the frame of the boy and explain it. 

The work done by internal forces should be same as before. This should be! After all the work done 
by the boy reflects in his food consumption. This should be the same from every frame of reference. 

Frictional Work 

Consider a block sliding across a horizontal table and eventually coming to rest due to the frictional 
force exerted by the table. 

As the kinetic energy of the block decreases, there is a corresponding increase in the internal 
energy of the system of block and the table. This increase in internal energy might be observed as a 
slight increase in the temperature of the surfaces of the block and the table. It is a common observation 
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that kinetic friction between two surfaces causes an increases in the temperature, as for example in the 
case of holding a piece of metal against a grinding wheel or applying the brackes to an automobile or a 
bicycle (in which case both the brakes and the sliding tires can become warmer). You can even observe 
that effect by rubbing your hands together. 

We might be tempted to write the magnitude of the work done by the frictional force as the product 
of the frictional force times the displacement through which the object moves: 1w; = fs. 

If &- in the definition of work is identified as "the displacement of the object," it often follows 
in textbook and lecture discussions that the work done by friction on a block sliding on a surface is 
W = -f,..d, where f... is the force of kinetic friction on the block and d is the distance through which the 
block moves relative to the surface. The negative sign indicates that the friction force is in the opposite 
direction to the displacement. This expression for work is then incorporated into the work-kinetic 
energy theorem for the block. 

This approach ignores the fact that the displacement of the block is not the same as the many dis
placements of the friction force at a large number of contact points. This latter displacement is compli
cated and involves deformations of the lower surface of the block. It has to be noted that the work done 
by friction cannot be calculated because we cannot find the displacement at large number of contact 
point. even in the case of static friction, there is very small displacement at the contact point so the work 
done by static friction is also not zero. but for teaching injee, we will assume the following for finding 
the work done by frction. 

A student may have little difficulty with W = -J...d, based on his or her understanding of evaluating 
the work done by any force by performing a path integral over the path followed by the object. In the 
case of a block sliding over a stationary surface, the friction force is always oppositely directed to 
each infinitesimal displacement of the block. For a constant friction force, this integral reduces to the 
product of the force and the length of the path (not the displacement). 

~ 36. The force 15 N pulls the lower block for 2m. Find final speed. 

A(~ 
B~l5N 

µ=O 

(I) For individual bodies 

[5}i] 
II 5 WA= 5 X 2 

5~15 W 8 = 15 X 2 +(-5) X 2 

1 1 
'2:,W=30=AkE = -x 10v2+ -x 5v2· v=2 

sys 2 2 ' 

(II) We know work done by static friction will be zero because action-reaction will be in opposite 
direction but displacement of contact point will be same. 

Thus I ·dSA + ]0 ·dS0 =0 because dSA = dS0 but I= -]0 

Thus 15 x 2= (1/2)x 10v2 + (1/2)x 5v2 

v=2 
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• METHOD OF VIRTUAL WORK 

The method of virtual work for finding constraint relation is very useful in complicated situations 
where visual inspection is difficult and number of strings is more. 

Step 1. Constraint forces are those forces whose work on the entire system is zero. To apply this 
method we should write the tension acting on each block. 

Step 2. Displace each of the movable bodies in +ve direction by SA.SB etc. Here we need not bother 
whether these displacements are physically possible or not. Automatically the analysis will 
tell the relationship between them. 

Step 3. Find the work done by tension on each of the bodies. The sum total of all these works should 
be zero. 

Assume that m I moves a distance S1 down and m2 moves a distance S2 down. { This is not physically 
possible, but we are dealing with vectors here. If the displacements are in opposite directions, the 
answer will be negative for them. 

W1 = F.S =Fscos0 

= TS1.cos18Or = -TS1 

Since the pulley is massless, the tension in the string connecting m2 to the 
pulley can be found out 

Newton 's law for pulley 

f=2T 

w2 = 2TS2.cos18Or = -2TS2 

• w1 + w2 =O 

T T 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

--+J I 
L----

I 
µg 

This principle that the work done by the string is O is called the principle of virtual work. 

• Here we are actually using the fact that the work done by the two strings on the total system is 
0. But that is as good, becuase sum of two zeroes will also be zero. 

• -TSI -2 TS2 = 0 

• SI+ 2S2 = 0 

• VI +2V2 =O 

• a1 + 2a2 = 0 

Principle of virtual work seems to be more complicated, but once we get an understanding of it, it 
becomes a very easy tool. 
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/I~ 37. In the figure shown, the ring starts moving 
down from rest. What will be the relation between the m ci,--7"""',. 

velocity of the ring and the velocity of the block at any 
position? What will be the distance that the ring moves 
before coming to rest? 

~~ To find the relationship between the velocities 
of the block and the ring, we will use the concept of virtual work. We have already studied that the total 
work done by tension on a system is always zero. Assuming small displacements of the bodies when 
the angle made by the string is 0 ( displacement is assumed to be small so that the angle made by the 
string does not change appreciably) 

-TSRcos0 -TSB = 0 

SRcos0 + SB = 0 

• vRcos0 + vB = 0 

Here we should be careful, the relationship between the small displacements is same as that of 
the velocities because we have divided the entire relationship by small time interval dt. But to obtain 
the relationship between accelerations, we have to differentiate this expression which will involve 
derivative of cos0 also because 0 is also a variable. 

Since tension does not do any work, only work here is done by the force of gravity. 

Wg = A/(_l + A/(_2 

1 ? 1 , 
muh - MgH = -mv- +-mv-o· 2 R 2 B 

The interesting thing to note here is that even if mass of the ring is less than that of the block, the 
ring will go down. Explain. 

At the position of rest, v B = 0. So from the equation of constrained motion, v R is also O. 

mgh-MgH =O. 

also from the geometry, the original length of the string is 

a+y = £. 

✓a2 +h 2 + y-H = £; ✓a2 +h 2 =a+H 

h2 =H2 + 2aH 

• (~J =H 2 +2aH 

H = 2aM 2 
• h = 2aMm 

M2 -m2 ' M2 -m2 

It is clear from the equation that the physically admissible solution is available only whenM> m. 
If M < mh comes out to be negative which is not possible. This means that if M<m , the block and the 
ring will never come to rest. 

/I~ 38. A particle of mass 0.5 kg travels in a straight line with velocity v = ax312 where a= 5 m-112 s-1. 

What is the work done by the net force during its displacement from x = 0 to x = 2m? 
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s~ m = 0.5 kg, V = ax312, a= 5 m-112 s-1, W=? 

Initial velocity at x = 0, v0 = a x 0 = 0 

Final velocity at x = 2, v2 = a x 2312 = 5 x 2312 

Work done = Increase in kinetic energy 

1 1 
= -m (v/-v/)=-x 0.5 [(5 x 2312) 2 -0] =501. 

2 2 
t_~ 39. Figure shows two blocks A and B, each having a mass of 

320 g connected by a light string passing over a smooth light pulley. The 
horizontal surface on which the block A can slide is smooth. The block A is 
attached to a spring of spring constant 40 Nim whose other end is fixed to a 
support 40 cm above the horizontal surface. Initially, the spring is vertical 
and unstretched when the system is released to move. Find the velocity of 
the block A at the instant it breaks off the surf ace below it. 

Take g = 10 m/s2. 

~~ Let the block A start loosing contact with the surface below 
it at A' after travelling a distance x as shown in figure. 

In this process the block B will shift from B to B' such that BB' =AA'= x (as string is inextensible) 
and so there is a loss of gravitational potential energy= mgx. 

This energy is partly stored as elastic potential energy in the 
spring which is stretched by M and partly appears as kinetic energy 
of blocks A and B. So, by conservation of mechanical energy, we 
have 

1 1 1 
mgx = -mv2 +- mv2 + -k(M)2 

2 2 2 

or 
k 

v2 =gx- - (M)2 
2m 

... (i) 

Now, for vertical equilibrium of block A at A', 

N+Fcose =mg 

But as for spring F = kM and for breaking off 

N = 0 the above equation reduces to 

kM cos 0 =mg 

X 

So, substituting the value of M from Eq. (iii) in (ii) and solving for cos 0, we get 

cos0 =1- mg =1- 0.32 xlO=i 
kL IOx0.40 5 

mg 

... (ii) 

So, that M = ---L =---0.4=0.lm andx=Ltan0 =0.4 x - = 0.3 m ( L ) 0.4x 5 3 
cos0 4 4 
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Substituting these value of M and x in Equation (ii), 

v = [iox0.3- 40x(O.l)2 ]
112 = ✓3-0.625 =1.54m/s Ans. 

2x 0.32 

fl._~ 40. Figure shows a light, inextensible string A -r-~=--
attached to a cart that can slide along a frictionless 
horizontal rail aligned along an x axis. The left end of 
the string is pulled over a pulley, of negligible mass 
and friction and fixed at height h = 3m from the ground 
level. The cart slides from x1 = 3✓3m to x2 = 4 m and 
during the move, tension in the string is kept constant 
50 N. Find change in kinetic energy of the cart in joules. 
(Use ✓3 = 1.7) 

S~ Displacement of the point of 'A ' of the string 

h=3m 

l 

= ✓(3✓3) 2 +(3)2 - ✓42 +32 = 6-5 = 1 m 

!),_k = Work done by tension= 50 x 1 = 50 Joule. 

~ 41. A bullet leaving the muzzle of a rifle barrel with a velocity v penetrates a plank and loses 
one fifth of its velocity. It then strikes second plank, which it just penetrates through. Find the ratio of 
the thickness of the planks supposing average resistance to the penetration is same in both the cases. 

~~ Let R = resistance force offered by the planks, 

t1 = thickness of first plank, 

t2 = thickness of second plank. 

For first plank: 

Loss in KE = work against resistance 

1 2 1 4 2 1 2(9) -mv - -m (-v) =Rt • -mv - =Rt 
2 2 5 I 2 25 I 

For second plank 

1 4 2 0 R -m (-v) - = t • 
2 5 2 

.!..mv2 (~)=Rt 
2 25 2 

dividing (I) & (II) • !i_ = ~ 
t2 16 

~ 42. A block is placed on the top of a plane inclined at 37° with 
horizontal. The length of the plane is 5 m. The block slides down the plane 
and reaches the bottom. 

(a) Find the speed of the block at the bottom if the inclined 
plane is smooth. 

(b) Find the speed of the block at the bottom if the coefficient 
offriction is 0.25 

... (i) 

... (ii) 
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S~ Let h be the height of inclined plane 

.. 

• h = 5sin 37° = 3 m 

(a) As the block slides down the inclined plane, it loses GPE and gains KE. 

loss in GPE = gain in KE 

mg (loss in height) = KEr - KEi 

• 

• 

mgh = .!..mv2 -0 
2 

v = -J2gh = .J2 x 9.8 x 3 = 7.67 m/s 

f~ Note 

1. loss in energy - initial energy - final energy 

2. gain in energy - final energy - initial energy 

(b) As the block comes down, it loses GPE. It gains KE and does work against friction. loss in 
GPE = gain in KE+ work done against friction 

• mgh = (1/2 mv2 - 0) +(µmg cos 37°) s 

• 

• 

3mg = 1/2 mv2 + (0.25) x mg x 4/5 x 5 

v = -J4g = 6.26m/s 

fl~ 43. A 1. 0 kg block collides with horizontal light spring of 
force constant 2 Nim. The block compresses the spring 4 m from the rest 
position. Assuming that the coefficient of kinetic friction between the 
block and the horizontal surface is 0.25, what was the speed of the block 
at the instant of collision ? 

~~ When the block compresses the spring, let x m be the amount of compression, i.e. x = 4m. 

Let v = velocity of the block when it collides with the spring. 

Loss in KE of the block= (gain in elastic potential energy of the spring)+ (work done against 
friction) 

1 2 0 1 kx2 - mv - = - + µ mg x 
2 2 

• 

1 1 
-mv2 = -(2) (4)2 + 0.25 X 1 X 9.8 X 4 
2 2 

v2 = 51.6 • v = .Js°I.6 = 7.18 m/s 

~ 44. A pump is required to lift 1000 kg of water per minutes from a well 20 m deep and eject 
it at a rate of 20 m/s. 

(a) How much work is done in lifting water ? 
(b) How much work is done is giving it a KE? 
(c) What HP (horse power) engine is required for the purpose oflifting water? 
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Work done in lifting water= gain in PE (potential energy) 

work= 1000 x g x 20 = 1.96 x 105 J per minute 

Work done (per minute) in giving it KE = 1/2 mv2 

= 1/2 (1000) (20)2 = 2 x 105 J per minute 

Power of the engine= work done per second 

1/60 (1.96 + 2) x 105 J = 6./6 x 103 W (watts) 

Since 1 HP= 746 W, HP required= 8.85 
C fl._~ 45. A uniform chain of length £ and mass m lies on a 

smooth table. A very small part of this chain hangs from the table, if 
begins to fall under the weight of hanging end. Find the velocity of 
chain when the length of hanging part becomes y. rT 
~~ As the chain slips down from the table, the 

gravitational potential energy of hanging part decreases and 
gets converted into kinetic energy. 

The part of the chain lying on the table does not lose 
any GPE. 

Loss in GPE of hanging part= gain in KE of the chain= 1/2 mv2 

(mass of hanging part) g (loss in height ofC.G) = 1/2 mv2 

• 

C-y 

/I~ 46. In the figure shown stiffness is k and mass of the block ism. The pulley 
is fixed. Initially the block m is held such that, the elongation 

in the spring is zero and then released from rest. Find the maximum elongation in the 
spring. Neglect the mass of the spring, pulley and that of the string. 

S~ Let the maximum elongation in the spring be x, when the block is at 
position 2. 

The displacement of the block m is also x. If E 1 and E2 are the energies of the 
system when the block is at position 1 and 2 respectively. Then _....._ ___ _ 

El = u1g + u1 , + T1 

where U1g = gravitational P.E. with respect to surface S. 

U1s = P.E. stored in the spring. 

T1 = initial K.E. of the block. 

• E 1 = mgh1 + 0 + 0 = mgh 1 ••• (i) 

and E2 = u2g + u2, + T2 

1 ? = mgh2 + 2kx- + 0 ... (ii) 

From conservation of energy E1 = E2 

m 

1 
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• 

• 

• 

I kx' mgh 1 =mgh2 +- -
2 

1 ? 

-kx- =mg(z. -h?) =mgx 2 ''I -

x =2mg/k 

/I~ 47. A block is placed on the top of a plane inclined at 37° with horizontal. The length of the 
plane is 5 m. The block slides down theplane and reaches the bottom. 

(a) Find the speed of the block at the bottom if the inclined plane is smooth. 
(b) Find the speed of the block at the bottom if the coefficient of friction is 0.25 

~~ Let h be the height of inclined plane 

.. 

• h = 5 sin 37° = 3 m 

(a) As the block slides down the inclined plane, 

it loses GPE and gains KE. 

Loss in GP E = gain in KE 

mg (loss in height) = KEr - KEi 

• 

• 

mgh = .!..mv2 -0 
2 

v = .J2gh = .J2 x 9.8 x 3 = 7.67 m/s. 

f~ Note 

1. Loss in energy = initial energy - final energy 

2. gain in energy= final energy - initial energy 

(b) As the block comes down, it loses GPE. 

It gains KE and does work against friction. 

h 

h 

loss in GPE = gain in KE+ work done against friction 

• mgh = (1/2 mv2 - 0) +(µmg cos 37°) s 

• 3mg = 1/2 mv2 + (0.25) x mg x 4/5 x 5 

• v = .j4i = 6.26m/s 

A R 

A R 

/I~ 48. A 1.0 kg block collides with horizontal light spring of force constant 2 Nim. The block 
compresses the spring 4 m from the rest position. Assuming that the coefficient of kinetic friction 
between the block and the horizontal surface is 0.25, what was the speed of the block at the instant of 
collision? 

When the block compresses the spring, let x m be the amount of compression, i.e. x = 4m. 

Let v = velocity of the block when it collides with the spring. 
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Loss in KE of the block = (gain in elastic potential energy of the spring) + (work done 
against friction) 

1 2 1 2 - mv - 0 = - kx + µ mg x 
2 2 

• 

1 1 
-mv2 = -(2) (4)2 + 0.25 X 1 X 9.8 X 4 
2 2 

v2 = 51.6 • v = .Js°I.6 = 7.18 m/s 

/I~ 49. A pump is required to lift 1000 kg of water per minute from a well 20 m deep and eject 
it at a rate of 20 m/s. 

~~ 

(a) How much work is done in lifting water? 
(b) How much work is done in giving it a KE? 

(a) Work done in lifting water= gain in PE (potential energy) 

work= 1000 x g x 20 = 1.96 x 105 J per minute 

(b) Work done (per minute) in giving it KE = 1/2 mv2 

= 1/2 ( 1000) (20)2 = 2 x 105 J per minute 

~ 50. A block of mass m starts from rest and slides down the surface of a 
frictionless solid sphere of radius R as shown in figure. Measure angles from the 
vertical and potential energy from the top. Find the change in potential energy of the 
mass with angle. 

Consider the mass when it is at the point B. A m 

U/P.E. at A) = 0 -------~_(l - cos0) 

• 
• 

U8 (P.E. at B) = -mgR (1 - cos0) 

u = UB-UA 

U = -mgR(I - cos 0) 

Negative sign indicates that P.E. decreases as particle slides down. 

/I~ 51. In fig. (a) and (b), AC, DG and GF are fixed inclined planes. BC= EF = x and AB= DE 
= y. A small block of mass Mis released from rest from the point A. It slides down AC and reaches C 
with a speed Ve- The same block is released from rest from point D. It slides down DGF and reaches 
the point F with speed VF. The coefficients of kinetic friction between the block and both the surf aces 
AC and GDF areµ. Calculate Ve and VF. 
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(i) 

X 

Fig. (a) Fig. (b) 

Let LABC = a, then cos a = 2- and sin a = L 
AC AC 

Potential energy of the block at point A =Mg y 

Kinetic energy of the block at point C =.!..Mv} 
2 

Friction force F = µR = µ Mgcos a = µMgx 
AC 

... (1) 

... (2) 

Work done against friction = F x AC = µMg :c + AC = µMgx ... (3) 

Applying the law of conservation of energy, we have Mg y = .!..MVJ + µMgx ... (4) 
2 

2gy = Vc2 + 2µgx 

Ve = ,J[2g(y - mx)] ... (5) 

(ii) In this case, the work has to be done against friction along the inclined planes DG and 
GF. Let LDGH = j3 and LGFE = 0 

Potential energy of block at D = Mgy ... (6) 

Kinetic energy of block at F = _!_MV} ... (7) 
2 

Work done due to friction F1 for 

b 
DG = µMg cos j3DG = µMg DG DG = µMgb ... (8) 

Work done due to friction F 2 for 

GF=µMgcos0.GF=µMg (xG-:)GF =µ(Mg)(x-b) 

Applying the law of conservation of energy, we have 

1 , b Mgy= -MV; +µMgb+µMg(x- ) 
2 

or 2gy = V} + 2µMgx 

... (9) 

... (10) 
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VF = '1[2g(y- µx)] ... (11) 

The velocity VF is the same as Ve as is quite obvious from the law of conservation of energy. 

~ 52. A 20 kg body is released from rest so as to slide in between vertical rails and compresses 
a vertical spring of force constant k = 1920 Nim placed at a height h = 1.0 m from the starting position 
of the body. The rail offers a frictional force of36 N opposing the motion of the body. Find: 

f~ 

(i) the velocity v of the body just before striking with the spring, 
(ii) the distance f through which the spring is compressed, and 
(iii) the distance h' through which the body is rebounded up. 

(i) As shown in figure, the body Slides a distance h against the frictional force before striking the 
spring. Now Loss of gravitational potential energy of the body = gain in K.E. + Work done 
against friction. 

1 
mgh = -mv2 + µh 

2 

1 ? 

20x9.8xl.0=-x20xv- +36xl.0 
2 

196 = 10v2 + 36 

v2 = 196-36 =l6 
10 

v= 4 m/sec. 

(ii) Let the maximum compression of the spring be f as shown in figure. Applying the law of 
conservation of energy in this position, we get 

mg(h + f) = .!_kf2 + µ(h + f) 
2 

1 
mgh +mgf =-kf 2 + µh + µf 

2 

2mgh + 2mgf = £2 + 2µh + 2µ£ 
k k k k 

£2 +£(2:- 2:g)+(~-¥)=0 

(2:g _ 2: )+ (2:h _ 2:g )
2 

_4(2:h _ 2:gh )] 

£=------------------
2 

Substituting the given values and solving, we get 

f = 0.5 m (leaving the negative value). 
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(iii) Let the spring rebounds to a height h' . In this case 

.!._k£2 = mgh' + µh' .!..x 1920x (0.5)2 = 20x9.8xh' +36h' 
2 2 

240 = 232 h' :. h'= 240 =1.03m 
232 

fl~ 53 A string with one end fixed on a rigid wall, passing over a 
fixed frictionless pulley at a distance of 2m from the wall, has a point mass 
M = 2 kg attached to it at a distance of Im from the wall. A mass m = 0.5 kg 
attached at the free end is held at rest so that string is horizontal between the 
wall and the pulley and vertical beyond the pulley. What will be the speed 
with which the mass M will hit the wall when the mass m is released? 

S~ When the mass m is gently released, the mass M begins to 
descend along the arc of circle CC' . The radius of the arc being AC with 
centre A as shown in figure. 

The mass M strikes the wall at C' and the string supporting m is 
pulled upward by a distance h. 

Now 

h = BC' - BC = ✓(AB) 2 + (AC) 2 - BC = ✓(2) 2 + (1) 2 -1 = ( ✓5 -1) 

A 
M=2kg 

B 

C 

m = 0.5kg 

rx;-···,: 
I'.::i::'. I _t_ : ,m , ix, ..... . 

Let P be the intermediate position of mass Mat certain time t. Suppose e be the angle subtended 
by Mat this instant. The displacement of mass m (when Mis atP) is shown by x. Now the angular speed 

f M . de 
o mass 1.e., ffi = -

dt 

So the instantaneous speed ofmassM at P i.e. , v -r., = 1(de) = (de). 
p dt dt 

Now, x = BP - BC = ✓[(BR)2 + (RP)2] - BC 

x = ✓[(sine)2 + (2-cose)2]-I = .j(5-4cose) -1 

Hence, the velocity v of mass m (when Mis at P) is given by 

dx I 4sine de 2sine 
V = - = -·----;===== =-=====XV 

dt 2 .j(5-4cose) dt .j(5-4cose) P 

Let V be the speed of mass Mat C' . In this position e = 90°, i.e. , sine = sin90° = 1 

cose = 0 and V= vv 

According to the law of conservation of energy 

Loss of potential energy of M = gain of potential energy of m + gain of K.E. of M + gain K.E. of m 

~ 1 ? 1 ? 
Mg x 1 =mg [(-v::>)-1]+-MV- +-mv-

2 2 
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1 , 1 ( 2 ) 2 

2x9.8x l=O.5x9.8 [(✓5)-1]+-x2xV- +-x0.5 r; 
2 2 v15V 

Solving for V, we get V = 3.36 m/s 

fl~ 54. A wedge of mass M with a smooth quarter circular plane, is kept 
on a rough horizontal surface. A particle of mass m is released from rest from 
the top of the wedge as shown in the figure. When the particle slides along 
the quarter circular plane, it exerts a force on the wedge. If the wedge begins 
to slide when the particle exerts a maximum horizontal force on it, find the 
coefficient of friction between the wedge and the horizontal surface. 

µ = f max 
N 

... (i) 

Where, f max = maximum static friction between the wedge and 
ground. (limiting friction) that must be equal to the 
maximum horizontal force (F Jmax for prevalence of sliding 
of the wedge and N = normal force offered by the horizontal 
surface on the wedge. 

• (F)max and N can be calculated as follows. 

Let the particle attain a speed v at the angular position 0 as J 
shown in the free body diagram. 

Since the particle accelerates towards the centre O with an acceleration a = v
2 

, the force 
r 

exerted on it must be radially inwards. 
? mv-• R-mgsin0 =ma= -

r 
• R . e mv2 .. 

=mgsm + -- ... (11) 
r 

Conserving energy of the particle between position 1 and 2 we obtain 

(ME)1 , =(Af'E)1 , • .!..mv2 =mgh=mrsin0.G 
•- • - 2 

• v = -J2grsin0 

Elimination ofv between (ii) and (iii) yields 

R = 3 mg sin 0 

• The horizontal force acting on the wedge = F = R cos 0 = I mg sin 0 
X 2 

... (iii) 

... (iv) 

... (v) 

For Fx to be maximum sin20 = 1 • 0 = 45° Putting 0 in equation (v) horizontally 

we obtain (F) = Img x max 2 ... (vi) 

Resolving forces acting on the wedge for its equilibrium along horizontal and vertical 
we obtain. 
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J,. - (F) = Ma = 0 and N - Mg - R sin0 = Ma = 0 rnax x max y 

• J,. =(F) =Img andN=Mg+Rsin01 =(M+i)g max x max 2 09'/4 2 

using (i) the values of J,. and N we obtain µ = 3m 
max 2M +3m 

~ 55. A small ball is suspended from point Oby a thread oflength £. A nail is driven into the 

wall at a distance of!.._ below 0 , at A. The ball is drawn aside so that the thread takes up a horizontal 
2 

position at the level of point O and then released. Find : 
(i) At what point of the ball 's trajectory, will the tension in the thread disappear? 
(ii) What will be the highest point to which it will rise? 

S~ If at point P, tension is zero. 

mv2 

Then, mg cos 0 = -
r 

Using conservation of energy, v2 = g£ (1 - cos0) 

mgcos0=mg£(1-cos0) • 0=cos-1 (3-) 
t ~IA 

······•.......... . .. ······ £/2 3 

······························•···• 
Height of point P = !_+!....cos 0 = 5£ , from lowest point. 

2 2 6 

2 ( 2) g£ {ii 
V =g£ }-3 =3 • v'/3 

Now the particle describes parabolic path. The height attained by the particle, from pointP. 

h = (vsin0) = 5£ 
2g 54 

H. h . "'- I . ·11b ( 5£ 5£) 50£ 1g est pomt 1rom owest pomt wt e - + - = -
6 54 54 -~ 56. Figure show a loop-the-loop track of radius R. A car 

(without engine) starts from a platform at a distance h above the top of 
h 

the loop and goes around the loop without falling off the track. Find the R ···· ········· ········ ··············· ·· ······· ·t· 

minimum value ofh for a successful looping. 

Neglect friction. 

~~ Let the gravitational potential energy be zero at the platform and the car starts with a 
negligible speed. Suppose the speed of the car at the top most point of the loop be v. Now applying the 
law of conservation of energy, we have 

or 

or 

I ? 

0 =mgh- -mv-
2 

mv2 =2mgh 

v2 = 2gh ... (1) 
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Applying Newton ' s law at the top of the circular path, we get 

mv2 2mgh 
mg+N = -- or mg+N= -- ... (2) 

R R 
For h to be minimwn, N should assume the minimum value i.e. , zero. 

Hence, 
2mghmin 

mg= 
R 

or h . =R 
nun 2 

~ 57. m A = 1 kg, m8 = 2 kg, me = I 0kg Find velocity of A, B & C when Chas descended 2m 

S~ Here work is done by kinetic friction between A & B so it will not cancel out. But by 
tension on A & C will cancel out. 

µ = 0.1 

wA=Tx2-Ix2 

w c = 100 x 2 - T x 2 

Total work = 100 x 2 - 1 x 2 

1 1 
99 X 2 = - X }0v2 + - X } X V2 

2 2 
99x2x2 

v2 = ---1 v = 6 m/s I A and C 
11 

Finding displacement of B 

ft-s 

a8 = 0.5 ms-2, u = 0, t from A and C 

t = 2/3 

1 1 4 1 
S = - X - X - = -m 

2 2 9 9 

} } 2 } - I 
Ix - = - x 2 xv or v = -ms 

9 2 B 3 

2m 

i 

~_.At:=:::::::;F---+l T 

IN .. 
B 

you can see that work done by kinetic friction on A & B is not cancelling out completely. 
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.. 

f~ Note 

Thus except tension, normal and static friction even if we write work because of action and reaction on 
a system it is not necessary that total work will be zero. 

Nature of Forces 

1. Conservative forces: Forces for which calculation of work is independent 
of path taken by body. e.g. gravity, spring. 

In this case work done by force of gravity is same for taking body 
from A to B by any path (You can show it mathematically) 

* In conservative forces total work done for around closed path = 0 

2. Non-conservative forces: Forces for which calculation of work depends on path not just on 
initial and final position eg. friction. 

wfl =-µmg! 

Wm = -µmg(3/) y 

fl~ 57. P = xy i + xy J . Calculate work required to take particle from 

(0,0) to (2,2) (give it w/o path) Then remind them it cannot be calculated w/o path 

then show iy op :;t: ~ 1 OAP 

II POTENTIAL ENERGY 

It can be defined only for conservative forces. 

Definition: It is defined as negative of work done by conservative forces 

Formula: F represents force for which we are writing potential energy 

dU =-F·dS 
2 2 

f dU =-f F·dS 
I I 

2 

thus U -U =-fF·dS 2 I 

(2,2) 
x=y p 

I 
o·~---=-11~A~-x 

Purpose: By defining PE we can avoid repeated calculation of work for conservative forces and since 
PE depends only on position (initial and final), we can directly write effect of conservative forces in 
terms of their respective PE' s 2 

We will define PE for gravity and spring 
h y 

Gravity: u2 - u1 = -f mg(-})dh<}) m 
1--~--~--+-+-

U2 -U1 =mgh h 
U3 - U1 = -mgh (similarly) 

3 
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Emphasise that by definition we can only find difference of PE not absolute value. 

If we assume U1 = 0 then U2 = mghU3 = -mgh 

t_--,r,te, 59. If chain starts slipping, find its KE when chain becomes completely straight /I A I/ 
Hint: W = (KE - KE.) 

g f I 

But Wg = -(Ur- U) 

-Ur+ Ui =KEr-KEi 

KEr + Ur = KEi + Ui find U by using calculus 

emphasise that if we have tried to find work due to gravity directly then it would have 
been very difficult as compared to the solution we are giving. 

fl_--,r,te, 60. Chain is on the verge of slipping, find the velocity of the chain, when it 
has slipped. //4 

f= 3Mg "1 4 

3Mg _ 3Mg • µ=3 µ---
4 4 

work done by friction force when chain completely slip off the table. 

df= µdmg 

L/4 M 
dw =dfx f µ-dx gx 

o L 

w = 3 Mg (x 2 )u4 
= 3Mg1 

r L 2 0 32 

Now decrease in PE= inc. in KE+ wr 

PE-PE = _!_mv2 +w 
I f 2 f 

( - 9Mgl)- (- Mgl) = _!_Mv2 + 3Mgl 
32 2 2 32 

7 Mgl = _!_ Mv2 + 3Mg1 
32 2 32 

_!_Mv2 = 4Mg1 
2 32 

v=.!..Jgt 
2 

As we have learnt from previous problem if some forces are acting on a body 

WI+ w2 + ... + wn =KEf-KEi 

f 

W4 

if some of them are conservative and others are non-conservative then for conservative 
forces we can write PE 
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I:Wc + I:Wnc = KE[ - KEi 

I:{-(Uf- U)} + I:Wnc =KEf-KEi 

I:Wnc = KEf-KEi + I:(Uf- U) 

Term on RHS is often called mechanical energy. Emphasise that effect of a force can 
either be written as work on LHS or it can come as PE on RHS 

fl~ 61. Find velocity of A and B when A is about to touch 
the ground. Also verify that work done by tension on the whole 
system and N between A and B is zero. 

mA=5kg m8 =10kg 

Iv I = Iii I 
Net speed of block 

2mr ·············B·· 

/2 2 2 0 / 2 24 {2" 
Vb= "u +u -2u cos37 = v2u -2u 5 = V V 5 

By energy conservation 
v~ 

Decline in P .E. of block = Increase in KE of wedge + block 

1 1 
mgh. = - mv2 + - mv 2 

2 2 b 

1 1 2 
mgh = - mv2 + -mv2 -

2 2 5 

1 1 2 
5 X 10 X 2 = - 10v2 + - 5 X - v2 

2 2 5 V m 

12 
5 X 10 X 2 = - V2 

2 

12 
5 X 10 X 2 = - V2 

2 
T 

v=J¥ 
velocity of wedge = 5 # m/s 

X 

velocity ofblock = v {I = ✓-50 x ~= f20_20 = 2 (i_ m/s vs 3 s V3 V3 
work done by tension 

(1) on wedge 

T cos 0 +----''<-'ll-'', 

w = (T - T cos 0) x 

(2) on the block 

T cos 0 (x - x cos 0) - T sin 0 x sin 0 

Tx cos0-Tx 

u 



Spring 

Net w = TX -Tx cos 0 + Tx cos 0 -Tx = 0 

By normal reaction between A & B 

(1) on the wedge 

Nsin e. X 

(2) on the block 

- N sin 0 (x - cos 0) + (- N cos 0 x sin 0) 

= - N sin e X + N X sin e cos e - N X sin e cos e 
=-Nsin ex 

Net work done by normal raction 

N sin 0 x - N sin 0 x = 0 
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X N cos 0 

N cos 0 

N 
sin 8 

X COS 0 

In case of spring natural length of spring is assumed to be reference point and always assigned zero 
potential energy (This is a universal assumption). In gravity we can take any point as reference and 
assign it any value of potential energy. 

I 

u -U =-f F·dS f i 

u=!kx 2 
2 I 

f Xj 

for compression: Ur- Ui = - f F·dS = -f kxt (dx)(-t) 

U = !kx2 

2 

Thus if spring is either stretched or compressed from natural length by x the potential energy is ! kx2. 
2 

Emphasise that for solving problems of spring always measure distances from nature length. 

/I~ 62. Find how much m will rise if 4m falls away. Blocks are at rest and in equilibrium 

~~ Applying WET on block of mass m 

w +w =k -k 
g Sp f I 

Let finally displacement of block from equilibrium is x 

- mg ( 5mg + x) + ! k ( 25 m2 g2 ) - ! kx2 = 0 
k 2 k2 2 

k 
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1 15m 2 g 2 3mg 2 kx2 + mgx - 2k = O; x = k 

d. 1 ..,._ . . . 1 . 5mg 3mg 8mg 
1sp acement 1rom 1mtta 1s -- + -- = --

k k k 

fl~ 63. Find velocity of ring when spring becomes horizontal 

m = 10 kg 

~64. 

k =400Nm-1 

m = 10 kg 

k =400N/m 

natural length of spring = 4m 

decreasing in PE= inc. in KE 

_!_ k x 1 + mgh = _!_ mv2 

2 2 

_!_ X 400 X 12 + 10 X 10 X 3 = _!_ X 10 J/2 
2 2 

200 + 300 = 5J/2 

5J/2 = 500; V= ✓100 m/s = 10 m/s 

10 =4 m 

(a) A 2 kg block situated on a smooth fixed incline is connected to a k=IOO Nm- 1 

spring of negligible mass, with spring constant k = 100 Nm-1, via a 
frictionless pulley. The block is released from rest when the spring is 
unstretched. How far does the block move down the incline before 
coming (momentarily) to rest? What is its acceleration at its lowest 
point? 

(b) The experiment is repeated on a rough incline. If the block is observed 
to move 0.20 m down along the incline before it comes to instantaneous rest, calculate the 
coefficient of kinetic friction. 

~~ 

(a) Applying work-energy theorem 

mgs sin 37° = _!_ ks2 

2 

2x 1 0xsx I = _!_ x 1 00xs2 on solving s = 0.24 m 
5 2 

accelerating at its lowest point 

ks -mgsin37° 
a=-----

m 
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3 
lO0x 0.24-2x l0x -

5 
2 

= 6 m/s2 a = 6 m/s2 

(b) Work done by gravity + work done by friction = Energy stored in spring 

mg s sin37° - µmg cos 37° x s = .!_ ks2 

2 

given s = 0.20 m 

mg sin 37° - .!_ ks = µmg cos 37° 
2 

3 1 4 
2 xI0 x -- - xI00xs = µ x2 x}0x-

5 2 5 

12-50s 

16 
=µ 

1 
µ=-

8 

[Ans. (a) s = 0.24 m, a= 6 m/s2, (b) x = 1/8] 

~ 65. Draw U-x graph 

FindingFfrom U 

F'=-V(U) 
- OA OA OA 
Vrepresents -i +-j+-k ox oy oz 

fl~ 66. If U = 4x2y + 2yz2 find force 

Hint: IfU depends on only one variable lets say r, then F'=-( :~)r 
/I~ 67. U = 4r3 find force 

~~ F = I2r2(-r) 

II ENERGY DIAGRAMS 

X 

Diagram, in which the total energy E and the potential energy U are plotted as functions of positions is 
called as energy diagram. 

The kinetic energy K = E - U is easily found by inspection. Since kinetic energy can never be 
negative, the motion of the system is constrained to regions where U :SE. 

(a) Energy Diagram for a Harmonic Oscillator 

Kx2 
U=-

2 
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V 

~ K -+ 
~00~ 

X =x, x=O 

Fig 6.3 

The potential energy of the block is U = Kx 2 is a parabola centered at the origin. Since, the total 
2 

energy is constant for a conservative system, Eis represented by a horizontal straight line. Motion is 
limited to the shaded region where E 2: U; the limits of the motion x1 and x2 in the sketch, are sometimes 
called the turning points. The kinetic energy, K = E - U, is greatest at the origin. As the particle flies 
past to a complete rest at one of the turning points xl' x2. The particle then moves towards the origin 
with increasing kinetic energy, and the cycle is repeated. 

The harmonic oscillator provides a good example of bounded motion. As E increases, the turning 
point moves farther and farther off, but the particle can never move away freely. If Eis decreased, the 
amplitude of motion decreases, until finally for E = 0 the particle lies at rest at x = 0. 

(b) Energy Diagram for a Particle Acted on by a Repulsive Force 

F= Ar. U= A 
, ' r r 

Fig 6.4 

Q G +-q 
f--------10>----

r=O 
(fixed) 

r=r 

There is a distance of closest approach, r mm' as shown in the figure 6.4, but the motion is not bounded 
for large r since U decreases with distance. If the particle is shot toward the origin, it gradually loses 
kinetic energy until it comes momentarily to rest at r mm· The motion then reverses and the particle 
moves out toward infinity. The final and initial speeds at any point are identical; the collision merely 
reverses the velocity. 

(c) Energy Diagram for a Typical Attractive Two Atom System 

Consider the interaction between two atoms. At large separations, the atoms attract each other weakly 
with the Vander Wall ' s force, which varies as 1/r7 As the atoms approach, the electron clouds begin to 
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overlap, producing strong forces. In this intermediate region the force is either attractive or repulsive 
depending on the details of the electron configuration. 

If the force is attractive, the potential energy decreases with decreasing r. At very short distances 
the atoms always repel each other strongly, U increases rapidly as r becomes small. 

u 

E >O, unbounded 

Fig 6.5 

For positive energy, E > 0, the motion is unbounded, and the atoms are free to fly apart. As the 
figure 6.5 indicates, the distance of closest approach, r min' does not change appreciably as Eis increased. 
The steep slope of the potential energy curve at small rmeans that the atoms behave like hard spheres 
and r nun is not sensitive to the energy of collision. 

The situation is quite different if Eis negative. Then the motion is bounded for both small and large 
separations; the atoms never approach closer than r. or move farther apart than rb. A bound system of 
two atoms is, of course, a molecules energy diagram. 

If two atoms collide with positive energy, they cannot form a molecule unless some means is 
available for losing enough energy to make E negative. 

In general, a third body is necessary to carry off the excess energy. Sometimes the third body is a 
surface, which is the reason surface catalysts are used to speed certain reactions. 

A third atom can also carry off the excess energy, but for this to happen the two atoms must collide 
when a third atom is nearby. This is a rare event at low pressures, but itbecomes increasingly important 
at higher pressures. Another possibility is for the two atoms to lose energy by the emission of light. 

Let us summarise the concept developed so far. 

Energy 

Definition: Energy is defined as internal capacity of doing work. When we say that a body has energy 
we mean that it can do work. 

Energy appears in many forms such as mechanical, electrical, chemical, thermal (heat), optical 
(light), acoustical (sound), molecular, atomic, nuclear, etc. , and can change from one form to the other. 

Kinetic Energy 

Definition: Kinetic energy is the internal capacity of doing work of the object by virtue of its motion. 
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Kinetic energy is a scalar property that is associated with state of motion of an object. An aeroplane 
in straight and level flight has kinetic energy of translation and a rotating wheel on a machine has 
kinetic energy of rotation. If a particle of mass m is moving with velocity 'v' much less than the velocity 
of the light than the kinetic energy 'K' is given by 

1 ? K=-mv-
2 

:1t lmpotant Points for K.E. 

1. As mass m and v2 ( v.v) are always positive, kinetic energy is always positive scalar i.e., 

kinetic energy can never be negative. 

2. The kinetic energy depends on the frame of reference, 
2 

K = ..!!_ and P = ✓2mk · P = linear momentum 
2m ' 

Potential Energy 

Definition: Potential energy is the internal capacity of doing work of a system by virtue of its 
configuration. 

In case of conservative force (field) potential energy is equal to negative of work done by 
conservative force in shifting the body from some reference position to given position. 

In case of conservative force as: 

i.e., U -U =- - F·dr =-W I,.,_ 
2 I 'I 

Whenever and wherever possible, we take the reference point at oo and assume potential energy to 

be zero there, i.e., Ifwe take r1 = oo and U1 = 0 then 

U = -[ F · dr = -W 

:1t lmpotant Points for K.E. 

1. Potential energy can be defined only for conservative forces. It does not exist for non
conservative forces. 

2. Potential energy can be positive or negative. 

3. Potential energy depends on frame ofreference but change in potential energy is independent 
of reference frame. 

4. Potential energy should be considered to be a property of the entire system, rather than 
assigning it to any specific particle. 

5. It is a function of positions and does not depend on the path. 
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Types of Potential Energy 

(a) Elastic Potential Energy: It is the energy associated with state of compression or expansion 
of an elastic (spring like) object and is given by: 

U =_!_ky2 

2 

where k is force constant and 'y' is the stretch or compression. Elastic potential energy is 
always positive. 

(b) Electric Potential Energy: It is the energy associated with charged particles that interact via 
electric force. For two point charges q1 and q2 separated by a distance 'r', 

U=-I_q,q2 
41ts0 r 

As charge can be positive or negative, electric potential energy can be positive or negative 

(c) Gravitational Potential Energy: It is due to gravitational force. For two particles of masses 
m 1 and m2 separated by a distance 'r', it is given by: 

U=-Gm,m2 
r 

which for a body of mass 'm' at height 'h' relative to surface of earth reduces to U = mgh 

Gravitational potential energy can be positive or negative. 

Mechanical Energy 

Defenition: Mechanical energy 'E' of a particle, object or system is defined as the sum of kinetic 
energy 'K' and potential energy 'U, i.e., E = K + U 

:1t lmpotant Points for K.E. 

1. It is a scalar having dimensions [ML2T2] and SI units joule. 

2. It depends on frame of reference. 

3. A body can have mechanical energy without having either kinetic energy or potential energy. 
However, if both kinetic and potential energies are zero, mechanical energy will be zero. The 
converse may or may not be true, i.e., if E = 0 either both PE and KE are zero or PE negative 
and KE positive such that KE+ PE= 0. 

4. As mechanical energy E = K + U, i.e., E - U = K. Now as K is always positive, E - U :2: O,i.e., 

for existence of a particle in the field, E :2: U. 

5. As mechanical energy E = K + U and K is always positive, so, if 'U' is positive 'E' will be 
positive. However, if potential energy U is negative, 'E' will be positive if K> IUJ and E will 
be negative if K < IUJ 

i.e., mechanical energy of a body or system can be negative, and negative mechanical energy means 
that potential energy is negative and in magnitude it is more than kinetic energy. Such a state is called 
bound state, e.g., electron in an atom or a satellite moving around a planet are in bound state. 
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Conservative Force & Potential Energy 

Fs =- oU!os, 

i.e. , the projection of the field force, the vector F, at a given point in the direction of the displacement 
dr equals the derivative of the potential energy U with respect to a given direction, taken with the 
opposite sign. The designation of a partial derivative o I o s emphasizes the fact of deriving with respect 

to a definite direction. 

So, having reversed the sign of the partial derivatives of the function U with respect to x, y , z, we 
obtain the projection Fx, FY and F 2 of the vector Fon the unit vectors i , j and k. Hence, one can readily 
find the vector itself: F = FJ + F j + F2k , or 

F=-(:i+:j+:k)-

The quantity in parentheses is referred to as the scalar gradient of the function U and is denoted by 
grad U or VU. We shall use the second, more convenient, designation where V ("nabla") signifies the 
symbolic vector or operator 

n .o .o ko 
V = 1-+J-+ -ox oy oz 

Therefore, VU may be formally regarded as the product of a symbolic 
vector V by a scalar U. 

Consequently, the relationship between the force of a field and the 
potential energy, expressed as a function of coordinates, can be written in the 
following compact form. 

F=-VU, 
F 

the vector F is oriented in the direction of decreasing U values. As F is 
directed oppositely to the vector VU, we may conclude that the gradient of U is a vector oriented along 
a normal to an equipotential surface in the direction of increasing values of potential energy U. 

It shows a system of equipotentials (U1 < U2 < U3 < U4) , a gradient of the potential energy VU and 
the corresponding vector of the force Fat the point A of the field. It pays to consider how these two 
vectors are directed, for example, at the point B of the given field. 

Translatory Equilibrium 

Definition: When several forces act on a body simultaneously in such a way that the resultant force on 
the body is zero, the body is said to be in translotry equilibrium. 

Graphically: If we plot graphs between Fir and Ulr, at equilibrium F will be zero while U will be 
optimum(max. or min. or constant). If 

U = min. i.e., (d2U!dr2) = positive, equilibrium is stable 

U=max. 

U= const. 

i.e., 

i.e. , 

(d2U!dr2) = negative, equilibrium is unstable 

(d2U!dr2) = zero, equilibrium is neutral 
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S.No. Stable Equilibrium Unstable Equilibrium Neutral Equilibrium 

1. Net force is zero Net force is zero Net force is zero 

2. dU dU dU 
- = 0 or slope of U-r graph - = 0 or slope of U-r graph - = 0 or slope of U-r graph 
dr dr dr 

1s zero. 1s zero. 1s zero. 

3. When displaced slightly, When displaced slightly, When displaced slightly, 
from its equilibrium position from its equilibrium position from its equilibrium position 
a net restoring force starts a net force starts acting on the body has neither the 
acting on the body which the body which moves the tendency to come back to 
has a tendency to bring the body Ill the direction of original position nor to 
body back to its equilibrium displacement or away from move away from the original 
position. the equilibrium position. position. 

4. Potential energy Ill Potential energy Ill Potential energy remams 
equilibrium 

. . 
equilibrium 

.. 
constant even if the body is pos1t10n IS pos1t10n IS 

minimum as compared to its maximum as compared to its displaced from its equilibrium 

'ghb . . d 2U . hb . . d2U . . d 2U 
ne1 ounng pomts or --, ne1g ourmg pomts or --, pos1tion or -- = 0 

dr- dr dr 2 

= positive = positive 

5. When displaced from When displaced from When displaced from 
equilibrium 

. . 
the equilibrium 

. . 
the equilibrium 

.. 
the pos1tion pos1tion pos1t10n 

center of gravity of the body center of gravity of the body center of gravity of the body 
goes up. comes down. remains at the same level. 

i + 

0 t----+-~-+-~-r 

(A) 

1. Work-Energy Theorem 

- U 

i E, 
stable 

(B) 

According to work-energy Theorem, the work done by all the forces on a particle is equal to the change 
in kinetic energy of it. 

we + WNe + WPS + w.n = M 

Where We is the work done by conservative force 

WNe is the work done by non-conservative force 

WPs is the work done by psuedo force 
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2. Modified Form of Work-Energy Theorem 

We know that conservative forces are associated with the concept of potential energy, that is We= -AU 

So, Work-Energy theorem may be modified as 

3. Mechanical Energy Conservation 

In an inertial frame, if only conservative forces are present then, the mechanical energy of a system is 
conserved. 

Alternatively, 

if WNC = 0, WPS = 0 Then M = A(K + U) = 0 

or E = K + U = constant 

• POWER 

Power is defined as the time rate of doing work 

When the time taken to complete a given amount of work is important, we measure the power of 
the agent doing work. 

The average power ( P or p av) delivered by an agent is given by 

- w 
P orp = -

av f 

where W is the amount of work done in time t. 

Power is the ratio of two scalars- work and time. So, power is a scalar quantity. If time taken to 
complete a given amount of work is more, then power is less. For a short duration dt, if P is the power 
delivered during this duration, then 

F-ds - dS -
P=--=F·-=F.v 

dt dt 

By definition of dot product, P = Fv cos 0 

where 0 is the smaller angle between F and v . 
This P is called as instantaneous power if dt is very small. 

Explanatory Notes on Power 

From a particle viewpoint, it is interesting to know not only the work done on an object but also the rate 
at which the work is being done. The time rate of doing work is called power. 

Ifan external force is applied to an object (which we assume as a particle), and if the work done by 
this force is AW in the time interval Af, then the average power during this interval is defined as 

P=AW 
At 
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The work done on the object contributes to increasing the energy of the object. A more general 
definition of power is the time rate of energy transfer. The instantaneous power is the limiting value of 
the average power as /),_f approaches zero. 

. p = 11·m !),_W = dW 1.e., 
t.t • O Af dt 

where we have represented the infinitesimal value of the work done by dW (even though it is not a 
change and therefore not a differential). 

dW - ds --
P = -=F.-=F.v 

dt dt 

- ds 
where we have used the fact that v = - . 

dt 

This SI unit of power is joule per second (J/s), also called watt(W) ' (after James Watt); 

1 W = 1 J/s = 1 kg.m 2/s3. 

fl~ 68. An elevator has a mass of 1000 kg and carries a 
maximum load of 800 kg. A constant frictional force of 4000 N 
retards its upward motion, as shown in the figure. 

(a) What must be the minimum power delivered by 
the motor to lift the elevator at a constant speed of 
3 m/s? 

(b) What power must the motor deliver at any instant if 
it is designed to provide an upward acceleration of 
1 m/s2? 

(a) The motor must supply the force Tthat pulls the elevator 
upward. From Newton 's second law and from the fact 
that a = 0 since v is constant, we get 

T - f - Mg= 0, where Mis the total mass (elevator plus load), equal to 1800 kg. 

• T= f +Mg= 4 x 103 N + (1.80 x 103 kg) (9.80 m/s2) = 2.16 x 104 N 

Using equation (7) and the fact that Tis the same direction as v, we have gives 

P = Tv = (2.16 x 104 N) (3 m/s) = 64.9 kW= 87 hp 

(b) Application ofNewton's second law to the elevator gives 

T-f-Mg=Ma 

• T=M(a + g) + f= (1.80 x 103 kg) (1 + 9.80) m/s2 + 4 x 103 N = 2.34 x 104 N 

Therefore, using equaiton (7) we get the required power 

P = Tv = (2.34 x 104 v)W 

T 

where v is the instantaneous speed of the elevator in metres per second. Hence, the power 
required increases with increasing speed. 

fl~ 69. A block of mass 2 kg is pulled up on a smooth incline of angle 30° with horizontal. If 
the block moves with an acceleration of 1 m/s2, find the power delivered by the pulling force at a time 
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4 seconds after motion starts. What is the average power delivered during these four seconds after the 
motion starts? 

• 

The forces acting on the block are shown in figure. 

Resolving forces parallel to incline, 

F - mgsin0 = ma 

F = mgsin0 +ma= 2 x 9.8 x sin30° + 2 x I = 11.8 N 

The velocity after 4 seconds = u + at = 0 + 1 x 4 = 4 m/s 

Power delivered by force at t = 4 seconds 

= Force x Velocity= 11.8 x 4 = 47.2 W 

The displacement during 4 seconds is given by the formula 

v2 = u2 + 2as 

v2 = 0 + 2 x 1 x S :. S = 8 m 

Work done in four seconds= Force x distance= 11.8 x 8 = 94.4 J 

. workdone 94 4 
average power delivered = . = -·- = 23.6 W 

flme 4 

N 

300 mg 

fl._--,,te 70. A motorcar of mass 1000 kg attains a speed of 64 km/hr when running down an inclined 
of 1 in 20 with the engine shut off. It can attain a speed of 48 km/hr up the F 
same incline when the engine is switched on. Assuming that the resistance 
varies as the square of the velocity, find the power developed by engine. 

~~ When the motor car is moving down the plane there is a 
force Mgsincx. down the plane. This is opposed by the resistance, which is Mg 
proportional to square of the velocity. That is 

Mg sin ex, oc V2 

Mg x _l_ = kV 2 , where k is a constant. 
20 

lOOOxg =k(64x2-)2 
20 18 

k = 1000 X g X (~)
2 

20 64x 5 
... (1) 

When the engine is on, the tractive force (froce exerted by engine) be F. This is used to 
overcome the force due to incline and the resistance offered. 

F=k(48x5/18)2 + Mg F=k(48x5/18)2 + lOOOxg 
20 20 

Substituting the value of k from equation (1) 

F = 1000 X g X (~)
2 

X (48 X _2._)2 + 1000 X g 
20 64x5 18 20 
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= 1000x9.8[_2_-l]= 50x9.8x25 = 765 _6 N 
20 16 16 

Power developed= Force x Velocity= 765.6 x 48 x 5/18 = 10208 W= 10.2 W 

Power = A.W = total work 
avg A.t total time 

dW d -- - dS --
Power = - = -(F-dS) = F·- = F·V 

lllS( dt dt dt 

P = (I ft I cos0) IV I =(comp.of ft along V )·Speed 

~ 71. If power delivered by net force if P0 find velocity as function of time (t = 0, vel. =u). 

S~ P= ( m:)v • f Pdt = fmvdv 
fl~ 72. A block moves in uniform circular motion because a cord tied to the block is anchored 

at the centre of a circle. Is the power of the force exerted on the block by the cord position, negative, or 
zero? 

S~ Zero 

Explanation. ft and v are perpendicular. 

Power = ft . v = Fv cos 90{ = Zero. 

Unit of Power 

A unit power is the power of an agent which does unit work in unit time. 

The power of an agent is said to be one watt if it does one joule of work in one second. 

1 watt = 1 joule/section = 107 erg/second 

Al 1 1 newton x 1 metre 1 N _1 so, watt= ------ = ms 
1 second 

Dimensional formula of power 

[Work] [ ML2T-2 ] 
[Power] = -- = --- = [ML2 1 3] 

[Time] [T] 

Power has 1 dimension in mass, 2 dimensions in length and - 3 dimensions in time. 

S.No. Human Activity Power (W) 

1 Heart beat 1.2 

2 Sleeping 83 

3 Sitting 120 

4 Riding in a car 140 

5 Walking (4.8 km h-1) 265 

6 Cycling (15 km h-1) 410 

7 Playing Tennis 440 
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S.No. Human Activity Power (W) 

8 Swimming (breaststroke, 1.6 km h-1) 475 

9 Skating 535 

10 Climbing Stairs (116 steps min-1) 685 

11 Cycling (21.3 km h-1) 700 

12 Playing Basketball 800 

13 Tube light 40 

14 Fan 60 

fl~ 73. What is represented by the slope of the work-time graph? 

~~ Instantaneous power. 

fl~ 74. What is represented by area under power-time graph? 

~~ Work. 

fl~ 75. What is the power of an engine which can lift 20 metric ton of coal per hour from a 20 
metre deep mine? 

~~ Mass, m = 20 metric ton = 20 x 1000 kg; Distance, S = 20 m; Time, t = 1 hour = 3600 s 

P _Work_ mgxS _ 20xl000x9.8x20 _ 1 09 103 W 
ower - -- - --- - ------- watt - . x 

Time t 3600 

~ 77. A one kilowatt motor pumps out water from a well l 0 metre deep. Calculate the quantity 
of water pumped out per second. 

~~ Power, P = 1 kilowatt = 103 watt 

S = 10 m; Time, t = 1 second; Mass of water, m =? 

mgxS mx9.8xl0 103 

Power= -- :. 103 = ---- or m = --- kg= 10.204 kg 
t 1 9.8xl0 

fl~ 77. The blades of a windmill sweep out a circle of area A. (a) If the wind flows at a velocity v 
perpendicular to the circle, what is the mass of the air passing through in time t? (b) What is the kinetic 
energy or the air? (c) Assume that the windmill converts 25% of the wind's energy into electrical 
energy, and that A= 30 m2, v = 36 km h-1 and the density of air is 1.2 kg m-3. What is the electrical 
power produced? 

~~ 
(a) Volume of wind flowing per second= Av 

Mass of wind flowing per second = Avp 

Mass of air passing in t second = Avpt 

(b) Kinetic energy of air = .!_ mv2 = .!_ (Avpt)v2 = .!_ Av2pt 
2 2 2 

. 25 1 Av3pt 
( c) Electrical energy produced = - x - Av3pt = --

100 2 8 
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Av3pt Av3p 
Electrical power= -- = --

St 8 

5 
Now A= 30 m2 v = 36 km h-1 = 36 x - m s-1 = 10 m s-1 p = 1.2 kg ms-1 

' ' 18 ' 

Electrical power= 30xlOxlOxl.2 W=4500 W=4.5kW 
8 

~ 78. One coolie takes one minute to raise a box through a height of 2 metre. Another one 
takes 30 second for the same job and does the same amount of work. Which one of the two has greater 
power and which one uses greater energy? 

. Work MxgxS Mx9.8x2 
Power of first coohe = -- = ---- = ---- J s-1 

Time t 60 

. Mx9.8x2 (Mx9.8x2) Power of second coohe = ---- J s-1 = 2 ---- J s-1 

30 60 

= 2 x Power of first coolie 

So, the power of the second coolie is double that of the first. 

Both the coolies spend the same amount of energy. 

Aliter, We know that W = Pt 

For the same work, W = P/1 = Pl2 

or p2 = ~ = 1 minute = 2 or p = 2P 
~ t2 30 S 2 I 

~ 79. A large family uses 8 kW of power. Direct solar energy is incident on the horizontal 
surface at an average rate of 200 W per square metre. If 20% of this energy can be converted to useful 
electrical energy, how large an area is needed to supply 8kW? 

s~ If A m2 be the area, then power = 200 . A watts 

Useful electrical energy produced/s = 20 (200 A) = 40 . A watts 
100 

But 40A = 8000 or A= 200 m2 

~ 80. An elevator of total mass (elevator+ passenger) 1800 kg is moving up with a constant 
speed of 2 ms-1• A frictional force of 4000 N oppose its motion. Determine the minimum power 
delivered by the motor to the elevator. Take g = 10 m s-2• 

s~ Weight of (elevator+ passenger)= mg= 1800 x 10 N = 18000 N 

Frictional force = 4000 N 

Total downward force on the elevator= (18000 + 4000) N = 22000 N 

Clearly, the motor must have enough power to balance this force. 

44000 
Now, power, P = Fv = 2200 N x 2 m s-1 = 4400 W = -- hp = 58.98 hp 

746 
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fl~ 81. A particle A of mass 1 O kg is moving in the positive direction of x. Its initial position is 
7 

x = 0 and initial velocity is 1 m/s. The velocity at x = I O is: (use the graph given) 

Power (in watts) 

.__ ___ ___._ __ x 

10 (in m) 

(A) 4m/s (B) 2 m/s (C) 3 ✓2 m/s (D) 100/3 m/s 

Area under P-x graph= f pdx = f mv dv dx = f mv2 dV = [mv3 
]'' = __!Q_ (v3 - I) 

dt 1 3 1 7x3 

1 
from graph; area= - (2 + 4) x 10 = 30 

2 

__!Q_ (v3 - 1) = 30 
7x3 

v = 4 m/s 

(A) is the right answer. 

Alternate: 

from graph 

P= 0.2x+2 

dv 
or mv- v = 0.2 x + 2 

dx 
t 1 10 

or mv2 dv = (0.2 x + 2) dx 

Now integrate both sides, f mv2dv = f (0.2x + 2)dx 
I I 

fl~ 82. Work done by static friction on an object: 
(A) May be positive (B) Must be negative 
(C) Must be zero (D) None of these 
[Ans. (A)] 

fl~ 83. In the figure shown the potential energy U of a particle is plotted against its position ' x 
' from origin. Then which of the following statement is correct. A particle at : 

u 

(A) x1 is in stable equilibrium 
(C) x3 is in stable equilibrium 

(B) x2 is in stable equilibrium 
(D) None of these 
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x = x1 and x = x3 are not equilibrium positions because du * 0 at these points. 
dx 

x = x2 is unstable, as u is max. at this point. 

(D) is the right option. 

~ 84. In the figure shown A is of mass 1 kg and B is mass 2 kg. A moves with velocity 3 m/s 
and rises on B. All the surfaces are smooth. By the time A reaches the highest point on B: 

~·~ 
Ill~/// 

(A) work done by A on B is zero (B) work done by gravity on B is positive 
(C) work done by A on B is 1 Joules (D) work done by B on A is 1 Joule 
[Ans. (C)] 

fl~ 85. Power delivered to a body varies as P = 312• Find out the change in kinetic energy of the 
body from t = 2 tot= 4 sec. 

S~ Applying work energy theorem to body 

Af(E = work done by forces delivering power P 
4 4 

= f Pdt = f 3t2 dt = 56 J 
t=2 2 

[Ans. 56 J] 

fl~ 86. A horse drinks water from a cubical container of side 
1 m. The level of the stomach of horse is at 2 m from the ground. Assume 
that all the water drunk by the horse is at a level of 2 m from the ground. 
Then minimum work done by the horse in drinking the entire water of the 
container is (Take Pwater = 1000 kg/m3 and g = 10 m/s2 ): 

(A) 10 kl (B) 15 kl 
(C) 20 kl (D) zero 

~~ The mass of water is 

m = 1 x 103 kg 

The increase in potential energy of water is 

= mgh = (1 x 103) (10) 1.5 = 15 kl 

(B) is the right option. 

~ 87. A particle is projected vertically upwards with a speed of 16 m/s, after some time, when 
it again passes through the point of projection, its speed is found to be 8 m/s. It is known that the 
work done by air resistance is same during upward and downward motion. Then the maximum height 
attained by the particle is (Take g = 10 m/s2 ): 

(A) 8 m (B) 4.8 m (C) 17.6 m (D) 12.8 m 

S~ From work energy theorem 

for upward motion 
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.!.. m (16)2 = mgh + W (work by air resistance) 
2 

for downward motion 

.!.. m (8)2 = mgh - W 
2 

.!_ [(16)2 + (8)2] = 2 gh 
2 

(A) is the right option. 

or h=8m 

II~ 88. A man places a chain (of mass 'm' and length'£') on a table slowly. Initially the lower 

end of the chain just touches the table. The man drops the chain when half of the chain is in vertical 
position. Then work done by the man in this process is: 

,e, mg£ 
(A) -mg 2 (B) --4-

(C) _ 3mg£ 
8 

(D) - mg£ 
8 

The work done by man is negative of magnitude of decrease in potential energy of chain 

L m L L 
!1U = mg - - - g - = 3 mg -

2 2 4 8 

3mg£ 
---

8 

(C) is the right option. 

II~ 89. A block attached to a spring, pulled by a constant 
horizontal force, is kept on a smooth surface as shown in the figure. 
Initially, the spring is in the natural state. Then the maximum positive 
work that the applied force F can do is: [Given that string does not 
break] 

(A) 

s~ 

F2 

K 
(B) 2F2 

K 
(C) 00 

Applying work energy theorem on block 

FR - .!_ k£2 = 0:. 
2 

(B) is the right option. 

2F 2F2 

£= - or workdone=F£= --
k k 

F2 
(D) 2K 

F 

~ 90. The potential energy for a force field F is given by U (xJ!) = cos (x + y). The force 

acting on a particle at position given by coordinates ( 0, ¾) is 
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1 A A 

(A) - ✓2 (i + J) 
1 A A 

(B) ✓2 (i + j) (C) [ 1 ~ ✓3 ~) -1+-1 
2 2 

F oU . 
x = - ox = sm (x + y) F 0V . 

= - - = sm (x + y) 
y oy 

F, = sin(x + y)Jc0. " 141 = }i FY = sin(x + y)]<0·"'4l = }i 
1 [ A A] 

F= ✓2 i+j 

(B) is the right option. 

fl~ 91. Two identical blocks A and B are placed on two inclined planes as shown in diagram. 
Neglect air resistance and other friction 

A L 

AI 
Read the following statements and choose the correct options. 

Statements I: Kinetic energy of 'A ' on sliding to J will be greater than the kinetic energy of B on 
falling toM. 

Statements II: Acceleration of 'A ' will be greater than acceleration of 'B' when both are released to 
slide on inclined plane 

Statements III: Work done by external agent to move block slowly from position B to O is negative 
(A) only statement I is true (B) only statement II is true 
(C) only I and III are true (D) only II and III are true 

~~ 
Statements I: Work done by gravity is same for motion from A to Zand B to M for equal mass. So 

K.E. will be equal. 

Statements II: Acceleration = g sin 0 

tan 0 A > tan 08 

h h 
->-
£ 2£ 

Statement III: Wg + Wext = 0 (Because moved slowly) 

W =-W ext g 

wg is positive so wext < 0 

:. (D) is the right option. 
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fl~ 92. Two masses ' m ' and ' 2 m ' are placed in fixed horizontal circular 
smooth hollow tube as shown. The mass 'm ' is moving with speed 'u ' and the 
mass ' 2 m ' is stationary. After their first collision, the time elapsed for next 
collision. (coefficient of restitution e = 1/2) 

2m 
(A) 

u 

3m 

u 

(B) 

(D) 

4m 

u 

12m 

u 

2m 

Let the speeds of balls of mass m and 2m after collision be v1 and v2 as shown in figure. 

Applying conservation of momentum 

and 

solving we get v1 = 0 and 

u 
-v +v = -

I 2 2 

u 
v=-

2 2 

Hence the ball of mass m comes to rest and ball of mass 2m moves with speed !:!_ . 
2 

2nr 4nr 
t= -- =-

u/2 u 

(B) is the right option. 

~ 93. Figure shows the roller coaster track. Each = T 
car will start from rest at point A and will roll with negligible 
friction. It is important that there should be at least some 
small positive normal force exerted by the track on the car 
at all points, otherwise the car would leave the track. With 25m 
the above fact, the minimum safe value for the radius of 
curvature at point B is (g = 10 m/s2): 

(A) 20 m 
(B) 10 m 
(C) 40 m 
(D) 25 m 

i!.. ~--- mv2 v2 

2-~ (A) V8 = .J2xIOxlO ; __ B ~mg ; R"2:._.!_ • R "2:.20m 
R g 

fl._--,r,t,e 94. A fire hose has a diameter of2.5 cm and is required to direct a jet of water to a height of 
at least 40 m. The minimum power of the pump needed for this hose is: 

(A) 21.5 kW (B) 40 kW (C) 36.5 kW (D) 48 kW 

~~ The speed of the water leaving the hose must be .J2gh if it is to reach a height h when 

directed vertically. If the diameter is d, the volume of water ejected at this speed is .!_ n d2 x .J2gh m
3 

• 

4 s 

Mass ejected is .!_ n d2 x .J2gh x p kg . 
4 s 
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The kinetic energy of this water leaving the hose= .!..mv2 = .!..nd2 x (2gh) 3' 2 x p = 21.5 kW. 
2 8 

(A) is the right answer. 

fl~ 95 A particle with total energy E moves in one dimension in a region where the potential 
energy is U(x). The acceleration of the particle is zero where: 

(A) U(x) = E (B) U(x) = 0 (C) dU(x) = O 
dx 

F= Owhen dU(x) = 0 
dx 

(C) is the right option. 

Answer Q.no. 96 to 98 based on the paragraph given. 

A spring lies along an x axis attached to a wall at one end 
and a block at the other end. The block rests on a frictionless 
surface at x = 0. A force of constant magnitude Fis applied 
to the block that begins to compress the spring, until the 
block comes to a maximum displacement xmax· 

fl~ 96. During the displacement, which of the curves 
shown in the graph best represents the kinetic energy of the block 

Energy 
or work 

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 
[Ans. (C)] 

(D) d2U (x) = 0 
dx2 

(D) 4 

fl._~ 97. During the displacement, which of the curves shown in the graph best represents the 
work done on the spring block system by the applied force. 

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (C) 4 
[Ans. (A)] 

fl~ 98. During the first half of the motion, applied force transfers more energy to the 
(A) kinetic energy (B) potential energy 
(C) equal to both (D) depends upon mass of the block 
[Ans. (C)] 

fl._~ 99. In the figure the variation of potential energy ofa particle of mass m = 2kg is represented 
w.r.t. its x-coordinate. The particle moves under the effect of this conservative force along the x-axis. 
Which of the following statements is incorrect about the particle: 

U(inJ) 
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(A) If it is released at the origin it will move in negative x-axis. 
(B) If it is released at x = 2 + I),_ where /),_ • 0 then its maximum speed will be 5 m/s and it 

will perform oscillatory motion 

(C) If initially x = - 10 and ii = ✓6 i then it will cross x = 10 

(D) x = - 5 and x = + 5 are unstable equilibrium positions of the particle 

S~ If the particle is released at the origin, it will try to go in the direction of force. Here du 
dx 

is positive and hence force is negative, as a result it will move towards-vex-axis. 

When the particle is released at x = 2 + I),_ ; it will reach the point of least possible 
potential energy (-15 J) where it will have maximum kinetic energy. 

I ' -mv- = 25 
2 max • v = 5 m/s max 

The particle will now perform oscillatory motion between - 15 :S U :S 15, because 
reaching U= + 15 J, the kinetic energy and hence speed becomes zero. 

In (C); Ei = Ui + ki = 15 + 6 = 21 J 

At x = 1 O· U = 20• k = 1 * 0 
' I I 

• The particle cross x = 10. 

(D) is the right option. 

~ 100. Block 'A ' is hanging from a vertical spring and is at rest. Block 'B' strikes 
the block 'A ' with velocity 'v' and sticks to it. Then the value of 'v ' for which the spring 
just attains natural length is: 

(A) ✓60 mk g 2 (B) ✓6 :g2 
(D) none of these 

s~ The initial extension in spring is XO = mg 
k 

(C) lo :g2 

Just after collision of B with A the speed of combined mass is ~ . 
2 

For the spring to just attain natural length the combined mass must rise up by x0 = mg 
k 

(sec fig.) and comes to rest. 

Applying conservation of energy between 
initial and final state 

1 (v)2 1 (mg)2 (mg) 2 2m 2 + 2 k k = 2mg k 

{6;;;g2 
Solving we get v = \j~ 

natural length 
of spring 

- - - - - - A - - - velocity = 0 

_b __ ~n!ts!a!e __ _ 

initial state 
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Alternative solution by SHM 

~=ff (2:gJ -(m:J _ ~k ✓ 3m2g2 
_ ✓ 6mg 2 

v- - --- - --] 
m k 2 k 

fl~ 101. One end of a light rod oflength I m is attached with a string oflength Im. Other 
end of the rod is attached at point O such that rod can move in a vertical circle. Other end of 
the string is attached with a block of mass 2kg. The minimum velocity that must be given to the 
block in horizontal direction so that it can complete the vertical circle is (g = I 0 m/s2) . 

(A) 4 ✓5 (B) 5 ✓5 (C) 10 (D) 3 ✓5 

~~ Vmin= .JsgR = .JsxIOx2 = IOm/s 

fl~ 102. A particle is attached to the lower end of a uniform rod which is hinged at its 
other end as shown in the figure. The minimum speed given to the particle so that the rod 
performs circular motion in a vertical plane will be: 

[ Length of the rod is £, consider masses of both rod and particle to be same.] 

(A) ,Jsii (B) .J4g£ (C) .J4.5g£ 

~~ For (rod+ particle) system: 

_!_(m £
2 
)(v

2
) + _!_mv2 = 2 mg ( 3£) 

2 3 £2 2 2 

[Since, corn will finally reach a height 2(3:)] • v = .J4.5 g£ 

(C) is the right answer. 

fl~ 103. The sphere at P is given a downward velocity v0 and swings in a 
vertical plane at the end of a rope of £ = Im attached to a support at 0. The rope 

breaks at angle 30° from horizontal, knowing that it can withstand a maximum 
tension equal to three times the weight of the sphere. Then the value ofv0 will 
be: (g = n2 m/s2 ) 

7t 
(A) -m/s 

2 

mv2 

T - mg sin 0 = --
R 

2n 
(B) - m/s 

3 

7t 
(D) - m/s 

3 

• 3 . 30 m.(ut +2g£sin30°) mg- mg sm r = ____ £ ___ _ 

u0 = .J3g/2 

(C) is the right option. 

(D) none of these 
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(i) 

s~ 
Find out w.d. by applied force during displacement 2m. 

1 oo x 2 x cos or = 200 J 

(ii) Find out w.d. by frictional force on B by A during the displacement. 

~~ fsmax=µmg=0.5 x 10g=5N 

Assuming they move together. 

I 00 = 2a • a = 5 m/s2 

Check Friction on A 

f= 10 x 5 = 50N 

f,eqd = ravailable :. They move together 

(WI) on B = 1 OOJ } 
Hence, _ Net Zero 

(WI) on A - 1 OOJ 

i.e. w.d by internal static friction is zero. 

l/~105. 
µ=O.l;;gO 

10 kg ~v = 0 

IIIIIII 
(i) Find out the velocity of two blocks when frictional force stops acting. 

2 
A ~Jm/s 

[wJ 
JON 4 

VA=I0-lt 

VB= It 

VA =VB 

10 - t = t 
10 = 2t 

t = 25 sec. 

VB =VA= 5 m/s 

Situation becomes 

2 
B • lm/s 
~ION 

[""}+sm/s 
.__ __ __.~ Sm/s 

(ii) Find out displacement of A and B till velocity becomes equal. 

s = I O X 5 - .!.. X I X 52 

A 2 
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S = .!.. X 1 X 52 = 12 5 m 
B 2 . 

~ 106. In the above question find work done by kinetic friction on A and B. 

~~ W KF)on A= 10 x 37.5 cos 180r = - 375 J 

W KF)on B = 10 x 12.5 cos Or= 125 J 

Work done by KF on system of A and B 

= - 375 + 125 = - 250 J 

Workdone by KF on a system is always negative. 

Heat generated = - (W KF) on a system 

(y./ KF) On system= - (fk X S,elativJ 

= - lQ X 25 = - 250 J 

True and False: 

~ 107. Workdone by KF on a body in never zero. 

~~ False 

~ 108. Work done by KF on a system is always negative. 

~~ True 

Kinetic Energy of a body frame dependents as velocity is as frame dependent quantity. 
Therefore pseudo force work has to be considered. 

Work Done by Pseudo Force 

Smooth 

\ 

u=O a=lm// 

10kg 
~F-IOON 

500mm 10 

a=O 

• lOm/s 

Find out work done by the force F in 10 seconds as observed by A, B and C. 

f~ (WF)onblockwrt.A = 100 X 500 J = 50,000 J 

(WF)onblockwrt. B = 100 [500 - 10 X 10] = 40,000 J 

(WF)onblockwrt.C= 100 [500- 500] = 0 

u=O 
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Work Done by Internal Force 

F AB = F BA i.e. sum of internal force is zero. 

But is not necessary that work done by internal force is zero. There must be some determation or 
reformation between the system to do internal work. Incase of a rigid body work done by internal force 
is zero. 

Assertion Reason Questions 

fl-#4f#{l/e 1. 

STATEMENT-1: The work done by all forces on a system equals to the change in kinetic 
energy of that system. This statement is true even ifnonconservative forces act on the system. 

STATEMENT-2: The total work done by internal forces may be positive. 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 
[Ans. (B)] 

~~ Both the statements are true. The work done by all forces on a system is equal to change 
in its kinetic energy, irrespective of fact whether work done by internal forces is positive, 
is zero or is negative. 

f/~2. 
STATEMENT-1: Work done by a force on a body whose centre of mass does not move may 
be non-zero. 

S TATEMENT-2: Work done by a force depends on the displacement of the centre of mass. 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

s~ 

(B) 

(C) 
(D) 

f/~3. 

Statement-I 
Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 
Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

Work done depends on displacement of point of application of force and not on 
displacement of centre of mass. Hence statement-2 is false. 

[Ans. (C)] 

STATEMENT-1: A small block of mass m is projected with some speed from point A on 
smooth vertical tube-track of small diameter as shown. The vertical height of points B and C 
from point of projection are h8 and he such that h8 = 2h and he = h. Then minimum possible 

speed of block at point C is ,J2gh (where g is acceleration due to gravity). 
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B 

A 

STATEMENT-2: The minimum speed of block at point C in situation given in statement-I 
depends on h8 - he, 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

S~ For speed to be minimum at C, the speed at B should be just zero. 

f/_~4. 

Hence statement-2 is correct explanation of statement-I. 

[Ans. (A)] 

STATEMENT-I: The sum of potential and kinetic energy for a system of moving objects is 
conserved only when no net external force acts on the objects. 

STATEMENT-2: Ifno nonconservative force acts on a system of objects, the work done by 
external forces on a system of objects is equal to change in potential energy plus change in 
kinetic energy of the system. 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I. 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

S~ Even if net external force on system is zero, work done by all external forces may not be 
zero. Hence statement -1 is false. 

[Ans. (D)] 

f/_~5. 
STATEMENT-I: One end of ideal massless spring is connected to fixed vertical wall and 
other end to a block of mass m initially at rest on smooth horizontal surface. The spring 
is initially in natural length. Now a horizontal force Facts on block as shown. Then the 
maximum extension in spring is equal to maximum compression in spring. 

~F 
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STATEMENT-2: To compress and to expand an ideal unstretched spring by equal amount, 
same work is to be done on spring. 

s~ 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 
(D) 

Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 
Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 
Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True 

The maximum extension is non-zero, while the spring never undergoes compression. 

Hence statement-I is false. 

[Ans. (D)] 

Match the following 

fl~ 1. Motion of particle is described in column-I. In column-II, some statements about work 
done by forces on the particle from ground frame is given. Match the particle's motion given in column-I 
with corresponding possible work done on the particle in certain time interval given in column-II. 

Column I Column II 
(A) A particle is moving in horizontal circle (p) work done by all the forces may be 

positive 
(B) A particle is moving in vertical circle (q) work done by all the forces may be 

with uniform speed negative 
(C) A particle is moving in air (projectile (r) work done by all the forces must be 

motion without any air resistance) zero 
under gravity 

(D) A particle is attached to roof of moving (s) work done by gravity may be 
train on inclined surface. positive. 

[Ans. (A) p,q (B) r, s (C) p,q,s (D) p,q,s] 

(A) If motion is uniform circular motion ( constant speed), change in kinetic energy of 
particle is zero 

wan= KE2 -KE1 

Wan=O 

If motion is non uniform circular motion then kinetic energy of particle may decrease or 
increase. So work done by all the forces may be positive or negative. 

(B) The particle's speed is constant, so work done by all the force is zero. For vertical 
downward displacement, work done by gravity is positive. 
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(C) In projectile motion, for upward vertical displacement, speed particle decreases, so work 
done by all the forces will be negative. For vertical downward displacement, speed of 
particle increases, so work done by all the force will be positive. 

(D) If the speed of train is increasing, then work done by all the forces is positive and vice 
versa. If train is moving downward the incline, work done by gravity on the particle is 
positive. 

~ 2. A block of mass m lies on wedge of massM. The wedge in tum lies on smooth horizontal 
surface. Friction is absent everywhere. The wedge block system is released from rest. All situation 
given in column-I are to be estimated in duration the block undergoes a vertical displacement 'h ' 
starting from rest (assume the block to be still on the wedge). Match the statement in column-I with the 
results in column-II. (g is acceleration due to gravity). 

Column I 
(A) Work done by normal reaction acting 

on the block is 
(B) Work done by normal reaction ( exerted 

by block) acting on wedge is 

Column II 
(p) positive 

( g) negative 

(r) zero (C) The sum of work done by normal reaction 
on block and work done by normal 
reaction (exerted by block) on wedge is 

(D) Net work done by all forces on block is 
[Ans. (A) q, s (B) p, s (C) r, s (D) p , s] 

s_~ 

(s) less than mgh in magnitude 

(A) The FBD of block is angle between velocity of block and normal reaction on block is 
obtuse 

work by normal reaction on block is negative. 

As the block fall by vertical distance h, from work energy Theorem 

Work done by mg+ work done by N = KE of block 

1 
lwork done by NI = mgh - - mv2 

2 

1 
-mv2 <mgh 
2 

lwork done by NI < mgh 

(B) Work done by normal reaction on wedge is positive 

Since loss in PE of block= K.E. of wedge+ K.E. of block 

Work done by normal reaction on wedge= KE of wedge. 

~ N 
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Work done by N < mgh. 

(C) Net work done by normal reaction on block and wedge is zero. 

(D) Net work done by at force on block is positive, because its kinetic energy has increased. 

Also KE of block < mgh 

Net work done on block= final KE of block< mgh. 

fl~ 3. A block A of mass m kg lies on block B of mass m kg. B in turn lies on smooth horizontal 
plane. The coefficient offriction between A and Bisµ. Both the blocks are initially at rest. A horizontal 
force Fis applied to lower block Batt= 0 such that there is relative motion between A and B. In the 
duration from t = 0 second till the lower block B undergoes a displacement of magnitude L, match the 
statements in column-I with results in column-II. 

,,,,J,,,,,,,,,~=,,,I;;:;; 
Column I 

(A) Work done by friction force on block A is 
(B) Work done by friction force on block B is 
(C) Work done by friction on block A plus 

work done by friction on block B is 
(D) Work done by force Fon block B is 

Column II 
(p) positive 
( q) negative 
(r) less than µ mgL in magnitude 

(s) equal toµ mgL in magnitude 

[Ans. (A)p, r (B) q, s (C) q, r (D)p] 

s~ The displacement of A shall be less than displacement L of block B. 

Hence work done by friction on block A is positive and its magnitude is less than µmgL. 

And the work done by friction on block B is negative and its magnitude is equal to 
µmgL. 

Therefore workdone by friction on block A plus on block B is negative its magnitude is 
less than µmgL. 

Work done by Fis positive. Since F> 2µmg, magnitude of work done by F shall be more 
than2µmgL. 

fl~ 4. A particle moving along x-axis is being acted upon by one dimensional conservative 
force F. In the F-x curve shown, four points J, K, L, M are marked on the curve. Column II gives 
different type of equilibrium for the particle at different positions. Column I gives certain positions on 
the force position graphs. Match the positions in Column-I with the corresponding nature of equilibrium 
at these positions. 

Column I 
(A) Point J is position of 
(B) Point K is position of 

Column II 
(p) Neutral equilibrium 
(q) Unstable equilibrium 



(C) Point L is position of 
(D) PointM is position of 
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(r) Stable equilibriwn 
(s) No equilibrium 

Ans. (A) s (B) q (C) r (D) p 

Point J ~ No equilibrium 

K ~ Unstable equilibrium 

L ~ Stable equilibrium 

M ~ Neutral equilibrium 

fl__--,,,1,e 5. Match the statements in Column I with the results in Column II and indicate your answer 
by darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the OMR. 

(a) 
(b) 

Column I 
Work done by ideal gas during free expansion 
A wedge block system is as shown in the fig. 
The wedge lying on horizontal surf ace is accelerated to 
right by a horizontal force F. All surfaces are smooth. Work 
done by normal reaction exerted by wedge on block in any 

F~lock 

wedge 

time interval is ~w/////,w 

Column II 
(P) zero 
(Q) non zero 

(c) Two identical conducting spheres of radius 'a' are separated (R) negative 
by a distance 'b ' (b>>a). Both spheres carry equal and 
opposite charge. Net electrostatic potential energy of 
system of both spheres is 

(d) A uniform cylinder lies over a rough horizontal platform. The (S) positive 
platform is accelerated horizontally as shown with acceleration 
a. The cylinder does not slip over the platform.The work done 
by the force of friction on the cylinder w.r. t ground in any time 
interval is 

0 ._ _________ 4a 

platform 

[Ans. (A) p (B) q,s (C) q,s (D) q,s] 

~~ 

(A) Work done by an ideal gas during free expansion is zero. 

(B) The angle between normal reaction on block and velocity of block is acute (whether the 
block moves up or down the incline). Hence work done by this force is non-zero and positive. 

(C) Net electrostatic potential energy 

Q' Q2 
=S +S +M = - +-"----

1 2 12 8n E a 8n E a 
0 0 
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Q2 Q2 
--- = non-zero and positive.(·: b >>a) 

41t E 0 a 4n E 0 b 

(D) The kinetic energy of cylinder is increasing and work is done on cylinder by only force 
of friction. 

Therefore work done by force of friction on cylinder is non-zero and positive. 

~ 6. Net force on a system of particles in ground frame is zero. In each situation of column-I a 
statement is given regarding this system. Match the statements in column-I with the results in column-II. 

~~ 

Column I Column II 
(A) Acceleration of centre of mass of system 

from ground frame 
(B) Net momentum of system from ground frame. 
(C) Net momentum of system from frame of centre 

of mass of system 
(D) K.E. of system from frame of centre of mass 

of system 
[Ans. (A) p,q (B) p,r (C) p,q (D) r,s] 

(p) is constant 

(q) is zero 
(r) may be zero 

(s) may be constant 

(A) If net force= 0, then a= from ground frame is zero and constant. 

(B) If acm = 0, then v cm= constant and constant may be zero. 

(C) Net momentum from centre of mass frame is always zero. 

(D) KE (of system with acm = 0) is least from centre of mass frame. This may be constant or 
may be zero. 

True/False 

fl~ 1. Select True/False 

Whenever a block is placed on the rough horizontal surface of another block and lower block is moved 
horizontally, work done by friction on upper block is always positive. 

~~ The friction on 'A' is in the direction of its motion 

w.d. is positive 

f/_~2. 
S1: Path of a particle moving along a straight line with respect to the observer moving along 

another straight line must be straight line. 

S2 : A man is standing inside a lift which is moving upwards. He shall feel more weight as 
compared to when lift was at rest 

S3: A block moves down the inclined surface of a wedge. The wedge lies on smooth horizontal 
surface. The work done by normal reaction ( exerted by wedge on the block) on the block must 
be zero. 

S 4 : Whenever a block is placed on top of the rough horizontal surface of another block and lower 
block is moved horizontally, work done by friction on upper block is always positive. 
(A) FF TT (B) FF FT (C) FT FT (D) TT FT 
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If the initial relative velocity and relative acceleration are neither parallel nor anti 
parallel, the particle shall move in any not straight line curve. Hence S1 is false 

If the lift is retarding upwards, he shall feel lighter. Hence S2 is false 

For moving wedge, the work done by normal reaction on block (exerted by wedge) is 
non zero. Hence S3 is false. 

The friction on 'upper block is in the direction of its motion.:. w.d. is positive. Hence S4 

is true. 

[Ans. (B)] 

II~ 3. If the internal forces within a system are conservative, then the work done by the external 
forces on the system is equal to the change in mechanical energy of the system. 

Si~ True 

11~4. 
Si~ 
11~5. 

The work kinetic theorem (W.n = /lK) is not valid in non-inertial frame. 

(False) 

S1: If the internal forces within a system are conservative, then the work done by the external 
forces on the system is equal to the change in mechanical energy of the system. 

S2 : The potential energy of a particle moving along x-axis in a conservative force field is U = 2x2 

- 5x + 1 in S.I. units. No other forces are acting on it. It has a stable equilibrium position at 
one point on x-axis. 

S3: Internal forces can perform net work on a rigid body. 

S4 : Internal forces can perform net work on a non-rigid body. 
(A) TT FT (B) T FF T (C) FF TT (D) FTFT 

~~ S1: The statement is true from Work Energy Theorem 

dU 
S · F=-- =-4x+ 5 :. SHM 2· dx 

S3 & S4: A rigid body by definition cannot be expanded or compressed, thus it cannot 
store mechanical potential energy. Hence internal forces can do no work on rigid body, 
but can do work on non-rigid body. Hence S3 is false and S4 is true. 

[Ans. (A)] 

fl_--,,,te 6. The potential energy of a particle moving along x-axis in a conservative force field is 
U = 2.x2 - 5x + 1 in S.I. units. No other forces are acting on it. It performs SHM. 

f~ F=-: =-4x+5 :. SHM(True) 

II~ 7. Internal forces can perform net work on a rigid body. 

~~ Net work done by internal forces is equal to change is P.E. of system. 

Internal forces can perform net work on a non-rigid body. 

A rigid body by definition cannot be expanded or compressed, thus it cannot store 
mechanical potential energy. Hence internal forces can do no work on rigid body, but can do work on 
non-rigid body. 
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fl~ 9. "The position of maximwn potential energy is the position of unstable equilibrium". 
State whether the statement is true or false, with short reason. 

S~ False, it can be neutral but not equilibrium at all 

neutral equilibrum 
V / but U is maximum 

~ 
-+---------x 

Comprehension Questions 

Comprehension - 1 

u Um= but not 
/ equilibrium 

~ 
--+----------x 

Ram and Ali are two fast friends since childhood. Ali neglected studies and now has no means to earn 
money other than a camel whereas Ram becomes an engineer. Now both are working in the same 
factory. Ali uses camel to transport the load within the factory. 

Due to low salary & degradation in health of camel, Ali becomes worried and meet his friend 
Ram and discusses his problem. Ram collected some data and with some assumptions concluded the 
following. 

(i) The load used in each trip is 1000 kg and has friction coefficient µk = 0.1 and µs = 0.2. 

(ii) Mass of camel is 500 kg. 

(iii) Load is accelerated for first 50 m with constant acceleration, then it is pulled at a constant 
speed of 5m/s for 2 km and at last stopped with constant retardation in 50 m. 

(iv) From biological data, the rate of conswnption of energy of camel can be expressed as 
P = 18 x 103 V + 104 J/s where P is the power and Vis the velocity of the camel. 

After calculations on different issues Ram suggested proper food, speed of camel etc. to his friend. 
For the welfare of Ali, Ram wrote a letter to the management to increase his salary. 

(Assuming that the camel exerts a horizontal force on the load) 

fl~ 6. Sign of work done by the camel on the load during parts of motion: accelerated motion, 
uniform motion and retarted motion respectively are: 

(A) +ve, + ve, +ve (B) +ve, +ve, - ve 
(C) +ve, zero, - ve (D) +ve, zero, +ve 

~~ (A) w cL + We= Af(E :. w cL = Af(E - w e 

(a) During accelerated motion negative work is done against friction and there is also change 
is kinetic energy. Hence net work needed is +ve. 
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(b) During uniform motion work is done against friction only and that is +ve. 

( c) During retarded motion, the load has to be stopped in exactly 50 metres. If only friction 
is considered then the load stops in 12.5 metres which is less than where it has to stop. 

Hence the camel has to apply some force so that the load stops in 50m (> 12.5 m). Therefore the 
work done in this case is also +ve. [Ans. (A)] 

fl~ 7. The ratio of magnitude of work done by camel on the load during accelerated motion to 
retarded motion is: 

(A) 3: 5 (B) 2.2: 1 (C) 1: 1 (D) 5: 3 

~~ wcLlacceleratedmotion = ME - w friction where WCL is work done by camel on load. 

f/~8. 
(A) 

s~ 

= [½mv2 -o]-[-µkmg.50] 

= ½xl000x52 +0.lxl0xl000x50 = 1000[1~5] 

similarly' wcLlretardation = ME - w friction 

[ O-½mv2 
]- [- µkmg.50] = 1000[1;] 

WCL laccelerated motion 

WCL lretarded motion 

125 5 

75 3 

• 5:3 

[Ans. (D)] 

Maximum power transmitted by the camel to load is: 
6250 J/s (B) 5000 J/s (C) 105 J/s 

Maximum power = F max X V 

(D) 1250J/s 

Maximum force applied by camel is during the accelerated motion. 
+-- a 

Fc+--0 
---+1 

We haveV2-U2 = 2as 

25 = 02 + 2 . a . 50 

a= 0.25 m/s2 

Fc-f=ma 

; for accelerated motion 

Fe= µmg+ma=0.l x 1000 x 10+ 1000 x 2.5 

= 1000+250= 1250N 

This is the critical point just before the point where it attains maximum velocity of almost 5 m/s. 

Hence maximum power at this point is = 1250 x 5 = 6250 J/s. 

[Ans. (A)] 
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fl_1!Ullll/e 9. The ratio of the energy consumed of the camel during uniform motion for the two cases 
when it moves with speed 5 m/s to the case when it moves with 10 m/s: 

(A) 19 (B) 19 (C) 10 
20 10 19 

(D) 20 
19 

~~ Wehave 

~5. 
(A) 

~~ 

W=PAT 

P= 18 x 103 V+ 104 J/s 

p = 18 X 103 X 5 + 104 J/S 
5 

P 10 = 18 x 103 x 104 J/s 

W/W = 104 (9+1) X 400 = 20 
5 JO 104 (18+1) X 200 19 

[Ans. (D)] 

and 

and 

AT = 2000m = 400 s 
5 5 m Is 

AT = 2000m = 200 s 
10 10 m/s 

The total energy consumed of the camel during the trip of2100 m is: 
2.1 X 106 J (B) 4.22 X 107 J (C) 2.22 X lQ4 J (D) 4.22 X 106 J 

The time of travel in accelerated motion= time of travel in retarded motion. 
D C B A 

50m 2000m 50m 

V 5 
T = T = - = -- = 20 sec. 

AB CD a 0.25 

Now time for uniform motion = T Bc = 2000 = 400 sec. 
5 

r440 
Total energy consumed= Jo Pdt 

r20 s= s-= Jo [18.l03 V+l04 ]dt+ 20 [18.l03.5+104 ]dt+ 420 [18.l03 V+l04 ]dt 

120 
2J0 

[ ]420 I 440 f 440 = 18.103 V dt + 104 dt+ l05 t + 18.l03 Vdt + 104dt 
0 20 420 420 

0 

Putting V dt = dx and changing limits appropriately. 

itbecomes 18.l03 dx+ 104 t +105 [420-20]+ 18.l03 dx+ 104 ISO [ ]20 J 2100 [ ]440 

0 0 2050 420 

= 18.103.50 + 104[20] + 105.400 + 18.103[50] + 104[20] Joules 
= 90 x 104 + 20 x 104 + 400 x 105 + 90 x 104 + 20 x 104 Joules 
= 4.22 x 107 Joules 
[Ans. (B)] 

Alternate: 

E= f Pdt = f (18xl03 V +104 ) dt 

= 18 x 103 1 f vdt I • [Total distance travelled] 

+ 104 f dt 



E= 18 X 103 X 2100+ 104 [71 

T= 50 x 2 + 2000 

( o+%) 5 

T= 440 
5 

E= 18 x 103 x 2100+ l04 
x 440 
5 

Comprehension - 2 
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In the figure the variation of potential energy of a particle of mass m = 2kg is represented w.r.t. its 
x-coordinate. The particle moves under the effect of this conservative force along the x-axis. 

fl_!!Ullllle 
(A) 
(B) 
(C) 
(D) 

s~ 

U(in J) 

20 ---------------

If the particle is released at the origin then: 
it will move towards positive x-axis. 
it will move towards negative x-axis. 
it will remain stationary at the origin. 
its subsequent motion cannot be decided due to lack of information. 

If the particle is released at the origin, it will try to go in the direction of force. Here du 
dx 

is positive and hence force is negative, as a result it will move towards-vex-axis. 

[Ans. (B)] 

/I~ If the particle is released at x = 2 + Ll where Ll • 0 (it is positive) then its maximum 
speed in subsequent motion will be: 

(A) ✓10 m/s (B) 5 m/s (C) 5 ✓2 (D) 7.5 m/s 

S~ When the particle is released at x = 2 + Ll ; it will reach the point of least possible 
potential energy (-15 J) where it will have maximum kinetic energy. 

1 ? 

2mv~ax = 25 

[Ans. (B)] 

• v max = 5 m/s 
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fl_!!Ullllle 
(A) 
(C) 

s~ 

x = - 5 m and x = 10 m positions of the particle are respectively of 
neutral and stable equilibrium. (B) neutral and unstable equilibrium. 
unstable and stable equilibrium. (D) stable and unstable equilibrium. 
[Ans. (D)] 

Comprehension - 3 

A body of mass m is moving along x-axis under the influence of conservative force with a potential 
energy given by 

-ex 
U(x) = 1 1 

x- + a-

Where c and a are positive constants. When displaced slightly from stable equilibrium position 
x = x0, it will experience restoring force proportional to its displacement, the force constant being 

~ 13. 
(A) 

s~ 

~14. 
(A) 

~~ 

[ ::~1-,0 
The magnitude of force is maximum at: 
x = 0 (B) x = + a (C) x = - a 

du ? ? 2 ? ? F=-- = c(x- +a-)- x.cx = (a- -x-) 

dx (x 2 + a2 )2 (x 2 + a 2 )2 
[Ans. (A)] 

The body is in stable equilibrium at 
x = 0 (B) x = +a (C) X =-a 

At x = ±a, F = 0 but the stable equilibrium is at x = + a only. 

[Ans. (B)] 

fl_!!Ullllle 15. If body is at x = x0 where (i) x0 = 2a (ii) x0 = +a (iii) x0 = - a. 

If it is displaced slightly towards right, it will experience restoring force in 
(A) all the three cases (B) case (ii) only 
(C) case (iii) only (D) cases (i) and (ii) only. 

(D) no value ofx 

(D) both x = ± a 

~~ For x0 = 2a and x0 = +a for will be restoring when displaced towards right. 

Comprehension - 4 

Consider the system shown below, with two equal masses m and a spring with spring constant K. The 
coefficient of friction between the left mass and horizontal table isµ= 1/4, and the pulley is frictionless. 
The string connecting both the blocks is massless and inelastic. The system is held with the spring at 
its unstretched length and then released. 



~17. 

(A) 

s~ 
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The extension in spring when the masses come to momentary rest for the first time is 

3mg (B) mg (C) mg (D) 2mg 
2K 2K K K 

From work energy theorem, the masses stop when-total work done on them is zero. 

1 
W = mgx - - kx2 - µmgx = 0 

2 

2mg (1- µ) = 3mg 
k 2k 

[Ans. (A)] 

fl._--,.te 18. The minimum value ofµ for which the system remains at rest once it has stopped for the 
first time is 

(A) _I 
✓3 

(C) _!_ 
2 

(D) _I 
✓2 

~~ When the masses are stopped at this value ofx, the forces on left mass for it to remain at 
rest is zero 

• 

• 

kx =mg+f 

2mg 
k-- (1- µ) <mg+ µmg 

k 

µ > 1/3 :. least value ofµ is 1/3. 

[Ans. (B)] 

~ 19. If the string connecting both the masses is cut just at the instant both masses came to 
momentary rest for the first time in question 17, then maximum compression of spring during resulting 
motion is (Takeµ= 1/4) 

2mg 

3K 
(B) mg 

2K 
(C) mg 

K 
(D) 1mg 

3K 
(A) 

~~ At the instant string is cut, let the extension in spring be x0. The maximum compression 
x will occur for spring when left block comes to rest first time after the string is cut 

From work energy Theorem A.W = 0 

lkx2 lkx2 - - - - µmg (x + x ) = 0 
2 0 2 0 

3mg 1 
x = -- andµ= -

0 2k 4 

solving we get, x = mg 
k 

[Ans. (C)] 
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Exercise-1: Subjective Problems 

1. Calculate the work done by a coolie in carrying a load of mass 10 kg on his head when 
the walks uniformly a distance of 5 m in the (i) horizontal direction (ii) vertical direction. 
(Take g = 10 m/s2) 

2. A cluster of clouds at a height of 1000 metre above the Earth burst and enough rain fell 
to cover an area of 106 square metre with a depth of 2 cm. How much work would have 
been done in raising water to the height of clouds? Given: g = 980 cm s-2 and density of 
water= 1 g cm-3• 

3. A particle moves along the x-axis from x = 0 to x = 5 m under the influence of a force F (in N) 
given by F = 3x2 - 2x + 7. Calculate the work done by this force. 

4. A flexible chain of length £ and mass m is slowly pulled at constant speed up over the edge 
of a table by a force F parallel to the surface of the table. Assuming that there is no friction 
between the table and chain, calculate the work done by force F till the chain reaches to the 
horizontal surface of the table. 

5. In a ballistics demonstration, a police officer fires a bullet of mass 50.0 g with speed 200 m s-1 

on soft plywood of thickness 2.00 cm. The bullet emerges with only 10% of its initial kinetic 
energy. What is the emergent speed of the bullet ? 

6. It is well known that a raindrop or a small pebble falls under the influence of the downward 
gravitational force and the opposing resistive force. The latter is known to be proportional to 
the speed of the drop but is otherwise undetermined. Consider a drop or small pebble of 1 g 
falling from a cliff of height 1.00 km. It hits the ground with a speed of 50.0 ms-1• What is the 
work done by the unknown resistive force? 

7. A force of 1000 N acts on a particle parallel to its direction of motion which is horizontal. Its 
velocity increases from 1 ms-1 to 10 ms-1, when the force acts through a distance of 4 metre. 
Calculate the mass of the particle. Given: a force of 10 newton is necessary for overcoming 
friction. 

8. A block of mass m moving at a speed v compresses a spring through a distance x before its 
speed is halved. Find the spring constant of the spring. 

9. Consider the situation shown in figure. Initially the spring is unstretched when the 
system is released from rest. Assuming no friction in the pulley, find the maximum 
elongation of the spring. 

k 

10. A rigid body of mass 0.3 kg is taken slowly up an inclined plane oflength 10 m and height 
5 m, and then allowed to slide down to the bottom again. The co-efficient of friction between 
the body and the plane is 0.15. Using g = 9 .8 m/s2 find the 
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(a) work done by the gravitational force over the round trip. 
(b) work done by the applied force (assuming it to be parallel to the inclined plane) over the 

upward journey 
(c) work done by frictional force over the round trip. 
(d) kinetic energy of the body at the end of the trip? 

11. Consider the situation shown in figure. The system is released 
from rest and the block of mass 1. 0 kg is found to have a speed 
0.3 m/s after it has descended through a distance of Im. Find 
the coefficient of kinetic friction between the block and the 
table. 

4.0kg 

12. A block of mass m sits at rest on a frictionless table in a rail car that is 
moving with speed vc along a straight horizontal track (fig.) A person 
riding in the car pushes on the block with a net horizontal force F for 
a time tin the direction of the car 's motion. 
(a) What is the final speed of the block according to a person in the 

Ground Train 

[~]-H 

I 
~ s,--+i 

car? --- s -----+1 

(b) According to a person standing on the ground outside the train? 
( c) How much did K of the block change according to the person in the car? 
(d) According to the person on the ground? 
(e) In terms of F, m, & t, how far did the force displace the object according to the person 

in car? 
(f) According to the person on the ground? 
(g) How much work does each say the force did? 
(h) Compare the work done to the K gain according to each person. 
(i) What can you conclude from this computation? 

13. The bob of a pendulum is released from a horizontal position A as 
shown in figure. If the length of the pendulum is 2 m, what is the 
speed with which the bob arrives at the lowermost point B, given that 
it dissipated 10% of its initial energy against air resistance? 

14. A person trying to lose weight (dieter) lifts a 10 kg mass through 0.5 m, 

2m A 
oi Q.) 

I / 
I / 
I ,' 
I / 
I , 
I /' 
I ,,, 

(0-/// 
B 

1000 times. Assume that the potential energy lost each time she lowers the mass is dissipated. (a) 
How much work does she do against the gravitational force? (b) Fat supplies 4 x 107 J of energy 
per kilogram which is converted to mechanical energy with a 20% efficiency rate. How much fat 
will the dieter use up? (use g = 10 m/s2) 

15. A 1 kg block situated on a rough inclined plane is connected to a spring of spring constant 
100 N m-1 as shown. The block is released from rest 
with the spring in the unstretched position. The block 
moves 10 cm down the incline before coming to rest. 
Find the coefficient of friction between the block and 
the incline assume that the spring has negligible mass 
and the pulley is frictionless. 

Take g = 10 ms-2. 
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16. The potential energy function of a particle in a region of space is given as: 
U = (2x2 + 3y3 + 2z) J 

Here x, y and z are in metres. Find the force acting on the particle at point P(lm, 2m, 3m ). 
17. The potential energy function of a particle in a region of space is given as 

U = (2.xy + yz)J 
Here x, y and z are in metre. Find the force acting on the particle at a general point P(x, y , z). 

18. Force acting on a particle in a conservative force field is: 

(i) F=(2t+3}) (ii) F=(2xt+3y}) 

(iii) ft = (yi + x}) 

Find the potential energy function, if it is zero at origin. 
19. An elevator weighing 500 kg is to be lifted up at a constant velocity of 0.4 m s-1. What should 

be the minimum horse power of the motor to be used? (Take g = 10 m s-2 and 1 hp = 750 
watts). 

20. A lift is designed to carry a load of 4000 kg in 10 seconds through 10 floors of a building 
averaging 6 metre per floor . Calculate the hourse power of the lift. (Take g = 10 m s-2 and 
1 hp = 750 watts). 

21. A labourer lifts 100 stones to a height of 6 metre in two minute. If mass of each stone be one 
kilogram, calculate the average power. Given: g = 10 m s-2. 

22. An engine lifts 90 metric ton of coal per hour from a mine whose depth is 200 metre. Calculate 
the power of the engine (use g = 9.8 m/s2) 

23. A motor is capable of rasing 400 kg of water in 5 minute from a well 120 m deep. What is the 
power developed by the man? 

24. A man weighing 70 kg climbs up a vertical staircase at the rate of 1 ms-1. What is the power 
developed by the man? 

25. A particle is subject to a force Fx that varies with position as in figure. Find the work done by 
the force on the body as it moves (a) from x = 0 to x = 5.00 m, (b) from x = 5.00 m to x = 10.0 
m, and (c) from x = 10.0 m to x = 15.0 m. (d) What is the total work done by the force over 
the distance x = 0 to x = 15.0 m? 

(tl) 

- i 

3 

~ ;r~ 11111'~,1\ ~ i 

-- ..... 
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26. A spring, which is initially in its unstretched condition, is first stretched by a length x and then 
again by a further length x. The work done in the first case is W1 and in the second case is W2. 

F . d W? m --. 
~ 
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A 4 kg particle moves along the X-axis. It 's position x varies with time according to x(t) = t + 
213, where x is in m and t is in seconds. Compute: 
(a) The kinetic energy at time t. 
(b) The force acting on the particle at time t. 
( c) The power delivered to the particle at time t. 
( d) The work done on the particle from t = 0 to t = 2 seconds. 
A small object of mass m is pulled to the top of a frictionless half
cylinder ( of radius R) by a cord that passes over the top of the 
cylinder, as illustrated in figure. If a the object moves at a constant 
speed, show that F = mg cos 0. Find the work done in moving 
the object at constant speed from the bottom to the top of the half 
cylinder. 

k 

29. In the figure shown, pulley and spring are ideal. Find the potential energy stored in 

the spring (m 1 > mJ 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

The P.E. of a particle oscillating on x-axis is given as U = 20 + (x - 2)2 here U is in Joules & 
x is in meters. Total mechanical energy of particle is 36 J 
(a) Find the mean position 
(b) Find the max. K.E. of the particle 
The potential function for a conservative force is given by U = k( x + y) . Find the work done 
by the conservative force in moving a particle from the point A(l , 1) to point B (2, 3). 
A block of mass m placed on a smooth horizontal surf ace is attached to a 1 
spring and is held at rest by a force Pas shown. Suddenly the force P changes ~ 1 • 

its direction opposite to the previous one. How many times is the maximum --P 
extension /2 of the spring longer compared to its initial compression /1? 
Power applied to a particle varies with time as P = (3!2 - 21 + 1) watt, where t is in second. Find 
the change in its kinetic energy between time t = 2 s and t = 4 s. 

A 650-kg elevator starts from rest. It moves upward for 3. 00 s with constant acceleration until 
it reaches its cruising speed of 1. 75 m/s. 
(a) What is the average power of the elevator motor during this period? 
(b) How does this power compare with its power when it moves at its cruising speed? 
Water is pumped from a depth of 10 m and delivered through a pipe of cross section 10-2 m 2 

upto a height of 10 m. If it is needed to deliver a volume 0.2 m 3 per second, find the power 
required. [Use g = 10 m/s2] 

A person rolls a small ball with speed u along the floor from 
point A. If x = 3R, determine the required speed u so that the 
ball returns to A after rolling on the circular surface in the 
vertical plane from B to C and becoming a projectile at C. What 
is the minimum value of x for which the game could be played 
if contact must be maintained to point C? Neglect friction. 

l-... ····_// ~~ 
_L 7 

A X IB 
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37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

Consider the shown arrangement when a is bob of mass 'm ' is suspended by 
means of a string connected to peg P. If the bob is given a horizontal velocity 

ii having magnitude $ii , find the minimum speed of the bob in subsequent 

motion. 

A bead of mass m is attached to one end of a spring of natural length 

✓3 R and spring constant k = ( .jj + l) mg . The other end of the spring is 
R 

fixed at point A on a smooth fixed vertical ring of radius R as shown in the 
figure. What is the normal reaction at B just after the bead is released? 
A body of mass 2 kg is moving under the influence of a central force 
whose potential energy is given by U (r) = 2r3 Joule. If the body is moving in a circular orbit 
of 5m,then find its energy. 

A block of mass m is kept over another block of mass M and the ~ ~ 
system rests on a horizontal surface (figure). A constant horizontal ,...m ___ ........, 

forceF F acting on the lower block produces an acceleration /////~Llrm11111///;/;///m11111:;:;F 
---- in the system, the two blocks always move together. 
2(m+M) 

(a) Find the coefficient of kinetic friction between the bigger block and the horizontal surface. 
(b) Find the frictional force acting on the smaller block. (c) Find the work done by the force 
of friction on the smaller block by the bigger block during a displacement d of the system. 
A box weighing 2000 N is to be slowly slid through 20 m on a straight track having friction 
coefficient 0.2 with the box. (a) Find the work done by the person pulling the box with a chain 
at an angle 0 with the horizontal. (b) Find the work when the person has chosen a value of0 
which ensures him the minimum magnitude of the force. 
A particle of mass m moves on a straight line with its velocity varying with the distance 
travelled according to the equation v = a✓x, where a is a constant. Find total work done by all 
the forces during a displacement from x = 0 to x = d. 

The US athlete Florence Griffith-Joyner won the 100 m sprint gold medal at Seol Olympic 
1988 setting a new Olympic record of 10. 54 s. Assume that she achieved her maximum speed 
in a very short time and then ran the race with that speed till she crossed the line. Take her 
mass to be 50 kg. (a) Calculate the kinetic energy of Griffith-Joyner at her full speed. (b) 
Assuming that the track, the wind etc. offered an average resistance of one tenth ofher weight, 
calculate the work done by the resistance during the run. (c) What power Griffith-Joyner had 
to exert to maintain uniform speed ? 
Figure shows a spring fixed at the bottom end of an incline of 
inclination 37°. A small block of mass 2 kg starts slipping down 
the incline from a point 4.8 m away from the spring. The block 
compresses the spring by 20 cm, stops momentarily and then 
rebounds through a distance of 1 m up the incline. Find (a) The 
friction coefficient between the plane and the block and (b) the 
spring constant of the spring. Take g=lO m/s2. 



45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 
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-v A block of mass m sliding on a smooth horizontal surface 
with a velocity v meets a long horizontal spring fixed at 
one end and having spring constant k as shown in figure. 
Find the maximum compression of the spring. Will the 
velocity of the block be the same as v when it comes back 

d m l,,,,,,,,,J,,,,,,,,,,,,m,,,,,,,' 

to the original position shown? 
One end of a spring of natural length h and spring constant k is 
fixed at the ground and the other is fitted with a smooth ring of 
mass m which is allowed to slide on a horizontal rod fixed at a 
height h (figure). Initially, the spring makes an angle of 37° with 
the vertical when the system is released from rest. Find the speed 
of the ring when the spring becomes vertical. 
As shown in the figure a person is pulling a mass 'm ' from ground on a fixed rough hemispherical 
surface upto the top of the hemisphere with the help of a light 
inextensible string. Find the work done by tension in the string 
if radius of hemisphere is R and friction coefficient is µ. Assume 
that the block is pulled with negligible velocity. 
Two blocks of masses m 1 and m2 are connected by a spring of 
stiffness k. The coefficient of friction between the blocks and 
the surface is µ. Find the minimum constant force F to be applied to m 1 in order to slide the 
mass m2• 

49. A particle of mass m approaches a region of force starting from r = + oo. The potential energy 
function in terms of distance r from the origin is given by, 

K 2 •• 2 .r U(r)= --3 (3a -,) 1.or, o::;;r::;;a 
2a 

= K/r for, r ~ a 
(a) Derive the force F (r) and determine whether it is repulsive or attractive. 
(b) With what velocity should the particle start at r = oo to cross over to r = on the other side 

of the origin. 

(c) If the velocity of the particle at r = oo is ~, towards the origin describe the motion. 

50. In the figure the variation of potential energy of a particle of mass m = 2kg is represented 
w.r.t. its x-coordinate. The particle moves under the effect of this conservative force along the 
x-axis. Which of the following statements is incorrect about the particle is true: 
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U(in J) 

1. If it is released at the origin it will move in negative x-axis. 
2. If it is released at x = 2 + Ll where Ll • 0 then its maximum speed will be 5 m/s and it 

will perform oscillatory motion 

3. If initially x = - I 0 and il = ✓6 i then it will cross x = I 0 

4. x = - 5 and x = + 5 are unstable equilibrium positions of the particle 
51. A bead of mass m is tied at one end of a spring of spring constant A m 

mg and unstretched length R and other end to fixed point 0. 
R 2 

The smooth semicircular wire frame is fixed in vertical plane. Find 
the normal reaction between bead and wire just before it reaches 
the lowest point. 

B 

52. A particle of mass m is hanging with the help of an elastic string of unstretched length a and 

force constant mg . The other end is fixed to a peg on vertical wall. String is given an 
a 

53. 

54. 

55. 

additional extension of 2a in vertical downward direction by pulling the mass and released 
from rest. Find the maximum height reached by it during its subsequent motion above point 
of release. (Neglect interaction with peg if any.) 
A particle of mass 1 kg is given a horizontal velocity of 4 m/s 
along a horizontal surface, with which it has a coefficient of 
friction (both static and kinetic) of0.4. The particle strikes a fixed 
ideal spring of force constant 6 Nim after travelling a distance of 
0.25 m. Assume acceleration due to gravity is 10 m/s2. Find the 
final displacement of the particle from its starting point. 
A point moves along a circle having a radius 20 cm with a constant tangential acceleration 
5 cm/s2. How much time is needed after motion begins for the normal acceleration of the point 
to be equal to tangential acceleration ? 
A single conservative force F(x) acts on a 1.0 kg particle that moves along the x-axis. The 
potential energy U (x) is given by: U(x) = 20 + (x - 2)2 

where x is in meters. At x = 5. 0 m the particle has a kinetic energy of 20 J. 
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(a) What is the mechanical energy of the system? 
(b) Make a plot of U (x) as a function of x for - 10 m < x < I Orn, and on the same graph draw 

the line that represents the mechanical energy of the system. Use part (b) to determine 
( c) The least value of x and 
(d) The greatest value ofx between which the particle can move. 
( e) The maximum kinetic energy of the particle and 
(f) The value of x at which it occurs. 
(g) Determine the equation for F (x) as a function of x. 
(h) For what (finite) value ofx does F(x) = 0? 

Exercise-2 
M 

1. A ball of mass 1 kg is released from position A inside a wedge with A 
a hemispherical cut of radius 0.5 m as shown in the figure. Find the 
force exerted by the vertical wall OM on wedge, when the ball is in 
position B. (neglect friction everywhere). 

C 

Take (g = 10 m/s2) 0 ~===77777N 

2. A particle is confined to move along the +x axis under the action of a 
force F(x) that is derivable from the potential U(x) =ax3-bx. 
(a) Find the expression for F(x) 
(b) When the total energy of the particle is zero, the particle can be 

trapped with in the interval x = 0 to x = x 1. For this case find the values of x 1. 

( c) Determine the maximum kinetic energy that the trapped particle has in its motion. 
Express all answers in terms a and b. At what value of x will the kinetic energy be 
maximum? 

6. A ring of mass m can slide over a smooth vertical rod. The ring is 

connected to a spring of force constant K = 4mg where 2R is the natural 
R 

length of the spring. The other end of the spring is fixed to the ground at 
a horizontal distance 2R from the base of the rod. The mass is released at 
a height of I.SR from ground 
(a) calculate the work done by the spring. 
(b) calculate the velocity of the ring as it reaches the ground. 

L13M 
- 2R -

7. The ends of spring are attached to blocks of mass 3kg and 2kg. The 3kg block 
rests on a horizontal surface and the 2kg block which is vertically above it is 
in equilibrium producing a compression of 1cm of the spring. The 2kg mass 
must be compressed further by at least --~ so that when it is released, 
the 3 kg block may be lifted off the ground. 
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8. A uniform rod of mass m length Lis sliding along its length on a horizontal L 

table whose top is partly smooth & rest rough with friction coefficientµ. k M F~1Jlmn 
If the rod after moving through smooth part, enters the rough with 
velocity v0. 

(a) What will be the magnitude of the friction force when its x length (<L) lies in the rough 
part during sliding. 

(b) Determine the minimum velocity v0 with which it must enter so that it lies completely in 
rough region before coming to rest. 

(c) If the velocity is double the minimum velocity as calculated in part (a) then what distance 
does its front end A would have travelled in rough region before rod comes to rest. 

9. A car 's engine can deliver 90kW of power. The car 's mass is 1000kg. 
Assume the total resistive force is proportional to the velocity: IF friction I = e;:op 
av. The drag coefficient a is a= l00Ns/m. Car can maintain on a level 
road a maximum speed of ___ m/s? 

10. Two trains of equal masses are drawn along smooth level lines by engines; one of then X exerts 
a constant force while the other Y works at a constant rate. Both start from rest & after a time 
t both again have the same velocity v. Find the ratio of travelled distance during the interval. 

12. A particle of mass 5 kg is free to slide on a smooth ring of radius r = 20 
cm fixed in a vertical plane. The particle is attached to one end of a spring 
whose other end is fixed to the top point O of the ring. Initially the particle 
is at rest at a point A of the ring such that L OCA = 60°, C being the centre 
of the ring. The natural length of the spring is also equal to r = 20cm. After 
the particle is released and slides down the ring the contact force between 
the particle and the ring becomes zero when it reaches the lowest position 
B. Determine the force constant of the spring. 

13. A block of mass m is held at rest on a smooth horizontal floor. 
A light frictionless, small pulley is fixed at a height of 6 m from 
the floor. A light inextensible string of length 16 m, connected 
with A passes over the pulley and another identical block B is 
hung from the string. Initial height of B is 5m from the floor as 
shown in Fig. When the system is released from rest, B starts to 
move vertically downwards and A slides on the floor towards right. 

0 

B 

(i) If at an instant string makes an angle 0 with horizontal, calculate relation between 
velocity u of A and v of B. 

(ii) Calculate v when B strikes the floor. 
14. A particle of mass 2kg is subjected to a two dimensional conservative force given by 

Fx = -2x + 2y, Fy = 2x - y 2. (x, yin m and Fin N) If the particle has kinetic energy of (8/3) J 
at point (2,3), find the speed of the particle when it reaches (1 ,2). 

15. A square plate is firmly atached to a frictionless horizontal plane. One end of a taut cord is 
attached to point A of the plate and the other end is attached to a sphere of mass m. In the 
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process, the cord gets wrapped around the plate. The sphere is given an 
initial velocity v0 on the horizontal plane perpendicular to the cord which 
causes it to make a complete circuit of the plate and return to point A. Find 
the velocity of the sphere when it hits point A again after moving in a circuit 
on the horizontal plane. Also find the time taken by the sphere to complete 
the circuit. 

16. A ring of mass m slides on a smooth vertical rod. A light string is attached 
to the ring and is passing over a smooth peg distant a from the rod, and at 
the other end of the string is a mass M (> m ). The ring is held on a level 
with the peg and released: 

m 

Show that it first comes to rest after falling a distance: µ=O +--

2mMa 
M2-m 2 

17. A small block can move in a straight horizontal linea along AB. Flash 
lights from one side projects its shadow on a vertical wall which has 
horizontal cross section as a circle. Find tangential & normal acceleration 
of shadow of the block on the wall as a function of time if the velocity of 
the block is constant (v). 

18. In figure two identical springs, each with a relaxed length of 50cm and a spring constant 
of 500N/m, are connected by a short cord of length 10cm. The upper string is attached 
to the ceiling, a box that weighs 1 OON hangs from the lower spring. Two additional 
cords, each 85 cm long, are also tied to the assembly ; they are limp (i.e. slack). 
(a) If the short cord is cut, so that the box then hangs from the springs and the two 

longer cords, does the box move up or down? 
(b) How far does the box move before coming to rest again? 

a 19. The small pendulum of mass m is suspended from a trolley that runs on a 
horizontal rail. The trolley and pendulum are initially at rest with 0 = 0. 
If the trolley is given a constant acceleration a= g determine the maximum 
angle emax through which the pendulum swings. Also find the tension Tin 
the cord in terms of 0. 

=,= 
m 

20. A weightless rod oflength I with a small load of mass m at the end is hinged 
at point A as shown in the figure and occupies a strictly vertical position, 
touching a body of mass M. A light jerk sets the system in motion. For what 
mass ratio M/m will the rod form an angle a = n/6 with the horizontal at the 
moment of the separation from the body? What will be the velocity u of the 
body at this moment? Friction should be neglected. 

21. A particle which moves along the curved path shown passes point with a 
speed of 12m/s and slows down to 5m/s at point A in a distance of 18 m 

m 

,L[J 

V 
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22. 

23. 

24. 

measured along the curve from 0. The deceleration of the particle is 10 m/s2 on it passes A. 
Find the radius of curvature of A. 
Find the velocity with which a block of mass 1 kg must be 
horizontally projected on a conveyer belt moving uniformly 
at a velocity of 3 m/s so that maximum heat is liberated. Take 
coefficient of friction of O .1. Also find the corresponding amount 
of heat liberated. What happens when belt velocity is 5m/s ? 

A small bead of mass m is free to slide on a fixed smooth vertical wire, 
as indicated in the diagram. One end of of a light elastic string, of 
unstretched length a and force constant 2 mg/a is attahced to B. The 
string passes through a smooth fixed ring R and the other end of the 9 
string is attached to the fixed point A , AR being horizontal. The point O B 
on the wire is at same horizontal level as R , and AR = PO = a. 

(i) In the equilibrium position, find OB. 
(ii) The bead B is raised to a point C of the wire above C, where OC = a, and is released 

from rest. Find the speed of the bead as it passes 0 , and find the greatest depth below 0 
of the bead in the subsequent motion. 

A small block of mass m is projected horizontally from the top 
of the smooth hemisphere of radius r with speed u as shown. For 
values of u > u0, it does not slide on the hemisphere (i.e. leaves the 
surface at the top itself). 
(a) For u = 2u0, it lands at point Pon ground Find OP. o 
(b) For u = u/3 , find the height from the ground at which it leaves 

the hemisphere. 
(c) Find its net acceleration at the instant it leaves the hemisphere. 

Exercise-3 

(JEE/REE Questions of Previous Years) 

1. A hemispherical bowl of radius r = O. lm is rotating about its axis (which is vertical) with an 
angular velocity ffi. A particle of mass 10-2kg on the frictionless inner surface of the bow 1 is 
also rotating with the same ffi. the particle is at a height h from the bottom of the bowl. (a) 
Obtain the relation between h and ffi. What is the minimum value of ffi needed in order to have 
a nonzero value of h. (b) It is desired to measure 'g' using this setup by measuring h accurately. 
Assuming that r and ffi are known precisely and that the least count in the measurement of h 
is I0-4 m. What is minimum error /),_gin the measured value of g.[g = 9.8m/s2] [JEE 1993] 

2. A particle of mass m is moving in a circular path of constant radius r such that is centripetal 
acceleration ac is varying with time t as ac = k2 rt2 where k is a constant. The power delivered 
to the particle by the force acting on it is- [JEE 1994] 

(A) 2 1t mk2 r2 (B) mk2 r2 t (D) Zero 
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3. A smooth semicircular wire track of radius R is fixed in a vertical plane (figure). On end of a 
massless spring of natural length 3R/4 is attached to the lowest point O of the wire track. A 
small ring of mass m which can slide on the track is attached to the other end of the spring. 
The ring is held stationary at point P such that the spring make an angle 60° with the vertical. 
The spring constant K = mg/R. Consider the instant when the ring is released [JEE 1996) 
(i) Draw the free body diagram of the ring. 
(ii) Determine the tangential acceleration of the ring and the normal reaction. 

4. A small block of mass m slides along a smooth frictional track as 
shown in figure. (i) If it starts from rest at P, when is the resultant 

i::i::.: force acting on it at Q ? (ii) At what height above the bottom of ~ 
the loop should the block be released so that the force it exerts "-"= 

against the track at the top of the loop equals its weight ? 
[REE 1997) 

5. A stone tied to a string of length L is whirled in a vertical circle with the other end of the 
string at the centre. At a certain instant of time the stone is at its lowest position and has a 
speed u. The magnitude of the change in its velocity as it reaches a position, where the string 
is horizontal, is ,---- [JEE 1998) 

(A) ,Ju 2 - 2gL (B) ✓2gL (C) ,Ju 2 - gL (D) ✓2(u 2 - gL) 

6. A particle at rest starts rolling from the top of a large frictionless sphere of radius R. The 
sphere is fixed on the ground. Calculate that height from the ground at which the particle 
leaves the surface of the sphere. 

7. A particle is suspended vertically from a point Oby an inextensible massless 
string of length L. A vertical line AB is at a distance L/8 from O as shown. 
The object given a horizontal velocity u. At some point, its motion ceases to 
be circular and eventually the object passes through the line AB. At the instant 
of crossing AB, its velocity is horizontal. Find u. 

[JEE 1999) 

[REE 1998) 

A 

r u B 

8. A long horizontal rod has a bead which can slide along its length and is initially placed at a 
distance L from one end A of the rod. The rod is set in angular motion about A with a constant 
angular acceleration, a . If the coefficient of friction between the rod and the bead is µ, and 
gravity is neglected, then the time after which the bead starts slipping is - [JEE 2000) 

(A) /µaµ (B) - 1- (C) - 1- (D) Infinitesimal f;; ✓a ~ 

9. A small block is shot into each of the four tracks as shown below. Each of the tracks rises to 
the same height. The speed with which the block enters the track is the same in all cases. At 
the highest point of the track, the normal reaction is maximum is- [JEE 2001] 
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(A) (B) 

(C) (D) Gf _) 
10. An insect crawls up a hemispherical swface very slowly (see the figure). Va::::: 

The coefficient offriction between the swface and the insect is 1/3. If the 
line joining the centre of the hemispherical swface to the insect makes an 
angle a with the vertical, the maximum possible value of a is given 

[JEE2001) 
(A) cot a = 3 (B) tan a = 3 (C) sec a = 3 (D) cosec a = 3 

ll. A block is placed inside a horizontal hollow cylinder. The cylinder starts rotating with one 
revolution per second about its axis. The angular position of the block at which it begins 
to slide is 30° below the horizontal level passing through the center. Find the radius of the 
cylinder if the coefficient of friction is 0.6. What should be the minimum angular speed of the 
cylinder so that the block reach the highest point of the cylinder? [REE 2001] 

12. A simple pendulum is oscillating without damping. When the displacements of the bob is less 
than maximum, its acceleration vector ii is correctly shown in [JEE 2002) 

(A) ~; (B) ~/ 

✓/➔ -;r a 
✓" 

✓ --

(C) ~ 
✓" 

(D) 

✓ --
13. A spherical ball of mass m is kept at the highest point in the 

space between two fixed, concentric spheres A and B (see 
figure) . The smaller sphere A has a radius R and the space 
between the two spheres has a width d. The ball has a diameter 
very slightly less than d. All swf aces are frictionless. The ball 
given a gentle push (towards the right in the figure). The angle 
made by the radius vector of the ball with the upward vertical 
is depended by 0 (shown in figure) 

• 
a 

Sphere A 

(a) Express the total normal reaction force exerted by the spheres on the ball as a function 
of angle e. 
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(b) Let NA and NB denote the magnitudes of the normal reaction force on the ball extorted 
by the spheres A and B, respectively. Sketch the variations of NA and NB as functions of 
cos0 in the range O :,; 0:,; n by drawing two separate graphs in your answer book, taking 

cos0 on the horizontal axis [JEE 2002) 
14. A double star system consists of two stars A and B which have time period TA and TB. Radius 

RA and RB and mass MA and MB. Choose the correct option. [IIT 2006) 
(A) IfTA> TB thenRA>RB (B) IfTA> TB thenMA>MB 

(C) ( ~: J = ( ;:)
3 

(D) TA= TB 

15. A force F = -K(yi + x }) where K is a positive constant, acts on a particle moving in the x-y 
plane. Starting from the origin, the particle is taken along the positive x-axis to the point (a,O) 

and then parallel to the y-axis to the point (a, a). The total work done by the force F on the 

particle is [JEE 1998) 
(A) -2Ka2 (B) 2Ka2 (C) -Ka2 (D) Ka2 

16. A pump motor is used to deliver water at a certain rate from a given pipe. To obtain "n" times 
water from the same pipe in the same time, the amount by which the power of the motor 
should be increased is [REE 1998) 
(A) n2 (B) n3 (C) n4 (D) n 112 

17. A wind-powered generator converts wind energy into electrical energy. Assume that the 
generator converts a fixed fraction of the wind energy intercepted by its blades into electrical 
energy. For wind speed v, the electrical power output will be proportional to [JEE 2000) 
(A) v (B) v2 (C) v3 (D) v4 

18. A particle, which is constrained to move along the x-axis, is subjected to a force in the same 
direction which varies with the distance x of the particle from the origin as F(x) = -kx + ax3. 

Herek and a are positive constants. For x ~ 0, the functional form of the potential energy U(x) 

of the particle is [JEE 2002) 

U(x) U(x) 

(A) (B) 

U(x) 

(C) (D) 

19. An ideal spring with spring-constant k is hung from the ceiling and a block of mass Mis 
attached to its lower end. The mass is released with the spring initially unstreched. Then the 
maximum extension in the spring is [JEE 2002) 
(A) 4 Mg/k (B) 2 Mg/k (C) Mg/k (D) Mg/2k 
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20. A particle moves under the influence of a force F = kx in one dimensions (k is a positive 
constant and x is the distance of the particle from the origin). Assume that the potential energy 
of the particle at the origin is zero, the schematic diagram of the potential energy U as a 

21. 

22. 

function of x is given by [JEE 2004) 
u u 

(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 

In a region of only gravitational field of mass 'Ma particle is shifted from A 
to B via three different paths in the figure. The work done in different paths 
are W1, W2, W3 respectively then [JEE 2003) 

w ~=~=~ ~ ~=~>~ 
~ ~>~>~ ~ ~<~<~ 
A particle of mass m , moving in a circular path of radius R with a Yi 
constant speed v2 is located at point (2R, 0) at time t = 0 and a man 
starts moving with a velocity v1 along the +ve y-axis from origin at 

B~(J) C 

) 

) 

'A 

time t = 0. Calculate the linear momentum of the particle w.r.t. the (O,O)i--------+-------· x 

man as a function of time. m 

[JEE 2003) 
23. STATEMENT-I: A block of mass m starts moving on a rough 

horizontal surface with a velocity v. It stops due to friction between the block and the surface 
after moving through a certain distance. The surface is now tilted to an angle of 30° with the 
horizontal and the same block is made to go up on the surface with the same initial velocity v. 
The decrease in the mechanical energy in the second situation is smaller than that in the first 
situation. because 
STATEMENT-2: The coefficient of friction between the block and the surface decreases with 
the increase in the angle of inclination. 
(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 

Statement-I 
(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 
(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True [JEE 2007) 
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24. A bob of mass Mis suspended by a massless string of length L. The B 

horizontal velocity V at position A is just sufficient to make it reach 
the point B. The angle 0 at which the speed of the bob is half of that 
at A, satisfies 

[JEE 2008) 

(A) 
7t 

(B) 
7t 7t 

0= - - <0 < -
4 4 2 

(C) 
n 3n 3n 
- < 0 < - (D) - < 0 < 7t A 
2 4 4 

25. STATEMENT-I: For an observer looking out through the window of a fast moving train, the 
nearby objects appear to move in the opposite direction to the train, while the distant objects 
appear to be stationary. [JEE 2008) 
and 

STATEMENT-2: If the observer and the object are moving at velocities ~ and V2 respectively 

with reference to a laboratory frame, the velocity of the object with respect to the observer is 

v2-~-
(A) STATEMENT-I is True, STATEMENT-2 is True; STATEMENT-2 is a correct 

explanation for STATEMENT-I 
(B) STATEMENT-I is True, STATEMENT-2 is True; STATEMENT-2 is NOT a correct 

explanation for STATEMENT-I 
(C) STATEMENT-I is True, STATEMENT-2 is False 
(D) STATEMENT-I is False, STATEMENT-2 is True 

26 A light inextensible string that goes over a smooth fixed pulley as shown in the 
figure connects two blocks of masses 0.36 kg and 0. 72 kg. Taking g = I O m/s2, 
find the work done (in joules) by the string on the block of mass 0.36 kg during 
the first second after the system is released from rest. [JEE 2009) 

27. A block (B) is attached to two unstretched springs 
S1 and S2 with spring constants k and 4k, 
respectively. The other ends are attached to two 
supports M 1 and M 2 not attached to the walls. The 
springs and supports have negligible mass. There 
is no friction anywhere. The block Bis displaced 
towards wall I by a small distance x and released. 
The block returns Displacements x and y are 
measured with respect to the equilibrium position 

of the block B. The ratio y is [JEE 2008) 
X 
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(A) 4 (B) 2 (C) _!_ 
2 

28. A block of mass 2 kg is free to move along the x-axis. It 
is at rest and from t = 0 onwards it is subjected to a time
dependent force F(t) in the x-direction. The force F(t) 
varies with t as shown in the figure. The kinetic energy of 
the block after 4.5 sis 

(A) 4.50 J 
(C) 5.06 J 

(B) 7.50 J 
(D) 14.06 J 

[JEE 2010) 

F(t) 

4N 

0 

(D) 1 
4 

29. A ball of mass (m) 0.5 kg is attached to the end of a string having length 
(L) 0.5 m. The ball is rotated on a horizontal circular path about vertical 
axis. The maximum tension that the string can bear is 324 N. The maximum 
possible value of angular velocity of ball (in rad/s) is 

(A) 9 
(C) 27 

(B) 18 
(D) 36 

30. A block of mass 0.18 kg is attached to a spring of force constant 
2 Nim. The coefficient of friction between the block and the 
floor is 0.1. Initially the block is at rest and the spring is 
unstretched. An impulse is given to the block as shown in the 

[JEE 2011) 

figure. The block slides a distance of0.06 m and comes to rest for the first time. The initial velocity 

of the block in m/s is v = N . Then N is [JEE 2011] 
10 

31. A light inextensible string that goes over a smooth fixed pulley as shown in the figure 
connects two blocks of masses 0.36 kg and 0.72 kg. Taking g = 10 m/s2, find the work 
done (in joules) by the string on the block of mass 0.36 kg during the first second after 
the system is released from rest. 

[JEE-2010) 

32. The work done on a particle of mass m by a force, K [ , x ? 31, i + ? y ? 31? J] (K being 
(x- + y) - (x- + Y) -

a constant of appropriate dimensions), when the particle is taken from the point (a, 0) to the 
point (0, a) along a circular path of radius a about the origin in the x-y plane is 

(A) 2Kn 
a 

(B) Kn 
a 

(C) Kn 
2a 

[JEE ADVANCE 2013) 

(D) 0 

33. A particle of mass 0.2 kg is moving in one dimension under a force that delivers a constant 
power 0.5 W to the particle. If the initial speed (in ms-1) of the particle is zero, the speed (in 
ms-1) after 5s is [JEE ADVANCE 2013) 
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Paragraph (34 - 35) y 

A small block of mass 1 kg is released from rest at the top of a rough track. 
The track is a circular arc of radius 40 m. The block slides along the track 
without toppling and a frictional force acts on it in the direction opposite 
to the instantaneous velocity. The work done in overcoming the friction 
up to the point Q, as shown in the figure, is 150 J. (Take the acceleration 

due to gravity, g =l0ms-2 ) [JEE 2013) 

R 
---------30°1-' : p 

' I 
I 
I 
I 
I :R 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I o'------=~..__ ___ x 

34. The speed of the block when it reaches the point Q is 

(A) 5 ms-1 (B) 10 ms-1 (C) 10✓3 ms-1 (D) 20 ms-1 

35. The magnitude of the normal reaction that acts on the block at the point Q is 
(A) 7.5 N (B) 8.6 N (C) 11.5 N (D) 22.5 N 

36. Consider an elliptically shaped rail PQ in the vertical plane with OP = 3m 
and OQ = 4m. A block of mass 1 kg is pulled along the rail from P to Q 

with a force of 18N, which is always parallel to line PQ (see the figure 
given). Assuming no frictional losses, the kinetic energy of the block when 
it reaches Q is (n x 10) Joules. The value of n is (take acceleration due to 
gravity = 10 mls2) [JEE Advanced (Integer Type) 2014) 
[Ans. (5)) 

Exercise-4: Previous years' AIEEE questions 

Q 

l 
E 

"'1" 

l ---------------- p 
o~ 3m----

1. If a body loses half of its velocity on penetrating 3 cm in a wooden block, then how much will 
it penetrate more before coming to rest? [AIEEE 2002) 
w1~ ~2~ ~3~ ~4~ 

2. A spring of force constant 800 Nim has an extension of 5cm. The work done in extending it 
from 5cm to 15cm is 800 Nim: [AIEEE 2002) 
(A) 16J (B) 8J (C) 32J (D) 24J 

3. A spring of spring constant 5 x 103 Nim is stretched initially by 5 cm from the unstretched 
position. Then the work required to stretch it further by another 5 cm is: [AIEEE 2003) 
(A) 12.50 N-m (B) 18.75 N-m (C) 25.00 N-m (D) 6.25 N-m 

4. A body is moved along a straight line by a machine delivering a constant power. The distance 
moved by the body in time t is proportional to: [AIEEE 2003) 
(A) 1314 (B) 1312 (C) 1114 (D) 1112 

5. A uniform chain oflength 2 m is kept on a table such that a length of 60 cm hangs freely from 
the edge of the table. The total mass of the chain is 4 kg. What is the work done in pulling the 
entire chain on the table? [AIEEE 2004) 
(A) 7.2 J (B) 3.6 J (C) 120 J (D) 1200 J 

6. A force F = (5i + 3 J + 2k) N is applied over a particle which displaces it from origin to the 

point r = (2i - })m. The work done on the particle in joules is: 

(A) -7 (B) + 7 (C) + 10 

[AIEEE 2004) 

(D) + 13 
7. A body of mass m accelerates uniformly from rest to v1 in time /1. The instantaneous power 

delivered to the body as a function of time t is: [AIEEE 2004) 

(A) (B) (C) (D) 
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8. A body of mass m is accelerated uniformly from rest to a speed v in a time T. The instantaneous 
power delivered to the body as a function of time, is given by: [AIEEE 2005] 

(A) mv2 t (B) mv2 t2 (C) .!_ mv2 t (D) .!_ mv2 t2 
T2 . T2 . 2 T2 . 2 T 2 . 

9. A particle of mass 100 g is thrown vertically upwards with a speed of5 m/s. the work done by 
the force of gravity during the time the particle goes up is [AIEEE 2006] 
(A) - 0.5 J (B) -1.25 J (C) + 1.25 J (D) 0.5 J 

10. A particle is projected at 60° to the horizontal with a kinetic energy K. The kinetic energy at 
the highest point is [AIEEE 2007] 
(A) K (B) zero (C) K/4 (D) K/2 

11. An athlete in the olympic games covers a distance of 100 m in 10 s. His kinetic energy can be 
estimated to be in the range [AIEEE 2008] 
(A) 2xl05 J-3xl05 J (B) 20,000J-50,000J 
(C) 2,000J-5,000J (D) 200J-500J 

12. The potential energy function for the force between two atoms in a diatomic molecule is 

approximately given by U ( x) = ~-~, where a and b are constants and x is the distance 
X X 

between the atoms. If the dissociation energy of the molecule is D = [ U ( X = 00 )-U at equilibrium], 

Dis 

(A) !!:_ 
2a 

(B) 
b2 

12a 
(C) !!:_ 

4a 

[AIEEE 2010] 

(D) !!:_ 
6a 

13. When a rubber-band is stretched by a distance x, it exerts a restoring force of magnitude 
F = ax + bx2 where a and b are constants. The work done is stretching the unstretched rubber-
band by Lis [JEE Main 2014] 

(A) .!_(aL2 +bL3) (B) aL2 + bL3 (C) .!_(aL2 + bL3) (D) aL2 +bL3 
2 2 3 2 2 3 

[Ans. (B)] 

Exercise-4: Objective Problems 

Only One Option Correct 

Work Done by a Variable Force and Constant Force 

1. A rigid body moves a distance of 10 m along a straight line under the action of a force of 5 N. 
If the work done by this force on the body is 25 joules, the angle which the force makes with 
the direction of motion of the body is 
(A) or (B) 30r (C) 60r (D) 90r 

2. A rigid body of mass 6 kg is under a force which causes displacement in it given by S = !:.._ 
4 

metres where t is time. The work done by the force in 2 seconds is 
(A) 12J (B) 9J (C) 6J (D) 3J 
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3. A ball is released from the top of a tower. The ratio of work done by force of gravity in first, 
second and third second of the motion of the ball is 
(A) 1: 2: 3 (B) 1: 4: 9 (C) 1: 3: 5 (D) 1: 5: 3 

4. When a rigid body ofmassM slides down an inclined plane ofinclination 0, having coefficient 
of friction µ through a distance s, the work done against friction is: 
(A) µ (Mg cos 0 )s (B) µ (Mg sin 0) s 
(C) Mg (µcos 0 - sin0)s (D) None of the above 

5. A block of mass m is suspended by a light thread from an elevator. 
The elevator is accelerating upward with uniform acceleration a. The work 
done by tension on the block during t seconds is 

m m m 
(A) - (g + a) at2 (B) - (g - a)at2 (C) - gat2 

2 2 2 
(D) 0 

T 

6 A particle moves under the effect of a force F = Cx from x = 0 to x = x1• The work done in the 
process is 

(A) Cx/ (B) ½ex/ (D) Zero 

7. Two springs have their force constant as k1 and k2(k1 > k.). When they are stretched by the 
same force 
(A) No work is done by this force in case of both the springs 
(B) Equal work is done by this force in case of both the springs 
(C) More work is done by this force in case of second spring 
(D) More work is done by this force in case of first spring 

8. Two equal masses are attached to the two ends of a spring of spring constant k. The masses are 
pulled out symmetrically to stretch the spring by a length x over its natural length. The work 
done by the spring on each mass during the above pulling is 

(A) _!_ kx2 (B) - _!_ kx2 (C) _!_ kx2 

2 2 4 
(D) _ _!_ kx2 

4 

9. The work done by the frictional force on a surface in drawing a circle of radius r on the surface by 
a pencil of negligible mass with a normal pressing force N ( coefficient of friction µJ is 
(A) 4nr2 µKN (B) -2nr2 µKN (C) -3n r2 µKN (D) -2n r µKN 

10. A uniform chain oflength 2m is kept on a table such that a length of60 cm hangs freely from 
the edge of the table. The total mass of the chain is 4 kg. What is the work done by a force 
parallel to the horizontal surface in pulling the entire chain slowly on the table? 
(A) 7.2 J (B) 3.6 J (C) 120 J (D) 1200 J 

Work Energy Theorem 

11. A particle is dropped from a height h. A constant horizontal velocity is given to the particle. 
Taking g to be constant every where, kinetic energy E of the particle with respect to time t is 
correctly shown in 

(A) EL , (B) EL , (C) E~ t (D) E~ t 
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12. If v, p and E denote the velocity, momentum and kinetic energy of the particle, then: 
(A) p = dE!dv (B) p = dE/dt (C) p = dv/dt (D) None of these 

13. A heavy stone is thrown from a cliff of height h with a speed v. The stone will hit the ground 
with maximum speed if it is thrown 
(A) Vertically downward 
(B) Vertically upward 
(C) Horizontally 
(D) The speed does not depend on the initial direction. 

14. A body moving at 2 m/s can be stopped over a distance x. If its kinetic energy is doubled, how 
long will it go before coming to rest, if the retarding force remains unchanged ? 
(A) x (B) 2x (C) 4x (D) 8x 

15. A rod oflength Im and mass 0.5 kg hinged at one end, is initially hanging vertical. The other 
end is now raised slowly until it makes an angle 60r with the vertical. The required work 
is:(use g=9.8 m/s2) 

(A) 1.522J 
(C) 2.125 J 

(B) 1.225 J 
(D) 3.125 K 

16. A particle moves in a straight line with retardation proportional to its displacement. Its loss of 
kinetic energy for any displacement x is proportional to 
(A) x2 (B) ex (C) x (D) logex 

r 
I.Orn 

17. A block weighing 10 N travles down a smooth 
curved track AB joined to a rough horizontal surface 
(figure). The rough surface has a friction coefficient 
of 0.20 with the block. If the block starts slipping 
on the track from a point 1. 0 m above the horizontal 
surface, the distance it will move on the rough 
surface is: 

l L--------=====-B'---------=Rc:..::ough 

(A) 5.0 m (B) 10.0 m (C) 15.0 m (D) 20.0 m 

Mechanical Energy Conservation 

18 A toy car of mass 5 kg moves up a ramp under the influence of force F plotted against 
displacement x. The maximum height attained is given by 

~ 

: Ymax 

----+ 
·~~---__;,· . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . V 

x=O x=llm 

Fi 100 
80 
60 
40 
20 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 X 

(A) Ymax = 20 m (B) Ymax = 15 m (C) Ymax = 11 m (D) Ymax = 5 m 
19. The negative of the work done by the conservative internal forces on a system equals the 

change in 
(A) Total energy (B) Kinetic energy (C) Potential energy (D) None of these 
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20. ____ of a two particle system depends only on the separation between the two particles. 
The most appropriate choice for the blank space in the above sentence is 
(A) Kinetic energy (B) Total mechanical energy 
(C) Potential energy (D) Total energy 

21 A stone projected up with a velocity u reaches a maximum height h. When it is at a height of 
3h14 from the ground, the ratio of KE and PE at that point is: (consider PE= 0 at the point of 
projectory) 

22. 
(A) 1: 1 (B) 1: 2 (C) 1: 3 (D) 3: 1 
Figure shows a particle sliding on a frictionless track 

which terminates in a straight horizontal section. If T~ 
the particle starts slipping from the point A, how far 1.1om } 

0.5m 
away from the track will the particle hit the ground ? -----=---...._ 

(A) At a horizontal distance of 1 m from the end of the track. 
(B) At a horizontal distance of 2 m from the end of the track. 
(C) At a horizontal distance of3 m from the end of the track. 
(D) Insufficient information 

23 Two springs A and B (k A = 2k8) are strettched by applying forces of equal magnitudes at the 
four ends. If the energy stored in A is E, that in B is 
(A) E/2 (B) 2E (C) E (D) E/4 

24. When a spring is stretched by 2 cm, it stores 100 J of energy. If it is stretched further by 2 cm, 
the stored energy will be increased by 
(A) 100 J (B) 200 J (C) 300 J (D) 400 J 

25. A block of mass m is attached to two unstretched springs of spring constants k1 and k2 as 
shown in figure. The block is displaced towards right through a distance x and is released. 
Find the speed of the block as it passes through the mean position shown. 

26. 

b:::L,J:::d 
(A) ✓k1 :k2 x (B) (D) 

A spring of spring constant k placed horizontally on a rough horizontal surface is compressed 
against a block of mass m placed on the surface so as to store maximum energy in the spring. 
If the coefficient of friction between the block and the surface isµ, the potential energy stored 
the spring is 

µ2m2g2 
(A) 

k 

(C) 

(B) 

(D) 

2µm2g2 

k 

27. A wedge ofmassMfitted with a spring of stiffness 'k' is kept on a smooth horizontal surface. 
A rod of mass m is kept on the wedge as shown in the figure. System is in equilibrium. 
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Power 

Assuming that all surf aces are smooth, the potential energy stored 
in the spring is: 

mg 2 tan 2 e 
(A) 2K 

(C) 

(B) 
2K 

(D) 

0 

28. A car of mass 'm ' is driven with acceleration 'a' along a straight level road against a constant 
external resistive force 'R ' . When the velocity of the car is' V' , the rate at which the engine of 
the car is doing work will be 
(A) RV (B) ma V (C) (R + ma)V (D) (ma - R)V 

29. A particle moves with a velocity v = (5 i - 3 J + 6 k )m/s under the influence of a constant 

force F = (10 i + 10 J + 20 k )N. The instantaneous power applied to the particle is 

(A) 200J/s (B) 40J/s (C) 140J/s (D) 170J/s 
30. An electric motor creates a tension of 4500 Nin hoisting cable and reels it at the rate of2 m/s. 

What is the power of electric motor ? 
(A) 9 W (B) 9 KW (C) 225 W (D) 9000 H.P. 

31. AmanM1 of mass 80 kg runs up a staircase in 15 s. Another manM2 also of mass 80 kg runs 
up the stair case in 20 s. The ratio of the power developed by them (P 1 / P 2) will be 
(A) 1 (B) 4/3 (C) 16/9 (D) None of the above 

Conservative Et Non-Conservative Forces and Equilibrium 

32. The potential energy of a particle in a field is U = ~ _ 1!_ , where a and b are constant. The 
r r 

value of r in terms of a and b where force on the particle is zero will be 

(A) !!_ (B) '!_ (C) 2a 
b a b 

33. Potential energy vis displacement curve for one dimensional 
conservative field is shown. Force at A and B is respectively. 
(A) Positive, Positive 
(B) Positive, Negative 
(C) Negative, Positive 
(D) Negative, Negative 

u 

34. The potential energy of a particle varies with distance x as shown in 
the graph. The force acting on the particle is zero at 
(A) C (B) B 
(C) Band C (D) A and D. 

2b 
(D) 

a 

U(x) 

B 

!\; 
C 

X 

~-----• x 
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35. The diagrams represent the potential energy U of a function of the inter-atomic distance r. 

36. 

Which diagram corresponds to stable molecules found in nature? 
u u 

(A) (B) 

(C) (D) 

~------+r 

For the path PQR in a conservative force field (fig.), the amounts work 
done in carrying a body from P to Q & from Q to R are 5 J & 2 J 
respectively . The work done in carrying the body from P to R will be 
(A) 7 J (B) 3J 

(C) ,Jii.J (D) zero 

37. A force F=xy2i + x2y2j (N) acts on a particle which moves in theXYplane. ~ 
(a) Determine if Fis conservative and 

a ----H C 

/ / f 
,, ,, a 

(b) find the work done by Fas it moves the particle from A to C (fig.) / 
/ 

along each of the paths ABC, ADC, and AC. A B 
X 

38. Calculate the forces F(y) associated with the following one-dimensional potential energies 
(a)U=-roy (b)U=ay3 -by (c)U=U0 sinj3y 

39. The potential energy for a force field F is given by U(x, y) = sin (x + y). The force acting on 

40. 

41. 

the particle of mass m at ( 0, ¾) is 

(A) 1 (B) ✓2 (C) _1 
✓2 

(D) 0 

A particle is taken from point A to point B under the influence of a force field. Now it is 
taken back from B to A and it is observed that the work done in taking the particle from A to 
Bis not equal to the work done in taking it from B to A. If Wne and We is the work done by 
non-conservative forces and conservative forces present in the system respectively, !iU is the 
change in potential energy, Mis the change kinetic energy, then 

(A) Wne - !iU = Ak (B) We = - !iU (C) Wne + We = Ak (D) Wne - !iU = -Ak 
A body of mass m accelerates uniformly from rest to a speed v0 in time /0. The work done on 

the bo~y till an( ;/)ime t is 

(A) 2 mv/ t/ 1 ('o) (B) 2mv/ 1 
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42. Aman who is running has half the kinetic energy of the boy of half his mass. The man speeds 
up by 1 m/s and then has the same kinetic energy as the boy. The original speed of the man 
was 
(A) ✓2 m/s (B) (✓2 - 1) m/s (C) 2 m/s 

43. F= 2x2 - 3x - 2. Choose correct option 
(A) x = - 1/2 is position of stable equilibrium 
(B) x = 2 is position of stable equilibrium 
(C) x = - 1/2 is position of unstable equilibrium 
(D) x = 2 is position of neutral equilibrium 

(D) c✓2 + 1) m/s 

44. A block of mass m is hung vertically from an elastic thread of force constant mg/a. Initially 
the thread was at its natural length and the block is allowed to fall freely. The kinetic energy 
of the block when it passes through the equilibrium position will be: 
(A) mga (B) mga/2 (C) zero (D) 2mga 

45. The block A is pushed towards the wall by a distance and released. 
The normal reaction by vertical wall on the block B vis compression 
in spring is given by ~ m m µ=O 

J 

(A) 1~ (B) 

(C) L (D) 

46. Force acting on a body of mass 1 kg is related to its position x as F = x3 - 3x N. It is at rest at 
x = I. Its velocity at x = 3 can be 

W4~ ~3~ ~2~ ~5~ 
47. Assume the aerodynamic drag force on a car is proportional to its speed. If the power output 

from the engine is doubled, then the maximum speed of the car. 
(A) Is unchanged (B) Increases by a factor of ✓2 
(C) Is also doubled (D) Increases by a factor of four. 

48. A body is moved from rest along a straight line by a machine delivering constant power. The 

ratio ~r;:ce~ent and velocity (slv) varies '7i timl I~• 

(A) (B) 

s/v s/v 

tl ~ tl I 

(C) ~ (D) ~ 
s/v s/v 

49. A particle is released from rest at origin. It moves under influence of potential field U = x2 - 3x , 
kinetic energy at x = 2 is 
(A) 2/ (B) 1 J (C) 1.5 J (D) OJ 
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50. In the system shown in the figure there is no friction anywhere. 
The block C goes down by a distance x0 = 10 cm with respect to 
wedge D when system is released from rest. The velocity of A 

with respect to B will be (g = 10 m/s2) 

(A) Zero (B) 1 m/s 
(C) 2 m/s (D) None of these 

A 

D 4kg 

6.115 

B 

51. Potential energy of a particle is related to x coordinate by equation x2 - 2x. Particle will be in 
stable equilibrium at 
(A) x = 0.5 (B) x = I (C) x = 2 (D) x = 4 

52. A force F = k[yt + x )] where k is a positive constant acts on a particle moving in x-y plane 

starting from the point (3,5), the particle is taken along a straight line to (5, 7). The work done 
by the force is: 
(A) Zero (B) 35 K (C) 20 K (D) 15 K 

53. Water is pumped from a depth of 10 m and delivered through a pipe of cross section 10-2m2. 

If it is needed to deliver a volume of 10-1 m3 per second the power required will be 
(A) 10 kW (B) 9.8 kW (C) 15 kW (D) 4.9 kW 

54. A light spring of length 20 cm and force constant 2 kg/cm is placed vertically on a table.A 
small block of mass 1 kg. falls on it. The length h from the surface of the table at which the 
ball will have the maximum velocity is 
(A) 20 cm (B) 15 cm (C) 10 cm (D) 5 cm 

55. The work done in joules in increasing the extension ofa spring of stiffness ION/cm from 4 

cm to 6 cm is: 
(A) 1 (B) 10 (C) 50 (D) 100 

56. Three blocks A, Band Care kept as shown in the figure. The coefficient 
of friction between A and Bis 0.2, Band C is 0.1 , C and ground is 
0.0. The mass of A, Band Care 3 kg, 2 kg and 1 kg respectively. 
A is given a horizontal velocity 10 m/s. A, B and C always remain 
in contact i.e. lies as in figure. The total work done by friction will 
be 

~ ooth 

~ 
(A) -75J (B) 75J (C) -150J (D) - IOOJ 

57. A loop oflight inextensible string passes over smooth small pulleys A and 
B. Two masses m and Mare attached to the points O and C respectively. 
Then the condition that m and M will cross each other. 

[Take AB = 21 and AC= AB = 111] will be 

(A) _!!:!__ > 2✓ll+l -1 
M 11+3 

(B) _!!:!__ > 2✓11 + 3 -1 
M 11+1 

(C) _!!:!__ > ✓ 11 + 1 + 1 
M 11+3 

(D) none of these 
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58. In the figure shown all the surfaces are frictionless, and mass of the 
block, m = 1 kg. The block and wedge are held initially at rest. Now 
wedge is given a horizontal acceleration of 10 m/s2 by applying a force 
on the wedge, so that the block does not slip on the wedge. Then work 
done by the normal force in ground frame on the block in ✓3 seconds 
is 

-10m/s2 

-
(A) 30J (B) 60J (C) 150J (D) 100✓3J 

59. When a conservative force does positive work on a body 
(A) The potential energy increases (B) The potential energy decreases 
(C) Total energy increases (D) Total energy decreases 

60. The P.E. of a certain spring when stretched from natural length through a distance 0.3 m is 
10 J. The amount of work in joule that must be done on this spring to stretch it through an 
additional distance O .15 m will be 
(A) 10 J (B) 20 J (C) 7.5 J (D) 12.5 J 

61. A 1. 0 kg block collides with a horizontal weightless spring of force 
constant 2.75 Nm-1 as shown in figure. The block compresses the 
spring 4.0 m from the rest position. If the coefficient of kinetic friction -
between the block and horizontal surface is 0.25, the speed of the 
block at the instant of collision is 
(A) 0.4 ms-1 (B) 4 ms-1 

(C) 0.8 ms-1 (D) 8 ms-1 

62. A body with mass 2 kg moves in one direction in the presence of 
a force which is described by the potential energy graph. If the 
body is released from rest at x = 2m, then its speed when it crosses 
x = 5m is 

(A) zero 
(C) 2 ms-1 

(B) 1 ms-1 

(D) 3 ms-1 

63. A block of mass 'm ' is released from rest at point A. The compression 
in spring, when the speed of block is maximum 

(A) mg sin 0 (B) 2mg sin 0 
k k 

(C) 
mgcos0 

k 
(D) mg 

k 

Question No. 64 to 69 (6 questions) 

10 

A block of mass m moving with a velocity v0 on a smooth horizontal surface strikes and 
compresses a spring of stiffness k till mass comes to rest as shown in the figure. This 
phenomenon is observed by two observers: 

A: standing on the horizontal surface 

B: standing on the block 

Vo 
-K 

ii~ 
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64. To an observer A, the work done by spring force is 
(A) negative but nothing can be said about its magnitude 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

1 2 - -mv 
2 0 

positive but nothing can be said about its magnitude 
1 ? +-mv-
2 0 

65. To an observer A, the work done by the normal reactionNbetween the block and the spring 
on the block is 

(A) zero (B) 
1 ? - -mv-
2 0 

1 ? 

(C) + -mv; 
2 

(D) none of these 

66. To an observer A, the net work done on the block is 

(A) -mv: (B) (C) 
1 2 - -mv 
2 0 

(D) zero 

67. According to the observer A 
(A) The kinetic energy of the block is converted into the potential energy of the spring 
(B) The mechanical energy of the spring-mass system is conserved 
(C) The block loses its kinetic energy because of the negative work done by the conservative 

force of spring 
(D) All the above 

68. To an observer B, when the block is compressing the spring 
(A) Velocity of the block is decreasing (B) Retardation of the block is increasing 
(C) Kinetic energy of the block is zero (D) All the above 

69. According to observer B, the potential energy of the spring increases 
(A) Due to the positive work done by pseudo force 
(B) Due to the positive work done by normal reaction between spring & wall 
(C) Due to the decrease in the kinetic energy of the block 
(D) All the above 

Question No. 70 to 73 (4 questions) 

A block of mass m is kept in an elevation which starts moving downward with an 
acceleration a as shown in figure. The block is observed by two observers A and B for 
a time interval t0• 

70. The observer B finds that the work done by gravity on the block is 

71. 

72. 

1 1 1 
(A) 2mg 2t: (B) - 2mg2t: (C) 2mgat: 

The observer B finds that the work done by pseudo force on the block is 
(A) zero (B) - ma2t0 (C) + ma2t0 (D) 
According to observer B, the net work done on the block is 

A 1 ?2 1 22 C 1 2 ( ) - 2ma-t0 (B) 2ma t0 ( ) 2mgat0 

-mgat0 
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73. According to the observer A 
(A) The work done by gravity is zero 
(B) The work done by normal reaction is zero 
(C) The work done by pseudo force is zero 
(D) All the above , 

74. The work done by the force F=x 2i + y 2
} around the path shown in (O, a) Fc---~-B(a,a) 

the figure is 

(A) 
2 3 

(B) r; -a zero 
3 (0, 0) 

A X 
(a,0) 

(C) a3 (D) 
4 3 -a 
3 

Question No. 75 to 76 (2 questions) 

A spring block system is placed on a rough horizontal floor. The block is pulled towards right to give 

spring an elongation less than 2µmg but more than µmg and released. 
K K 

75. Which of the following laws/principles of physics can be applied on the :L000000000n 
spring block system r l_J 
(A) Conservation of mechanical energy 
(B) Conservation of momentum 
(C) Work energy principle 
(D) None 

76. The correct statement is 
(A) The block will cross the mean position. 
(B) The block will come to rest when the forces acting on it are exactly balanced 
(C) The block will come to rest when the work done by friction becomes equal to the change 

in energy stored in spring. 
(D) None 

77. A particle is rotated in a vertical circle by connecting it to a light rod of length I and keeping 
the other end of the rod fixed. The minimum speed of the particle when the light rod is 
horizontal for which the particle will complete the circle is 

(A) -[ii (B) Jiii (C) ftgt (D) none 

78. A body is moving uni-directionally under the influence of a source of constant power. Its 
displacement in time t is proportional to 
(A) 1112 (B) t (C) 1312 (D) 12 

79. If angular velocity of a disc depends an angle rotated 0 as ffi = 02 + 20, then its angular 
acceleration a at 0 = I rad is: 
(A) 8 rad/sec2 (B) 10 rad/sec2 (C) 12 rad/sec2 (D) None 
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80. Tangential acceleration of a particle moving in a circle of radius 1 m 
varies with time f as (initial velocity of particle is zero). Time after t 
which total acceleration of particle makes and angle of 30° with radial {;' 
acceleration is 
(A) 4 sec 

(C) 2213 sec 

(B) 4/3 sec 

(D) ✓2 sec 

81. The magnitude of displacement of a particle moving in a circle of radius 
a with constant angular speed ffi varies with time f as 

!E: 
'-"' 

A 2 . B 2 . (Of C 2 () asmffit () asm- () acosffit 
2 

(Of 
(D) 2acos -

2 

82. A particle originally at rest at the highest point of a smooth vertical circle is slightly displaced. 
It will leave the circle at a vertical distance h below the highest point, such that 
(A) h =R (B) h =R/3 (C) h =R/2 (D) h = 2R 

83. In a conical pendulum, the bob is rotated with different angular velocities and 
tension in the string is calculated for different values of ffi. Which of them is 
correct graph between T & ffi? 

(A) T~ 

(i) 

TL 
(C) L 

(i) 

(B) 

(D) 

lL. 
(i) 

T~ 

(i) 

84. A car travelling on a smooth road passes through a curved portion of the 
road in form of an arc of circle of radius 10 m. If the mass of car is 500 kg, 
the reaction on car at lowest point P where its speed is 20 m/s is 

\JF 
p 

(A) 35 kN (B) 30 kN 
(C) 25 kN (D) 20 kN 

85. A pendulum bob is swinging in a vertical plane such that its angular amplitude is less than 90°. 
At its highest point, the string is cut. Which trajectory is possible for the bob afterwards. 

(A) I), (B) l\r-\ 
I \ 

TTTITTTTT rrrrrbr 

(C) l (D) ~' 
\ 

\ 

TTTTTl7TT 
86. A conical pendulum is moving in a circle with angular velocity ffi as 

shown. If tension in the string is T, which of following equations are 
correct? 
(A) T= mffi 21 
(C) T = mg cose 

(B) T sine= mffi 21 
(D) T= mffi 2 1 sine 

------1--~' ~ ,,, .. 
( I , m 
,, I ~; _____ .J. ____ _ 

I 
I 
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87. A ball whose size is slightly smaller than width of the tube of radius a 
2.5 m is projected from bottommost point of a smooth tube fixed in a 0 
vertical plane with velocity of I 0 m/s. If N 1 and N2 are the normal reactions A c 
exerted by inner side and outer side of the tube on the ball B 

IOm/s 
(A) N 1> 0 for motion in ABC, N 2 > 0 for motion in CDA 
(B) N 1> 0 for motion in CDA, N 2 > 0 for motion in ABC 
(C) N 2> 0 for motion in ABC & part of CDA 
(D) N 1 is always zero. 

88. A road is banked at an angle of 30° to the horizontal for negotiating a curve of radius I o✓3 m. 
At what velocity will a car experience no friction while negotiating the curve? 
(A) 54 km/hr (B) 72 km/hr (C) 36 km/hr (D) 18 km/hr 

89. A bob attached to a string is held horizontal and released. The tension and vertical , 9 

distan;(·om 7• of suspension can be ,ep,es~rd:-- __ _,,) 

(A) IL___ (B) L_ 
h h 

rl I 
(C) lL_ 

h 

(D) 
Tb_ 

h 

90. A particle of mass m is tied to one end of a string of length I. The particle is held horizontal 
with the string taut. It is then projected upward with a velocity u. The tension in the string is 

mg when it is inclined at an angle 30° to the horizontal. The value of u is 
2 

(A) .jig (B) Jitg (C) ff- (D) 2.jtg 

91. The ratio of period of oscillation of the conical pendulum to that of the simple pendulum is: 
(Assume the strings are of the same length in the two cases and e is the angle made by the 
string with the verticla in case of conical pendulum) 

(A) cos e (B) .Jcose (C) 1 (D) none of these 

92. A particle is moving in a circle: 
(A) The resultant force on the particle must be towards the centre. 
(B) The cross product of the tangential acceleration and the angular velocity will be zero. 
(C) The direction of the angular acceleration and the angular velocity must be the same. 
(D) The resultant force may be towards the centre. 

93. A particle is moving along the circle x2 + y2 = a2 in anti clock wise direction. The x-y plane 
is a rough horizontal stationary surface. At the point (a cose, a sine), the unit vector in the 
direction offriction on the particle is: 

(A) cosel +sine} (B) -(cosel +sine}) 

(C) sin el - cose J (D) cosel -sine} 
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A section of fixed smooth circular track of radius R in vertical plane is 
shown in the figure. A block is released from position A and leaves the 
track at B. The radius of curvature of its trajectory when it just leaves the 
track at Bis: 
(A) R 
(C) R 12 

(B) R 14 
(D) None of these 

95. Three point particles P, Q, R move in circle of radius 'r' with different but 
constant speeds. They start moving at t = 0 from their initial positions as 
shown in the figure. The angular velocities (in rad/ sec) of P, Q and Rare 
5n, 2n & 3n respectively, in the same sense. The time interval after which 
they are at sameangular position. 
(A) 2/3 sec (B) 1/6 sec 
(C) 1/2 sec (D) 3/2 sec 

96. In the above question, the number of times P and Q meet in that time interval is 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

(A) 4 (B) 1 (C) 3 (D) 9 
A particle inside the rough surface of a rotating cone about its axis is at rest relative to it at a 
height of Im above its vertex. Friction coefficient isµ= 0.5, if half angle of cone is 45°, the 
maximum angular velocity of revolution of cone can be 

✓40 
(A) ✓10 rad/s (B) ✓30 rad/s (C) - rad/s (D) Jso rad/s 

3 

A body of mass 1 kg starts moving from rest at t = 0, in a circular path of radius 8 m. Its kinetic 
energy varies as a function of time as: K.E. = 212 Joules, where t is in seconds. Then 
(A) tangential acceleration = 4 m/s2 

(B) power of all forces at t = 2 sec is 8 watt 
(C) first round is completed in 2 sec. 
(D) tangential force at t = 2 sec is 4 newton. 
A particle is moving along a circular path of radius R in such a way that at any instant 
magnitude of radial acceleration & tangential acceleration are equal. If at t = 0 velocity of 
particle is V0, the time period of first revolution of the particle is 

(A) !!_ e-2" (B) !!_ (e2"-1) (C) !!_ 
~ ~ ~ 

R 2 (D) - (1 - e- ") 
Vo 

A 10 kg ball attached to the end of a rigid massless rod of length 1 m c···· ···--.. 1 Ok 

rolates at constant speed in a horizontal cllcle of rndius 0. 5 m and period '·----1 g 
1.57 sec as in fig. The force exerted by rod on the ball is L 

(A) 1.28 N (B) 128 N 
(C) ION (D) 12.8N 

Two bodies A & B rotate about an axis, such that angle 0 A (in radians) covered by first body is 
proportional to square of time, and 08 (in radians) covered by second body varies linearly. At 
t = 0, e A= 08 = 0. If A completes its first revolution in ✓n sec. and B needs 4n sec. to complete 
half revolution then; angular velocity ro A ro 8 at t = 5 sec. are in the ratio 
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102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

(A) 4: 1 
(C) 80: 1 

(B) 20: 1 
(D) 20:4 

A small cube with mass M starts at rest at point 1 at a height 4R, where 
R is the radius of the circular part of the track. The cube slides down the 
frictionless track and around the loop. The force that the track exerts on 
the cube at point 2 is nearly __ times the cube 's weight Mg. 
(A) 1 (B) 2 
(C) 3 (D) 4 

Which vector in the figures best represents the acceleration of a pendulum mass at the 
intermediate point in its swing? 

(A) ,_}, (B) 

(C) -,~-
(D) 

The tube AC forms a quarter circle in a vertical plane. The ball B has an 
area of cross-section slightly smaller than that of the tube, and can move 
without friction through it. B is placed at A and displaced slightly. It will 
(A) Always be in contact with the inner wall of the tube 
(B) Always be in contact with the outer wall of the tube 
(C) Initially be in contact with the inner wall and later with the outer wall 
(D) Initially be in contact with the outer wall and later with 

the inner wall 
A hollow vertical cylinder of radius R is rotated with angular 
velocity ffi about an axis through its center. What is the 
minimum coefficient of static friction necessary to keep the 
mass M suspended on the inside of the cylinder as it rotates? 

gR ffi2g 
(A) µ= -? (B) µ= -

0)- R 

Side view 

T~ 
C 

Top view 

106. A horizontal curve on a racing track is banked at a 45° angle. When a vehicle goes around this 
curve at the curve 's safe speed (no friction needed to stay on the track), what is its centripetal 
acceleration? 
(A) g (B) 2g (C) 0.5g (D) none 



107. 

108. 

109. 
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The dumbell is placed on a frictionless horizontal table. Sphere A is 
attached to a frictionless pivot so that B can be made to rotate about A 
with constant angular velocity. If B makes one revolution in period P, 
the tension in the rod is 

41t 2Md 
(A) p2 p2 

(C) 
2Md 

(D) p 

.. ... •····~:R2M (/ d-Bi 
··• ... 

·· .. 
··-.... ..•·· 

Two racing cars of masses m 1 and m2 are moving in circles of radii r1 and r2 respectively. Their 
speeds are such that each makes a complete circle in the same time t. The ratio of the angular 
speeds of the first to the second car is 
(A) 1: 1 (B) m1: m2 (C) r1: r2 (D) m1m2: Y/2 

The graphs below show angular velocity as a function of time. In which one is the magnitude 
of the angular acceleration constantly decreasing? 

(J) 

(B) ~' (A) 

(J) 

f=-· 
(J) 

(D) h--• (C) 

(J) 

~' 
Exercise-6: Objective Problems 

One or More than One Option Correct 

1. The work done by the external forces on a system equals the change in 
(A) Total energy (B) Kinetic energy 
(C) Potential energy (D) None of these 

2. A small block of mass m is kept on a rough inclined surface of inclination 0 fixed in a elevator. 
The elevator goes up with a uniform velocity v and the block does not slide on the wedge. The 
work done by the force of friction on the block in time t will be 
(A) Zero (B) mgvt cos20 (C) mgvt sin20 (D) mgvt sin20 

3. A heavy stone is thrown from a cliff of height h in a given direction. The speed with which it 
hits the ground 
(A) Must depend on the speed of projection 
(B) Must be larger than the speed of projection 
(C) Must be independent of the speed of projection 
(D) May be smaller than the speed of projection 

4. The total work done on a particle is equal to the change in its kinetic energy 
(A) Always 
(B) Only if the forces acting on it are conservative 
(C) Only if gravitational force alone acts on it 
(D) Only if elastic force alone acts on it. 
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5. A particle is acted upon by a force of constant magnitude which is always perpendicular to the 
velocity of the particle. The motion of the particle takes place in a plane. If follows that 
(A) Its velocity is constant (B) Its acceleration is constant 
(C) Its kinetic energy is constant (D) It moves in a circular path 

6. Consider two observers moving with respect to each other at a speed v along a straight line. 
They observe a block of mass m moving a distance f on a rough surface. The following 
quantities will be same as observed by the two observers 
(A) Kinetic energy of the block at time t (B) Work done by friction 
(C) Total work done on the block (D) Acceleration of the block 

7. You lift a suitcase from the floor and keep it on a table. The work done by you on the suitcase 
does not depend on 
(A) The path taken by the suitcase (B) The time taken by you in doing so 
(C) The weight of the suitcase (D) Your weight 

8. No work is done by a force on an object if 
(A) The force is always perpendicular to its velocity 
(B) The force is always perpendicular to its acceleration 
(C) The object is stationary but the point of application of the force moves on the object 
(D) The object moves in such a way that the point of application of the force remains fixed. 

9. The kinetic energy of a particle continuously increases with time 
(A) The resultant force on the particle must be parallel to the velocity at all instants. 
(B) The resultant force on the particle must be at an angle less than 90° all the time 
(C) Its height above the ground level must continuously decrease 
(D) The magnitude of its linear momentum is increasing continuously 

10. One end of a light spring of spring constant k is fixed to a wall and the other end is tied to a 
block placed on a smooth horizontal surface. In a displacement , the work done by the spring 

is .!.. kx2• The possible cases are 
2 

(A) The spring was initially compressed by a distance x and was finally in its natural length 
(B) It was initially stretched by a distance x and finally was in its natural length 
(C) It was initially in its natural length and finally in a compressed position 
(D) It was initially in its natural length and finally in a stretched position 

11. A block of mass Mis hanging over a smooth and light pulley through a light string. The other 
end of the string is pulled by a constant force F. The kinetic energy of the block increases by 
20Jin ls. 
(A) The tension in the string is Mg 
(B) The tension in the string is F 
(C) The work done by the tension on the block is 20 Jin the above 1 s. 
(D) The work done by the force of gravity is - 20 Jin the above ls. 

12. If force is always perpendicular to motion 
(A) KE remains constant (B) Work done = 0 
(C) Speed is constant (D) Velocity is constant 

13. Work done by force of friction 
(A) Can be zero 
(C) Can be negative 

(B) Can be positive 
(D) Information insufficient 
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14. When work done by force of gravity is negative (Assume only gravitational force to be acting) 
(A) KE increases (B) KE decreases 
(C) PE increases (D) PE stays constant 

15. When total work done on a particle is positive 
(A) KE remains constant (B) Momentum increases 
(C) KE decreases (D) KE increases 

16. When a man walks on a horizontal surface with constant velocity, work done by 
(A) Friction is zero (B) Contact force is zero 
(C) Gravity is zero (D) Man is zero 

17. A small particle slides along a track with elevated ends and a 
flat central part, as shown in figure. The flat part has a length I 
3m. the curved portions of the track are frictionless, but for h 

the flat part the coefficient of kinetic friction is µ = 0.2. The 
particle is released at point A, which is at a height h = 1.5 m 
above the flat part of the track. The position where the particle 
finally come to rest is: 

A 

I+- 3. Om ----+I 

(A) Left to mid point of the flat part (B) Right to the mid point of the flat part 
(C) Mid point of the flat part (D) None of these 

18. A block of mass misplaced inside a smooth hollow cylinder of radius R kept 
horizontally. Initially system was at rest. Now cylinder is given constant 
acceleration 2 g in the horizontal direction by external agent. The maximum 
angular displacement of the block with the vertical is: 

0 2g 
---+ 

(A) 2 tan-1 2 (B) tan-1 2 

(C) tan-1 1 (D) tan-1 ( ½) 
19. The ends of a spring are attached to blocks of masses 3 kg and 2 kg. The 3 kg 

block rests on a horizontal surface and the 2 kg block which is vertically above 
it is in equilibrium producing a compression of 1 cm of the spring. The value 
of the length to which the 2 kg mass must be compressed, so that when it is 
released, the 3 kg block may be lifted off the ground is: 
(A) 5 cm (B) 2.5 cm 
(C) 8 cm (D) 10 cm 

20. In a projectile motion, KE varies with time as in graph : 

(A) ~ I (B) k , 
(C) li, (D) •1~., 
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21. If W1, W2 and W3 represent the work done in moving a particle from A 
to B along three different paths 1, 2, 3 respectively (as shown) in the 
gravitational field of a point mass m, find the correct relation between 

WI , w2 and w3 
w ~>~>~ ~ ~=~=~ 

22. A lorry and a car moving with the same K.E. are brought to rest by applying the same retarding 
force, then 
(A) Lorry will come to rest in a shortest distance 
(B) Car will come to rest in a shorter distance 
(C) Both come to rest in a same distance 
(D) None of the above 

23. An open knife edge of mass 'm ' is dropped from a height 'h' on a wooden floor. If the blade 
penetrates upto depth 'd' into the wood, the average resistance offered by the wood to the 
knife edge is 

(A) mg 

24. A body is moved along a straight line by a machine delivering constant power. The distance 
moved by the body in time t is proportional to 
(A) 1112 (B) 1314 (C) 1312 (D) 12 

25. The potential energy of a system is represented in the first figure , the force acting on the 
system will be represented by 

(A) 

(C) 

F(x) 

a t----~---,-- x 

F(x) 

a 
t----~---x 

U(x) 

L a X 

F(x) 

(B) 

F(x) 

(D) a X 



26. 

27. 

28. 
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A particle, initially at rest on a frictionless horizontal surface, is acted upon by a horizontal 
force which is constant in size and direction. A graph is plotted between the work done (W) on 
the particle, against the speed of the particle, (v). If there are no other horizontal forces acting 
on the particle the graph would look like 

wl / 
(A) lL_____ (B) 

V 

wl / v 
(C) lL_____ (D) 

The force acting on a body moving along x-axis varies with the position F 

of the particle as shown in the figure. The body is in stable equilibrium 
at 
(A) x = x1 (B) x = x2 

(C) Both x1 and x2 (D) Neither x1 nor x2 

x, x, 
L-./~---+--• x 

A particle with constant total energy E moves in one dimension in a region where the potential 
energy is U(x). The speed of the particle is zero where 

(A) U(x) = E (B) U(x) = 0 (C) dU (x) = 0 
dx 

29. A block of mass m slides down a plane inclined at an angle 0. Which of the following will 
NOT increase the energy lost by the block due to friction? 
(A) Increasing the angle of inclination 
(B) Increasing the distance that the block travels 
(C) Increasing the accelertion due to gravity 
(D) Increasing the mass of the block 

30. The potential energy in joules of a particle of mass 1 kg moving in a plane is given by U = 3x 
+ 4y, the position coordinates of the point being x and y , measured in metres. If the particle is 
initially at rest at (6,4), then 
(A) Its acceleration is of magnitude 5 m/s2 

(B) Its speed when it crosses the y-axis is 10 m/s 
(C) It crosses the y-axis (x = 0) at y = -4 
(D) It moves in a straight line passing through the origin (0,0) 

31. The potential energy of a particle of mass 5kg moving in the XY plane is 1 k 
given by V= - 7x + 24y joules, x and y being in metres. Initially at t = 0 the h ~ 
particle is at the origin (0,0) moving with a velocity of 6[ i (2.4)+ J (0.7)] ____ g~---~-' 

m/s. Then 
(A) The magnitude of velocity of the particle at t = 4 sec is 25m/s 
(B) The magnitude of acceleration of the particle is 5m/s2 

(C) The direction of motion of the particle initially at t = 0 is at right angles to the direction 
of acceleration 

(D) The path of the particle is a circle. 
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32. A box of mass m is released from rest at position 1 on the frictionless curved track shown. It 
slides a distance d along the track in time t to reach position 2, dropping a vertical distance h. 
Let v and a be the instantaneous speed and instantaneous acceleration, respectively, of the box 
at position 2. Which of the following equations is valid for this situation? 
(A) h = vt (B) h = (1/2)gt2 

(C) d = (1/2)at2 (D) mgh = (1/2)mv2 

33. A ball of mass m is attached to the lower end of light vertical spring of force constant k. The 
upper end of the spring is fixed. The ball is released from rest with the spring at its normal 
(unstretched) length, comes to rest again after descending through a distance x. 

(A) x =mg/k 
(B) x = 2 mg/k 
(C) The ball will have no acceleration at the position where it has descended through x/2. 
(D) The ball will have an upward acceleration equal to g at its lowermost position. 

34. A ball is projected vertically upwards. Air resistance & variation in g may be neglected. The 
ball rises to its maximum height H in a time T, the height being h after a time t 

35. 

36. 

37. 

1. The graph of kinetic energy Ek of the ball against height his shown in figure 1 
2. The graph of height h against time t is shown in figure 2 
3. The graph of gravitational energy Eg of the ball against height his shown in figure 3 

h 

0 H h 

Which of A, B, C, D, E shows the correct answers? 
(A) 3 only (B) 1, 2 (C) 2, 3 (D) 1 only 
A spring block system is placed on a rough horizontal floor. The block is j _ 
pulled towards right to give spring some elongation and released. rooooooooof] 
(A) The block may stop before the spring attains its mean position. 
(B) The block must stop with spring having some compression. 
(C) The block may stop with spring having some compression. 
(D) It is not possible that the block stops at mean position. 
In the above situation the block will have maximum velocity when 
(A) The spring force becomes zero (B) The frictional force becomes zero 
(C) The net force becomes zero (D) The acceleration of block becomes zero 
A particle of mass m is at rest in a train moving with constant velocity with respect to ground. 
Now the particle is accelerated by a constant force F0 acting along the direction of motion 
of train for time t0. A girl in the train and a boy on the ground measure the work done by this 
force. Which of the following are INCORRECT? 
(A) Both will measure the same work 
(B) Boy will measure higher value than the girl 
(C) Girl will measure higher value than the boy 
(D) Data are insufficient for the measurement of work done by the force F0 
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38. Two particles move on a circular path ( one just inside and the other just outside) with angular 
velocities ro and 5ro starting from the same point. Then 

(A) They cross each other at regular intervals of time 27t when their angular velocities are 
4ro 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

oppositely directed. 
They cross each other at points on the path subtending an angle of 60° at the centre if 
their angular velocities are oppositely directed. 

They cross at intervals of time -2:.. if their angular velocities are oppositely directed. 
3ro 

They cross each other at points on the path subtending 90° at the centre if their angular 
velocities are in the same sense. 

39. A cart moves with a constant speed along a horizontal circular path. From the cart, a particle 
is thrown up vertically with respect to the cart 
(A) The particle will land somewhere on the circular path 
(B) The particle will land outside the circular path 
(C) The particle will follow an elliptical path 
(D) The particle will follow a parabolic path 

Question No. 40 to 42 (3 questions) 

A particle of mass m is released from a height Hon a smooth curved surface which ends into a vertical 
loop of radius R, as shown 

40. Choose the correct altemative(s) if H = 2R 
(A) The particles reaches the top of the loop with zero velocity 
(B) The particle cannot reach the top of the loop 
(C) The particle breaks off at a height H = R from the base of the loop 
(D) The particle break off at a height R < H < 2R 

41. If 0 is instantaneous angle which the line joining the particle and the centre of the loop makes 
with the vertical, then identify the correct statement(s) related to the normal reaction N 
between the block and the surface 
(A) The maximum value N occurs at 0 = 0 
(B) The minimum value of N occurs at N = n for H > 5R/2 
(C) The value of N becomes negative for n/2 < 0 < 3n/2 
(D) The value of N becomes zero only when 0 ~ n/2 

42. The minimum value of H required so that the particle makes a complete vertical circle is given 
by 
(A) 5 R (B) 4 R (C) 2.5 R (D) 2 R 
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43. A small particle of mass m is given an initial high velocity in the horizontal plane 
and winds its cord around the fixed vertical shaft of radius a. All motion occurs 
essentially in horizontal plane. If the angular velocity of the cord is ro 0 when the 
distance from the particle to the tangency point is r0, then the angular velocity of 
the cord ro after it has turned through an angle 0 is 

(A) ro=roo (B) 
aro 0 ro=-

ro 

0) 

(C) 0) = __ o_ (D) 0) = rooe 
1- ae 

ro 

:~ ANSWER KEY 

Exercise-1 

1. (i) Zero (ii) 500.J 2. 1.96 X 1011 J 

3. 135J. 4. 
mgf 

2 

5. vr= 63.2 ms-1• 6. -8.75J 

7. 80kg 8. 
3mv2 

4x2 

9. 2mg/k 

0 

10. (a) Since the gravitational force is a conservative force therefore the work done in round trip 
is zero. 

(b) 18.5 J 

(c)-7.6J (d) 10.9J. 

11. 0.12 

12. (a) a1 = F/m, so v1 =a/= Ft/m. 

(b) Since velocities add, v = ve + v1 = ve + Ft/m 

(c) M 1 = m(v?/2 = P.t2/2m 

(d) M = m (ve + v1) 2/2 - mv/12. 

(e) s1 is a/12 = Ft2/2m 

(f) S1 + V/ 

(h) Compare Wand W1 and Mand Ml' they are respectively equal. 

(i) The work - energy theorem holds for moving observers. 

13. 6 m s-1• 14. (a) 5 x 104 (b) 6.25 x 10-3 kg 

15. 0.13. 16. F=-(4t+36]+2k)N 

17. F = -[2yt + (2x + z)] + yk] 
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18. (i) U(x, y , z) = (-2x - 3y) (ii) U(x, y , z) = - (x2 + y 2) (iii) U(x, y , z) = - xy. 

8 
19. -hp 20. 320 hp 

3 

21. 50 W 22. 49 kW 

23. 1568 W 24. 686 W 

25. (a)7.5J(b)15J(c)7.5J(d)30J 26. W2 =3W1 

27 (a) 2 + 24!2 + 72t4J , (b) 48 t N, (c) 48! + 288!3 W, (d) 1248 J 

28. mgR 

30. (a) x=2, (b) 16J 

32. 3. 

34. (a) 6 x 103 W(b) 1 x 104 W 

36. 5!2✓gR, x . =2R 
nun 

38. (1-✓3/2)mg 

40_ (a) F (b) mF (c) mFd 
2(M +m)g 2(M +m) 2(M +m) 

41. (a) 40000 J (b) 7690J 
5+tan0 

43. (a)2250J(b)-4900J(c)465W 

44. (a) 0.5 (b) 1000 Nim 

46. '3_-Jk Im 
4 

29. 

31. 

33. 

35. 

37. 

39. 

42. 

45. 

47. 

2m/g 2 

k 

-3k 

46J 

80kW 

_!_{gt 
3V3 
625J 

v-Jm I k , No 

W= (µ+ 1) mgR 

48. µmg+ µm 2 g 
I 2 

49. 

51. 

53. 

(a) repulsive (b) {3k v-;;; 
50. 1, 2, 3. 

52. 9a/2. 

54. 2 sec 

55. (a) 49 J (b) 164 
----rJ(xJ 

,ME 

-X - 1°0 + JO X 

6mg 

7 
-m 
12 

(c)-3.38 m (d) 7.38 m (e) 29 J (f) x = 2m (g) F= 2(2 -x) 
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Exercise-2 

1. 15✓3N 
2 

2 F=-3ax2 +b x= {£ KE =l!!__ {£ . ' v-;;' max 3✓3 v-;; · 
6. mgR/2, 2.Jgii 

8. (a)/= - µm xg; (b) .Jµii; (c) 5£ 
f 2 

10. 3/4. 

40 
13. u=vsec0, v= - m/s 

✓4l 

17. up, 10cm 

19. 4, .Jgl/8 

21. 4m/s, 24.5J, 40J 

23. (a) 2✓2,r, (b) h = .!2.r, (c) g 
27 

Exercise-3 

1. (a)7✓2 rad Is (b) -9.8 x 10-3 m/s2 

x=Jl; 

7. 

9 

12. 

14. 

16. 

18. 

20. 

22. 

2.5cm 

30 

500N/m 

2m/s 

vR R(vt - R)v112 

a=---- a=----
N (2Rt - vt2 ) ' 1 (2Rt -vt2 )3'2 

0max =rr,/2, T=mg(3sin0+3cos0-2) 

3.3m 

(i) ~. (ii) 2fag, 2a 
2 

2. B 

3. (i) 
C 

' N (ii) a = 5✓3 g N= 3mg 
T 8 ' 8 

4. ( "'65) mg , 3R 

0 

5. D 6. H= (5/3)R 

7. U= gL[ 3f +2) 
8. A 

9. A 10. A 

11. 0.24m, 6.4rad/sec 12. C 
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N, 
N, 

5mg 

13. (a) N = 3mg cos0 - 2mg, (b) 
1 cos9 

cos9 

cos9=2/3 cos9:= l 
cos0=1 

14. D 15. C 

16. B 17. C 

18. D 19. B 
20. A 21. A 

22. PPM =mvPM =-mv2 sinffiti +m(v2 cosffit-v1)] 

23. C 24. D 

25. B 26 8 

Exercise-4 

27. (C) 28. (C) 29. (D) 30. (4) 

31. (8) 32. (D) 33. (5) 34. (B) 
35. (A) 

Previous Year's AIEEE Questions 

1. (A) 2. (B) 3. (B) 4. (B) 
5. (B) 6. (B) 7. (B) 8. (A) 

9. (C) 10. (C) 11. (C) 12. (C) 

Exercise-5 

1. C 2. D 3. C 4. A 

5. A 6. B 7. C 8. D 

9. D 10. B 11. A 12. A 

13. D 14. B 15. B 16. A 

17. A 18. C 19. C 20. C 

21. C 22. A 23. B 24. C 

25. A 26. C 27. C 28. C 

29. C 30. B 31. B 32. C 

33. B 34. C 35. A 36. A 

37. 
a5 2a5 

(b) WABC = WADC = 3 (J), WAC = -5-(J)] 

38. (a)F=-dU =(!) (b)F=-dU =-3ay2 +2by(c)F=- dU =-l3U0cosl3y] 
dy dy dy 
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39. A 40. ABC 41. A 42. D 

43. A 44. B 45. B 46. A 

47. B 48. A 49. A 50. C 

51. B 52. C 53. C 54. B 

55. A 56. A 57. A 58. C 

59. B 60. D 61. D 62. C 

63. C 64. B 65. B 66. C 

67. D 68. C 69. B 70. C 

71. A 72. B 73. D 74. B 

75. C 76. C 77. B 78. C 

79. C 80. C 81. B 82. B 

83. A 84. C 85. C 86. A 

87. C 88. C 89. A 90. B 

91. B 92. D 93. C 94. C 

95. D 96. C 97. B 98. B 

99. D 100. B 101. C 102. C 

103. B 104. C 105. D 106. A 

107 B 108 A 109. A 

Exercise-6 

1. A 2. C 3. AB 4. A 

5. CD 6. D 7. ABD 8. ACD 

9. BD 10. AB 11. B 12. ABC 

13. ABC 14. BC 15. BD 16. ABC 

17. C 18. A 19. B 20. B 

21. B 22. C 23. C 24. C 

25. C 26. D 27. B 28. A 

29. A 30. A,B,C 31. A,B,C 32. D 

33. B,C,D 34. A 35. A,C 36. C,D 

37. A,C 38. B,C,D 39. B,D 40. B,D 

41. A,B,D 42. C 43. C 
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Vertical Circle 
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II INTRODUCTION 

Suppose a particle of mass m is attached to an inextensible light string of length R. The particle is 
moving in a vertical circle of radius R about a fixed point 0. It is imparted a velocity u in horizontal 
direction at lowest point A. Let v be its velocity at point B of the circle as shown in the figure here. 

h =R(l -cos 0) ... (i) 

From conservation of mechanical energy 

1 ' ' -M(u- -v-) =mgh 
2 

or v2 = u2 -2gh ... (ii) 

The necessary centripetal force is provided by the resultant of tension T and mg cos0 

mv2 

T-mgcos 0 = -
R 

... (iii) 

Now, following three conditions arise depending on the value ofu. 

Case 1: (u ~ -J5gR) 

V 

u mg 

The particle will complete the circle if the string does not slack even at the highest point (0 = n). Thus, 
tension in the string should be greater than or equal to zero (T~ 0) at 0 = n. In critical case, substituting 
T = 0 and 0 = n in equation (iii), we get 

or 

mv2 

mg=____!!!!!!__ 
R 

vmin = .J"ii 

R 

0 

Um;n = ✓ 5gR 

T =6mg 

or v~ = gr 

Substituting 0 = n in equation (i) h = 2R 

Therefore, from equation (ii) u~ = v~ + 2gh 

or u,~un = gR + 2g(2R) = 5gR or unun = -J5gR 

(at highest point) 
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Thus, ifu ~-J5gR, the particle will complete the circle. 

At u = -Js gR , velocity at highest point is v = Jgii, and tension in the string is zero. 

Substituting 0 = 0° and v = u = -J5gR in equation (iii), 

we get T = 6 mg or in the critical condition tension in the string at lowest position is 6 mg. This is 
shown in figure. 

Ifu <,J5gR, following two cases are possible. 

Case 2: (,J2gR < u < -JsgR) 

If u < ,J5 gR , the tension in the string will become zero before reaching the highest point. From equation 

(iii), tension in the string becomes zero (T = 0) 

where 
-v2 

cos0 = - or 
Rg 

2gh-u 2 

cos0 = --
Rg 

Substituting, this value of cos0 in equation (i), we get 

2gh-u 2 = 1 _ _!: 
Rg R 

h =h, =½( u2 
:Rg) ... (iv) 

or we can say that at height h1 tension in the string becomes zero. Further, if u < -Js gR , velocity of the 

particle becomes zero when 

or 

0 =u2-2gh 

u2 
h=-=h 

2g 2 
(say) 

i.e. at height h2 velocity of particle becomes zero. 

... (v) 

Now, the particle will leave the circle if tension in the string becomes zero but velocity is not zero 
or T = 0 but v-:;:. 0. This is possible only when 

h1 <h2 

or 
u 2 +Rg u2 

<-
3g 2g 

or 2u2 + 2Rg < 3u2 

or u2> 2Rg 

or u>,J2Rg 

Therefore, if -J2gR < u < -J5gR, the particle leaves the circle. 

From equation (v), we can see that h > R if u2 > 2gR. Thus, the particle will leave the circle when 
h > R or 90° < 0 < 180°. This situation is shown in the figure 7.2. 
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✓2gR < u < ✓5gR or 90° < 0 < 180° 

Case 3: (0 < u ~ ✓2Rg ) 

The particle will oscillate if velocity of the particle becomes zero but tension in the string is not zero. 
or v = 0, but T -:t= 0. This is possible when 

h2 <h1 

or 
u 2 u 2 +Rg 
-<--- or 3u2 <2u2 +2Rg 
2g 3g 

or u2 < 2Rg or u < ✓2Rg 

Further, if h1 = h2, u = ✓2Rg and tension and 

velocity both becomes zero simultaneously. 

Further, from equation (v), we can say that 

h ~R ifu ~ ✓2Rg. 

Thus, for 0 < u ~ ✓2gR particle oscillates in lower half of the circle (0° < 0 ~90°). This situation 

is shown in the figure given alongside. 

0 < u ~ ✓2gR or 0° < 0 ~ 90° 

~ 1. What is the minimum speed to reach B and C? 

1 
(B) - mu2 = mg (R) 

2 

u = ✓2gR 

Solve for (C) like this 

1 
(C) - mu2 = mg (R) 

2 

u = ✓4gR . This is wrong.Why? 

At any 0 with vertical. 

mV 2 

N=mgcos0= --
R 

mV 2 

N=mgcose+ --
R 

This equation is valid through out for 0 > ~ as cos 0 will go negative and comp. of mg will act in 

the direction of normal. For 0 < 0 <~ N will !ever be zero as both mg cos 0 and mV
2 

are positive. 
2 R 

Hence, it will be contact and will have circular motion. 



Using Work Energy 

0 ? mv- mu
-mg (R(l-cos 0)) = _ - -

2 2 

V2 = ~( mt -mgR(l-cos0)) 

V2 = u2 - 2gR (1 - cos 0) 

V2 = u2 - 2gR + 2g R cos 0 

N 0 m(u 2 - 2gR + 2gR cos0) = mg cos + -----"-------"-----'-
R 

mu 2 

= mg cos 0 + -- - 2 mg+ 2 mg cos 0 
R 

m 
N = - [u2 - 2gR + 3g R cos 0] 

R 

7t 
0 < 0< -

2 

Normal will not become zero. 
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If we want to find minimum value to reach B there is no need to see the equation of normal all that 
matters is speed. 

at 
7t 

0 = -
2 

0 = u2 - 2gR + 2gR (0) 

u = ✓2gR 

Case I: u = ✓2gR it will just reach B. 

Motion: A • B • A • D • A • B 

At B, N = 0 but it wil not loose constant. 

Case II: u < ✓2gR 

The body will not reach B but its velocity will become zero before B. 

e.g. , Let u = Jiii 
0 = gR- 2gR + 2gR cos 0 

1 
cos 0 = -

2 

V=O 
D 

C 

A 

V=O 
B 

at 60° the body will stop. The body will not remain stationary as its tangential acceleration 
will not be zero. 

what if 
7t 

0 > -
2 
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Here the normal will become zero before velocity. This is why ✓4gR was wrong as we were 

considering speed and not normal where as to reach C it is necessary that 'N' does not become zero. 

Find minimum speed to reach C. 

O=u2 -5gR [0=n] 

Case III: 

u = ✓5gR 

u = ✓5gR 

v2 = 5 gR - 2gR - 2gR 

=gR 

v=Jiii 
V = Jiii 

mv2 • • 
As mg= -- 1s vahd 

R 

Minimum possible value of 'N' and 'v' is at 'C'. 

so the body will continue moving in circular motion. 

u = ✓5 gR implies the body has just completed circular motion . 

.. 

f~ Note 

We check for 'n' as cos n has maximum negative value. If N is not Oat this point then for all 0 < n the 
normal will never be zero. 

Case IV: u > ✓5gR 

The body will freely move in a circle and 'N' will never be zero. 

Case V: ✓5gR > u > ✓2gR. 

The normal will become zero some where between B and C. At this 
point v -:t= 0. It will leave circular motion and will become projectile 
because symmetry will no more be there as in the next instant velocity 
will decrease further for which N should be negative which is not 
possible and so it will leave circular motion and will have projectile 
motion. 

For a mass tied by a string about 0. 

0 
-----B 

T 

C 

B 
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Here instead of normal 'Tension' is the worrying factor. 

T= 0 • String is slack and 'm ' wil leave circular motion. 

II MOTION IN A VERTICAL CIRCLE 

To understand this consider the motion of a small body (say stone) tied to 
a string and whirled in a vertical circle. If at any time the body is at angular 
position 0, as shown in the figure , the forces acting on it are tension Tin the 
string along the radius towards the center and the weight of the body mg 
acting vertically down wards. 

Applying Newton 's law towards centre 

mv2 

T - mg cos 0 = -
r 

mv2 

or T =--+mgcos0 
r 

The body will move on the circular path only and only if T ruin> 0 (as if Tmin ~ 0, the string will slack 
and the body will fall down instead of moving on the circle. So, for completing the circle, i.e. , 'looping 
the loop ' 

? mv-
_H __ mg~0 i.e. ... (1) 

r 

Now applying conservation of mechanical energy between highest point Hand lowest point L 

we get vL =.Jsw 
i.e. , for looping the loop, velocity at lowest point must be ~ .J5w. 
In case of motion in a vertical plane tension is maximum at lowest position and in case of looping 

the loop 

Tmin ~ 6mg. 

II CONDITION FOR OSCILLATION OR LEAVING THE CIRCLE 

In case of non uniform circular motion in a vertical plane if velocity of body at lowest point is lesser 

than .J5w , the particle will not complete the circle in vertical plane. Now it can either oscillate about 

the lowest point or after reaching a certain height may loose contact with the path. 

From the theory oflooping the loop we know that if vL ~ .J5w , the body will loop the loop. So, 

if the velocity of a body at lowest point is such that 

-J2w <VL < .Jsw 
the body will move along the circle for 0 > 90° and will not reach upto highest point but will leave the 
circle somewhere between 90° < 0 < 180°. Here, it is worth noting that at the point ofleaving the circle 
T= 0 but v0 * 0. This all is shown in the three figures on the next page. 
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,,,.--- .... ,, .... 
,, ' 

/ ' 
I \ 

I \ 
I \ 

< 0 N,~o 
', ,.L.. .,.# T;t 0 

'(•;•~,~ 

(A) 
For Oscillation 

(B) 
For Leaving the circle 

(C) 
0 < V L ~ ,J2gr 

0 < 0 ~ 90° 

,J2gr < VL < ,J5gr 

90° < 0 < 180° 

For Looping the loop 
vl;::,: ✓sgr 

fl~ 2. A simple pendulum is constructed by attaching a bob of mass m to a string of length L 
fixed at its upper end. The bob oscillates in a vertical circle. It is found that the speed of the bob is v 
when the string makes an angle 0 with the vertical. Find the tension in the string at this instant. 

~~ The forces acting on the bob are (figure) 

(a) the tension T 

(b) the weight mg. 

' 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
,,. 

As the bob moves in a vertical circle with centre at 
0 , the radial acceleration is v2 / L towards 0. Taking the 
components along this radius and applying Newton 's 
second law , we get m si;0 

,, ,, ,Jf mg mg cos0 

or, 

T - mgcos e = mv2 I L 

T = m(gcos + v2 I L). 

fl._--,,,1,e 3. Prove that a motor car moving over a convex bridge is lighter than the same car resting 
on the same bridge. 

~~ The motion of the motor car over a convex bridge AB is the motion along the segment 
of a circle AB (Figure) R 

The centripetal force is provided by the difference of weight mg of the car and 
the normal reaction R of the bridge. 

mv2 

mg-R =-
r 

or 
mv2 

R =mg--
r 

Clearly R < mg, i.e. , the weight of the moving car is less than the weight of the 
stationary car. 
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~ 4. A body weighing 0.4 kg is whirled in a vertical circle with a string making 2 revolutions 
per second. If the radius of the circle is 1.2 m. Find the tension (a) at the top of the circle, (b) at the 
bottom of the circle. Given: g = 10 m s-2 and 1t = 3.14. 

~~ Mass, m = 0.4 kg; 

time period = _!_ second, radius, r = 1.2 m 
2 

Angular velocity, ro = 27t = 4n rad s-1 = 12.56 rad s-1 • 

1/2 

(a) At the top of the circle,. 

mv2 

T = -- -mg=mrro 2 -mg=m(rro 2 -g) 
r 

= 0.4 (1.2 x 12.56 x 12.56 - 9.8) N = 71.2 N 

(b) At the lowest point, T = m(rro 2 + g) = 80 N 

II~ 5. You may have seen in a circus a motorcyclist driving in vertical loops inside a 'death 
wall' (a hollow spherical chamber with holes, so that the cyclist does not drop down when he is at the 
uppermost point, with no support from below. What is the minimum speed required at the uppermost 
position to perform a vertical loop if the radius of the chamber is 25 m? 

S,~ When the motorcyclist is at the highest point of the death-well, the normal reaction R 
on the motorcyclist by the ceiling of the chamber acts downwards. His weight mg also act downwards. 
These two forces are balanced by the outward centrifugal force acting on him 

mv2 

R+mg= --
r 

Here v is the speed of the motorcyclist and m is the mass of the motorcyclist (including the mass 
of the motor cycle). Because of the balancing of the forces, the motorcyclist does not fall down. 

The minimum speed required to perform a vertical loop is given by equation (1) whenR = 0. 

mv2 . 
mg = ----2!!!!!.. or v2 . = gr 

r nun 

or vrnin = ,Jw = .J9.8x 25 m s-1 = 15.65 ms-1 • 

So, the minimum speed, at the top, required to perform a vertical loop is 15.65ms-1• 

~ 6. A heavy particle hanging from a fixed point by a light inextensible string of length l is 

projected horizontally with speed .J(gl). Find the speed of the particle and the inclination of the string 
to the vertical at the instant of the motion when the tension in the string is equal to the weight of the 
particle. 

S,~ Let tension in the string becomes equal to the weight of the particle when particle 
reaches the point Band deflection of the string from vertical is 0. Resolving mg along the string and 
perpendicular to the string, we get net radial force on the particle at B i.e. 

FR= T-mgcos e ... (i) 
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If v be the speed of the particle at B, then 

mv2 

F=
R I 

From (i) and (ii), we get 

mv2 

T-mgcos 0 = -
/ 

Since at B, T = mg 

mv2 

• mg(l -cos 0) = -
I 

• v2 = g/(1 - cos 0) 

... (ii) 

... (iii) 

... (iv) 

Conserving the energy of the particle at point A and B, we have 

1 , 1 , 
-mv~ =mg/(1-cos0)+-mv-
2 2 

where v0 = Jii and v = .J g/(1-cos0) 

• gl = 2g/(l - cos0) + g/(1 - cos0) 

• cos0 = 2/3 ... (v) 

Putting the value of cos0 in equation (iv) we get 

V = J¥ 

A 
mg sin 0 

fl._--,,,1,e 7. A particle is suspended by a string oflength 'l ' . It is projected with such a velocity v along 
the horizontal such that after the string becomes slack it flies through its initial position. Find v. 

~~ Let the velocity be v' at B where the string become slack and the string makes angle 0 
with horizontal by the law of conservation of energy 

!mv2 =.!._mv'2 +mg£(1+sin0) ... (i) 
2 2 

or, v'2 = v2 - 2g£ (1 + sin 0) ... (ii) 

By the dynamics of circular motion 
mv'2 

mgsin0= --
,e 

• v'2 = g£ sin 0 ... (iii) 

from equation (ii) and (iii) we get 

g ,e sin 0 = v2 - 2g£ (1 + sin 0) ... (iv) 

0 

At B the particle becomes a projectile of velocity v' at 90 - 0 with the horizontal. 

Here, u = v'sin 0 and u = v' cos 0 
X y 

a = 0 and 
X 

aY =-g 

,e cos 0 = v' sin 0 t ... (v) 
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£cos0 . 
I= -- &- £ (I+ sm 0) mgcos0 

v'sin0 

, 0 lcos0 1 I2cos 2 0 
=v cos ----g 

v'sin0 2 V12 sin 2 e 
• 2 sin30 + 3 sin2 e - 1 = O 

sin 0 = .!_ is the acceptable solution 
2 A 

v2 =2g£ +3g£ x.!_ = 7g£ • v= ✓7g£ 
2 2 2 

(from equation (iv)) 

II A BODY MOVING INSIDE A HOLLOW TUBE 

The same discussion holds good for this case, but instead of tension in the string we have the normal 
reaction of the surface. If N is the normal reaction at the lowest point, then 

N - mg= m;12 ; N = m ( v: + g) 
At the highest point of the circle, 

mv2 

N+mg= --2 

r 

The condition v1 ~ .jsii 
All other equations (can be) similarly obtained by 

replacing tension T by reaction N. 
CD 

II BODY MOVING ON A SPHERICAL SURFACE 

The small body of mass m is placed on the top of a smooth sphere of radius r. 

If the body slides down the surface, at what point does it fly off the surface? 

Consider the point C where the mass is, at a certain instant. The forces 
are the normal reaction R and the weight mg. The radial component of the 
weight is mg cos~ acting towards the centre. 

The centripetal force is 

mv2 

mg cos~ -R = --
r 

where vis the velocity of the body at 0. 

mg 

B 
R 

A 
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R = m ( g cos <p - v; ) ... (i) 

The body flies off the surface at the point where R becomes zero. 

. v2 v2 
1.e. , g cos~ = - ; cos~ = - ... (ii) 

r rg 

To find v, we use conservation of energy 

i.e. , .!..mv2 = mg(BN) = mg(OB - ON)= mgr(l -cos~) 
2 

v2 = 2rg(l - cos~) 

v2 
2(1 - cos ~) = -

rg 
... (iii) 

From equation (ii) and (iii) we get 

cos~ = 2 - 2 cos~; 3 cos~ = 2 

cos ~ = ¾ ; ~ = cos-1 ( ¾) ... (iv) 

This gives the angle at which the body goes off the surface. The height from the ground of that 
point= AN= r(l + cos~) 

=r(1+f)=fr 

fl~ 8. A block is kept on a fixed smooth sphere. 

(a) Find 0 at which block will break off. 

(b) Initial velocity, so that block breaks off in initial position itself. 

II~ 9. A point mass 'm ' starts from rest and slides down the surface of a frictionless solid 
sphere of radius 'R ' as shown in the figure. At what angle will this body break off the surface of sphere? 
Find the velocity with which it will break off. 

Applying COE, we have at the point A and B, 

1 ? 

we have mgR (I -cos 0) = -mv-
2 

Force equation gives, mg cos 0 - N = mv2/R 

N = 0 for break off. 

v= ✓gRcos0 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

... (iii) 
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Putting it in (i) A 

We get cos e = 2/3 

Putting this in (iii) we get v = ✓¾ gR . 

II CONCEPT OF MOTION OF LIGHT RIGID ROD 

Case 1: u < .J2gR - Pendulum 

Case 2: u = .J2gR will reach B and come back. 

Case 3: .J4gR > u > .J2gR . The body will continue moving in circular motion as 

tension of a rod can go negative which is allowed as then the rod instead of pulling m 

the body will push it. 

Q' 

P' P T=0;w0 

A 

A • P • Q • P • A • P' • Q' 

Case 4: u = .J4gR 

v=O, T • -ve 

The body will stop at the top. 

Case 5: u > .J4gR Forever will do circular motion. 

Exercise-1: Subjective Problems 

B 

Rod (Rigid) 

1. A small body of mass m is allowed to slide on an inclined frictionless track from rest position 
as shown in the figure. 

(i) Find the minimum height h, so that body may successfully complete the loop of radius 'r' . 
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(ii) If h is double of that minimum height, find the resultant force on the block at position 
H 

2. A nail is located at a certain distance vertically below the point of suspension of a simple 
pendulum. The pendulum bob is released from the position where the string makes an angle of 
60° from the vertical. Calculate the distance of the nail from the point of suspension such that 
the bob will just perform revolution with the nail as centre. Assume the length of pendulum 
to be 1 m. 

3. A bucket tied at the end of a 1.6 m long string is whirled in a vertical circle with constant 
speed. What should be the minimum speed so that the water from the bucket does not spill, 
when the bucket is at the highest position (Take g = 10 m/sec2) 

Exercise-2: Objective Problems 

Only One Option Correct 

1. The driver of a car travelling at speed suddenly sees a wall at a distance r directly in front of 
him. To avoid collision, 
(A) He should apply brakes sharply 
(B) He should turn the car sharply 
(C) He should apply brakes and then sharply turn 
(D) None of these 

2. A curved section of a road is banked for a speed v. If there is no friction between road and 
tyres of the car, then: 
(A) Car is more likely to slip at speeds higher than v than speeds lower than v 
(B) Car cannot remain in static equilibrium on the curved section 
(C) Car will not slip when moving with speed v 
(D) None of the above 

3. A particle of mass m is observed from an inertial frame ofreference and is found to move in 
a circle ofradius r with a unifrom speed v. The centrifugal force on it is 

mv2 

(A) -- towards the centre 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

r 

mv2 

-- away from the centre 
r 

mv2 

-- along the tangent through the particle 
r 

Zero 
4. A train A runs from east to west and another train B of the same mass runs from west to east at 

the same speed along the equator. A presses the track with a force F 1 and B presses the track 
with a force Fr 
(A) F1 >F2 

(B) F1 <F2 

(C) F1= F 2 

(D) The information is insufficient to find the relation between F 1 and F 2• 

5. A car of mass Mis moving horizontaly on a circular path of radius r. At an instant its speed 
is v and is increasing at a rate a. 



(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 
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The acceleration of the car is towards the centre of the path 

The magnitude of the frictional force on the car is greater than mv 
r 

2 

The friction coefficient between the ground and the car is not less than a/g. 
v2 

The friction coefficient between the ground and the car is µ = tan-1-
rg 

6. A circular road ofradius r is banked for a speed v = 40 km/hr. A car of mass attempts to go 
on the circular road. The friction coefficient between the tyre and the road is negligible. 
(A) The car cannot make a turn without skidding. 
(B) If the car turns at a speed less than 40 km/hr, it will slip down 
(C) If the car turns at the current speed of 40 km/hr, the force by the road on the car is equal 

mv2 

to --
r 

(D) If the car turns at the correct speed of 40 km/hr, the force by the road on the car is greater 

mv2 

than mg as well as greater than --
r 

7. A person applies a constant force F on a particle of mass m and finds that the particle moves 

in a circle ofradius r with a uniform speed v as seen from an inertial frame ofreference. 
(A) This is not possible. 
(B) There are other forces on the particle 

mv2 

(C) The resultant of the other forces is -- towards the centre. 
r 

(D) The resultant of the other forces varies in magnitude as well as in direction . 

• ~ ANSWER KEY 
•:;,,r 

Exercise-1 

1. (i) h . = ~ r, (ii) F = 6 mg 
nun 2 

2. 0.8m 

3. 4 m/sec 

Exercise-2 

1. A 2. C 3. D 

4. A 5. BC 6. BD 

7. BD 
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II INTRODUCTION 

Every physical system is associated with certain points where motion characterises the motion of the 
whole system. When the system moves under some external forces, then this point moves as if the 
entire mass of the system is concentrated at this point and also the external force is applied at this point 
for translational motion. This point is called the centre of mass of the system. 

Centre of mass of system of N point masses is that point at which moment of mass of the system is 
zero. It means that if at a particular origin the moment of mass of system of N point masses is zero then 
that particular origin is the centre of mass of the system. 

In a system of particles, there is one special point with some interesting and simple properties, no 
matter how complicated the system is. This special point is called the centre of mass. 

• The centre of mass of a system is an imaginary point where the whole mass of the system is 
supposed to be acting. 

• The centre of mass of a body may lie inside or outside the body. 

• The centre of mass always lie on the axis of symmetry of the body if it exists. For a body in 
which there are two or more axes of symmetry, then the centre of mass lies at their point of 
intersection. 

• In a system of n particles, the centre of mass of the system may or may not coincide with any 
of the particles. 

• In a system of n coplaner particles the centre or at the system must lie within or at the edge of 
at least one of the polygons formed by joining (n - 1) particles. 

• To locate the centre of mass of different system, we define a vector quantity associated with all 
the particles of system this is Mass moment of a particle. 

Moment of Point Mass 'M' About an Origin 'O' 

Mass Moment 

It is defined as the product of mass of the particle and distance of the particle from the 
point about which mass moment is taken. It is a vector quantity and its direction is 
directed from the point about which it is taken to the particle 

Let P be the point where mass 'm' is located. Take position vector of point P with 
respect to origin 0. The moment of point mass m about origin O is defined as 

• • 

Z=mr 
• 

Here, Z = mass moment of particle about point P 

; = Position vector of particle of mass 'm ' about point P 

The direction of mass moment along the vector (; ) 

The physical significance of moment of mass is that when differentiated with respect to time it 
gives momentum of the particle. 

It is worth noting that moment of point mass depends on choice of origin. 
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Moment of System of N Point Masses about an Origin z 
m, 

Consider a system of N point masses m1, m2, m3 ........... mn whose position 
vectors from origin O are given by ~ , r2, i; , ............... rn respectively. m, 

The moment of system of point masses about origin O is the sum of 
individual moment of each point mass about origin 0. y 

M =m 1 ~ +m2 i;_+m3 i;+ ............ +mnr,, 
m. 

There is an important property of centre of mass associated with the mass moments of each particle 
of the system which helps to determination of centre of mass of a system. The property is - "The 
summation of mass moments of all the particles of the system about its centre of mass is always equal 
to zero. " 

This statement is an experimentally verified property which does not require any analytical proof. 
It can be used as a universal property in all type of particles of system. 

Centre of mass of a system of 'N' discrete particles : 

• ml~ +m21;_ + .... +min 
Ycom =~~-~---~ 

• 

Ycom 

ml +m2 + ...... +mn 

Proof of position of centre of mass by the help of concept of mass moment. 
• 

'i = Positive vector of mass (m 1) w.r.t. origin 
• 

r2 = Positive vector of mass (mz) w.r.t. origin 
• 

r3 = Positive vector of mass (m;) w.r.t. origin 

~ 1 = Positive vector of(m 1) w.r.t. centre of mass 

r/ = Positive vector of(mz) w.r.t. centre of mass 

,;1 = Positive vector of (m;) w.r.t. centre of mass 

zl = ml ~I [ mass moment of (m I) about centre of mass ] 

z2 = m2 ~I [ mass moment of (m2) about centre of mass] 

z~ = m3 ~I [ mass moment of (m3) about centre of mass] 

y 
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By applying the concept 

• • • 

Z1+Z2 +Z3 =0 • m1r/+m2r/+m3r/ =0 

By applying triangle law of vector addition 

r,om + i;l = i; • 1;1 +,; = r:;,,, 

S. ·1 I • 1 • • d """ 1 • • 1m1 aT Y : r2 = r2 - rcom an r3 = r3 - rcom 

By putting these above values in the equation (A), we get 

mi +m2 +m3 

This relation can also be generalized for 'n' mass system also. 

Hence, we can write the X-cordinate of centre of mass of a system of 'N' discrete particle: 

m1x1 + m2 x2 + ..... m.x. 
X COIIJ = --'--'---"---''-----''----"-

ml +m2 + ..... +m. 

and 

Lm;z; 
Z com = ====---L mi 

Centre of Mass of a System of 'N' Discrete Particles 

... (A) 

Consider a system of N point masses m1, m2, m3, ................ mn whose position vectors from origin Oare 
given by ,; , r2 , ,; , . • • • • • • • • •• • • • • r. respectively. Then the position vector of the centre of mass C of the 

system is given by. y 

- = mi,; +m/2 + ........ +mi. -
rem ---'-~-~----~ ~ ~Ill = -n --

m1 +m2 + ........ +m. °""' 
L.,m; 

i= l 

i = l 

- } Ln -r = - m.r 
cm M i = l 1 1 
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where M ( = tm;) is the total mass of the system. 

Position of Centre of Mass 

(a) System of two particles : Consider first a system of two particles m1 and m2 at distances x1 

and x2 respectively, from some origin 0. We define a point C, the centre of mass of the system, 
as a distance xcm from the origin 0, where xcm is defined by 

m1x1 +m?x? 
X = - -

cm ml +m2 

xcm can be regarded as mass -weighted mean ofx1 and x2 

(b) System of many particles: 

(i) If m I' m2 ..... , m n' are along a straight line, by definition, 

m1x1 + m,x? + ....... + m x Lm;x; Lm;x; 
X = _ _ n n ==~-

cm ml +m2 + ..... +mn Lmi M 

where Mis total mass of the system. 

... (1) 

... (2) 

(ii) If particles do not lie in a straight line but lie in a plane, (suppose x-y plane) the centre of 
mass C is defined and located by the coordinates x cm and y cm' 

h m1x1 + m?x? + ...... + m x °""' m;x; °""' m;x; w erex = - - n n =-L,--= _L, __ 
cm ml +m2 + ..... +m. Lmi M 

... (3) 

y 
m, 

r I l -+-~-~-~--•x 
0 x, x , x. 

(iii) If the particles are distributed in space, 

Lm;x; Lm;y; Lm;z; 
xcm= M , ycm= M , zcm= M ... (4) 

So, position vector of C is given by 

_ A A A Lmr Lmr 
r =x i +y 1·+z k =--'-' = --'-' 

cm cm cm cm ~ 
L,m; M 

... (5) 
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L~X 
(c) Continuous bodies: x = Lt L ' ' 

cm .6.m; • O Arn,. 
I 

fxdm =_!__fxdm 
fdm M 

. . f ydm 1 f zdm 1 
Similarly y = --=-fydm andz = --=-fzdm 

cm f dm M cm f dm M 

_ f rdm 1 _ 
r cm = f dm = M f rdm ... (6) 

Position of Com of Two Particles 

Centre of mass of two particles of mass m 1 and m2 separated by a distance r lies in between the two 
particles. The distance of centre of mass from any of the particle (r) is inversely proportional to the 
mass of the particle (m) 

1 
i.e. r oc -

m 

or m/1=m[2 

or r1 = ( m
2
;mJ rand r2 = ( m,:,mJ r 

Here, r1 = distance or COM from m 1 

and r2 = distance or COM from m2 

From the above discussion, we see that 

r 

corn 
0----0-------0 

r1 = r2 = .!_ if m 1 = m2, i.e., COM lies midway between the two particles of equal masses. 
2 

Similarly, r1 :::: r2 if m1 < m2 and r1 < r2 if m2 < m" i.e., COM is nearer to the particle having larger 
mass. 

II~ 1. Two particles of mass 1 kg and 2 kg are located at x = 0 and x = 3 m. Find the position 
of their centre of mass. 

Since, both the particles lies on x-axis, the COM will 

also lie on x-axis. Let the COM is located at x = x, then 

r1 = distance of COM from the particle of 
mass 1 kg =x 

m1=lkg corn m2=lkg 
0------<0>-------<0 

x=O x=x x=3 
IE r1 =x 111IE r2 =(3-x) 1111 

and r 2 = distance of COM from the particle of mass 2 kg= (3 -x) 

. 1j m? X 2 
Usmg - = -- or -- = - or 

3-x 1 
x=2m 

Thus, the COM of the two particles is located at x = 2 m. 
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II~ 2. The position vector of three particles of mass m 1 = 1 kg, m2 = 2 kg and m3 = 3 kg are 

i; = (i + 4} + k)m , ,; = (i + J + k)m and ,; = (2i - }-2k)m respectively. Find the position vector of 

their centre of mass. 

The position vector of COM of the three particles will be given by 

- m1,; + m);2 + m1,; 
YCOM =~~~~-~ 

m1 +m2 +m1 

Substituting the values, we get 

- (l)(i + 41 + k) + (2)(t + J + k) + (3)(2i-}-2k) 
YCOM =----------------

= 9i +3}-3k 
6 

1 A A A 

rcoM =-(3i + j -k)m 
2 

1 + 2 +3 

fl~ 3. Four particles of mass 1 kg, 2 kg, 3 kg and 4 kg are placed at the four verticesA,B, C and 
D of a square of side 1 m. Find the position of centre of mass of the particles. 

~~ Assuming D as the origin, DC as x -axis and DA as y-axis, we have 

m 1 = 1 kg, (xl'y1) = (0, Im) y 
~ 

and 

m2 = 2 kg, (x2,y2) = (Im, Im) 

m3 = 3 kg, (x3,y3) = (Im, 0) 

Co-ordinates of their COM are 

(0,1) :m m (1,1) 
A . I 2B 

(0,0) • --·····>x 
Dm, m, C (1, 0) 

A o----·OB 
= (1)(0) + 2(1) + 3(1) + 4(0) = 2_ = _!_ m = 0_5 m 

1+2+3+4 10 2 

= (1)(1) + 2(1) + 3(0) + 4(0) 

1+2+3+4 

(xcoM' YcoM) = (0.5 m, 0.3 m) 

3 
-m=0.3m 
10 

:coM 
-- - -- -Q--- - --

0.5m ;0.3m 

D C 

1.5 kg 

Thus, position of COM of the four particles is as shown in figure. 
30,m~ 

II~ 4. Three particles of masses 0.5 kg, 1.0 kg and 1.5 kg are placed at 
the three comers of a right angled triangle of sides 3.0 cm, 4.0 cm and 5.0 cm 
as shown in figure. Locate the centre of mass of the system. 

0. 50 kg 4.0cm 1.0kg 

~~ The centre of mass is 1.3 cm to the right and 1.5 cm above the 0.5 kg particle. 
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II~ 5. Consider a two-particle system with the particles having masses m 1 and m2. If the first 
particle is pushed towards the centre of mass through a distance d, by what distance should the second 
particle be moved so as to keep the centre of mass at the same position? 

~~ Consider figure. Suppose the distance of m 1 from the centre of mass C is x 1 and that of 
m2 from C is x2. Suppose the mass m2 is moved through a distance d' towards C so as to keep the centre 
of mass at C. 

Then, 

and 

Subtracting (ii) from (i) 

m1x2 = m2x2 
m 1(x1 -d) = m2 (x2 - d) 

m/ =m2 d' 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

d' = !!!id 

~ ~ 
m, O········••---+-£------..••·······Om, 

or, 

Thus 

E.g. 

' m2 

m1x1 + m,x, + m3x3 + ....... . 
X = .. 

cm ml +m2 +m3 + ...... . 

(1,0,2) 

(1,2,3) 

m 1 = 3 kg 

m2 = 4kg 

m3 = 3 kg 

at 

at 

at (4,3,-1) Find P.V. of this system. 

Distance between m1 and m2 is I. Find distance between m1 and CM. 

m) 
x2= ---

m1 +m2 

.. 

f~ Note 

X m 
C.M divides two point masses in inverse ratio of their masses .....!.. = --l. 

t._~ 7. Find CM. (equilateral triangle) 

X 
cm 

Yem= 

a 
mxO+ma+2m - 2 a 
-----~2 = _!!_ = -

4m 4 2 

✓3 
mxO + 2mxa2 _ a✓3 

4m 4 

X2 ml 

y 

x, 

~I 

a 

CM.[ (f)af) m ----~a--~--m 
(0, 0) 

fl~ 8. Regular hexagon • 

Masses at A & E can be placed at centre of AE, similarly masses at B & D can be placed at centre of BD. 
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2m m 
jE p 
: :G 

m -------~----------------4-------- 2m 
jH i C m 4m G 2m --------

Ai i B 
2m m 

F 4 2m C 

Hencey = !!...Ji =AH 
cm 2 

a 
x from A= -

cm 2 

4m 2m C 
m-------------2m 

all a all 

5a/4 
m---------4m 

all 4m 

9a/8 m------Bm 

a 9m 
A cm 

1 all 1 all 1 

F 

fl~ 9. Two particles of equal mass have velocities i\ = 4i m/s and v2 = 4} m/s. First particle 

has an acceleration a1 = (i + }) m/s2 while the acceleration of the other particle is zero. The centre of 

mass of the two particles moves on a : 
(a) circle (b) parabola ( c) straight line 
[Ans. (c)] 

- m 1 V1 + m, v2 v1 + v, A A 

VcoM = - =--- =2(i + j) m/s 
m1 +m2 2 

S. .1 1 _ a1 + a, 1 <A A) 1 2 1m1 ary, a coM =---=- i + j ms 
2 2 

- -• VcoM is parallel to acoM the path will be a straight line. 

Centre of Mass of A Continuous Mass Distribution 

Centre of Mass of a Continuous Mass Distribution 

(d) ellipse. 

For continuous mass distribution the centre of mass can be located by replacing summation sign with 
an integral sign. Proper limits for the integral are chosen according to the situation 

_ f xdm _ f ydm _ f zdm 
Xcm - f dm ,Yem - f dm ' Zcm - f dm 

J dm = M (mass of the body) 

r,111 = ~ f rdm. 
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:1t Note 

If an object has symmetric uniform mass distribution about x-axis than y coordinate of COM is zero 
and vice-versa 

Centre of Mass of a Uniform ROD 

Suppose a rod of mass Mand length L is lying along the x-axis with its one end at x = 0 and the other 
atx=L. 

Mass per unit length of the rod = M 
L 

-+dx+-
o~-----~l~l~~o------

x=0 x=x x=L 

Hence, dm, (the mass of the element dx situated at x = x is)= M dx 
L 

The coordinates of the elementPQ are (x, 0, 0). Therefore, x-coordinate of COM of the rod will be 

LL xdm 

xcoM = f dm 

= f (x) (Tdx) 
M 

They-coordinate of COM is 

_ f ydm _ 
YcoM - f dm - 0 

Similarly, zcoM = 0 

= _!_f L X dx= L 
L O 2 

i.e., the coordinates of COM of the rod are ( ~, 0, 0) . Or it lies at the centre of the rod. 

II~ 10. A rod of length L is placed along the x-axis between x = 0 and x = L. The linear density 
(mass/length) ').., of the rod varies with the distance x from the origin as ').., = Rx. Here, R is a positive 
constant. Find the position of centre of mass of this rod. 

~~ Mass of element dx situated at x = x is 

dm=')..,dx=Rxdx 

The COM of the element has coordinates (x, 0, 0). 

Therefore, x-coordinate of COM of the rod will be 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I -+dx+-
l'l~-----~I ~l-~11----_,. 

x=0 x=x x=L x 
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f ydm 
They-coordinate of COM of the rod isycoM = --- = 0 (asy = 0) 

f dm 

Similarly, zcoM = 0 

Hence, the centre of mass of the rod lies at [ 2: , 0, 0] 
fl_~ 11. The density of a straight rod oflength L varies as p = A + Bx where x is the distance from 

the left end. Locate the centre of mass. 

2AL+2BL2 

3(2A+BL) 

~ 12. mass / length = kx2 

~~ Mass = 'A,= kx2 

Length 

dm = 'A, dx = kx2 dx 

f x dm 
X = -- = ----'o'--_ 

cm m £3 
K -

3 

L 
O 

KL3 
m = K f x- dx = --

o 3 

fl~ 13. Calculate C.M. of the system 

~~ x = ml/ 2+0 _ _!_ 
cm 2m 

1 
O+m -

2 
Yem = _2_m_ - 4 

4 

Centre of Mass of a Semicircular Ring 

3L 

4 

I a 
0 dx 

t 
(0,0) 

I .. 

].____x ___,___,_ldxl _.....___.,. x 

(0, 0) 

l,mL 
l,m m,l • (0, //2) 

(//2, 0) 
I 

m,l 

The figure below shows the object (semi circular ring). By observation we can say that the x-coordinate 
of the centre of mass of the ring is zero as the half ring is symmetrical on both sides of the origin. Only 
we are required to find they-coordinate of the centre of mass. 

y 
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To find y cm we use y = _I fdmy 
cm M ... (i) 

Here for dm we consider an elemental arc of the ring at an angle 0 from the x-direction of angular 
width d0. If radius of the ring is R then its y coordinate will be R sin0, here dm is given as 

M 
dm= - xRd0 

nR 

So from equation (i), we have 

1 n M R n 

y = - f-Rd0 (R sin0) = - f sin0d0 
cm MonR no 

2R 
y =-cm 7t 

Centre of Mass of Semicircular Disc 

... (ii) 

The figure here shows the half disc of mass Mand radius R. Here, we are only required to find the 
y-coordinate of the centre of mass of this disc as centre of mass will be located on its half vertical 
diameter. Here to findycm' we consider a small elemental ring of mass dm of radius x on the disc (disc 
can be considered to be made up such thin rings of increasing radii) which will be integrated from O to 
R. Here dm is given as 

2M 
dm = -, (n x)dx 

nR-
y 

R 

y 

R 

Now they-coordinate of the element is taken as 2x , as in previous section, we have derived that 
7t 

h f f . . 1 . . d 2R t e centre o mass o a semi cucu ar nng 1s concentrate at -
7t 

H . . y = _I_ fR dm 2x = _I_ fR 4 M x2 dx ere Yem IS given as 
cm M o n M o nR2 

4R 
y =

cm 3n 

fl._~ 14. Find the centre of mass of an annular half disc shown in figure. 

S~ Let p be the mass per unit area of the object. To find its centre of {ifu2 

mass we consider an element as a half ring of mass dm as shown in figure of radius 
r and width dr and there we have 

R, 



Now, dm = pnr dr 

Centre of mass of this half ring will be at height 2r 
7t 

1 R2 2r 
Yem= M f (p.1trdr).-

R1 7t 

2p Rf2 2d 4(R:-Rt) Yem = ----- r r = -~--~ 
~(R2 -R2) Ri 3n(R; -R/) 

p 2 2 I 

Alternate Solution 

Centre of Mass I 8. 13 

We can also find the centre of mass of this object by considering it to be complete half disc of radius 
R2 and a smaller half disc of radius R I cut from it. If y cm be the centre of mass of this disc we have from 
the mass moments. 

( nR/) (4R1 ) ( 7t 2 2 ) ( nR;) (4R,) p.-2- x 3n + p.2(R2 -R1) (J;cJ = p·2 x 3n-

- 4(R: -Rt) 
Yem - 3n(R; -R/) 

Centre of Mass of a Solid Hemisphere 

The hemisphere is of massM and radius R. To find its centre of mass (only y-coordinate), we consider 
an element disc of width dy, mass dm at a distance y from the centre of the hemisphere. The radius of 
this elemental disc will be given as 

r = .JR2 -y2 

y 

R 

The mass dm of this disc can be given as 

dm = 3M x n r2 dy = 3M (R2 - y2) dy 
2nR 3 2R 3 

y cm of the hemisphere is given as 

I R I R 3M 
y = -fdmy= -f- (R2-y2) dy 

cm M O M O 2R3 

3R 
Yem= S 

3 fR ? ? y= - (R--y)ydy 
2R3 o 
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Centre of Mass of a Hollow Hemisphere 

A hollow hemisphere of mass Mand radius R. Now we consider an elemental circular strip of angular 
width d0 at an angular distance e from the base of the hemisphere. This strip will have an area. 

dS = 2nR cos e Rde 
y 

Its mass dm is given as 
M 

dm = --, 2nR cos e Rde 
2nR-

y 

Herey-coordinate ofthis strip of mass dm can be taken asR sine. Now we can obtain the centre 
of mass of the system as. 

n 

Yem=~ f dm Rsine 
0 

n 

1 2
( M ) = - f --, 2nR 2 cose de 

M O 2nR-

n 
? 

R sine = R J sine cos e de 
0 

R 
Yem= l 

Centre of Masss of A Solid Cone 

A solid cone has mass M, height Hand base radius R. Obviously the centre 
of mass of this cone will lie somewhere on its axis, at a height less than 
H/2. To locate the centre of mass we consider an elemental disc of width 
dy and radius r, at a distance y from the apex of the cone. Let the mass of 
this disc be dm, which can be given as 

3M 
dm = --, - x nr2 dy 

nR-H 

here y cm can be given as 

1 H 

Yem= M f ydm 
0 

1 R ( 3M ( Ry ) 2 l 
M f nR 2H n H dy y 

0 

H 

R 
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3 H 

= -fy3d); 
HJ 

0 

3H 

4 

t__~ 15. Find out the centre of mass of an isosceles triangle of base length a and altitude b. 
Assume that the mass of the triangle is uniformly distributed over its area. 

~~ To locate the centre of mass of the triangle, we take a strip of width dx at a distance x 
from the vertex of the triangle. Length of this strip can be evaluated by similar triangles as 

£ = x. (a/b) 

Mass of the strip is 
2M 

dm=-£dx 
ab 

Distance of centre of mass from the vertex of the triangle is 

x = -1- f xdm 
CM M 

b 2X 2 2 
= f 7dx = 3b 

0 

B'-----a ____ _. 

b 

Proceeding in the similar manner, we can find the COM of certain rigid bodies. Centre of mass of 
some well known rigid bodies are given below : 

1. Centre of mass of a uniform rectangular, square or circular plate lies at its centre. Axis of 
symmetry plane of symmetry. 

" , ' , ' , ' , 
', com ,' ' ,. ' ,. • ,. ' ,. ' ,. ' 
/ ' 

/ ' 
/ ' 

/ ' , . 
2. For a laminar type (2-dimensional) body with uniform negligible thickness the formulae for 

finding the position of centre of mass are as follows : 

- 4~ +A/2 + .... 
YCOM = 

Al+~+ .... 
or 

Here, A stands for the area, 

3. If some mass of area is removed from a rigid body, then the position of centre of mass of the 
remaining portion is obtained from the following formulae: 

(1") - ml~ - m/2 - Al~ - ~r2 
rCOM = ~~-~ or rCOM = 

m1 -m2 4 -A2 
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the values for the mass which has been removed. Let us see two examples in support of the above 
theory. 

fl._~ 16. Find the position of centre of mass of the uniform lamina shown in figure. 

s~ 

and 

Using 

we get 

Here, A 1 = area of complete circle = na2 

A2 = area of small circle = n ( f) 2 na2 

4 

(xl'y1) = coordinates of centre of mass oflarge circle= (0, 0) 

(x2, y2) = coordinates of centre of mass of small circle= (f ,0) 

-n:2 (%) _ -(}) _ a 
XCOM = - -- a - - -

na2 
_ n:2 

( ¾) 6 

and YcoM = 0 asy1 andy2 both are zero. 

Therefore, coordinates of COM of the lamina shown in figure are ( -~, 0) 

fl._~ 17. Half of the rectangular plate shown in figure is made of a 
material of density p1 and the other half of density p2• The length of the plate 

y 

" I 
I 
I 

is L. Locate the centre of mass of the plate. Otttttttli~tttt 

S~ X= (P1 +3p2) L 
4 (P1 + P2) 

p, 

--- • X 

P2 

fl~ 18. The centre of mass of rigid body always lie inside the body. Is this statement true or false? 

S~ False 

fl~ 19. The centre of mass always lie on the axis of symmetry if it exists. Is this statement true 
of false? 

S~ True 
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fl~ 20. If all the particles of a system lie in y-z plane, the x-coordinate of the centre of mass will 
be zero. Is this statement true or not? 

S~ True 

fl~ 21. A circular plate of uniform thickness has a diameter of 56 cm. A circular portion of 
diameter 42 cm is removed from one edge of the plate as shown in figure. Find the centre of mass of 
the remaining portion. 

S~ Let O be the centre of circular plate and O I' the centre of circular portion removed from 
the plate. Let 0 2 be the centre of mass of the remaining part 

Area of original plate = nR2 = n ( 52
6 Y = 282n cm2 

Area removed from circular part = nr2 

( 42)2 
, ? = n 2 = (2ltn cm-

Let cr be the mass per cm 2. 

Then mass of original plate, m = (28)2crn 

mass of the removed part, m 1 = (21 )2 crn 

mass of remaining part, m2 = (28)2crn - (21)2crn = 343crn 

m, 

m 

Now the masses m 1 and m2 may be supposed to be concentrated at 0 1 and 0 2 respectively. Their 
combined centre of mass is at 0. Taking O as origin we have from definition of centre of mass, 

m1x1 +m,x? 
X = - -

cm m1 + m2 

x1 = 001 = 0A - 0 1A = 28 - 21 = 7 cm 

x2 = 002 = ?, xcm = 0 

0 = (21)2ncr x 7 + 343ncr x x2 

(m1 +m2) 

x = (21)2ncr x 7ncr = 441 x 7 = _9 cm 
2 343ncr 343 

This means that centre of mass of the remaining plate is at a distance 9 cm from the centre of given 
circular plate opposite to the removed portion. 

fl~ 22. The figure shows a hollow cube of side 'a' of volume 

V. There is a small chamber of volume V in the cube as shown. This 
4 

chamber is completely filled by m kg of water. Water leaks through 
a hole Hand spreads in the whole cube. Then the work done by 
gravity in this process assuming that the complete water finally lies 
at the bottom of the cube is : I .,,- - - - - - - - -

a 
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(A) 
1 
- mga 
2 

5 
- mga 
8 

3 
(B) - mga 

8 

1 
(D) - mga 

8 

Let h be the height of water surface, finally 

2h- aa_h_a a -a.-·- --
2 2 ' 4 

CM. gets lowered by a-(~+~) = a- 3a = Sa 
4 8 8 8 

Work done by gravity = mg Sa 
8 

(C) is the right answer. 

Centre of Mass of Some Common Systems 

• A system of two point masses m I r1 = m2 r2 

The centre of mass lies closer to the heavier mass. 

• Rectangular plate (By symmetry) 

b L 
x=- y=-

C 2 C 2 

• A triangular plate (By qualitative argument) 

at the centroid : y = !!_ 
C 3 

• A semi-circular ring 

2R 
X =0 y=-

C 1t C 

a/4 I 

.!1---r~'-
m, --c-.m-.----m, 

T Y, 
1 X 

0 1+-- x, -+I 
y 

h 

Y,I 
X 

Yt 

£ Y.:-I . - -
01 X 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A semi-circular disc 

4R 
y=

c 3n 
x=O 

C 

A hemispherical shell 

R 
y = -

C 2 
X =0 

C 

A solid hemisphere 

A circular cone (solid) 

h 
y=-

c 4 

3R 
y =

c 8 

A circular cone (hollow) 

h 
y=-

c 3 

x=O 
C 
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Yt 

I:<? Y .. ~ 
- o~ X 

Yt 

Y_-I~-, 
o, 

Yt 

I~:c.m. 
Y,. 
- - -• 

X o, 

II DISTINCTION BETWEEN CENTRE OF MASS AND CENTRE OF GRAVITY 

The position of the centre of mass of a system depends only upon the mass and position of each 
constituent particles, 

i.e., 
- "i,m r. 
r =-'-' 

CM L, mi 
... (a) 

The location of G, the centre of gravity of the system, depends however upon the moment of the 
gravitational force acting on each particle in the system (about any point, the sum of the moments for 
all the constituent particles is equal to the moment for the whole system concentrated at G). 

Hence, if g; is the acceleration vector due to gravity of a particle P, the position vector r a of the 
centre of gravity of the system is given by 

... (b) 
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It is only when the system is in a uniform gravitational field, where the acceleration due to gravity 
(g) is the same for all particles, then equation (b) 

Becomes 

In this case, therefore the centre of gravity and the centre of mass coincide. 

If, however the gravitational field is not uniform and g; is not constant then, in general equation (b) 

cannot be simplified and ra = rcM . 

Velocity of Centre of Mass of System 

dlj dr2 dr3 dr 
m1 -d-t + m2 -d-t + m3 -d-t .............. + m. -d-; 

M 

= ml VI + m2 v2 + m3 V3 .......... + m. v. 
M 

Here numerator of the right hand side term is the total momentum of the system i.e., summation of 
momentum of the individual component (particle) of the system 

Hence velocity of centre of mass of the system is the ratio of momentum of the system per unit 
mass of the system. 

Acceleration of Centre of Mass of System 

ac,,, 

dv1 dv2 dv3 dvn 
m1dt+m2~+m3~•·············+m. dt 

M 

= m/i1 +mii2 +m/i3 .......... +m)i. 

M 

= Netforceonsystem = Net External Force+Netinternal Force 

M M 
Net External Force 

M 

( ·. · action and reaction both of an internal force must be within the system. Vector summation will 
cancel all internal forces and hence net internal force on system is zero) 

ff =Ma ext cm 

where F.x, is the sum of the 'external' forces acting on the system. The internal forces which the 

particles exert on one another play absolutely no role in the motion of the centre of mass. 

If no external force is acting on a system of particles, the acceleration of centre of mass of the 
system will be zero. If ac = 0, it implies that vc must be a constant and ifvcm is a constant, it implies that 
the total momentum of the system must remain constant. It leads to the principle of conservation of 
momentum in absence of external forces. 

If F.x, = 0 then VClll = constant 
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"Ifno external force is acting on the system, net momentwn of the system must remain constant". 

Motion of Com in a Moving System of Particles 

(1) COM at rest: If Fext = 0 and Vern= 0, then COM remains at rest. Individual components of the 
system may move and have non-zero momentum due to mutual forces (internal), but the net 
momentum of the system remains zero. 

(i) All the particles of the system are at rest. 

(ii) Particles are moving such that their net momentum is zero. 

I;;;-, 4nv, ;9 
Example : ~1/llllllllllllllll/1,7, 

(iii) A bomb at rest suddenly explodes into various smaller fragments, all moving in different 
directions then, since the explosive forces are internal and there is no external force on 
the system for explosion therefore, the COM of the bomb will remain at the original 
position and the fragment fly such that their net momentum remains zero. 

(iv) Two men standing on a frictionless platform, push each other, then also their net 
momentwn remains zero because the push forces are internal for the two men system. 

(v) A boat floating in a lake, also has net momentum zero if the people on it changes their 
position, because the friction force required to move the people is internal of the boat 
system. 

(vi) Objects initially at rest, if moving under mutual forces (electrostatic or gravitation) also 

(vii) 

have net momentwn zero. 

A light spring of spring constant k kept copressed between two blocks 
of masses m1 and m2 on a smooth horizontal surface. When released, 
the blocks acquire velocities in opposite directions, such that the net 
momentwn is zero. 

(viii) In a fan, all particles are moving but corn is at rest 

(2) COM moving with uniform velocity : If F ext = 0, then Vern remains constant therefore, net 
momentum of the system also remains conserved. Individual components of the system may 
have variable velocity and momentum due to mutual forces (internal), but the net momentum 
of the system remains constant and COM continues to move with the initial velocity. 

(i) All the particles of the system are moving with same velocity. 

Example : A car moving with uniform speed on a straight 

road, has its COM moving with a constant velocity. 

(ii) Internal explosions / breaking does not change the motion of COM and net momentum 
remains conserved. A bomb moving in a straight line suddenly explodes into various 
smaller fragments, all moving in different directions then, since the explosive forces 
are internal & there is no external force on the system for explosion therefore, the COM 
of the bomb will continue the original motion and the fragment fly such that their net 
momentwn remains conserved. 
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(iii) Man jumping from cart or buggy also exert internal forces therefore net momentum of 
the system and hence, Motion of COM remains conserved. 

(iv) Two moving blocks connected by a light spring of spring constant on a smooth horizontal 
surface. If the acting forces is only due to spring then COM will remain in its motion and 
momentum will remain conserved. 

(v) Particles colliding in absence of external impulsive forces also have their momentum 
conserved. 

(3) COM moving with acceleration : If an external force is present then COM continues its 
original motion as if the external force is acting on it, irrespective of internal forces. 

Example 

Projectile Motion : An axe is thrown in air at an angle 0 with the horizontal will perform a complicated 
motion of rotation as well as parabolic motion under the effect of gravitation 

Example 

H 
U 2 sin 2 e 

corn 2g 

R 
U 2 sin 2 e 

T= 
2usin0 

corn g g 

H 

R 

' ' ' \ \ 
~ 

\ 
\ 
\ 
I 
I 

Fig 8.3: The motion of axe is complicated but the COM is moving in a parabolic motion 

Circular Motion: A rod hinged at an end, rotates, than its COM 
performs circular motion. The centripetal force (F) required in the 
circular motion is assumed to be acting on the corn. 

ma/ 
F=

c R 
com 
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.. 

f~ Concept 

Whatever may be the rearrangement of the bodies in a system, due to internal forces (such as one part 
moving away from the other or an internal explosion taking place, breaking a body into pieces). 

(a) If the body was originally at rest, the CM. will continue to be at rest. 

(b) If before the change, the body had been moving with a constant velocity, it will continue to 
move with a constant velocity and 

In presence of external force: if body had been moving with constant acceleration in a particular 
trajectory, the CM. will continue to move in the same trajectory, with the same acceleration as if it had 
never experienced any explosion only if there is no change in external force. 

f,/~ 23. A projectile is fired at a speed of 100 m/s at an angle of37r above the horizontal. At the 
highest point, the projectile breaks into two parts of mass ratio 1 : 3, the smaller coming to rest. Find 
the distance from the launching point to the point where the heavier piece lands. 

s~ Internal force do not effect the motion of the centre of mass, the centre of mass hits 
the ground at the position where the original projectile would have landed. The range of the original 
projectile is, 

2u 2 sin0cos0 

g 

4 3 4 
2x10 x - x -
---5--5 m = 960 m 

10 
~ ' ' ~Jm 

N corn 

The centre of mass will hit the ground at this position. As the smaller block comes to rest after 
breaking, it falls down vertically and hits the ground at half of the range, i.e. , atx=480 m. If the heavier 
block hits the ground at x2, then 

960 = (m)( 480) + (3m)(x2 ) 

(m +3m) 

x2 = 1120 m 

fl_~ 24. A shell flying with a velocity u = 500 m/s bursts into three identical fragments so that 
the kinetic energy of the system increases k times. What maximum velocity can one of the fragments 
obtain if k = 1.5 ? 

Let the mass of the shell be 3m. The mass of each fragment is m. 0 

The particle with maximum velocity must be in the forward direction. 

By law of conservation of momentum, 

3mu = mv1 - mv2 cos02 - mv3 cos03 

3u = v1 - v2 cos 02 - v3 cos 03 

v1 = 3u + v2 cos 02 + v3 cos03 ... (i) 

... (ii) 

mv, 

mv, 
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Ifv1 is to be maximum 

02 = 03 = 0 

From (ii), if 02 = 03 

v2 = v3 = v (say) 

Equation (i) becomes 

v1 = 3u + 2v 

v = (v1 - 3u)/2 

from question, 

k_!._(3m)u 2 =(.!..mv: +2x.!..mv2) 
2 2 2 

3ku2 = v: + 2v2 

... (iii) 

... (iv) 

Substituting for v from (iii) 
1 

3ku2 = v2 +-(v2 +9u 2 -6vu) 
I 2 I I 

Solving for v 1 v1 = u[1 + ✓2(k-1)] 

For u = 500 m/s and k = 1.5 v1 = 500 [ 1 + ✓2(1.5 - 1)] = 1000 m/s. 

~ 25. A stationary body explodes into four identical fragments such that three of them fly off 
mutually perpendicular to each other, each with same K.E. Find the energy of explosion. 

~~ Let the three fragments move along X, Y and Z axes. Therefore their velocities can be 

given as v; = Vi, V2 = ij, and v; = Vk, 

where V = speed of each of the three fragments. Let the velocity of the fourth fragment be Vi . 
Since, in explosion no net external force is involved, the net momentum of the system remains conserved 
just before and after the explosion. 

• (P)1 = (P)i • 

(P; = 0 because the body was stationary), putting the values of V1,V2 and V3, we obtain, 

v4 =-V(i + }+k) 

Therefore, Vi = ✓3V 
The energy of explosion 

( 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2) E=KE -KE.= -mV. +-mV. +-mV. +-mV -(0) 
f I 2 12 22 3 2 4 

Putting V = V = V = V & setting _!__mV2 =E 
I 2 3 2 0' 

we obtain, E = 6E0• 

~ 26. In a boat of mass 4 Mand length £ on a frictionless water surface. Two men A (mass = 
M) and B (mass 2M) are standing on the two opposite ends. Now A travels a distance ¼ relative to 
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boat towards its centre and B moves a distance 3R/4 relative to boat and meet A. Find the distance 
travelled by the boat on water till A and B meet. 

S~ [Ans. 5R/28] 

fl~ 27. A block A (mass = 4.M) is placed on the top of a wedge 
B ofbase length R (mass= 20.M) as shown in figure. When the system 
is released from rest. Find the distance moved by the wedge B till the 
block A reaches ground. Assume all surfaces are frictionless. 

S~ [Ans. R/6] 

fl~ 28. A balloon having mass 'm ' is filled with gas and is held in hands of a boy. Then suddenly 
it get released and gas starts coming out of it with a constant rate. The velocities of the ejected gases is 
also constant 2 m/s with respect to the balloon. Find out the velocity of the balloon when the mass of 
gas is reduced to half. 

(A) Rn 2 (B) 2 Rn 4 (C) 2 Rn 2 

fl~ 29. In a vertical plane inside a smooth hollow thin tube a block of 
same mass as that of tube is released as shown in figure. When it is slightly 
disturbed it moves towards right. By the time the block reaches the right 
end of the tube then the displacement of the tube will be (where 'R ' is mean 
radius of tube). Assume that the tube remains in vertical plane. 

2R 4R 
(A) (B) 

7t 

R 

2 

7t 

(D) R 

Let the tube displaced by x towards left, 

then mx =m (R-x) • R 
x= -

2 

(C) is right answer. 

(D) none of these 

[Ans. (C)] 

~ .· ·. m . . . . 
.: R · .. 
: : 

~ 30. Two men 'A ' and 'B ' are standing on a plank. 'B ' is at the middle of the plank and 'A ' 
is the left end of the plank. Surface of the plank is smooth. System is initially at rest and masses are as 
shown in figure. 'A ' and 'B ' starts moving such that the position of 'B' remains fixed with respect to 
ground then' A' meets 'B' . Then the point where A meets B is located at : 

40kg 60kg 
A B 

,...,....--~----, / smooth 
40 kg It' 

14 
120 cm 

~I 
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(A) the middle of the plank 
(B) 30 cm from the left end of the plank 
(C) the right end of the plank 
(D) None of these 

S~ Taking the origin at the centre of the plank. 

m 1Ax1 + m2 Ax2 + m3Ax3 = 0 

• 

(Asswning the centres of the two men are exactly 
at the axis shown.) 

60(0) + 40(60) + 40 (-x) = 0, 

x is the displacement of the block. 

x = 60 cm i.e. A & B meet at the right end of the plank. 

Hence, (C) is correct. 

Which of the following is incorrect ? 

40kg 60 kg 
A 1B 

....,.._---+~----, / smooth 
4 kg It' 

14 ., 
60cm 1 

I 
I 

~ 
x I 

I 
I 

/I.J!U11114 31. 
(A) If centre of mass of three particles is at rest, and it is known that two of them are moving 

along different lines then the third particle must also be moving. 
(B) If centre of mass remains at rest, then net work done by the forces acting on the system 

must be zero. 
(C) 
(D) 

If centre of mass remains at rest then net external force must be zero 
None of these statement is incorrect 

s~ When the centre of mass remains at rest, it is possible that different individual forces do 
individual works though the net resultant force is zero. As work is a scalar quantity , they gets added up. 

Also, "f.F'ext = 0 • a CM = 0. 

(B) is correct. 

/I.J!Ull/l4 32. The centre of mass of two masses m & m' move by distance ~ when mass m is moved 
5 

by distance x and m' is kept fixed. The ratio m' is: 
m 

(A) 2 (B) 4 

(m+m ') (f) =mx+m'(0) • 

(B) is correct answer. 

(C) _!_ 
4 

m' 
- =4 
m 

(D) None of these 

/I~ 33. An isolated particle of mass m is moving in a horizontal xy plane, along x-axis, at a 
certain height above ground. It suddenly explodes into two fragments of masses m/4 and 3m/4. An 
instant later, the smaller fragment is at y = + 15 cm. Find the position of heaver fragment at this instant. 

~~ [Ans.y=-5 cm] 
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• MOMENTUM 

Momentum of a single particle P = mv 

:1t Note 

Momentum depends on reference frame as velocity is frame dependent. 

Momentum of system: For a system consisting of particles of mass ml' m2, m3 •••• 

P,y, =mlvl +m2v2 +m3V3 + ..... . 

:1t Note 

1. While adding momentum we should remember it is vector sum. 

Example: Momentum of rotating fan as a system is zero. Since all three equidistant pts. of 
blades will be having momentum at 120° and will add up to zero. 

2. We can take consider particle as part of system irrespective of its location and association 
with other particles. 

_ mi1; +mi; +mi;+ ...... . 
rC.M. = ----"--'--=--=-----'-c..._--

ml +m2 +m3 + ....... . 

ifwe differentiate above equation w.r.t. time. 

v = m/1 +mi2 +mi3 + ..... . 
Cllt 

Ifwe multiply both sides by total mass 

P =MV sys cm 

Thus we can see the importance of CM. As momentum of system can be interpreted simply 
by the motion of CM. 

For eg. in previous case ofrotating fan, we can now very easily conclude that momentum is 
zero, since CM. will be at axis and have zero velocity. 

Momentum Conservation 

The total linear momentum of a system of particles is equal to the product of the total mass of the 

system and the velocity of its centre of mass. P = M vc,,, 
• 

= dP 
dt 

If • 
Fext 

=O 
• 

• dP = O· • = constant 
dt ' P 

When the vector sum of the external forces acting on a system is zero, the total linear momentum of 
the system remains constant. 

1 + 1 + F + ............... + F = constant. 
I I n 
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So, when the resultant external force acting on the system is zero, the total vector momentum of 
the system remains constant. This is called as principle of the conservation of linear momentum. The 
momentum of the individual particles may change, but their sum remains constant if there is no net 
external force. 

Kinetic Energy of a System 

Say that 

but 

KE = °""' .!..mv2 
sys L.. 2 , , 

L 1 ? I (L ) ? (L - ) - KE 1 M ? 0 = -mY +- m. v- + m. v. .v = + - v- + 2 , 1/ c 2 , c , ,l e c sys/crn 2 sys . c 

I ? KE =KE + -M v-
sys sys/crn 2 sys. c 

K * _!_ MV 2 
sys 2 c 

e.g. 

K -::t;O 
sys 

_!_MV 2 =0 
2 C 

c::J:::0000000:::f":m] 

-v -V 

Force on a System 

We consider a system consisting of N particles of masses ml' m2, ... , mN The total mass is 

M = ml + m2 + ...... + mN = °2:.mn. 

Each particle in the system can be represented by its mass mn (where n = 1, 2, ...... , N), its location at 
the coordinate rn (whose components are xn, Yn, and ZJ, its velocity v. (whose components are V nx' vny' 

and v iJ, and its acceleration ii •. The net force on particle mn is LF. , which in general differs from one 

particle to another. This force may arise partly from the other N - 1 particles and partly from an external 
agent. 

[
Where F;_ force is l 
sum of forces applied by 

parts of system and ext. agent 
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Lft:., + Lftint =Ma, .. = ;(Lmkvk) 

But Lftint = 0 

because L~int = ~,2 + ~,3 + ~,4 + ~,s + ..... r
b!c~,2 =-F2,11 
by Newton's 

Illrd law 

Lt;int = t;,1 + t2,3 + t;,4 + .... . 

L t;int = t;,1 + t;,2 + t;,4 + .... . 

Ltint = o 

Hence L - d(P ) 
F =--sy-•-=ma 

ext df cm 

Ma = rft_l + rft, + ............ + rft_N cm _ 

where the last result follows from applying Newton's second law, '£F. = mnan, to each individual 

particle. The total force acting on a system of particles is thus equal to the total mass of the system time 

the acceleration of the centre of mass. Equation Ma,111 = ~ + ~ + ............ + 'i:FN is just Newton's 

second law for the system of N particles treated as a single particle of mass M located at the centre of 
mass, moving with velocity v,m and experiencing acceleration a,m . 

It is helpful to simplify Ma,m = ~ + 'i:F2 + ............ + 'i:FN even bit mor 

Any given particle mn may experience force exerted on it by particle mk, which we write as Fnk. 
This particular force is one among the many that make up rftn , the total force on mn. Similarly, the total 

force on particle mk includes a term Fkn due to the interaction with paritcle mn. By Newton's third law, 

Fnk = - Fkn, and thus there two particular forces cancel when we carry out the sum of all the forces in 

Ma, 111 = ~ + rft2 + ............ + 'i:FN. In fact, all such internal fcorces are part of action-reaction pairs 

and cancel. (In NLM we cautioned that the action and reaction forces must apply to different particles 
and thus, do not oppose one another on a given particle. We are not violtaing that caution here, because 
we are applying the action to one particle and the reaction to another. The distinction here is that we are 
addtion to get the net force on the two particles, in which case the action and reaction components, 
which still apply to different particles, do indeed cancel). 

All that remains in equation Ma,m = ~ + 'i:F2 + ............ + 'i:FN is the total of all the external 

forces, and equation reduces to 

'iF = Ma ext cm 
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which can be written in terms of its components as 

LF =Ma ext ,x cm,x LF = Ma and LF = Ma ext ,y cm,y ext .= cm.= 

We can summarize this important result as follows: 

The overall translational motion of a system of particles can be analyzed using Newton 's laws as 
if all the mass and the total external force were applied at that point. 

/I~ 34. A man of mass m climbs a rope of length L suspended below a balloon of mass M. The 
balloon is stationary with respect to ground. If the man begins to climb up the rope at a speed v (relative 
to rope) in upward direction then with what speed (relative to ground) will the balloon move? 

~~ Balloon is stationary 

• No net external force acts on it. 

• The conservation oflinear momentum of the system 

(balloon + man) is valid 

• Mvb +mv/11 = 0 , where viii = VI/lb +vb 

where 

• 

where 

v rub= velocity of man relative to the balloon (rope) 

V - mvlllb 
b- M+m 

v b = v • vb = ~ and directed opposite to that of the motion of the man. 
m M+m 

balloon 

M 

/I~ 35. Two identical buggies move one after the other due to inertia (without friction) with the 
same velocity v0. A man of mass m rides the rear buggy. At a certain moment the man jumps into the 
front buggy with a velocity u relative to his buggy. The mass of each buggy is M. Find the velocities 
with which the buggies will move afterwards. 

S~ Initial momentum of rear buggy = (M + m)v0. The momentum of man when he jumps= 
m(v1 + u), where v1 is the velocity of buggy as he jumps. 

• 

• 

By the conservation of linear momentum 

(M + m)v0 = Mv1 + m(v1 + u) 

v1(M+ m) = (M + m)v0 -mu 

m 
V =v - ---U 

i o M+m 

Initial momentum of front buggy = Mv0 

Mv0 + m(v1 + u) = (M + m)v2 

Mv0 + m (v0 _ __!!!!!:__u +u) = (M +m)v2 
M+m 

Mv0 + m (v0 - __!!!!!:__u + u) = (M + m)v2 
M+m 

After jumping 

M v, v, 

Before jumping 



• 

• 

mMu 
(M+m)v0 + --=(M +m)v2 

M+m 

mMu 
V =v +----

2 o (M +m)2 
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II~ 36. Two particles A and B start moving due to their mutual interaction only. If at any time 
't', ii A and ii B are their respective accelerations, v A and v B are their respective velocities, and upto 

that time w A and w 8 are the work done on A and B respectively by the mutual force, m A and m8 are their 
masses respectively, then which of the following is always correct. 

(A) v A + v B = 0 (B) m A v A + m8 v B = 0 

(C) w A + w 8 = 0 (D) ii A + ii B = 0 

s~ (B) is correct, since L F.xt = 6 . ·. Moment of system will remain conserved, equal to zero. 

~ 37. A train ofmassM is moving on a circular track ofradius 'R' with constant speed V. The 
length of the train is half of the perimeter of the track. The linear momentum of the train will be 

(A) zero (B) 2MV (C) MVR (D) MV 
7t 

Ifwe treat the train as a ring of mass 'M then its COM will be at a distance 2R from 
7t 

the centre of the circle. Velocity of centre of mass is : 

VCM =RCM .ro = 2R .ro = 2R .(v) 
n n R 

• 2V 2MV 
V =- • MV =--

cM 7t CM 7t 

V 
(·: 0) = - ) 

R 

As the linear momentum of any system = MVcM 

The linear momentum of the train= 2MV 
7t 

Hence, (B) is correct. 

~ 38. A canon shell moving along a straight line bursts in to two parts. Just after the burst one 
part moves with momentum 20 Ns making an angle 30rwith the original line of motion. The minimum 
momentum of the other part of shell just after the burst is: 

(A) 0Ns (B) 5 Ns 
(C) 10 Ns (D) 17.32 Ns 

f~ As shown in figure the component of momentum of one 
shell along initial direction and perpendicular to initial direction are 

P 1x = 10✓3 Ns andP1Y= I0Ns. 

y 
• I 

10~,=20 
30° 

- -• x 

P2y I0./3 ini~ direction 
~ of motion of shell 
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For momentum of the system to be zero iny-direction P2Y must be 10 Ns. 2nd part of shell may or 
may not have momentum in x-direction 

P2min = 10 Ns. 

(C) is correct. 

fl_--,,,te 39. A shell is fired from a cannon with a speed of 100 m/s at an angle 60r with the horizontal 
(positive x-direction). At the highest point of its trajectory, the shell explodes into two equal fragments. 
One of the fragments moves along the negative x-direction with a speed of 50 m/s. What is the speed 
of the other fragment at the time of explosion. 

~ As we know in absence of external force the motion of centre of mass of a body remains 
unaffected. Thus, here the centre of mass of the two fragment will continue to follow the original 
projectile path. The velocity of the shell at the highest point of trajectory is 

vM = ucos0 = 100 x cos60r = 50 m/s. 

Let v1 be the speed of the fragment which moves along the negative x-direction and the other 
fragment has speed v2, which must be along + ve x-direction. Now from momentum conservation, we 
have 

-m m 
mv= -v + -v 

2 I 2 2 

or v2 = 2v + v1 = (2 x 50) + 50 = 150 m/s 

II~ 40. A shell is fired from a cannon with a speed of 100 m/s at an angle 30r with the vertical 
{)I-direction). At the highest point of its trajectory, the shell explodes into two fragments of masses in 
the ratio 1 : 2. The lighter fragments moves vertically upwards with an initial speed of 200 m/s. What 
is the speed of the heavier fragment at the time of explosion. 

f~ [Ans. 125 m/sec] 

~ 41. A shell at rest at origin explodes into three fragments of masses 1 kg, 2 kg and mkg. 
The fragments of masses 1 kg and 2 kg fly off with speeds 12 m/s along x-axis and 8 m/s along y-axis 
respectively. Ifmkg files off with speed 40 m/s then find the total mass of the shell. 

~ [Ans.3.5kg] 

II~ 42. A block moving horizontally on a smooth surface with a speed of20 m/s bursts into two 
equal parts continuing in the same direction. If one of the parts moves at 30 m/s, with what speed does 
the second part move and what is the fractional change in the kinetic energy? 

~ [Ans.v= lOm/s, .!.. ] 
4 

II~ 43. A block at rest explodes into three equal parts. Two parts starts moving along X and Y 
axis respectively with equal speeds of 10 m/s. Find the initial velocity of the third part. 

f~ [Ans. 10✓2 m/s 135° below the X-axis] 

~ 44. A boy of mass 25 kg stands on a board of mass 10 kg which in turn is kept on a frictionless 
horizontal ice surface. The boy makes a jump with a velocity component 5 m/s in horizontal direction 
with respect to the ice. With what velocity does the board recoil? With what rate are the boy and the 
board separating from each other? 

s~ [Ans. v = 12.5 m/s; 17.5 m/s] 
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fl~ 45. A man of mass m is standing on a platform of mass M kept on smooth ice. If the man 
starts moving on the platform with a speed v relative to the platform, with what velocity relative to the 
ice does the platform recoil ? 

~~ Consider the situation shown in figure. Suppose the man moves at a speed w towards 
right and the platform recoils at a speed Vtowards left, both relative to the ice. Hence, the speed of the 
man relative to the platform is V + w. By the question, 

V + w = v, or w = v - V ... (i) 

Taking the platform and the man to be the system, there is no external 
horizontal force on the system. The linear momentum of the system 
remains constant. Initially both the man and the platform were at rest. 
Thus, 

or, 

O=MV-mw or, MV=m(v-V) [Using(i)] 

V=~. 
M+m 

i-· v-
~ ill fill fill fill illli e 

fl~ 46. A flat car of mass Mis at rest on a frictionless floor with a child of mass m standing at 
its edge. If child jumps off from the car towards right with an initial velocity u, with respect to the car, 
find the velocity of the car after its jump. 

S~ Let car attains a velocity v, and the net velocity of the child with respect to earth will be 
u - v, as u is its velocity with respect to car. 

m 
m 

,7s~,7,W,7r,W,WflJ!,7Nr#rmmrhll 

~M ,J;.....!!......+ 

I /Ji;; /;;)11 /Ji Ii Iii 11}£/i Ii ;Ii Ii /Ji Ii Ii /Ji Ii Iii Iii 
Initially, the system was at rest, thus according to momentum conservation, momentum after jump 

must be zero, as 

m (u -v) =Mv 

mu 
v=---

m+M 

~ 47. A flatcarofmassMwith a child ofmassm is moving with a velocity v1. The child jumps 
in the direction of motion of car with a velocity u with respect to car. Find the final velocities of the 
child and that of the car after jump. 

S~ This case is similar to the previous example, except now the car is moving before jump. 
Here also no external force is acting on the system in horizontal direction, hence momentum remains 
conserved in this direction. After jump car attains a velocity v2 in the same direction, which is less 
than vl' due to backward push of the child for jumping. After jump child attains a velocity u + v2 in the 
direction of motion of car, with respect to ground. 
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m 

m~ki,#!#!1111,J!1b! ~~#l#I#!/ 
According to momentum conservation (M + m)v1 =Mv2 + m (u + vJ 

Velocity of car after jump is 
(M +m)v1 -mu 

V =---~--
2 M+m 

Velocity of child after jump is u +v = (M +m)v1 +(M)u 
2 M+m 

m 

\ M 

/I~ 48. Two persons A and B, each of mass m 

are standing at the two ends of rail-road car of mass M. 
The person A jumps to the left with a horizontal speed u 
with respect to the car. Thereafter, the person B jumps 
to the right, again with the same horizontal speed u with 
respect to the car. Find the velocity of the car after both 
the persons have jumped off. 

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

(M +2m)(M +m) 

fl._--,,,te 49. Two identical buggies move one after the other due to inertia (without friction) with the 
same velocity v0. A man of mass m jumps into the front buggy from the rear buggy with a velocity u 
relative to his buggy. Knowing that the mass of each buggy is equal to M , find the velocities with which 
the buggies will move after that. 

Mmu mu 
V =v + ----· 

F o (M +m)2 ' 
V =v ----

A o (M +m) 

~ 50. A man of mass 100 kg. is standing on a platform of mass 200 kg. which is kept on a 
smooth ice surface. If the man starts moving on the platform with a speed 30 m/sec relative to the 
platform then calculate with what velocity relative to the ice the platform will recoil? 

(A) 5 m/sec (B) 10 m/sec (C) 15 m/sec (D) 20 m/sec. 

~~ Let us suppose that the platform recoils with speed V towards right, when the man 
moves with speed W towards left, both velocities are taken relative to ice. 

If v; is the speed of the man relative to the platform, then 

V+W=v;. W=v;-v 

Since, initially both man and platform are at rest, therefore 

MV=mW 

where, M = mass of platform and m = mass of the man. 

or, MV = m(v; - V) 



V= mv; = 100x30 = l0m/sec. 
M +m (200+100) 

(B) is correct. 

II~ 51. Each of the blocks shown in figure has mass 1 kg. The rear 
block moves with a speed of 2 m/s towards the front block kept at rest. The 
spring attached to the front block is light and has a spring constant 50 Nim. 
Find the maximum compression of the spring. 
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-
s~ Maximum compression will take place when the blocks move with equal velocity. As 

no net external horizontal force acts on the system of the two blocks, the total linear momentum will 
remain constant. If Vis the common speed at maximum compression, we have, 

(1 kg)(2 m/s) = (1 kg)V + (1 kg)V or, V = 1 m/s. 

Initial kinetic energy = .!_ (1 kg) (2 m/s)2 = 2 J. 
2 

Final kinetic energy = .!.. (1 kg) (lm/s)2 + .!.. (1 kg) (1 m/s)2 = 1 J 
2 2 

The kinetic energy lost is stored as the elastic energy in the spring. 

1 
Hence, - (50 N/m) x2 = 2J - lJ = 1 J or, x = 0.2 m. 

2 

II~ 52. Figure shows two blocks of masses 5 kg and 2 kg El;~~~-j;J 
placed on a frictionless surface and connected with a spring. An 5kg ~ 2kg 

external kick gives a velocity 14 m/s to the heavier block in the ,111~ 1//iil 

direction of lighter one. 

Deduce (a) velocity gained by the centre of mass and (b) the separate velocities of the two blocks 
with respect to centre of mass just after the kick. 

s~ 
(a) Velocity of centre of mass is 

V = 
cm 

5xl4+2x0 

5+2 
= 10 m/s 

(b) Due to kick on 5 kg block, it starts moving with a velocity 14 m/s immediately, but due to 
inertia 2 kg block remains at rest, at that moment. Thus 

Velocity of 5 kg block with respect to the centre of mass is v1 = 14 - 10 = 4 m/s and the 
velocity of2 kg block w.r.t. to centre of mass is v2 = 0-10 = -10 m/s 

~ 53. A light spring of spring constant k is kept compressed between two blocks of masses 
m and M on a smooth horizontal surface. When released, the blocks acquire velocities in opposite 
directions. 

The spring loses contact with the blocks when it acquires natural length. If the spring was initially 
compressed through a distance x, find the final speeds of the two blocks. 

S~ Consider the two blocks plus the spring to be the system. No external force acts on this 
system in horizontal direction. Hence, the linear momentum will remain constant. Suppose, the block 
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of mass M moves with a speed V and the other block with a speed v after losing contact with the spring. 
From conservation of linear momentum in horizontal direction we have 

MV-mv = 0 or 
m 

V=-v 
M' 

Initially, the energy of the system = _!_ kx2 

2 

Finally, the energy ofthe system= .!..mv2 + _!_MV2 
2 2 

... (i) 

As there is no friction, mechanical energy will remain conserved. 

Therefore _!_ mv2 + _!_ MV2 = _!_ kx2 (ii) '2 2 2 ... 

Solving Eqs. (i) and (ii), we get 

or, V= [ kM ]
112 

x and V= [ km ]
112 

x 
m(M +m) M(M +m) 

~ 54. Blocks A and B have masses 40 kg and 60 kg respectively. They are placed on a smooth 
surface and the spring connected between them is stretched by 2m. If they are released from rest, 
determine the speeds of both blocks at the instant the spring becomes unstretched. 

A B Cl ~~l~OJV~m. Cl = [Ans. 3.2 m/s, 2.19 m/s] 

II~ 55. A block of mass m is connected to another block of mass M by a massless spring of 
spring constant k. The blocks are kept on a smooth horizontal plane and are at rest. The spring is 
unstretched when a constant force F starts acting on the block of mass M to pull it. Find the maximum 
extension of the spring. 

S~ We solve the situation in the reference frame of centre of mass. As only Fis the external 
force acting on the system, due to this force, the acceleration of the centre of mass is Fl(M + m). Thus 
with respect to centre of mass there is a Pseudo force on the two masses in opposite direction, the free 
body diagram of m and M with respect to centre of mass (taking centre of mass at rest) is shown in 
figure. 

mF mF 
m+M m+M • kx E • E ll kx E 

llF 
m M 

Taking centre of mass at rest, if m moves maximum by a distance x 1 and M moves maximum by a 
distance x 2, then the work done by external forces (including Pseudo force) will be 

W = ___!!!f_ . x + (F - MF ) . x = ___!!!f_ . (x + x ) 
m+M I m+M 2 m+M 1 2 



This work is stored in the form of potential energy of the spring as 

1 
U= - k(x +x )2 

2 I 2 
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Thus on equating we get the maximum extension in the spring, as after this instant the spring starts 
contracting. 

I k 2 _ mF 
- (x1 +x2) - --- . (x1 +x2) 
2 m+M 

2mF 
x =x +x =----

max I 2 k(m +M) 

~ 56. Two blocks of equal mass m are connected by an 
unstretched spring and the system is kept at rest on a frictionless 
horizontal surface. A constant force F is applied on one of the blocks 
pulling it away from the other as shown in figure 

(a) Find the displacement of the centre of mass at time t 

-ai 

(b) if the extension of the spring is x0 at time t, find the displacement of the two blocks at this 
instant. 

(a) The acceleration of the centre of mass is 

F 
a =-

coM 2m 

The displacement of the centre of mass at time twill be 

1 Ft2 

x=-a t2 =-
2 COM 4m 

(b) Suppose the displacement of the first block is x1 and that of the second is xi- Then, 

mx1 +mx2 x=-~-~ 
2m 

or, 
Ft2 x1 +x2 
-=--
4m 2 

Ft2 

or, x +x = -
I 2 2m 

... (i) 

Further, the extension of the spring is x 1 - x2• Therefore, 

xl -x2 = XO ... (ii) 

From Eqs. (i) and (ii), x1 = ½ ( :: + x0 ) and x2 = ½ ( :: - x0 ) 

~ 57. Two particles of masses m 1 and m2 in projectile motion have velocities v1 and v2 

respectively at time t = 0, They collide at time t0• Their velocities become v; and v; at time 2t0 while 

still moving in air. The value of I (m 1V: + m2 v;)-(ml1 + miz> I is: 
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s~ 

(A) 0 

(C) 2 (m1 + mz)gt0 

(B) 

(D) 

(m1 + m2)gto 

1 2 (m1 + m2)gto . 

Before collision, the velocities ofm 1 and m2 at t0 are given as 

,r = VI + gto and v/ = v2 + gto 

At t = 2 t0, the velocities of m 1 and m2 are expresed as 

v; = v; + 2gt0 and v; = v; + 2gt0 

SO, (m/: + m2 v;) - (m1V1 + m2 V2) = 2(m1 + mz)gt0 • 

(C) is correct. 

~ 58. An electron of mass m moving with a velocity v collides head on with an atom of mass 
M. As a result of the collision a certain fixed amount of energy Mis stored internally in the atom. The 

minimum initial velocity possessed by the electron is: 

(A) /2(M -m)M (C) 
~ Mm 

~ v~ 
(B) ✓2(M+m)M 

Mm 
(D) none of the above is correct. 

½(M~m}2=M • v= ✓2(M;;)M. 
(B) is correct. 

~ 59. A bullet of mass 0.01 kg, travelling at a speed of500 ms-1, strikes a block of mass 2 kg, 
which is suspended by a string oflength 5 m, and emerges out. The block rises by a vertical distance of 
0.1 m. The speed of the bullet after it emerges from the block is: 

~ 
where 

(A) 55 ms-1 (B) 110 ms-1 (C) 220 ms-1 

By law of Conservation of Linear momentum mu = mv +MV 

m = mass of bullet 

M = mass of block 

u = velocity of bullet before collision 

v = velocity of bullet after collision 

V = velocity of block after collision 

By law of Conservation of Energy 

Mgh = .!_MV2 • V=.J2x9.8x0.l • V= 1.4ms-1 

2 

Put in (1), we get 

(D) 440 ms-1• 

5 = 0.0lv + 2(1.4) 

(C) is correct. 

2.2 -1 220 I v=--ms • v= ms-. 
0.01 

... (1) 



~ 60. Two blocks of masses M 1 = 1kg and M 2 = 2kg kept on 
smooth surface, are connected to each other through a light spring (k = 100 
N/m) as shown in the figure. When we push massM1 with a force F = ION 
and M 1 is seen to move with a acceleration a1 = 2 m/s2, what will be the 

acceleration of M 2? 

From FBD of M 1 

F - kx = M 1a1and from FBD of M 2, kx = M 2a2 

F-M1a1 a=----
2 M 

2 

To use F.x, =M/11 +M/"12 

A corollary follows immediately in the case 'iF.x, = 0. • acM = 0 
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k 

~F 

If the net external force on a system of particles is zero, then the centre of mass of the system 
moves with constant velocity. 

Although mathematically internal forces cancel out each other but physically they are present. 

~ 61. If F pull this rod from one end then at any point on rod there will be tension (internal 
force) driving the remaining body. 

& 
__._ _____ ___.~_ F 

:1t Note 

From the above discussion we can understand that momentum of a system depends only on external 
forces and internal forces can not effect net momentum of system. But internal forces can still contribute 
in changing energy of system and momentum of parts of system. 

For example in Chin-up exercise on horizontal bar force due to bar is required to generate 
momentum in vertical direction but it is not doing work. Increase in PE during rising up is due to work 
done by internal forces of body. But internal forces in themselves could not have changed momentum 
of the body. 

If a system is chosen such that net external force on it is zero. 

then F.x, = 0 
dP 

• ----=!:.... = o also • ac111 = O 
dt 

• Psy, is constant • v is constant 
cm 
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fl~ 62. If man walks from A to B, find displacement of man and plank. 

Hint. Initial momentum of system man and plank is zero. 

Net ext. force on this system is zero. 

Thus P,,,, =O • v,111 = 0 • s,111 =O • m/1 + m2s2 = 0 A ~ 

CM will not change its horizontal position since there is no external force. 

fl~ 63. Inside a smooth spherical shell of the radius R a ball of the same mass 
is released from the shown position (Fig.). Find the distance travelled by the shell on 
the horizontal floor when the ball comes to the lowest point of the shell. 

[Ans. 3R/8] 

I 

m2 

CM will not change it ' s horizontal position since there is no external force. 

m 

~rough 

IB 
'-smooth 

~ 64. A frog sits on the end of a long board of length L. The board rests on a frictionless 
horizontal table. The frog wants to jump to the opposite end of the board. What is the minimum take-off 
speed i.e. relative to ground v that allows the frog to do the trick? The board and the frog have equal 
masses. 

[Ans. J¥] 
~~ Taking v for the plank in ground frame and conserving linear momentum in horizontal 

direction 

mv = m(ucos0) 

v = ucos0 

t= 2usin0 :. L= 2u(ucos0+ucos0)sin0 

g g 

u = ~ :. Minimum u = {gi"] 
~~ ~2 

~0················ ........ . 

v---y IIII/JJI/J/1111} 

g 
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.. 

f~ Concept 

Internal force are moving the two objects in opposite direction, so that CM. do not have any <lisp. 

/I~ 65. Find total W.D. by friction assuming plank is sufficiently long. 

~~ Where slipping stops both moves with same 

speed by momentum conservation 

mu=mv 

u 
v= -

3 

work done by friction = Ll KE = Kr - Ki 

= ½ 2m ( ~ J + ½ m ( ~ J- ½ mu2 

3mu 2 1 2 1 2 J 1 = -- - - mu = - - mu ou es 
18 2 3 

f.~ Concept 

m u 

1i7:r 

Psy,= conserved if.f.x,= 0 although internal friction are doing work. 

2m 

Find maximum height reached by small mass m in fig assume frictionless. 

mass of both the block= m 

bigger block remains at rest till smaller 

reaches at bottom of circular part. 

Velocity of smaller block at lowest 

point u = .J 2gR . 

Now bigger block also start moving 

let smaller block reaches up to height h. 

By momentum conservation 

mu =2mv 

u 
v= -

2 

By energy conservation increase in PE of smaller block 

= dee. in KE of smaller block+ KE of bigger block 

1 1 
mgh + - mv2 = - m (u2 - v2) 

2 2 

'-smooth 

\ 
smooth 
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h 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 u2 mu2 4 2 mg = - mu - - mv = - mu -- m x - = - -- ( - ) 
2 2 2 2 4 8 

.. 

f~ Concept 

2mu2 
mgh= - 8 - ; 

2gR 
mgh=m--· 

4 ' 
R 

h= -
2 

Normal force by wall is F x1 and after losing contact, P I is conserved. 
e sys em 

fl._--,,,te 67. In the figure shown the wedge ofmassMhas a semicircular 

groove. A particle of mass m = M is released from A. It slides on the 
2 

smooth circular track and starts climbing on the right face. 

(i) Find the maximum value of 0 which it can subtend with vertical and also find the distance 
displaced by wedge at this position. 

(ii) Find the maximum velocity of wedge during process of motion. 

~~ 

(i) Initially no momentum along x-axis. So, final momentum will be zero also and relative 
velocity is also zero. So, no velocity of any object. 

By energy conservation, initial potential energy = final potential energy. 

Hence, 0 = 90° 

Ax°CM = Q 

m(2R-x) =Mx 

m(2R) = (M + m)x 

2mR 2(M I 2)R 
x=---=----

M+m M+M/2 

2MR 2R 
x=--=-

3M 3 

• 

(ii) Maximum velocity of wedge will be when the ball is at the lowest point in the wedge as till 
this point the horizontal component of normal on the wedge will be speeding the wedge. 

pf=-MV+mu 

Mv 
u= - =2v 

m 

ui + Ki = uf + Kf 

1 ? 1 ? mgR + 0 = 0 + -mu- + -mv- · 
2 2 ' 

M 
2 x - x gR = 4mv2 + Mv2· 

2 ' 

2mgR = m(2v)2 + Mv2 

M 
MgR = 4 x - x v2 + Mv2 

2 
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MgR = 2Mv2 + Mv2; MgR=3Mv2 

v=Jif 

:1t Concept 

Obiective: P I conservation, Energy 1 = conservation can be applied together. 
~ sys em sys em 

~ 68 In a circus act, a 4kg dog is trained to jump from B cart to A and 
then immediately back to the B cart. The carts each have a mass of 20kg and they 
are initially at rest. In both cases the dog jumps at 6m/s relative to the cart. If the 
cart moves along the same line with negligible friction calculate the final velocity 
of each cart with respect to the floor. 

Case 1"1 : 

Given v01c = 6 m/sec 

C.O.LM. 

O=MD VD+ mBvB 

[Ans: v8 = 55/36m/s, v A= 11/6 m/s] 

VD= -6i + vB i.e. v0 = -5t toword A 

Case Ilnd : In this condition when dog and trolly A will move with common speed again 

C.O.LM. - 5i X 4 = (20 + 4) Vcommon 

Case IIl'd: 

V =-5/6f 
common 

so will jumping from A • B 

VD= 6t + VA 

5 A ( A ) -(24) x i = 6i +VA x 4 + VA . 20 

llA 25 A 
V = 6- -i = -i 

D 6 6 

ll 
v =- m/sec 

common 6 

~ 69. A bullet of mass m strikes a block of mass M connected to a light spring of stiffness k, 
with a speed v0 and gets embedded into massM. Find the loss of K.E. of the system just after impact. 

i.~ The process of impact of bullet and block is transient. ~ ~ 
Within a very short time of impact, the compression of the spring is m ~ 
negligible. Therefore the corresponding spring force is negligible. ~ 
Even though it is external to the system (M + m), we can conserve its 
momentum just before and after the impact (impact force is internal). Conservation oflinear momentum 
of bullet plus block just after and before impact yields 

(M+m)V=mv0 • V= ~ 
M+m 
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where V = common velocity of block and bullet. 

Therefore the loss of K. E. of the system 

AKE= _!_mv2 _ _!_(M +m)V2 

2 ° 2 

mv Mmvt 
Putting V = --0 - we obtain, AKE= -----'--

m + M 2(M +m) 

~ 70. Two blocks B and C of mass m each 
connected by a spring of natural length 1 and spring 
constant k rest on an absolutely smooth horizontal surface 
as shown in figure. A third block A of same mass collides 
elastically block B with velocity v. Calculate the velocities 
of blocks, when the spring is compressed as much as 

[h [}dJ 
A B C 

possible and also the maximum compression. m m m 

s~ Let A be the moving block and B 
and C the stationary blocks. Since A and B are of 
equal mass, A is stopped dead and B takes off with 
its velocity. Now Band C move under their mutual 
action and reaction and so their momentum is 

•-' [b[J 
A B 

conserved. 

Let v1 and v2 be their instantaneous velocities when the compression of spring is x. 

By the principle of conservation of momentum, 

mv = m(v1 + v2) 

v1 + v2 = v (a constant) 

By the principle of conservation of energy . 

• 

• 

.!..mv2 = .!..mv2 + .!..mv2 + .!..kx2 

2 2 I 2 2 2 

v2 = (v + v )2 - 2v v + ~ x 2 
I 2 I 2 m. 

k z 
v1v2 = -.x 

2m 

• v2 = v2 - 2v v + ~ x 2 
I 2 m. 

C 

Obviously compression (x) is maximum, when v1v2 is maximum under the condition that their sum 
(v1 + v} is constant. 

• 
• 4v1v2 = v2 - (v1 - v2)2 

Obviously v1v2 is maximum when (v1 - v2)2 is minimum. But it is a real positive quantity. Its 
minimum value is zero. 
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xmax= &.v 
~ 71 A ball of mass m is projected with speed u into the barrel of spring gun of mass M 

initially at rest on a frictionless surface. The mass m sticks in the barrel at the point of maximum 
compression of the spring. What fraction of the initial kinetic energy of the ball is stored in the spring 
? Neglect the friction. 

i.~ Let v be the velocity of system after the ball of mass m sticks in the barrel. Applying law 
of conservation of linear momentum, we have 

mu = (m + M)v ... (i) 

The initial K. E.= .!..mu2 of the ball is converted into elastic potential energy= .!..kx2 of the spring 
2 2 

and kinetic energy of the whole system = _!_ (m + M)v2 • That is 
2 

1 1 1 
-mu2 =-kx2 +-(m+M)v2 
2 2 2 

... (ii) 

where k is the spring constant and x is its maximum compression. 

Dividing equation (ii) by ½mu 2 !z ~ :::::: 
1 1 
-kx2 -(m +M)v2 

l = _2 __ +-2 ___ _ 
1 1 
-mu2 -mu2 
2 2 

kx2 (m +M)v2 

1 = --+ --'-------'--
mu2 mu2 

F . (") V m rom equation 1 , - = ---
u (M +m) 

Substituting this value in equation (iv) 

kx2 (m +M) m 2 kx2 m 
]= --+---·---- • --+---

mu2 m (m +M) 2 mu2 m +M 

The energy stored in spring= .!..kx2 

2 

Initial K.E. of the ball =.!..mu2 
2 

... (iii) 

... (iv) 

kx2 m M • --=l----=---
mu2 m +M (m +M) 

Hence, kx
2
, represents the fraction of initial energy, which is stored in the spring. 

mu-

fi . M 
ractton = ---

m + M 
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fl~ 72. A block of massM with a semicircular track of radius 
R rests on a horizontal frictionless surface. A uniform cylinder of 
radius r and mass m is released from rest at the top point A (see 
figure). The cylinder slips on the semicircular frictionless track. 
How far has the block moved when the cylinder reaches the bottom 
(point B) of the track? How fast is the block moving when the 
cylinder reaches the bottom of the track? 

~~ The horizontal component of forces acting on M-m 

~--'(-

B 

system is zero and the centre of mass of the system cannot have any horizontal displacement. 

M 

When the cylinder is at Bits displacement relative to the block in the horizontal direction is (R - r). Let 
the consequent displacement of the block to the left be x. The displacement of the cylinder relative to 
the ground is (R - r - x) 

Since the centre of mass has no horizontal displacement 

M.x = m(R-r-x) 

x(M + m) = (R - r)m 

(R-r)m 
x=---

(M+m) 

When the cylinder is at A, the total momentum of the system in the horizontal direction is zero. If 
v is the velocity of the cylinder at B and V, the velocity of the block at the same instant, then mv + MV 
= 0, by principle of conservation of momentum. 

Potential energy of the system at A = mg(R - r) 

Kinetic energy of the cylinder at B = .!_ mv2 

2 

The kinetic energy of the block at that instant= .!..Mv2 

2 

By principle of conservation of energy, mg(R -r) = .!..mv2 +.!..Mv 2 since v = - MV 
2 2 m 

1 ( MV ) 2 1 , v 2 (M2 
) mg(R-r)=-m -- +-MV-=- -+M 

2 m 2 2 m 

v2 
mg(R-r) =-(M 2 +Mm) 

2m 

V2 = 2M 2g(R-r). 
(M2 +Mm) ' 

V= 
2M 2g(R-r) 

M(M +r) 

~ 73. A wagon ofmassM can move without friction along horizontal rails. A simple pendulum 
consisting of a bob of mass m is suspended from the ceiling by a string of length I. At the initial 
moment, the wagon and pendulum are at rest and the string is deflected through an angle a from the 

vertical. Find: (i) the velocity of wagon, when the string forms an angle 13 (13 < a) with vertical. (ii) the 
velocity of wagon, when the pendulum crosses its mean position. 
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(i) Let v be the leftward velocity of wagon (absolute that is relative to earth). Let u be the velocity 
of pendulum in a frame fixed to the wagon. Then u cos 13 is the relative horizontal velocity of 

the bob and u sin 13 is its vertical velocity. Let vx and vY be the absolute horizontal and vertical 

downward velocities of the bob. 

• vx = u cosl3 -v and u sinl3 =vY 

There is no external force on the system in the horizontal direction. 

Therefore, by the principle of conservation of momentum to the 
right, 

• 

0 = m(u cos 13 -v)-Mv 

M 
U COS l3 - V = -·V 

m 
• (M +m)v 

u=----
mcosl3 

Before releasing the bob 

Kinetic energy ofbob =.!..m(v2 +v2 ) 2 .T ., 

By the conservation of energy, 

or, 

or 

• 

1 , 1 , ?,? 

mg/(1- cos a)= mg/(1- cos 13) + -Mv- +-m[(ucosl3-vf +u- sm- 13] 
2 2 

M 2v2 msin 2 l3(M +m)2v2 

2mgl (cosl3 -cos a) =Mv2 + m--,-+ , , 
m- m- cos-13 

M 2 {i M} (M +m)2v2 
• 'A M(M +m) , (M +m)2v2 sin 2 l3 = v + - + , sin - ,_, = ------'-v- + , 

m mcos-13 m mcos-13 

2m2 gl (cos 13 - cosa)cos213 = M(M + m)v2 cos213 + (M + m)2v2 sin213 

= (M + m)v2 [M cos213 + (M + m)sin213] 

v2 = 2m 2gl [(cosl3-cosa)cos2 l3] 
M +m M +msin 2 l3 

u 

After releasing the bob 
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v = 2m 2 gl [(cos l3-cosa.)cos2 l3] 
M +m M +msin2 l3 

(ii) In this particular case when 13 = 0, 

2m 2 gl (1-cosa.) 
= 

2 . 2 a, 
2 2z sm-

m g 2 

M+m M M+m M 

v=2msina. ~-
2~~ 

~ 74. Two balls of masses m and 2m are suspended by two threads of same length 1 from the 
same point on the ceiling. The ball m is pulled aside through an angle a. and released after giving a 

tangential velocity v0 towards the other stationary ball is imparted to it. To what heights will the balls 
rise after collision, if the collision is perfectly elastic? 

i.~ The velocity acquired by m on reaching the lowest position is v (say). 

1 ? 1 2 
Then, -mv; +mg/(1-cosa.) =-mv 

2 2 

v2 = v: +2g/(l-cosa.) 

by conservation of momentum, mv = mv1 + 2mv2 

v = v1 + 2v2 or v-v1 = 2v2 

By conservation of kinetic energy, 

1 ? 1 2 1 2 -mv- =-mv +-2mv · 
2 2 I 2 2 ' 

(v2 -v:) = 2v: 

(v - v1) (v1 + v) = 2v: 

Using (i) in (ii), v1 + v = v2 

Solving (i) and (iii), v2 = ~v and v1 = -~ 
3 3 

Let m rise by h1 and 2m by h2, then 

1 1 v2 1 
-mv: =mg~ orgh1 = -x-=-[v: +2g/(l-cosa.)] 
2 2 9 18 

h1 = l;g[v: +2g/(l-cosa.)]; ½x2mv: =2mgh2 

gh = .!..x 4v2 =__±_[v2 +2g/(l-cosa.)] 
2 2 9 18 ° 

h2 = ___±__[v:+2g/(l-cosa.)] 
18g 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

... (iii) 
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fl~ 75. A gun is mounted on a gun carriage movable on a smooth horizontal plane and the gun 
is elevated at an angle 45r to the horizon. A shot is fired and leaves the gun inclined at an angle 0 to the 
horizontal. If the mass of gun and carriage is n times that of the shot, find the value of 0. 

~ Let m be the mass of shot. 

mn = mass of gun 

w = velocity of shot relative to gun 

v = velocity ofrecoil of gun 

Since the gun is inclined at an angle a. to horizontal, the direction of w makes an angle a. with 
horizontal. The horizontal and vertical components are w cosa. and w sina.. When the shot leaves the 
muzzle the horizontal velocity relative to ground (w cosa.- v). 

The vertical component of shot relative to ground is the same as relative to gun since the gun 
moves horizontal. If the shot leaves at an angle 0 to horizontal, 

tan 0 = Verticalcomponentofvelocityofshot = m;ina. ... (i) 
Horizontal component of velocity of shot w cos a. - v 

by conservation of momentum in horizontal direction, 

mnv = m(w cos a. - v) 

wcosa. 
v=---

(n+l) 

wsina. 
Substituting in (i), tan 0 = -----

wcos a. 
wcosa.----

n+I 

tane = (n+l)sina. =(l+!)tana. 
ncosa. n 

e =tan-1(nn+l) o (·: tan45 =l) 

• IMPULSE 

Impulse of a force Faction on a body is defined as :

j = f,'1 Fdt 
I 

j = f Fdt = f m: dt= f mdv 
J = m(v2 -v1) 

It is also defined as change in momentum 

J = Af> (impulse - momentum theorem) 
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Instantaneous Impulse 
F There are many occasions when a force acts for such a short time that the 

effect is instantaneous, e.g. , a bat striking a ball. In such cases, although the 
magnitude of the force and the time for which it acts may each be unknown 
but the value of their product (i.e. , impulse) can be known by measuring the 
initial and final momenta. Thus, we can write. t. 

j = f P dt = M = P1 - ~ 

Regarding the impulse it is important to note that impulse applied to an object in a given time 
interval can also be calculated from the area under force time (F-t) graph in the same time interval. 

,. 

f-~ Cence11t 

1. It is a vector quantity. 

2. Dimensions = [ML11] 

3. SI unit= kg m/s 

4. Direction is along change in momentum. 

5. Magnitude is equal to area under the F-t. graph. 

6. J = f Fdt = F.v f dt = Fm,Af 

7. It is not a property of any particle, but it is a measure of the degree, to which an external force 
changes the momentum of the particle. 

From Newton's second law in the form of "i.F' = ! ( "i.F' =dfJ I dt) , we F 

can write the change in momentum djJ of a particle in a time interval dt 

during which a net force "i.F' acts on it as 

djJ = "i.F' dt 

To find the total change in momentum during the entireevent, we -+-_...... ____ ......__ t 
th h th d O f; t1 integrate over e time, starting at time t; (w en e momentum is p) an I--- M------l 

ending at time !/when the momentum is p) 
Pf 'I 

f djJ = f Fdt 
Pi 1; 

The left side of equation is the change in momentum, 11p = p 1 - P,· The right side defines a new 

quantity called as the impulse. For any arbitrary force F, the impulse J is defined as 

'I 

1 = f P dt 
1; 
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The impulse depends on the strength of the force and on its duration. The impulse is a vector and, 
Pf 'J 

as equation f djJ = f F dt shows, the impulse has the same units and dimensions as momentum. 
Pi t; 

Pf 1/ 

The right side of equation J djJ = f F dt is the impulse of the net force, Jn,,= f Lidt- We can 
Pi t; 

therefore write equation as 

j -An- - _ -n,,-'-"l'-P1 P, 

Equation is the mathematical statement of the impulse momentum theorem: 

The impulse of the net force acting on a particle during a given time interval is equal to the change 
in momentum of the particle during that interval. 

As a vector relationship, equation contains within it the three component equations : 

Jnet,x = D,px = Pfx - Pix 

Jnet,y = D,py = Pfy - P,y 

Jnet,z = D,p= = pf=-pi:: 

Although we use Jn,, =Ap = p1 - p,mostly in situations involving impulsive forces (that is, those 

of short duration compared with the time of observation), no such limitation is built into that equation. 
Equation Jn,, =Ap = p1 - p,isjust as general as Newton's second law, from which it was derived. We 

could, for example use eq. Jn,, =Ap = p1 - p, to find the momentum acquired by a body falling in the 

Earth's gravity. 

We defined the impulse in terms of a single force, but the impulse-momentum theorem deals with 
the change in momentum due to the impulse of the net force-that is, the combined effect of all the force 
that act on the particle. 

The magnitude of the impulse of this force is represented by the area under the F(t) curve. We can 
represent that same area by the rectangle in figure of width Af and height F•v' where F.v is the magnitude 
of the average force that acts during the interval Af. Thus 

J=F M av 

Effect of small forces can be neglected during impulsive situations (collision, Jerk, Explosion, 
Jumping). 

For all interactions that occurs in a time Af that is negligible compared to the time during which 
we are observing the system, the small external forces that may act on the system during the time Af 
produce negligible impulse compared to the impulsive forces. While a bat strikes a baseball, ablock 
is jerked into motion by pulling a rope sharply, or one billiard ball strikes another, external forces act 
on the system. Gravity or friction may exert forces on these bodies, for example; these external forces 
may not be the same on each colliding body nor are they necessarily canceled by other external forces. 
Even so, it is quite safe to neglect these external forces during the impulsive situations. As a result, 
the change in momentum of a particle arising from an external force during a impulsive situations 
is negligible compared to the change in momentum of that particle arising from the impulsive force 
(Refer to the figure that follows). 
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For example, when a bat strikes a baseball, the collision lasts only a few milliseconds. Because the 
change in momentum of the ball is large and the time of collision is small, it follows from 

!!,.JJ = Pm,M 
F 

_r.::-:::c.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::. t 
0 f; ff 
~ lit~ 

that the average impulsive force Pm, is relatively large. Compared to this force, the external force of 

gravity is negligible. 

During the collision we can safely ignore this external force in determining the change in motion 
of the ball; the shorter the duration of the collision is, the more likely this is to be true. 

dP °""'F _ sys 

L,. ext df 

t,1 

Impulse = f L F,,,dt d t = f dP,y, 

o F-~ 76. The hero of a stunt film fires 50 g bullets from a machine area under curve 
gun, each at a speed of 1.0 km/s. If he fires 20 bullets in 4 seconds, is impulse 
what average force does he exert against the machine gun during this 
~~? t 

~~ The momentum of each bullet= (0.050 kg) (1000 m/s) = 50 kg-m/s. 

The gun is imparted this much of momentum by each bullet fired. Thus, the rate of change of 
momentum of the gun 

= (50kg - m Is) x 20 = 250 N. 
4s 

In order to hold the gun, the hero must exert a force of 250 N against the gun. 

Impulsive force 

A force, ofrelatively higher magnitude and acting for relatively shorter time, is called as impulsive force. 

An impulsive force can change the momentum of a body in a finite magnitude in a very short time 
interval. Impulsive force is a relative term. There is no clear boundary between an impulsive and Non
Impulsive force. 
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.. 

f~ Ccnce11t 

Usually colliding forces are impulsive in nature. 

Since, the application time is very small, hence, very little motion of the particle takes place . 

.. 

f~ Important Points 

1. Gravitational force and spring force are always non-impulsive. 

2. Normal, tension and friction are case dependent. 

3. An impulsive force can only be balanced by another impulsive force. 

Impulsive Normal 

In case of collision, normal forces at the surface of collision are always impulsive - -
ex. I m, l+-N; N;-+I m, I 

t i t i 
N, m,g 

N, 

Both normal are impulsive 

N, 

N, m,g 

Ni= Impulsive; Ng= Non-impulsive 

Both normals are Impulsive 

NI' N 3 = Impulsive; N 2 - non-impulsive 
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Impulsive Friction 

If the normal between the two objects is impulsive, then the friction between the two will also be 
impulsive. 

Both normals are Impulsive 

Friction at both surfaces is impulsive 

Friction due to N2 is non-impulsive and due to N3 is impulsive 

N, 

Impulsive Tensions 

When a string jerks, equal and opposite tension act suddenly at each end. Consequently, equal and 
opposite impulses act on the bodies attached with the string in the direction of the string. There are two 
cases to be considered. 

(a) One end of the string is fixed : The impulse which acts at the fixed end of the string cannot 
change the momentum of the fixed object there. The object attached to the free end however 
will undergo a change in momentum in the direction of the string. The momentum remains 
unchanged in a direction perpendicular to the string where no impulsive forces act. 

(b) Both ends of the string attached to movable objects : In this case equal and opposite 
impulses act on the two objects, producing equal and opposite changes in momentum. The 
total momentum of the system therefore remains constant, although the momentum of each 
individual object is changed in the direction of the string. Perpendicular to the string however, 
no impulse acts and the momentum of each particle in this direction is unchanged. 
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T is Impulsive 

T is non-impulsive 

Tis non-impulsive 

Fig 8.5: All normal are impulsive but tension T is impulsive only for the ball A 

.. 

f-~ Ccnce11t 

In case of rod Tension is always impulsive 

In case of spring Tension is always non-impulsive. 

fl~ 77. A block of mass m and a pan of equal mass are connected by a string going over a 
smooth light pulley. Initially the system is at rest when a particle of mass m falls on the pan and sticks 
to it. If the particle strikes the pan with a speed v, find the speed with which the system moves just after 
the collision. 

Let the required speed is V. 

Further, let J 1 = impulse between particle and pan 

and 

Using 

J 2 = impulse imparted to the block and the pan by the string 

impulse = change in momentum 

For particle J 1 = mv - m V ... (i) 

For pan 

For block 

J1-J2=mV 

J 2=mV 

... (ii) 

... (iii) 

Solving, these three equation, we get V = ~ 
3 

fl~ 78. Two identical block A and B, connected by al massless 
string are placed on a frictionless horizontal plane. A bullet having 
same mass, moving with speed u strikes block B from behind as 
shown. If the bullet gets embedded into the block B then find : 

(a) The velocity of A,B,C after collision. 

(b) Impulse on A due to tension in the string 

( c) Impulse on C due to normal force of collision. 

( d) Impulse on B due to normal force of collision. 

/////////////////////////////////////////I/II/Ill//// 
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(a) By Conservation of linear momentum v = !:!_ 
3 

(b) f T dt = ~u 

( c) f N dt = m ( ~ -u) = - 2;u 
(d) f(N-T)dt = fNdt-fTdt=~u 

• f N dt = 2;u 

fl~ 79. A cart of mass m 1 = 0.24 kg moves 
on a linear track without friction with an initial 
velocity of 0.17 m/s. It collides with another cart 
of mass m2 = 0.68 kg that is initially at rest. The 
first cart carries a force probe that registers the 
magnitude of the force exerted by one cart on the 
other during the collision. The output of the force 
probe is shown in figure. Find the velocity of each 
cart after the collision. 

Pi1x -0.014kg .m Is 
V =- =------

lfx m1 0.24kg 

10 

8 

6 
F(N) 

4 

2 

= - 0.058 m/s = - 5.8 cm/s. 

A1x +0.055kg.m Is 
V = -- = ------

2/x m2 0.68kg 

= + 0.081 m/s = + 8.1 cm/s . 

.. 

f~ Concept 

Area under flt graph gives impulse or AP 

2 4 6 8 12 14 16 
t (ms) 

Note: Impulsive /ores are those forces which can have very large value in very small time. eg. Tension, 
Normal & friction. When impulsive forces act then momentum along the direction of force cannot be 
conserved. 

fl~ 80. In (a) momentum cannot be conserved in vertical direction just after collision while in 
(b) it can be conserved just after collision. b!c. in (a) Tension will reach a large value in small time and 
111 

fTdNO. 
0 
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Note: Problems involving impulsive forces: "Relative means after the event" 

fl~ 81. Man + Rocket Launcher = M = 90 

~~ 

(a) 
(b) 

u = 5 m/s Rocket = m = 10 

Muzzle velocity of Rocket= V0= 30 
What will be man 's & rocket 's velocity after firing. 
Find energy of explosion 

Man fire rocket with muzzle velocity= v0 

Let velocity of rocket is V2 & man is V1 momentum in horizontal direction remains constant 

Initial momentum = final momentum 

.. 

(m + M) U = MVI + m v2 

V2 =V0 +u 

(m + M) u = MV1 + m (V0 + u) 

V = mu-MV0 

i m 

u = 5 m/s 

v = 90x5-10x30 = 450-300 = 150 = ~ m/s 
I 90 90 90 3 

. (1 ? 1 ?) 1 2 Energy of explosion= KEr- KE. = -MV.1- +-m v?- - - (m + M) u 
I 2 2 - 2 

=½(m+M)[Mu 2;mv/ u 2 ] 

1 [ mv: ] 1 [ 10 ] = - (m + M) - = - (100) - X 900 = 5000 J 
2 m 2 90 

f~ Concept 

Muzzle velocity= velocity of bullet w.r.t. gun and internal forces can change 

KE but not P system· 

fl~ 82. A block of mass m and a pan of equal mass are connected by a string 
going over a smooth light pulley as shown in figure. Initially the system is at rest when 
a particle of mass m falls on the pan and sticks to it. If the particle strikes the pan with 
a speed v find the speed with which the system moves just after the collision. 

~~ Let the required speed be V. 

As there is a sudden change in the speed of the block, m 
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.. 

the tension must change by a larger amount during the collision 

Mass m strikes the pan with speed v and stick to it. 

Let speed of system just after collision is v1. For pan and mass m. 

Impulse = change in momentum 

- f Tdt = 2mv1 -mv 

for block of mass m 

impulse = mv1 

f Tdt =mv1 

-mv = 2mv1 -mv 

mv=3mv1 

V1 = V / 3 

f~ Concept 

m 

m 
m 

Tension impulse on one side is equal on both sides so momentum can be conserved along the length 
of string. 

fl~ 83. Two blocks A and Bare joined by means of a slacked string passing 2 kg 

over a massless pulley as shown in diagram. The system is released from rest and 
it becomes taut when B falls a distance 0.5 m, then 

(a) Find the common velocity of two blocks just after string become 
taut. 

(b) Find the magnitude of impulse on the pulley by the clamp during the 
small interval while string becomes taut. 

✓10 4 /;" 
[Ans. (a) - m/s, (b) -'1!5 N-m/s] 

3 3 

~~ Velocity of B just before the string is taut 

v8 = -J2gM = ✓10 m/s 

(a) Common velocity= v 

✓10 
(mA+m8)v=m8v8 • v=vJ3= -- m/s 

3 

(b) Magnitude of impulse on A = Magnitude of impulse on 

B = { ✓10 - ~) = f ✓10 N-m/s 

Impulse on pulley= ✓2 Impulse on A= ±Js N-m/s. 
3 

A --------
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:1t Concept 

Constraint motion can be applied only when string is tight. 

II C- FRAME 

We may attach a frame of reference, designated XcY clc, to the center of mass of a system. Relative 
to this frame, the center of mass is at rest (v cM = 0). This is called the centre of mass or C-frame of 
reference. In view of equation P = Mv cm' the total momentum of a system of particles referred to the 
C-frame ofreference is always zero. 

P = LPi = 0 in the C-frame ofreference. 

For that reason the C-frame is sometimes called the zero momentum frame. The C-frame is 
important because many problems can be more simply analyzed in the C-frame compared to ground 
frame. It is clear that the C-frame moves with a velocity vcM relative to the ground frame. When no 
external forces act on a system, the C-frame can be considered as inertial. 

~ 84. The velocities of two particles of masses m 1 and m2 relative to an inertial observer are 
v1 and vi- Determine the velocity of the center of mass relative to the observer and the velocity of each 
particle relative to the center of mass. 

~ From equation v = dr,111 = _!__ Lm d,: = L imivi the velocity of the centre of mass 
cm dt Mi 'dt M 

relative to the observer is 

v = m1v1+m2v2 
cm ml +m2 

The velocities of each particle relative to the centre of mass, using the Galilean transformation of 
velocities is 

v' =v -v =v - m1v1 +m2v2 = m2(v1 -v2) = m2v12 
I I cm I ml + m2 ml + m2 ml + m2 

and 
, m1(v, -v1) m1v12 V =v -V = - =- -~~ 
2 2 cm ml + m2 ml + m2 

where v12 = v1 -v2 is the relative velocity of the two particles. Thus, in the C-frame, the two particles 
appear to be moving in opposite directions, with velocities inversely proportional to their masses. 

Let us find relation between kinetic energy ofa system from ground frame and C-frame we have a 
system consisting of many particles, lets say speed of the ith particle is v;. Then kinetic energy of system, 
Kin ground frame will be summation of individual kinetic energy. 

K = "(.!..mv2
) 

s L...2•· now 

where vi is velocity of the ith particle in ground, vi,, is velocity of the ith particle in reference rame 

attached to the CM and v, is velocity of CM in ground frame. 
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k = .!.. "m. (v1 + v )2 
Q 2 L....i l t C C 

we can take v, out of summation in second and third term as it is constant. Now third term becomes 

v,1, is velocity of COM in frame of COM, which is zero. Also it represents momentum of system in 

C-frame which is zero 

1 2 
k =k + -mv 

a sic 2 c 

where ksic means kinetic energy of system in C-frame. This important conclusion will be again 
useful in rotational dynamics we can do little manipulation to write the equation as 

p2 
k=k +-'-

• sic 2M 

A system of two particles: Suppose the masses of the particles are equal to m 1 and m2 and their 
velocities in the K reference frame to v1 and v2 , respectively. Let us find the expressions defining their 

momenta and the total kinetic energy in the C-frame. 

The momentum of the first particle in the C-system is 

PIie = ml vv, = ml(vl - V,) 
where V, is the velocity of the centre of inertial (of the C system) in the K reference frame. 

Substituting in this formula expression V, = _!_ L mlj = _!_ L .P; , we obtain 
m m 

pi= µ(VI -Vz) 

whereµ is the so called reduced mass of the system. 

similarly, the momentum of the second particle in the C frame is 

P2/c = µ(vz -vl) 

This, the momenta of the two particles in the C-frame are equal in magnitude and opposite in 
direction; the modulus of the momentum of each particle is 

Pv, = µvrel 

where v,ei = lv1 - v2 I is the velocity of one particle relative to another. 
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Finally, let us consider kinetic energy. The total kinetic energy of the two particles in the C-frame is 

j,2 j,2 
K 1 =K +K =-+-

,, I 2 2 2 m1 m2 

m1m2 1 1 1 
since in accordance with equation µ = , - + - = - then 

m1 +m2 m2 m2 µ 
2 2 

K = .!!__ = µvrel 
,fc 2u 2 

If the particles interace, then total mechanical energy in the C frame is E = T + U 

where U is the potential energy ofinteration of the given particles . 
..-----.--u 

,-v-,rv-,rv-.,,-... 

e.g. 
~ 85. Two blocks A and B of masses m & 2m placed on smooth horizontal surface are 

connected with a light spring. The two blocks are given velocities as shown when spring is at natural 
length. 

(a) Find velocity of centre of mass 

(b) Maximum extension in the spring 
v~2v 

A B 

~ . 3mv-mv 
Velocity of CM. v = --- =v 

cm 3m 

In C.OM. frame. Initial momentum= 0 

at the time of maximum elongation both the masses will be moving in same direction with same 
speed. 

Initial relative velocity v,e, = 3v 

Decline in KE = Increase in PE of spring 

1 1 
-mv 2 =-kx2 
2 re! 2 

:1t Concept 

1 
3mv2 = - kx2 

2 

To learn how to apply C-frame. 

1 mx2m 1 
--- (3v)2 = - 1cx2 

2 3m 2 

x=vJ¥ 

~ 86. Two identical blocks of mass m, each are connected by 
a spring as shownin the figure. At any instant of time t = 0, one block is 
given a velocity v, and other is given a velocity v2 (v,:::: v2) in the same 
direction simultaneously as shown in the figure. Find the maximum 
energy stored in the spring. 

""J" 
smooth 
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II COLLISION OR IMPACT 

Collision is a kind of interaction between two or more bodies which come in contact with each other 
for a very short time interal. The proper definition of collision between two bodies can be written as 
- "When exchange of momentum takes place between two physical bodies only due to their mutual 
interaction force is defined as collision between two bodies. " 

There are three distinct indentifable stages in a collision, namely, before, during and after. In the 
before and after stage the interaction force are zero. Between these two stages, the interaction forces 
are very large and often the dominating force governing the motion of bodies. The magnitude of the 
interacting force is often unknown, therefore, Newton's second law cannot be used. Hence, the law of 
conservation of momentum is useful in relating the initial and final velocities. 

• In collision particle may or may not come in physical contact. 

• The duration of collision is negligible as compared to the usual time intervals of observation 
of motion. 

Line of Collision: Definition of line of collision. It is the common normal at the point of contact during 
collision is known as line of collision. 

Common Normal (line of collision): Collision is an isolated event in which a strong force acts between 
two or more bodies for a short time, which results in change of their velocities . 

.. 

:1t Ccnce11t 

(a) In collision particles may or may not come in physical contact. 

(b) The duration of collision, Af is negligible as compared to the usual time intervals of observation 
of motion. 

( c) In a collision the effect of external non impulsive forces such as gravity are not taken into 
a account as due to small duration of collision (Af) average impulsive force responsible for 
collision is much larger than external forces acting on the system. 

The collision is in fact a redistribution of total momentum of the particles. Thus, law of conservation 
of linear momentum is indispensable in dealing with the phenomenon of collision between particles. 

Line of Impact 

The line passing through the common normal to the surfaces in contact during impact is called line of 
impact. The force during collision acts along this line on both the bodies. 

Direction of Line of impact can be determined by: 

(a) Geometry of colliding objects like spheres, discs, wedge etc. 

(b) Direction of change of momentum. 

If one particle is stationary before the collision then the line of impact will be along its motion after 
collision. 
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Classification of Collisions 

(a) On the basis of line of impact 

(i) Head-on collision : If the velocities of the particles are along the same line before and 
after the collision. 

(ii) Oblique collision: If the velocities of the particles are along different lines before and 
after the collision. 

(b) On the basis of energy : 

.. 

(i) Elastic collision: In an elastic collision, the particle regain their shape and size completely 
after collision i.e., no fraction of mechanical energy remains stored as deformation 
potential energy in the bodies. Thus, kinetic energy of system after collision is equal 
to kinetic energy of system before collision. Thus in additiontothe linear momentum, 
kinetic energy also remains conserved before and after collision. 

(ii) Inelastic collision : In an inelastic collision, the particle do not regain their shape and 
size completely after collision. Some fraction of mechanical energy is retained by the 
colliding particles in the form of deformation potential energy. Thus, the kinetic energy 
of the particles no longer remains conserved. However, in the absence of external forces, 
law of conservation of linear momentum still holds good. 

(iii) Perfectly inelastic : If velocity of separation just after collision becomes zero then 
the collision is perfectly inelastic. Collision is said to be perfectly inelastic if both the 
particles stick together after collision and move with same velocity, 

:1t Ccnce11t 

Actually collision between all real objects are neither perfectly elastic nor perfectly inelastic, its 
inelastic in nature. 

Illustrations of line of impact and collisions based on line of impact 

(i) Two balls A and B are approaching each other such that their centres are moving along line 
CD. 

C 

Line of impact 
and line of motion 

/ 
D 

Fig. 8.6: Head on Collision 

(ii) Two balls A and B are approaching each other such that their centre are moving along dotted 
lines as shown in figure 8. 7. 
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Line of motio~ - -
of ball B 

Line of motion 
of ball A 

--✓-

" Line of impact 

Fig. 8.7: Oblique Collision 

(iii) Ball is falling on a stationary wedge. 
Line of motion of ball 

Fig. 8.8: Oblique Collision 

When two bodies try to occupy same space at same time the event is called as collision. 

Assumptions : 

(i) No external impulse is acting on the system 

(ii) No friction is acting between colliding bodies. 

(iii) Duration of collision is very-very small. 

Thus when two bodies collide they apply only normal contact force on each other through point(s) 
of contact. 

Line of Collision (L.O.C.) 

Line along which normal contact force acts is called L.O.C. 
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.. 

f-~ Ccnce11t 

L. 0. C. is independent of direction of velocity of colliding bodies. 

Collision is an event in which strong force acts between two or more bodies for a short time. 

1. In a collision we consider situation before and after the collision. These terms refer to 
conditions when interactive force between particles effectively becomes zero. The duration of 
collision is negligible as compared to the time for which we observe the event. 

2. In a collision effect of external non impulsive (e.g. gravity, friction) forces can be neglected 
because they are very small compared to i I a forces & time of collision is very small. 

3. When two bodies collide, they exert force on each other through point of contact, perpendicular 
to the plane of contact. The direction of force of interaction is line of collision. 

4. In case of collision it the external impulsive forces are not acting in a direction, the total 
momentum of system in that direction remains conserved 

5. After collision, only the components of velocity along line of collision changes, the 1-
components of velocity remain unaffected. 

6. According to initial velocities and line of collision, collision is of two types : 

(A) head on 

(B) oblique 

u1 • u2 

Ef3 Line of collision Line of collision 

7. According to conservation of mechanical energy collision is of two types: 

(A) elastic • K.E.r = K.E.i (B) inelastic • K.E.r < K.E.i 

Laws of Collision 

1. Conservation of momentum 

m1i\ + m2 v2 = mp1 + m/i2 (if impulsive forces in this direction are zero) 

(This equation is generally written along line of collision) 

2. Conservation of energy : 

(i) Elastic collision : 
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Coefficient of Restitution ( e) 

The coefficient of restitution is defined as the ratio of the impulses of recovery and 
deformation of either body. 

Impulse of reformation 
e =---------

Impulse of deformation 

f F, dt = Velocity of seperation along line of impact 

f Fa dt Velocity of approach along line of impact 

The most general expression for coefficient of restitution is 

velocity of separation of points of contact along line of impact 
e=----------------------

velocity of approach of point of contact along line of impact 

3. Newton's law for collision: 

(i) v2 -v1 = - e 
u2 -u1 

v 1 and v 2 : Components of velocities of masses colliding, along the line of contact, after 
collision (with sign). 

u1 and u2 : Components of velocities of colliding masses, along the line of contact, 
before collision (with sign) 

(ii) This Law is valid even when momentum is not conserved : 

Eq. of sign: 

-e= 
(-3)-(4) 

-.i. +l-

ee Line of collision 

(iii) For e = 1 perfectly elastic collision 

for a < e < 1 inelastic collision 

for e = 0 perfectly inelastic collision (Bodies will move together) 

(iv) v2 - v1 = e(u1 - u2) 

U1--+ Uz--+ 

----~--
~ 

Relative velocity of receding = e [Relative velocity of approach before impact.] 
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Illustration for Calculation of e 

Two smooth balls A and B approaching each other such that their centres are moving along line CD 
in absence of external impulsive force. The velocities of A and B just before collision be u1 and u2 

respectively. The velocities of A and B just after collision be v1 and v2 respectively. 

Just Before collision Just After collision 

• • 
Line of impact 

D 

r----=L::::i.::.ne=-=of impact 

C C 
A B 

u, > u, v, < v, 

\._,.. ________ .,,/ \._,.. ____ -----1 
V V 

Deformation Reformation 

F 0xt = 0 momentum is conserved for the system. 

• m1u1 + m2 u2 = (m1 + m2)v = m1v1 + m2v2 

m1u1 + m2u2 m1v1 + m, v2 • v=----= -
m1 +m2 m1 +m2 

Impulse of Deformation 

JD = change in momentum of any one body during deformation. 

= m2 (v - u2) for m2 

Impulse of Reformation 

J R = change in momentum of any one body during Reformation. 

= m2 (v2 -v) for m2 

=m1 (v-v1) form 1 

D 

... (1) 

e= Impulse of Reformation (JR) = v2 -v = v2 -v1 
Impulse of Deformation (J0) v-v1 u1 -u2 

( substituting v from (1)) 

= Velocity of separation along line of impact 

Velocity of approach along line of impact 
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.. 

f~ Ccnce11t 

e is independent of shape and mass of object but depends on the material. 

The coefficient of restitution is constant for two particular objects. 

(a) e = 1• Impulse of Reformation= Impulse of Deformation 

• Velocity of separation = Velocity of approach 

• Kinetic Energy may be conserved 

• Elastic collision. 

(b) e = o• Impulse of Reformation = 0 

• Velocity of separation = 0 

• Kinetic Energy is not conserved 

• Perfectly Inelastic collision. 

( c) 0 < e < 1 • Impulse of Reformation < Impulse of Deformation 

• Velocity of separation < Velocity of approach 

• Kinetic Energy is not conserved 

• Inelastic collision . 

.. 

f~ Ccnce11t 

In case of contact collisions e is always less than unity. 

:. 0 :s; e :s;; I 

.. 

f~ Cence11t 

In case of elastic collision, if rough surface is present then kr < ki (because friction is impulsive) 

A particle 'B' moving along the dotted line collides with a rod also in state of motion as shown in 
the figure. The particle B comes in contact with point C on the rod. 

To write down the expression for coefficient of restitution e, we first draw the line of impact. Then 
we resolve the components of velocities of points of contact of both the bodies along line of impact just 
before and just after collision. 
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Just Before Collision Just After Collision 

B 
Line of impact u ,x 

u ,y 

Then 
V -V e = 2x 1x 

Ul:c -U2x 

Collision in One Dimension (Head on) 

V 1 -V1 e= ----
u1 -u2 

m, 

-------• u' 

(a) 
Before Collision 

By momentum conservation, 

m , 

-------• U2 

m1u1 + m2u2 = m1v1 + m2v2 
v2 = v1 + e(u1 - u2) 

C 

U2y 
U2x Line of impact 

m, 

-------• VI 

(b) 
After Collision 

B 
v,x 

v,, 

-------• V2 

and v1 = m1u1 +m2u2 -m2e(u1 -u2) =(m1 -em2)u1 + (l+e)m2u2 

~+~ ~+~ ~+~ 

v2 = m1u1 +m2u2 +m1e(u1 -u2) =(m2 -em1)u2 + (l+e)m1u1 
m1 +m2 m1 +m2 m1 +m2 

Special Case: 

(1) e = 0 • v1 = v2 

C 

V2, 

v,., 

• for perfectly inelastic collision, both the bodies, move with same velocity after collision. 

(2) e = I and m1 = m2 = m, 

we get v1 = u2 and v2 = u1 

i.e. , when two particles of equal mass collide elastically and the collision is head on, they 
exchange their velocities. , e.g. 

m 4m/s 3~m 

Before Collision 

3m/s 
+--m 

After Collision 

4m/s m -------• 
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Before Collision 

m 
m 1 + m2 :::1 m 1 and - 2 :::1 0 

ml 

Head-on Elastic Collision 

Before collision 

before 

m 

collision u1-- u2--

v=O 

m 

After Collision 

-v_;-+-l --~ve 

co~:on EB Line of impact 

-- --V1 Vz 

(i) Conserving momentum 

m1u1 + m2u2 = m1v1 + m2v2 

(ii) Since collision is perpectly elastic 

1 2 1 2- 1 2 1 2 
-m1u1 + -m2u2 - -m1v1 + -m2v2 
2 2 2 2 

(iii) Law of collision 

Vz-V1 =-1 
Uz -u1 

(with sign) 

2mls 
m ----+ 

But actually only two equations are not trivial third depends on other equation. 

Solving (i) & (iii) 

2m,u, (m1 - mz) u1 . 
VI= - - +----

ml +m2 m1+m2 

v = 2m1u1 + (m2 -m1)u2 

2 m1 +mz (m1 +mz) 

Cases: 
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(ii) m 1 = m2 and u2 = 0 

VI= 0; v2 = ul 

(iii) Ifm 1 ~~ m2 then v1 = u1 

! 
for m1 >> m2 

& u1 =0 
VJ =O 
Vz = - Uz 

l 
for m1 >> m2 

if U2 = 0 
V1 =u 1 

v2 = 2u2 

• 1u before after 

~ Earth fl--u 
LJ ffrest u 

~~m • 2u 

t__~ 87. Find which ball will move when ball 1 is released and 
collide with the ball 2. All balls are of same mass and all collisions are 
elastic. 

Ball 6 will move with same speed . 

.. 

f~ Concept 

Identical masses under elastic head on collision, the velocity are interchanged. 

~ 88. Repeat the previous problem if instead of one ball two balls are taken together. 

S~ Balls 5 & 6 move with same speed. 

Head-on Inelastic Collision 

Line of impact 

- - after collision 

1. 

2. 
V? -V1 ---- =-e 
u2 -u1 

From (i) & (ii) 

V1 V2 

(m1 -em,)u1 (I+e)m,u, 
VI= - + - - ; 

m1 +m2 m1 +m2 

-ve +ve ., I • 

... (i) 

... (ii) 
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Result: 

1. If e = 0 (perfectly inelastic collision) 

th m1u1 + m?u? en v = v = - - · 
i 2 m +m ' 

I 2 

M=_!._ ( m1 m2 ) (u -u)2 
2 m +m 1 2 

I 2 

v2 = (1 + e) u1 - eu2 

i 
(i) ifm1 >> m2 

& u1 =0 
then v1 = 0 
but v2 = -eu2 

uT ru 
~ Earth (1) 

I 
l 

(ii) ifm1 >> m2 
& u2 =0 
V1 =u1 

but v2 = (1 + e)u1 

11.J!Ullllie 89. Two particles of mass ml' m2 moving with initial velocity u1 and u2 collied head-on. Find 
minimum Kinetic energy during collision. Thus prove that maximum kinetic energy is lost in perfectly 
inelastic collision 

In C-frame initial kinetic energy of system if !µ(v2 -vi)2 whereµ= m1m2 . During 
2 m1 +m2 

collision at the instant of maximum deformation we get minimum kinetic ~ u1 r::;:-;:+ u2 

energy in C-frame as they attain same velocity thus no relative velocity. ~ 
When system have minimum kinetic energy in C-frame it also has minimum 
kinetic energy in ground frame as velocity of CM is constant. 

K 0= ½µv!, + ½m,v: at maximum deformation. Thus minimum kinetic energy during 

collision is !cm + m )v2 where V = (mlul + m2u2) 
2 I 2 c' C 

m1 +m2 

In inelastic collision final kinetic energy is !m v2 of CM is constant. 2 S C 

:1t Concept 

Internal froces have no effect on CM. 

fl_~ 90. Two identical balls are approaching towards each other on a straight line with velocity 
2 m/s and 4 m/s respectively. Find the final velocities, after elastic collision between them. 

I;;; 2nv, 4W, ;9 
1/,1/,1/,1/,1///II I/Ill/Ill/II I//, 
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s~ The two velocities will be exchanged and the final motion is reverse of initial motion for 
both. 

<nv, ;JI 9l;,2w, 
/i II, 1/lll /il//l, '///J 

11.J!Ullllie 91. Three balls A, B and C of same mass 'm' are placed on a frictionless horizontal plane in 
a straight line as shown. Ball A is moved with velocity u towards the middle ball B. If all the collisions 
are elastic then, find the final velocities of all the balls. 

m m m 

~~~ /~1///~1/lii/~1/il 

A collides elastically with B and comes to rest but B starts moving with velocity u 

m m m 

~~ 1/ilillili!i, 1/;i, 1//il 

After a while B collides elastically with C and comes to rest but C starts moving with velocity u 

m m m 

~ ~ II Ii Ii Iii /~1/i Ii /Ii, 

Final velocities VA= O; V8 = 0 and Ve = u 

t__--,t/e 92. Four identical balls A, B, C and Dare placed in a line on a frictionless horizontal surface. 
A andD are moved with same speed 'u' towards the middle as shown. Assuming elastic collisions, find 
the final velocities. 

lll~lllll~llllllli~IIII~ 

f~ A and D collides elastically with B and C respectively and come to rest but B and C starts 
moving with velocity u towards each other as shown 

u~ A B C D 
mJllllJ/1/t~mn 

B and C collides elastically and exchange their velocities to move in opposite directions 

~u~ A B C D 
1111ilili1li/,~1/F'li111 

Now, B and C collides elastically with A and D respectively and come to rest but A and D starts 
moving with velocity u away from each other as shown 

llllllli/7!7~1/lllllllll/i,~1/ 

:. Final velocities ~ = u ( ~ ); VB= O; Ve= 0 and VD= u ( •) 

~ ~
u 

A B C D 
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2u II~ 93. If A is moved with velocity u and D is moved with 2u 
as shown. What will be the final velocities now be? ~~ ~~ /~1/i;/~1/i1lili, 1///ii, 

II~ 94. Two particles of mass m and 2m moving in opposite directions collide elastically with 
velocity v and 2v respectively. Find their velocities after collision. 

2v 
m- ~2m 

Let the final velocities of m and 2m be v1 and v2 respectively as shown in the figure: 

By conservation of momentum: 

m(2v) + 2m(-v) = m(v1) + 2m (v) 

or O = mv1 + 2mv2 or v1 + 2v2 = 0 

and since the collision is elastic: 

v2 -v1 = 2v -(-v) or v2 - v1 = 3v 

Solving the above two equations, we get, 

v2 = v and v1 = -2v 

... (1) 

... (2) 

i.e. , the mass 2m returns with velocity v while the mass m returns with velocity 2v in the direction 
shown in figure: 

2v 
+-- m 

V 
2m---+ 

II~ 95. Find the fraction of kinetic energy lost by the colliding particles after collision in the 
above situation. 

The collision was elastic therefore, no kinetic energy is lost, 

KE loss= KEi -KEc 

( 1 , I ') (1 , I ') 2m(2vt +2(2m)(-vt - 2m(-2vt +2(2m)v- = 0 

~ 96. Three balls A, B and C are placed on a smooth 
horizontal surface. Given that m A= me= 4m 8 . Ball B collides with ball 
C with an initial velocity v as shown in figure. Find the total number 
of collisions between the balls. All collisions are elastic. 

[Ans. 2 collisions] 

II~ 97. Two balls shown in figure are identical. Ball A is moving 

A 

towards right with a speed v and the second ball is at rest. Assume all ---+ v 

collisions to be elastic. Show that the speeds of the balls remains unchanged 
after all the collisions have taken place. 

B ---+V C 
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s~ Due to elastic collision ifml = m2 then masses exchange .. ~ .. ~ 
their velocity with magnitude and driection. © ~ 4 (Just after ~ ~ 
the 1st collision) 

Again (B) collides with the wall and return 

II~ 98. A ball of mass m moving at a speed v makes a head on collision with an identical ball 
at rest. The kinetic energy of the balls after the collision is 314th of the original. Find the coefficient of 
restitution. 

Given that 

As we have seen in the above discussion, that under the given conditions : 
m 

V -- m 

Before Collision 

(l+e) (1-e) v1 '= - 2- vand v2 '= - 2- v 

or 

m 
V' 2 -- m 

After Collision 

v' __ , 

Substituting the value, we get 

or 

(1:eJ + c~eJ 3 

4 
or (1 + e)2 + (1- e)2 = 3 

1 1 
2 + 2e2 = 3 or e2 = - or e = -

2 ✓2 

II~ 99. A block of mass m moving at speed v collides with another block of mass 2 mat rest. The 
lighter block comes to rest after the collision. Find the coefficient of restitution. 

~~ [Ans. !1 
2 

~ 100. A block of mass 2 kg is pushed towards a 
very heavy object moving with 2 m/s closer to the block 
(as shown). Assuming elastic collision and frictionless 
surfaces, find the final velocities of the blocks. 

s~ Let v 1 and v 2 be the final velocities of 
2kg block and heavy object respectively then, 

v1 = u1 + 1 (u1 -u;> = 2u 1 -u2 = -14 m/s 

v2 = -2m/s 

fl._~ 101. A ball of mass m moving with a certain 

-14m/s 

IOm/s 
2kg 

2kg 

2m/s 

2m/s 

very 
heavy 
object 

very 
heavy 
object 

velocity collides against a stationary ball of mass m. The two balls stick together during collision. If E 
be the initial kinetic energy, then the loss of kinetic energy in the collision is 

(A) E (B) E (C) E 
2 3 

(D) E 
4 

[Ans. (b)] 
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From COIM mu= (m+m) v 

u 
V=-

2 

. 1 2 1 u 2 mu 2 

Fmal E=-2mv =-2m-=--
2 2 4 4 

InitialK.E. = .!..mu2 = E 
2 

. . . mu 2 mu 2 mu 2 E 
Loss= In1t1alK.E. - FmalK.E. = -- - -- = --= -

2 4 4 2 

(B) is correct. 

11.J!Ullllie 102. A 1 kg ball, moving at 12 ms-1, collides head-on with a 2 kg ball moving in the opposite 

direction at 24 ms-1• If the coefficient ofrestitution is ~, then the energy lost in the collision is : 
3 

(A) 60 J (B) 120 J (C) 240J (D) 480J. 
[Ans. (c)] 

~ Initial momentum = Final momentum 

m1u1 + m2u2 = m1v1 + m2v2 

(1) (12) + (2) (-24) = lv1 + 2v2 

• V1 + 2V2 = -36 ... (i) 

(V -V) Further e = - - 2--1 

u2 -u1 

~= v2 -v. 
3 36 

• . .. (ii) 

Add (i) and (ii) 

3v =-12 • v =-4ms-1• v =-28ms-1 
2 2 I 

• Loss= Total Initial K.E. - Total Final K.E. ( K.E. = ½mv2 ) 

Since Total Initial K. E. =.!_(1)(144) +.!..(2)(576) • E1 = 72 + 576 = 648J 
2 2 

Similarly, total final K.E. E 2 = .!_(1)(784) + .!_(2)(16) 
2 2 

• E2 =392+ 16 

• E2 = 408 J • Loss = 648 - 408 • Loss = 240 J 

fl..J!Ullllie 103. A ball of mass m is projected vertically up from a smooth horizontal floor with a speed 
V. Find the total momentum delivered by the ball to the surface, assuming e as the coefficient of 
restitution of impact. 
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S~ Referring the figure , the momentum delivered by the ball at first, second, third impact 
etc. can be given as the corresponding change, in its momenta ( Ll P). 

Similarly 

• 

(LlP)1 = l<mv;}-m(-V0 )JI • M 1 =m(V1 + V0) 

The total momentum transferred M = M 1 + M 2 + M 3 + .... 

Putting the values of Ml' M 2 etc., we obtain, 

M = m[Vo + 2(Vl + v2 + v3 + ..... )] 

Putting VI = e Vo, v2 = e2 Vo, v3 = e3 Vo 

we obtain, M = mV0 [l + 2(e + e2 + e3 + ..... )] 

• M=mVO (1+2-e-)=mvo(l+e) 
1-e 1-e Si 

fl._~ 104. Body Q with linear momentum PQ = (2i -3]) kg.m Is collides with 

and also sticks to body R, with linear momentum PR = (3 i - 2 ]) kg.m Is. The bodies 
x ~ 

form a closed, isolated system. The direction in which they move after the collision 5g 
makes an angle with positive x-axis that is equal to: 

(A) 45° (B) 135° (C) 180° (D) 315° 

s~ ml i\ + m2 v2 = (ml + m;> V 

(m 1 + m2)V = 5i-5j0 = 360-45 = 315° 

(D) is correct. 

fl~ 105. An object of mass 1. 0 kg is projected vertically upward from the base of a 50 m tall 
building with an initial velocity of 40 m/s. At the same instant and directly overhead, a 2.0 kg object 
is dropped from rest from the top of the building. Maximum height above the ground attained by the 
centre of mass of two object system is (take g = 10 m/s2). 

(A) 8.9 m (B) 42 m (C) 33 m (D) 80 m 

Initial position of COM from base= ~ x 50 = lOO m. 
3 3 

I .. 1 1 . fCOM 40.1+2.0 40 / d mt1a ve oc1ty o = ---- = - m s upwar s 
3 3 

I b ~ d. v2 ~ ... 1 . . v2 80 
t ecomes zero a1ter 1stance - 1rom m1t1a pos1t1on • - = -m 

2g 2g 9 

. 80 100 
Total height of COM from the base= - + - = 42 m. 

9 3 

Hence, (B) is correct. 

fl~ 106. A stream of water strikes a stationary turbine blade as shown. The speed of water v is 
3 m/s, both before and after it strikes the curved surface of the blade and the constant rate at which the 
mass of water strikes is 5 kg/second. The magnitude of the force on the blade from the water is : 
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-water stream 

• - v --
(A) 30N (B) 15N 

~~ f= dp =2vdm =30N. 
dt dt 

(C) 7.5 N (D) 5N 

m 
0--~L~----< 

fl._~ 107. Two same masses are tied with equal length of strings and are 

Hence, (A) is correct. 

suspended at the same point. One mass is suspended freely whereas another is 
kept in a way that string is horizontal as shown. This is given initial velocity u L 
in vertical downward direction. It strikes the freely suspended mass elastically 
that is just able to complete the circular motion after the collision about point of 
suspension 0. 

Magnitude of velocity u is: 

m 

(A) Jii, (B) .j2.5gL (C) .j2gL (D) .J3gL 

!u 

S~ As collision is elastic, freely suspended mass moves acquiring velocity of colliding 

mass after the collision. Hence, mgL + .!_ mu2 = .!_ m(5 g£) u = .J3gL . 
2 2 

Hence, (C) is correct. 

fl~ 108. A ball is moving with velocity 2 m/s towards a heavy 
wall moving towards the ball with speed lm/s as shown in fig. Assuming 
collision to be elastic, find the velocity of the ball immediately after the 
collision. 

The speed of wall will not change after the collision. 

2 mls - 1 mls 

So, let v be the velocity of the ball after collision in the direction shown in figure. Since 
collision is elastic (e = 1), 

2m/s - 1 mls 

Before Collision 

separation speed = approach sped 

or v - I = 2 + I or v = 4 m/s 

V 
+--

1 m/s 

After Collision 
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11.J!Ullllie 109. Two balls of masses 2 kg and 4 kg are moved towards each other with velocities 4m/s 
and 2 m/s respectively on a frictionless surface. After colliding the 2 kg balls returns back with velocity 
2m/s. Then find : 

Just before collision 

;, 1///il,'f,1//I/ 
velocity of 4 kg ball after collision 
coefficient ofrestitution e. 
Impulse of deformation JD. 

Just after collision 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 

Maximum potential energy of deformation. 
Impulse of reformation JR. 

~ 
(a) By momentum conservation, 

2(4)- 4(2) = 2(-2) + 4(v} • v2 = 1 m/s 

(b) e = velocity of separation = 1-(-2) =I= 0.5 
velocity of approach 4 - (-2) 6 

(c) At maximum deformed state, by conservation of momentum, common velocity is v = 0. 

JD = m1(v-u 1) = mi(v-u2) = 2(0-4) = -8N-s = 4(0-2) = -8N-s 

or = 4(0 - 2) = - 8 N-s 

(d) Potential energy at maximum deformed state U = loss in kinetic energy during deformation. 

( 1 2 1 2) 1 2 = 22(4) +24(2) - 2 (2 + 4)(0) 

or U= 24 Joule 

(e) JR = m1(v1 -v) = m2 (v-v2) = 2 (-2 - 0) = -4 N-s 

J 
or = 4(0-1) = -4N-s or e =___!!_ 

JD 

• JR = eJD = (0.5) (-8) = -4N-s 

11.J!Ullllie 110. A block of mass 1.2 kg moving at a speed of20 cm/sec collides head on with a similar 
block kept at rest. The coefficient ofrestitution is 0.6. Find the loss of kinetic energy during collision. 

f~ Suppose the fist block moves at a speed v1 and the second at v2 after collision. Since the 
collision is head on, the two blocks move along the original direction of motion of first block. Using 
the principle of conservation of momentum, 

(1.2 x 0.2) = l.2v1 + l.2v2 

... (i) 
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By Newton's law ofrestitution, 

v2 -v1 = -e(u2 -u1) 

V2 -V1 = - 0.6(0 - 0.2) 

V2 -V1 = 0.12 

Adding equations (i) and (ii), 

2v2 = 0.32 

v2 = 0.16 m/s or 16 cm/s 

v1 = 0.2 - 0.16 = 0.04 m/s = 4 cm/s 

1 2 1 ? 1 2 
LossofK.E.= -xl.2x(0.2) --xl.2x(0.16t--xl.2x(0.04) 

2 2 2 

= 0.6[0.04- 0.0256-0.0016] = 0.6x 0.0128 = 7.7 x lo-3 J 

... (ii) 

11.J!Ullllie 111. Hail storms are observed to strike the surface of the frozen lake at 30° with the vertical 
and rebound at 60° with the vertical. Assume contact to be smooth, the coefficient ofrestitution is: 

1 1 r:; 
(A) e = - (B) e = - (C) e = v3 (D) e = 3. 

✓3 3 

Components of velocity before and after collision parallel to the plane are equal, So 

v sin 60° = u sin 30° ... (1) 

Components of velocity normal to the plane are related to each other 

v cos 60° =e u (cos 30°) ... (2) 

• cot 60° = e cot 30° 

1 

• cos60° Jj 
e=--- • e=-

cot300 ✓3 

1 • e=-
3 

fl..J!Ullllie 112. A glass ball collides with a smooth horizontal surface with a velocity V = at -b]. If the 

coefficient ofrestitution of collision bee, find the velocity of the ball just after the collision. 

~ Collision takes place along the normal. Therefore the magnitude of normal component 
(V) of the velocity of the glass ball is changed to Vy'= eVY just after the collision whereas the horizontal 

component (V) of its velocity remains constant due to the absence of any horizontal force. 

• 

• 

• 

-· -· The velocity of the ball just after the impact = V = V x + VY 

V' = v'i + v·;~ where V' = a and V' = eb (·: V = at -b']~) 
X y ' X y 

V~ = at +eb] 

Therefore the magnitude of the velocity V = 1v·1 = ✓a2 + e2b 2 and 
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the direction is given as 0 = tan·' [; :: ) = tan_, ( e:) to the normal (vertical). 

t__--,t/e 113. A block of mass m moving at a speed v collides with another block of mass 2m at rest. 
The lighter block comes to rest after the collision. Find the coefficient of restitution. 

~ [Ans.½] 

11.J!Ullllie 114. A block of mass 1.2 kg moving at a speed of 20 cm/s collides head-on with a similar 
block kept at rest. The coefficient of restitution is 3/5. Find the loss of the kinetic energy during the 
collision. 

[Ans. 7.7 x 10-3 J] 

l!J!Ul'lll,e 115. The sphere of mass m 1 travels with an initial velocity u1 directed as shown and strikes 
the stationary sphere of mass m2 head on. For a given coefficient ofrestitution e, what condition on the 

mass ratio !!i ensures that the final velocity of m2 is greater than u1? 
m2 

- - --•- - - - - - - -•- - - - -
m2 

A m1 1 
[ ns. - ~ -] 

m2 e 

Collision in Two Dimension (Oblique) 

1. A pair of equal and opposite impulses act along common normal direction. Hence, linear 
momentum of individual particles do change along common normal direction. If mass of the 
colliding particles remain constant during collision, then we can say that linear velocity of the 
individual particles change during collision in this direction. 

2. No component of impulse act along common tangent direction. Hence, linear momentum 
or linear velocity of individual particles (if mass is constant) remain unchanged along this 
direction. 

3. Net impulse on both the particles is zero during collision. Hence, net momentum of both the 
particles remain conserved before and after collision in any direction. 

4. Definition of coefficient of restitution can be applied along common normal direction, i.e., 
along common normal direction we can apply 

Relative speed of separation = e (relative speed of approach) 

Oblique Collision 

Let us now consider the case when the velocities of the two colliding spheres are not directed along the 
line of impact as shown in figure. As already discussed the impact is said to be oblique. Since velocities 
v' 1 and v' 2 of the particles after impact are unknown in direction and magnitude, their determinaion will 
require the use of four independent equations. We choose as coordinate axes then-axis along the line 
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of impact, i.e. along the common normal to the surfaces in contact, and the !-axis along their common 
tangent. Assuming that the sphere are perfectly smooth and frictionless, we observe that the only 
impulses exerted on the sphere during the impact are due to internal forces directed along the line of 
impact i.e. , along then axis. It follows that 

n + n n 

m2v2 

(i) The component along the t axis of the momentum of each particle, considered separately, is 
conserved; hence the t component of the velocity of each particle remains unchanged. We can 
write. (v1) 1 = (v' 1) 1; (v2) 1 = (v' 2) 1 

(ii) The component along the n axis of the total momentum of the two particles is conserved. We 
Write m1 (V1)n + m2(V2)n = m/V' 1)n + m2(V' 2)n 

(iii) The component along the n axis of the relative velocity of the two particles after impact 
is obtained by multiplying the n component of their relative velocity before impact by the 
coefficient of restitution. (v' 2)n - (v' 1)n = e[(v1)n - (v)n] 

We have thus obtained four independent equations, which can be solved for the components of the 
velocities of A and B after impact. 

.. 

(.~ Notes 

Definition of coefficient of restitution can be applied along common normal direction in the case of 
oblique collisions . 

(A) When line of collision is known (or can be known) 

[Use : Impulse will be always along line of collision. So momentum will charge only along 
line of collision] 

Line of collision 

In last (after discussion) 

Case (i): If one of them was at rest then after collision the body which was at rest will move in 
direction of line of collision. 

Case (ii): If two moving bodies collide obliquely but one of them continues to move in same 
direction as was before colliding then that direction is direction of line of collision. 
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u, sin a 

Line of collision 

U2 

u2 sin j3 

so u1 sin a & u2 sin 13 will remain uncharged 

(can treat as heat on collision) 

u,sin a 
v, 

v,x 

u,sin 13 

0 + ~ • angle of divergence 

~ 116. A ball of mass m hits a floor with a speed v0 making an angle of incidence a with the 
normal. The coefficient of restitution is e. Find the speed of the reflected ball and the angle of reflection 
of the ball. 

~~ The component of velocity v0 along common tangent direction v0 sin a will remain 
unchanged. Let v be the component along common normal direction after collision. Applying 

Relative speed of separation= e (relative speed of approach) along common normal direction, we get 

v = ev0 cos a 
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Thus, after collision components of velocity v1 are v0 sin a and ev0 cos a 

v ' = .J(v0 sin a) 2 + (ev0 cosa) 2 ev0 cosa 

and tan 13 = vo sin a 
ev0 cos a 

tana 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

v' 

I • 
or tan 13 = -- '"'+----+V0sma 

e 

.. 

f-~ Ccnce11t 

For elastic collision, e = I 
:. v' = v0 and 13 = a 

II~ 117. A ball of mass m makes an elastic collision with another identical ball at rest. Show that 
if the collision is oblique, the bodies go at right angles to each other after collision. 

s~ In head on elastic collision between two particles, they exchange their velocities. In this 
case, the component ofball 1 along common normal direction, v cos 0 

v0 sin 0 

V COS 0 

Before collision 

0 v, , ;ne 

• .5 
' ' ' ' ' ' 

~ 
After collision 

V COS 0 

becomes zero after collision, while that of 2 becomes v cos 0. While the components along common 
tangent direction of both the particles remain unchanged. Thus, the components along common tangent 
and common normal direction of both the balls in tabular form are given below. 

Ball Component along common Component along common 
tangent direction normal direction 

Before collision After collision Before collision After collision 

1 v sin0 V sin 0 vcose 0 

2 0 0 0 v cos0 

From the above table and figure, we see that both the balls move at right angle after collision with 
velocities V sin e and V cos e. 
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.. 

:1t Ccnce11t 

When two identical bodies have an oblique elastic collision, with one particle at rest before collision, 
then the two particles will go in 1- directions. 

fl~ 118. The magnitude and direction of the velocities of two identical frictionless balls before 
they strike each other are as shown. Assuming e = 0.90, determine the magnitude and direction of the 
velocity of each ball after the impact. 

f~ The impulsive force that the balls exert on each other during the impact are directed 
along a line joining the centres of the balls called the line of impact. Resolving the velocities into 
components directed, respectively, along the line of impact and along the common tangent to the 
surfaces in contact, we write 

(V)n = VA cos30° = +26 m/s (V)1 = VA sin30° = + 15 m/s 

(VB)n = -VB cos60° = -20 m/s (VB)1 = VB sin60° = +34.6 m/s 

Since the impulsive forces are directed along the line of impact, the t component of the momentum, 
and hence the t component of the velocity of each ball, is unchanged. We have 

(V' .J1 = 15 m/s t, (V' 8 ) 1 = 34.6 m/s t 
In the n direction, we consider the two balls as a single system and 

not that by Newton's third law, the internal impulses are, respectively, FM 
and -FM and cancel. We thus write that the total momentum of the balls is 
conserved. 

miV)n + ms(VB)n = miV')n + ms(V'B)n 

m(26) + m(-20) = m(V' )n + m(V' B)n 

(V')n + (V'B)n = 6-0 

Using law ofrestitution, 

(V'B)n -(V')n= e[(V)n -(VB)n] 

(V' B)n - (V')n= (0.90)[26 - (-20)] 

(V)n - (V')n= 41.4 

Solving equations (i) and (ii) simultaneously, we obtain 

(V')n = -17.7 m/s (V'B)n = +23.7 m/s 

(V')n = 17.7 m/s ~ (V'B)n = +23.7 m/s • 

Resultant motion : Adding vectorially the velocity components of each ball, we obtain 

V'A = 23.2 m/s 40A , V'B = 41.9 m/s /46° 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

fl~ 119. A ball of mass m hits a floor with a speed v making an angle of incidence 0 with normal. 
The coefficient ofrestitution is e. Find the speed ofreflected ball and the angle ofreflection. 

i_~ Suppose the angle of reflection is 0' and the speed after collision is v'. It is an oblique 
impact. Resolving the velocity v along the normal and tangent, the components are v cos0 and v sin0. 
Similarly, resolving the velocity after reflection along the normal and along the tangent the components 
are -v'cos0' and v' sin 0'. 
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Since there is no tangential action, 

V sin 0 = v' sin 0' 

Applying Newton ' s law for collision, 

(-v' cos0' - 0) = -e(v cos0 - 0) 

v' cos0' = ev cos0 

From equations (i) and (ii), 

v' 2 = v2 sin2 0 + e2 v2cos2 0 

v' = ✓v2 sin 2 0 + e2v2 COS 2 0 

0' = tan·1 (1: 0 )-

tan0 

e 

... (i) 

... (ii) 

~ 120. A disc A of radius r moving on perfectly smooth surface at a speed v undergoes an 
elastic collision with an identical stationary disc B. Find the velocity of the disk B after collision if the 
impact parameter is d as shown in figure. 

~~ One of the discs is at rest before impact. After the impact its velocity will be in the 
direction of the centre line at the moment of contact because this is the direction in which the force 
acted on it. 

Thus, 
. d 

SID a = -
2 2r 

7t 
a + a = -

I 2 2 

Since the masses of both disks are equal, the triangle of momenta turns into triangle of velocities. 

h V . vd 
we ave 1 = v cos a 1 = v sm a 2 = -

2r 

V = V COS a = V ~ 
2 2 f-~ 

II~ 121. On a smooth carom board, a coin moving in negative 
y-direction with a speed of 3 m/s is being hit at the point (4, 6) by a 
striker moving along negative x-axis. The line joining centres of the 
coin and the striker just before the collision is parallel to x-axis. After 
collision the coin goes into the hole located at the origin. Masses of the 
striker and the coin are equal. Considering the collision to be elastic, 
the initial and final speeds of the striker in m/s will be: 

(A) (1.2, 0) (B) (2, 0) 
(C) (3 , 0) (D) none of these 

~~ The line of impact for duration of collision is parallel to x-axis. 

The situation of striker and coin just before the collision is given as 

y 

(4,6) ....._!f_ 
coin CX) striker 

! 3m/s 
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Figure (A) 
before collision 

rest 
Figure (B) 

after collision 

Because masses of coin and striker are same, their components of velocities Y 

along line of impact shall exchange. Hence the striker comes to rest and the x-y 
component of velocities of coin are u and 3 m/s as shown in figure. 

For coin to enter hole, 

its velocity must be along PO :. tan 0 = i = I or u = 2 m/s 
4 u 

(B) is the right answer. 

fl~ 122. Two spheres are moving towards each 
other. Both have same radius but their masses are 2 kg 
and 4 kg. If the velocities are 4 m/s and 2 m/s respectively 
and coefficient of restitution is e = 1/3, find. 

(a) The common velocity along the line of impact. 

(b) Final velocities along line of impact. 

( c) Impulse of deformation. 

(d) impulse of reformation. 

( e) Maximum potential energy of deformation. 

(f) Loss in kinetic energy due to collision. 

. BC R 1 
InMBC sm0= - = -= -

AB 2R 2 

or 0 = 30r 

(a) By conservation ofmomentwn along line of impact. 

2( 4 cos 30r) - 4(2cos 30r) = (2 + 4)v 

or v = 0 ( common velocity along LOI) 
LOI 

' .. , 4sin30° 

~;.~4ml, 
4cos30° •• 

• 2 os30° •• 4sin30° '··x 0 

2m/s J!. ~~g 
. 2sin30° 2sin30° ·•,, 

•. 

Just Before Collision Along LOI Maximum Deformed State 

• • • • Line of impact 
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(b) 

or 

Let v1 and v2 be the final velocity of A and B respectively 

then, by conservation of momentum along line of impact, 

2(4cos 30r)- 4(2cos 30r) = 2(v1) + 4(v2) 

O=v1 +2v2 ... (1) 

By coefficient of restitution, 

\ /4sin30° 

2k~1 

4k~).!!_ ,/ ,._v, 
2sin30° •• •. 

velocity of separation along LO I 
e=------------ Just After Collision Along LOI 

veloctiy of approach along LO I 

1 
or 

V2 -VI ----~-~--
3 4cos30°+2cos30° 

or V -V = ✓3 
2 I 

... (2) 

from the above two equations, 

2 1 
v = -m Is and v = -m Is 

I .Ji 2 .fj 

(c) JD = m/v- u1) = 2(0 - 4 cos 30r) = -4✓3 N-s 

(d) J = eJ = "!._ (-4 ✓3) = _ _i_ N-s 
R D 3 .Ji 

( e) Maximum potential energy of deformation is equal to loss in kinetic energy during deformation 
upto maximum deformed state, 

1 1 1 
U = - m/u 1 cos 0)2 + - m2(u2 cos 0)2 - - (m 1 + m2)v2 

2 2 2 

1 1 1 
= - 2(4 cos 30r)2 + - 4(-2cos 30r)2 - - (2 + 4) (0)2 

2 2 2 

or U = 18 Joule. 

(f) Loss in kinetic energy, 

A V17 _ 1 0 2 1 0 2 ( 1 2 1 2 ) 
ilfi.£., - 2m/u 1 cos ) + 2 m2(u2 cos ) - 2m1v1 + 2m2v2 

= - 2(4 cos 30r)2 + - 4(-2 cos 30r)2- -2 - +-4 -l 1 ( 1 ( 2 )
2 

1 ( 1 )
2

] 

2 2 2 .Ji 2 .Ji 
Af(E = 16 Joule 

II~ 123. Two point particles A and B are placed in line on a friction less horizontal plane. If 
particle A (mass 1 kg) is moved with velocity 10 m/s towards stationary particle B (mass 2 kg) and after 
collision the two move at an angle of 45r with the initial direction of motion, then find: 

1kg 10m/s 

A 

(a) Find velocities of A and B just after collision. 
(b) Coefficient of restitution. 

2kg 

B 
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f~ The very first step to solve such problems is to find the line of impact which is along the 
direction of force applied by A on B, resulting the stationary B to move. Thus, by watching the direction 
of motion of B, line of impact can be determined. In this case line of impact is along the direction of 
motion of B. i.e. 45r with the initial direction of motion of A . 

. 
•• /4VA ----_._.:. -?i: ---' 

ls . . . 
Line of impact 

(a) By conservation of momentum, along x direction: 

m A UA = m AVA COS 45f + mBVB COS 45f 

or 1(10) = l(vA cos 45r) + 2(vB (cos 45r) 

or VA+ 2VB = 10✓2 
along y direction 

0 = mAVA Sin 45f + mBVB Sin 45f 

or O = l(vA sin 45r) - 2(vB sin 45r) 

(b) 

or 

or vA = 2vB 

solving the two equations, 

10 5 
vA= ✓2 m/s and vB = ✓2 m/s. 

velocity of separation along LO I 
e=---'--......C-----'---

veloctiy of approach along LO I 

' ' VA # # 

-~:::~::·<~: -------!-------~::~:~~~:-----. ' . 

Before collision 

V8 -VA COS 90° 
e= -'--~--

uA cos45° 

. ' . 
'' I ' ' . ' . 
LOI LOI 

5 
--0 
✓2 

10 

✓2 

1 

2 

After collision 

... (1) 

... (2) 
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II~ 124. A smooth sphere of mass m is moving on a horizontal plane with a velocity 3t + J when 

it collides with a vertical wall which is parallel to the vector J. If the coefficient ofrestitution between 

the sphere and the wall is .!_ , find 
2 

(a) the velocity of the sphere after impact, 

(b) the loss in kinetic energy caused by the impact. 

(c) the impulse] that acts on the sphere. 

S~ Let v be the velocity of the sphere after impact. 

-; A 1 

e(3)<~;d: 
3 ' =2 ' 

1 • 
• u 
I 

- • 3 

To find v we must separate the velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the wall. 

Using the law of restitution the component of velocity parallel to the wall remains unchanged 
while component perpendicular to the wall becomes e times in opposite direction. 

3 A A 

Thus, v=--i + j 
2 

(a) Therefore, the velocity of the sphere after impact is= -~i + J 
2 

(b) The loss in K.E. = .!.. mv2 _.!_ mu2 = .!.. m(32 + l2) - .!.. m ({~}
2 

+ 12 ) = 27 m 
2 2 2 2 2 8 

(c) - - - - ( 3 A A) ( A A) 9 A J =M =P1 -1'; =m(v)-m(ii) = m --:/ + j -m 3i + j = - 2mi 

II~ 125. A sphere of mass m is moving with a velocity 41 - J when it hits a wall and rebounds 

with velocity i + 3 J . Find the impulse it receives. Find also the coefficient of restitution between the 

sphere and the wall. 

l!..-"•J,1-- - A A 9 zz-- J =m(-3i +4j)ande= -
16 

~ 126. Two smooth spheres, A and B, having equal radii, lie on a horizontal table. A is of mass 

m and Bis of mass 3m. The spheres are projected towards each other with velocity vector 5t + 2] and 

2t - J , respectively and when they collide the line joining their centres is parallel to the vector i . 

If the coefficient of restitution between A and B is .!_ , find the velocities after impact and the loss in 
3 

kinetic energy caused by the collision. Find also the magnitude of the impulses that act at the instant of 
impact. 

S~ The line of centres at impact, is parallel to the vector i , the velocity components of A 

and B perpendicular to i are unchanged by the impact. 
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--~ ... ~ y;,. 

• J •• J • ,o 2 E • ,, :x····• 
5 

il 
u 

il 
V 

Applying conservation of linear momentum and the law of restitution, we have 

in x direction 5m + (3m) (2) =mu+ 3 mv .... (i) 

1 
and-0-~=~u ... OO 

3 

Solving these equations, we have u = 2 and v = 3 

The velocities of A and B after impact are therefore, 

2i + 2} and 3i - J respectively Ans. 

Before impact the kinetic energy of A is 

1 29 
-m(52 +22)= - m 
2 2 

and of Bis.!.. (3m)(22 + 12) = ~ m 
2 2 

After impact the kinetic energy of A is 

1 
-m(22 + 22) = 4m 
2 

andofBis.!..(3m)(32 + 12)= 15m 
2 

Therefore, the loss in K.E. at impact is 

29 15 
-m+ -m-4m-I5m=3m 
2 2 

To find value of J, we consider the change in momentum along i for one sphere only. 

For sphere BJ= 3m ( 3 - 2) 

or J= 3m 

II~ 127. A ball with a velocity of 4 ms·1 impinges at an angle of3Orwith the vertical on a smooth 
horizontal fixed plane. If the coefficient of restitution is 0.5, find its velocity and direction of motion 
after the first impact. 

~~ Let the ball be reflected at angle 0 with the vertical with speed · 
v. Since the plane is smooth, there is no interaction along the horizontal and ~j 
so that momentum of the ball along this faection rnmains unchanged. ~: 0 v 

4 COS 6Of = V COS (9Of - 0) Or 2 = V sin0 ... (i) _ 

The velocity of the ball relative to the plane before collision = 4 cos 
3Or - o = 4 cos 3Or 

0 

The velocity of the ball relative to the plane after collision= (-v cos 0) - 0 = -v cos 0 
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By Newton's law of collision 

- v cos e = - o.s x 4 cos 30r 

or vcos0 = 2x ✓3 = ✓3 ... (ii) 
2 

Squaring and adding (i) and (ii) 

v2 = 4 + 3 = 7 or v = ✓Jms-1 

Dividing, tan 0 = 2/✓3. Thus the ball is reflected with velocity ✓7ms-1 at 1an-1 = 2/✓3 with the 

vertical. 

fl_~ 128.Consider a one-dimensional elastic collision between an incoming body A and a body B 
initially at rest. How would you choose the mass of B, in comparison to the mass of A in order that B 
should recoil with 

(a) the greatest speed 
(b) the greatest momentum, the 
(c) the greatest kinetic energy? 

f~ By the conservation of momentum 

Adding 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

m1v1 = m1v'1 + m1v2 or m1(v1 -v'1) = m2v2 

By the conservation of kinetic energy 

1 2 1 ,2 1 2 , , ? 

-m1v1 =-m1v1 +-m2v2 or m1(v1 -v1 )(v1 +vi) =m2v; 
2 2 2 

( m2 ) 2v1 2v1 = 1+- v2 or v2 =----
m1 l+(m2/m1) 

v2 is maximum when m2 is negligible in comparison to m 1• 

2m2v1 2m1m2v1 2m1v1 P2=r2v2=--~- -~~=--~-
1 + (m2 I m1 ) m1 + m2 1 + (m1 / m2) 
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Obviously T, is maximum when ( J.;; + .Jm, J is minimum but it is minimwn when 

( J.;;- .Jm, J is minimum. This a positive quantity. Its minimum value is zero. 

T2 is maximum when 2 -fo; = 0 , or m1 = m2 that is, when the masses are equal. 
'\Jm2 

~ 129. A small steel ball A is suspended by an inextensible thread oflength f = 1.5 
from O. Another identical ball is thrown vertically downwards such that its surface remains B 0 

just in contact with thread during downward motion and collides elastically with the 
suspended ball. If the suspended ball just completes vertical circle after collision, calculate 
the velocity of the falling ball just before collision. (g = 10 ms-2) 

f~ Velocity of ball A just after collision is .Jsii A 

Let radius of each ball be r and the joining centres of the two balls makes an angle 0 with the 
vertical at the instant of collision, then 

sin 0 = _!_ = .!_ or 0 = 3Or 
2r 2 

r 

~ 
. 
·;t~ • A 

, ... 
, ', • • v0cos30° 

• 
v0 sin30° v 

0 

Let velocity of ball B (just before collision) be v 0• This velocity can be resolved into two components, 
(i) v0 cos 3Or, along the line joining the centre of the two balls and (ii) v0 sin 3Or normal to this line. 
Head -on collision takes place due to v0 cos 3Or and the component v0 sin 3Or of velocity of ball B 
remains unchanged. 

Since, ball A is suspended by an inextensible string, therefore, just after collision, it can move along 
horizontal direction only. Hence, a vertically upward impulse is exerted by thread on the ball A. This 
means that during collision two impulses act on ball A simultaneously. One is impulsive interaction J 
between the balls and the other is impulsive reaction J' of the thread. 

Velocity v1 of ball B along line of collision is given by 

J - mV0 COS 3Qf = mV1 

J 
or V = - - V COS 30f 

I m 0 

Horizontal velocity v2 of ball A is given by J sin 3Or = mv2 

J 
or v =-

2 2m 

... (i) 

... (ii) 
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B 

mv 0sin30° ~ <i ~ mv sin 30° J 
0 J 300 

'J' 
', 

small size A 
........ · l> 

-~- ,, 

~~2 sin30° 

mv, ·. 
Since, the balls collide elastically, therefore, coefficient of restitution is e = I. 

H v? sin30°-(-v1) 1 ence e = -------
' V0 COS30°-0 

Solving Eqs. (i), (ii), and (iii), J = I .6 mv0 cos 30r 

:. VI = 0.6 Vo cos 30r and v2 = 0.8 Vo cos 30r 

Since, ball A just completes vertical circle, therefore v2 = Jsii 
:. 0.8V0 COS 30f = Jsii Or V0 = 12.5 ms-I 

II~ 130. Two identical balls A & B each of mass 2 kg & radius R are 
suspended vertically from inextensible strings as shown. Third ball C of 
mass 1 kg & radius r = (✓2 - 1) R falls & hits A & B symmetrically with 
10 m/s. Speed of both A & B just after the collision is 3 m/s. 

II~ 131. Speed of C just after collision is 

(A) 2 m/s (B) 2✓2 m/s 

(C) 5 m/s (D) ( ✓2 -1) m/s 

1kg 

A B 

... (iii) 

~~ As the balls A & B are constrained to move horizontally , if 'I' be the impulse imparted 
by ball 'C' to each of A & B, the impulse recieved by ball C from then would be 21 cos0. 

Now, each of ball B & C received impulse 'I' as shown, but moves horizontally as its vertical as 
its vertical comp. gets balanced by impulse imparted to ball B & C by the respective strings & hence, 
Icos0 =MA~ =M8 V8 

• I = MA VA (I = magnitude oflmpulse) ], 
cos0 

Now, for ball C, if its final velocity is V/ downwards, 

we have M V ' =M V -2Jcos0 
C C C C 

• V ' = V -2MA V 
C C M A 

C 

• 

= -2 m/s (-ve sign indicates that v; is directed upwards)] 
I 
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(A) is the correct option. 

fl~ 132. Impulse provided by each string during collision is 

(A) 6✓2 N sec. (B) 12 N sec. (C) 3✓2 N sec. (D) 6Nsec. 

~~ Impulse provided by each string Icos0 = 6 N sec. 

~ 133. The value of coefficient of restitution is 

(A) _!_ (B) _l 
4 ✓2 

(D) _!_ 
2 

2 

~ 2sm45' 

3jJ (C) (✓2 -1) 

2 sin 45° + 3cos 45° 1 3 cos45° e=-------
1Osin45° 2 

(D) is correct. 

~ 134. A triangular wedge of mass Mis moving with uniform 
velocity v0 along a smooth horizontal surface in the leftward direction. A 
particle of mass m falls from rest from h on to the inclined face, colliding 
elastically with it. Find velocity of the ball and wedge after the impact v .. •-

taking M = 2m. 

~~ Impact line is a straight line perpendicular to the incline. Normal 
reaction force between the body and the wedge acts along the impact line. This 
normal force becomes an internal force when we consider (wedge+ body) as a 
total system. But, normal reaction and considerable in magnitude because the 
impact force during collision has contribution towards making of the normal 
force. 

M 

•m 
t 
jh 

0=45° 

• Momentum of the system is conserved along a line perpendicular to this normal force and 

momentum of the system is conserved along horizontal. ... (i) 

• Momentum of the body /particle is conserved along the common tangent at the point of 

impact. ... (ii) 

• As this is an elastic collision, relative velocity of separation along the impact line = relative 

velocity of approach. . .. (iii) 

• If the wedge were at rest then the body /particle would deflect in the horizontal direction after 

collision because it is an elastic collision ... (iv) 

• As, in this case, wedge is moving, the object would not be deflected horizontally, but at an 

angle ' a ' to the impact ... (v) 

Velocity of body/particle before impact= u = J2ih along PQ 

Velocity of body/particle after collision= v1 along OQ 
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Velocity of wedge before collision= v0 along RO 

Velocity of wedge after collision= v2 along RO 

Vo cos 45° - u cos 45° = - VI cos a, - v2 cos 45° 

V2 u V0 • v cos a.+-=---
1 ✓2 ✓2 ✓2 

✓2 v1 cos a.+ v2 = u - v0 ••• (A) 

According to logic (i) 

Mv0 =Mv2 -mv1 cos (45°-a.) 

• 2v0 = 2v2 -v1 cos (45° -a.) 

• 2v2 - v1 cos ( 45° - a.)= 2v0 ••• (B) 

According to logic (ii) 

mu sin 45° = mv1 sin a. 

• V1 Sin CX. = U 

1 . ?[u(4-✓2)-6v0 ] and so vmg v1 = u- 20 
_ V0 + ( ✓2 + l)a 

v2 - . 
5 

• VARIABLE MASS SYSTEM 

Ifa mass is added or ejected from a system, at rateµ kg/sand relative velocity vre, (w.r.t. the system), 

then the force exerted by this mass on the system has magnitude µlvre,I. 

Thrust Force F, = ;ref ( :~) 

Suppose at some moment t = t mass of a body is m and its velocity is v . After some time at t = t + 

dt its mass becomes (m - dm) and velocity becomes v + dv. The mass dm is ejected with relative 

velocity v, . Absolute velocity of mass 'dm' is therefore ( v + v, ). If no external forces are acting on the 

system, the linear momentum of the system will remain conserved, or 

~=PI 
or m=(m-dm)(v +dv)+dm(v +v,) 

or mv =mv +mdv -(dm)v -(dm)(dv)+(dm)v +v,dm 

The term (dm) (dv) is too small and can be neglected. 

mdv =- v dm r 

or m(dv) = v (- dm) 
dt ' dt 

Here, m ( - : ) = thrust force (ff,} and - :~ = rate at which mass is ejecting 
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- (dm) or F, =v, dt 

Problems Related to Variable Mass can be Solved in Following Four Steps 

1. Make a list of all the forces acting on the main mass and apply them on it. 

2. Apply an additional thrust force ft, on the mass, the magnitude of which is I v, ( ± : ) I and 

direction is given by the direction of v, in case the mass is increasing and otherwise the 

direction of -v, if it is decreasing. 

3. Find net force on the mass and apply 

F 1 = m dv (m = mass at the particular instant) 
•• dt 

4. Integrate it with proper limits to find velocity at any time t. 

:1t Note 

Problems of one-dimensional motion (which are mostly asked in JEE) can be solved in easier manner 
just by assigning positive and negative signs to all vector quantities. Here are few example in support 
of the above theory. 

System of Variable Mass 

Lets consider a rocket experiencing external force F . From time t tot+ Ma mass of fuel Am is turned 

and expelled as gas with velocity ii rel. to the rocket. (generally u is constant & is independent of 

velocity of rocket). 

- --v+u 

--If m > v 
~ ~],..._) ~-,-: _m __ ;.;_ v + AV 

t 

~I)= (M+ Am) V 

~t+M) =M(V +AV) + Am (V +AV +ii) 

AP = p (t+ Af)- P(t)= AP = MAV + Amii 

dP = Lim [M AV + ii (Am)]= m dV + ii dm 
dt '11 • o M M dt dt 

t + At 
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.. 

f~ Notes 

1. ii is defined +vein direction of V , but generally it is opposite. 

2 dm fl. . - represents rate o re easmg mass (r). 
dt 

dm dm dm 
- =--or- =-r 
dt dt dt 

dm 
where - represents rate of change of mass of rocket. 

dt 

dP -
-=F df ext 

ft = mdV _ iidm 
ext df df 

II~ 135. In the figure block A has mass m 1 (constant) and B has initial mass m0. Bis 
filled with sand which is thrown out by some internal mechanism at constant rate µ kg/sec 
at velocity v relative to B in downward direction. Assuming m 1 2: m0, light string and pulley, 
no friction in pulley and motion in vertical plane find acceleration of A. 

T 

ajQ 
here m2 =m0 -µt 

m1g-T =m 1a ... (1) 

dv dm 
m-=F+u-

dt ext di 

mp = (T-m$)-v (- µ) 

mp = T-m 2g+ µv ... (2) 

solving (1) & (2) 
(m1 -m2 ) g + µv • a=-~~---

~ (for A) 

~(forB) 

II~ 136. A rocket of initial mass m0 (including shell and fuel) is fired vertically at time t = 0. The 
fuel is consumed at a constant rate q = dm/dt and is expelled at a constant speed u relative to the rocket. 
Derive an expression for the magnitude of the velocity of the rocket at time t, neglecting the resistance 
of the air and variation of acceleration due to gravity. 

S~ At time t, the mass of the rocket shell and remaining fuel is m = m0 - qt, and the velocity 
is v. During the time interval 11 t, a mass of fuel 11 m = q 11 t is expelled with a speed u relative to the 
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rocket. Denoting by v0 the absolute velocity of expelled fuel, we apply the principle of impulse and we 
write 

(m0 -qt)v + W/1t (m0 - qt- ql1t) (v + 11v) 

[WM= g(m0 - qt) 11t)] 

[11mv, = ql1t (u -v)] 

(m0 - qt)v - g(m0 - qt) 11 t = (m0 - qt- qM)(v + 11.v) - qM(u -v) 

Dividing throughout by Af and letting Af approach zero, we obtain 

dv 
-g(m - qt) = (m - qt)- - qu 

o o dt 

Separating variables and integrating from t = 0, v = 0 to t = t, v = v 

dv= ( du g)dt • fdv=fdv( au g)dt 
m0 - qt o o m0 - qt 

• v = [u ln(m0 - qt) -gt]~ :. v = u 1n ( mo )- gt 
m0 -qt 

~ 137.A freight car is moving on smooth horizontal track 
without any external force. Rain is falling with a velocity u m/s at an 
angle 0 with the vertical. Rain drops are collected in the car at the rate 

of m kg/s. If initial mass of the car is m0 and velocity v0 then find its 
velocity after time t. 

f~ After time t mass of the car with water is 

m1 = (m0 + mt)kg. Let at that momentum speed of the 
car be v. 

dv dm 
m -=f. +v -

t dt ext rel dt 

(m0 + mt)(-::) = 0 + (u sin 0 + v)m 

_o +t 

• 
V 

f 
•o (usin0 +v) 

dv 
[l m Jl -f dt • ln usin0+v =-ln _µ __ 

" ( '; + 1) ( u sin 0 + v.) m, I µ 
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U sin 0 + V m ( m ) m V ----= o • V = U sin0 o -1 + o o 
U sin 0 + V0 m0 + µf m0 + µf (m0 + µt) 

• 

v=usine( µt )+ µovo . 
m0 + µt (m0 + µt) 

• 

fl~ 138.A flat car of mass m0 starts moving to the right due to a 
constant horizontal force F. Sand spills on the flat car from a stationary 
hopper. The rate of loading is constant and equal to µ kg/s. Find the time 
dependence of the velocity and the acceleration of the flat car in the process 
ofloading. The friction is negligibly small. 

S~ Initial velocity of the flat car is zero. Let v be its velocity at 
time t and m its mass at that instant. Then 

t=t 
t = 0 

1~F 
'--<,...,·>.--------,...<·> .......... 

or 

or 

• 

or 

or 

At t = 0, v = 0 and m = m0 at t = t, v = v and m = m0 + µt 

Here, v, = v (backwards) 

dm dm 
- = µ F = v - = µv (backwards) 
di I r di 

Net force on the flat car at time t is Fnet = F - F 1 

dv 
m - =F-µv 

dt 
.... (i) 

dv 
(m + µt) - =F - µv 

0 dt 
or f v __±_ = f ' dt 

~ F - µv O m0 + µt 

- _!_ [Rn (F - µv)P = _!_ [Rn (m + µt)] 1 

µ 0 µ 0 0 

_F __ = m0 +µt 
F-µv m0 

Rn(-F ) =Rn (mo+µt):. 
F-µv m0 

Ft 
v= ---Ans. 

mo + µt 

From Eq. (i), dv = acceleration of flat car at time t 
dt 

F-µv 

m 

~( 
µ :::: 

"" 1~F .......,c ..... 2.---------,...r~ > .......... 
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[
F- Fµt ] 

mo +µt 
a= 

mo +µt 
or 

Fm0 a=----'---
(m0 + µt)2 

t__~ 139. A cart loaded with sand moves along a horizontal floor due 
to a constant force F coinciding in direction with the cart ' s velocity vector. 
In the process sand spills through a hole in the bottom with a constant rate 
µkg/s. Find the acceleration and velocity of the cart at the moment t, if at 
the initial moment t = 0 the cart with loaded sand had the mass m0 and its 
velocity was equal to zero. Friction is to be neglected. 

t__~ In this problem the sand through a hole in the bottom of the cart. Hence, the relative 
velocity of the sand v, will be zero because it will acquire the same velocity as that of the cart at the 
moment. 

Thus, 

or 

V = 0 
r 

F1 = o( as F, =v,:) 
and the net force will be F only. 

Fnet =F 

m(:) =F 

But here m = m0 - µt 

dv 
(m - µt) - = F or 

0 dt 
f ,,dv = f I Fdt 

o o mo - µt 

.... (i) 

v = f_ [In (m - µt)] 1 or v = F In ( mo ) Ans. 
-µ o o µ mo -µt 

From Eq. (i), acceleration of the cart 

dv F F 
a= - = - or a= --- Ans. 

dt m m0 -µt 

~ 140. A cannon with shots of total massM0 is kept on a 
rough horizontal surface. The coefficient of friction between the 
cannon and the horizontal surface isµ. If the cannon fires the shots 
with a velocity u relative to it, find the velocity of the cannon when 
it possesses a total mass M with the remaining shots, after time 
t from starting. Assume that the cannon fires shots at the same 
fequency. 

~~ Because each shot of mass m (say) leaves the 
cannon with a relative velocity u with a frequency n, the rate 
ofloss of mass of the system is given as 
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• 

• 
• 

• 

dm 
r= -=mn 

dt 

the impact force R = u dm = mnu 
dt 

The net force acting on the system after a time t 

F = R - f • Ma = mnu - µN where f is the force of friction 

where N = Mg • Ma= mnu - µMg ... (i) 

M = mass of the cannon with the shots remaining inside it after a time t given as 

M=M0 -rt 

M=M0 -mnt ... (ii) 

using (i) and (ii) a = mnu - µg 
M 0 -mnt 

V I dt I 

Integrating both sides f dv = mnu f---- -µg f dt 
o oMo-mnt o 

v = mnu [--1-In IM0 -mnt 1]' - µgt 
mn 0 

• v=-uln(Mo-mnt)-µgt=uln( Mo )-µgt 
M 0 M 0 -mnt 

Since after a time t, the cannon + remaining shots has mass M 

• M 0 - mnt = M • v = u In (M/M) - µgt. 

Rocket Propulsion 

Let m0 be the mass of the rocket at time t = 0. m its mass at any time t and v its velocity at that moment. 
Initially, let us suppose that the velocity of the rocket is u. 

u 

A .. 
H 

t = 0 
v=u 
m =mo 

V 

At t = t 
m = m0-µt 

v=v 

Exhaust velocity = v, 

Further, let (-dm) be the mass of the gas ejected per unit time and v the exhaust velocity of the 
& r 

gases with respect to rocket. Usually (-dm ) and v are kept constant throughout the journey of the 
dt ' 

rocket. Now, let us write few equations which can be used in the problems of rocket propulsion. At time 
t = t, 



1. Thrust force on the rocket Ft= v, (-:;) (upwards) 

2. Weight of the rocket 

3. Net force on the rocket 

W = mg (downwards) 

Fnet = Ft - W (upwards) 

or F = v (-dm)-mg 
net r dt 

4. Net acceleration of the rocket a= F 
m 

or : = : (-;m )- g or dv = : ( -dm) - g dt 

or f • dv =v, f"' -dm -gf, dt 
U Ill() m 0 

Thus, v = u - gt + v, fn ( ~ ) 

:1t Notes 

... (i) 
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1 F ( dm) . d . d d d dm . . • t = v -- 1s upwar s, as v 1s ownwar s an - 1s negative. 
r ~ r ~ 

2. If gravity is ignored and initial velocity of the rocket u = 0, Eq. (i) reduces to v = v, 1n ( ~). 

II~ 141. A rocket, with an initial mass of 1000 kg, is launched vertically upwards from rest under 
gravity. The rocket burns fuel at the rate of 10 kg per second. The burnt matter is ejected vertically 
downwards with a speed of 2000 ms-1 relative to the rocket. If burning after one minute. Find the 
maximum velocity of the rocket. (Take gas at 10 ms-2) 

S~ Using the velocity equation 

Here 

and 

We get 

or 

V = U - gt + V, 1n ( ~ ) 
u = 0, t = 60s, g = 10 m/s2, v, = 2000 m/s, m0 = 1000 kg 

m = 1000 - 10 x 60 = 400 kg 

V = 0- 600+20001n (lOOO) 
400 

V = 20001n 2.5-600 

The maximum velocity of the rocket is 200(101n 2.5 - 3) = 1232.6 ms-1 

II~ 142. Find the mass of the rocket as a function of time, ifit moves with a constant accleration 
a, in absence of external forces. The gas escaps with a constant velocity u relative to the rocket and its 
mass initially was m0• 

[Ans. m =m0e-3t1°] 
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II~ 143. A uniform chain of mass m and length £ hangs on a thread and 
touches the surface of a table by its lower end. Find the force exerted by the table on 
the chain when half of its length has fallen on the table. The fallen part does not form 
heap. 

~~ 
1. Weight of the portion BC of the chain 

lying on the table, W = mg (downwards) 
2 

Usingv= J2ih 

2. Thrust force Ft = v, (:) 

V =v r 

dm 
-=h 
dt 

Ft = h 2 (where, 'A, = m , is mass per unit length of chain) 
,e, 

v2 =( Jiif = g£ 

:. F, = ( ~) (g£) = mg (downwards) 

:. Net force exerted by the chain on the table is 

F= W+F = mg +mg=Img 
t 2 2 

B C 

So, from Newton 's third law the force exerted by the table on the chain will be I mg (vertically 
2 

upwards). 

II~ 144. If the chain is lowered at a constant speed v = 1.2 m/s, determine 
the normal reaction exerted on the floor as a function of time. The chain has a 
mass of 80 kg and a total length of 6 m. 

[Ans. (19.2 + 16 t) N] 

II~ 145. A 6000 kg rocket is set for vertical firing. If the exhaust speed 
is 1000 ms·1, the amount of gas that must be ejected per second to supply the 
thrust needed to overcome the weight of the rocket is (g = 10 ms·1). 

! v=l.2 mls 

6m 

(A) 30 kg (B) 60 kg (C) 75 kg (D) 90 kg 

~~ M 0g=Thrust=vdM 
dt 

• dM = M 0g = 6000x10 kgs_1 • dM = 60000 = 60k s - 1. 

dt v 1000 dt 1000 g 

(B) is correct answer. 
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Linear Momentum Conservation in Presence of External Force 

• 
• 

F = dp • 
ext dt F dt= dP 

ext 

dP = F l. u1. dt :. If F , . 1 . = 0 ext nnp s1ve ext, 1mpu s1ve 

dP = 0 or P is constant 

:1t Note: 

Momentum is conserved if the external force present is non-Impulsive. eg. Gravitation 
or Spring force 

~ 146. Two balls are moving towards each other on a vertical line collides with 
each other as shown. Find their velocities just after collision. 

~ Let the final velocity of 4 kg ball just after collision be v. Since, external 
force is gravitational which is non-impulsive, hence, linear momentum will be conserved. 

Applying linear momentum conservation: 

2(-3) + 4(4) = 2(4) + 4(v) 

1 
or v= -mls 

2 

fl~ 147. A ball is approaching ground with speed u. If the coefficient of 
restitution is e then find out: 

(a) the velocity just after collision. 
(b) the impulse exerted by the normal due to ground on the ball. 

[Ans (a) v = eu; (b) J = mu(l + e)] 

~ 
T3mls 

4mls l 
~ 

4m/s 

~ 

u 

I Ii Ii Iii Ii Iii Ii Ii Iii Ii Ill 

~ 148. A bullet of mass 50g is fired from below into the bob of mass 450g of a T 
long simple pendulum as shown in figure. The bullet remains inside the bob and the bob rises 
through a height of 1.8 m. Find the speed of the bullet. (Take g = 10 m/s2.) 

f~ Let the speed of the bullet be v. Let the common velocity of the bullet and the 
bob, after the bullet is embedded into the bob, is V. By the principle of conservation of the tv 
linear momentum, 

V= (0.05kg)v _ ~ 
0.45 kg+ 0.05 kg 10 

The string becomes loose and the bob will go up with a deceleration of g = 10 m/s2• As it comes 
to rest at a height of 1.8 m, using the equation v2 = u2 + 2ax, 

1.8 m = (v /10)2 
2xl0 m I s 2 

or, v = 60 m/s. 
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II~ 149. A small ball of mass m collides with a rough wall having coefficient offriction µ at an 
angle 0 with the normal to the wall. If after collision the ball moves with angle a with the normal to the 
wall and the coefficient of restitution is e then find the reflected velocity v of the ball just after collision. 

~~ mvcos a-(m (-u cos 0)) = f N dt 0-

v Rough wall 
mv sin a - mu sin 0 = -µ f N dt "-m ' ;2 (µ) . ~ . ~ 

e -- vcosa N(' ~ • V COS a = eu COS 0 v.. 

u cos 0 · - - - - - - - - - -ec :: 8 and 

or mv sin a - mu sin 0 = -µ(mv cos a + mu cos 0) 

Or V = ___ u_ [sin 0 - µ COS 0 (!> + 1)] 
sma 

Comprehension Questions 

Comprehension-1 

.. 
.. 

Two smooth balls A and B, each of mass m and radius R, have their centres at (0, 0, R) and at (5R, - R, 
R) respectively , in a coordinate system as shown. Ball A, moving along positive x axis, collides with 
ball B. Just before the collision, speed of ball A is 4 m/s and ball B is stationary. The collision between 
the balls is elastic. 

y 

II~ 1. Velocity of the ball A just after the collision is : 

(A) (i + ✓3J) m/s (B) (i - ✓3J) m/s (C) (2i + ✓3J) m/s (D) (2i + 2J) m/s 

~~ (A) During collision, forces act along line of impact. As collision is elastic and both the 
balls have same mass, velocities are exchanged along the line of impact. Therefore ball B moves with 
velocity V811, that is equal to u cos 30°. Ball A moves perpendicular to the line of impact with velocity 
VA 1. = u cos60°. Along the line of impact, ball A does not have any velocity after the collision. 
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Therefore velocity of ball A in vector form after the collision 

= V Al cos60°i + V Al cos 30°} 

= (u cos 60°)cos60°i + (u cos 60°) cos30°j 

I I . I ✓3 . . h-
= 4.-.- .1 + 4.-.-. J = (1 + v3;) m/s 

2 2 2 2 

fl~ 2. Impulse of the force exerted by A on B during the collision, is equal to 

h kgm ✓3 h kgm 
(A) (v-'mi +3mj) - (B) (-mi-v3mj) -

s 2 s 

(C) (3 mi - ✓3 mj) kgm (D) (2✓3mi +3j) kgm 
s s 

~~ (C) Using impulse-momentum equation for ball B 

f/~3. 

f N dt = p 1 - pi and as A = 0 

f N dt = j,1 

= (mu cos 30°) cos 30 i - (mu cos30°) cos 60° j 

✓3 ✓3. ✓31. 
= m.4.-.-.1 - m.4.-.-.J 

2 2 2 2 

= (3 mi - ✓3 mj) kg m 
s 

Coefficient of restitution during the collision is changed to .!_ , keeping all other 
2 

parameters unchanged. What is the velocity of the ball B after the collision ? 

(A) .!_ (3 ✓3 i + 9 j) m/s (B) .!_ (9 i - 3 ✓3 j) m/s 
2 4 

(6i+3✓3J)m/s (D) (6i -3 ✓3 j) m/s 

(B) Suppose V2 is velocity of ball B along the line of impact and V1 is velocity of ball A 
along the line of impact, after the collision, as shown. 

Then .!_ (Velocity of approach)= Velocity of separation · · · -. 
2 

.!_[✓3.u] = V - V 
2 2 2 1 

Conserving momentum along the line of impact 

✓3 
m. -u =m. v2 +mVI 

2 

Solving and using u = 4 m/s 

3✓2 
V = -- m/s 

2 2 

A 
.... (I) 

.... (2) 
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- 3✓3 0 . 3✓3 0 . [ 9 . 3✓3 ·) V =--cos30 , ---cos60 J = -1 ---; m/s 
2 2 2 4 4 

Comprehension-2 

Figure shows block A of mass 0.2 kg sliding to the right over a frictionless elevated fixed surface at 
a speed of 10 m/s. The block undergoes a collision with stationary block B, which is connected to a 
nondeformed spring of spring constant 1000 Nm-1. The coefficient of restitution between the blocks 
is 0.5. After the collision, block B oscillates in SHM with a period of 0.2 s, and block A slides off the 
opposite end of the elevated surface, landing a distance 'd' from the base of that surface after falling 
height 5m. (use n2 = 1 O; g = 10 m/s2) Assume that the spring does not affect the collision. 

--+10m/s 
K=IO00Nm 1 

l ,' 

0.2Kg 

5m 

-;;::::::::=.._-d ----====:;:! 
fl._~ 1. Mass of the block Bis 

(A) 0.4 kg (B) 0.8 kg (C) 1 kg 

(C) A _ 2 * _ T 2K _ 0.2x0.2x1000 _ 1 k sf- n - • m- -- - ----- - g 
k 4n 2 4x10 

fl~ 2. Amplitude of the SHM executed by block B-spring system, is 

(A) 2.5 ✓10 cm (B) 10 cm (C) 3 ✓10 cm 

(D) 1.2 kg 

(D) 5 ✓10 cm 

~~(A) hnmediately after the collision, suppose velocities of the blocks are V1 and V2 as shown 

• 

or 

_!_ vel. of approach = velocity of separation. 
2 

5 = v2 - v1 ••• (1) 

Using principal of conservation of momentum 
for the collision 

2 = 0.2 v1 + v2 

.... (2) 

On solving V2 = 2.5 m/s; V1 = - 2.5 m/s 

A 

1111 
B ~ 

1111 

Hence block A moves leftward after the collision with speed 2.5 m/s. And the block B 
moves towards right with speed 2.5 m/s. 

The maximum velocity of B = 2.5 = roA 

• A = V /m = 2.5 ✓ 1 m = 2.5 ✓10 cm ~K 1000 
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II~ 3. The distance 'd' will be equal to 
(A) 2m (B) 2.5 m 

Time of flight= J¥ = I sec. 

d = (2.5 m/s) x I s = 2.5 m 

Comprehension - 3 

(C)4m (D) 6.25 m 

Consider a system of three particles, each of mass 0.1 kg, which remains always in the same .xy-plane. 
The particles interact among themselves, always in a manner consistant with Newton's third law. The 
particles A, B and C have positions at various times having equal intervals as given in the table. 

Time (in sec.) A B C 

0 (1, 1) (2, 2) (3, 3) 

1 (1, 0) (0, 1) (3, 3) 

2 (0, 0) (1, 2) (1, 0) 

II~ 1. Most probable path of the centre of mass of the system is: 
(A) a parabola (B) a circle (C) an ellipse (D) a straight line 

Coordinates of COM of the system at three instants are (2,2), 

Therefore COM is moving along a straight line. 

[Ans. (D)] 

fl._~ 2. Magnitude of net external force acting on the system : 
(A) may be zero 
(B) must be zero 
(C) its average value must be zero for time interval t = 0 to t = 2 sec 
(D) its average value may be zero for time interval t = 0 to t = 2 sec 
[Ans. (A), (D)] 

Comprehension - 4 

(± ±) and (3- 3-) . 
3 ' 3 3 ' 3 

In the following passage we will study how the problems of collision can be solved with the help of 
simple geometrical construction. 

Let us consider a case of elastic collision in which second mass is at rest before collision. 

For collision process we can write two equations, one for momentum conservation and other for energy 
conservation ; 

where, 

P=~+f>2 

p2 p2 p2 
- =_I_+ _1_ 

2m1 2m1 2m2 

P = Initial momentum of particle 1, 
~ = Final momentum of particle 1, 

A = momentum of second particle after collision. 

Let '0 ' be the angle between P and A. 

... (1) 

... (2) 
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Then, f'i = f> - f>2 

P/ = P2 + P/- 2PP2cos0 ... (3) 

From equation (2) & (3) we get ; 

p2 = ( 2m2 ) p cos0 
m1 +m2 

... (4) 

Now we can proceed for a geometrical construction: 

Step 1 : Draw vector f> from a certain point 'O' to represent the momentum of the incident particle. 

Step 2 : Draw a circle of diameter ( 2m2 ) P with its centre lying on straight line coinciding with 
m1 +m2 

f> in such a way that circle passes through point 'O'. 

Step 3: Draw vector f>2 from point 'O' at an angle '0' with its head touching the circumference of the circle. 

Step 4 : Draw f'i so as to satisfy the equation f> = f'i + P2 • 

,' 

Here the angle between the momentum of the first and the second particle after collision is denoted by 
a , while 13 is the angle by which the incident particle deflects from initial direction after the collision. 

Since, the angle inscribed by a diameter on the circumference is a right angle therefore all vectors 
drawn from point 'O' to the circumference of the circle will satisfy the equation : 

p 2 = ( 2m2 ) p cos0 
m1 +m2 

Here '0 ' represents the angle made by the line of impact with the initial line of motion of first 
particle. By changing '0 ' we can draw all possible cases of the collision. 
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All above diagrams are for the case when : < 1, which implies that the mass of incident 
m1 +m2 

particle is larger than the mass at rest. i.e. m 1 2: m2. 

2m2 
But when the case changes to > 1 our diagram will become ; 

Where ; 

and 

m1 +m2 

a = angle of divergence between the particles, 

13 = angle of deviation or deflection of the incident particle, 

0 = angle of incidence. 

Similarly for m 1 = m2 our diagram will be: 

Now answer the following questions taking 'm/ to be initially at rest: 

II~ 1. In which of the following cases the incident particle can not change its direction of 
motion by all possible angles from O to n ? 

(A) m1 2: m2 (B) m2 2: m1 (C) m1 = m2 (D) m1 ~ m2 

(A) (B) 

P=~+f>2 

and P2 is a chord of the circle and from diagram (A) it is clear that P 1 cannot reverse its 

direction as it can do in diagram "B" . 

In case of m 1 = m2 

It can be judged by changing '0 ' that P 1 cannot change its direction from Oto n. 

[Ans. (D)] 

fl~ 2. Consider the case when m 1 = m2 & m2 is initially at rest and elastic collision takes place. 
When 0 = 30°, the angle of deflection of the incident particle from initial direction of motion will be : 

(A) 30° (B) 60° (C) 120° (D) 150° 
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p 
;J - - -._13 

' 

From figure 13 = n - n/2 - 30° = 60°. 

II~ 3. The two colliding particles will diverge at an angle greater than 90° 
for the case : 

(A) m 1 2: m2 (B) m2 2: m 1 

(C) m 1 = m2 (D) m 1 ~ m2 

~~ Clearly from the passage : 

a 2: 90° for m2 2: m 1 (here angle of divergence is 'a') 

Hence (B) is correct answer. 

II~ 4. When the incident particle reverses its direction of motion, we 
can draw the diagram as : 

- IPI . 
If I I'i I=- , Then m2 : m 1 wtll be: 

2 

(A) 1 
(C) 3 

(B) 2 
(D) 4 

S~ Diameter= Pcos0 = 

• 

Here diameter = I P2 I = I ~ I + I P I 
- - P 3P 

II'i l+IPl=P+-=-
2 2 

2m2 P= 3P • m2 = 3 Ans. 
m1 +m2 2 m1 

(since 0 = 0) 

p 
0 l====:++:::::::::::::tJ 

p P, 

P, 
0 l======~==t! 

P P,=P/2 

II~ 5. For m 1 ~ m2, there exists an angle 13max beyond which the direction of motion of the 
incident particle cannot be changed. This angle corresponds to the case when ~ is tangential to the 

circle. Ifm 1 = 2m2, for maximum deflection we must have: 

(A) IP l)PI 
I ✓3 

(C) I~ 1= ✓5 1 ; 1 (D) I~ 1=';1 



For m 1 = 2m2 ; 

2m2 2 P 
Diameter= ------=---P = -P • OC =CA= -

3 3 

In the diagram BC = P - p = 2P 
' 3 3 

By pythagorous theorem : 
AC2 + AB2 = BC2 

p2 ? 4 ? p 
-+P.- =-P- • P =± -
9 I 9 I ✓3 

• IP. l)PI 
I ✓3 
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II~ 6. In which of the following cases, is it possible to find two different angles of incidence 
corresponding to the same angle of deviation : 

(A) m 1 2: m2 (B) m2 2: m 1 

L~ F > :;,_ or m 1 _ m2 ; 

(C) m 1 = m2 (D) m2 ~ m2 

--there can be two values of '0 ' as shown ; 
Hence (A) is correct answer. 

0/ B 0 0, __ c::::::J..it.....,....."""'T">:-

m A 

Comprehension - 6 

Three massless rods are fixed to form a right angled triangular frame such that l 

AB =BC= £. Two identical small objects of mass m are fixed at A and C. The 
frame is hinged about B such that the frame can rotate in vertical plane about 
an horizontal axis without friction. Initially AB is vertical and BC is horizontal t!!------
and the system is released from rest. l m 

fl_~ 1. The maximum shift of centre of mass of two mass system from its initial position is 

(A) ✓2 £ (B) 1.5 £ (C) £/ ✓2 (D) 2£ 

[Ans. (A)] 

II~ 2. The magnitude of acceleration of mass A when the rod AC becomes horizontal is: 

(A) g (1 + ✓2) (B) g (2 + ✓2) (C) 2g(l + ✓2) (D) None of these 

[Ans. (A)] 

fl~ 3. Tension in the rod AC when it (rod AC) becomes horizontal. 

(A) mg (B) ✓2 mg (C) h (D) None of these 

[Ans. A] 

S~ lto3 
From the figure , the centre of mass of two body system (G) moves along a partial circular 

path with radius ~ . Hence the maximum shift of centre of mass from initial position 

is 2x ~ =✓2£ 

The centre of mass is at lowest position when AC is horizontal. Since gravitational 
potential energy of system is least at this position, its kinetic energy shall be maximum. 
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Thus the speed of both objects shall be maximwn 
at this position and as a result the tangential 
acceleration of both object is zero. 

Further as the system moves from initial position 
to position of maximum kinetic energy, the 
vertical fall in centre of mass of system is 

J__(l + cos45°) = J__ +!:... 
✓2 ✓2 2 

From conservation of energy • Gain in K.E. = 
Loss inP.E. 

therefore total acceleration of mass A 

-mv- +-mv- =(2m)g£ -+-1 ? 1 ? (1 1 ) 
2 2 2 ✓2 

or v =,Jg£ (1 + ✓2) 
Therefore total acceleration of mass A 

v2 
normal acceleration of mass A = - = g (1 + ✓2) 

,e 

,- l 
/ £1./2, ·'·. 

I 

I )3' 

I 1~----~ 
I '--=, £ I 
\ I m 
\ I 
\ I 

\ I 
' / ' ,,, ' .... , ____ ,,,..,, 

B ,,,, ........ .. 
,/' ...... .. 

, . 
,/ \,, T . Tangential 

/ .. AS ,, d" . 

C/~------------------~--, ,,~50 T uectton 
, AC 

,,,' 

The free body diagram of mass A when rod is horizontal is mg 

because tangential acceleration is zero 

TAc cos 45° = mg sin 45° 

or TAc = mg 

Comprehension - 6 

Figure shows an irregular wedge of mass m placed on 
a smooth horizontal surface. Part BC is rough.The other 
part of the wedge is smooth. 

E 

~,,,,,~:'.,,~1,,I~, 

fl~ 1. What minimum velocity should be imparted to a small block of same mass m so that it 
may reach point B : 

(A) 2Jiii (B) ✓2gH (C) 2✓g(H -h) (D)jih 

~~ Let ' u' be the required minimum velocity. By momentum conservation: 

mu= (m + m)v • v = u/2. 

Energy equation : 

1 1 
- mu2 = -(2m)v2 + mgH. 
2 2 m 

8 D 
h"'----~C 

Substituting v = u/2 : (At highest point) 

u=2Jiii 

~ 2. The velocity of wedge when the block comes to rest (w.r.t. wedge) on part BC is: 

(A) Jiii (B) ✓ g(H - h (C) 2Jiii (D) none of these 
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When the block comes to rest, the wedge continues to move at V = !:!_ = Jiii on the 
2 

smooth surface. (since, momentum of wedge-block system remains conserved). 

fl~ 3. If the coefficient of friction between the block and wedge is µ, and the block comes to 
rest with respect to wedge at a point D on the rough surface then BD will be : 

(A) H (B) H - h (C) h (D) none of these 

• 

• 

µ µ µ 

mg(H - h) - µmg (BD) = .!_ mv2 _.!_ mv2 

2 2 
H-h= µ(BD) 

BD= H-h 
µ 

Comprehension - 7 

A smooth ball 'A' moving with velocity 'V' collides with another 
smooth identical ball at rest. After collision both the balls move with ~ 
same speed with angle between their velocities 60°. No external force A 
acts on the system of balls. 

t__~ 1. The speed of each ball after the collision is 

(A) V (B) V (C) ~ 
2 3 ✓3 

f~ From conservation of momentum, mv = mv' cos30° + mv' cos30° 

V V 
:. v' = = 

2cos30° Ji 

0 
B 

(D) 2V 
✓3 

t__~ 2. If the kinetic energy lost is fully converted to heat then heat produced is 

(A) .!_mV2 (B) 3_mV2 (C) 0 (D) .!_mV2 

3 3 6 

Loss in kinetic energy= .!_ mv2 - 2 x .!..m (~)
2 

= .!..mv2 

2 2 ✓3 6 

fl~ 3. The value of coefficient of restitution is 

(A) 1 (B) .!_ 
3 

(C) _l 
✓3 

(D) 0 

Initially B was at rest, therefore line of impact is along final velocity of B. 

1 V 

. e = v'-v'cos60° _ 2 Ji _.!_ 
· · vcos30 - Ji - 3 

vx-
2 04 

A 

0 
B 

v' _line of 

B~1mpact 
30° 

------- -----
300 

A 
v' 
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Comprehension - 8 

Two balls having masses m and 2m are fastened to two light strings 
of same length£ (figure). The other ends of the strings are fixed at 

0. The strings are kept in the same horizontal line and the system is 
released from rest. The collision between the balls is elastic. Point A 
is the lowest point at which either ball can reach. 

........ ~--

f/~1. 
(A) 
(C) 

The position at which the balls will collide for the first time 
at point A (B) left of point A 
right of point A (D) None of these 

A 

~~ Initial speed of both balls is zero. Further, tangential acceleration of both balls at any 
time are same. Hence before the first collision, they cover same distance in same time intervals. 

Hence both of them shall collide at A. 

[Ans. (A)] 

fl~ 2. The speed of ball of mass 2mjust after collision (for the first time) is over 

(A) 2 -J2 gf (B) 2 Jsogi (C) -J2 gf (D) Jsogi 
3 3 3 3 

~~ The speed of both balls just before collision is u = -J2gf . 

From conservation of momentum 

mu - 2mu = mv1 + 2mv2 ••• (1) 

From equation of coefficient of restitution 
V -V e=l=-2 __ 1 

2u 

Solving equation (1) and (2) 

u -J2gf 
v=-=--

1 3 3 

... (2) 

u 
---+ 

0 
u 

+-
0 

m 2m 
Both balls just 

before collision 

m 2m 
Both balls just 
after collision 

fl~ 3. In the duration between first and second collision, the maximum (vertical) height to 
which the ball of mass 2m rises above point A is 

(A) f (B) 2£ (C) f (D) U 
9 9 

The maximum height to which the wall of mass 2m rises is h = v: = !:.... 
2g 9 

Comprehension - 9 

A smooth rope of mass m and length L lies in a heap on a smooth horizontal floor, with one end attached 
to a block of mass M. The block is given a sudden kick and instantaneously acquires a horizontal 
velocity of magnitude V0 as shown in figure 1. As the block moves to right pulling the rope from heap, 
the rope being smooth, the heap remains at rest. At the instant block is at a distance x from point P as 
shown in figure-2 (P is a point on the rope which has just started to move at the given instant) , choose 
correct options for next three question. 



~ 

,,,~;,,,,,,, 
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~ 

,,,-~;,,,,,,,,,,0,,,, 
+-- X ~ 

fl~ 1. The speed of block of mass Mis 

(A) 

f/~2. 

(A) 

(C) 

fl._--,t/e3. 

(A) 

(C) 

m~ (B) MVO 
m 

(M +-x) 
L 

The mass of moving material is M + m x . 
L 

(C) m2~ 
m 

M(M +-x) 
L 

From conservation of momentum 
m 

MV0 = (M +-x) V 
L 

M~ 
velocity of moving block and moving rope is V = ---

m 
(M +-x) 

L 

The magnitude of acceleration of block of mass Mis 
m3 vo2 mM2 v2 

(B) o 

The acceleration of moving block is 

dv ~ mdx a=-v-=-----'--X--
dx (M + m x)2 L dt 

L 

The tension in rope at point P is 
mM2 ~2 

L (M + m x)2 
L 

(D) 

(B) 

(D) 

L m 
(M +-x)3 

L 

M2 v2 
0 

L m 
(M +-x)3 

L 

m M 2V/ 

L (M + m x)3 
L 

(D) M2~ 
m 

m(M +-x) 
L 

S~ The tension at pointP is what gives momentum to next tiny piece (to left of P) that starts 
moving. The speed of this piece increases from O to V in time dt. 

• dp=dmV 

or 
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F = m M 1V/ 

P L (M + m x)1 
L 

Comprehension - 1 O 

In given figure, the small block of mass 2m is released from rest condition when the string is in 
horizontal position. 
II~ 1. Maximum possible velocity of ring of mass 'm' is 

(Assuming zero friction): 

(A) (B) ✓4~£ 

(C) ✓S~£ (D) none of these 

~~ By momentum conservation : (In horizontal direction) 

mv1 = 2mv2 

and by energy conservation: 

1 , 1 , 
2mg£ = -mv- + -2mv-

2 I 2 2 

• 1 2 (VI )2 1 3 2 2g£ = -V + - • 2g = - V • 
2 I 2 4 I 

V = ✓8g£ 
I 3 

ring smooth 
m✓ {rod 

IJ---'u'=jl=_ =(='£) ==-•iiiiii."""tl 
stnng 

ring 
m✓ 

string(£) 

1/~2. 
(A) 

Displacement of the ring when string makes an angle 0 = 37° with the vertical will be: 

s~ 
4£ (B) .!_ (C) 2£ (D) none of these 
15 15 15 : 

Taking 'O' as the origin; 

2£ X = m(O) + 2m(£) 
CM(i) 3m 3 

3£ 
m(x) + 2m(x+ - ) 

5 andXcM <I)= -------=--
m + 2m 

As; LFx = 0 

4£ • X=-
15 

-0----= -• .....__f __ ~ 

o: 
f 

3£/5 

t_~ 3. Displacement of centre of mass of ring and block when string becomes 
vertical is: 

(a) 

(C) 

zero 

2£ 

3 

£ 
(B) 3 

(D) none of these 



• 

At the position shown : 

Liy = 2m(£)+m(0) 
cM 2m +m 

and AxcM = 0 

2£ 
Liy = -

CM 3 

As LF = 0 
X 

Displacement of centre of mass = 2£ 
3 

Match the following 
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II~ 1. In each situation of column-I a mass distribution is given and information regarding x and 
y-coordinate of centre of mass is given in column-II. Match the figures in column-I with corresponding 
information of centre of mass in column-II. 

Column-I Column-II 
(A) An equilateral triangular wire 

frame is made using three thin 
uniform rods of mass per unit 
lengths 'A,, 2'A, and 3'A, as shown 

(B) A square frame is made using 
four thin uniform rods of mass 
per unit length lengths 'A,, 2A, 
3'A, and 4'A, as shown 

(C) A circular wire frame is made 
of two uniform semicircular wires 
of same radius and of mass per 
unit length 'A, and 2'A, as shown 

(q) Ycm~O 

(r) xcm < 0 

(D) A circular wire frame is made (s) Yem< 0 
of four uniform quarter circular 
wires of same radius and 
mass per unit length 'A,, 2'A,, 3'A, 
and 4'A, as shown. 

Ans. (A) q,r (B) p ,s (C) p ,s (D) p ,s 

~~ (A) Centre of mass lies in second quadrant. 

(B), (C) and (D) Centre of mass lies ony-axis and below x-axis. 

II~ 2. Two identical uniform solid spheres of mass m each approach each other with constant 
velocities such that net momentum of system of both spheres is zero. The speed of each sphere before 
collision is u. Both the spheres then collide. The condition of collision is given for each situation of 
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column-I. In each situation of column-II information regarding speed of sphere(s) is given after the 
collision is over. Match the condition of collision in column-I with statements in column-II. 

Column-I Column-II 
(A) Collision is perfectly elastic and head on 

(B) Collision is perfectly elastic and oblique 

(C) Coefficient of restitution is e = _!_ and 
2 collision is head on 

(D) Coefficient of restitution is e = _!_ and 
2 collision is oblique 

[Ans. (A) p,q (B) p,q (C) q,r (D) q,r] 

(p) speed of both spheres after collision 
is u 

(q) velocity of both spheres after 
collision is different 

(r) speed of both spheres after collision 
is same but less than u. 

(s) speed of one sphere may be more 
than u. 

~~ In all cases speed of balls after collision will be same. In case of elastic collision speed 
of both balls after collision will be u, otherwise it will be less than u. 

fl~ 3. In each situation of column-I, a system involving two bodies is given. All strings and 
pulleys are light and friction is absent everywhere. Initially each body of every system is at rest. 
Consider the system in all situation of column I from rest till any collision occurs. Then match the 
statements in column-I with the corresponding results in column-II and indicate your answer by 
darkening appropriate bubbles in the 4 x 4 matrix given in the OMR. 

Column-I Column-II 
(A) The block plus wedge system is placed (p) Shifts towards right 

over smooth horizontal surface. After 
the system is released from rest, the 
centre of mass of system. 

(B) The string connecting both the blocks of 
mass m is horizontal. Left block is placed 
over smooth horizontal table as shown. 
After the two block system is released 
from rest, the centre of mass of system 

~ (,) 0 ,,,--,,,,1 
(C) The block and monkey have same mass. 

The monkey starts climbing up the rope. 
After the monkey starts climbing up, the 
centre of mass of monkey + block system. 

( q) Shifts downwards 

(r) Shifts upwards 



(D) Both block of mass m are initially at rest. 
The left block is given initial velocity u 
downwards. Then, the centre of mass of 
two block system afterwards. 

[Ans. A (q) , (B) p,q (C) r (D) s] 

s~ 
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(s) Does not shift 

(A) Initial velocity of centre of mass of given system is zero and net external force is in vertical 
direction. Since there is shift of mass downward, the centre of mass has only downward shift. 

(B) Obviously there is shift of centre of mass of given system downwards. Also the pulley exerts 
a force on string which has a horizontal component towards right. Hence centre of mass of 
system has a rightward shift. 

(C) Both block and monkey moves up, hence centre of mass of given system shifts vertically 
upwards. 

(D) Net external force on given system is zero. Hence centre of mass of given system remains at 
rest. 

Assertion Reason Questions 

fl~ 1. STATEMENT-1 : A sphere of mass m moving with speed u undergoes a perfectly 
elastic head on collision with another sphere of heavier mass Mat rest (M ~ m), then direction of 
velocity of sphere of mass m is reversed due to collision. [No external force acts on system of two 
spheres.] 

STATEMENT-2: During a collision of spheres of unequal masses, the heavier mass exerts more force 
on lighter mass in comparison to the force which lighter mass exerts on heavier mass. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False. 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

S~ Statement-2 contradicts Newton's third law and hence is false. 

[Ans. (C)] 
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fl~ 2. S TATEMENT-1 : A rocket launched vertically upward explodes at the highest point it 
reaches. The explosion produces three fragments with non-zero initial velocity. Then the initial velocity 
vectors of all the three fragments are in one plane. 

STATEMENT-2: For sum of momentum of three particles to be zero all the three momentum vectors 
must be coplanar. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False. 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

S~ For sum of three non null vectors to be zero, there must be coplanar. Hence Statement-2 
is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

[Ans. (A)] 

fl~ 3. STATEMENT-1 : In a perfectly inelastic collision between two spheres, velocity of 
both spheres just after the collision are not always equal. 

STATEMENT-2 : For two spheres undergoing collision, component of velocities of both spheres 
along line of impact just after the collision will be equal if the collision is perfectly inelastic. The 
component of velocity of each sphere perpendicular to line of impact remains unchanged due to the 
impact. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

S~ From statement-2, if the component of relative velocity normal to line of impact is 
non-zero, they shall not have same velocity after collision. Hence statement-2 is correct explanation of 
statement-I. 

[Ans. (A)] 

fl~ 4. STA TEMENT-1 : Two spheres undergo a perfectly elastic collision. The kinetic energy 
of system of both spheres is always constant. [There is no external force on system of both spheres.] 

STATEMENT-2 : If net external force on a system is zero, the velocity of centre of mass remains 
constant. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False. 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

f~ During colision KE of system is not constant, hence statement-I is false. 

[Ans. (D)] 

fl~ 5. STATEMENT-1 : No external force acts on system of two spheres which undergo 
a perfectly elastic head on collision. The minimum kinetic energy of this system is zero if the net 
momentum of this system is zero. 
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STATEMENT-2 : In any two body system undergoing perfectly elastic head on collision, at the instant 
of maximum deformation, the complete kinetic energy of the system is converted to deformation 
potential energy of the system. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False. 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

~ For a system of two isolated sphere having non zero initial kinetic energy, the complete 
kinetic energy can be converted to other forms of energy if the momentum of system is zero. This is 
due to the fact that for an isolated system, the net momentum remains conserved. If an isolated system 
has nonzero momentum, for the momentum to remain constant complete kinetic energy of the system 
cannot become zero. Hence statement I is true while statement 2 is false. 

[Ans. (C)] 

fl~ 6. STATEMENT-1 : Non zero work has to be done on a moving particle to change its 
momentum. 

STATEMENT-2 : To change momentum of a particle a non zero net force should act on it. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False. 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

S~ No work done by net force it changes only direction of momentum of particle. Hence 
statement-I is false. 

[Ans. (D)] 

fl~ 7. STATEMENT-1 : In a perfectly inelastic collision between two spheres, velocity of 
both spheres just after the collision are not always equal. 

STATEMENT-2 : For two spheres undergoing collision, component of velocities of both spheres 
along line of impact just after the collision will be equal if the collision is perfectly inelastic. The 
component of velocity of each sphere perpendicular to line of impact remains unchanged due to the 
impact. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False. 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

S~ From statement-2, if the component of relative velocity normal to line of impact is 
non-zero, they shall not have same velocity after collision. Hence statement-2 is correct explanation of 
statement-I. 

[Ans. (A)] 

II~ 8. STATEMENT-1 : Two particles undergo rectilinear motion along different straight 
lines. Then the centre of mass of system of given two particles also always moves along a straight line. 
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STATEMENT-2 : If direction of net momentum of a system of particles (having nonzero net 
momentum) is fixed, the centre of mass of given system moves along a straight line. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False. 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

S~ In statement-I, nothing is said about acceleration of both particles. Hence angle between 
velocity and acceleration of centre of mass may not be zero. Consequently centre of mass may not 
move along a straight line. Hence statement-I is false. 

[Ans. (D)] 

II~ 9. STATEMENT-1: Gas ejected from rocket will never exert thrust on the rocket if the 
ejected gas and the rocket move in the same direction. 

STATEMENT-2: To exert thrust on rocket in its direction of motion, the ejected gas ( w.r.t. rocket) 
must move opposite to velocity ofrocket (w.r.t. ground). 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False. 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

S~ Even if the ejected gas follows the rocket, ejected gases shall exert thrust on rocket if 
the velocity of ejected gas w.r.t. rocket is non zero and opposite in direction to motion of rocket w.r.t. 
ground. Hence statement-I is false and statement-2 is true. 

[Ans. (D)] 

II~ 10. STATEMENT-1: Momentum ofan isolated system is conserved. 

STATEMENT-2 : Momentum of one particle within an isolated system is not necessarily conserved 
because other particles in the system may be interacting with it. 

(A) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is a correct explanation for Statement-I. 

(B) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is True; Statement-2 is NOT a correct explanation for 
Statement-I. 

(C) Statement-I is True, Statement-2 is False. 

(D) Statement-I is False, Statement-2 is True. 

[Ans. (B)] 

II~ 11. S TATEMENT-1 : When a body collides elastically and head on with another identical 
stationary body on a frictionless surface, it losses all of its kinetic energy (No external forces on the 
system of the two bodies and no rotation of the bodies). 

STATEMENT-2: In elastic collisions, only momentum is conserved. 

(a) If both assertion and reason are true and reason is the correct explanation of assertion. 

(b) If both assertion and reason are true but reason is not the correct explanation of assertion. 

( c) If assertion is true but reason is false. 

( d) If assertion is false but reason is true. 

[Ans. (C)] 
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True/False 

~ 1. S1: The magnitude of momentum of a heavy object is greater than that of a light object 
moving at the same speed. 

~~ 

S2 : In a perfectly inelastic collision, all the initial kinetic energy of the colliding bodies is 
converted to heat. 

S3 : The momentum of a system of colliding bodies may be conserved even though the 
total mechanical energy may not. 

S4 :The velocity of the center of mass of a system is the system's total momentum divided 
by its total mass. 

(A) TFTT 
(C) TF FT 
[Ans. (A)] 

(B)FFTT 
(D) FFFT 

S1: Since speeds are same, the heavier body shall have more magnitude of momentum. 
Hence this statement is true. 

S2 : In a perfectly inelastic collision, final momentum of system is equal to initial 
momentum of system. If final momentum of system is nonzero, there will be some 
final kinetic energy of system. Hence all initial kinetic energy of system cannot always 
be dissipated. Thus the statement is false. 

S3 : In an inelastic collision, momentum of system is conserved but mechanical energy is 
not conserved. Hence the statement is true. 

S4 : Statement is true by definition. 

II~ 2. S1: The locations of centre of mass and centre of gravity may be different for an object. 

S2 : Internal forces can change, the momentum of a non-rigid body. 

S3 : If the resultant force on a system of particles is non-zero, then the distance of the centre 
of mass of system may remain constant from a fixed point. 

S4 : If net external force on a two body system is always zero, then direction of velocity of 
the centre of mass of given system may change. 

(A) FTTF (B) TFTT 
(C) TFTF (D) FTFT 
[Ans. (C)] 

S~ S1: If the object is large so that gravitational acceleration is not same at every point, both 
will have different locations. 

S2 : Internal forces cannot change momentum of any kind of system. 

S3 : If resultant force on a system of particle is non zero, the centre of mass shall accelerate 
and in some condition it may move along a circular path. Thus the distance of centre 
of mass from centre of circle shall be constant. Hence the statement is true. 

S4 : Since net external force in system is zero, velocity of its centre of mass cannot change. 
Hence the statement is false. 

The locations of centre of mass and centre of gravity can be different for an object. 

If the object is large so that gravitational acceleration is not same at every point, both 
will have different locations. 

Internal forces can change, the momentum of a non-rigid body. 

(False) Internal forces cannot change momentum of any kind of system. 
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Exercise-1: Subjective Problems 
1. Can centre of mass of a body coincide with the geometrical centre of the body? 
2. If one of the particles is heavier than the other, to which side will their centre of mass shift? 
3. Does centre of mass of a system of two particles lie on the line joining the particles? 
4. Can centre of mass of a body lie at a point where there is absolutely no mass? 
5. Where does centre of mass of a uniform triangular lamina lie? 
6. Three particles of mass 1 kg, 2 kg and 3 kg are placed at the comers A , B and C respectively 

of an equilateral triangle ABC of edge 1 m. Find the distance of their centre of mass from A. 
7. Find the distance of centre of mass of a uniform plate having semicircular 

inner and outer boundaries of radii a and b from the centre O. 

0 

8. Find the position of centre of mass of the uniform planner section shown in figure with respect 
to the origin ( 0) 

y 

2a 

Q=~~~~~~~~~~~:i1-----X 

2a I I 

Seven homogeneous bricks, each of length L, are arranged as shown 1
: 

1
: 

in figure. Each brick is displaced with respect to the one in contact / 1 
1 

by L/10. Find the x-coordinate of the centre of mass relative to the _ _.6 ___ ..._l ____ x 

9. 

origin O shown. 
10. A uniform disc ofradiusR is put over another uniform disc of radius 2R of the same thickness and 

density. The peripheries of the two discs touch each other. Locate the centre of mass of the system 
from the centre oflarge disc. 

11. A disc of radius R is cut out from a larger disc of radius 2R in such a way that the edge of the 
hole touches the edge of the disc. Locate the centre of mass of the residual disk. 

12. A thin sheet of metal ofuniform thickness is cut into the shape bounded 
by the line x = a andy = ± kx2, as shown. Find the coordinates of the 
centre of mass. 

y 
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13. Four particles of mass 5, 3, 2, 4 kg are at the points (1 , 6), (-1 , 5), (2, -3), (-1 , -4). Find the 
coordinates of their centre of mass. 

14. The linear mass density of a ladder of length / increases uniformly from one end A to the other 
endB, 
(a) Form an expression for linear mass density as a function of distance x from end A where 

linear mass density 1v0. The density at one end being twice that of the other end. 
(b) Find the position of the centre of mass from end A. 

15. Find the distance of centre of mass from O of a composite solid cone and solid 
cylinder made of same material. 

16. From a uniform circular disc of radius R, a square is cut out with radius R as its 
diagonal. Find the centre of mass of remainder is at a distance.(from the centre) 

Motion of Com 

i 
h 

f 
h 
:i 

17. (a) Two blocks of masses 10 kg and 20 kg are placed on the x-axis. The first mass is moved 
on the axis by a distance of 2 cm. By what distance should the second mass be moved 
to keep the position of the centre of mass unchanged? 

(b) Two blocks of masses 10 kg and 30 kg are placed along a vertical line. The first block 
is raised through a height of 7 cm. By what distance should the second mass be moved 
to raise the centre of mass by 1 cm ? 

18. Consider a gravity-free hall in which a tray ofmassM, carrying a 
cubical block of ice of mass m and edge L, is at rest in the middle 
(figure show). If the ice melts, by what distance does the centre of 
mass of" the tray plus the ice" system descend? 

~ 
M .__I ___ [ml ______ 

Gravity free hall 

19. Mr. Verma (50 kg) and Mr. Mathur (60 kg) are sitting at the two extremes of a 4 m long boat 
( 40 kg) standing still in water. To discuss a mechanics problem, they come to the middle of 
the boat. Neglecting friction with water, how far does the boat move in the water during the 
process? 

20. The balloon, the light rope and the monkey shown in figure are at rest in the air. If 
the monkey reaches the top of the rope, by what distance does the balloon descend? 
Mass of the balloon = M , mass of the monkey = m and the length of the rope 
ascended by the monkey = L. 
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21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

The figure shows the positions and velocities of two particles. If the 
particles move under the mutual attraction of each other, then find 
the position of centre of mass at t = I s. 

Sm/s 
1kg -x=2m 

3m/s 
1kg -x=8m 

Two cars initially at rest are free to move in the x-direction. Car A has mass 4 kg and car B has 
mass 2 kg. They are tied together, compressing a spring in between them. When the spring 
holding them together is burned, car A moves off with a speed of2 m/s 
(a) with what speed does car B leave. 
(b) how much energy was stored in the spring before it was burned. 
A 45.0-kg girl is standing on a plank that has a mass of 150 kg. The plank, originally at rest, 
is free to slide on a frozen lake, which is a flat, frictionless supporting surface. The girl begins 
to walk along the plank at a constant speed of 1.50 m/s relative to the plank. (a) What is her 
speed relative to the ice surface? (b) What is the speed of the plank relative to the ice surface? 
Two balls of equal masses are projected upward simultaneously, one from the ground with 
speed 50 m/s and other from a 40 m high tower with initial speed 30 m/s. Find the maximum 
height attained by their centre of mass. , 

In the arrangement shown in the figure , m A= 2 kg and m8 = 1 kg. String is light and fi 
inextensible. Find the acceleration of centre of mass of both the blocks. Neglect 
friction everywhere. 

A 
B 

Two planks each of mass m and length L are connected by a frictionless, 
massless hinge as shown in the figure. Initially the system is at rest on a 
level frictionless surface. The vertical plank falls anticlockwise and finaly 
comes to rest on the top of the horizontal plank. Find the displacement of 
the hinge till the two planks come in contact. 

:b. 2 bodies m 1 and m2 of mass 1 and 2 kg respectively are moving along 
x-axis under the influence of mutual force only. The velocity of their 
centre of mass at a given instant is 2 m/s. The x coordinate of m 1 is 
plotted against time. Then plot the x coordinate of m2 against time. 
(Both are initially located at origin) 

Two masses, nm and m, start simultaneously from the intersection of two 
straight lines with velocities v and nv respectively. It is observed that the 
path of their centre of mass is a straight line bisecting the angle between 
the given straight lines. Find the magnitude of the velocity of centre of 
inertia. (here 0 = angle between the lines) 

I 2 t(msec) 

29. Two blocks of equal masses m are released from the top of a smooth 
fixed wedge as shown in the figure. Find the magnitude of the 
acceleration of the centre of mass of the two blocks. 
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30. Two bodies of same mass tied with an inelastic string of length/ lie together. One of them is 

projected vertically upwards with velocity $gI. Find the maximum height up to which the 
centre of mass of system of the two masses rises. 

31. A platform of mass m and a counter weight of mass (m + M) are connected by a light cord 
which passes over a smooth pulley. A man of mass Mis standing on the platform which is at 
rest. If the man leaps vertically upwards with velocity u, find the distance through which the 
platform will descend. Show that when the man meets the platform again both are in their 
original positions. 

Conservation of Momentum 

32. A projectile is fired from a gun at an angle of 45{ with the horizontal and with a speed of 
20 m/s relative to ground. At the highest point in its flight the projectile explodes into two 
fragments of equal mass. One fragment, whose initial speed is zero falls vertically. How far 
from the gun does the other fragment land, assuming a horizontal ground ? Take g = I O m/s2? 

33. A particle of mass 2 m is projected at an angle of 45r with horizontal with a velocity of 20✓2 
m/s. After I s explosion takes place and the particle is broken into two equal pieces. As a 
result of explosion one part comes to rest. Find the maximum height attained by the other part. 
Take g = 10 m/s2. 

34. A rail road car of mass Mis at rest on frictionless rails when a man of mass m starts moving on 
the car towards the engine. If the car recoils with a speed v backward on the rails, with what 
velocity is the man approaching the engine? 

35. A (trolley + child) of total mass 200 kg is moving with a uniform speed of 36 km/h on a 
frictionless track. The child of mass 20 kg starts running on the trolley from one end to 
the other (10 m away) with a speed of 10 m s-1 relative to the trolley in the direction of the 
trolley 's motion and jumps out of the trolley with the same relative velocity. What is the final 
speed of the trolley? How much has the trolley moved from the time the child begins to run? 

36. A boy of mass 60 kg is standing over a platform of mass 40 kg placed over a smooth horizontal 
surface. He throws a stone of mass 1 kg with velocity v = 10 m/s at an angle of 45r with 
respect to the ground. Find the displacement of the platform (with boy) on the horizontal 
surf ace when the stone lands on the ground. (g = 10 m/s2 ) 

37. A uranium-238 nucleus, initially at rest, emits an alpha particle with a speed of 1.17x 107 m/s. 
Calculate the recoil speed of the residual nucleus thorium-234. Assume that the mass of a 
nucleus is proportional to the mass number. 

38. A neutron initially at rest, decays into a proton, an electron and an antineutrino. The ejected 
electron has a momentum of 1.4 x 10-26 kg-m/s and the antineutrino 6.5 x 10-27 kg-m/s. Find 
the recoil speed of the proton (a) if the electron and the antineutrino are ejected along the same 
direction and (b) if they are ejected along perpendicular directions. Mass of the proton= 1.67 
X 10-27 kg. 

39. A small cube of mass 'm ' slides down a circular path of radius 'R ' cut 
into a large block of mass 'M. 'M rests on a table and both blocks 
move without friction. The blocks initially are at rest and 'm ' starts 
from the top of the path. Find the velocity 'v' of the cube as it leaves M 

the block. Initially the line joining m and the centre is horizontal. 
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40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

A hemisphere of radius R and of mass 4m is free to slide with its base on Ll 
a smooth horizontal table. A particle of mass m is placed on the top of the 
hemisphere. Find the angular velocity of the particle relative to hemisphere 
at an angular displacement 0 when velocity of hemisphere has become v. 
A man whose mass is m kg jumps vertically into air from a sitting position in which his centre 
of mass is at a height h1 from the ground. When his feet are just about to leave the ground his 
centre of mass is h2 from the ground and finally rises to h3 when he is at the top of the jump. 
(a) What is the upward force exerted by the ground on him treating it as a constant? 
(b) Find work done by normal reaction from ground. 
Two trolleys A and B are free to move on a level frictionless track, and are initially stationary. 
A man on trolley A throws a bag of mass 10 kg with a horizontal velocity of 4 m/s with respect 
to himself on to trolley B of mass 100 kg. The combined mass of trolley A (excluding bag) and 
the man is 140 kg. Find the ratio of velocities of trolleys A and B, just after the bag lands on 
trolley B. 
A bob of mass m attached with a string oflength l tied to a point on ceiling is released from a 
position when its string is horizontal. At the bottom most point of its motion, an identical mass 
m gently stuck to it. Find the angle from the vertical to which it rises. 
Bullets of mass 10 g each are fired from a machine gun at rate of 60 bullets/minute. The 
muzzle velocity of bullets is 100 m/s. The thrust force due to firing bullets experienced by the 
person holding the gun stationary is ___ _ 
A spaceship is moving with constant speed v0 in gravity free space along+ Y-axis suddenly 
shoots out one third of its part with speed 2v0 along+ X-axis. Find the speed of the remaining 
part. 

Two blocks of mass 3 kg and 6 kg respectively are placed on a smooth horizontal 
surface. They are connected by a light spring. Initially the spring is unstretched 
and the velocity of 2 m/s is imparted to 3 kg block as shown. Find the maximum 
velocity of 6 kg block during subsequent motion. 

A B 

\\\\\\\\1\\\\\\\\\ 

C Two blocks A and B of masses m and 2m respectively are 
connected by a spring of force constant k. The masses are 
moving to the right with uniform velocity v each, the heavier 
mass leading the lighter one. The spring in between them is 

~v-m 2m Fl 
of natural length during the motion. Block B collides with a third block C of mass m, at rest. 
The collision being completely inelastic. Calculate the maximum compression of the spring. 

Impulse 
48. Velocity of a particle of mass 2 kg varies with time t according to the equation v = (2ti + 4 J) m Is . 

Here t is in seconds. Find the impulse imparted to the particle in the time interval from t = 0 
tot= 2 s. 

49. During a heavy rain, hailstones of average size 1.0 cm in diameter fall with an average 
speed of 20 m/s. Suppose 2000 hailstones strike every square meter of a 10 m x 10 m roof 
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perpendicularly in one second and assume that the hailstones do not rebound. Calculate 
the average force exerted by the falling hailstones on the roof. Density of a hailstones is 
900 kg/m3, taken= 3.14. 

50. A steel ball of mass 0.5 kg is dropped from a height of 4m on to a horizontal heavy steel slab. 
The collision is elastic and the ball rebounds to its original height. 
(a) Calculate the impulse delivered to the ball during impact. 
(b) If the ball is in contact with the slab for 0. 002s, find the average reaction force on the 

ball during impact. 
51. A particle A of mass 2kg lies on the edge of a table of height Im. It is connected by a light 

inelastic string of length 0. 7m to a second particle B of mass 3kg which is lying on the table 
0.25m from the edge (line joining A & Bis perpendicular to the edge). If A is pushed gently 
so that it start falling from table then, find the speed of B when it starts to move. Also find the 
impulsive tension in the string at that moment. 

52. A smooth sphere A of mass 0.1 kg is moving with speed 5m/s when it collides head on with 
another smooth stationary sphere of same radius. If A is brought to rest by the impact and e = 
½, find the mass of B, its speed just after impact and magnitude of impulse during collision. 

53. A force Facts on an object (mass = 1 kg) which is initially 
at rest as shown in the figure. Draw the graph showing the 
momentum of the object varying during the time for which the 
force acts. 

F(N) 

5 - -

50 100 t(ms) 

54. A bullet of mass m strikes an obstruction and deviates off at 60° to its original direction. If its 
speed is also changed from u to v, find the magnitude of the impulse acting on the bullet. 

55. In the figure shown, each tiny ball has mass m, and the string has ~ 
length L. One of the ball is imparted a velocity u, in the position __ ------------- --------------
shown, in which the initial distance between the balls is L/✓3. The 60 

motion of ball occurs on smooth horizontal plane. Find the impulse of u 

the tension in the string when it becomes taut. 
56. After scaling a wall of3 m height a man of weight W drops himself to the ground. If his body 

comes to a complete stop 0 .15 sec. After his feet touch the ground, calculate the average 
impulsive force in the vertical direction exerted by ground on his feet. (g= 9.8 m/s2) 

57. The Atwood machine in fig has a third mass attached to it by a limp string. After 
being released, the 2m mass falls a distance x before the limp string becomes taut. 
Thereafter both the mass on the left rise at the same speed. What is the final speed? 
Assume that pulley is ideal. 

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ 

58. Two particles, each of mass m, are connectedy a light inextensible string oflength 21. Initially 
they lie on a smooth horizontal table at points A and B distant 1 apart. The particle at A is 
projected across the table with velocity u. Find the speed with which the second particle 
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begins to move if the direction of u is, (a) along BA, (b) at n angle of 120r with AB, (c) 
perpendicular to AB. In each case calculate (in terms of m and u) the impulsive tension in the 
string. 

Collision 
59. After an elastic collision between two balls of equal masses, one is observed to have a speed 

of3 m/s along the positive x-axis and the other has a speed of2 m/s along the negative x-axis. 
What were the original velocities of the balls? 

60. A particle moving with kinetic energy K makes a head on elastic collision with an identical 
particle at rest. Find the maximum elastic potential energy of the system during collision. 

61. A ball of mass m moving at a speed v makes a head on collision with an identical ball at rest. 
The kinetic energy of the balls after the collision is 3/4 of the original K.E. Calculate the 
coefficient of restitution. 

62. A particle of mass m moving with a speed v hits elastically another stationary particle of mass 
2m on a smooth horizontal circular tube or radius r. Find the time when the next collision will 
take place? 

63. A ball falls on the ground from a height of 2.0 m and rebounds upto a height of 1.5 m. Find 
the coefficient of restitution. 

64. A bullet of mass 25 g is fired horizontally into a ballistic 
pendulum of mass 5.0 kg and gets embedded in it (figure). If 
the centre of the pendulum rises by a distance of 10 cm, find 
the speed of the bullet. 

65. Three carts move on a frictionless track with inertias and velocities as shown. The carts collide 
and stick together after successive collisions. 
(a) Find loss of mechanical energy when B & C stick together. 
(b) Find magnitude of impulse experienced by A when it sticks to combined mass (B & C). 

m 1 = 2 kg m 2 = l kg m 3 = 2 kg 
v1 = 1 m/s v2 = l m/s v3 = 2 m/s -+ve 

Jml~//J~J;/M~ /l ; 
66. A body is thrown vertically upwards from ground with a speed of 10 m/s. If coefficient of 

restitution of ground, e = 1/2. Find 
(a) the total distance travelled by the time it almost stops. 
(b) time elapsed (after the ball has been thrown) when it is at its subsequent maximum 

height for the third time. 
67. A sphere A is released from rest in the position shown and strikes the 

block B which is at rest. If e = 0.75 between A and B and ~ = 0.5 
between B and the support, determine 

A , ~ 

\:.k .. g 900 I I 
I.Sm 

···· ... ____________ _ 

~--.L.. 
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(a) the velocity of A just after the impact 
(b) the maximum displacement of B after the impact. 

68. A small block of mass 2m initially rests at the bottom of a fixed 
circular, vertical track, which has a radius of R. The contact surface 
between the mass and the loop is frictionless. A bullet of mass 
m strikes the block horizontally with initial speed v0 and remain 
embedded in the block as the block and the bullet circle the loop. 
Determine each of the following in terms of m, v 0, R and g. 
(a) The speed of the masses immediately after the impact. 
(b) The minimum initial speed of the bullet if the block and the 

bullet are to successfully execute a complete ride on the loop 

69. Disc A of mass m collides with stationary disk B of mass 2m as 
shown in figure. Find the value of coefficient of restitution for which 
the two disks move in perpendicular direction after collision. 

2m 

B 

70. A heav ball of mass 2m moving with a velocity u0 collides 
elastically head-on with a cradle of three identical balls each 
of mass m as shown in figure. Determine the velocity of each 
ball after collision. 

lm l 2 3 

~000 
71. A sphere of mass m 1 in motion hits directly another sphere of mass m2 at rest and sticks to it, 

the total kinetic energy after collision is 2/3 of their total K.E. before collision. Find the ratio 
ofm 1 : m2. 

72. A ball is dropped from a height of 1 m. The coefficient of restitution between the ground and 
the ball is 1/3. The height of which the ball will rebound after two collisions with ground is 

Exercise-2 
1. A man of mass 56 kg having a bag of mass 2 kg 

slips from the roof of a tall building of height 50 
m and starts falling vertically (figure). When at 
a height 32 m from the ground, he notices that 
the ground below him is pretty hard, but there 
is a pond at a horizontal distance 1 m from the 
line of fall. In order to save himself he throws 
the bag horizontally (with respect to himself) in 
the direction opposite to the pond. Calculate the 
minimum horizontal velocity imparted to the bag 
so that the man lands in the water. If the man just 
succeeds to avoid the hard ground, where will 
the bag land? 
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2. Figure shows a small block of mass m which is started with a speed 
v on the horizontal part of the bigger block of mass M placed on a 
horizontal floor. The curved part of the surface shown is semicircular. 
All the surfaces are frictionless. Find the speed of the bigger block 
when the smaller block reaches the point A 
of the surface. 

3. The inclined surfaces of two moveable 
wedges of the same mass M are smoothly 
conjugated with the horizontal plane as 
shown in the figure. A small block of mass 
'm ' slides down the left wedge from a height 
'h ' . To what maximum height will the block 
rise along the right wedge? Neglect the friction. 

4. A block A having a mass 'mA' is released from rest at the 
position P shown and slides freely down the smooth inclined 
ramp. When it reaches the bottom of the ramp it slides 
horizontally onto the surface of a cart of mass me for which 
the coefficient offriction between the cart and the box is 'µ'. 
If 'h' be the initial height of A, determine the final velocity 
of the cart once the block comes to rest in it. Also determine 
the position 'x' of the box on the cart after it comes to rest 
relative to cart. (The cart moves on smooth horizontal surface.) 

5. A small ring A of mass 'm' is attached at an end of a 

~ A ..... J 
v- m 

///, 1/llllfif/j/j///11111/;;;/47!/111// 

i 
h 

l 

light string the other end of which is tied to a block ~ ~ 
B of mass 2m. The ring is free to move on a fixed ~ B 
smooth horizontal rod. Find the velocity of ring A A ~-=--=--=--=----_-_-_-_-_-_-_.,,,Y/JJl,,,......2-m--~ 

and tension in the string when it becomes vertical. - £ -

6. A symmetric block of mass m1 with a groove of hemispherical shape 
of radius 'r' rests on a smooth horizontal surface near the wall as 
shown in the figure. A small block of mass m2 slides without friction 
from the initial position. Find the maximum velocity of the block m 1. 

7. Two blocks A & B of mass 'm ' & 2m respectively are 
joined to the ends of an under formed massless spring 
of spring constant ' k '. They can move on a horizontal 
smooth surface. Initially A & B have velocities 'u ' 

m 2m 

F ~k 2F ,. A B II 

JJJJJJ JJJJJJ 

towards left and '2 u' towards right respectively. Constant forces of magnitudes F and 2 Fare 
always acting on A and B respectively in the directions shown. Find the maximum extension 
in the spring during the motion. 

8. Two ball having masses m and 2m are fastened to two light strings of same length £ (figure). 
The other ends of the strings are fixed at 0. The strings are kept in the same horizontal line 
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and the system is released from rest. The collision between the balls ~ 

is elastic. m 2m 

(a) Find the velocities of the balls just after their collision. (b) 
How high will the balls rise after the collision? 

9. A small particle travelling with a velocity v collides elastically g 
with a spherical body of equal mass and of radius r initially Pr• - v____________________;-··· 
kept at rest. The centre of this spherical body is located at 
a distance p ( < r) away from the direction of motion of the 
particle (figure). Find the final velocities of the two particles. 
[Hint: The force acts along the normal to the sphere through the contact. Treat the collision as 
one dimensional for this direction. In the tangential direction no force acts and the velocities 
do not change.] 

10. A 24-kg projectile is fired at an angle of 53° above the horizontal with an initial speed of 
50 m/s. At the highest point in its trajectory, the projectile explodes into two fragments of 
equal mass, the first of which falls vertically with zero initial speed. 
(a) How far from the point of firing does the second fragment strike the ground? (Assume 

the ground is level.) 
(b) How much energy was released during the explosion? 

11. Two masses A and B connected with an inextensible string of length / lie on 
a smooth horizontal plane. A is given a velocity of v m/s along the ground 
perpendicular to line AB as shown in figure. Find the tension in string during their 
subsequent motion. 

12. The simple pendulum A of mass m A and length 1 is suspended from 
the trolley B of mass m8 . If the system is released from rest at 0 = 0, 
determine the velocity v 8 of the trolley and tension in the string when 
0 = 90°. Friction is negligible. 

13. A massive vertical wall is approaching a man at a speed u. When it is at a distance of 10 m, the 
man throws a ball with speed 10 m/s at an angle of37° which after completely elastic rebound 
reaches back directly into his hands. Find the velocity u of the wall . 

14. Two blocks of mass 2kg and Mare at rest on an indiclined 
plane and are separated by a distance of 6.0m as shown. 
The coefficient of friction between each of the blocks and 
the inclined plane is 0.25. The 2kg block is given a velocity 
of 10.0m/s up the inclined plane. It collides with M , comes 
back and has a velocity of 1. 0m/s when it reaches its initial 
position. The other block M after the collision moves 0.5 m 

up and comes to rest. Calculate the coefficient of restitution between the blocks and the mass 
of the blockM. [Take sin0 ~ tan0 = 0.05 and g = 10m/s2] 

15. A stream of particles each of mass m moving with velocity v with number of particles per unit 
volume n strike against a wall at an angle 0 to the normal elastically. Find the pressure exerted 
by the stream on the wall. 
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16. A ball with initial speed of l0m/s collides elastically with two 8 
other identical ball whose centres are on a line perpendicular to 0--+ _ _ _ _ _ 
the initial velocity and which are initially in contact with each IOm/s 

other. All the three ball are lying on a smooth horizontal table. 
The first ball is aimed directly at the contact point of the other 
two balls All the balls are smooth. Find the velocities of the three balls after the collision. 

17. Two equal spheres of mass m' are suspended by vertical strings so that they 
are in contact with their centers at same level. A third equal spheres of mass m 

falls vertically and strikes elastically the other two simultaneously so that their 
centres at the instant of impact form an equilateral triangle in a vertical plane. 
If u is the velocity of m just before impact, find the velocities just after impact 
and the impulse of tension of the strings. 

18. Two particles, each of mass m, are connected by a light inextensible string of 

ttttqttttllf/1111 
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length 21. Initially they lie on a smooth horizontal table at points A and B distant 1 apart. The 
particle atA is projected across the table with velocity u. Find the speed with which the second 
particle begins to move if the direction of u is, (a) along BA, (b) at an angle of 120° with AB, 
(c) perpendicular toAB. In each case calculate (in terms ofm and u) the impulse of tension in 
the string. 

19. Mass m 1 hits & sticks with m2 while sliding horizontally with velocity v along the common 
line of centres of the three equal masses (m 1 = m2 = m3 = m). Initially masses m2 and m3 are 
stationary and the spring is unstretched. Find 
(a) the velocities of ml' m2 and m3 immediately after impact. 

(b) the maximum kinetic energy ofm3• ~ ~ 

(c) the minimum kinetic energy ofmr ,k/nJnnnm~m, 
(d) the maximum compression of the spring. Frictionless 

20. A sphere of mass m is moving with a velocity 4i-] when it hits a smooth wall and rebounds 

with velocity i + 3] . Find the impulse it receives. Find also the coefficient of restitution 

between the sphere and the wall. 
21. Two bodies of same mass tied with an inelastic string oflength / lie together. One of them is 

projected vertically upwards with velocity $gI . Find the maximum height up to which the 
centre of mass of system of the two masses rises. 

22. A flexible chain has a length land mass m. It is lowered on the table top with constant velocity 
v. Find the force that the chain exerts on the table as a functionoftime. 

23. A billiard table is 15 cm by 20 cm. A smooth ball of coefficient of restitution e = 4/9 is 
projected from a point on the shorter side so as to describe a rectangle and return to the point 
of projection after rebounding at each of the other three cushions. Find the position of the 
point and the direction of projection. 



24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 
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In a game of Carom Board, the Queen (a wooden disc of radius 2 cm A ~--L-~~ 

and mass 50 gm) is placed at the exact center of the horizontal board. /\, 
The striker is a smooth plastic disc of radius 3 cm and mass 100 gm. / \ J 9 u 
The board is frictionless. The striker is given an initial velocity 'u ' L .. / -+; f d 

parallel to the sides BC or AD so that it hits the Queen inelastically with 
coefficient of restitution = 2/3. The impact parameter for the collision is D ~---~ 

'd' (shown in the figure). The Queen rebounds from the edge AB of the 
board inelastically with same coefficient of restitution = 2/3 and enters the hole D following 
the dotted path shown. The side of the board is L. Find the value of impact parameter 'd' and 
the time which the Queen takes to enter hole D after collision with the striker. 

112 Three spheres, each of mass m, can slide freely on a frictionless, 
horizontal surface. Spheres A and B are attached to an inextensible cQ 
inelastic cord of length / and are at rest in the position shown when va 
sphere B is struck directly by sphere C which is moving to the right 
with a velocity v0. Knowing that the cord is taut when sphere B is struck 
by sphere C and assuming perfectly elastic impact between Band C, 
determine the velocity of each sphere immediately after impact. A 

B 

B 

A wedge of mass M = 2m rests on a smooth horizontal plane. 
A small block of mass m rests over it at left end A as shown in 
figure. A sharp impulse is applied on the block, due to which it 
starts moving to the right with velocity v0 = 6 ms-1. At highest 
point of its trajectory, the block collides with a particle of same 
mass m moving vertically downwards with velocity v = 2 ms-1 

m Vo n2icm 
~,(:::,mmniJ,~, 
---1---

and gets stuck with it. If the combined body lands at the end point A of body of mass M , 
calculate length/. Neglect friction (g = 10 ms-2) 

A ball of mass= 1Kg is hung vertically by a thread oflength I= 1.50 m. 
Upper end of the thread is attached to the ceiling of a trolley ofmassM = 
4 kg. Initially, trolley is stationary and it is free to move along horizontal 
rails without friction. A shell of mass m = 1 kg moving horizontally 
with velocity v0 = 6ms-1 collides with the ball and gets stuck with it. As 
a result, thread starts to deflect towards right. Calculate its maximum 
deflection with the vertical. (g = 1 Orn s-2) 

A 70g ball B droped from a height h0 = 9 m 
reaches a height h2 = 0.25m after bouncing 
twice from identical 21 Og plates. 
Plate A rests directly on hard ground, 

ho while plate C rests on a foam-rubber mat. 
Determine 
(a) the coefficient of resitution between 

the ball and the plates, 
(b) the height h 1 of the ball 's first bounce. 

M 
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29. 

30. 

A ball of mass m = I kg falling vertically with a velocity v0 = 2 m/s strikes 
a wedge of mass M = 2kg kept on a smooth, horizontal surface as shown 
in figure. The coefficient of restitution between the ball and the wedge is 
e = 1/2. Find the velocity of the wedge and the ball immediately after collision. 

A chain of length / and m lies in a pile on the floor. It its end A is raised 
vertically at a constant speed v0, express in terms of the lengthy of chain 
which is off the floor at any given instant. 
(a) the magnitude of the force P applied to end A. 
(b) the reaction of the floor. 
( c) energy lost during the lifting of the chain. 

p 

p 
t 

31. 3 blocks of mass 1kg each kept on horizontal smooth ground 
are connected by 2 taut strings oflength / as shown. B is pulled 
with constant acceleration a0 in direction shown. Find the 
relative velocity of A & C just before striking. 

32. A particle is projected from point O on level ground towards a smooth vertical wall 50 cm 
from O and hits the wall. The initial velocity of the particle is 30 m/s at 45r to the horizontal 
and the coefficient of restitution between the particle and the wall is e. Find the distance from 
of the point at which the particle hits the ground again if (a) e = 0, (b) e = I , e = 1/2. 

33. A massive vertical wall is approaching a man at a speed u. When it is at a distance of 1 Orn, the 
man throws a ball with speed 10 m/s at an angle of37r which after completely elastic rebound 
reaches back directly into his hands. Find the velocity u of the wall. 

34. A mass m1 with initial speed v0 in the positive x-direction collides with a mass m2 = 2m 1 which 
is initially at rest at the origin, as shown in figure. After the collision m 1 moves off with speed 
v1 = v/2 in the negativey-direction, and m2 moves off with speed v2 at angle 0. 
(a) Find the velocity (magnitude and direction) of the centre of mass before the collision, as 

well as its velocity after the collision. 
(b) Write down the x and y-components of the equation of conservation of momentum for 

the collision. 
(c) Determine tan 0, and find v2 in terms ofv0. 

(d) Determine how much (if any) energy was gained or lost in the collision, and state 
whether the collision was elastic or inelastic. 

>X 

After 



Exercise-3 

JEE Questions of Previous Years 

1. A small sphere of radius R is held against the inner surf ace of 
a larger sphere of radius 6R. The masses of large and small 
spheres are 4M and M , respectively. This arrangement is 
placed on a horizontal table. There is no friction between any 
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y 

surfaces of contact. The small sphere is now released. The --+---+----+--+-...-.---x 

coordinates of the centre of the large sphere when the smaller 
sphere reaches the other extreme position is [JEE - 96) 
(A) (L - 2R, 0) (B) (L + 2R, 0) (C) (2R, 0) (D) (2R - L, 0) 

2 A body of mass 5kg moves along the x-axis with a velocity 2m/s. A second body of mass 10kg 
moves along the y-axis with a velocity ✓3 m/s. 

(a) If they collide at the origin and stick together, then the final velocity of the combined mass 
after collision is 

3 I (A) - ms 
4 

4 
(B) - m/s 

3 

2 
(C) - m/s 

3 

(b) In the above question, the amount of heat liberated in the collision is 

3 I (D) - ms 
2 

(A) 35 J (B) 30 J (C) 36 J (D) None of these 
3 7 7 

3 A ball of mass 'm ', moving with uniform speed, collides elastically with another stationary ball. 
The incident ball will lose maximum kinetic energy when the mass of the stationary ball is 
(A) m (B) 2m (C) 4m (D) infinity 

4 An isolated particle of mass m is moving in a horizontal plane (x - y) along the x-axis, a certain 

height above the ground. It suddenly explodes into two fragments of masses m and 3m . An instant 
4 4 

later, the smaller fragment is aty = + 15 cm. The larger fragment at this instant is at [JEE - 97) 
(A) y = -5 cm (B) y = +20 cm (C) y = +5 cm (D) y = -20 cm 

5 A particle of mass 'm ' and velocity ' v ' collides oblique elastically with a stationary particle 

of mass 'm ' . The angle between the velocity vectors of the two particles after the collision is 
(A) 45° (B) 30° (C) 90° (D) None of these 

6 A shell explodes in a region of negligible gravitational field, giving out n fragments of equal 
mass m. Then its total [REE - 97) 
(A) Kinetic energy is smaller than that before the explosion 
(B) Kinetic energy is greater than that before the explosion 
(C) Momentum and kinetic energy depend on n 
(D) Momentum is equal to that before the explosion. 

7 Two particles approach each other with different velocities. After collision, one of the particles 
has a momentum pin their center of mass frame. In the same frame, the momentum of the 

other particle is 
(A) 0 (B) -p (C) -p /2 (D) -2p 
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8 Two particles of masses m1 and m2 in projectile motion have velocities ii1 and ii 2 respectively 

at time t = 0. They collide at time 10 . Their velocities become v 1 and v 2 at time 210 while still 

[JEE - 2001) 

(A) Zero 

9 Two blocks of masses 10kg and 4kg are connected by a spring of negligible mass and are 
placed on a frictionless horizontal surface. An impulse gives a speed of 14 ms-1 to the heavier block 
in the direction of the lighter block. Then, the velocity of the centre of mass is [JEE - 2002) 
(A) 30 ms-1 (B) 20 ms-1 (C) 10 ms-1 (D) 5 ms-1 

10 A person at the origin O starts moving with a constant speed v1 along 
+y axis. At the same instant, a particle of mass m starts from point P 
with a uniform speed v2 along a circular path of radius R, as shown in 
figure. Find the momentum of the particle with respect to the person as 
a function of time t. 

11 Two blocks of mass 2kg and M are at rest on an indiclined 
plane and are separated by a distance of 6.0m as shown. 
The coefficient of friction between each of the blocks and 
the inclined plane is 0.25. The 2kg block is given a velocity 
of 10.0 m/s up the inclined plane. It collides withM, comes 
back and has a velocity of 1. 0m/s when it reaches its initial 
position. The other block M after the collision moves 0.5m 
up and comes to rest. Calculate the coefficient of restitution 

+y 

v, 

between the blocks and the mass of the blockM. [Take sin0 ~ tan0 = 0.05 and g = 10m/s2) 

[IIT 99) 
12 Two trolleys A and B of equal masses Mare moving in oppsite directions with velocities v 

and - v respectively on separate horizontal frictionless parallel tracks. When they start 

crossing each other, a ball of mass m is thrown from B to A and another of same mass is 
thrown from A to B with velocities normal to v . The balls may be thrown in following two 

ways: [REE2000) 
(i) balls from A to B and B to A are thrown simultaneously. 
(ii) ball is thrown from A to B after the ball thrown from Breaches A. 
Which procedure would lead to a larger change in the velocities of the trolleys? 

13 A car P is moving with a uniform speed of 5(3 112) m/s towards a If' 
carriage of mass 9 Kg at rest kept on the rails at a point B as shown in ------~c 

p I fig. The height AC is 120 m. Cannon balls of 1 Kg are fired from the 11 
car with an initial velocity 100 m/s at an angle 30° with the horizontal. ~ 

A B 
The first canon ball hits the stationary carriage after a time 10 and 
sticks to it. Determine 10 . At 10, the second cannon ball is fired. Assume 
that the resistive force between the rails and the carriage is constant and ignore the vertical 
motion of the carriage throughout. If the second ball also hits and sticks to the carriage. What 
will be the horizontal velocity of the carriage just after the second impact? [IIT 2001] 
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14 Two block of masses 10 kg and 4 kg are connected by a spring of negligible mass and placed 
on a frictionless horizontal surface. An impulse gives a velocity of 14 m/s to the heavier block 
in the direction of the lighter block. The velocity of the centre of mass is : [IIT 2002) 
(A) 30 m/s (B) 20 m/s 
(C) 10 m/s (D) 5 m/s 

15 Two balls, having linear momenta p1 = pi and p2 =-pi , undergo a collision in free space. 

There is no external force acting on the balls. Let p '1 and p '2 be their final momenta. The 

following option(s) is(are) NOT ALLOWED for any non-zero value of p , al' a2, bi' b2, c1 and 

C2. 

[JEE 2008) 

(A) P'i =a1i+b1]+c1k (B) p'1 =c1k 

(C) p\ =a1i+b1]+c1k (D) p'1 =a1i+b1J 

p'2 =a)+b2]-c1k p'2 =a)+b1J 

Comprehension 16 to 18 (3 Questions) 

A small block of mass M moves on a frictionless surface of an inclined plane, as shown in figure. The 
angle of the incline suddenly changes from 60° to 30° at point B. The block is initially at rest at A. 
Assume that collisions between the block and the incline are totally inelastic (g = 10 m/s2). 

A 

C 

✓3m 3✓3m 

16. The speed of the block at point B immediately after it strikes the second incline is 

(A) ✓6Qm/s 

(C) J3o m/s 

(B) ✓45 m/s 

(D) ✓IS m/s 

[JEE 2008) 
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17. The speed of the block at point C, immediately before it leaves the second incline is 

(A) Mo m/s 

(C) ✓90 m/s 

(B) ✓105 m/s 

(D) ✓75 m/s 

[JEE 2008) 

18. If collision between the block and the incline is completely elastic, then the vertical (upward) 
component of the velocity of the block at point B, immediately after it strikes the second 
incline is [JEE 2008) 
(A) J3o m/s (B) -Jis m/s 

(C) 0 (D) --Jfs m/s 

19. Three objects A, Band Care kept in a straight line on a frictionless horizontal surface. These 
have masses m, 2m and m, respectively. The object A moves towards B with a speed 9 m/s and 
makes an elastic collision with it. Thereafter, B makes completely inelastic collision with C. 
All motions occur on the same straight line. Find the final speed (in m/s) of the object C. 

A B C 
20. Two small particles of equal masses start moving in opposite 

directions from a point A in a horizontal circular orbit. Their tangential 
velocities are v and 2v, respectively, as shown in the figure. Between 
collisions, the particles move with constant speeds. After making 
how many elastic collisions, other than that at A, these two particles 
will again reach the point A? [JEE-2009) 

(A) 4 
(C) 2 

(B) 3 
(D) 1 

21. Look at the drawing given in the figure which has been drawn with 
ink of uniform line-thickness. The mass of ink used to draw each of 
the two inner circles, and each of the two line segments ism. The mass 
of the ink used to draw the outer circle is 6m. The coordinates of the 
centres of the different parts are: outer circle (0, 0), left inner circle 
(-a, a), right inner circle (a, a), vertical line (0, 0) and horizontal 
line ( 0, -a). The y-coordinate of the centre of mass of the ink in this 
drawing is: 
[JEE-2009) 

(A) ~ 
10 

(B) ~ 
8 

(C) ~ 
12 

(D) ~ 
3 

[JEE-2009) 

y 

---x 

22. If the resultant of all the external forces acting on a system of particles is zero, then from an 
inertial frame, one can surely say that [JEE 2009) 



(A) linear momentum of the system does not change in time 
(B) kinetic energy of the system does not change in time 
(C) angular momentum of the system does not change in time 
(D) potential energy of the system does not change in time 
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23. A point mass of 1 kg collides elastically with a stationary point mass of 5 kg. After their 
collision, the 1 kg mass reverses its direction and moves with a speed of 2 ms-1. Which of the 
following statement(s) is/are correct for the system of these two masses? [JEE 2010) 
(A) Total momentum of the system is 3 kg-ms-1 

(B) Momentum of 5 kg mass after collision is 4 kg-ms-1 

(C) Kinetic energy of the centre of mass is 0.75J 
(D) Total kinetic energy of the system is 4J 

24. A ball of mass 0.2 kg rests on a vertical post of height 5 m. A bullet of mass 0.01 kg, travelling 
with a velocity v m/s in a horizontal direction, hits the centre of the ball. After the collision, the ball 
and bullet travel independently. The ball hits the ground at a distance of 20 m and the bullet at a 
distance of 100 m from the foot of the post. The initial velocity v of the bullet is [JEE 2011] 

(A) 250 m/s 

vm/s -o.., ,, 
\ ' 

\ ', 
I \ 
I \ 
I \ 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

0 20 100 

(B) 250✓2 m/s (C) 400 m/s (D) 500 m/s 

25. A binary star consists of two stars A (mass 2.2 MJ and B (mass 11 MJ, where M s is the 
mass of the sun. They are separated by distance d and are rotating about their centre of mass, 
which is stationary. The ratio of the total angular momentum of the binary star to the angular 
momentum of star B about the centre of mass is... [JEE 201 OJ 
[Ans (A)] 

26. A particle of mass m is projected from the ground with an initial speed u0 at an angle a with the 

horizontal. At the highest point of its trajectory, it makes a completely inelastic collision with 
another identical particle, which was thrown vertically upward from the ground with the same 

initial speed u0 • The angle that the composite system makes with the horizontal immediately after 

the collision is 

(A) ~ 
4 

7t 
(B) -+a 

4 

7t 
(C) --a 

4 

[JEE ADVANCE 2013) 

(D) ~ 
2 

27. A bob of mass m, suspended by a string of length £ 1 , is given a minimum velocity required to 

complete a full circle in the vertical plane. At the highest point, it collides elastically with another 
bob of mass m suspended by a string of length £ 2 , which is initially at rest. Both the strings are 

massless and inextensible. If the second bob, after collision acquires the minimum speed required 

to complete a full circle in the vertical plane, the ratio !.J... is... [JEE ADVANCE 2013) 
£2 
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Previous years' AIEEE questions 

28. Two identical particles move towards each other with velocity 2v and v respectively. This 
velocity of centre of mass is - [AIEEE 2002] 
(A) v (B) v/3 (C) v/2 (D) zero 

29. Consider the following two statements : [AIEEE 2003] 
A. Linear momentum of a system of particles is zero 
B. Kinetic energy of a system of particles is zero, 
Then, 
(A) A does not imply B and B does not imply A 
(B) A implies B but B does not imply A 
(C) A does not imply B but B implies A 
(D) A implies B and B implies A 

30. Two particles A and B of equal masses suspended from two massless springs of spring constant 
k1 and k2, respectively. If the maximum velocities, during oscillations are equal, the ratio of 
amplitudes of A and B is : [AIEEE 2003] 

(A) .,jk, I k2 (B) k/k2 (C) .,jk2 I k, (D) k/k2 

31. A rocket with a lift-off mass 3.5 x 104 kg is blasted upwards with an intial acceleration of 10 
m/s2• Then the initial thrust of the blast is : [AIEEE 2003] 
(A) 3.5 x 105 N (B) 7.0 x 105 N (C) 14.0 x 105 N (D) 1.75 x 105 N 

32. A body A of mass M while falling vertically downwards under gravity breaks into two parts; 

a body B of mass .!_ M and, a body C of mass ~ M. The centre of mass of bodies B and C 
3 3 

taken together shifts compared to that of body A towards: [AIEEE 2005] 
(A) depends on height of breaking (B) does not shift 
(C) shift towards body C (D) shift towards body B 

33. The block of mass M moving on the frictionless horizontal surface collides with the spring of 
spring constant k and compresses it by lengthL. The maximum momentum of the block after 
collision is : [AIEEE 2005] 

(A) Jiik L (B) kL2 (C) zero (D) MI} 
2M k 

34. A mass 'm' moves with a velocity 'v' and collides in elastically with another identical mass. 

After collision the 1 st mass moves with velocity .J3 in a direction perpendicular to the initial 

direction of motion. Find the speed of the 2nd mass after collision : 

(A) v (B) ✓3v (C) _3__ 
Jj 

[AIEEE 2005] 
V 

(D) ✓3 

35. A bomb of mass 16 kg at rest explodes into two pieces of masses of 4 kg and 12 kg. The velocity 
of the 12 kg mass is 4 ms-1 • The kinetic energy of the other mass is : [AIEEE 2006] 
(A) 96J (B) 144J (C) 288J (D) 192J 
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36. Consider a two particle system with particles having masses m 1 and m2• If the first particle is 
pushed towards the centre of mass through a distance d, by what distance should the second 
particle be moved, so as to keep the centre of mass at the same position ? 

(A) d (C) (D) 

AIEEE 2006) 

3._d 
m2 

37. A circular disc of radius R is removed from a bigger circular disc of radius 2R such that the 

circumferences of the discs coincide. The centre of mass of the new disc is a from the centre 
R 

of the bigger disc. The value of a is : [AIEEE 2007) 
(A) 1/3 (B) 1/2 (C) 1/6 (D) 1/4 

38. A body of mass m = 3.513 kg is moving along the x-axis with a speed of 5.00 ms-1 . The 
magnitude of its momentum is recorded as : [AIEEE 2008) 
(A) 17.565 kg ms-1 (B) 17.56 kg ms-1 (C) 17.57 kg ms-1 (D) 17.6 kg ms-1 

39. A block of mass 0.50 kg is moving with a speed of 2.00 ms-1 on a smooth surface. It strikes 
another mass of 1. 00 kg and then they move together as a single body. The energy loss during 
the collision is : [AIEEE 2008) 
(A) 1.00J (B) 0.67 J (C) 0.34J (D) 0.16J 

40. A thin rod of length 'L ' is lying along the x-axis with its ends at x = 0 and x = L. Its linear 

density (mass/length) varies with x as k (; J, where n can be zero or any positive number. If 

the position xcM of the centre of mass of the rod is plotted against 'n' , which of the following 
graphs best approximates the dependence of xcM on n ? [AIEEE 2008) 

(A) 

(C) 

L 2-----
""'0-1-- - --Jl 

L ....................... . 

L 
2 

I ~o+--- --- n 

(B) 

(D) 

L ...................................... .. 

[ .... -...... ... ·-·-·-·-·- .. . 

2 

0 

Xa,1 

L ............. '-'""'"'-''"- -

L I'------
2 
-0-1-------'n 

41. Statement-1 : Two particles moving in the same direction do not lose all their energy in a 
completely inelastic collision. 
Statement-2 : Principle of conservation of momentum holds true for all kinds of collisions. 

[AIEEE 2010) 
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( 1) Statement-I is true, Statement-2 is true; Statement-2 is the correct explanation of Statement-I. 
(2) Statement-I is true, Statement-2 is true; Statement-2 is not the correct explanation of Statement-I 
(3) Statement-I is false , Statement-2 is true. 
(4) Statement-I is true, Statement-2 is false. 

42. The figure shows the position-time (x-t) graph of one-dimensional motion of a body of mass 
0.4 kg. The magnitude of each impulse is [AIEEE 2010) 

(A) 0.4 Ns 
(C) 1.6 Ns 

2 
K{m) 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
t(s)-

(B) 0.8 Ns 
(D) 0.2 Ns 

43. This question has statement 1 and statement II. Of the four choices given after the statements, 
choose the one that best describes the two statements. [JEE Main 2013) 
Statement 1 : A point particle of mass m moving with speed v collides with stationary point 

particleofmassM If the maximum energy loss possible is given as f ( ½mv2 ) , then f = (M: m) 

Statement II : Maximum energy loss occurs when the particles get stuck together as a result 
of the collision. 
(A) Statement I is true, Statement II is true, and Statement II is the correct explanation of Statement I. 
(B) Statement I is true, Statement II is true, and Statement II is not the correct explanation of Statement I. 
(C) Statement I is true, Statement II is false. 
(D) Statement I is false , Statement II is true. 

44. A particle of mass m moving in the x-direction with speed 2u is hit by another particle of 
mass 2m moving in they-direction with speed u. If the collission is perfectly inelastic, the 
percentage loss in the energy during the collision is close to: [JEE - Main 2015) 
(A) 44% (B) 50% (C) 56% (D) 62% 

45. Distance of the centre of mass of a solid uniform cone from the its vertex is Z . If the radius 
0 

of its base is R and its height is h, then Z0 is equal to: [JEE - Main 2015) 

(A) .!!._ (B) 3h (C) 5h (D) 3h 2 

4R 4 8 8R 

Exercise-4: Objective Problems 

Only One Option Correct 

1. The centre of mass of a body: 
(A) Lies always at the geometrical centre 
(C) Lies always outside the body 

(B) Lies always inside the body 
(D) Lies within or outside the body 
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2. The centre of mass of the shaded portion of the disc is: 
(The mass is uniformly distributed in the shaded portion) : 

(A) ~ to the left of A (B) ~ to the left of A 
20 12 

(C) ~ to the right of A 
20 

(D) ~ to the right of A 
12 

3. A thin uniform wire is bent to form the two equal sides AB and AC of triangle ABC, where 
AB =AC= 5 cm. The third side BC, of length 6cm, is made from uniform wire of twice the 
density of the first. The distance of centre of mass from A is : 

34 11 C 34 
(A) -cm (B) - cm ( ) -cm 

11 34 9 

11 
(D) - cm 

45 

4. A semicircular portion of radius 'r' is cut from a uniform rectangular plate 
as shown in figure. The distance of centre of mass 'C' of remaining plate, 
from point '0 ' is : 

(A) 

(C) 

2r 

(3-n) 

2r 

(4+1t) 

(B) 
2(4-n) 

3r 

(D) 
3(4-n) 

2r 

5. A uniform solid cone of height 40 cm is shown in figure. The distance 
of centre of mass of the cone from point B ( centre of the base) is : 
(A) 20 cm (B) 10/3 cm 
(C) 20/3 cm (D) 10 cm 

6. The centre of mass of a system of particles is at the origin. It follows 
that 

•I 

I 

tO 

(A) The number of particles to the right of the origin is equal to the number of particles to 
the left 

(B) The total mass of the particles to the right of the origin is same as the total mass to the 
left of the origin 

(C) The number of particles on X-axis should be equal to the number of particles on Y-axis. 
(D) If there is a particle on the positive X-axis, there must be at least one particle on the 

negative X-axis. 
7. A body has its centre of mass at the origin. The x-coordinates of the particles 

(A) May be all positive 
(B) May be all negative 
(C) May be all non-negative 
(D) May be positive for some cases and negative in other cases 
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8. In which of the following cases the centre of mass ofa rod is certainly not at its centre? 
(A) The density continuously increases from left to right 
(B) The density continuously decreases from left to right 
(C) The density decreases from left to right upto the centre and then increases 
(D) The density increases from left to right upto the centre and then decreases 

Motion of Com 

9. Two particles bearing mass ration : 1 are interconnected by a light inextensible string that 
passes over a smooth pulley. If the system is released, then the acceleration of the centre of 
mass of the system is 

(A) (n -1)2 g (B) (n+l)2 g n-1 (C) (n-1)2 
g n+l (D) (n+l)g n-1 

10. A bomb travelling in a parabolic path under the effect of gravity, explodes in mid air. The 
centre of mass of fragments will 
(A) Move vertically upwards and then downwards 
(B) Move vertically downwards 
(C) Move in irregular path 
(D) Move in the parabolic path which the unexploded bomb would have travelled. 

11. If a ball is thrown upwards from the surface of earth 
(A) The earth remains stationary while the ball moves upwards 
(B) The ball remains stationary while the earth moves downwards 
(C) The ball and earth both moves towards each other 
(D) The ball and earth both move away from each other 

12. Consider a system of two identical particles. One of the particles is at rest and the other has 
an acceleration a . The centre of mass has an acceleration. 

(A) Zero 

13. Internal forces can change 

(B) .!_ a 
2 

(C) a 

(A) The linear momentum but not the kinetic energy 
(B) The kinetic energy but not the linear momentum 
(C) Linear momentum as well as kinetic energy 
(D) Neither the linear momentum nor the kinetic energy 

(D) 2a 

14. A body at rest breaks into two pieces of equal masses. The parts will move 
(A) In same direction 
(B) Along different lines 
(C) In opposite directions with equal speeds 
(D) In opposite directions with unequal speeds 

15. If the external forces acting on a system have zero resultant, the centre of mass 
(A) Must not move (B) Must not accelerate 
(C) May move (D) May accelerate 
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16. Two particles A and B initially at rest move towards each other under a mutual force of 
attraction. The speed of centre of mass at the instant when the speed of A is v and the speed of 
Bis 2v is: 
(A) v (B) Zero (C) 2 v (D) 3 v /2 

17. Two masses of lg and 4g are moving with equal K.E. The ratio of the magnitude of their linear 
momentum is -
(A) 1 : 1 (B) 1: 2 (C) 1: 3 (D) 1: 4 

18. A stationary body explodes into two fragments of masses m 1 and mi- If momentum of one 
fragment is p, the energy of explosion is : 

2 2 
(A) p (B) p 

2(m1 +m2 ) 2.Jm1m2 

(C) p2(m1 +m2) 
2m1m2 

19. A railway flat car has an artillery gun installed on it. The combined system has a mass Mand 
moves with a velocity v0• The barrel of the gun makes an angle a. with the horizontal. A shell 
of mass m leaves the barrel at a speed 'u' relative to barrel in the forward direction. The speed 
of the flat car so that it may stop after the firing is 

20. 

21. 

22. 

(A) _!!!!!_ (B) ( Mu ) cos a. (C) (mu) cos a. (D) (M+m)ucos a. 
M+m M+m M 

A block moving in air breaks in two parts and the parts separate 
(A) The total momentum must be conserved 
(B) The total kinetic energy must be conserved 
(C) The total momentum must change 
(D) The total kinetic energy must change 
A shell is fired from a canon with a velocity Vat an angle 0 with the horizontal direction. At 
the highest point in its path, it explodes into two pieces of equal masses. One of the pieces 
retraces its path to the cannon. The speed of the other piece immediately after the explosion is 

3 
(A) 3 V cos0 (B) 2 V cos0 (C) - V cos0 (D) V cos0 

2 

A skater of mass m standing on ice throws a stone of mass M with a velocity of v m/s in a 
horizontal direction. The distance over which the skater will move back (the coefficient of 
friction between the skater and the ice is µ) : 

(A) M2v2 (B) M~2 
2mµg 2m-µg 

(C) (D) 

23. Two blocks of masses m and Mare moving with 
speeds v1 and v2 (v1 > v2) in the same direction 
on the frictionless surface respectively, M being 
ahead of m. An ideal spring of force constant k 
is attached to the backside of M (as shown). The 
maximum compression of the spring when the block collides is: 

(A) v1 J¥- (B) v2lf (C) (v1 -v2) ✓(M:)K 
(D) None of above is correct. 
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24. A bullet in motion hits and gets embedded in a solid block resting on a frictionless table. 
Which of the following is conserved ? 
(A) Momentum and KE (B) Kinetic energy alone 
(B) Neither KE nor momentum (D) Momentum alone 

25. A body moving towards a finite body at rest collides with it. It is possible that 
(A) Both the bodies come to rest 
(B) Both the bodies move after collision 
(C) The moving body comes to rest and the stationary body starts moving 
(D) The stationary body remains stationary, the moving body changes its velocity. 

26. In head on elastic collision of two bodies of equal masses 
(A) The velocities are interchanged 
(B) The speeds are interchanged 
(C) The momenta are interchanged 
(D) The faster body slows down and the slower body speeds up. 

27. A particle of mass 1 g moving with a velocity u1 = (3 i - 2 J )ms-1 experiences a perfectly 

inelastic collision with another particle of mass 2 g and velocity u, = (4] - 6k)ms-1. The 

velocity of the combined particle is: 

(A) i+2]-4k (B) i-2]+4k (C) i-2]-4f (D) i +3.33]+4k 

28. In the arrangement shown, the pendulum on the left is pulled aside. It 
is then released and allowed to collide with other pendulum which is 
at rest. A perfectly inelastic collision occurs and the system rises to a 
height l/4h. The ratio of the masses of the pendulum is 
(A) 1 (B) 2 
(C) 3 (D) 4 

h 

29. There are hundred identical sliders equally spaced on a frictionless track as shown in the 
figure. Initially all the sliders are at rest. Slider 1 is pushed with velocity v towards slider 2. 
In a collision the sliders stick together. The final velocity of the set of hundred stucked sliders 
will be 

30. 

31. 

V 

(A) 99 (B) l~O 

r • • • I 
' 

(C) zero (D) V 

A solid iron ball A collides with another stationary solid iron ball B. If the 
ratio of radii of the balls is n = 2, then the ratio of their speeds just after 

0-the collision (e = 0.5)is 
(A) 3 
(C) 2 

(B) 4 
(D) 1 

Two identical balls A and B are released from the positions 
shown in figure. They collide elastically on horizontal portion 
MN. All surf aces are smooth. The ratio of heights attained by 
A and B after collision will be (Neglect energy loss atM & N) 
(A) 1 : 4 (B) 2 : 1 (C) 4 : 13 

A 

(D) 2: 5 

0 
B 



32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 
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A ball strikes a smooth horizontal ground at an angle of 45° with the vertical. What cannot be 
the possible angle of its velocity with the vertical after the collision. (Assume e::; 1 ). 
(A) 45° (B) 30° 
(C) 53° (D) 60° 

As shown in the figure a body of mass m moving vertically with 
speed 3 m/s hits a smooth fixed inclined plane and rebounds with a 
velocity vr in the horizontal direction. If angle of inclined is 30°, the 
velocity vr will be 
(A) 3 m/s (B) ✓3 m/s 
(C) 1/✓3 m/s (D) this is not possible 

il 
~ : ____ ...,._O rn 

30° 
)JJJ/1 

An ice block is melting at a constant rate I : I = µ. Its initial mass is m0 and it is moving with 

velocity on a frictionless horizontal surface. The distance travelled by it till it melts completely 
is : 

(A) 
2m0v 

(B) 
m0v 

µ µ 

(C) 
m0v 

(D) can't be said 
2µ 

The system of the wedge and the block connected by a massless spring 
as shown in the figure is released with the spring in its natural length. 
Friction is absent. Maximum elongation in the spring will be 

(A) 3Mg (B) 6Mg 
5k 5k 

(C) 
4Mg 

5k 
(D) 8Mg 

5k 

Two massless string of length 5 m hang from the ceiling very near 
to each other as shown in the figure. Two balls A and B of masses 
0.25 kg and 0.5 kg are attached to the string. The ball A is released 
from rest at a height 0.45 m as shown in the figure. The collision 
between two balls is completely elastic. Immediately after the 
collision, the kinetic energy of ball B is 1 J. The velocity of ball A 
just after the collision is 
(A) 5 ms-1 to the right 
(C) 1 ms-1 to the right 

(B) 5 ms-1 to the left 
(D) 1 ms-1 to the left 

0.45m 
A 
-------. : B , __ .. 

37. A smooth sphere is moving on a horizontal surface with a velocity vector (2i + 21) m/s 

immediately before it hit a vertical wall. The wall is parallel to vector J and coefficient of 

restitution between the sphere and the wall is e = 1/2. The velocity of the sphere after it hits 
the wall is 

(A) i - J (B) -t+2} (C) -i -} (D) 2i - } 
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38. A man of mass M stands at one end of a plank of length L which lies at rest on a frictionless 

surface. The man walks to other end of the plank. If the mass of the plank is M , then the 
3 

distance that the man moves relative to ground is 

(A) 3L (B) L (C) 4L 
4 4 5 

(D) L 
3 

39. Two balls A and B having masses 1 kg and 2 kg, moving with speeds 21 m/s and 4m/s 
respectively in opposite direction, collide head on. After collision A moves with a speed of 
1 m/s in the same direction, then the coefficient ofrestitution is 
(A) 0.1 (B) 0.2 (C) 0.4 (D) None 

40. Two particles of equal mass have velocities 2t ms-1 and 2] ms-1• First particle has an 

41. 

42. 

acceleration ( i + ]) ms-2 while the acceleration of the second particle is zero. The centre of 

mass of the two particles moves in 
(A) Circle (B) Parabola (C) Ellipse (D) Straight line 
A particle of mass 3m is projected from the ground at some angle with horizontal. The 
horizontal range is R. At the highest point of its path it breaks into two pieces m and 2m. 
The smaller mass comes to rest and larger mass finally falls at a distance x from the point of 
projection where x is equal to 

(A) 3R (B) 3R 
4 2 

(C) 5R 
4 

(D) 3R 

A man weighing 80 kg is standing at the centre of a flat boat and he is 20 m from the shore. 
He walks 8 m on the boat towards the shore and then halts. The boat weight 200 kg. How far 
is he from the shore at the end of this time ? 
(A) 11.2 m (B) 13.8 m (C) 14.3 m (D) 15.4 m 

43. From a circle ofradius a, an isosceles right angled triangle with the hypotenuse as the diameter 
of the circle is removed. The distance of the centre of gravity of the remaining position from 
the centre of the circle is 

(A) 3(1t - l)a (B) (1t-l)a 
6 

a 
(D) 3(7t +1) 

44. A sphere strikes a wall and rebounds with coefficient of restitution 1/3. If it rebounds with a 
velocity of 0.1 m/sec at an angle of 60° to the normal to the wall, the loss of kinetic energy is 

(A) 50% (B) 33 .!_ % (C) 40% (D) 66 ~ % 
3 3 

45. A truck moving on horizontal road towards east with velocity 20 ms-1 collides elastically 
with a light ball moving with velocity 25 ms-1 along west. The velocity of the ball just after 
collision 
(A) 65 ms-1 towards east (B) 25 ms-1 towards west 
(C) 65 ms-1 towards west (D) 20 ms-1 towards east 

46. A spaceship of speed v0 travelling along + y axis suddenly shots out one fourth of its part 
with speed 2v0 along + x-axis. xy axes are fixed with respect to ground. The velocity of the 
remaining part is 
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2 
(A) -V0 

3 

4 7. From a uniform disc of radius R , an equilateral triangle of side ✓3R is 
cut as shown. The new position of centre of mass is : 

(A) (0, 0) (B) (0, R) 

(C) (0, ~R) (D) None of these 

✓13 
(D) -3-vo 

y 

----->X 
(0,0) 

48. If the linear density of a rod of length 3 m varies as 'A, = 2 + x , then the position of centre of 
gravity of the rod is : 
(A) 7/3 m (B) 12/7 m (C) 10/7 m (D) 9/7 m 

Question No. 49 to 50 (2 questions) 

A uniform chain of length 2L is hanging in equilibrium position, if end B is given a slightly 
downward displacement the imbalance causes an acceleration. Here pulley is small and 
smooth and string is inextensible 

49. The acceleration of end B when it has been displaced by distance x, is 
X 2x 

(A) -g (B) -g 
L L 
X 

(C) -g 
2 

(D) g 

50. The velocity v of the string when it slips out of the pulley (height of pulley from floor > 2L) 

(A) J¥ (B) .J2gL (C) Jii (D) none of these 

51. A small sphere is moving at a constant speed in a vertical circle. Below is a list of quantities 
that could be used to describe some aspect of the motion of the sphere. 

I - kinetic energy 

II - gravitational potential energy 

III - momentum 
Which of these quantities will change as this sphere moves around the circle? 
WI~II~ ~I~III~ 
(C) III only (D) II and III only 

52. Which of the following graphs represents the graphical relation between momentum (p) and 
kinetic energy (K) for a body in motion? 

(A) lnp~ (B) ffiplL 
lnK lnK 
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(C) lnp~ (D) none 

lnK 
53. When the momentum of a body increases by 100%, its KE increases by 

(A) 400% (B) 100% (C) 300% (D) none 
54. A small bucket ofmassMkg is attached to a long inextensible cord oflength L m. The bucket 

is released from rest when the cord is in a horizontal position. At its lowest position, the 
bucket scoops up m kg of water and swings up to a height h. The height h in meters is 

(A) (M~mJ L (B) 

(C) (M;mJ L (D) 

(M~m)L 
(M;m)L 

5 5. In the figure shown a hole of radius 2 cm is made in a semicircular disc of 
radius 6n at a distance 8 cm from the centre C of the disc. The distance of the 
centre of mass of this system from point C is 

~ 
~ 

C 

W4~ ~8~ ~6~ (D) 12 cm 
56. A buggy of mass 100 kg is free to move on a frictionless horizontal track. Two men, each of 

mass 50 kg, are standing on the buggy, which is initially stationary. The men jump off the 
buggy with velocity = 1 0m/s relative to the buggy. In one situation, the men jump one after 
the other. In another situation, the men jump simultaneously. What is the ratio of the recoil 
velocities of the buggy in two cases? 
(A) 5 : 4 (B) 5 : 3 (C) 7 : 6 (D) 7 : 5 

5 7. In the figure one fourth part of a uniform disc of radius R is shown. 
The distance of the centre of mass of this object from centre 'O' is 

4R 2R 
(A) (B) 

3n 3n 

(C) ✓24R 
3n 

(D) ✓2 2R 
3n 

58. Two men, of masses 60 kg and 80 kg are sitting at the ends of a boat of mass 60 kg and length 
4 m. The boat is stationary. If the men now exchange their positions, then 
(A) The centre of mass of the two men shifts by 2 m 
(B) The boat moves by 0.4 m 
(C) The centre of mass of the two men shifts by 4/7 m. 
(D) The boat moves by 0.6 m. 

59. On a horizontal smooth surface a disc is placed at rest. Another disc of same mass is coming 
with impact parameter equal to its own radius. First disc is of radius r. What should be the 
radius of coming disc so that after collision first disc moves at an angle 45° to the direction of 
motion of incoming disc: 
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(A) 2r 

(C) 
r 

(✓2-1) 

(B) r (✓2-1) 

(D) r✓2 

60. A billiard table whose length and width are as shown in the figure. A ball 
is placed at point A. At what angle '0 ' the ball be projected so that after 
colliding with two walls, the ball will fall in the pocket B. Assume that 
all collisions are perfectly elastic (neglect friction) b 

2a-c 2a-c 
(A) 0=cor1-- (B) 0=tan-1--

2b 2b 

(C) 
c-a c-a 

0=cor1-- (D) 0=cot-1--

2b b 

61. In the figure shown, the two identical balls of mass Mand radius R each, are 
placed in contact with each other on the frictionless horizontal surface. 
The third ball of mass Mand radius R/2, is coming down vertically and has 
a velocity = v0 when it simultaneously hits the two balls and itself comes to 
rest. Then, each of the two bigger balls will move after collision with a speed 
equal to 

a 

C 

9 
~~~ 
\\\\\\\\' 

(A) 4v/✓5 (B) 2v/✓5 (C) v/✓5 (D) None 
62. In the above, suppose that the smaller ball does not stop after collision, but continues to move 

downwards with a speed= v/2, after the collision. Then, the speed of each bigger ball after 
collision is 

(A) 4v/✓5 (B) 2v/✓5 (C) v/2✓5 (D) None 
63. A body of mass 'm ' is dropped from a height of' h' . Simultaneously another body of mass 2m 

is thrown up vertically with such a velocity v that they collide at the height h/2. If the collision 
is perfectly inelastic , the velocity at the time of collision with the ground will be 

(A) ✓5gh (B) jih (C) {gh" (D) .jIOgh 
4 ~4 3 

64. A hemisphere of mass 3m and radius R is free to slide with its base on a smooth horizontal 
table. A particle of mass misplaced on the top of the hemisphere. If particle is displaced with 
a negligible velocity, then find the angular velocity of the particle relative to the centre of the 
hemisphere at an angular displacement 0 , when velocity of hemisphere is v. 

(A) 
4v 

Rcos0 
(B) 

3v 

Rcos0 
(C) 

5v 
Rcos0 

(D) 
2v 

Rcos0 
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65. In the figure (i), (ii) & (iii) shown the objects A, B & C 
are of same mass. String, spring & pulley are massless. 
C strikes B with velocity 'u ' in each case and sticks to 
it. The ratio of velocity of Bin case (i) to (ii) to (iii) is 

(A) 1 : 1: 1 (B) 3 : 3 : 2 
(C) 3: 2: 2 (D) none of these Y 

66 Centre of mass of two thin uniform rods of same length but made up 
of different materials & kept as shown, can be, if the meeting point is 

L 
the origin of co-ordinates 
(A) (L/2, L/2) 
(B) (2L/3, L/2) 

~=::::::;:==~I X (C) (L/3, L/3) 1, 

(D) (L/3, L/6) 
67. A force exerts an impulse I on a particle changing its speed from u to 2u. The applied force 

and the initial velocity are oppositely directed along the same line. The work done by the 
force is 

3 
(A) -Iu 

2 

1 
(B) -Iu 

2 
(C) Ju (D) 21 u 

68. The inclined surfaces of two movable wedges of same mass M are 
smoothly conjugated with the horizontal plane as shown in figure. A 
washer of mass m slides down the left wedge from a height h. To what 
maximum height will the washer rise along the right wedge? Neglect ._M _ ___,,-....:;; __ M_, 

friction. 

(A) (M: (B) 
(M+m)2 

hM 
(C) h(~)2 

M+m 
(D) h(~) 

M+m 

69. In the diagram shown, no friction at any contact surface. 
Initially, the spring has no deformation. What will be the 
maximum deformation in the spring? Consider all the 
strings to be sufficiency large. Consider the spring constant 
to be K. 
(A) 4F I 3K (B) 8F / 3K (C) FI 3K 

none 
( D) 

70. In a smooth stationary cart of length d, a small block is projected along it 's 
length with velocity v towards front. Coefficient of restitution for each collision 
is e. The cart rests on a smooth ground and can move freely. The time taken by 
block to come to rest w.r.t. cart is 

(A) ed (B) ed 
(1- e )v (1 + e )v 

(C) d 
e 

(D) infinite 

71. A flexible chain of length 2m and mass 1kg initially held in vertical position such that its 
lower end just touches a horizontal surface, is released from rest at time t = 0. Assuming that 
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any part of chain which strikes the plane immediately comes to rest and that the portion of 
chain lying on horizontal surface does not from any heap, the height of its centre of mass 
above surface at any instant t = 11✓5 (before it completely comes to rest) is 
(A) 1 m (B) 0.5 m (C) 1.5 m (D) 0.25 m 

72. On a smooth horizontal plane, a uniform string of mass Mand length ~ 

is lying in the state of rest. A man of the same mass M is standing 
next to one end of the string. Now, the man starts collecting the string. -====:c::tllc.l.lL_ 
Finally the man collects all the string and puts it in his pocket. What 
is the displacement of the man with respect to earth in the process of collection? 
(A) L I 2 (B) L I 4 (C) L I 8 (D) none 

73. An open water tight railway wagon of mass 5 x 103 kg coasts at an initial velocity 1.2 m/s 
without friction on a railway track. Rain drops fall vertically downwards into the wagon. The 
velocity of the wagon after it has collected 103 kg of water will be 
(A) 0.5 m/s (B) 2 m/s (C) 1 m/s (D) 1.5 m/s 

7 4. A parallel beam of particles of mass m moving with velocity v impinges on a wall at an angle 
0 to its normal . The number of particles per unit volume in the beam is n . If the collision of 
particles with the wall is elastic, then the pressure exerted by this beam on the wall is 
(A) 2 mn v2 cos e (B) 2 mn v2 cos2 e 
(C) 2 mn v cos e (D) 2 mn v cos2 e 

75. Two masses A and B of mass Mand 2M respectively are connected 
by a compressed ideal spring. The system is placed on a horizontal 

frictionless table and given a velocity u k in the z-direction as 

shown in the figure. The spring is then released. In the subsequent 

motion the line from B to A always points along the i unit vector. 

At some instant of time mass B has a x-component of velocity as 

V x i . The velocity VA of as A at that instant is 

(A) 

(C) 

vJ +uk 
-2V i + uk 

X 

(B) -VJ + uk 
(D) 2vJ + uk 

76. A ball of mass m falls vertically from a height h and collides with 
a block of equal mass m moving horizontally with a velocity v on a 
surface. The coefficient of kinetic friction between the block and the 
surface is 0.2, while the coefficient of restitution e between the ball and 

' ~k=0.2 

,,,),,,,,71',,,,~ 

the block is 0.5. There is no friction acting between the ball and the block. The velocity of the 
block decreases by 

(A) 0 (B) 0.1 ✓2gh (C) 0.3 ✓2gh (D) Can't be said 

77. A small ball falling vertically downward with constant velocity 
4m/s strikes elastically a massive inclined cart moving with velocity 
4m/s horizontally as shown. The velocity of the rebound of the ball 
is 
(A) 4✓2 m/s 
(C) 4m/s 

(B) 4✓3 m/s 
(D) 4✓5m/s 

45° 4 mls 
"-~--~ ......... ..,.-
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78. A rocket of mass 4000 kg is set for vertical firing. How much gas must be ejected per second 
so that the rocket may have initial upwards acceleration of magnitude 19.6 m/s2. [Exhaust 
speed offuel = 980 m/s.] 
(A) 240 kg s-1 (B) 60 kg s-1 (C) 120 kg s-1 (D) None 

79. A ball of mass m is released from A inside a smooth wedge of mass mas shown in the figure. 
What is the speed of the wedge when the ball reaches point B? 

(A) ( 3~ r2 

(B) ✓2gR 

(C) ( ~~ r2 (D) ✓¾ gR 

80. Three blocks are initially placed as shown in the figure. Block A has 
mass m and initial velocity v to the right. Block B with mass m and 
block C with mass 4m are both initially at rest. Neglect friction. All 
collisions are elastic. The final velocity of block A is 
(A) 0.6v to the left (B) 1.4v to the left 
(C) v to the left (D) 0.4v to the right 

A 

Smooth 

-v 
A B C 

, ,lffimKWmmgWL 

81. Two identical spheres move in opposite directions with speeds v1 and v2 and pass behind an 
opaque screen, where they may either cross without touching (Event 1) or make an elastic 
head-on collision (Event 2) 
(A) We can never make out which event has occurred 
(B) We cannot make out which event has occurred only ifv1 = v2 

(C) We can always make out which event has occurred 
(D) We can make out which event has occurred only ifv1 = v2 

82. There are some passengers inside a stationary railway compartment. The track is frictionless. 
The centre of mass of the compartment itself (without the passengers) is Cl' while the centre 
of mass of the 'compartment plus passengers ' system is C2. If the passengers move about 
inside the compartment along the track. 
(A) both C1 and C2 will move with respect to the ground 
(B) neither C1 nor C2 will move with respect to the ground 
(C) C1 will move but C2 will be stationary with respect to the ground 
(D) C2 will move but C1 will be stationary with respect to the ground 

83. A block of mass m starts from rest and slides down a frictionless semi
circular track from a height h as shown. When it reaches the lowest point 
of the track, it collides with a stationary piece of putty also having mass 
m. If the block and the putty stick together and continue to slide, the 
maximum height that the block-putty system could reach is : 
(A) h/4 (B) h/2 

(C) h (D) independent ofh 
84. A boy hits a baseball with a bat and imparts an impulse J to the ball. The boy hits the ball 

again with the same force, except that the ball and the bat are in contact for twice the amount 
of time as in the first hit. The new impulse equals: 
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(A) Half the original impulse (B) The original impulse 
(C) Twice the original impulse (D) Four times the original impulse 

85. Two billiard balls undergo a head-on collision. Ball I is twice as heavy as ball 2. Initially, ball 
1 moves with a speed v towards ball 2 which is at rest. Immediately after the collision, ball 1 
travels at a speed of v/3 in the same direction. What type of collision has occured? 
(A) Inelastic 
(B) Elastic 
(C) Completely inelastic 
(D) Cannot be determined from the information given 

Question No. 86 to 89 (4 questions) 

A small ball B of mass m is suspended with light inelastic string of length L 
from a block A of same mass m which can move on smooth horizontal surface as 
shown in the figure. The ball is displaced by angle 0 from equilibrium position 
& then released. 

86. The displacement of block when ball reaches the equilibrium position 
is 

(A) 
Lsin0 

(B) Lsin0 
2 

(C) L (D) None of these 
87. Tension in string when it is vertical, is 

(A) mg (B) mg(2-cos0) 
(C) mg (3 - 2cos0) (D) None of these 

88. Maximum velocity of block during subsequent motion of the system after release of ball is 
(A) [g/ (1-cos0)] 112 (B) [2g/(1-cos0)] 112 

(C) [g/cos0]1'2 (D) informations are insufficient to decide 
89. The displacement of centre of mass of A+ B system till the string becomes vertical is 

L 
(A) zero (B) -(1-cos0) 

(C) L (I - sin 0) 
2 

Question No. 90 Et 91 (2 questions) 

2 

(D) None of these 

A ball of mass m = 60gm is shot with speed v0 = 22m/s into the barrel 
of spring gun of mass M = 240g initially at rest on a frictionless surface. 
The ball sticks in the barrel at the point of maximum compression of the 
spring. 

90. The speed of the spring gun after the ball stops relative to the barrel, is 

M-240g m=a/iOgm smooc.~ 
;,A;; 0 

(A) 2.2 m/s (B) 4.4 m/s (C) 4.4 cm/s (D) None 
91. What fraction of initial kinetic energy of the ball is now stored in the spring? 

(A) 0.2 (B) 0.8 (C) 0.4 (D) 0.6 
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92. 

93. 

In an elastic collision of two billiard balls which of the following quantities is not conserved 
during the short time of collision 
(A) Momentum 
(C) Kinetic energy 

(B) Total mechanical energy 
(D) None 

A 4-kilogram disk slides over level ice toward the east at a 
velocity of lmeter per second, as shown. The disk strikes a post 
and rebounds toward the north at the same speed. The change in 
the magnitude of the eastward component of the momentum of 
the disk is 
(A) -4 kg·m/s 
(C) Okg·m/s 

(B) -1 kg·m/s 
(D) 4kg·m/s 

94. A system of N particles is free from any external forces. 
(a) Which of the following is true for the magnitude of the total momentum of the system? 

(A) It must be zero 

(B) It could be non-zero, but it must be constant 

(C) It could be non-zero, and it might not be constant 

(D) The answer depends on the nature of the internal forces in the system 
(b) Which of the following must be true for the sum of the magnitudes of the momenta of the 

individual particles in the system? 

(A) It must be zero 

(B) It could be non-zero, but it must be constant 

(C) It could be non-zero, and it might not be constant 

(D) It could be zero, even if the magnitude of the total momentum is not zero 
95. An isolated rail car of mass Mis moving along a straight, frictionless track at an initial speed 

v0• The car is passing under a bridge when a crate filled withNbowling balls, each of mass m, 
is dropped from the bridge into the bed of the rail car. The crate splits open and the bowling 
balls bounce around inside the rail car, but none of them fall out. 

(a) Is the momentum of the rail car+ bowling balls system conserved in this collision? 
(A) Yes, the momentum is completely conserved. 
(B) Only the momentum component in the vertical direction is conserved. 
(C) Only the momentum component parallel to the track is conserved. 
(D) No components are conserved. 

(b) What is the average speed of the rail car+ bowling balls system some time after the collision? 
(A) (M + Nm)v/M 
(B) Mv/(Nm + M) 
(C) Nmv/M 
(D) The speed cannot be determined because there is not enough information 

96. Consider a one-dimensional collision that involves a body of mass m 1 originally moving 
in the positive x direction with speed v0 colliding with a second body of mass m2 originally 
at rest. The collision could be completely inelastic, with the two bodies sticking together, 
completely elastic, or somewhere in between. After the collision, m 1 moves with velocity v1 

while m2 moves with velocity vr 
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(a) If m1 > m2, then 
(A) -v0 < v1 < 0 (B) 0 <v1 <v0 (C) 0 <v1 < 2v0 (D) v0 < v1 < 2v0 

(b) and 
(A) -v0 < v2 < 0 (B) 0 < v2 < v0 (C) v/ 2<v2 < 2v0 (D) v0 < v2 < 2v0 

(c) If m1 < m2 then 
(A) -v0 < v1 < 0 (B) -Vo< VI < v/2(C) 0<v1 <v/2 (D) 0 <v1 <v0 

(d) and 
(A) -v0 < v2 < 0 (B) -v0 < v2 < v/2 (C) 0 <v2 <v/2 (D) 0 < v2 < v0 

Question No. 97 to 103 (7 questions) 

The figure shows a man of mass m standing at the end A of a trolley of mass M 
placed at rest on a smooth horizontal surface. The man starts moving towards the 
end B with a velocity u,e, with respect to the trolley. The length of the trolley is L. 

97. When the man starts moving, then the velocity of the trolley v2 with respect 
to ground will be 

(A) Murel 
m+M 

(B) 
m+M 

98. The velocity of the man with respect to ground v1 will be 

(A) Murel (B) murel (C) !!!_u 
m+M m+M M ret 

99. The time taken by the man to reach the other end is 

(D) M Ure/ 
m 

L 

(A) (m+M)~ (B) (m+M)~ (C) L 
M Ure/ m u,., u,., 

(D) none of these 

100. As the man walks on the trolley, the centre of mass of the system (man+ trolley) 
(A) Accelerates towards left (B) Accelerates towards right 
(C) Moves with u,e, (D) Remains stationary 

101. When the man reaches the end B, the distance moved by the trolley with respect to ground is 

(A) ~ (B) ~ (C) !!!_ L (D) M L 
m+M m+M M m 

102. The distance moved by the man with respect to ground is 

(A) ~ (B) ~ (C) !!!_L 
m+M m+M M m 

103. Choose the correct statement 
(A) As the man starts moving the trolley must move backward 
(B) The distance moved by the trolley is independent of the speed of the man 
(C) The distance moved by the trolley can never exceed L 
(D) All the above 
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Question No. 104 to 108 (5 questions) mq im2 
Two persons of mass m 1 and m2 are standing at the two ends A and B respectively, of A J""~'"''t' B 
a trolley of mass Mas shown. L 

104. When the person standing atAjumps from the trolley towards left with u,01 with respect to the 
trolley, then 
(A) The trolley moves towards right 

(B) The trolley rebounds with velocity m1u"1 

m1 +m2 +M 

(C) The centre of mass of the system remains stationary 
(D) All the above 

105. When only the person standing at B jumps from the trolley towards right while the person at 
A keeps standing, then 

106. 

107. 

108. 

(A) The trolley moves towards left 

(B) The trolley moves with velocity m2u"1 

m1 +m2 +M 

(C) The centre of mass of the system remains stationary 
(D) All the above 
When both the persons jump simultaneously with same speed then 
(A) The centre of mass of the system remains stationary 
(B) The trolley remains stationary 
(C) The trolley moves toward the end where the person with heavier mass is standing 
(D) None of these 
When both the persons jump simultaneously with u,01 with respect to the trolley, then the 
velocity of the trolley is 

(A) I ml -m2 I uni 

m1 +m2 +M 

(C) I 
m1ure1 

m2 +M m1 +M 
(D) none of these 

Choose the incorrect statement, if m1 = m2 = m and both the persons jump one by one, then 
(A) The centre of mass of the system remains stationary 
(B) The final velocity of the trolley is in the direction of the person who jumps first 

(C) The final velocity of the trolley is ( mu"1 - mu"1 ) 

M+m M+2m 

(D) None of these 
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Question No. 109 to 111 (3 questions) 

109. A small block of mass m is placed on a wedge of mass Mas shown, 
which is initially at rest. All the surf aces are frictionless. The spring 
attached to the other end of wedge has force constant k. If a' is the 
acceleration of m relative to the wedge as it starts coming down 
and A is the acceleration acquired by the wedge as the block starts 

-A 

110. 

111. 

112. 

coming down, then 
a' 

(A) ✓2 <A<a' 
a' 

(B) A< -
✓2 

(C) A> a' (D) None 

Maximum velocity of Mis: 

(A) J2ih (B) ~ (C) 
2m 2gh 

mM+M2 M 
(D) None 

Maximum retardation of Mis: 

(A) ~ (B) ✓2~h (C) ✓2~h -
(D) None 

In a one-dimensional collision, a particle of mass 2m collides with a particle of mass m at rest. 
If the particles stick together after the collision, what fraction of the initial kinetic energy is 
lost in the collision? 

(A) _!_ 
4 

(B) .!_ 
3 

(C) _!_ 
2 

(D) none 

113. A ball is dropped from a height h. As it bounces off the floor, its speed is 80 percent of what 
it was just before it hit the floor. The ball will then rise to a height of most nearly 
(A) 0.80 h (B) 0.75 h (C) 0.64 h (D) 0.50 h 

Question No.114 to 115 (2 questions) 

A projectile of mass "m" is projected from ground with a speed of 50 m/s at an angle of 53° with the 
horizontal. It breaks up into two equal parts at the highest point of the trajectory. One particle coming 
to rest immediately after the explosion. 

114. The ratio of the radii of curvatures of the moving particle just before and just after the 
explosion are: 
(A) 1 : 4 (B) 1 : 3 (C) 2 : 3 (D) 4 : 9 

115. The distance between the pieces of the projectile when they reach the ground are: 
(A) 240 (B) 360 (C) 120 (D) none 

116. A ball is thrown vertically downwards with velocity .J2gh from a height h. After colliding 

with the ground it just reaches the starting point. Coefficient of restitution is 
(A) 1/✓2 (B) 1/2 (C) 1 (D) ✓2 

117. A ball is dropped from height 5m. The time after which ball stops rebounding if coefficient of 
restitution between ball and ground e = 1/2, is 
(A) 1 sec (B) 2 sec (C) 3 sec (D) infinite 
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118. A ball is projected from ground with a velocity Vat an angle 0 to the vertical. On its path it 
makes an elastic collison with a vertical wall and returns to ground. The total time of flight of 
the ball is 

(A) 2vsin0 
g 

(B) 2vcos0 
g 

vsin20 
(C) 

g 
(D) 

vcos0 

g 

One or More than One Option may be correct 

119. A system of two blocks A and Bare connected by an inextensible massless 
strings as shown. The pulley is massless and frictionless. Initially the system is 
at rest when, a bullet of mass 'm' moving with a velocity 'u' as shown hits the 
block 'B' and gets embedded into it. The impulse imparted by tension force to 
the block of mass 3m is 

(A) 5mu 
4 

(B) 4mu 
5 

(C) 
2mu 

120. Consider the following two statements : 
(a) linear momentum of the system remains constant 
(b) centre of mass of the system remains at rest. 

5 

3mu 
(D) 5 

(A) a implies b and b implies a (B) a does not imply b and b does not imply a 

(C) a implies b but b does not imply a (D) b implies a but a does not imply b 
121. Consider the following two statements: 

(a) Linear momentum of the system of particles is zero 
(b) Kinetic energy of a system of particles is zero 
(A) a implies b and b implies a (B) a does not imply b and b does not imply a 
(C) a implies b but b does not imply a (D) b implies a but a does not imply b 

122. Consider the following two statements : 
(a) the linear momentum ofa particle is independent of the frame of reference 
(b) the kinetic energy of a particle is independent of the frame ofreference 
(A) both a and b are true (B) a is true but b is false 
(C) a is false but b is true (D) both a and b are false 

123. A ball kept in a closed box moves in the box making collisions with the walls. The box is kept 
on a smooth surface. The velocity of the centre of mass 
(A) of the box remains constant 
(B) of the box plus the ball system remains constant 
(C) of the ball remains constant 
(D) of the ball relative to the box remains constant 

124. A heavy ring of mass m is clamped on the periphery of a light circular disc. A small particle 
having equal mass is clamped at the centre of the disc. The system is rotated in such a way that 
the centre moves in a circle ofradius r with a uniform speed v. We conclude that an external 
force 

(A) 

(B) 

mv
2 must be acting on the central particle 

r 

2mv2 b . th al . 1 -- must e actmg on e centr parttc e 
r 



125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 
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(C) 

(D) 

2mv2 . 
-- must be actmg on the system 

r 

2mv2 b . th . -- must e actmg on e nng. 
r 

A ball hits a floor and rebounds after an inelastic collision. In this case 
(A) the momentum of the ball just after the collision is same as that just before the collision 
(B) the mechanical energy of the ball remains the same during the collision 
(C) the total momentum of the ball and the earth is conserved 
(D) the total energy of the ball and the earth remains the same 

V(ms·1) 
The diagram shows the velocity-time graph for 
two masses R and S that collided elastically. 
Which of the following statements is true? 

1 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
. .. R·-----------~--

I. R and S moved in the same direction after o.s---· 
the collision. 

II. The velocities of R and S were equal at 
the mid time of the collision. 

III. The mass of R was greater than mass of 
S. 

0.4 

(A) I only (B) II only 
(C) I and II only (D) I, II and III 

1 2 3 4 t(s) 

A ball collides with an inclined plane of inclination 0 after falling through a distance h. If it 
moves horizontally just after the impact, the coefficient of restitution is : 
W ~~ ~00~ 

(C) tan0 (D) cote 
A ball of mass m strikes the fixed inclined plane after falling through a 
height h. If it rebounds elastically, the impulse on the ball is 

(A) 2 m cos 0 .J2gh (B) 2 m cos 0 .jgh 

2m-Jigh 
(C) 

cos0 
(D) 2m.J2gh 

A small ball moves towards right with a velocity V. It collides 
with the wall and returns back and continues to and fro motion. If 

the average speed for first to and fro motion of the ball is ( ¾) V, 

then the coefficient of restitution of impact is : 

• 

(A) 0.5 (B) 0.8 (C) 0.25 (D) 0.75 

h 

130. A wagon filled with sand has a hole so that sand leaks through the bottom at a constant rate 'A,_ 

An external force F acts on the wagon in the direction of motion. Assuming instantaneous 

velocity of the wagon to be v and initial mass of system to be m0, the force equation governing 

the motion of the wagon is : 
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(A) - dv -F =m -+Av 
0 dt 

(B) - dv -F =m - -AV 
0 dt 

(C) 
- dv 

F = (m -At)-
0 dt 

- dv 
(D) F = (m - Al) - + A v 

0 dt 

131. A particle strikes a horizontal smooth floor with a velocity u making an angle 0 with the floor 
and rebounds with velocity v making an angle ~ with the floor. If the coefficient of restitution 
between the particle and the floor is e, then : 
(A) the impulse delivered by the floor to the body is mu(l + e) sin 0. 
(B) tan~= e tan e. 
(C) V = u ,J~l --(-1---e2-) s-in_2_0 . 

(D) The ratio of the final kinetic energy to the initial kinetic energy is ( cos2 0 + e2 sin2 0) 
132. A ball moving with a velocity v hits a massive wall moving towards the ball with a velocity u. 

An elastic impact lasts for a time 111. 

(A) The average elastic force acting on the ball is m(u + v) 
111 

(B) The average elastic force acting on the ball is 2m (u + v) 
Af 

(C) The kinetic energy of the ball increases by 2mu (u + v) 
(D) The kinetic energy of the ball remains the same after the collision. 

133. The fig. shows a string of equally spaced beads of mass m, separated by distance d. The 
beads are free to slide without friction on a thin wire. A constant force Facts on the first bead 
initially at rest till it makes collision with the second bead. The second bead then collides with 
the third and so on. Suppose all collisions are elastic, then : 

F d 
..;;...+ 

• • 2 • 3 • 4 

(A) Speed of the first bead immediately before and immediately after its collision with the 

second bead is ✓2:d and zero respectively. 

(B) Speed of the first bead immediately before and immediately after its collision with the 

d b d . ✓2Fd d 1 ✓2Fd . l secon ea 1s -- an - -- respective y. 
m 2 m 

(C) Speed of the second bead immediately after its collision with third bead is zero. 

(D) . 1 ✓2Fd The average speed of the first bead 1s - -- . 
2 m 

134. A block of mass M with a semicircular track of radius R rests 
on a horizontal frictionless surface. A uniform cylinder of 
radius rand mass m is released from rest from the top point A. 
The cylinder slips on the semicircular frictionless track. The 
distance travelled by the block when the cylinder reaches the 
point Bis: 

b • : : ni ~~; - : : 
... ,._ ......... . -. ··-·-
. . · : .· . .......... - .· :.·.· 

• ; : •••••• ; lvf ; 
. ~ ..... ·.. . . . . . .· ' , ~ .. ~ .. .. . 
. ·- ' . . . . . . . . . ~ ·- , .- .- ·. -. ' . .. . 

/7~?7? 



(A) M(R-r) 
M+m 

(C) 
(M +m)R 

M 

(B) m(R-r) 
M+m 

(D) none 
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135. Two blocks A and Beach of mass 'm' are connected by a massless spring of natural length L 
and spring constant k. The blocks are initially resting on a smooth horizontal. Block C also 
of mass m moves on the floor with a speed 'v' along the line joining A and B and collides 
elastically with A then which of the following is/are correct: 
(A) KE of the AB system at maximum compression of the spring is zero 
(B) The KE of AB system at maximum compression is (1/4) mv2 

(C) The maximum compression of spring is v.Jm I k 

(D) The maximum compression of spring is v.Jm I 2k 

136. A uniform thin rod of mass Mand Length L is standing vertically along the y-axis on a smooth 
horizontal surface, with its lower end at the origin (0, 0). A slight disturbance at t = 0 causes 
the lower end to slip on the smooth surface along the positive x-axis, and the rod starts falling. 

The acceleration vector of centre of mass of the rod during its fall is : [ R is reaction from 

surface] [JEE - 93] 

(A) 

(C) 

- Mg+R 
QCM = 

M 
(B) - Mg-ii. 

QCM = 
M 

acM =Mg-ii. (D) None of these 

137. A set ofn-identical cubical blocks lie at rest parallel to each other along a line on a smooth 
horizontal surface. The separation between the near surfaces of any two adjacent blocks is L. 
The block at one end is given a speed V towards the next one at time t = 0. All collisions are 
completely inelastic, then 

(A) The last block starts moving at t = n (n - 1) ~ 
2V 

(B) The last block starts moving at t = (n - 1) L 
V 

(C) The centre of mass of the system will have a final speed v/n 
(D) The centre of mass of the system will have a final speed v 

138. A particle moving with kinetic energy = 3 joule makes an elastic head on collision with a 
stationary particle which has twice its mass during the impact. 
(A) The minimum kinetic energy of the system is 1 joule. 
(B) The maximum elastic potential energy of the system is 2 joule. 
(C) Momentum and total kinetic energy of the system are conserved at every instant. 
(D) The ratio of kinetic energy to potential energy of the system first decreases and then 

increases. 
139. A ball of mass m collides elastically with an identical ball at rest with some impact parameter. 

(A) 100 % energy transfer can never take place 
(B) 100 % energy transfer may take place 
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140. 

141. 

142. 

143. 

(C) angle of divergence between the two balls must be 90° 
(D) angle of divergence between the two balls depend on impact parameter 
Two balls A and B having masses 1 kg and 2 kg, moving with speeds 21 m/s and 4 m/s 
respectively in opposite direction, collide head on. After collision A moves with a speed of 
1 m/s in the same direction, then correct statements is 
(A) The velocity of B after collision is 6 m/s opposite to its direction of motion before 

collision. 
(B) The coefficient of restitution is 0.2. 
(C) The loss of kinetic energy due to collision is 200J. 
(D) The impulse of the force between the two balls is 40 Ns. 
An object comprises of a uniform ring of radius R and its uniform chord 
AB (not necessarily made of the same material) as shown. Which of the 
following can not be the centre of mass of the object 
(A) (R/3, R/3) (B) (R/3, R/2) 
(C) (R/4, R/4) (D) (R/✓2, R/✓2) 
A ball A collides elastically with another identical ball B initially at rest A 

y 

C7· 
is moving with velocity of 1 0m/s at an angle of 60° from the line joining their centres. Select 
correct alternative 
(A) velocity of ball A after collision is 5 m/s 
(B) velocity of ball B after collision is 5✓3 m/s 
(C) velocity of ball A after collision is 7.5 m/s 
(D) velocity of ball B after collision is 5 m/s. 
Consider following statements 
[ 1] CM of a uniform semicircular disc of radius R = 2R/n from the centre 
[2] CM of a uniform semicircular ring of radius R = 4R/3n from the centre 
[3] CM of a solid hemisphere of radius R = 4R/3n from the centre 
[ 4] CM of a hemisphere shell of radius R = R/2 from the centre 
Which statements are correct? 
(A) 1, 2, 4 (B) 1, 3, 4 (C) 4 only (D) 1, 2 only 

144. The diagram to the right shows the velocity-time graph for v (ms-) 
' two masses R and S that collided elastically. Which of the 1.2 

following statements is true? 
(I) R and S moved in the same direction after the collision. 
(II) Kinetic energy of the system (R & Sy is minimum at t = 

2 milli sec. 
(III) The mass of R was greater than mass of S. 
(A) I only (B) II only 
(C) I and II only (D) I, II and III 

145. In an inelastic collision, 

0.8 

0.4 

(A) the velocity of both the particles may be same after the collision 
(B) kinetic energy is not conserved 
(C) linear momentum of the system is conserved. 
(D) velocity of separation will be less than velocity of approach. 

R 
s 

/ 

' / 
I<.. 

/ ' I/ 

1 2 3 4 
t ( milli sec) 
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146. A man of mass 40 kg is standing on a trolley A of mass 140 kg . He pushes another trolley B 
of same material of mass 60 kg, so that they are set in motion . Then 
(A) Speed of trolley A is 3 times that of trolley B immediately after the interaction. 
(B) Speed of trolley Bis 3 times that of trolley A immediately after the interaction. 
(C) Distance travelled by trolley Bis 3 times that of trolley A before they stop. 
(D) Distance travelled by trolley Bis 9 times that of trolley A before they stop. 

147. Two identical balls are interconnected with a massless and inextensible thread. The system is 
in gravity free space with the thread just taut. Each ball is imparted a velocity v, one towards 
the other ball and the other perpendicular to the first, at t = 0. Then, 
(A) The thread will become taut at t = (Liv) 
(B) The thread will become taut at some time t < (Liv). 
(C) The thread will always remain taut fort> (Liv). 
(D) The kinetic energy of the system will always remain mv2• 

148. In a one dimensional collision between two identical particles A and B, B is stationary and A 
has momentum p before impact. During impact, B gives impulse J to A. 
(A) The total momentum of the 'A plus B' system is p before and after the impact, and (p-.J) 

during the mpact. 
(B) During the impact A gives impulse J to B 

(C) The coefficient of restitution is 2J -1 
p 

(D) The coefficient of restitution is J + 1 
p 

149. Two blocks A (5kg) andB (2kg) attached to the ends ofa spring 3m/s lOm/s 
constant 1120Nlm are placed on a smooth horizontal plane with r;--, rvvvvvv-.. ~ 

the spring undeformed. Simultaneously velocities of 3mls and A ~ B 
10 mls along the line of the spring in the same direction are 
imparted to A and B then 
(A) When the extension of the spring is maximum the velocities of A and Bare zero. 
(B) The maximum extension of the spring is 25cm. 
(C) Maximum extension and maximum compression occur alternately. 

(D) The maximum compression occur for the first time after -2:_ sec. 
56 

(E) The minimum speed of B is 0. 
150. In a one-dimensional collision between two particles, their relative velocity is v1 before the 

collision and v2 after the collision 

(A) v1 = v2 if the collision is elastic 

(C) I v2 I = I v1 I in all cases 

(B) v1 = -v2 if the collision is elastic 

(D) v1 = -kv2 in all cases, where k ~ 1 

151. In an elastic collision between disks A and B of equal mass but unequal radii, A moves along 
the x-axis and Bis stationary before impact. Which of the following is possible after impact? 
(A) A comes to rest 
(B) The velocity of B relative to A remains the same in magnitude but reverses in direction 
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(C) A and B move with equal speeds, making an angle of 45° each with the x-axis 
(D) A and B move with unequal speeds, making angles of 30° and 60° with the x-axis 

respectively 
152. An isolated rail car originally moving with speed v0 on a straight, frictionles, level track 

contains a large amount of sand. A release valve on the bottom of the car malfunctions, and 
sand begins to pour out straight down relative to the rail car. 
(a) Is momentum conserved in this process? 

(A) The momentum of the rail car alone is conserved 
(B) The momentum of the rail car+ sand remaining within the car is conserved 
(C) The momentum of the rail car+ all of the sand, both inside and outside the rail car, 
is conserved 
(D) None of the three previous systems have momentum conservation 

(b) What happens to the speed of the rail car as the sand pours out? 
(A) The car begins to roll faster 
(B) The car maintains the same speed 
(C) The car begins to slow down 
(D) The problem cannot be solved since momentum is not conserved 

Question No. 153 to 156 (4 questions) 

Two men of mass m 1 and m2 are standing at the ends A and B of the trolley, 
respectively. The mass of the trolley isM and its length is L mi' M im2 

The two men can exchange their positions in three different ways: A -lmmmmh, B 
L 

Case I : m1 moves towards B with u,01 and m2 remains stationary until m1 reaches its position; and 
then m2 starts moving and reaches the end A. 

Case II: m2 moves towards A with u,01 and m1 remains stationary until m2 reaches its position, and 
then m 1 starts moving and reaches the end B. 

Case III :Both moves with u,01 with respect to trolley towards each other and reach then opposite 
ends. 

153. Choose the correct statement(s) related to Case I 
(A) As the man m 1 moves, the trolley moves toward left and its velocity becomes maximum 

when it reaches the end B. 

(B) When m1 reaches the end B, the distance moved by the trolley is m,L 
m, +m2 +M 

(C) When m 1 and m2 has exchanged their positions, the displacement of the centre of mass 
of the system is zero. 

(D) When the men have exchanged their positions, the final velocity of the trolley is zero 
154. Choose the correct statement(s) related to Case II 

(A) When the man m2 reaches the position of m" the distance moved by the trolley is 
m2L 
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(B) When the man m 1 reaches the position of m2, the distance moved by the trolley is 
m,L 

m, +m2 +M 

(C) When the men have exchanged their positions, the distance moved by the center of mass 

is ( m, +m2 )L 
m, +m2 +M 

(D) When the men have exchanged their position, the displacement of the centre of mass is 
(m, -mz)L 

m, +m2 +M 

155. Choose the correct statement(s) related to Case III 
(A) As both the men move simultaneously, the velocity of the trolley at any instant is zero 
(B) Both men reach their opposite ends simultaneously 
(C) The distance travelled by both the men with respect to ground is same 
(D) All the above 

156. Choose the correct statement(s) related to all the three cases 
(A) The centre mass remains stationary at all instants 
(B) The displacement of the trolley cannot exceed L 
(C) The displacement of the trolley is independent of the velocity of each man 
(D) The displacement of the trolley in all the three cases is same 

Question No. 157 to 163 (7 questions) 

A particle of mass m moving horizontally with v0 strikes a smooth wedge ofmassM, 
as shown in figure. After collision, the ball starts moving up the inclined face of the 
wedge and rises to a height h. 

157. The final velocity of the wedge v2 is 

(A) mvo (B) ~ 
M M+m 

(D) insufficient data 

158. When the particle has risen to a height h on the wedge, then choose the correct altemative(s) 
(A) The particle is stationary with respect to ground 
(B) Both are stationary with respect to the centre of mass 
(C) The kinetic energy of the centre of mass remians constant 
(D) The kinetic energy with respect to centre of mass is converted into potential energy 

159. The maximum height h attained by the particle is 

(A) (m:M );: (B) (; );: 

(C) (_!!___)vt 
m+M 2g 

(D) None of these 

160. Identify the correct statement(s) related to the situation when the particle starts moving 
downward. 
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161. 

162. 

(A) The centre of mass of the system remains stationary 
(B) Both the particle and the wedge remain stationary with respect to centre of mass 
(C) When the particle reaches the horizontal surface it velocity relative to the wedge is v0 

(D) None of these 
Suppose the particle when reaches the horizontal surfaces, its velocity 
with respect to ground is v1 and that of wedge is v2• Choose the correct 
statement (s) 

w ~=~2 ~~2-~=~ 
~) ~+~=~ (D) ~+~<~ 
Choose the correct statement(s) related to particle m 

(A) Its kinetic energy is K1 = ( m ~) gh 

(B) v1 =v0(:::) 

(C) The ratio of its final kinetic energy to its initial kinetic energy is Kr = (_!!___)2 

Kj m+M 

(D) It moves opposite to its initial direction of motion 
163. Choose the correct statement related to the wedge M 

(A) Its kinetic energy is Kr = ( 4m 
2 

) gh 
m+M 

(B) v = (_3!!!_)v0 
2 m+M 

(C) Its gain in kinetic energy is M = ( 4mM 2 ) (.!_ mv:) 
(m+M) 2 

(D) Its velocity is more than the velocity of centre of mass 
164. Two blocks A and B of mass m and 2m respectively are connected by a massless spring of 

spring constant K. This system lies over a smooth horizontal surface. At t= 0 the block A has 
velocity u towards right as shown while the speed of block Bis zero, and the length of spring 
is equal to its natural length at that instant. 

B K A 

//////~~~ 
Smooth horizontal surface 

Column-I 
(A) The velocity of block A 
(B) The velocity of block B 

(C) The kinetic energy of system of spring 

(D) The potential energy of spring 

Column-II 
(P) can never be zero 
(Q) may be zero at certain instants of 

time 
(R) is minimum at maximum 

compression of two block 
(S) is maximum at maximum extension 

of spring 
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.~ ANSWER KEY 
•:;,,r 

Exercise-1 : Calculation of Com 

1. Yes, when a body has a uniform mass density, its centre of mass of shall coincide with its 
geometrical centre. 

2. The centre of mass will shift closer to the heavier particle. 

3. Yes, always. 

4. Yes, it can. For example, centre of mass of a uniform circular ring lies at the centre of ring, 
where there is no mass. 

5. It lies at the centroid of the triangular lamina i.e. where the three medians of the triangle 

6. 

8. 

intersect. 

✓19 

6 

(5a/6, 5a/6) 

7. 
4 (b3 - a3 ) 

3n (b 2 -a2 ) 

9. 22L/35 

10. AtR/5 from the centre of the bigger disc towards the centre of the smaller disk. 

11. AtR/3 from the centre of the original disc away from the centre of the hole. 

12. 

14. 

16. 

3 
-a 
4 

')..,x 5 
(a) l(x) = 1 + -, (b) -L 

L 9 

R 

4n-2 

Motion of Com 

17. (a) 1 cm (b) 1 cm downward. 

19. 40/3 cm 

21. x=6m 

23. (a) 1.5 m/s (b) -0.50 m/s 

25. g/9 downwards 

27. ,tzl 
1 2 

13. (1/7, 23/14) 

15. 
5h 

16 

18. zero 

20. mL/(m +M) 

22. 4 m/s, 24J 

24. 100m 

26. L/4 

28. 
2nvcos(0/2) 

n+l 
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29. g/2 

31. 
Mu 2 

2g(M +2m) 

Conservation of Momentum 

32. 60m. 

34. (1+ ~)v 
36. 10 cm. 

38. (a) 12.3 m/s (b) 9.4 m/s 

5v 
40. --

Rcos0 

42. 11/14 

44. IN 

46. 4/3 m/s 

Impulse 

48. 8t m Is 

50. (a) 4✓5 Ns (b) 2000✓5 N 

52. 0.2kg, 2.5m/s, 0.5Ns 

53. 

54. 

55. 

P(N-sec) 
0.25- -

50 

m x .Ju 2 -uv+v2 

[mu✓3] 
4 

100 t(ms) 

30. I 

33. 35m. 

35. 9m/s, 9m 

37. 2.0 x 105 m/s 

39. v=Fl I + .l!L 
M 

41. (a) mg(h3 -h2) ; (b) 0 
(h2 - hi) 

43. cos-1 (3/4) 

45. 
✓13 
-v 

2 0 

47. ✓~;; 

49. 1884N 

51. 1.2 m/s, 3.6 Ns 
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56. 6.21 W 

57. ff 
58. (a) u/2, mu/2 (b) u ✓13 /8, mu ✓13 /8 (c) u ✓314, mu ✓314 

Collision 

59. 2 m/s negative axis and 3m/s positive 

61. 
1 

e=-
✓2 

63. ✓3/2 

12 
65. (a) 3J, (b)- N-s 

5 

67. VA= ,Jg /12 m/s, Smax = 49/48 m 

69. 
1 

2 

71. .Jii rad/s 

Exercise-2 

1. 22 m/s, 28 m left to the line offall. 

3. 

5. v= ✓8~.e, T= 14mg 

= 4F + .J16 F 2 + 54 mu 2 k 
1. X 

max 3k 

60. 

62. 

64. 

66. 

68. 

70. 

K/2. axis respectively 

2nr 
t=-

v 

280m/s 

40 
(a) -m, (b) t = 3.25 s 

3 e 

(a) v/3, (b) 3 ,,j5gR . 

u 4u 
V =-o V =-o 

heavyball 27' firstball 27 ' 

v = _4u_o v = 4uo 
second ball 9 ' third ball 3 

72. (1/81) m 

2. 

4. 

6. 

mv 

M+m 

-m-A m_+A_m_c ,,j2gh ' -µ~(-1 +_h_:_;~) 

8. (a) Light ball .Jsogi towards left, heavy ball -J2 g.€ towards right 
3 3 

(b) Light ball 2.€ and heavy ball !:__ 
9 

9. The small particle goes along the tangent with a speed of vp/r and the spherical body goes 

perpendicular to the smaller particle with a speed of~ .Jr2 - p2 • 

r 

10. (a) 360m, (b) 10800J 11. 2mv2/3/ 
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m 2gl 2m 2 g 
12. v = ~ --- ; T = 3m ,JI+ _A_ 13. 13/3m/s 

a mB l+mA/mB mB 

14. e = (5 + ✓3)/8, M = 26!✓3 kg 15. 2 mnv2 cos2 0 

2✓3u , 5u 6 
16. -2m/s,6.93m/sL30° 17. v=--u=- T=-mv 

7 ' 7 ' 7 

18. (a) u/2, mu/2; (b) u ✓13 /8, mu ✓13 /8; (c) u✓3!4, mu✓3!4 

19. (a) v/2, v/2, 0; (b) 2mv2/9; (c) mv2/72; (d) x = ,Jm/6k v 

20. ( A A) 9 m -3i + 4j , e = 16 21. l 

21. 
m 

23. x = 3 units, tan0 = 2/3 -v(v + gt) 
f 

24. 5/✓17 cm, 153L/80u 25. 
V0 .Jws V0 4 V0 v=--v= v=-

c 15 ' B 15 ' A 15 

26. 40cm 27. 37° 

28. (a) 0.66, (b) 4 m 29. 
1 2 

v1 = ✓3 m/s, v2 = ✓3 m/s 

30. (a) m (gy + v/), (b) mg( 1-y), (c) mv/y 31. 2,J2a0 1 
l l 21 

32. (a) 50 m, (b) 10 m, (c) 30 m 33. 13/3m/s 

31. / (b _ e _ . 0 mv0 1 ✓5 d mvt (a)v0 3, )mv0 -2mv2 cos ,0-2mv2 sm - - (c)-,-v0 () -

2 2 4 16 

Exercise-3 

1. B 2. (a)B (b)A 3. A 

4. A 5. C 6. BD 

7. B 8. C 9. C 

10. m(-v2 sin (~ t) A (V ) A A i + v2 cos ~ t j -v1 j) 

11. (5 +✓3) /8) ,M= 26/ ✓3 kg 

12. 2 in case I 13. t0 = 12 sec, v = 100✓3/ll 14. C 

15. A,D 16. B 17. B 

18. C 19. 4m/s 20. C 

21. A 22. A 23. A,C 

24. D 25. 26. A 

27. 28. C 29. A 

30. C 31. A 32. B 
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33. A 34. C 35. C 

36. D 37. A 38. D 

39. B 40. D 41. A 

42. B 43. D 44. C 

45. B 

Exercise-4 

1. D 2. A 3. A 

4. D 5. D 6. None 

7. CD 8. AB 9. C 

10. D 11. D 12. B 

13. B 14. C 15. C 

16. B 17. B 18. C 

19. C 20. AD 21. A 

22. C 23. C 24. D 

25. BC 26. CD 27. AC 

28. A 29. B 30. C 

31. C 32. B 33. B 

34. B 35. B 36. D 

37. B 38. B 39. B 

40. D 41. C 42. C 

43. C 44. D 45. A 

46. B 47. B 48. B 

49. A 50. C 51. D 

52. D 53. C 54. A 

55. B 56. C 57. C 

58. B 59. C 60. A 

61. C 62. C 63. D 

64. A 65. B 66. D 

67. B 68. C 69. B 

70. D 71. D 72. B 

73. C 74. B 75. C 

76. D 77. D 78. C 

79. A 80. A 81. A 

82. C 83. A 84. C 

85. B 86. A 87. D 

88. A 89. B 90. B 
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91. B 92. C 93. A 

94. (a) B, (b) C 95. (a) C, (b) B 96. (a) B, (b) C, (c) B, (d) D 

97. B 98. A 99. C 

100. D 101. A 102. B 

103. D 104. D 105. D 

106. A 107. A 108. D 

109. B 110. C 111. A 

112. B 113. C 114. A 

115. A 116. A 117. C 

118. B 

One or More than One Option Correct 

119. D 120. D 121. D 

122. D 123. B 124. C 

125. CD 126. D 127. A 

128. A 129. A 130. C 

131. BCD 132. BC 133. ACD 

134. B 135. BD 136. B 

137. AC 138. A,B,D 139. A,C 

140. A,B,C 141. B,D 142. D 

143. C 144. D 145. A,B,C,D 

146. B,D 147. A,C 148. B,C 

149. B,C,E 150. B,D 151. A,B,C,D 

152. (a) A,C; (b) B 153. B,C,D 154. A 

155. B 156. A,B,C,D 157. B 

158. B,D 159. C 160. C 

161. B,C 162. B 163. A,B,C,D 

164. (A)-Q, (B)-Q, (C)-P,R, (D)-Q,S 
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